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PART III.

FROM THE DEATH OF CONSTANTINE TO THE

DEATH OF CHARLEMAGNE.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.—PARTITION OF CONSTANTINE’s EMPIRE-THE

SONS OF CONSTANTINE.-CONSTANTINE II. DESTROYED BY

CONSTANS. —CONSTANTIUS APPOINTS EUSEBIUS BISHOP OF

CONSTANTINOPLE, AND PERSECUTES ATHANASIUS.—STATE OF

ARMENLA.—THE PERSIAN WAR.—COUNCIL OF SARDICA.—

PERSECUTION OF THE TRINITARIANS.—DEATH OF CONSTANS.

—CONSTANTIUS OVERCOMES TWO USURPERS, AND BECOMEs

SOLE EMPEROR OF THE ROMAN WORLD.—HIS ECCLESIASTICAL

ACTS. — THE CAESAR GALLUS. – ARIANISM ALMOST UNIVER

SALLY ESTABLISHED. -

To the lovers of history who think with the poet, “the

proper study of mankind is man,” we would offer this

caution : let habitual reference to God, and to ourselves,

accompany the study, for thus alone can it be pursued with

propriety or advantage. To God we must refer, because

man, as His creature, is responsible to Him, according to

the measure of light and advantages received : to ourselves

we should refer, because the only use of an enlarged

acquaintance with human nature, is when it becomes to us

a glass wherein our own hearts are reflected. Thus histo

rical knowledge may prove a real blessing. Nothing can

throw a deeper interest over the pages of Universal History,

than the consideration that every person and every action

of which they treat, must pass under solemn review in the

day ofjudgment. Then the nameless millions, as well as the

VOL. II. B
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2 INTRODUCTION.

distinguished individuals of whom we read, “the dead, small

and great,” will stand before the throne of God, and every

tongue confess that the Judge of all the earth does right.

In resuming our history, we have to contemplate mankind

in general under three different aspects—in Pagan ignorance;

in Jewish blindness; or in a Christian profession: always

remembering the latter embraces the true children of God—

the salt of the earth. Pagan ignorance, as the Scriptures

declare, is wilful and without excuse. Man, amidst a

creation that gives such clear witness of Eternal power and

Godhead, prefers the creature to the Creator—man, pos

sessed of an accusing conscience, breaks through the very

laws of his nature, and thus proves the apostasy of his

heart; and even the brightest page of heathen history bears

upon it the stamp of death towards God. Thus the Gentiles,

judged by their own advantages of creation and conscience,

have been found guilty:-weighed in the balances God has

appointed for them, they are still found wanting.

The Jews, the chosen depositories of God's revealed will

—the people who heard the voice of Jehovah speaking out

of heaven, and who promised obedience to His holy law, are

judged according to that law; and their sufferings under the

penalties of disobedience prove through the whole course

of their history that they also are weighed and found want

ing. Yet more, the rejected blood of Christ has called for

vengeance on them and their children, and leaves them

groping like the blind, till the day when they shall turn with

bitter mourning to the Lord.

The Messiah, according to the prophetic word, is the

Light to lighten the Gentiles, before He is acknowledged as

the glory of His people Israel; but in viewing the masses

of Gentiles who take up the Christian profession, we learn the

same lessons as in looking upon Jews and Pagans; only

they are written in more vivid characters. Upon this third

platform, man's natural tendency to apostatise from God

appears in a more dreadful light (see Matt. xi. 20–24).

By outward privileges he may be lifted up, as it were,

to heaven's gate, and yet, unless brought in by the con

straining love of Christ, fall from thence into the chambers

of hell. Creation, conscience, the holy law, the gospel of

God, all the accumulated light of nature and revelation, will

º:
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THE SONS OF CONSTANTINE. 3

shine at last in the just and terrible condemnation of those

who are found to have loved darkness rather than light.

The evils of mere nominal Christianity will be displayed

very strongly in the following portion of history. May the

relation of them awaken more lively desires after the power

of godliness in the heart of the Christian reader, and

reach the conscience of some who have been satisfied with

an empty name. -

Constantine the Great was the first of the kings of the

earth who made an open profession of belief in Christ,

and though his own heart and life seemed so little under

the influence of his avowed convictions, he was sufficiently

enlightened to wish that his sons should have Christian

instruction. His eldest son, who must now be distinguished

as Constantine II., had been, when yet a child, elevated to

the rank of Caesar in the Western provinces; and thence

forward residing in Gaul, where the Arian heresy had met

with little encouragement, he never dissented from the

Nicene creed. His brother Constans, in Italy, was of the

same persuasion; but Constantius, whose lot was cast in the

Eastern provinces, fell, like his father, under Arian influence.

If Arianism, as we believe, be one of those damnable

heresies of which the apostles prophesied (2 Pet. ii. 1, and

Jude 4), nothing could be expected from its supporters but

pernicious ways; and every step taken by Constantius, proves

the banefulness of the error to which he clung.”

Constantius, from his position, was the only one of the

princes who could attend the death-bed of their father; and

though he honoured the poor remains of the emperor with

much external respect, his want of filial affection was quickly

manifested. Constantine had given to his two nephews

the same rank as to his sons, and treated them always with

the same regard; and when he assigned to the five Caesars

* Arius, by denying the essential Godhead and self-existence of

Him who bought his people at such a price, denied that which alone

made His blood-shedding available as an atonement for sin. Ignorance

and pride lie at the root of such a denial, because the necessity for a

sacrifice of this nature, and the fact that it was actually offered, proves

the utter inefficacy of all other means for procuring peace with God.
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4 THE sons of constANTINE.

their respective shares of his vast dominions, he bestowed

upon his nephew Hannibalianus the hand of his daughter

- Constantia, and the superior title of king. Constantius

was jealous of his cousins, and they were suspicious of him,

- but to keep them quiet, he promised them security by a

- solemn oath, even whilst he was secretly plotting their

| destruction. Eusebius, the Arian bishop of Nicomedia, a

man whose historical character is that of an accomplished

| villain, was the partner and ready instrument of his designs;

and as soon as the funeral ceremonies were ended, he pro

duced a scroll that he had himself forged, pretending it

-- contained the emperor's last directions to his sons.

| | | | | In this false document, Constantine was made to express

º a suspicion that he had been poisoned by the contrivance of

| || his brothers, and consequently to desire his children to

f

-

secure their own safety by the punishment of the guilty.

Constantius was not slow in carrying out the murderous

plan he had devised, and immediately issued orders for the

execution of his two uncles and seven cousins; and only

the two young children of his uncle Julius, Gallus and Julian,

| | || were saved by the care of some faithful servants in the

º º general massacre of the imperial family. Having accom

plished his purpose, the treacherous Constantius secured for

himself all the rich provinces of the East, and the throne

of Constantinople; and left the rest of the empire to his

brothers. Constantine II. was declared emperor in the

West, and Constans obtained the same dignity in Italy and

Africa. The three emperors gave at once a public testi

mony that they meant to maintain a Christian profession,

by publishing a joint edict for the abolition of sacrifices;

but we have no farther proof of agreement between them,

and no testimony that their Christianity was more than a

name. Little is recorded concerning Constantine II. and

Constans, save their maintenance of the Nicene creed ;

and the former, on finding Athanasius still in exile at

Treves, reinstated him in his original office as bishop of

Alexandria, saying his father had intended to do so before

his death. The princes, however, who adhered to the

scriptural creed, disgraced their profession by want of love

to each other; and a quarrel which originated about the ill

gotten spoils of their murdered cousins, led Constantine to
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APPOINTMENT OF BiSHOPS. 5

invade his brother's territory, the western Illyricum. But

as he was leading his troops through a thick wood, he was

slain by an ambush concealed there by Constans, and thus

instead of satisfying his covetousness, he lost his own life,

and suffered all his dominions to fall into the hands of his

brother, A.D. 340.

In the same year died Alexander the Trinitarian” bishop

of Constantinople; and when Paul, a person of his own

sentiments, was elected in his room, according to his dying

advice, the emperor Constantius violently displaced him, in

order to promote his favourite Eusebius to a place of so

much honour and influence. Interference in a matter so

entirely out of the province of a civil governor had never

before been attempted ; and Athanasius, with a hundred

other bishops, strongly protested against it: but Constan

tius was absolute; and from that time the appointment of

bishops, at least in capital cities, fell into the hands of

princes. We cannot pass on without observing, that the

word bishop, like the word church, can no more be used

according to its scriptural meaning and description. By a

bishop, we no longer necessarily mean an overseer of souls,

made so by the Holy Ghost—though we believe that some

who have borne the name were truly such—we mean a

person so called among men, however much he may disgrace

the title. In A.D. 342, Eusebius held a council at Antioch

in the presence of the emperor, and Athanasius being again

arraigned, was deposed by the assembled bishops, and com

manded to make way for one Gregory of Cappadocia.

Constantius then sent a letter to the Prefect of Egypt,

desiring him to support Gregory with an armed force; and

though Athanasius himself escaped to Rome, many of his

friends were scourged and imprisoned, and the whole Trini

tarian party treated with much cruelty. Julius, bishop of

Rome, in a public epistle defended Athanasius; the emperor

* I have used this term, as being more intelligible than the word

orthodox, and as reminding one of the particular truth which was

the subject of contention. The term Trinity, i.e. Tri-unity, though

liable to objection as not being found in Scripture, seems fitted, by

long and general usage, to express the scriptural doctrine of the one

ness, and yet the personality of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, the

Holy, Holy, Holy Lord God Almighty.
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Constans protected him; and the exiled bishop, in a moment

of proud irritation, brought disgrace on the better cause, by

desiring the bishops, now placed under Gregory's control,

to tear his letters, and treat his messengers with disdain.

Eusebius died about a year after he had headed the per

secuting council of Antioch, leaving a memory hated by all

parties; and Paul was again brought forward by the Trini

tarians. But the emperor had chosen Macedonius, another

Arian; and as a proof of the wretched spirit in which the

controversy was now carried on in the capital, it is enough

to state, that the imperial officer sent to instal Macedonius

was slain, through the violence of some of Paul's adherents.

We must turn awhile from these “fightings” amongst

professed Christians, to notice the war with their avowed

enemies the Persians, into which Constantine was led, most

probably by ambitious motives, though professing to under

take it as the champion of the church. The circumstances

were as follows:—Tiridates, king of Armenia, had forsaken

the idolatrous profession of his fathers, and, as the friend of

Constantine, assumed the Christian name, and tried to

spread it over his country. Many of his subjects were

baptised, churches were built, and bishops appointed; but

the satraps, or nobles of the kingdom, unwilling to part

with their many gods, and still more with their many wives,

opposed the spread of a religion, the barest acknowledgment

of the truth of which must have led to such sacrifices.

Their obstinacy and discontent made Tiridates so unhappy,

that he rejoiced at the prospect of death. Whether its

sting was removed by the faith of Him who felt its bitter

ness, that His people might be saved from it, we know not.

He died A.D. 342 after a reign of fifty-six years; and his son

Chosroes being of too feeble a character to withstand the

power of his rebellious satraps, was shortly afterwards sent

into exile. The Christian party was, however, so strong,

that the Armenian nobles were obliged to get help from the

Persians in order to drive them out; and they being for the

most part Christians merely in name, were not prepared to

suffer or to flee, according to the Master's will, but appealed

to Constantius for military help.

The flame of war, thus rekindled between the Romans

and Persians, blazed more or less fiercely throughout the
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long reign of Constantine, causing great loss of life and

treasure, and bringing no kind of advantage to either party.

After three troublous years, the son of Tiridates was

restored to his uneasy throne, and the rebellious satraps

were pardoned, upon promising obedience for the future;

but Chosroes was disinclined to govern or defend his king

dom, and gladly paid an annual tribute to Sapor, the king

of Persia, that he might secure the safety of his own person.

He then withdrew to a retired palace, where he spent his

time chiefly in hawking and hunting; and from this time

the kingdom of Armenia fell back into the insignificance out

of which it had been raised by the talents of Tiridates.

Throughout the Persian war, the Romans only once

obtained the advantage in the field of battle; and then,

having made the son of Sapor their prisoner, that young

prince was scourged and tortured in their camp till he died.

This barbarity caused the Persian king to make extra

ordinary efforts in revenge; and, having forced his way

across the Roman frontier, only the fortified cities of Meso

potamia hindered his progress. Under the strong walls of

Nisibis, which he besieged three times, he lost twenty

thousand men; yet he never consented to make peace

with Constantius, except for a short season, when he needed

to employ his whole strength against the Scythians. In A.D.

347, a council was held at Sardica, in Illyria, by the

desire of both the sons of Constantine, with the idea of

uniting the two opposite parties in the church; but the

meeting only led to a wider separation. The Eastern

bishops, who were Arians, left Sardica in a rage, and having

assembled again at Philippopolis in Thrace, excommuni

cated all the Western bishops who held the Nicene creed.

Those who met at Sardica manifested that whatever

remained of godliness was on their side, and made endea

vours to correct some of the grossest abuses. Their

canons enjoined bishops to reside amongst those for whom

they professed to care, and especially forbade them to go

to court, or to remain so long in other dioceses as to

supplant their brethren. On this occasion, Hosius a pious

bishop of Corduba, in Spain, and one who had taken a

useful part in the Nicene council, observed that as none

ever passed from the more wealthy or honourable bishoprics

-
**
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to the less, ambition and avarice were proved to be

prevailing motives in the Church,

At the death of Gregory in 349, Constantius, overawed

by the threats of his brother, invited Athanasius to return

to Alexandria, assuring him by solemn oaths he should not

be again disturbed, whatever complaints might be brought

against him. Throughout the East, the Trinitarians were,

however, still treated very harshly, and, the churches being

in possession of their opponents and filled with Arian

doctrines, they held separate meetings in many places,

though some who professed the Nicene creed did not

assemble with them. At Antioch, Flavian was bishop

amongst the separated Christians, who were there called

Eustathians, and it was he who composed the doxology,

“Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy

Ghost " in opposition to the Arian doxology, “Glory be to

the Father, by the Son in the Holy Ghost 1” Many who

went to the church sang the former words, whilst those

around them were using the latter; and Leontius the Arian

bishop, who felt that he only had possessionby imperial favour,

tolerated the disorder. He was of a more peaceable dis

position than many of his party; and on one occasion,

alluding to the troubles which he expected would follow his

decease, said, touching his white hair, “There will be much

dirt when this snow melts.”

Athanasius had met with the Eustathians at Antioch,

and when required by the emperor, on his re-settlement

at Alexandria, to leave one church for the Arians, he con

sented to do so, on condition that his party should have one

of the churches at Antioch,-whereupon Constantius with

drew his request. The restoration of Athanasius was

celebrated by public thanksgivings and acts of charity; and

some of his friends expressed their joy in a singular manner,

by devoting themselves to a monastic life: as if retirement

into solitude were a fit manner of showing their gratitude

to God for restoring a fellow-servant to active usefulness.

In 350, Constans who had ten years before caused the

death of his own brother, was murdered in his bed by

Magnentius, an ambitious soldier who wanted to get the

sovereign power into his own hands. Gaul and Italy sub

mitted to him; but the whole country from the Danube to
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the extremity of Greece was firmly held by Vetranio, an

aged general, who refused to own a murderer and usurper.

The Princess Constantina was ready to take advantage of

this disposition, in order to secure a part of the imperial domi

nions for herself, as she could not forget that her father had

given her the title of Augusta, and that she had enjoyed regal

power, during the brief reign of her husband Hannibalianus.

At this time, she disguised her own thirst for power by placing

the diadem on the head of Vetranio; and, foreseeing that

her brother would claim the whole paternal inheritance,

she advised Vetranio to strengthen himself by an alliance

with Magnentius. The news of these strange revolutions

in the West, induced Constantius to leave the management

of the Persian war to his lieutenants, and to return home

wards with all speed. In Thrace, he was greeted by the

ambassadors sent by the new emperors, both of whom

offered him their friendship, which they proposed should be

confirmed by his acceptance of the daughter of Magnentius

in marriage, and his permission that Constantina should

espouse Vetranio. Constantius passed the night in

anxious thought, and at the return of morning met his

council with the invention which he thought most likely

to serve his purpose. It was, that his father had appeared

to him in a vision, embracing the murdered Constans, and

promising him present success and immortal glory as his

reward for revenging his brother's death. The emperor's

ministers pretended to believe what they dared not dispute;

and, with their approval, the ambassadors of Magnentius

were dismissed with a haughty message of defiance, and

those of Vetranio desired to salute their master as colleague.

This was but a cunning expedient to separate his rivals

till he could dethrone them both ; and whilst Vetranio was

preparing to receive the emperor as a friend, Constantius

was bribing over the troops to his own interest ; so that at

their first meeting a shout arose of “Away with all upstart

usurpers' Long life and victory to the son of Constantine!”

Vetranio, though seated on the throne, prudently chose the

only means of safety that remained, and immediately took

off his diadem; and, Constantius assisting him to descend, he

fell at the emperor's feet. This cheerful resignation was

graciously accepted; and the old soldier received a city,
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instead of a kingdom, for his portion. So well satisfied was

he with a life of retirement, that often afterwards he good

naturedly advised Constantius to seek contentment in such

a change. Magnentius proved a very different rival; and

Constantius, seeing the difficulties that attended him in carry

ing on warlike operations both in Europe and Asia,

bethought himself of one' to whom he could entrust his

Eastern affairs. It has been said two children were spared

in the massacre of the imperial family; these were boys

named Gallus and Julian; and Constantius, when he knew

that they still existed, caused them to be carefully educated

in a strong castle near Caesaria, probably intending to bring

them forward at some convenient season. Such a season

had now arrived; and he was glad to dispose of the ambitious

Constantina in a manner suited to her taste, by giving her

in marriage to Gallus, to whom he granted the title of

Caesar with permission to hold his court at Antioch, giving

him moreover the control of the five great dioceses into

which the Eastern perfectures were divided, and the manage

ment of the Persian war. For such a post the young

prince, both by disposition and education, was totally unfit;

but Constantius had no time to enquire into his mode of

government, whilst he was engaged with such a formidable

enemy as Magnentius. During three years, this usurper

boldly defended the Gallic provinces; and on one occasion

the emperor even desired to conclude a peace. But when

Magnentius haughtily declared that he would only pardon his

former enmity, on his immediate resignation of the purple,

Constantius determined to conquer, or to perish in the

attempt. Near the ancient city of Mursa, on the banks of

the Drave, almost the whole strength of the empire was

placed in deadly opposition, so that fifty-four thousand men,

it is said, lay dead on the field of battle. Magnentius, in his

turn, was glad to sue for peace, and employed several

bishops in succession to offer the emperor his dominions

and his services, if he would spare his life. But his pro

posals were rejected; and, in order to continue the struggle,

he tried to raise fresh taxes from his exhausted provinces

to meet the expenses of another war. On this account

he became unpopular; and one day on appearing in public,

being saluted with loud cries of “Long live the Emperor

|
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Constantius !” he fell on his sword and killed himself,

A.D. 353.

Thus ended a war which left Constantius in possession

of the whole of his father's vast empire. In connection

with the decisive battle of Mursa, a fact may be related,

which indicates the temper of the times. We are told that

Constantius, who, like his father, was not baptised till his

last illness, exhorted his soldiers to receive baptism before

they went to the field of action; and, on account of the

danger of dying without it, desired those who refused to

submit, to return home.

The danger of dying without repentance towards God,

and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, seems to have been but

little thought of ; so prone is man to rest satisfied with

the external act that addresses itself to the senses, and to

turn to something that he may have a hand in, rather than

to the unpurchaseable grace of God.

Constantius, after his victory, repealed a law whereby

Magnentius had given liberty to the Pagans at Rome to

sacrifice by night; and he further showed his zeal against

idolatry, by removing the altar and image of Victory, which

stood in the portico of the capitol, though the chiefs of the

senate and priesthood entreated him to let it remain. At

the same time, he sought, like his father, to attract attention

by superbly ornamenting the church, and to this end offered

for the altar large vessels of gold and silver, and carpets of

gold tissue adorned with gems; and for the doors, curtains

of divers colours embroidered with gold; he was also

liberal in his donations to the clergy, virgins, and widows.

After making this vain show of external religion, a thing

not pleasing to God and utterly opposed to the spirit

of this dispensation, Constantius began to make use of his

power as sole emperor, in subjecting to confiscation, exile,

torture, or death, a vast number of his innocent subjects

in the West, on the ground that they were partisans of his

deceased rival : and at the same time he carried on, with

fresh bitterness, the persecution against Athanasius and all

who thought with him. After much blood-shedding, he

succeeded in making his former nominee, Macedonius, bishop

of Constantinople; and Paul, loaded with irons, was sent

into exile, and there strangled. The emperor's chamber
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lain, Eusebius, had by degrees acquired such a powerful

influence over him, that it might be said he governed his

master, whilst his master pretended to govern the civilised

world; and one historian has observed, in commenting on

the pride of Eusebius, “ Constantius had some credit with

his haughty minister.” One of his most useful measures

was an examination of the acts of the Caesar Gallus during

his administration of the East; for it was found that Antioch

had been a city of lamentation, ever since the young Prince

and Princess had taken up their residence there. Con

stantina, who is described as a fury thirsting for blood,

stirred up the violent passions of her husband, and even

led him to entertain treasonable designs against her brother.

Their palace became a place of torture and execution. No

justice could be expected, when it was known that a pearl

necklace, or some other gift to Constantina, would be

accepted as an atonement for the crimes of the rich. Her

spies frequented both the public places and private houses

of the city, to find causes of accusation against the citizens;

and Gallus himself often acted in this way in disguise.

Constantius attempted to conceal his dissatisfaction, by

inviting the young Prince to come and help him in the West;

but Gallus suspected his cousin's design; yet, as he could

not trust himself to the protection of a people whose affec

tions he had lost, he set off, depending on the influence of

Constantina for his personal safety. She died, however,

soon after they left Antioch; and Gallus perceived a gradual

alteration in the manners of the guards sent as his escort,

which made him fear they were intended to be his

executioners. He was hurried onwards to a retired prison

in Istria, the scene of the murder of Crispus; and there,

being questioned by Eusebius, he confessed his guilt, but

laid the chief blame of his mis-government on his deceased

wife. This circumstance, instead of excusing his conduct

to the emperor, made him more willing to sign the sentence

of death pronounced by Eusebius; and if, as it has been

said, he sent a reprieve immediately aftewards, it was

detained by the minister, and Gallus was beheaded in his

prison. At this period, the brother of Gallus was remem

bered by Constantius,* brought to his palace at Milan,

u
as he wished to find out whether he had anything to fear

i
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from this young man's character; but after jealously

observing him for seven months, he was convinced the

ambition of the youth was of a literary nature, and yielded to

the request of his wife Eusebia, that Julian might be per

mitted to pursue his studies at Athens, A.D. 355. In the

same year, a council was held at Milan by the emperor's

command, in which an Arian creed was proposed for

universal adoption ; and Constantius urged its acceptance,

saying, “God had declared in his favour, by granting him

so many victories.”

Two faithful bishops remonstrated, contending that the

creed drawn up at Nice had ever been the faith of the

church of Christ. The emperor replied he wanted not

their advice, and that he would not be hindered in following

Arius if he thought fit. The creed was read in the church;

and, as the people would not assent to it, he did not press it

farther; but he still insisted that the assembled bishops should

sign a sentence of deposition against Athanasius. Dionysius

of Milan, and two others refused, and reminded the emperor

of a coming day of judgment, boldly telling him the empire

was not his but God's. Constantius passionately drew his

sword ; but, recovering himself a little, satisfied his rage by

sending them into banishment. Others who refused to

sanction the unjust sentence were cruelly treated; but the

majority, who had no Christian firmness, went with the

imperial pleasure.

Shortly afterwards the principal church in Alexandria

was attacked by night; and whilst numbers were beaten and

insulted, and some even murdered, the fearless Athanasius

directed the deacon to sing the hundred and thirty-sixth

Psalm, and the people as usual continued to sing the

response, “His mercy endureth for ever.” The bishop

was at last carried away by the clergy, and thus saved

from the violence of the soldiers sent to displace him.

At first he was concealed in the house of a pious woman

in the city, and then escaped to the monks of the desert

who were strong in their attachment to the Nicene creed.

George" of Cappadocia, was introduced to the people of

* This is the person who was adopted many centuries afterwards

as the patron saint of England, all truth having been sacrified in his

history, and a combat with the dragon placed amongst his other

miracles, which the pictures of “Saint George and the Dragon” were

meant to represent.
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Alexandria in 356; and Constantius assured them that the

bishop he had appointed was very capable of instructing

them in heavenly things. But the emperor was ill-fitted

to judge; for George, it appears, was a person of the

most detestable character, and so cruel in his persecution

of the friends of Athanasius, that many who were beaten

by his orders died in anguish. He also sent some very aged

bishops into the deserts, and sold their offices to professors

of Arianism.

George was himself expelled by the violence of the

people; but returned to make himself more terrible and

hateful than before, and to tyrannise over them till his

" death.

At the councils of Rimini and Seleucia, held by com

mand of Constantius for the establishment of Arianism,

many who had been originally Trinitarian professors gave

way to their opponents, and the Arian creed was for a

time almost universally received. All who remained sound

in the faith were ranked among the Separatists; and of

these, another company met at Antioch, distinguished as

Meletians, from the name of Meletius, an ex-bishop who

ministered among them. This faithful man had been

desired by the emperor to preach before him concerning

the Trinity, and had the honour of being banished for the

truth's sake.

Sabellianism, a heresy that differed from Arianism, in

-
removing all distinction between the Father and the Son, had

grown up with the contrary doctrine, but never became

equally popular. The Sabellians saw the error of the

Arians in denying the true divinity of Christ, and opposed

it with another error, in contradicting the real assumption of

| human nature. Both parties wandered out of the way, by

endeavouring to explain and understand, like some natural

science, that which can only be truly received with the

- deeply reverential faith which is wrought by the Holy

Ghost. “Without controversy, ” says the Apostle,

| “great is the mystery of godliness!” And the first point

- in the mystery so incontrovertibly great, is, “God was

manifest in the flesh.” -

º
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CHAP. II.

HISTORY OF JULIAN's APOSTASY.—THE war BETweeN CON

STANTIUS AND SAPOR.—JULIAN, A SECOND CAESAR IN GAUL.

—JULIAN PROCLAIMED EMPEROR.—DEATH OF CONSTANTIUS.–

JULIAN THE INSTRUMENT OF SATAN IN MAKING WAR AGAINST

CHRISTIANITY.

THE Empress Eusebia had taken much interest in Julian

during his stay at Milan, and by her request he was allowed

to indulge his philosophical taste by retiring to the groves

of Athens; but he had not been many months in this retreat

when she persuaded her husband to recall him, in order to

take a part of the burdens and cares which drew from Con

stantius continual expressions of weariness. There were

many to remind the emperor of his experience in the case

of Gallus; but Eusebia assured him, Julian was to his

brother, as Titus compared with Domitian; and she succeeded

in inducing him to promise the young prince the command

of the Gallic provinces with the title of Caesar.

A second call to Milan was very unwelcome to Julian;

not only because he suspected sôme evil design might be

concealed under the invitation, but on account of a strange

revolution which had taken place in his own mind during

his short residence in Greece. It is to be supposed Julian

had seen the very worst features of the professed Christi

anity of his day. Educated among Arians, and a witness

of the fierce contentions of the Eastern bishops, he saw

nothing of the beauty of Christian doctrines and practice,

till he learned to hate a religion which was associated, in his

own mind, with the name of the murderer of his whole

family. But, on the other hand, it is certain Julian was

better acquainted with the Scriptures than other persons,

for he had been employed as a reader in the church; and

he was without excuse, in preferring the foolish fables of

heathen mythology to the written word of God. It was

at Athens he became a hearty Pagan ; and having wilfully

rejected what he knew of revelation for the monstrous

system of his favourite poet, his fine natural understanding

seemed as if it had fallen under the power of sevenfold
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darkness, and he laboured to make others throw away what

he had trampled under his own feet. But the necessity of

concealing for a time the change in his views, and the

trouble of acting the hypocrite in going through outward

forms to keep up his Christian reputation, only strengthened

the love of idolatry, which had taken such deep root in his

mind. From the time of his initiation into the Pagan

mysteries at Athens, he seemed to live in a world of imagi

nation, and the poetical fictions of Homer, with which his

memory was stored, filled even his dreams; so that he

fancied he held communion by night with his shadowy gods

and goddesses, that they touched his hands or his hair,

and spoke to him in his sleep; pretending also, that he

distinguished the voice of Minerva from that of Jupiter, and

so forth. When afraid to take his journey to Milan, his

mind was quieted by the idea of an invisible guard appointed

by Minerva; but it is probable the sisterly kindness of

Eusebia afforded him more substantial comfort. She re

ceived him most tenderly; and took care that he should not

appear in public till he was divested of his beard, and had

exchanged the philosopher's cloak for the dress of a Roman

prince ; but even then, his awkward carriage exposed him

to the ridicule of the court for many days.

On his twenty-fifth birth-day, A.D. 355, Julian was in

vested with his promised dignity, and dismissed by the

emperor amidst the shouts of the military, to take up his

winter quarters at Paris, then called Lutetia. This city, at

that period, only occupied the little island in the Seine, and

was approached by two wooden bridges; and so cold was

the climate, by reason of the immense forests of Gaul, that

it is said, huge pieces of ice floated down the river, which

the Asiatic prince likened to blocks of white marble. So

varied and remarkable were the talents of Julian, that he

soon proved himself adapted to fill an entirely new situation;

and it appears he found it as easy and pleasant to imitate

the heathen warriors and statesmen, as to admire the poets,

and honour the gods of Greece and Rome. Upon the

establishment of the Caesar in Gaul, Constantius resolved

to return to Constantinople, and on his road through Italy

visited Rome. As a sovereign had not been seen in the

ancient capital for thirty years, an immense concourse of
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people were drawn together by the news of his coming, so

that Constantius pleasantly observed, on seeing the multi

tudes, it was strange “the whole human race” should be

so suddenly collected in one spot. During thirty days he

was occupied in viewing the wonders of Rome, and after

wards he added to them by sending the citizens an Egyptian

obelisk of granite, one hundred and fifteen feet in height,

which he caused to be transported from the Nile to the

Tiber in a vessel constructed for the purpose.

The inroads of northern barbarians occupied both

Constantius and Sapor in defending their dominions,

three thousand miles apart, whilst their lieutenants were

still fighting in their names, on the confines of the two

empires. Constantius, in the course of his campaign, nearly

lost his life through the subtlety of a powerful tribe, who

had professed to yield submission to him. As he was

about to make an oration, a party of barbarians, in pre

tended anxiety to hear his words, surrounded him and

seized his person. The imperial guards, at the expense of

their own lives, rescued him from destruction; and his after

success was so remarkable, that at the close of his victories

over the Sarmatians, his delighted followers greeted him

with the novel title of Sarmaticus. He was, therefore,

little prepared at his return to Constantinople, to receive an

epistle which the king of Persia had been emboldened to

send, on hearing that the Roman generals had humbly

sued for peace, after a recent defeat from his own officers.

Sapor's letter ran thus, “Sapor, king of kings, and brother

of the sun and moon, rejoices that his brother Constantius

has learned wisdom by adversity, and proposes as terms

of peace, the restoration of Mesopotamia and Armenia

which belonged to his ancestors, &c.;” but without waiting

for a reply he had invaded Mesopotamia, knowing that the

emperor with his choicest troops was too far distant to

come to the protection of that province. The strong city

of Amida (now Diarbekr,) had, however, arrested the Persian

hosts for seventy-three days; and it had been taken by Sapor

at the sacrifice of thirty thousand lives, when Constantius

arrived to mourn over the ruin which he could not prevent.

In fact he was invariably unsuccessful in his war with the

king of Persia, though the contest was only suspended at

WOL. II. C
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the end of five years by the voluntary retreat of Sapor.

Whilst the emperor's flatterers could find no cause for con

gratulation in these Eastern campaigns, the despised student

was gaining the reputation of a second Caesar in the West,

and imitated the general from whom he derived his title,

not only in his Gallic wars, but in writing an account of

them. Three times he crossed the Rhine in the guise of a

conqueror, and sent a king of the Allemanni with other

tokens of his triumphs to the emperor. His conduct as a

civil governor was also wiser than that of his more experi

enced cousin; and he took much pains to lighten the burdens

of the people, and to soften the severity of existing laws.

There cannot be a doubt that Julian, like other infidels,

borrowed largely from the book that he affected to despise,

and adopted, as far as it suited him, its incomparable guid

ance for the law-giver and sovereign. For instance, he refused

to condemn any accused person without the evidence of

witnesses; and when an imperial advocate once angrily ex

claimed “Who will ever be found guilty, if it be enough

to deny ?” He replied, “And who will ever be found

innocent, if it be sufficient to affirm P” Whilst Julian was

dreaded by the barbarians, loved by the provincials, and

almost idolised by his own soldiers; he was spoken of at

the court of Constantius, as an ape dressed in purple, in

derision of his manners; or as a hairy savage, in reference to

his personal appearance : nay more, the emperor's flatterers

pretended that his despatches were but fictions, “for who,”

said they, “could learn the art of war in the schools of

Athens P’ But Constantius knew that Julian's victories were

real; and he took care in announcing them, according to

custom, to the provincial governors, in letters crowned with

laurel, to omit the Caesar's name, wishing to have the

credit for himself. At length, however, when the young

prince's superior talents would admit of no such conceal

ment, he attempted to lessen his power; and required him

to send without delay, four entire legions to assist in the

Persian war. Julian probably" expected to be disobeyed,

when he desired the Gallic troops who were most attached to

his person, and who had a promise of remaining on that side

the Alps, to prepare for departure; and, however strongly

he might afterwards affirm his ignorance of their intentions, .
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or his opposition to their wishes, we cannot doubt that his

ambition was gratified on finding them all gathered around

his palace that same night shouting “Julian Augustus !”

Such a cry, he knew, a reigning emperor had never been

wont to pardon; and he felt that he must now either reign

as an independent sovereign, or suffer death. But he hesi

tated, till dreams and omens satisfied him that he ought to

assent to the military decision, and merely to seek its

confirmation by his cousin.

Constantius then held his court at Antioch, three

thousand miles from Paris; and during the months that

elapsed before his pleasure could be made known to his

cousin, Julian had time to make two more successful

expeditions beyond the Rhine. Eusebia was dead, and

as there. was no one to plead the Caesar's cause at the

imperial court, the reply of Constantius was written in the

most passionate terms; and he even reproached Julian with

his ingratitude towards one who had preserved him when a

helpless orphan. At this point, the philosopher's boasted

patience failed him; and he exclaimed with the utmost

bitterness, “Does the destroyer of my family taunt me

with being an orphan In so doing, he reminds me of

revenging the injuries I have long been studying to forget.”

He then read to his attached soldiers, the emperor's

message, desiring him to resign the title of Augustus, and

to rest contented with his former power; and seeing this

gave them, as he expected, the occasion for renewing their

expressions of devotedness to his service, he sent back his

cousin's messengers with a letter expressive of unmixed

hatred and determined defiance.

Up to this period, Julian had disguised his contempt for

Christianity by attending the church services and celebrating

the festivals, though he privately burned incense to Jupiter

or Mercury; and only a few weeks before, he had observed

the feast of the Epiphany in the usual manner; but now, he

threw off the mask, and publicly renounced the religious

profession as well as the friendship of Constantius, com

mitting himself, as he said, to the care of “the immortal

gods.” His legions, though for the most part Christians

in name, followed the avowed apostate. He had first to

repel the barbarians whom the emperor encouraged to
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renew their attacks; and then, entering Italy, he made himself

master of Rome, and prevailed on the Pagan senate to con

firm the title bestowed on him by the army. Constantius

did not leave Antioch till he heard that Italy had yielded to

his rival; for his flatterers had endeavoured to render Julian

an object of contempt, and the emperor had been wont to

speak of his return to Europe as if he were merely going

on a hunting excursion. He found out, when too late, that

he had under-rated the power of his opponent, and set off

very hastily in the hope of regaining his lost dominions. A

slight fever was upon him, and this being increased by

agitation of mind and fatigue of body, he died at a village

near Tarsus, aged forty-five, having reigned twenty-four

years, A.D. 361. He received baptism a little while before

he expired, from an old friend of Arius whom he had made

bishop of Antioch when he sent Meletius into exile. In

his dying hours, Constantius, probably with a view to

secure the safety of his young wife, named Julian as his suc

cessor; and though his ministers wished to appoint another,

the army sent a message to the prince telling him that every

sword in the empire would now be drawn in his service.

About sixty miles from Constantinople, the new emperor

was met by a large multitude of its citizens; and a few days

after this public entry, he preceded the body of his deceased

cousin on foot, clothed in mourning-robes and without his

diadem, to the church of the Twelve Apostles, in which it

was laid. After giving this last token of respect for

Christian usages, he never flagged in his zeal for Paganism

till the moment of his death.

Men, as we have seen, had abused the profession of

Christianity; but there were ever those who by the grace

of God proved that their hearts were affected by that faith

which went not beyond the lips of others. These might

have found an utterance for their heart's sorrow in the

touching language of the prophets, who dwelt in the midst

of apostate Israel, owning that unless the Lord had left a

very small remnant, that which boasted itself to be the

assembly of God would have been as Sodom, and like unto

Gomorrah. Satan" would now have swept away this

* I attribute the work to Satan on Scriptural grounds; for the

power of this world, opposed to God and his people, derives its

greatest strength from the devices of the adversary. Satan, we
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assembly by the hand of Julian, but the Lord would not

suffer this, because of the righteous that remained in it;

and though the enemy's fresh attempts proved the depth

of his subtlety, the inutility of his efforts to overthrow the

work of God was never more apparent.

CHAP. III.

THE REIGN OF JULIAN.—THE RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF PAGANISM.

—FIRMNESS OF SOME CHRISTIANS.—JULIAN AT ANTIOCH

SHOWS HIS PERSECUTING SPIRIT.-ATTEMPT TO RE-BUILD THE

TEMPLE AT JERUSALEM.–RENEWAL OF THE PERSIAN WAR.

—JULIAN'S DEATH. -

JULIAN, on taking possession of the palace at Constanti

nople, found its arrangements little adapted to his tastes

and habits. Luxurious provisions, and domestics, “as

numerous as insects in a summer's day,” were quite un

necessary to one who, like Diogenes, affected to despise

the smallest conveniences. A thousand cooks, who were

counted among the household servants of his predecessor,

were of no use to him, as he contented himself with

a vegetable diet; and his two meals were both hasty and

sparing. On calling for a barber, an officer attended him

in such magnificent apparel, that he exclaimed with affected

surprise “I want a barber, not a receiver-general of the

finances.” He found this man had been receiving a large

salary, with an allowance of twenty servants and horses;

and as all the imperial household was in like proportion,

the expense and waste of the establishment were enormous.

But Julian, like all violent reformers, went too far; he

did wrong in dismissing at once the whole crowd without

know, is called the “Prince of this World;” he has his powers and

principalities, the rulers of the darkness of this world, who fight

against God and resist his people; he works in the children of dis

obedience; leads men to dumb idols; and blinds the minds of them

that believe not, and leads them captive at his will. But while

reflecting on this fearful subject, it is comforting to know that he has

no power over the very weakest believer in Jesus, but as he yields

it to him; for it is written “Resist the devil, and he will flee

from you.”
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any notice, and in paying no attention to the faithful and

aged who deserved some provision; and whilst he rejected

the luxuries and ornaments used by the former emperors,

he went to the disgusting extreme of priding himself on

his long nails, black hands, and shaggy beard.

Julian's admiration for the ancient Greeks led him to

abhor the Oriental despotism which had been imitated by

his predecessors; and he made himself popular by dismissing

the former ministers, and by disbanding a whole army of

spies who had been employed to report every thing that

passed in the provinces, and had thus disturbed the quietness

of millions. Even when he was told that a certain citizen

had prepared for himself a purple robe, an offence which

might have been punished with death in former reigns, he

smilingly ordered a pair of purple slippers to be sent him,

to complete his costume. In his attachment to republican

forms, Julian conferred upon the senate at Constantinople,

the privileges enjoyed by that at Rome in other days; and

to render the body more respectable, it was affirmed a part

of their number had originally emigrated with Constantine

from the ancient capital. When the new consuls were

elected, he walked on foot before their litters to evince

his respect for the old institutions; and he also refused

for himself the title of Dominus (Lord). In order to make

time for business, he avoided the theatre and circus, and

often did not sheep more than half the night, employing

secretaries who had slept the preceding day, during the

remaining half; it was in this way he contrived to write

so many voluminous works, even amidst the toils of

business. -

After so much light had shone upon the world, it was to

be expected Satan would seek to show himself as an angel

of light; and to use as his agents such as make some preten

sions to be ministers of righteousness, though the exercised

eye of the spiritual Christian must discern the falsity.

Julian, in all his ways, strove to recommend the religion he

wished to restore to public favour; and even attempted to

support the tottering structure of paganism, by laying down

Christian precepts for the guidance of its priests and devotees.

He required that the priests should be men of strict morality

and benevolent feeling ; he suggested the erection of hospi

º
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tals and alms-houses; and he established schools, in which he

hoped the rising generation would receive the literature and

the religion of the Greeks at the same time. Economical

as Julian was in other matters, he spared no expense in

restoring and maintaining the worship of the gods. His

first edict proclaimed liberty of conscience, repealed the

laws against idolatry, and restored the ancient priesthood to

their honours and privileges. The temples were imme

diately re-opened, and a fine levied upon those who had

used the materials of the destroyed edifices; the altar-fires

were re-kindled, the sacrifices slain, and fresh incense burned,

whilst multitudes threw away the profession of Christianity

as soon as it was abandoned by the emperor.

In his robes of purple, and surrounded with the golden

shields of his guards, Julian appeared at the temples; and,

to set an example of devotion, he would bring wood, blow

the fire, or slaughter the victim; and he often drew forth

the bloody heart or liver with his own hand, pretending to

read in them coming events. He would also offer the most

rare and beautiful birds of other climes in sacrifice ; and

sometimes caused a hundred oxen to be consumed in one

day, zealously performing all that the office of supreme

pontiff required.

The apostate's influence was first exercised over the sol

diers under his command; and before he left Gaul, he wrote

to one of his friends, expressing his delight that whole

hecatombs of cattle were sacrificed to the gods, and vora

ciously devoured in his camp. But among those who

clung to their profession more stedfastly, he acted in a

more artful manner: for example, he surrounded his throne

with so many heathenish devices, that his troops could not

make their customary salutations on public days, without

paying some honour to the religion of their sovereign; and

if this were thought insufficient to bring upon them the

charge of apostasy, he had other snares laid for the unwary.

He expressed his intention of presenting to every soldier

a liberal donation; and, as they passed by, he required

that each one should throw a few grains of incense on the

altar that smoked before him, before they received the gold

from his hand. Some who were aware of the emperor's

design absented themselves under pretence of sickness ;
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but a great many were tempted by fear, or avarice, and

others obeyed without consideration. It is related, that

some of the latter class, on going to their usual meal, after

leaving the emperor's presence, were observed by their

companions to offer up their common thanksgiving ; and

when asked why they should do so since they had publicly

confessed themselves Pagans, they denied any intention of

the kind. When reminded of their recent act of offering

incense, they declared it had been innocently done; and to

prove their sincerity immediately went to the emperor, and

laying the gold they had received at his feet, told him they

were Christians, and ready to die for their God and Saviour.

Julian banished these noble confessors from his presence,

being grieved that he had still to tolerate the profession of

Christianity in his army, though he had purchased the

conformity of the larger part at an immense expense. He

well knew that former emperors had vainly used the sword,

and therefore tried to act upon his Christian subjects in a

different manner. He professed to pity them as men who

were mistaken in the most important point, and often said,

that if he could make every one in his dominions as wise as

Solon, and as rich as Croesus, there would be no happiness

for them without returning to the worship of the gods.

Contempt and ridicule were Julian's favourite weapons; and

he was wont to speak of the Christians under the name of

Galileans—as a sect of fanatics despicable to men, and

odious to the gods—who had brought the empire to the

very brink of destruction. If they complained of any

wrong, he desired them to remember their Master's pre

cepts concerning passiveness under injuries; and whilst he

contrasted himself with other monarchs as being no perse

cutor, he, in fact, was using all those petty modes of vexa

tion, which are sometimes as hard to endure. No Christian

professor was permitted to teach in the public schools; for

the emperor said, he thought it was unreasonable they should

use the works of authors whose gods they despised; and

they had better be satisfied with such learning as might be

derived from the Scriptures. It is a memorable fact, that

the greatest part of the public teachers willingly resigned

their profitable employments rather than their religion;

and one who did apostatise humbly sought restoration after

#
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the death of Julian, saying, “Tread me under foot as salt

that has lost its savour.” No useful hint is to be despised

even from an enemy; and it appears the church was greatly

purified in the reign of Julian, not only by the secession of

vast numbers who never should have been in it, but by

increased carefulness to please the Lord among those who

really honoured Him. Some there were, doubtless, who

stood firm in their profession, rather from a fear of degrad

ing their character in the eyes of men, than from the fear

or love of God; but such staunch professors as these, are

ever distinguished from those who act from higher prin

ciples, by the want of that love which ever manifests the

presence of the spirit of Christ.

On one occasion, Valentinian, commander of the guards,

and afterwards emperor, attended Julian to one of the

temples; and the door-keeper, in sprinkling, according to

custom, that which was called the holy water, happened

to let some of it fall on the mantle of this professed Chris

tian. Valentinian struck the idolater in a rage, and imme

diately tore off the garment that he considered to be defiled.

- The emperor banished him from his presence for this offence;

but, on account of his abilities, still continued him in high

command in the army. Two other officers of his guard

were put to death, not, he said, as Christians, but as undu

tiful subjects; yet it appears his sole ground of complaint

against them was, that they had remonstrated with him

upon his defiling certain fountains with his sacrifices, and

causing the food sold in the markets to be sprinkled with

this “holy water.” Some of the Christians at first hesitated

whether they could use the meats which the emperor pur

posed thus to consecrate to his gods; but they found quiet

ness of conscience in the light of God’s word, when they

saw (1 Cor. x. 25) the Corinthians were directed to eat

what is sold in the shambles, asking no question, &c.

How blessed to find, in the Bible, not only the word of life,

but the lamp to our feet, amid the darkness and entangle

ments of this evil world!

The court physician, notwithstanding all the entreaties

and promises of Julian, retired to his own pious family in

private life, saying, “I am a Christian, and such I must

continue.” But others, who were without heavenly wis
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dom, broke down the restored images, and violently inter

fered with the rites practised by the emperor's command;

thus exposing themselves to cruel sufferings, and increasing

the zeal of the Pagans: they acted as if their own arm

could get the victory, instead of crying to God, to whom

alone the power belongeth.

About eight months after the death of Constantius, Julian

began to prepare for a renewal of war with Persia, and to

that end took up his winter residence at Antioch. On

going to the temple of Apollo near that city, originally one

of the most famous in the world, he found, to his mortifica

tion, a magnificent church surrounded with lands assigned

to the clergy; where Christian worship had been first carried

on by order of Gallus, his brother. On inquiring for the

priests of Apollo, only one was to be found who was about

to sacrifice a goose as his only offering ; and the emperor

was still more disconcerted, on discovering that the remains

of Babylas, a bishop of Antioch, with the bodies of many

others, had been interred in the consecrated grove of Apollo.

After giving orders that the church should be pulled down,

Julian caused the bones of Babylas to be disentombed ; and

on hearing of the circumstance, the citizens of Antioch

came and carried them in a triumphal car to the city,

chaunting, as they went, the psalms concerning idols.

Julian was exceedingly provoked in often hearing their

favourite chorus, “Confounded be all they that worship

graven images 1" and when one of the female singers began

chaunting as he passed, “Let God arise, and let his enemies

be scattered l’’ he ordered her to be buffeted. It is to be

feared the conduct of many at Antioch was very unbecom

ing the meek and lowly profession of a Christian; and when,

on the very night of the demolition of the church at Daphne,

the temple in that place was burned down, it was natural that

Julian should suspect the people of Antioch as the authors

of this outrage. But as he could not find out the guilty

persons, he used general severity towards the Antioch

Christians; and the Pagans throughout Syria, taking advan

tage of the monarch's example, put many, in their several

towns, to the torture, and treated the mangled bodies in the

most shocking manner: it has even been said that some

were literally sacrificed at the altars of the gods. Julian,

.
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in a circular letter to the Roman citizens in Syria, merely

observed they had revenged the injuries of the gods with

less moderation than he should have recommended ; but

approved the destruction of the Christian sepulchres.

The emperor's persecuting spirit was felt in other parts of

the empire. He encouraged every class of heretics, and the

Arians in particular; and when the Alexandrians petitioned

for the restoration of Athanasius, and the removal of the

infamous George of Cappadocia, Julian replied, in writing

to the prefect of Egypt, the offences of Athanasius were

unpardonable ; for that bishop, to his knowledge, had even,

during his reign, baptised several Grecian ladies of distinc

tion At another time he uttered a desire—in spirit like

that of Caligula, when he wished that all the citizens of

Rome had but one neck—saying, “Would that all the venom

of the Galilean school were contained in the single person

of Athanasius !” What he would then have done with that

single person cannot be doubted; indeed it has been sup

posed, from Julian's commendations of the conduct of Marcus

Aurelius in his “Lives of the Caesars,” he would have

imitated that bloody persecutor had he returned victorious

from Persia: and so extravagant were his promises of the

honour he would do to the gods if they gave him success,

that some one observed, the whole breed of horned cattle
*

*"... must then be consumed in sacrifices.

During the long nights of the winter spent in Antioch,

Julian prepared a learned and voluminous work against the

... Christian religion, to which the rank of the author induced

... many replies; otherwise it has been thought, from the frag

ments that remain, to be wholly unworthy of notice.

... Nor was this the only employment of his ready pen; he

wrote a satire upon the luxurious manners and vain amuse

ments of the people of Antioch, in return for their remarks

... on his personal appearance and singular habits. It was

, called the Misopogon (beard-hater), probably because his

beard was one source of their ridicule; and in this composi

tion he dwelt on his own want of cleanliness with indecent
* …;

º, pride.

In March 363 Julian left Antioch; and his troops were

º gathered to him from all parts, as he proceeded eastward.

sº At Berea he was offended by the cold reception given him
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by the Christian senate; but in other places his tastes were

better suited, for a multitude of sacrifices were offered as he

went from place to place, and many favourable answers

came from the distant oracles which he had sent to consult.

At this period, in his determined enmity to the Christians,

he wrote to the Jewish patriarch of Tiberias as a brother;

and addressed circular letters to the Jews, professing to

pity their fallen condition, and offering them assistance in

rebuilding their temple.* Alypius, once prefect of Britain

and one of Julian's particular friends, was commissioned to

expedite the work, with the assistance of the governor of

the province : and the Jews, who had hitherto been ex

cluded by Adrian's edict, came in great numbers to Ælia;

and showed the utmost zeal and activity in commencing the

work. As the site of the lower city and the adjoining hill

of Calvary, were almost covered by the buildings of the

Romans; and a magnificent church, called the Church of the

Resurrection, had been raised by Helena over the supposed

place of the Lord's sepulchre; the Jews began their work on

the opposite hill of Moriah; but the event proved that the time

for the rebuilding of the temple was not come. It is said

the rich had provided spades and pick-axes of silver, and

the nobler Jewesses vied with each other in carrying away

rubbish in their mantles of silk and purple. Julian only

lived six months after the work began ; and though some

have imagined the different views of his successors might

account for its cessation, cotemporary historians give other

reasons for its discontinuance.

We give the words of a Pagan writer who wrote at the

time. “Fearful globes of flame bursting forth near the

foundations, with frequent and repeated attacks, made the

place from time to time inaccessible to the blasted work

men, and in this manner being driven away by the repelling

element, the work ceased.” It might, indeed, have pleased

God thus to interpose in a miraculous manner, not only on

account of the ungodly origin of the scheme, but by reason

of the state of the Jews, His time to favour Zion not being

then come. Or we may trace His hand in the interruption

* His motive doubtless was to overthrow the strong evidence to

the truth of Scripture, resulting from the state of Jerusalem and

the Jews.
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of the work, even if it were, as some have thought, from

such natural causes as meteoric fire-damps, or the contrivance

of persons who were acquainted with the windings of the

subterraneous caverns. Suffice it then for us to know, that

the work was forsaken on the only occasion that it has

ever been attempted since the destruction of the temple

foretold by the Lord himself; and it yet remains to be

proved whether the Jews will ever be permitted to rebuild

their city and temple in a state of unbelief.”

At Hierapolis, Julian saw himself at the head of 65,000

effective soldiers; but he had to dispense with his Armenian

allies, as the reigning king, who had received some personal

insult from the emperor, withdrew his troops, under colour

of their Christian profession.

The Roman army crossed Mesopotamia, and laid waste

the fertile fields of Assyria; but they endured the greatest

fatigue in their march onwards, as the inhabitants of the

country opened the canals between the Euphrates and Tigris

in self-defence, and laid the country under water. Julian

shared every peril and inconvenience with the meanest of his

soldiers; and after destroying several cities by the way, he

transported his army with extreme difficulty across the rapid

current of the Tigris, with the intention of besieging Ctesi

phon. Rashly secure of success, and wishing to inspire his

troops with the same confidence, the mistaken emperor caused

the whole flotilla to be burned, in order to render a return

impossible; and he would not reserve more than twenty days'

provisions, assuring his followers that the plentiful supplies

of the Persian capital would soon be at their service.

Sapor, in token of his distress and terror at the approach

* Some careful students of unfulfilled prophecy have concluded

* that the Lord will suffer a Jewish temple to be built at Jerusalem

before his return. The most distinct passage in Scripture, appears

to be Mal. iii. 1, 2; because a sudden coming to those who are

* seeking for him is there promised, and a coming of which it is said,

“Who may abide the day ? Who may stand when he appeareth ?”

as Rev. vi. 17. , Isaiah lxvi. 6, has also been pointed out as a

… passage in which the Temple is spoken of, in connection with the

2: Lord's appearance in joy to those that tremble at his word, in

* vengeance to his enemies. Joel ii. 17, again, appears in the midst of

a prophecy that does not seem to be entirely fulfilled, since the

great and terrible day of the Lord is not yet come. Some have

added, 2 Thess. ii. 4, 8, as not being yet literally accomplished.
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of so powerful an enemy, sat on the ground with his hair

dishevelled, whilst he awaited the return of the messengers,

whom he sent to offer Julian the half of his dominions for

the sake of peace. The emperor, contrary to the advice of

his best officers, refused to negociate; and at this critical

moment, a Persian noble, pretending to be a deserter,

offered himself as the guide of the Roman army; and per

suaded Julian it would be easier to conquer his master in

the field of battle, than to take the strong city of Ctesiphon,

Imagining that Sapor was encamped at no great distance,

the Roman leader willingly followed his professed friend; but

at the end of a few days, he found his army was brought

into a part of the country which had been purposely laid

desolate. The Persian guide then suddenly disappeared ; and

his attendants, on being put to the torture, confessed the

whole design. The distressed Romans now perceived that

a naked and still smoking desert lay before them, and their

Persian foes around them. Only seventy days after Julian

had led his forces into the country, in the full expectation of

overthrowing the Persian monarchy, he was obliged to give

the signal for retreat. Every hour increased the danger of

famine; and it was not surprising that his dismal circum

stances coloured even his dreams, and that terrible dreams

should impress a mind so superstitious, as much as waking

realities. From his disturbed slumber, the emperor was

aroused by a midnight attack of the Persians; and without

waiting to put on his armour, he rushed from his tent.

Chiefly through his personal bravery the barbarians were

driven away; but, in the skirmish, he received a deadly

wound, and was carried off by his guards in a fainting fit.

On recovering, he called for his horse and arms; but his

surgeons told him that he had only a few hours to live. At

this awful moment, it is said, the apostate lifted his bloody

hand to heaven, and exclaimed, “Thou hast conquered, 0

Galilean 1" such was the term he usually applied to the

Lord of glory. But if he acknowledged the power of Christ

it was but for a moment; his heart was not conquered ; for

in a dying oration, which, it is probable, was prepared for

such an extremity, he said that he had lived without guilt,

and therefore, could die without remorse; confidently boast.

ing that he had preserved in its purity the power which he

º
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held from the gods. At the same time, he sought to repress

the immoderate grief of his attendants, by telling them he

should soon be united with heaven, and with the stars.

Then, entering into conversation with the philosophers who

attended in his train, he argued concerning the nature of

the soul, till his breath became oppressed by exhaustion

from loss of blood, when he called for a draught of water,

and as soon as he had taken it, expired. Julian had sur

rounded himself with magicians, augurs, and astrologers,

little thinking his unhappy end would be but another proof

of the vanity of their boasted insight into the future. The

sophist Libanius, who was one of his most intimate friends,

had been left at Antioch; but Julian looked to him as the

historian of his exploits, and was wont to say, after any

action in which he gloried, “I have furnished fresh matter

for Libanius !” Perhaps, even in his dying hours, he had

his eye upon the admiration of his Pagan friends, and

disguised his fears by efforts to support his character to

the last.

It is related, that on the day of the emperor's death, his

friend Libanius was conversing with a Christian school

master, at Antioch ; and in the pride of the Greek, stum

bling at the humiliation of Christ, he asked “What is the

carpenter's son engaged about at this moment " The

poor man who knew that all power was given unto Jesus

both in heaven and earth, and that the triumphing of the

wicked is but short, immediately replied “He is making

a coffin.” It appears that this schoolmaster shared the

expectation of many others, that Julian would be suddenly

cut off in the midst of his course; for those whose eyes

were towards the Lord, believed that he could not suffer

such daring rebellion to be of long continuance.

Julian had only reigned as sole emperor the short space

of twenty months. It is worthy of remark, that the last

Pagan emperor was the only surviving branch of the

family, from whom sprung the first Christian emperor.
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CHAP. IV.

-

Jovi.AN, EMPEROR.—PEACE WITH PERSIA.—RE-ESTABLISHMENT

OF CHRISTIANITY..—VALENTINIAN AND VALENs, EMPERORs.-

STORY OF PROCOPIUS.—REMARKS. ON SORCERY AND WITCH

CRAFT.—CHARACTER OF VALENTINIAN's REIGN.—AFFAIRS

OF BRITAIN.—DEATH OF WALENTINLAN.—GRATIAN AND

WALENTINIAN II. HIS SUCCESSORS.—VALENS PERMITS THE

ARIANS TO PERSECUTE THEIR OPPONENTS.

A. D. 363. THE dignity of emperor was little to be

coveted under the terrors of sword and famine; and more

than one officer declined an honour which would oblige

him to take the lead of the army at this perilous moment.

After much discussion, Jovian, an officer universally liked

by the soldiers, on account of his pleasant countenance and

cheerful wit, was saluted emperor. But when the words

“Jovian Augustus” reached his ears, he was heard to ex

claim, “I am a Christian and cannot command idolaters "

“You command Christians !" was the loud and ready

response, without a dissentient voice, as the circumstances

silenced those who had different feelings.

The king of Persia had no difficulty in concluding an

advantageous treaty with the new emperor; and it would

be delightful to know, that Jovian yielded all that was

required to secure a peace of thirty years, not merely for

present safety, but in the spirit of Christianity. The five

provinces beyond the Tigris, with the strong fortresses,

which former emperors had obtained and preserved at

such a cost, were to be given up; and Jovian faithfully per

formed all the articles of the treaty. The Persians, how

ever, ungenerously refused to supply their submissive

enemy with provisions; and before the Romans in their rapid

retreat could reach the frontier, they were obliged to kill

their beasts of burden for food, and therefore left their

baggage scattered over the sandy plains of Mesopotamia.

The friends of Julian were struck with astonishment at the

appearance of his large army returning ragged and half

famished, with only the embalmed corpse of the leader

who had promised to bring them back in triumph, laden
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with the spoils of Persia. The funeral honours were per

formed at Tarsus with a singular addition in the attendance

of a gompany of comedians, who were delighted to exhibit

the follies of one who had never countenanced their per

formances. It is sad to hear, that they were applauded by

the professedly Christian or rather the Arian inhabitants of

Antioch, who also testified their delight at the death of the

polytheist by shows and dances.

As Jovian marched towards the capital of Syria, the

standard, bearing the figure of a cross formed with jewels,

again glittered at the head of the army; but not contented

with a mere show, this emperor's first care was to send a

circular letter to all the provincial governors, expressing his

belief in the truth of Christianity, and his wish for its legal

re-establishment. At the same time, he wrote a most

friendly letter to Athanasius desiring him to resume his

station at Alexandria; and though the Arians were in that

city the dominant party, and the Trinitarians the minority,

holding their small meetings here and there, no one could

persuade Jovian to alter his mind respecting the position

to be taken by Athanasius.

Paganism could not withstand the loss of the imperial

favour, whereby alone it had been revived; and from this

period we shall have to trace its rapid downfall. As soon

as former privileges and honours were restored to the

church and clergy, and taken away from the pagan priests,

the temples were again in a great measure forsaken; and

even the philosophers who had worn their beards in compli

ment to Julian, began to see their folly and to shave

themselves. The edict published by Jovian did not threaten

the polytheists with punishment for practising their religious

ceremonies, but positively forbade the arts of magic. One

of the pagan magistrates publicly thanked the emperor for

the mildness of this edict; and it soon appeared that the

people, when left free, clung less fondly to the absurdities

of polytheism. After resting six weeks at Antioch to

recruit his army, Jovian began his journey to Constanti

nople. His title had been every where acknowledged; the

messengers of the Western legions were on their way to

salute him, and his wife, and infant son Varronian, whom

the senate had already honoured with the title of

VOL. II. D -
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Nobilissimus, came to meet him. We have, then, a striking

example of the vanity of the brightest worldly prospects,

in the death of Jovian at such a moment. Having halted

for the night, at a small town in Galatia, he was found dead

in the morning. Whether he died through some mushrooms

he had eaten for supper, excess of wine, or the fumes of

charcoal in his sleeping apartment, remained a matter of

doubt, and has occasioned disagreement among historians,

He had only reigned seven months, but his conduct during

that period leaves a pleasanter impression than may be

retained after reading the lives of the former emperors. The

young Varronian was only reminded of being the son of an

emperor, about seventeen years after, by the loss of his

eyes, through the cruel and causeless jealousy of the

reigning sovereign.

Sallust, an officer who had rejected the imperial dignity

in the Persian desert, refused it as steadfastly on the high

road to the capital of the East; and for ten days, there was

dissension in the army about the election of another

emperor. The choice at length fell upon Valentinian; but

his name had scarcely been coupled with the title of

Augustus in the shouts of his fellow-soldiers, when there

were many, who thought it was dangerous to leave the

government entirely in the hands of a man of his temper,

and began to require him to choose some one, whom they

should name, as a colleague. He replied, “That a few

minutes before they might have dictated to him, but that

now he was become their lord and master, he should please

himself.” However, on his arrival at Constantinople, he

chose to make his own brother Valens joint-emperor; and

as he preferred residing in one of the Western provinces,

he left the whole care of the East to Valens, though in a

manner subject to himself, and went to take up his residence

at Milan.

Valens was utterly unfit to reign, being of a weak mind,

and quite ignorant of what such a position required, and

even unacquainted with the Greek language which was

used in the fifty provinces under his command. Procopius,

governor of Mesopotamia, had been named by many at

Julian's death, as one who was a fit successor; but as he

had again been passed by, he retired to his private estate to

**
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escape the jealous eye of the newly elected emperors. But

Valens could not rest under the consciousness, that a

subject of such superior talents and merit existed in his

empire, and sent a band of soldiers to seize him. Procopius

escaped by a back way as they entered his house, and con

cealed himself successfully ; but he suffered much during

many months in wandering from place to place. At length,

on hearing the emperor had added to his unpopularity, by

removing Sallust, who had rejected the throne, from the

prefecture of the East; Procopius determined to visit the

capital in disguise. On his arrival, he found that Valens

had left the city on account of the threatening aspect of the

Persians; and then, openly declaring his wrongs, he gained

a large party to his interest, and received an offer of several

thousand auxiliaries from a Gothic prince. Province after

province declared in favour of Procopius; and Faustina,

the widow of Constantius, put herself and her child under

his protection. To secure the allegiance of the soldiers,

he passed through their ranks carrying the Princess Con

stantia, then five years of age, in his arms, declaring

himself the protector of the heiress of the house of

Constantine. Valentinian was at this time engaged in

war with the Germans; and Valens would have resigned

the purple in terror, had not Sallust, forgetful of his own

injuries, brought back the people to their lawful sovereign

by his powerful influence. Procopius could not stand

against such an opponent, and being deserted by his troops,

he was betrayed to the imperial party, and beheaded.

Other actors in this rebellion, were severely punished by

Valens; and as he was both timid and cruel, whilst his

brother was cruel without being timid, their joint reign is

stained with many bloody deeds, and frequent public execu

tions for crimes that were not fairly proved. The followers

of those magical arts, which were supposed to lead to so

much mischief, were condemned to suffer death without

exception; and these are the first instances of such a course

of procedure since the commencement of the Christian

dispensation. There is no warrant in the New Testament for

visiting with death those who are under any delusion or error;

but many are the instances of persons under the peculiar
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power of Satan being won, or at least silenced, by the power

of the truth.*

Besides the prohibition of divination and enchantments

under pain of death, Valentinian and Valens tried to sup

press the Pagan religion by appropriating the temple

revenues to their own use; but whilst the former stood as

the defender of the Nicene creed, the latter as warmly

supported the Arian party, or rather fell entirely under their

influence. All who held the belief of the Trinity were

compelled to leave Constantinople; and among these the

Novatians were included. This class of separatists differed

* The incredulity of that which calls itself an enlightened age,

with regard to the powers of the devil and his angels, seems to be

scarcely less dangerous, than the over-credulity of that which is

deservedly called the superstitious age; and it is desirable to know

what Scriptural warrant we have for believing in supernatural power,

—power in which man may be the agent, which comes not from

God, but from an opposite source. The children of Israel, called, as

we have seen, to be the enemies of God’s enemies, and the execu

tioners of his righteous judgments, were commanded not to suffer

a witch (a woman possessed of such supernatural power) to live

(Ex. xxi. 18); nor to use the enchantment practised by the heathens;

nor to regard those who held intercourse with wicked spirits, lest

they should be defiled by them (Lev. xix. 26, 31); and by another

law, a man or woman so possessed by a wicked spirit, was surely

to be put to death by stoning (xx. 27). Balaam, it appears,

sinned in making use of heathen enchantments and divinations,

(Num. xxiii. 23, and xxiv. 1,) and fully proved that none of

these things can change God’s purposes. These abominations were

recapitulated by Moses (Deut. xviii. 9–14); and the possessors of

the Lord's land were warned against a participation in them, as

being among those things which caused the nations to be driven

out. Saul, then, did well in cleansing that land from those who had

familiar spirits (1 Sam. xxviii. 3), and the power of the witch at

Endor, who still remained (v. 9), gives us some idea of that which

may be given by such spirits, over-ruled as it was in this instance

to the confirming of God’s word concerning the disobedient king.

We read in the new Testament of many who were possessed of

devils, and used sorcery ; but in all cases, we see how these wicked

spirits, and the arts practised by their means, could be rebuked

and overcome by the Lord Jesus, and by his disciples through faith

in his name. In no instance is the arm of flesh raised against them,

nor the directions given under a former dispensation renewed.

Miraculous power exercised by the Lord, or derived from him; and

subsequently the preaching of Christ and the resistance of faith,

are the only weapons authorised of God, till Christ comes in his

glory. The prophetic word leads us to expect a great deal of super

natural agency, by the power of Satan, in these last days. (2 Thess.

ii. 9; Rev. xiii. 13–15).

..
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nothing in points of faith from other Christians, but were

distinguished by adhering to the discipline adopted by

Novatian, that presbyter at Rome who excluded for ever

from communion those who had fallen into sin after

baptism, though he did not deny that such may have

eternal life. Paganism was more gently treated by both

the emperors, than a Trinitarian profession by the emperor

of the East; but the failure of the prediction of one of the

oracles of Greece, that Christianity should only last three

hundred and sixty-five years, which was publicly remarked

at this very period, helped to impair the long-established

credit of these pillars of falsehood.

Yet Achaia, through the intercession of the governor of

Greece, was still made the scene of every Pagan rite, and

remained a stronghold of polytheism.

In the second year of Valentinian, occurred a dreadful

earthquake, which occasioned such a convulsive motion

in the Mediterranean, that thirty thousand persons at

Alexandria perished through the sudden swelling of the

Nile; and along the Eastern coast of Europe numbers were

swept away with their habitations.

In A.D. 366, died Liberius, bishop of Rome, and Damasus

was established as his successor, after a violent contest in

which many lives were lost. In 367, the Arian bishop of

Constantinople obtained an edict from Valens, whereby

all the Trinitarian bishops within his dominions were deposed,

and Athanasius for the fourth time driven from Alexandria.

But the Emperor soon recalled him, not from principle, but

because he dreaded the violenee of the people; for, at the

same time, he himself received baptism after the Arian

mode, and swore he would never depart from that belief.

Without that softening influence which the feeblest pro

fession of Christianity does not fail to exercise, Valenti

nian, from the fierceness of his natural disposition, would

have been a second Nero. He was a thorough soldier; and

during a reign of twelve years vigorously defended his own

dominions, and helped to support the authority of his feeble

brother; but it seemed as if military success had served

to brutalise his mind, and induced a recklessness about

human life. “Strike off his head—burn him alive—beat

him till he dies:” such are the expressions, we are told,
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that fell not unfrequently from the lips of the passionate

Valentinian, and sometimes on trifling provocation, such as

an unavoidable delay in the execution of a command. And

when his sentence had once gone forth, even his favourites

dared not interfere, knowing the sternness of his dispo

sition; and it is said he could witness the convulsive agonies

of the tortured or dying criminal without emotion, and was

wont to feed with the limbs of malefactors two fierce

bears, the chained favourites of his bed-chamber, whom

he called Innocence and Mica Aurea. Valentinian for

bore to meddle in church affairs; and when he was

asked by the bishops of Italy to appoint a successor to the

Arian ruler of the church at Milan, who died in 374, he

refused, telling them they were better acquainted with the

necessary qualifications than himself. Whilst they still

waited for him to name some person, the Arian party

gathered strength, and such a tumult arose in the Church,

that Ambrose, the governor of the province, a man high in

character for justice and integrity, was obliged to exert

himself to make peace. After he had quieted the assembly

by his address, a child who was in the crowd, mistaking the

nature of his speech, cried out, “Ambrose is bishop !” But

the idea, once suggested, was welcome to both parties, and

he was actually chosen by common consent with the

emperor's hearty approval, though he expressed the greatest

unwillingness and unpreparedness to take such a position.

In order to escape from the office, he first sought to blacken

his own character, and when that contrivance was set at

nought, escaped from the city to a friend's house in the

neighbourhood. But a threatening call from Valentinian

brought him back to Milan, and being thus made a bishop

by constraint, he began seriously to study the Scriptures,

and obtained more light and knowledge than was generally

possessed even by his order at that day. The Emperor

himself promised to submit to the directions of Ambrose,

but died the following year without any manifest change of

character. It was probably under Christian influence that a

medical establishment was formed during his reign at Rome;

a physician being appointed in each of its fourteen quarters.

The first public academies were founded about the same

time in the chief cities of the provinces. That at Con

.
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stantinople is the oldest model of a university. It was

furnished with ten Greek and ten Latin grammarians, five

masters of reasoning and eloquence, three orators, two

lawyers, and one teacher of philosophy; thirty-one professors

in all. Besides these, seven scribes were continually occu

pied in making fair copies of the best writings of the ancients.

The youths admitted to this college were required to bring

proper certificates from the governors of their respective

provinces, that their names, professions, and places of abode

might be publicly registered. The prefect of the city had

power to chastise the idle and rebellious with stripes or

expulsion, and made an annual report of the ability of the

several pupils, that their talents might be used when wanted

for the public service. The pupils were especially forbidden

to waste their time in feasts or theatres, and their education

was considered complete at the age of twenty. The cha

racter of the religious instruction does not appear.

The despotic character of Valentinian's government was

a little ameliorated by the appointment of officers called

defensors, somewhat answering to the ancient tribunes, who

were allowed to plead the cause of the people even before

the throne.

War was carried on in five different places during the

reign of the two brothers; namely, Britain, Africa, Ger

many, the banks of the Danube, and the East.

Britain was usually defended by one or two legions, but

the soldiers who composed them often proved miserable

protectors; and, either through want of discipline or the

scantiness of their pay, sometimes became robbers. Con

stans had once visited Britain, but nothing remains on

record save that he had a prosperous voyage. Valentinian,

on account of the frequent descent of the Caledonians,

increased the military force in Britain ; but every messenger

brought alarming accounts of the continual inroads of these

barbarians, representing them as cannibals who preferred

the shepherd to his flock, and could say which parts of the

human body were most esteemed for food. To save the

partially civilised Britons from such terrible foes, Valentinian

sent his best general, Theodosius; and he was successful in

chasing away the Caledonian spoilers, and in re-establishing

order. In 369 he was commissioned to expel the Moors
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who had invaded the Roman province of Africa; and his

additional services in that country were so conspicuous, that

it was suggested to the successors of Valentinian, he was

too high in honour to be a subject. He was beheaded at Car

thage under false pretences, only the year after the death of

the monarch by whom he had been so much esteemed.

The Saxons, a tribe of northern barbarians, were first

heard of in the reign of Valentinian; and his generals having

defeated them as they came to attack the maritime provinces,

a band of their tall, robust youths were incorporated into

the Roman armies, and some less useful prisoners reserved

for the amphitheatre. But they were determined not to

suffer for the sport of their conquerors, and twenty-nine of

the number destroyed themselves; upon which occasion, the

orator Symmachus lamented that he and his fellow-citizens

were deprived of a part of their expected amusement. The

influence of Christianity at Rome was not yet sufficiently

powerful to prevent these bloody shows; yet we find that

the Romans could freely express their horror, on hearing it

was the custom of the Saxons to sacrifice every tenth pri

soner to their gods. The wars in the East and beyond the

Danube were marked by circumstances equally disgraceful

to the Roman name. The general sent by Valens invited

the king of Armenia to his table, under pretence of con

cluding a treaty of peace; but, as it proved, only for the

purpose of assassinating him. A prince of the Quadi, a

nation of independent Germany, was as treacherously mur

dered by Valentinian's directions. His people came in fury

to revenge their loss, and the princess Constantia, who was

on her road into Italy to be married to the emperor's eldest

son, narrowly escaped their hands. Valentinian then went

in person to meet them at the head of his strongest legions;

and the barbarians, alarmed at the appearance of their

enemies, sent ambassadors to entreat the emperor to spare

their nation. The passion into which he fell on this occa

sion caused him to burst a large blood-vessel, and he died

in a few minutes, after making some ineffectual efforts to

express his last wishes to his attendants, A.D. 375.

Valentinian had divorced his wife, a practice which was

permitted by Roman law; but her son Gratian had been

saluted Augustus when only nine years of age, and his name

º
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had been associated with those of his father and uncle in

all legal transactions. He was seventeen years of age at

the death of his father, and beloved, on account of his

amiable disposition, by the people and army; and his mar

riage with the grand-daughter of Constantine seemed to

give him a double claim to the empire. But he was then

at Treves, in Gaul, and the ministers at Milan, who wished

to retain their power in the name of a child, caused the

infant son of the emperor's second wife, Justina, to be

proclaimed Augustus, as Valentinian the Second.

The peaceable wisdom of Gratian alone prevented a civil

war; for he at once expressed his willingness that Justina and

her son should maintain the imperial dignity in the palace at

Milan; and, assuring the people he should consider his little

brother the object of his guardian care, he preserved in an

unobjectionable manner the actual sovereignty of the western

part of the empire.

Valens did not seek to interfere with these arrangements,

as he had quite enough to disturb and perplex his mind

in his own sphere. Two years before the death of his

brother, he had gone to reside at Antioch, and there strove

to quiet his own fears by putting to death those from whom

he had any suspicion of personal danger, whilst he indulged

his Arian favourites by aiding them in the persecution of

their opponents. Athanasius, a much persecuted and useful

servant of the Lord, died at this period, and by his recom

mendation, Peter, a Christian of his own stamp, was chosen

by the church at Alexandria to succeed him. But Valens

introduced a determined Arian by the power of the sword,

and allowed a Pagan officer to direct the punishment of the

Trinitarian party. Nineteen presbyters and deacons were

cruelly tortured, and, still remaining steadfast, were banished

from the city. In other parts of Egypt the persecution was

carried on with equal violence, and many were found ready

to suffer joyfully for the truth's sake. Suffering, it is true,

is not a proof of the truth of that which is professed, though

it may be of the sincerity of the profession. Men may

contend and even suffer for the letter of the truth, just as

they would for any other system of science or philosophy

in which the mind is interested; or they may suffer for

pride's sake, through unwillingness to forsake a party, or
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even in the selfish love of a lie which they believe to be

true. But the suffering of a Christian is in love to Christ,

being made willing for his sake to forsake all that he has;

and if the truth is contended for by him for its own sake,

this will be manifest in his spirit and temper. He watches

against error, which would poison that on which depends

the health and blessing of his soul, with far greater anxiety

than he would guard against the introduction of poison

into the food of his perishing body. Such sufferers have

ever been God’s witnesses on earth, and his instruments in

every age, preserving the truth when attacked, uncovering

what has been wilfully obscured, and bringing forwards what

is lost sight of, or neglected.

CHAP. V.

THE WARS OF THE NORTHERN BARBARIANS.–INTRODUCTION OF

THE GOTHS INTO THE ROMAN EMPIRE AS SETTLERS.—COM

MENCEMENT OF THE GOTHIC WAR.—DEATH OF VALENS.-

THEODOSIUs EMPEROR IN HIS STEAD. – GRATIAN's EFFORTS

AGAINST PAGANISM.–EFFORTS OF THEODOSIUS TO SUPPRESS

ARIANISM.–REMARKS UPON HIS EDICTS AGAINST HERETICS.

THE barbarians during many years had so perpetually

harassed the Romans on all sides, that the weak emperor,

Valens, was much flattered by hearing that vast numbers of

Goths lay stretched for miles on the farther side of the

Danube, and had sent their aged bishop, Ulphilas, to im

plore shelter within the empire, offering to cultivate the

waste lands of France for the sake of a subsistence.

The movement which brought them into the condition of

suppliants was caused by the ambition of the Siempi, or

ancient Tartar monarchs, who continued to encroach upon

their neighbours' territories, until they had extended their

own dominions three thousand miles from east to west. By

their earliest efforts they had driven to the westward a

people known by the name of Huns, who, from their broad

shoulders, flat noses, deeply seated eyes, and beardless chins, s

Uniting withwere said to resemble apes in appearance.

the independent Scythian warriors, the Huns made war with
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the Alani, a people less frightful in their aspect, but quite

as barbarous as themselves. A scimitar fixed in the ground

was the only object of their worship; they hung the scalps

of their enemies around their horses' necks, and preferred

meeting death in battle rather than from age or disease.

But the king of the Alani being slain, the whole nation

voluntarily united with the Huns, and proceeded to attack

the Goths, who were divided into two great tribes, the

Ostrogoths (Eastern Goths) and the Visigoths (Western

Goths). Hermanric, their common and hereditary king,

had sustained many a contest with the Romans as well as

with the neighbouring tribes; but, at the age of a hundred

and ten, he was killed in battle with the Huns and their

allies; and the Ostrogoths for the most part submitted to the

conquerors. Athanaric, judge of the Visigoths, tried to

stir up his countrymen to resistance; but the greater part of

them fled, with their children and cattle, hoping to find

refuge among those from whom they had received the first

idea of Christianity. Some captive bishops, in the reign of

Gallienus, scattered the first seeds of truth among the

Goths; and in the reign of Constantine they had been

farther instructed; and Ulphilas, from his labours amongst

them, obtained the name of the Apostle of the Goths.

Having invented written characters, which were before

unknown to the barbarians, he translated the Scriptures

into the Gothic language, suppressing, it is said, the four

books of Kings, because he thought, in their savage con

dition, the details of war might be improperly used. Ulphilas

acquired the love and reverence of the majority of the

nation, and Fritigern, one of their chieftains, took up the

Christian profession with a great many of his countrymen.

But Athanaric raised a persecution against the converts, by

bringing through the streets of their encampment a waggon

wearing the shapeless image which they had formerly wor

shipped, and many who refused to do it honour were burned

in their tents with their families. Nevertheless, a large

number of Goths stedfastly clung to the doctrines taught

by Ulphilas, and in theirài calamity, all considered

him the fittest person to plead their cause at the imperial

court. The Arian party, and especially the patriarch of

Constantinople, took this opportunity of suggesting to the
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emperor that he must require conformity to their creed, in

return for the protection sought by the Goths; and either

Ulphilas was himself deceived by their arguments, or, from

political motives, promised to persuade his proselytes that

the difference between the two parties was merely verbal,

Hence those who had already professed Christianity became

semi-Arians, and the whole nation gradually fell into Arian

ism. Valens required that the Goths, before they crossed

the separating river, should yield up their arms and their

children, as pledges of their peaceable conduct; and, on his

side, agreed to furnish them with a plentiful and cheap

supply of food, till they could obtain a harvest from their

own labours. Ulphilas, on returning to his flock, was com

pared to Moses coming to conduct the children of Israel

into the land of promise; and it is said, to the credit of his

immediate followers, they were contented with a pastoral

life, and pleased to receive the pasture and woodland ap

pointed them beneath the mountains of Moesia: but the

warrior emigrants bribed the Romans who transported them

across the Danube to allow them to keep their arms, though

they suffered their children to be taken as hostages, and to be

conducted to the places assigned for them in the different

provincial cities. It is calculated that nearly a million of

Goths, including women, children, and slaves, were safely

landed on the Roman territory, though the river was nearly

a mile broad, and much swollen by the rains at that season,

A considerable remnant of the Ostrogoths, who did not like

their new masters, soon after appeared on the opposite side;

but Valens and his ministers, already terrified by their

barbarian guests, absolutely refused to receive any more of

the nation. The immigrants, however, seemed disposed to

behave well, but the money-loving governors of Thrace did

not fulfil the emperor's part of the engagement, and sold

them the worst food at such a high price that their wealth

was soon gone, and they were even obliged to give up their

wives and daughters as slaves to save themselves from

starvation. The discontent of the hungry barbarians was

greatly increased by knowing that they were surrounded by

plenty, and their murmurs against the inhospitable treat

ment of the Romans had risen to a great height, when the

Ostrogoths found means to cross the Danube on such slight
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vessels or rafts as they could construct, and common distress

gave the two divisions one heart. A slight quarrel, which

arose at an entertainment given by the Roman officers to

the Gothic chiefs, led to the commencement of a bloody

conflict; and the Eastern legions fled before Fritigern, who

ravaged the whole province of Thrace, at the head of the

revengeful Goths. Pleased with his success, he even

attempted the siege of Adrianople; but finding he had no

means of making a breach in its fortifications, he retired

with a declaration that he was at peace with stone walls.

A reconciliation might still have been effected, had the Ro

man emperor chosen the proper means; but, instead of seeking

to make peace with the Goths, he gathered all his forces to

fight with them. In a battle, which lasted from dawn till

twilight, the Goths were the conquerors; and one of their

chiefs boasted that he was tired of slaughter. Such a mul

titude of bodies were left unburied, that the whitened bones

lay over a wide extent of fields for years after the battle.

Fritigern received fresh reinforcements from other bar

barians, who were armed against the Romans as a common

foe; and the name of the Goths became as terrible to the

Romans, as that of the Huns had been to them.

One of Gratian's Allemanni guards, having been allowed to

visit his own family, carried to the German warriors the intel

ligence of the young emperor's intention to assist his uncle in

the Gothic war; and the whole tribe supposing that emperor

to be absent, poured impatiently into the Roman territory

before the legions had set out for the East. Gratian's bold

ness and success in driving back these invaders encouraged

Valens to advance upon the Goths; and, without waiting

for the promised assistance, he went to meet them near

Adrianople, in the month of August, 378. In this battle

two-thirds of the Roman troops were cut off, and Valens,

having received a severe wound, was carried by his guards

to a neighbouring cottage, in which they defended him with

such vigour, that the impatient Goths, not being able to

force an entrance, set it on fire, and the emperor perished in

the flames. -

The victors then proceeded towards Constantinople, and

were astonished at its magnificent appearance; but not being

able to make a breach in the walls, they began to lay waste
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the suburbs. A party of Saracens or Arabs, in Roman pay,

rushed out upon them; and it is said even the Goths were

confounded by the superior ferocity of these Southern bar

barians, one of whom was seen to apply his lips to a death

wound he had made with his dagger, and to suck the blood

of his adversary with evident delight.

The Goths being driven from the capital, ravaged the

country to the borders of Italy, whilst the senate at Con

stantinople planned and executed the most base and cruel

revenge. On a certain day the Gothic youth, who had now

been for twelve years under Roman care, were assembled

in the grand square of the cities to which they belonged,

under pretence of giving them lands and money; but every

avenue was previously filled with troops, to prevent their

escape, and at a given signal, certain archers and slingers

who had been secreted on the roofs of the houses, levelled

their instruments of death at the helpless victims, and

destroyed them all.

Gratian heard of his uncle's miserable death when on

his way to assist him ; and, feeling himself unequal to the

burden of the whole empire, he chose as his colleague

Theodosius, son of the very general who had been put

to death in his name, though without his knowledge, at

the commencement of his reign. Though much esteemed

for his military talents, this young man had retired from the

army after his father's death; and he was engaged in the culti

vation of his paternal estate in Spain when Gratian's mes

sengers came to offer him the purple. He was in very ill

health, and quitted with regret the rural life which he had

enjoyed with a beloved wife and two children, whom he had

been enabled to maintain by his own labours. But the

wisdom of Gratian in choosing such an emperor was very

apparent; for perhaps no man was more fitted thanTheodosius

to meet the circumstances of the times. Both Gratian and

Theodosius seemed more earnest in their religious profession

than many of the Christian emperors. Gratian, at his succes

sion in 375, had refused the habit of Pontifex Maximus (high

priest), worn by his predecessors; and though his subjects

persisted in giving him the title, his determination not to

sanction idolatry in bearing the usual insignia, gave the

death-blow to the respectability of Paganism. From the

-)
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time of Numa, the chief of the Romans—under whatever

title—had been regarded as the king of the sacrifices; fifteen

chief pontiffs held the second rank; to them succeeded the

other priestly colleges, consisting of fifteen augurs, fifteen

keepers of the Sibylline books; six vestal virgins who

guarded the sacred fire, and the palladium on which the

safety of Rome was thought to depend; seven epulos, whose

office it was to provide for the tables of the gods, or rather

their priests; and three flamens, who were severally ap

pointed to sacrifice to Jupiter, Mars, and Romulus.

The removal of the seat of government had lessened

the authority of the priestly establishment of Rome; but

it was still acknowledged in that city, and in some of the

provinces; and it was maintained not only by consecrated

lands, but by ample supplies from the public revenue,

whilst the priests, in their costly robes and state chariots,

and yet farther by their great entertainments, continued

to attract public attention. Cicero and Pompey, and

all the first officers of the state, considered the augur

ship an object worthy of their ambition; and the fifteen

pontiffs had been accounted the chosen companions of the

chief of the republic, till Gratian renounced such fellowship,

and refused in any manner to countenance their vain system

of idolatry. He did more: he applied the revenues of the

priests and vestals to the service of the church or state, and

by taking away their honours and privileges, virtually abo

lished the forms which had subsisted during eleven hundred

years. The Pagans did not submit without a murmur, or a

struggle; and they rejoiced, that even at this season, the

statues of the gods were spared, and both sacrifice and

incense offered to them in twenty-four temples within the

city. The senators, who for the most part were still

attached to the ancient religion, assembled for the purpose

of preparing an address to the emperor on the subject of

their grievances, whilst the Christian members expressed

their dissent by absenting themselves. It was on this oc

casion that the eloquent Symmachus was chosen to address

Gratian in behalf of the senate and priesthood; but all

* that he had to plead for the customs of antiquity was

vvisely answered by Ambrose, who drew his arguments

- from the Scriptures. Symmachus, on his side, contended
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that the ancient rites had defended Rome, and made the

Romans universal conquerors, and that old age was not

likely to be corrected; but Ambrose replied to his pas

sionate appeal, by asking if the valour and discipline of the

troops had not been sufficient cause of success, and showed

that Christianity alone could point out any way of salvation,

and alone stood upon the firm foundation of Divine truth,

Ambrose had much influence over the mind of the young

emperor; and Gratian resisted every solicitation to restore

to the Pagans their favourite image and altar of victory:

he also wrote a very pleasing letter to the bishop, professing

to be of one mind with him, seeking farther instruction,

and expressing a strong desire for the real experience of the

power of religion in his own soul. On one occasion, also

when he had condemned to death a Pagan nobleman for

speaking of him with contempt, he yielded to the earnest

entreaties of Ambrose, and suffered him to live; and this

circumstance increased his respect for the Christian bishop.

Ambrose, in one of his letters to Gratian, expressed his

belief that he had been taught of God; and afterwards com.

posed for his instruction a treatise on the Trinity.

Theodosius had taken up his residence at Thessalonica, in

order to overawethe Goths, who had now returnedto their own

quarters; and the death of Fritigern having caused divisions

among them, the new emperor gladly received one of the

disappointed chiefs who deserted to his side. This traitor

led the Romans against his countrymen when they were

asleep after a drunken revel, and, after making a cruel

slaughter, returned with four thousand waggons and an

immense spoil. At this season of distress, Athanaric, who

had long been secretly watching the movements of the

Gothic hosts, came to their aid; and the disunited bands

immediately gathered around this well-known leader.

Theodosius, on account of his ill state of health, did not

wish to delay his baptism; but it was the prospect of battle

with the Goths which brought him to the point; and he was

accordingly baptized by the bishop of Thessalonica in the

faith of the Trinity, the former emperors having received

baptism according to the Arian manner. And farther, to

show his zeal for the doctrine in which he had pub:

licly avowed his belief, on entering Constantinople at the º
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head of a victorious army, he issued the following edict,

A. D. 380:— -

It is our pleasure, that all the nations which are governed by our

clemency and moderation, should steadfastly adhere to the religion

taught by St. Peter to the Romans, which faithful tradition has pre

served, and which is now professed by the pontiff Damasus, and by

Peter, bishop of Alexandria, a man of apostolical holiness. According

to the discipline of the apostles, and the doctrine of the Gospel, let

us believe the sole deity of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, under an

equal majesty and a holy Trinity. We authorise the followers of this

doctrine to assume the name of Catholic Christians; and as we judge

that all others are extravagant madmen, we brand them with the

infamous name of madmen, and declare that their conventicles shall

no longer usurp the respectable appellation of churches. Besides the

condemnation of Divine justice, they must expect to suffer the severe

penalties which our authority, guided by heavenly wisdom, shall think

proper to inflict on them.

It is to be remembered, the churches at Constantinople

had been occupied by the Arians for forty years; reli

gious controversy had long been the exciting subject of

conversation, it is almost to be feared the amusement,

of the citizens; and the Trinitarians were few in num

ber, and without a teacher. But, about two years before

the publication of the foregoing edict, Gregory of Nazi

anzen, a native of Cappadocia, was invited to become their

instructor, and they had gathered strength to meet in a

spacious room which they called Anastasia (resurrection),

as significant of the revival of the true faith. Gregory's

eloquent sermons attracted many hearers, and drew upon

him the hatred of the Arian clergy, so that on one occa

sion the doors of the Anastasia were broken open by a

crowd of monks, beggars, and women, armed with sticks,

stones, and firebrands; and, a man being killed in the tumult,

Gregory was called to appear before a magistrate, and nar

rowly escaped condemnation. But his popularity, and

consequently his congregation, continued to increase; and

the change which took place in the belief and practice of

many, was a matter of general observation.

Theodosius, upon his arrival at the palace of Constanti

nople, sent for the patriarch, and told him there was no

alternative for him but ejection, if he refused to subscribe

the Nicene creed. Damophilus replied, that he preferred

poverty and exile, and proved his determination by holding

WOL. II. E
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an assembly without the city walls; but, meeting with little

encouragement, he retired after a short time into private

life. The followers of Arius loudly complained that their

churches, a hundred in number, were given up to those who

were far too few to fill them, and not one reserved for their

own use. Theodosius, however, was not to be shaken in

his purpose; and the imperial guards took possession of the

great church called Santa Sophia, and conducted Gregory

to the patriarch's throne, which occupied as conspicuous a

place in the cathedral as that assigned to the emperor him

self. The bishop's feelings in such a position might be

imagined, even without the description he has given of

them. The rash zeal of his imperial protector had exposed

him to the imprecations of those who might have been won

by a more gentle course; and as he saw the shining arms

which glittered around him, he felt that they were, alas! the

means needed for securing his person from the people's

rage. He says, that Constantinople appeared on that day

like a city taken by storm; and the voice of anger, grief,

surprise, and despair, greeted his ears in the crowded

streets, and even from the windows and roofs of the houses.

But it is pleasant to observe that the Trinitarian party did

no violence, and shed no blood; and the fury of the populace

having expended itself in useless complaints, another mode

of teaching was accepted, and another creed universally

repeated. Six weeks after this remarkable change in the

capital, Theodosius ejected from all the churches in his

dominions the clergy who refused to renounce their Arian

views; and the Catholic profession was established without

loss of life, in the provinces, as well as in the metropolis.

But although Theodosius never had occasion to act out

his own principles, we cannot pass over his edicts without

observation, as succeeding rulers took full advantage of

them; and an unscriptural principle, being once introduced,

led to the most serious evils. Within the space of fifteen

years, as many severe edicts were published against here

tics; for Theodosius took up the maxim of Ambrose, ‘ that

the civil governor is in some measure guilty of that which

he neglects to prohibit,” and followed out the precepts of

the Mosaic, rather than those of the Christian dispensation.

In the emperor's first edict, we have seen an instance of
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zeal “not according to knowledge;” the precedence is given

to tradition; and the bishop of Rome, under the heathen

designation of Pontiff, is brought forward as the first autho

rity; whilst scorn and compulsion are chosen as instruments

of conversion to the truth. The edicts which followed shut

out all who denied the Trinity from the privileges and emo

luments of the Catholics; their teachers were exposed to

exile and confiscation, and a fine of four hundred pounds

sterling attached to the reception of ordination at their

hands; their meetings were forbidden by day or night, and

the ground used for such purposes was forfeited to the pub

lic treasury. All heretics were disqualified from making

wills, or receiving legacies; but the Manichaeans and

Quarto-decimians” were punishable with death.

It may here be right to observe that it would be well

for the reader's mind to be established in the principles of

the dispensation of the grace of God; as in the ages we

have to pass through, we shall see them disregarded in a

fearful manner, and in fact denied, either by a succession

of penal laws, rigorously carried out, or in the frequent

recurrence of religious wars undertaken in defence of one

Christian doctrine or another. Such grievous mistakes

seem to have arisen from confounding the two dispensations;

an error which we have already had occasion to lament, as

one of the causes of the false position of the church. The

church, having as it were taken a Jewish place, naturally

took up Jewish laws; and neglected the teaching of Christ,

whereby his people might have known what it was his will

to disannul, and what to retain (see Matt. v.–vii).

The faithful Israelite was constrained by the law “ of

old time,” not to spare his child, his friend, or the wife of

his bosom, who would entice him to idolatry (Deut. xiii.

6–11); and we see the children of Levi (Ex. xxxii. 26–

29), Phinehas (Num. xxv. 11—13), and afterwards King

David and others, gaining especial blessing by following the

Lord's commandments on this head. But not only have

we the new principle and precepts, set forth by Christ in

his sermon on the mount, his example in not permitting

* These were persons who observed Easter at the time ofthe Jewish

passover, instead of at the period prescribed by the Council of Nice.
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his disciples to do as Elias did (Luke ix. 52–56), and his

express word that he came not to destroy men's lives,

but we have also other instruction from his lips quite as

powerful. -

In the thirteenth of Matthew, the Lord tells his disciples

of no destruction, as taking place through any whom he

shall send forth, till the very end of the dispensation; and

then, it is to be observed, his agents will be angelic and

not human (ver. 41,49); on the contrary, when describing

to them things as they will be till his return, and speaking

of the unfruitful children of the wicked one who are to be

found all over the world to the end, he warns his servants

that they, are not to attempt to root them up; and gives it

as a reason, lest they should, in such mistaken zeal, “root

up with them” the children of the kingdom.

Henceforth, in relating the persecutions and wars, carried

on under the pretence of rooting out heretics, and on other

religious grounds, we shall have frequent occasion to

observe how many of the children of God have actually

been destroyed through the wickedness of his professed

servants; and there are instances, not only in earlier history

but in comparatively modern times, of persons, who appear

to have been true servants of Christ, acting on the same

wrong principles, through ignorance of the requirements

and prohibitions of the dispensation.

CHAP. VI.

SETTLEMENT OF THE GOTHS BY THEODOSIU.S.—THE CLOSE OF

GRATIAN'S REIGN.—THE EMPRESS JUSTINA SUPPORTS ARIANISM

AT MILAN.—CONDUCT OF AMBROSE.--THE USURPER MAXIMUS

EXPELS WALENTINIAN II. AND HIS MOTHER.—THE PRISCILLIA

NISTS.—RESTORATION OF WALENTINIAN II.--THE SEDITION AT

ANTIOCH.—THE MASSACRE AT THESSALONICA. — THEODOSIUS

PERFORMS PUBLIC PENANCE.-CLOSE OF VALENTINIAN'S REIGN.

—BY THE DEATH OF ARBOGASTES, THEODOSIUS BECOMES THE

LAST SOLE EMPEROR OF THE ROMAN WORLD.

AFTER many struggles, Athanaric, the Gothic leader, was

reduced to the necessity of making a treaty with Theodo

sius ; and, by that emperor's invitation, went to Constanti

*:
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nople. His intemperance at the imperial banquets, is

supposed to have occasioned the disease of which he died ;

and by celebrating his funeral honours with great solemnity,

and raising a monument to his memory, Theodosius won

the hearts of the barbarian soldiers, and a great many

enlisted under his standard.

The whole of the Visigothic nation capitulated A.D. 382,

and the Ostrogoths were defeated two years after.

The emperor colonised Thrace, Lydia, and Phrygia, with

his adopted subjects; and, not requiring them to recognise

any Roman authority save his own, they retained their own

manners, language, and hereditary chiefs. Forty thousand

Gothic warriors were distinguished by the name of Allies;

and Theodosius allowed them a liberal payment for the

defence of the Eastern provinces; but a secret enmity

against the Roman people still lurked in the heart of the

Gothic nation; and many circumstances proved that the

wisdom and indulgence of Theodosius, with their gratitude

and reverence for him, alone kept these dangerous guests

under control.

Gratian failed to improve the peace which he had

secured for himself by choosing Theodosius to fill the most

difficult position, and by degrees escaped from the cares of

government, and gave himself up to hunting and other

amusements. He had large parks stocked with all kinds

of wild beasts; and as he chose to have the attendants who

could best assist him in his sport, a body of Alani were

preferred as his personal guards; and he often appeared

in the dress of a Scythian hunter. The legions in Britain,

at last rebelled against a prince whom they could no longer

respect as a military emperor, and gave to their general,

Maximus, the title of Augustus. At their head, Maximus

invaded Gaul, the province in which Gratian chose to reside;

and the emperor being deserted by his troops, and refused

protection in some of the fortified cities, at length found a

temporary refuge at Lyons, intending from thence to escape

to Milan. In the time of his affliction he remembered the

instructions, and lamented the absence of Ambrose, but he

was never again permitted to see this friend; for, having

trusted himself in the house of one of his officers who had

sworn fidelity to him by the faith of the Gospel, he was
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assassinated at the table of the traitor, in the twenty-fifth

year of his age, A. D. 383; and even his dead body was

denied to the pressing entreaties of Valentinian.

Notwithstanding the grateful respect entertained for Gra

tian by Justina and her son, they did not agree with him

and Theodosius in religious matters; and the empress, being

zealously attached to the Arian party, tried to prevent the

Nicene creed from becoming universal in the West. After

the death of Gratian, she ventured to demand from Ambrose

the use of a single church at, or near, Milan; and the bishop

having refused the request, she summoned him before the

council as guilty of rebellion. But such an immense crowd

attended the accused, that the affrighted ministers, instead

of sentencing him to banishment, as Justina had desired,

requested him to protect the emperor and restore quiet to

the city.

The empress, however, still persisted in her design of

getting one of the churches for Arian worship, and sent

officers to make ready a seat for their reception against the

approaching festival of Easter. The imperial canopy and

hangings were accordingly prepared for Valentinian and his

mother, and a strong guard defended them from the insults

of the people; but the greatest confusion reigned in the city

for several days, the Arian party could not venture into the

streets for fear of being killed, and the emperor's guards

surrounded the church in which Ambrose was baptising, in

the expectation of intimidating him and forcing him to with

draw. The bishop, on this occasion, acted in the most

Christian manner, by sending out some of the clergy to pro

tect an Arian presbyter, who had exposed himself to the

enraged citizens; and by desiring those in the church to

yield to the guidance of the Holy Spirit, who, as he said,

would lead them to entreat, and not to fight. Some nights

were passed in watching and prayer; and it was at this time

Ambrose introduced the practice of the Eastern churches in

responsive psalm-singing, in order to keep awake the atten

tion and feelings of the people. The soldiers who blockaded

the great church and the bishop's dwelling, were Goths, and

of the Arian profession; but they seemed to be overawed by

the firmness of Ambrose, and dared not offer him any vio

lence; so that Justina at last gave up her attempt to drive

*
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the bishop out of the city. Indeed, she had soon reason to

ask his help ; for Maximus, excusing his ambition by avow

ing himself the defender of the Catholics, appeared in arms

under the walls of Milan. Ambrose saw through his design,

and, consenting to act as Valentinian's ambassador, entreated

him to withdraw his troops. But Maximus knew that the

people of Italy had no attachment to their sovereigns, and

that the troops, in particular, despised the unwarlike dispo

sition of the young prince ; and he also knew, though Am

brose refused his friendship, that he was not likely to resist

his power. He therefore rejected the embassy, and entered

Milan, upon which he became master of the West without a

struggle; and Justina and her son escaped to Thessalonica,

in order to put themselves under the protection of Theo

dosius.

Little is to be observed respecting the brief reign of

Maximus, save that he acted according to the persecuting

laws introduced by Theodosius, in condemning to death

Priscillian, a Spanish bishop, with seven of his chief followers,

including females. These unhappy people, whose absurdities

marked them as objects of pity rather than punishment,

were accused as Manichaeans; but the Spirit of God, when

expressly describing the departure from the faith and the

very doctrines which, if we may believe their enemies, cha

racterised the Priscillianists, gives no authority for putting

such persons to death. Ambrose, Martin of Tours, and

some others, marked their disapprobation of the bishops

who consented to the execution of the deluded Priscil

lianists, by refusing to hold communion with them; and

thus some testimony was given to the compassionate and

merciful spirit of their Master. But on another occasion,

Ambrose himself failed to act in the gracious manner that

might have been expected, from his condemnation of the

persecuting spirit of his fellow bishops in the West. The

Christians of an Eastern city having destroyed a Jewish

synagogue, Theodosius commanded them to rebuild it at

their own expense; but Ambrose, from his pulpit, violently

declaimed against such an atonement, saying that a syna

gogue built in that manner must be inscribed, “a temple

of ungodliness, raised from the plunder of the Christians.”

There was, doubtless, something repulsive to Christian feel
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ing in the emperor's requirement; but he might have done

better in waiting for an answer to his letter to Theodosius,

over whom, in fact, his arguments prevailed. Petition to

“ the powers that be” seems allowable, when the conscience

is oppressed by any decree; but declamation and resistance

are always unbecoming for a Christian. Theodosius, in one

of his last edicts, dictated at the approach of death, secured

perfect toleration to the Jews. -

Justina and her son were visited by the emperor at

Thessalonica; and it was suggested to them that heresy

sometimes met with judgment even in this world, and that

an acknowledgment of the truth of the Nicene creed would

be the readiest way of obtaining restoration. But whilst

Justina still hesitated, her daughter, Galla, won the affec;

tions of Theodosius; and at her solicitation he promised to

take up the sword in behalf of the exiles. The day of his

marriage to the sister of Valentinian was the signal of pre

paration for war, and the usurper Maximus was entirely

defeated at the end of two months. He retreated to the

strong city of Aquileia, but was betrayed by his own party,

and conducted to the enemy's camp. Theodosius seemed

disposed to pity, but his soldiers would show no mercy, and

Maximus was beheaded. A.D. 386.

That winter was spent by Theodosius at Milan, in regu

lating the affairs of the provinces which had been afflicted

with civil war; and Valentinian, probably through his in

fluence, forsook his mother's opinions for those of Ambrose.

In A.D. 387, a sedition took place at Antioch, in which the

statues of Theodosius were broken to pieces by the mob; but

on hearing that the imperial troops were coming to revenge

this insult, the citizens began to tremble for the conse

quences of their folly, and earnestly implored pity and forgive

mess. Their preachers took occasion, from these circum

stances, to place before them the terrors of the last day,

when it would be too late to call for mercy; but at the same

time they used their intercessions with the emperor, and

obtained a full pardon of the offenders. The mourning of

the citizens at Antioch was then changed into rejoicings,

and a thousand new statues were erected in honour of the

generous Theodosius. There is, indeed, much that is

pleasing in the character of this emperor: he is described as
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a faithfully attached husband, a kind but too indulgent

father, and affectionate even to his most distant relations.

He forgot the injuries and rewarded the services he had

received in private life, used his prosperity with moderation,

and showed an uncommon clemency at the close of the civil

wars in which he was involved. Amidst the cares of go

vernment he found opportunity for study, and took especial

delight in reading the annals of Roman history, from which,

moreover, it is supposed he derived much profit. It is also

to be remembered, that he acted with fatherly kindness

towards Valentinian, and helped him to govern the pro

vinces which he might easily have taken possession of for

himself. We have therefore to describe with regret a

shocking scene which took place at Thessalonica by com

mand of Theodosius, only three years after he had passed

over the offence of the people of Antioch.

In a violent quarrel which originated in the Circus, some

of the Thessalonians murdered the general of the Roman

garrison, one of the emperor's especial friends, who had

grossly offended them; and when Theodosius heard of this

event, instead of attempting to find the guilty parties, he

determined to execute a terrible revenge by a general

massacre of the inhabitants. Rufinus, a minister high in

his favour, had artfully endeavoured to inflame his pas

sions; and some bishops, who knew of the emperor's

purpose, pleaded for the innocent people in vain.

An invitation was issued in the name of Theodosius to all

the citizens of Thessalonica to be present at some games of

which they were immoderately fond, and which, it was said,

were to take place on a certain day at the Circus. Seven thou

sand persons (some say double that number) assembled at

the appointed time; and the emperor's soldiers, having

secured their defenceless prey, began the work of slaughter

which lasted for three hours. In the meantime the fury of

Theodosius had cooled, and he hastily recalled his barbarous

mandate: but his orders had been too promptly obeyed by

the Gothic troops, whom he had chosen for the purpose;

and his repentance came too late to prevent this murderous

design. Ambrose retired to his country house as soon as

he heard of the horrible event, and prepared a letter, which

was intended to convince the emperor of the enormity of

-
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his crime, and to warn him that on account of it he must

not expect the communion of the church. In the mysterious

and unscriptural language common in those days, the bishop

told Theodosius that he had been desired in a vision not to

offer the oblation in his name or presence, and exhorted him

to content himself with prayer, and not to presume to

approach the altar of Christ, or to receive the holy eucha

rist” with hands stained by innocent blood. According to

the mildest discipline of the fourth century, the repentant

homicide was denied communion for twenty years; and by

this rule it was impossible for Theodosius to be restored as

long as he lived; but at the end of eight months, as the

Christmas festival drew near, he expressed to Rufinus his

impatience to attend the sacrament at the church of Milan.

This partner in his crime tried to persuade the bishop to

receive him, and, finding his entreaties vain, said that the

emperor was coming in person. Ambrose boldly expressed

his determination to lay down his neck if Theodosius chose

to act the emperor in this matter, and went to the church

porch to prevent his entrance. But he found the emperor's

feelings had been touched; and instead of attempting any

violence, he pleaded the case of David. “You have imi

tated his crime,” replied the bishop; “imitate then his

repentance.” Theodosius humbly asked what was required

of him; and Ambrose, perceiving the imperial criminal was

willing to perform public penance, told him to take off his

robes and prostrate himself on the pavement, using certain

prescribed language, such as “My soul cleaveth to the

dust,” etc. During thirty days, Theodosius went through

the required forms, and then resuming the purple, was

received into communion; but it is said he retained a

mournful expression of countenance during the rest of his

life.

When Theodosius retired to Constantinople, Valentinian

began to act independently. His mother had not long sur

vived her return to Italy, and the young emperor, under

better guidance, improved greatly, and attracted universal

respect by his temperance, justice, diligence in business,

* Eucharist, from the Greek word for thanksgiving, was a term now

used to signify the Lord's Supper, and is greatly to be preferred to

oblation or offering, and sacrifice, which were also coming into use.
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and affectionate attention to his sisters. In A. D. 392, he went

to reside at Vienne, and was soon disturbed by the undue

measure of power exercised by Arbogastes, a Frank who

had risen to the command of the legions in the West.

From Vienne, Valentinian wrote to Ambrose, desiring

him to come and baptise him, and to Theodosius, asking his

help and describing his dangerous position; but, without

waiting for the counsel or assistance of his protector, he

imprudently gave to Arbogastes a paper, dismissing him

from service. This general, knowing that he had alienated

the soldiers from their young monarch, indignantly cast the

paper at his feet, telling him that he depended neither on

his frown nor his smile. Upon this Valentinian drew his

sword, but his attendants prevented him from using it. A

few days after he was found strangled in his bed, and they,

who most probably were concerned in his death, said that

it was his own act, in a fit of despair. Ambrose only

arrived at Vienne in time to receive the dead body; and,

returning with it to Milan, pronounced a flattering oration

at the funeral; and sought to comfort the weeping sisters by

assuring them that Valentinian, though unbaptised, which

he usually deemed a hindrance to salvation, was in heaven.

The bishop also addressed a sorrowful letter to Theodosius

on this melancholy occasion; and the tears of Galla excited

the emperor to revenge her murdered brother.

Two years were passed in making great preparations for

another civil war; and, in the meanwhile, Arbogastes, being

aware the people would not acknowledge a barbarian empe

ror, bestowed the purple on Eugenius, a Roman rheto

rician, whose learning and gravity added weight to his party,

whilst his unwillingness to reign left Arbogastes the actual

sovereignty,

Theodosius rejected the pretensions of Eugenius, and

marched towards Gaul, making Stilicho, a barbarian officer,

master-general of his Roman forces; and allowing the

Gothic allies to march under the standard of Alaric, their

hereditary prince, who had been brought up at his own

court. Theodosius watched the battle from a neighbouring

eminence, and saw that the loss fell principally on his dan

gerous auxiliaries, but his own troops were so hardly pressed

by the Gallic legions, that he was glad when the coming on
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of night favoured their retreat. During a night of great

anxiety, says a superstitious and cotemporary historian, Theo

dosius was comforted by the appearance of two of the

apostles on horseback, and by the remembrance that a certain

but bloody victory had been promised him by a famous

monk in the East; but if the emperor really dreamed of

apostolical assistance, he perceived at the dawn of day that

his deliverance was otherwise accomplished. The best of

Arbogastes' troops had deserted to his side, and a violent

tempest, which blew in the faces of those who remained to

dispute the field, tended to complete the victory of Theo

dosius. Eugenius implored mercy, but was killed at his

feet by the impetuous guards; and Arbogastes, after seeking

to conceal himself for some days, fell on his own sword.

By means of this decisive battle, which was fought on the

borders of Italy, the empire of Constantine again fell, and

for the last time, under one master. But Theodosius only

retained this unsatisfying portion during four months of

great bodily suffering, which ended in his death. He had

given his two sons, Arcadius and Honorius, the same title

of Augustus; and having left the elder, who was eighteen

years of age, at Constantinople, under the guardianship of

Rufinus, he sent for his younger son, aged eleven, after his

last victory, in order to put into his hands the government

of the Western part of the empire, under Stilicho's direction.

When the young prince arrived at Milan, Thodosius was so

ill with dropsy that he could with difficulty occupy the

imperial seat in the Circus, to witness the games celebrated .

in honour of Honorius; and after the morning spectacle he

gave up his place to his son. The following night, he, whose

name has been handed down to us as the great Theodosius,

was called away from his earthly grandeur by death, January

A. D. 395.
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CHAP. VII.

SECOND GENERAL COUNCIL.-OBSERVATIONS ON THE ATTEMPTS TO

MAKE A CHRISTIAN WORLD.—THE SENATE AT roME DECLAre

AGAINST THE worship of THE GODS, AND ARE BAPTISED.—

THE DOWNFALL OF PAGANISM.— THE FEATURES OF THE

APOSTASY IN THE FOURTH CENTURY. I. THE MONASTIC SYS

TEM. II. THE HONOUR PAID TO SAINTS AND RELICS. III. CON

TROVERSIES ABOUT THE NATURE OF GOD, ETC.

SoME facts, which properly belong to the reign of Theo

dosius, have been reserved, in order to assist the reader in

forming a just idea of the state of Christianity throughout

the Roman empire at the close of the fourth century.

The council assembled by Theodosius at Constantinople,

called the Second General Council, was of a very confused

and disorderly character; but, through the good providence

of God, one precious truth shone forth as a ray of light in

the midst of darkness. In a received addition to the Nicene

Creed” the Deity of the Holy Ghost, which had been

questioned by some blasphemous persons, was fully ex

pressed as the faith of the church. Well would it have

been had this truth been acted upon, by submission to His

guidance as the Sustainer and Director of the Church of

Christ in all things; for the immense blessing of His coming

to abide in and among the Lord's people for ever, may be

judged of by the words of Jesus, “It is expedient for you

that I go away: for if I go not away, the Comforter will not

come to you.” John xvi. 7.

But whilst we should be thankful for the public acknow

ledgment of any truth, we cannot fail to mourn over its

practical denial; and so in this instance. The ecclesiastical

* To the confession, “I believe in the Holy Ghost,” these words

were added, “The Lord and Giver of life.” In 2 Cor. iii. 18, the

closing words are in the original, “the Lord, the Spirit;” and 1 Thess.

iii. 12, and 2 Thess. iii. 5, it is he who is called the Lord, because

the name of the Father and of Christ are named at the same instant.

Believers are addressed indifferently as the temples of the Holy

Ghost, or of the living God, 1 Cor. vi. 19, and 2 Cor. vi. 16: and all

the operations of the Spirit indicate that he is God, and essentially

one with the Father and the Son.
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acts of this century bear witness that the flesh, in its impa

tience, had the rule; and what “seemed good to the Holy

Ghost,” although he was owned as God and Lord, appeared

too much a matter of indifference. The scriptural cha

racter of the dispensation as a time of gathering the Lord's

people out of the world—to stand in godly separation, a

church of loving, persecuted representatives of the rejected

Jesus—was forgotten; and men acted as if they could make

the kingdoms of the world the kingdom of Christ, forgetting

that God has his own time and his own instruments for the

accomplishment of every purpose.

The time when the knowledge of the glory of the Lord

shall cover the earth as the waters do the sea, is still before

us; and, till that blessed period arrive when the god of this

world will not be able to deceive, he is blinding the minds

of them that believe not; and whilst many go in at the wide

gate, few are finding the narrow way which leadeth unto

life. The attempt, therefore, to make a Christian world

was certain to fail, and only issued in the formation of a

worldly church. This is the church we have now to de

scribe; but we pursue its history, in the happy remembrance

that God’s own have been for ages found in it, and in the

certain hope, that when this unsightly casket of man’s

shaping falls to pieces, the jewels will be made up by a

hand that can never lose what it has once enclosed. Mal. iii.

16–18; John x. 28–30.

In A. D. 388, Theodosius, having defeated Maximus, and

reinstated Valentinian II., went to Rome, the great nursery

of Polytheism, and attacked the Pagan religion in its strong

hold; but his, alas! were the carnal weapons, which can

only bring the outward man into deceitful conformity, and

which fail to cast down the imaginations that are opposed to

the knowledge of God, or to bring the thoughts of man into

captivity to the obedience of Christ. In a full assembly of

the senate, he proposed, according to the usual forms, the

following question: “Shall the worship of Jupiter, or of

Christ, be the religion of Rome f" Some of the senators, by

their speeches and votes, showed their preference for the

ancient worship; but Symmachus, their chief orator, was in

exile, and the other Pagan members thought it most prudent

to side with a victorious emperor. That the worship of the
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false gods was condemned by a very large majority, seems

to be certain; but such a fact does not occasion unmixed

rejoicing, whilst we trace in all the proceedings the preva

lent opinion that the Christian religion could be put on like

a fashionable garment, because the garb that had been

hitherto worn was too old to hang together any longer.

The senators were publicly baptised; and their regular

attendance at the Lateran and Vatican churches, drew the

great mass of the people to follow their example; but the

state of the city was not materially affected by the change,

as the Christian profession was now cast in such a mould

that it was no longer distasteful to those who were in a state

of ignorance and alienation from God. It has been well

observed, that, notwithstanding all the distinctions that may

be made, there are, in fact, but two religions in the whole

world,—the religion of God, and the religion of man:* and

it is to be feared, that which was now embraced so hastily

at Rome, belonged to the latter class, whatever holy name

it might assume.

After the senate had declared against idolatry, Theodo

sius was encouraged to proceed further. Sacrifices were

pronounced criminal, and special officers were appointed

throughout the empire, to take away the privileges and con

fiscate the property of the priests. The temples were shut

by the same edict; but the emperor did not wish to destroy

* “There are but two religions in the whole world, one that of God,

the other that of man; the religion of God is one thing, salvation by

faith (wrought by Him in the heart of those whom the Holy Ghost

teaches their need of Jesus); with this religion we know and feel what

God hath done for us, and what he requires from us, and we should

gratefully and joyfully enter into and occupy the position his love

has called us to, believing that what God has said, that God means;

and every command he has given his children, is a proof that he has

also given the means to obey. The religion of man takes a hundred

different forms, and in each one the object, or at least the effect, is,

for men themselves to get as far away from God as they possibly can,

and yet to keep up a sort of worship. To effect this, they reject the

approach which God has given in Christ Jesus, the great High Priest,

and set up a priesthood of their own; and if this be the thought of

the heart, it matters not what form that priesthood may take, the

origin, the essence, is the same, [and a man, if he owns no other,

may make a priesthood out of his own works, duties, etc., and even

of his faith and repentance.]” – Letter from a deceased officer in

India.
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them, partly on account of their beautiful architecture, and

partly with an intention to turn them to some useful ac

count when the indignation of the Pagans subsided. But

the Christians, who feared that some Julian might arise to

re-open these ancient edifices, would not, in many instances,

permit them to stand. Martin, bishop of Tours, one of

the brightest of his day, lamentably fell in with the spirit of

the more violent reformers, and at the head of his monks

destroyed all the temples in his own diocese. A Syrian

bishop, who pursued the same course, was killed by the

angry peasants, and was too hastily admitted to the honours .

of martyrdom, since he exposed himself by his own rashness,

The monks issued in vast companies from the deserts, and,

singing psalms as they marched from place to place, were

most conspicuous in the work of destruction; but it is to be

feared the vast majority of them proved by their own con

duct, that they were little advanced beyond the wickedness and

superstition they condemned. In A. D. 389, Theophilus, who

disgraced the name of bishop at Alexandria, commenced an

attack upon the temple of Serapis, which almost equalled

the Roman capitol in strength and magnificence. The

Egyptian idolaters fortified themselves within the walls, and

determined to die in their defence. They succeeded in re

pelling the besiegers; and Theophilus was so much alarmed

by their daily sallies, and the cruelty shown to their Christian

prisoners, that he referred the matter to Theodosius; both

parties consenting to lay aside their arms till the emperor's

pleasure should be known. When all were assembled in

the principal square of the city to hear his reply, it was

found to be favourable to the Christians; and while their

shouts of triumph filled the air, the Pagans hastened to con

ceal themselves.

Theophilus and his followers recommenced their attack

upon the temple with suitable tools and engines; but the

work of destruction was so laborious, that they were at last

obliged to leave the strong foundations buried under the

heaps of rubbish. A colossal statue of Serapis was found in

the temple, and the priests declared if it were injured, heaven

and earth would immediately mingle in their original chaos.

But a Christian soldier fearlessly mounted a ladder that had

been placed against it, and struck the cheek of the idol with
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his battle-axe; and the multitude, who were doubtfully

awaiting the result, gave a loud shout as the metal plates

fell from the image without any ill consequence. The huge

arms and body of Serapis were afterwards dragged through

the streets in triumph, and many began to think it was

foolish to reverence gods that could not defend themselves.

Some of the more obstinate expressed their belief that the

angry Nile would now refuse its annual supply, and the

unusual delay of the inundation revived the general confi

dence in the river-god; but suddenly the waters rose to an

uncommon height, and all farther expectation of revenge

upon the Christians was at an end. The exposure of many

deceitful tricks practised by the priests, tended also to

awaken the minds of the people; and they became certain

that things which had long been made use of to excite their

wonder and adoration, might be traced to natural causes,

In A.D. 390 the ceremonies and sacrifices of the idolaters

were more strictly forbidden throughout the empire, as it ap

peared that many country people continued to disguise their

religious worship under the appearance of rural festivities.*

They met under the shade of their consecrated trees, roasted

sheep or oxen on which they feasted, burned incense, and

sung hymns in honour of their gods; but as they could,

upon accusation, plead the omission of burnt-offerings, liba

tions, etc., they were exempt from the penalties of the laws

as then expressed. But this last excuse for idolatrous wor

ship was done away by the emperor's final edict, whereby

the act of sacrificing and the practice of divination, were

described as high-treason against the state, and punishable

with death; whilst the use of any of the minor ceremonies,

subjected the offender to forfeit the house or estate wherein

they were performed, if it were his own, and to a fine of a

thousand pounds sterling if it were another's; and the same

fine was exacted from any one who neglected to reveal the

guilt of the idolater.

* The word “Pagan,” which has been so frequently used in the course

of our history, was only first assigned to an idolater at this period. It

is derived from a Latin word, signifying villagers; and as these were

the people who retained the ancient religion the longest, not being so

generally instructed as those in towns, where ministers resided, it came

into general use on that account as a fit appellation for a worshipper

of idols.
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The ready submission of the Pagans protected them, for

the most part, from suffering these penalties; and even when

they transgressed, they found it was easy to escape punish

ment by an immediate profession of Christianity. Paganism,

from its very nature, could have no hold on the affections or

the understanding; but the feelings and imagination might

be taken captive, as in the case of Julian; and the old at

tachments and associations of childhood are not so easily

broken up in every mind. Hence we may believe a certain

Pagan writer, who asserted, that many, at this period,

whilst conforming to church practices, were secretly calling

on their old divinities. Very similar, in fact, is the con

dition of all who take up a form of godliness without true

conversion to God: they honour Him with their lips, and

flatter Him with their tongue, but their heart is far from

Him, and they are secretly going after their idols, though

they may not bear the names of Jupiter, Apollo, etc.

The Pagans in the West entertained hopes that Eugenius

would prove a second Julian; for during his short reign

the altar of victory was restored, and idolatrous symbols

were seen in front of his army; but the last victory of Theo

dosius disappointed their expectations. The altar was over

thrown for the last time; and before that emperor died, he

completed and brought into force the laws above mentioned.

If obedient to these, the Pagans, though retaining their old

opinions, were permitted to hold any civil or military rank.

Symmachus himself was made consul; and Libanius was the

personal friend of Theodosius. Perfect freedom of speech

and writing was also allowed to the Pagans, and the apology

of Libanius, with other angry declamations against the

Christian religion, remain to this day as monuments of their

folly. They were, alas! stumbled by the offences which

were but too visible, and failed to discern the excellency

of the knowledge of Christ, being occupied alone with the

notions and practices of those who pretended to possess it.

It is at the conclusion of this sketch of the downfall of

Paganism, that it seems needful to perform the more painful

task of pointing out the chief ways in which the Christian

profession was at this time disfigured. In the first place,

we have to observe the rapid extension of the monastic sys

tem, which combined the principles of the Jewish Essenians
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with those of the Pagan stoics, under the pretence of sepa

rating a people from the world to the especial service of

Christ.

In this system, without doubt, many godly persons took

refuge, not knowing in what other way to avoid the abound

ing evils of a worldly church. Seeing the inconsistency of

the profession of arms with their master's precepts, the luke

warmness, luxury, and magnificence, and even the immo

rality and sensual indulgence of nominal Christians, they

expected to be delivered from evil, by embracing that which

seemed to be a peaceful, prayerful, self-denying course of

life; and it was perhaps the spiritual energy of the really

pious, which first gave vigour to the monastic system.

We are confirmed in this opinion, by finding the name of

Athanasius associated with its introduction at Rome, where

the habits which at first excited horror, were by degrees

both admired and imitated; and many palaces and villas,

under the name of religious houses, were set apart for the

reception of persons who hid themselves alike from the vain

amusement and the useful employment furnished by a great

city. Many monasteries afterwards sprang up even in the

Forum, and occupied in some instances the ancient temples

of the capital. It was Ambrose too, who successfully

preached monasticism in Italy; though he drew upon him

self the anger of many parents, in his attempts to induce

young persons to adopt a life of retirement. Martin of

Tours established monasteries in Gaul; and two thousand

monks were entirely at his bidding. Basil, the pious bishop

of Caesarea, and Gregory Nazianzen, who lived originally in

his diocese, put together the rules of monastic discipline,

which were observed in Asia Minor, and elsewhere ; and

thus did many good men, not submitting their thoughts

to the word of God, build up a system, which rests on no

scriptural foundation.

The Monks were originally of two classes:—the Anchor

ites or Hermits, who led a lonely life; and the Coenobites,

who lived in companies, and at first, like the former, apart

from the habitations of other men. Anthony, the inventor

of the latter kind of monasticism, died in A D. 356, at the age

of a hundred and five, leaving little behind him but two

sheepskins, one of which was sent to Athanasius, and the
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second to some other bishop, as the only legacies of this

extraordinary man. An immense number of persons fol

lowed his mode of life; and the ruins of fifty monasteries

may still be traced in the barren deserts and mountains

south of Alexandria, which were originally peopled with his

successors and imitators. At one Easter festival towards

the close of this century, fifty thousand of his followers of

both sexes assembled in the Upper Thebais; and the

churches at Oxyrinchus in another part of Egypt, were at

tended by thirty thousand others. The first Coenobites

constructed their low narrow huts of the slightest materials,

but in the form of regular streets; thirty or forty composed

a family or diet, and thirty or forty such families a mon

astery. A common wall enclosed this populous village;

and in process of time each community had a church, a

hospital, a library, and a reservoir of water. The austere

monks slept on a rough blanket or hard mattress, placed on

the ground; and a bundle of palm-leaves formed their

pillow by night and their seat by day. Their dress was

the coarse linen shirt and sheepskin of the Egyptian peasants,

the legs and feet being naked, except in the coldest season.

A cowl or hood was afterwards invented to shield them, as

it was said, from beholding vanity; they wore it when they

went abroad, and also carried a long staff. Their food

seems to have been but just sufficient to support life, but

not enough to keep up their strength; twelve ounces of

bread or biscuit, divided into two portions, composed the

afternoon and evening meal with the occasional addition of

boiled vegetables, fruit, and the small dried fish of the Nile.

Animal food was allowed to none but the sick; or to the

traveller who sought hospitality at the monastery. When

the primitive monks went abroad, it was arranged that two

should walk together who might act as spies on each other's

conduct; and at their return they were forbidden to speak

of any thing they had seen or heard. Strangers were re

ceived in a separate apartment by some of the older monks,

or the superior of the establishment; indeed everything

was ordered with a view of shutting out a polluting world,

as if they had been ignorant that not outward things but

the things that proceed from within defile the man. Under

a mistaken idea also of crucifying the affections of the flesh,
-
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these recluses could only receive the visits of their relations

and friends, in the presence of the superior; and it is re

corded, to the honour of an Egyptian monk, that when he

once consented to receive his sister, he kept his eyes shut

during her stay ! According to some of the monastic rules,

the monks were not permitted to converse with each other,

and scarcely knew each other's faces, as they were concealed

by the cowls which were worn at the meals taken in com

mon. In Egypt, the monks found occupation in making

wooden sandals, and baskets, or mats of palm-leaves, which

found a ready sale at Alexandria, on account of the supposed

holiness of the manufacturers. In other countries also,

manual labour, and of a harder nature, was necessary, till

rich persons carried their fortunes with them into retire

ment, or others who remained without sacrificed their

possessions to the monasteries, in the hope of receiving some

spiritual benefit in return. The Egyptian monks were

accustomed to assemble in the evening to perform their reli

gious services, and were awakened for the same purpose in the

night by a rustic horn, which was sounded by one who sat

up to watch the position of the stars, and who thus ascertained

the time. The monasteries of Egypt, Palestine and Syria,

were surrounded by a distinct circle of solitary cells; and

the practices of the hermits who lived in them were far

more extravagant and painful than those of the Coenobites.

Some wore burdensome crosses, chains, collars, etc., of

massive iron; some went without clothing, and suffered

their hair to grow; and some are said to have passed years

without speaking, days without food, and nights without

sleep. Others sought to imitate the wild beasts, and estab

lished themselves in dens and caverns; and in the quarries

of Thebais, inscriptions in the old Syriac character have been

found, telling of the thoughts and habits of the men who

once dwelt in these rocky abodes. Disease, madness, and

death were, in many cases, the consequences of the mode of

life that has been described ; and it has been thought that

most of the extraordinary visions that have been related in

the lives of these mis-called saints, may be ascribed to

the diseased or drowsy state in which they must so often

have been under such circumstances. These solitaries had

now taken the place of the ancient oracles of the heathen
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world, as, from their supposed intimacy of communion with

God, they were thought to be acquainted with all his

purposes: hence the emperor Theodosius sent his minister

Eutropius to enquire of the most celebrated hermit in the

Eastern world, what would be the success of his last war.

This hermit was John, a monk who had built his cell on a

mountain of Thebais, and is said to have lived fifty years

without seeing a woman, and without tasting food prepared

by fire or human art. Five days in the week he professed to

spend in meditation and prayer; but on Saturdays and Sun

days he gave audience at a small window, to the crowds

who came to him from all parts of the Roman world.

One of the worst evils of the monastic system was the

blind submission paid to the superior of the monastery.

In all cases fallible, often wicked and designing, and the

very best of them grievously blinded by various superstitions,

the fearful results of such obedience may be readily anti

cipated. Obedience to the Lord through whatever channel

it is demanded, strengthens and elevates the mind whilst

it brings into sweet simplicity: but obedience to a man

unscriptually set up in his place, hardens and debases; and

this is well exemplified in the many instances on record, of

the most criminal acts performed by the monks at the com

mand of the one thus called the superior; and also of such

absurdities as the watering a barren staff for years, practised

by the will of the same. The monasteries which were at

first, places of voluntary retirement and quitted at pleasure,

gradually became prisons, and the scenes of tyrannical cruelty.

The superior or abbot, pretended to control the freedom of

the mind as well as of the body, and confession made him

acquainted with the secret thoughts of his deluded brethren;

and the slightest offences he had the power to correct by

disgrace, confinement, extraordinary fasts, and even severe

scourging. Bands of men thus disciplined, willing to

follow their leader in anything, became exceedingly power

ful; and the effects of their fanaticism we must notice as we

proceed. -

In quitting this subject, let us again observe that the

hand of God, over-ruled even the evil of the monastic

system; for to Him belongs the power to make all things

work together for the good of his children. The Scriptures, i
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with many valuable human writings and useful arts, were

preserved and multiplied by the labours of monks, as their

dwellings were more respected than any others; and they

went on with their quiet studies amidst the din of war, and

endured the convulsions which rent to pieces the whole

Roman empire. Nor can it be doubted that many of the

true children of God lived and died as monks, being pre

served in Christ, and kept pure in heart by his blessed

Spirit, in spite of the corrupted atmosphere in which they

breathed.

No Protestant can forget that the freedom which he

enjoys, and the light which he rejoices in, was, in the

good providence of God fought for, and obtained by A

MONK.

The second corruption in professed Christianity which

obtained in the fourth century, and which has been already

alluded to, was the honour paid to relics. A certain class

of monks travelled from place to place, as relic-venders,

and upon their credit the bones, the hair, and even the

blood of saints and martyrs, fragments of that which was

called the true cross, etc. etc., were purchased at high prices

thoughout the empire; and so difficult was it to ensure

attendance at a church which contained nothing of this

nature, that even Ambrose and others, who must, we

imagine, have seen beyond it, gave way to the superstition

of the times. We are told that Ambrose refused to con

secrate a new church because it contained no remains of the

martyrs, and when two of their accredited bodies were

brought thither he encouraged the belief that miracles

were wrought by them; and this bishop also used language

on some occasions which favoured the idea, now introduced,

that holy men might be intercessors for others after their

death; though probably, had a doctrine which interfered

with the alone intercession of Christ been formally pro

posed to him, he would have rejected it with indignation.

The Pagans fancied that the gods were pleased with the

costly statues and magnificent temples dedicated to them

by their worshippers, and therefore came to enshrine them

selves within them, leaving the Elysian fields for these

earthly abodes; and the Christians took up this heathenish

notion, imagining the saints were present in the churches
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| called after their names, and were sure to be found where

| | ever any part of their remains was placed with due honor.

| It was therefore most ingeniously devised by those who

| mourned over the departed glory of Rome, no longer the

favoured residence of gods and goddesses—to find new

sources of attraction to the city; and it was confidently

boasted that the remains" of St. Peter and St. Paul lay en

tombed near the ancient capital. It is difficult to trace such

assertions to any other origin, than an interested motive; for

it must have been a matter of positive certainty that had the

bodies of these dear servants of Christ ever lain there, they

were mingled with their kindred dust, long before their

names had any interest with the multitude. The floodgates

being once opened, the most alarming tide of superstition

set into the Church; and many among the ignorant, with lº

out doubt, relapsed into polytheism, though different in its lº

form from that which they had abandoned; and the thought ||

ful Christian views with more horror the established divinity tº

of apostles and martyrs, who laid down their lives for their lºs

only God and Saviour, than the ignorant deification of lº

ancient heroes or emperors. º

It is a relief to the mind to find in the Word a warning of lis

things as bad as this, for otherwise we should be lost in tº

wonder and sorrow: may we not here again perceive the is

continued working of the mystery of iniquity (2 Thes, ii.7), as

the departing from the faith (1 Tim. iv. 1), and the fulfil-18,

ment of another prophecy, by the mouth of Paul “they Is

shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be tº

º

º

º

º

s

turned to fables” (2 Tim. iv. 4.)

The third feature of apostate Christianity, especially to

be noticed in this century, is the frequent controversy

about the nature of God and other doctrines of Scripture;

whilst the power of the truth contended for, was so little

manifested that those who were called Christians (for Arians

* The possibility of mistaking even a skeleton, is allowed by the

monkish biographer of Martin of Tours; as he mentions, amongst

this bishop's miracles, that he extorted from the mouth of a dead

man, a confession that he was a malefactor and not a saint | The

probability therefore of calling some other dust by the names of

Saint Peter and Saint Paul, it is astonishing even the most credulous
did not consider.
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and Trinitarians went by the same name) were better known

by their hatred, than their love towards each other. Theo

dosius in vain attempted to put an end to religious disputes

: by strict legislation; and the effort was renewed by some of

his successors with as little benefit. -

This particular evil is as clearly pointed out in the Word

as the others, especially in the prophecies of St. Paul.

“The time will come when they will not endure sound

doctrine, but after their own lusts shall they heap to them

selves teachers having itching ears” (2 Tim. iv. 3, 4.) “Shun

profane and vain babblings [of which nature many of these

controversies were] for they will increase unto more ungod

liness; and their word will eat as doth a canker [or gan

grene] (ii. 16, 17). In this expressive manner is that evil

described, which we have already seen penetrating so deeply

into the very vitals of Christianity. Again it is written,

“Evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse, de

ceiving and being deceived.”

These prophecies appear more like a complete painting

a distant foresight of the times we are reviewing ; yet

are they doubtless of still wider application, and in these

lºst times we may be made to feel their unanswerable truth.

But, whatever occurs, the anchor of the humble, mourning

believer is ever the same, Satan may try to overturn, and

man may deface the outward structure of the church; but

ºſter every attempt at marring and blotting, the living

church shall be presented to Christ, “not having spot or

Wrinkle or any such thing.” Thus Paul, whilst his heart

*emed ready to burst over the lingering, backsliding, or

*Probate, of whom he had hoped better things, exclaims

y divine energy, “nevertheless—the foundation of God

standeth sure [steady], having this seal, the Lord knoweth

them that are His.”
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ARCADIUS AND HONORIUS, EMPERORS.–DIVISION OF THE ROMAN lº

world INTO THE EASTERN AND WESTERN EMPIRES.–STILICH0 º

AND RUFINUS GUARDIANS. — STORY OF RUFINUS. — EUTR0- 13.

PIUS.—JOHN CHRYSOSTOM.–REBELLION OF THE OSTROGOTHS. ºf

—RELICs of THE PROPHET SAMUEL.— CHRYSOSTOM'S LABOURS le.

AND PERSECUTION.—DEATH OF ARCADIUS. º

A.D. 395. ARCADIUs and Honorius were acknowledged as . .

the lawful emperors at the death of their father; but, by

reason of their youth, the power fell into the hands of their 1s:

guardians, Rufinus and Stilicho; and, at the death of these

officers, the actual direction of affairs rested with others, on

account of the feebleness of character manifested by both

the sons of Theodosius. Their father's possessions were

| divided between them in fair proportion as to territory,

wealth, people, and soldiers; and as this partition was not

a temporary arrangement, but perpetuated by their succes

sors, the Roman world must henceforth be spoken of as divided

into the Eastern and Western,* otherwise the Greek and

Latin empires, the difference of language making a more

| natural separation than their geographical position.

Arcadius was said to reign over Thrace, Asia Minor,

| Syria, and Egypt. Italy, Africa, Gaul, Spain, and Britain,

fell to the share of Honorius. Illyricum was divided between

the two brothers; and the defence of Noricum, Pannonia,

- and Dalmatia belonged to the Western empire, though

Dacia and Macedonia were attached to the East.

During a reign of thirteen years, no public act, originating

with Arcadius, can be recorded; and he only quitted the

- palace of Constantinople, in which he had been educated, to

| show himself in imperial pomp at the churches, or in the

º

*

º

3.
º

º

* In Nebuchadnezzar's vision, so often referred to in the foregoing

history, it is to be remembered, the fourth of the great kingdoms was

| seen under the figure of the iron legs of the image; consequently

| two equal divisions of the fourth, or Roman empire, were to be ex

| pected, branching out into the minor divisions, or “feet part of iron

and part of clay” (Dan. ii. 33); and these latter are to be broken to

pieces by the setting up of the kingdom of Christ upon earth.

|
--

|| ||

- ill
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streets of the city. He sat on a throne of massy gold, sur

rounded by guards and courtiers in splendid array, wearing a

golden crown decked with the richest gems, and purple

robes, embroidered with gold. His chariot also was of solid

. gold, adorned with precious gems, and had a snow-white

carpet, with purple curtains ; and paintings of his royal

person were made in the best style of the age. But, amidst

all his grandeur, Arcadius was far from happy, being the

prey of many fears; and alternately the slave of his minis

ters and of his wife Eudoxia, who seems to have been a

… bold, ambitious woman.

The name of Honorius will rarely be mentioned during

an eventful reign of twenty-eight years: he seems never to

have escaped from a state of childhood; and we are assured

- that the emperor of the West found daily employment and

amusement in feeding poultry, during the memorable and

heart-stirring events we are about to relate. It has been

… said, that he betrayed great anxiety on hearing Rome was

, lost; but when he understood it was the city, and not a

... favourite chicken of that name, he expressed no farther con

cern. That such a story should be invented, as we must

... suppose it an invention, proves the small estimation in which

Honorius was held. Stilicho had married Serena, the niece

and adopted daughter of Theodosius; and these natural and

appointed guardians Honorius was accustomed to look upon

as parents. Stilicho treated him with kindness, and desired

not, as far as we can learn, to deprive him of the name or

outward pomp of an emperor; on the contrary, he served

faithfully even whilst he ruled; and seemed more fit to

govern a great empire than any one in his time.

2 . Rufinus was of a very different character; cruelty, ambi

...tion, and avarice, had marked his whole course ; and at this

point he was ready to sacrifice his sovereign for his own per

sonal interest. But his frequent visits to the Gothic camp,

and his adoption of the arms and dress of his barbarian

friends, led to suspicion; and it was reasonable to trace his

hand in their threatening movements, before the end of the

º winter in which Theodosius died, as his estates were care

fully spared amidst the devastations committed by them,

under pretence that the subsidy promised by the late em

peror had been diminished. But the power of Rufinus
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was of short duration; and his haste to shed blood led

to his own destruction. The prefect of the East, who

resided at Antioch, having refused to act upon the prin

ciples of extortion laid down by Rufinus, the minister set

off for that city with the greatest speed, and entered at

midnight, after a rapid journey of seven hundred miles.

The chief magistrate was immediately dragged before his

tribunal, and after a mock trial, scourged to death in his

presence. This deed of darkness being accomplished, Rufi

nus returned to the capital with the same speed, intending

to be present at the expected marriage of his daughter to

Arcadius. But during his short absence, the affections of

the emperor had been won by Eudoxia, the daughter of a

Frank; and when the nuptial day arrived, the officers of

the palace passed by the house of Rufinus, bearing the

diadem and robes; and, to his surprise and mortification,

carried back Eudoxia, shortly after, as the chosen bride of

Arcadius. In the heat of his revenge, Rufinus began to

take measures for raising himself to the throne, when he

heard that Stilicho was on his way to the East, at the head

of a large body of barbarian troops, which he said belonged

to Arcadius, in dividing the military strength of the empire.

But the timid emperor was alarmed; and in his name,

Rufinus desired Stilicho to prove the uprightness of his

intentions, by returning to the West, and leaving the troops

to another commander. He immediately obeyed, as he had

no design against Arcadius, and knew that Gainas, a Goth,

whom he desired to lead on the forces, would execute his

secret orders for the punishment of Rufinus. This minister

was so much detested on account of his many cruelties, that

when Gainas made known his intended destruction to the

troops at Thessalonica, not one among these thousands,

during the long march to Constantinople, divulged the

secret. Ignorant of his danger, Rufinus expected by their

aid to make himself emperor, and went to meet them with

great courtesy a mile from the capital, in order to purchase

their favour by his immense riches. As he passed between

their ranks, a signal was given by Gainas, and they closed

in upon him, plunging their swords into his breast. Arcadius

was greatly frightened; but his new forces treated him with

respect, and his fears were quieted, though he could not be
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brought to trust himself to the care of Stilicho. He fell,

however, into far worse hands, by submitting to the guidance

of unworthy favourites, among whom Eutropius had the

greatest influence. These ministers, being afraid of Stili

cho's justice and military skill, taught Arcadius to hate

him; and he was even declared the enemy of the state by

the Eastern senate, and his estates in the empire confiscated.

Eutropius had been originally a domestic slave, sold from
one master to another; at one time a cook, at another a

lady's hair-dresser, till at length he gained admission into

the palace, and rose into favour by his flattering arts. Not

withstanding the deformity of his person, his statues in

brass and marble now occupied a conspicuous place in the

capital; and as it was arranged that a consul should be

annually elected as chief magistrate in each empire, and

acknowledged by both, Arcadius gave this office to Eutro

pius, though his name was rejected at Rome. The emperor

also conferred upon his favourite the title of Patrician, which

in these days meant nothing less than the adoptive father of

the empire.

Avarice was the prominent feature in the character of

Eutropius: and it is well known of how many evils this is

the root. We are assured that he had in his cabinet a map

of the several provinces and dioceses of the empire, upon

each of which he set a fixed price, according to their sup

posed value; and they were purchased from him by unwor

thy governors and magistrates. In order to find a pretext

for seizing the wealth of any one upon whose riches he should

set his heart, he prevailed upon Arcadius to pass a law,

whereby persons who should be found guilty of conspiring

against those who were to be regarded as the emperor's own

body, might be punished with death and confiscation. This

vague description was afterwards made to comprehend all

the civil and military offices of the empire, the senate, and

even the servants of the palace. In A.D. 398 died Nectarius,

an indolent bishop of Constantinople, who had succeeded

Gregory Nazianzen; and both gold and flattery were freely

used by many rival candidates for his lucrative and honour

able post. Eutropius, during a late visit to Antioch, had,

however, been much delighted with the eloquent sermons of

John, a presbyter of that city, who obtained the surname of
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Chrysostom, that is, Golden-mouthed, on account of his

talents for speaking ; and at the death of Nectarius, the

governor of Syria received an order to take away Chry

sostom secretly, and to send him to Constantinople. These

instructions were obeyed, as Eutropius possessed despotic

power; but the people of Antioch were very unwilling to

part with their favourite preacher. He it was who had

exhorted them so earnestly during the panic caused by the

sedition in the reign of Theodosius, whilst Flavian the bishop

and Libanius went to entreat mercy. The monks at the

same time left their cells to prevail on the magistrates to

delay all judicial proceedings till the emperor's pleasure

should be known; and one of their number warned the

emperor to fear lest he should bring upon himself the wrath

of God, by destroying those made in his image, since he

could be angry at the breaking of his senseless statues. Chry

sostom, on this occasion, as afterwards, seems to have been

more ready in preaching the terrors of the law than the

mercies of the gospel; and in his own experience, it appears,

like most Christians in this age, he felt far more of the

former than the latter. He had studied rhetoric under

Libanius, whose opinion it was, that he might have been

his successor as master of that art, but for his conversion to

Christianity.

John Chrysostom, upon his conversion, renounced the

profession of the law, was baptised, and adopted the monas

tic life for six years; but he was obliged to renounce it on

account of the bodily infirmity it induced, and from which he

never entirely recovered. This popular preacher was greatly

admired at Constantinople; and as the applause which had

been once confined to the forum and the theatre, was now

common in churches, he came in for a full share of the

clapping of hands and stamping of feet, waving of gar

ments, plumes, or handkerchiefs, etc. His discourses were i

frequently interrupted with cries of “Orthodox! orthodox *

and some laying their hands on their swords, loudly ex- I

claimed, “Thou art worthy of the priesthood.” Moving (

the body backwards and forwards, like the waves of the sea, l

was also in vogue at this day as a quieter mode of expressing &

m

i.

admiration.

Chrysostom, however, was much disturbed by seeing
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parties of Arians leaving the city on the Saturday night or

- Sunday morning, to hold their meetings outside the walls,

singing hymns as they went, expressive of their religious

opinions; and, to secure the minds of the people from

their influence, he sent Trinitarian singers through the

streets, preceded by a cross and lamps. On one occasion,

the processions having met, the two parties came to blows;

and the emperor, or rather his minister, hearing of the tu

mult, ordered the Arians to conform, or leave the city. It

was in this manner the Eastern capital became completely

Catholic in its profession.

The first interruption of peace in the Eastern Empire was

caused by the rebellion of Tribigild, chief of the Ostrogoths,

planted by Theodosius in the most fertile part of Phrygia.

Eutropius entrusted the defence of Thrace to Gainas, who

only favoured the approach of his countrymen; and when

they reached the walls of Constantinople, and demanded the

minister's head, the treachery of Gainas was sufficiently

clear. Frightened at the appearance of the barbarians, and

strongly urged by his jealous wife, Arcadius consented to

give up the favourite who had incurred the displeasure of

both; but Eutropius had taken refuge in the church, from

which sanctuary it was now considered illegal to force any

criminal; and as he lay trembling at the foot of the altar,

Chrysostom tried to allay the fury of the populace, by turn

ing it into pity or contempt, and the wretched man at length

ventured out on a solemn oath. of security, and was sen

tenced to banishment. But he had scarcely set foot on

the island of Cyprus, his place of exile, when he was again

seized, and brought to Chalcedon in the suburbs of the

capital, to be tried on fresh charges; and he was finally

condemned, not for his real crimes, but on the ground that

he had harnessed to his chariot some white horses, which

should have been reserved for the emperor's use alone.

The barbarians were not satisfied by the death of Eutro

pius. Gainas openly revolted; and, at the head of the

Gothic allies, required the feeble emperor to give himself

into their hands. He met them in the church at Chalcedon,

consented to their demand of the heads of two other of his

ministers, gave to Gainas the rank of master-general of the

forces in the East, and caused the plate in the church of the
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apostles to be melted down for his use. The streets of

Constantinople were now thronged with Gothic troops, who -

lingered especially about the rich shops of the jewellers and

silversmiths, greedy of their contents; and as most of them

were Arians, Chrysostom was forced to yield to them one

of the churches. But in the temporary absence of Gainas

with a body of his troops, the city guards and the citizens

rose against those that remained, and killed all whom they

could not shut outside the gates. The Goths had retreated to

their church; but this place of refuge was uncovered, and

they were overwhelmed by the flaming logs of wood thrown

down upon them. Gainas had still a considerable force

under his command; but his countryman Fravitta, as daring

a soldier as himself, took the imperial side, and in January

A.D. 401, sent the head of Gainas to Constantinople, receiving

the dignity of consulship in return for so acceptable a pre

sent: and the day was kept with feasts and illuminations.

In an interval of peace, the ashes of the prophet Samuel

were purchased of the relic-venders in Palestine, for the

benefit of the capital, and placed in a golden vase, covered

with a silken veil: the supposed remains passed from one

bishop to another, and at length were brought, in solemn

procession, to the gates of Constantinople. There Arcadius,

with the clergy and senate, received the relics with pro

found respect; and the crowd welcomed them with ex

pressions of joy that probably would not have greeted the

living prophet, as he could only have rebuked their igno

rance and folly. Although Chrysostom's mind was tinged

with the superstition of his day, he appears to have been a

shining light in the great city of Constantinople. He

preached three times a week, and sometimes seven days in

succession; aad nearly a thousand of his sermons are still

to be read. They are said to expose the follies of the age,

and to inculcate many truths in a manner much calculated

to affect the feelings; and one who knew what preaching

should be, observes, with reference to his works, “there

seems full proof he loved the truth of the gospel.” A mul

titude of persons left the balls, games, and theatrical enter

tainments, which he unsparingly condemned, for the plea

sure of listening to him; and though many rejected his

instruction and his reproofs, and hated him on account of

-
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his faithfulness, there were others who profited by his mi

nistry. He laboured incessantly to reform the manners of

the clergy and the court, and thus exposed himself to the

persecution of both; but he went on fearlessly, discovering

the most shameful practices, even among the bishops: he

deposed thirteen, and declared that simony and licentiousness

prevailed among them throughout the East. At the same

time he endeavoured to restore the early discipline, by pre

venting impenitent sinners from coming to the Lord's Sup

per, though he excited the indignation of the Novatians by

his Scriptural mildness with regard to the restoration, on

repentance, of any who had fallen. This zealous bishop also

made attempts to spread the knowledge of the gospel among

the ignorant barbarians.

Chrysostom's worst enemy was Eudoxia, the empress;

and the ladies of the court, and many of the widows

supported by the church, whose gaiety and mode of life

he had rebuked, took part against him. Theophilus, the

wretched bishop of Alexandria, with the greater part of the

ecclesiastics in the Eastern empire, ready to become the tools

of Eudoxia, assembled at a place called the Oak, a part of

Chalcedon, to hear the accusations that were brought

against the good man whom they hated.

Theophilus landed at Constantinople with a stout party

of Egyptian sailors, and the bishops who were under his

influence; and during fourteen days, the assembly met at

the church of the Oak, and vainly summoned Chrysostom to

appear before their tribunal.

Ambition was said to be his object in reforming the

church; his retired habits, and his practice of taking his

meals alone, which the weakness of his health rendered

necessary, were easily construed into pride; and many

equally groundless charges were preferred against him :

a sentence of deposition was signed by fifty-five bishops,

and the emperor was induced to subscribe it, on hearing

that his wife had been called Jezebel by the fearless

preacher. It is to be feared, Chrysostom, like many great

reformers, was too violent in his expressions; but his real

piety was brightly manifested in this season of trial, when

he sought to comfort the few bishops who mourned over

his proposed ejection, saying, “To me to live is Christ,

WOL. II. G
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to die is gain. As for the doctrine of Christ, it began not

with me, neither shall it die with me.” He was arrested,

and conducted on board a vessel bound to his destined place

of exile, on the shores of the Euxine; but ere two days had

elapsed, Eudoxia threw herself at her husband's feet, desiring

him to give immediate orders for the recall of the con

demned bishop. The whole city was in a tumult; the

Egyptian mariners had been slain in the streets, and Theophi

lus himself escaped with difficulty; moreover, an earthquake

which happened at the time, added to the general alarm.

Chrysostom was hastily brought back, the vessels on the

Bosphorus were illuminated in honour of his return, and he

took up his usual labours amid the enthusiastic acclama

tions of the multitude. The calm was of short duration,

as the bishop, instead of learning by past experience, again

pointed at the empress in his sermons. He found a fresh

subject for reproof, when a silver statue was erected to her

honour in front of Santa Sophia, and dedicated in a

heathenish manner, and made a place for the celebration of

the foolish sports of the people. Chrysostom well knew he

had again drawn upon himself the rage of Eudoxia, but

instead of trying to soothe her passions with Christian

gentleness, it is said he rashly began one of his sermons,

thus, “Now again Herodias raves, again she dances, again

she desires the head of John,” etc. This language was

reported to the emperor; and, to gratify his wife, arrange

ments were made by him for the removal of the offender.

A detachment of barbarian troops was first introduced into

the city, to keep the people in awe; and at the season of

Easter, 404, Chrysostom was seized in the church, and

three thousand catechumens, who had been baptised the

night before, escaped into the fields. Arcadius, observing

such a large assembly of persons in white garments, en

quired who they were ; and being maliciously informed it

was a meeting of heretics, he ordered the soldiers to dis

perse them. Several women were sadly treated on this

occasion, and numbers of the newly baptised were im

prisoned and scourged. But after many of the friends of

Chrysostom had been killed or dispersed, a large company

remained attached to his person and teaching ; and, from

their refusal to submit to the new bishop, they long under

went persecution under the name of Joannites.
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John Chrysostom himself was at first sent to Cucusus,

in Armenia; and his banishment was alleviated by the

attentions of his friends, and the opportunities of usefulness.

But, at the end of three years, his enemies determined to

cut him off from these advantages, and he was removed to

the shores of the Black Sea. He suffered much from the

journey, and death soon carried him beyond the reach

of all who hated him ; he expired uttering words which

had often been on his lips, “Glory be to God for all

events.” Eudoxia died soon after the banishment of

Chrysostom, but Arcadius survived the exiled bishop, and

died of disease in May, 408. - -

The frequent descent of the Isaurian robbers, the earth

quakes, conflagrations, flights of locusts, and famines,

which marked the reign of Arcadius, were attributed by

many persons to the weakness of the sovereign; but, to

the sober Christian, they will appear rather like the judg

ments of God, on account of prevailing iniquity.

Arcadius left two children; Pulcheria, aged nine, and

Theodosius, who was two years younger. Their uncle

Honorius would have been the most natural guardian,

but he was unable even to manage his own affairs; and the

chief officers of the state and army, appointed before the

death of Arcadius, formed a kind of aristocratical govern

ment during the minority of his children.

CHAP. IX.

ALARIC's DESCENT INTO GREECE.—RECOVERY OF AFRICA.—

The GOTHS ENTER ITALY.—STILICHO DEFEATS ALARIC–

HoNORIUS RETIRES TO RAVENNA.—THE GERMAN TRIBES

ENTER ITALY.—RHODOGAST's DEFEAT-THE DESOLATION OF

GAUL.—VIGILANTIUS.-INDEPENDENCE OF BRITAIN UNDER

CONSTANTINE.-DEATH OF STILICH0.

WHEN the powerful Theodosius was succeeded by his

feeble children, the evil consequences of the introduction of

the Goths into the Roman empire began more fully to

appear. The young Alaric had all the tribes of the Visi
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goths at his command, and whilst the Ostrogoths were

troubling the Eastern empire, as we have related, this war

like chief persuaded his followers to seek a better settlement

than could be found in the wastes of Thrace, whereon

they had spent so little labour. Pannonia, the portion of

Honorius, and Macedonia, which had been adjudged to

Arcadius, were the first provinces plundered by the Gothic

hosts under Alaric; and when he brought them into

Greece, his friend Rufinus withdrew the garrison at Ther

mopylae, which might have checked their progress, and

left the inhabitants to be massacred or enslaved at the plea

sure of their savage conquerors. In these circumstances,

the suffering Greeks sought help from the Western empire;

and . Stilicho came to their relief. The troops of Alaric,

being shut into the Peloponnesus by the Roman fleet and

army, were in danger of starvation, when the daring chief

burst through Stilicho's entrenchments in their most un

guarded part, and, having transported his army across the

Corinthian Gulf, made himself master of Epirus. In 398,

Alaric made a treaty with the Eastern court, and was

appointed master-general of the forces in Eastern Illyricum ;

but he made no friendship with Stilicho, and only waited

to equip his army with weapons and armour, manufactured

by the subject provincials, in order to attack the Western

empire. In the meanwhile Stilicho had other warlike

operations to direct, in which he proved more successful.

For some years before the death of Theodosius, the

province of Africa had been in a state of rebellion; and the

Roman legions had submitted to Gildo, a native sovereign,

who by their means grievously oppressed his subjects during

twelve years. This inhuman prince often invited persons

to his table, merely to poison them; and if they refused the

invitation, he found other means of destroying his victims.

Alarmed by his cruel conduct, his younger brother,

Mascezel, fled to Milan, and Stilicho furnished him with

troops to recover Africa out of the hands of the tyrant.

When the two brothers met on the field of battle, Mascezel

offered peace to all who would submit to the emperor

Honorius; and when Gildo rejected the offer, his brother

struck off the arm of the foremost of the African standard

bearers with his sword. The Romans on Gildo's side,
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seeing the standard fall, and supposing it to be a token of

submission, laid down their arms; and the undisciplined

Moors immediately fled in the utmost confusion, so that

Mascezel obtained an almost bloodless victory. Gildo

killed himself, and the spoils of Africa were laid at the feet

of Honorius, by Mascezel; but Stilicho, who at first

joined in the applause given to the African, soon became

envious of his success. As they were passing together over

a bridge, Mascezel's horse took fright, and he was thrown

into the water; and whilst some assert the accident was

occasioned by his rival, others relate that Stilicho, at least,

purposely delayed the assistance which might have saved

his drowning companion. He then took the credit of the

African triumph to himself, and chose it as the occasion for

celebrating the marriage of Honorius with his daughter

Maria. This connection gave Stilicho still more power

over the young emperor; and at Maria's death, he induced

Honorius to marry her sister Theomantia.

In A.D. 400, the Gothic army first entered Italy, and the

timid emperor, having fled from Milan, was besieged by

Alaric in the little town of Asta. Stilicho, who had been

collecting the legions, brought him timely relief, and by his

skill, the Goths in their turn were besieged in their own

fortified camp. On the morning of Easter day, which they

probably supposed the Romans would respect by going

through the forms of worship they had been taught, the

Goths were interrupted in their religious performances, by

the breaking in of Stilicho and his followers; and Alaric,

having vainly exerted himself to withstand the sudden shock,

retreated with great loss. He was again defeated at

Pollentia; and, after another terrible battle fought near

Verona, hardly escaped with his life. The people of Italy

loudly blamed Stilicho, for suffering this formidable enemy

to retire into Gaul with the remnant of his forces; and still

more, for allowing him a pension, on condition of his de

fending that province from other barbarians; but when he

appeared at Rome, seated in a triumphal chariot with

Honorius, he was called the second Marius, as having

conquered such a host of barbarians. On that day of

rejoicing, only the third time that an emperor had been seen

at Rome during a hundred years, an arch was erected,
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under which the procession passed, which bore an inscription

boasting too hastily of the entire destruction of the Gothic

nation. A.D. 403.

Honorius resided for some months at Rome, enriched

the apostles' tombs by his gifts, and gratified the people by

patronising the sports of the amphitheatre. Gladiatorial

shows had been forbidden by the laws of Constantine and

Theodosius; but these had been so little enforced that

several hundreds, perhaps thousands, were annually sacri

ficed in this manner in the great cities of the empire,

chiefly in the month of December; and such exhibitions

were even pleaded for, as necessary for the encouragement

of a martial spirit.

Whilst Honorius was gazing on such a show as still

disgraced Christian Rome, a monk named Telemachus

descended into the arena, and tried to separate the com

batants; and, though he was stoned to death by the angry

spectators, his life was not laid down in vain, for attention

was drawn to the subject, and the edicts passed in the

reign of Honorius abolished these barbarous sports for

ever.

The timid Honorius did not feel secure either at Rome

or Milan, as he could not forget that Alaric was still in

existence; and in the twentieth year of his age, he retired

to Ravenna, as the securest retreat that Italy could furnish;

and this place continued to be the seat of government till

the middle of the eighth century. Augustus had intended

to make Ravenna the permanent station of the Roman

fleet; but, by a gradual retreat of the sea, the ancient

harbour became useless; and its shallowness in these days

prevented the approach of large ships. In the fifth century,

pleasant orchards and a grove of pine trees occupied the ori

ginal harbour; and the modern city of Ravenna stands four

miles from the Adriatic. Honorius saw there was nothing

to fear from an attack by sea; and his residence was equally

well protected from a land army by the impassable moras

ses which lay behind it. These morasses were interspersed

with vineyards ; and as most of the houses of Ravenna

then stood on small islands in the sea, resembling Venice at

this day, it is said wine was more easily to be procured in

this city than fresh water. After Honorius had shut him

0.
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self up in Ravenna, Stilicho did not shrink from the task

of defending the Western empire, though new and un

expected enemies poured in upon him.

Civilised Europe was again to feel the effects of wars

that were taking place in countries almost unknown to the

Romans. The Siempi, whose doings we have already

noticed as occasioning the great movement which forced

the Goths into the Eastern empire, afterwards assumed the

name of Topa, or masters of the earth; and, having in

vaded China, at a period of weakness and discord, adopted

the superior laws and manners of the people they had van

quished, and founded an imperial dynasty, which lasted a

hundred and sixty years. One, however, of the tribes of

Siempi, the Geougen, became independent; and under the

command of Toulun, their chosen leader, extended their

conquests from the Corea far beyond the river Irtish.

Toulun only adopted such of the Chinese laws as he

thought fit for a martial people, and added to them one of his

own devising—viz.: that a coward, if such were discovered,

should be stoned to death. This northern warrior obtained

the title of Khan, or supreme chief, by a victory over the

Huns; and that desperate nation escaped the oppression

of the Geougen, by proceeding farther into Europe. Esta

blishing themselves on the banks of the Vistula, they dis

turbed the chief tribes of independent Germany, the Suevi,

Vandals, and Burgundians; and, four years after Toulun be

came Khan, the German chief Rhodogast entered the

Roman provinces with an immense body of his countrymen.

So many Alani and Gothic adventurers joined the invaders,

that some have called Rhodogast a Gothic king. It is said,

he collected two hundred thousand fighting men, with an

equal number of women, children and slaves, on the banks

of the upper Danube.

Stilicho was obliged to abandon the country to their

mercy, till he could gather the scattered legions, and raise

new levies. Freedom and gold were offered to every slave

who would enlist; but, with all his efforts, he could only

number up 40,000 men. A body of Alani were, however,

attached to his person, and both Huns and Goths, under

their native leaders, were hired to oppose the confederate

Germans. Rhodogast was ignorant both of the language
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and religion of the Romans; and it was reported that human

sacrifices were offered in his camp. Great was the terror of

the people of Florence when they saw their city surrounded

by these savages; but Ambrose bid them pray for deliver

ance, and comforted them by relating his dream of help

being at hand. He was well acquainted with the diligent

activity of Stilicho; and that general actually arrrived just

as they were reduced to the last extremity. Unable to meet

the disorderly barbarians in open combat, wherein their

numbers would have been so unequal, Stilicho adopted his

usual plan of enclosing them in such a manner that none

could escape without meeting the swords of the troops who

guarded the entrenchments. The imprisoned multitude

rapidly died of famine; but their despair led to many a

bloody conflict, and Rhodogast, having yielded himself up,

was beheaded. A number of the Germans were cheaply

sold as slaves ; but a hundred thousand retreated towards

Gaul, and entered that province on the last day of the year

406. Stilicho won the title of the Defender of Italy by the

sacrifice of the distant provinces; and this may be considered

the era of the fall of the Roman empire beyond the Alps.

The Franks were commonly trusted to defend the Rhine,

and were faithful in their engagements to Stilicho; but the

Alemanni, whose aid would have been effectual, remained

neutral, and, though twenty thousand Vandals were over

come by the Franks, the Alani cavalry were too strong for

them; and they were forced to retreat, leaving Gaul to the

German invaders. This rich country was laid waste by the

barbarians, and that which was so lately the scene of peace

and plenty became like a smoking desert; the elegant

houses and cultivated farms along the lower banks of the

Rhine were first made desolate ; Mentz was almost de

stroyed, and many thousand Christians were massacred in

their churches. Worms was taken after a long siege; and

the provincials of all ranks and ages fled before the deso

lators. The Christians were the chief sufferers, as the Pagans

excited their enemies to treat them with severity, loudly

proclaiming that the prevalence of Christianity was the

occasion of these calamities. The Gauls, in their sufferings,

were tempted to deny a superintending providence; and

Salvian wrote an excellent work on the Divine government

* - T
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to meet their unbelief, though it is to be regretted, whilst

seeking to show the sufferers their sinful state, he insisted

on the benefits of monasticism, “the punishing of the body,"

etc. Other good men took occasion to exhort the miserable

provincials to repent of their sins, and told them that the

abuse of the profession of Christianity might well call for

the judgment of God. Throughout this dispensation, per

sons, as it has been observed, have been raised up from

time to time to contend for different portions of truth; and

the most remarkable in this day was Vigilantius,” an eccle

siastic who went from Gaul into Palestine, and preached

boldly against the common errors. He condemned the

worship of tombs and relics, censured pilgrimage to places

of reputed holiness, disallowed prayers to saints, extravagant

fastings and mortifications, the celibacy of the clergy, etc.;

and affirmed there was nothing acceptable to God in be

coming voluntarily poor, and sending one's treasures to

Jerusalem, etc. Several bishops in Gaul and Spain approved

the teaching of Vigilantius; but Jerom, a monk who went

into Palestine to get a knowledge of places mentioned in

Scripture, and who is famous for his translation of the Bible

into Latin,t opposed his doctrines with the utmost warmth;

and, owing to his zeal, the name of Vigilantius may be

found on the Roman Catholic list of heretics to this day.

As a specimen of the vanity, and yet the ingenuity of Jerom's

reasoning, we quote his reply to the argument of Vigilantius,

that prayer ought not to be addressed to the saints because it

implied their omnipresence, “and who shall deny they are

omnipresent; for it is written, “they follow the Lamb whither

* He was, in fact, an early protestant, using that word in its first

and literal meaning of one who protests against evil. Mr. Gilly has

lately written a work called “Vigilantius and his Times,” which is

much approved. Published by Seeley and Co.

+ Till the time of Jerom there had been no translation of the

Scriptures from the Hebrew, except the Septuagint. This version

was used in all the churches where Greek was the vulgar tongue, and

the translations into other languages were made from that alone.

Jerom's translation was greatly opposed for a long time; but, by

degrees, the learned used it in their expositions, calling it the New

Translation, to distinguish it from the Septuagint. The present

Iatin translation, called the Vulgate, is supposed neither to be the

ancient Vulgate, nor Jerom's translation, but a mixture of both. Much

of it is nearer the Hebrew than the Septuagint.
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soever he goeth'?” By wresting Scripture in such a

manner as this, any error might be maintained; but, happily,

much of Jerom's teaching was of a superior cast, and it was

he who tried to lessen the rage for pilgrimage, just then

beginning, by saying to a travelling devotee, “Heaven is as

near thee at home as at Jerusalem,” etc.

We have already seen the province of Gaul torn from the

Roman empire; and the separation of Britain immediately

followed. Stilicho had been obliged to call the legions home

for the defence of Italy; and as soon as they withdrew, the

British soldiers elected and murdered two sovereigns in suc

cession; and, at the end of a few months, declared one of

their own body emperor; simply, it appears, because his

name was Constantine. Under his command, the British

army crossed over to Boulogne, and successfully demanded

the submission of all the cities of Gaul which had escaped the

German yoke. Sarus, a Goth, was despatched at the head of

some barbarian troops with a commission to bring the head of

the usurper to Honorius; but he was himself driven back to

the fortifications on the frontiers of Italy, and Constantine

pursued his victorious course. Four brothers of Theodosius

guarded the Pyrennean frontier, in the name of their im

perial nephew, with a determined band; but two of them

were slain by the Britons, and the others took refuge at

Ravenna, whilst Constantine extended his dominion over

Spain without further difficulty. During these revolutions,

Alaric had remained an inactive, though an interested spec

tator; but he had gained the confidence of Stilicho by pro

fessedly giving up his alliance with the Eastern court, though

he still continued in correspondence with the ministers of

Arcadius. After the defeat of Rhodogast, Alaric received

the promised appointment of master-general of the Roman

forces throughout the prefecture of Illyricum, and Stilicho

proposed to him an expedition to Constantinople, with the

object of re-uniting the divided empire by conquest. The

king of the Goths lingered on the borders of the two em

pires without attempting to obey these directions; but

obliged Stilicho to obtain for him a large grant of money

from the senate, under colour of services performed. This

payment was not made without loud murmurs against

Stilicho's supposed partiality for the barbarians; and Olym

º-º-
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pius, a courtier who had gained the ear of Honorius, filled

the emperor's mind with suspicions against his most able

..protector. At the death of Arcadius, therefore, Honorius

rejected Stilicho's counsel, and expressed his determination

to go to Constantinople to offer his guardianship to the

child Theodosius. The faithful Stilicho, suspecting no evil,

resolved to accompany his sovereign; and, at Bologna, de

fended him in a serious mutiny of the guards, so that Ho

norius again embraced him as his protector. But Olympius

shook his returning confidence, and led him to give orders

for the secret destruction of several of Stilicho's friends.

Stilicho might have armed the barbarians in his own de

fence, as a great number of them were attached to his

person; but he remained in his tent, guarded by a body of

Huns. These were cut to pieces by a midnight attack of

Sarus the Goth, who acted under the emperor's command,

and Stilicho himself narrowly escaped the sword. Perceiving

that his enemies were bent on his destruction, he issued a

command to the cities of Italy to shut their gates against

the barbarians, from whom he knew there remained none to

defend them; and sought safety for himself in a church at

Ravenna. From this place of refuge he was drawn out by

artifice, and immediately executed; and, as he had been

accused of intending to make his son emperor, that innocent

youth was also put to death, and his daughter Theomantia

divorced by the emperor. Amongst other false charges,

Stilicho was accused of having a desire to restore paga

nism ; but it appears that he had not scrupled to take a

necklace from the statue of Vesta for his wife's use, and the

famous Sibylline books were burned by his order.

Four months after Stilicho's death, a proclamation was

issued in the name of Honorius, purporting that free com

munication between the two empires was restored, since

“the public enemy” was no more. But every circumstance

that arose proved, that whatever might have been the faults

of Stilicho, the wrecks of the Western empire, and the weak

Honorius himself, had none to preserve and defend them

with equal faithfulness or ability. The Alani were so much

attached to the lost general, that only the consideration of

their wives and children being kept in the chief cities of

Italy, as hostages for their good conduct, prevented them
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from revenging his death. But Honorius had now returned

to Ravenna; and, by a command issuing from his court,

these precious hostages were all massacred in one day; and

by this rash and wieked act, thirty thousand barbarian war

riors became the avowed enemies of the Roman name, and

looked around them to find one who might help them to

take a dreadful revenge. Alaric saw that the long-wished

for moment had now arrived, when he might gratify his

love of power, of slaughter, and of gold: and, coming for

ward under the popular character of Stilicho's friend, he

added to his own warriors the best part of the barbarian allies.

His immediate quarrel with the court at Ravenna arose out

of its refusal to continue the payment that had been pro

mised by Stilicho; and as Honorius would not negociate, he

marched into Italy, pillaging the country as he went, and

encamped his army under the walls of Rome. Six hundred

and nineteen years had passed since Hannibal besieged it:

and that which was vainly called “the eternal city,” not

having seen a foreign enemy since that period, the inha

bitants fondly cherished the idea that none dare approach.

A description of Rome, at the time of this interruption of

its security, may fitly precede the particulars of its siege by

the Goths.

CHAP. X.

ROME IN A. D. 409.—THE NOBILITY-THE POPULACE.-ROME

BLOCKADED BY ALARIC.—HORRORS OF FAMINE. —THE RANSOM

OF ROME.-ALARIC’s SECOND ATTACK.—ATTALUs MADE EM

PEROR BY HIM.–ATTALUS DEPOSED, AND ROME SACKED BY THE

GOTHS.—DEATH AND BURIAL OF ALARIC.—REFLECTIONS.

THE walls of Rome were twenty-one miles in circuit; and

the ground they enclosed was nearly circular in its form,

and broken by the seven famous hills. But the palaces

and gardens of the rich occupied so much space, that the

number of dwelling-houses was in great disproportion to the

wants of the inhabitants, being calculated at about 48,382

houses of all descriptions, to 1,200,000 persons. Augustus

and Nero had enacted that no private dwelling should be
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more than seventy feet from the ground, as, on account of

the dearness of house-rent, the meaner habitations were

often raised to such a height that frequent accidents ensued.

The different floors and apartments of the houses at Rome

were divided among many families, as at Paris and Edin

burgh at this day. The idleness to which the citizens were

reduced may be imagined upon knowing that they held agri

culture and commerce in equal contempt, though they had

given up the profession of arms which had led their ances

tors to despise all other employment. The nobles lived on

the proceeds of their hereditary estates which extended far

beyond Italy, even into the distant provinces; and these were

cultivated by slaves under the superintendence of stewards,

or let to tenants, whose fathers for many generations had

held the same farms at a certain rent. We are told that some

of the senators had an income of £160,000 sterling, besides

the supply of corn and wine which they received from their

lands; and, though contrary to the laws, many of them in

creased their wealth by usury. Yet the nobles, on account

of the extravagant expenditure caused by their luxurious

habits, were often poor; and so much involved in debt, as

to stoop to the basest artifices in order to get rid of their

creditors, such as accusing them of crimes of which they

were innocent, etc. But, in their pride, they gloried in their

titles and surnames; and we may occasionally meet with one

who bore no less than seven, like the Spaniards in modern

days. Their statues of bronze, or marble plated with gold,

and their splendid palaces, seemed only fit for kings. They

rode in chariots of solid silver, curiously adorned, drawn by

horses or mules with trappings embossed with gold, their

long silken robes partially discovering the fancifully em

broidered tunic beneath; and they often had fifty servants

following behind them as they rattled over the well-paved

roads. But it is to be observed, that as these splendid chariots .

were without springs, and (if we except some employed by

ladies of rank) exposed to the weather, they were very

inferior in comfort to a modern carriage. Yet the Roman

nobles usually consulted their ease as well as grandeur; and

when they went to their country houses, they were attended

by a multitude of dependents to provide them with every

luxury in their retirements; and if they took a sail in their
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painted gallies on the lakes, silken and gilded umbrellas

were in use to defend them from the sun. It is said, the

most welcome guests at their richly laden tables were they

who could best flatter the master of the feast, by-admiring

the marble columns, variegated floors, or costly furniture of

his palace, or even the cooking of his expensive viands.

Gaming was the common amusement of people of rank;

and books were neglected for the sake of instrumental

music.

Such was the outward condition of the Roman nobility, and

the commonalty did not forget to boast with them that they

were descended from the conquerors and governors of the

world; and, still expecting to be treated as such, they left

all the manual employment to their slaves. Augustus had

originally allowed corn to the Roman populace; but when

they asked for wine, he refused it, pointing to the noble

aqueducts which brought to their doors a plentiful supply of

the purest water. But Aurelian indulged them by beginning

to plant vineyards for their use; and though his plans were

not fully carried out, it appears that a great part of the

vintage of Campania was afterwards reserved for their use,

and a magistrate of rank was appointed over the public

cellars. Other sovereigns had gratified still farther the

indolence of a people, on whose voice their power in some

measure depended; and, to save them the trouble of pre

paring their own food, public ovens were constructed in the

different quarters of the city; and, at a certain hour every

day, each citizen, by presenting a ticket, secured for him

self and family three pounds of bread, either as a gift, or

at a low price. Nor was this all: during five months in

the year, an allowance of bacon was granted; and the an

nual consumption of this article of food was calculated at

3,628,000 lbs. in the reign of the younger Valentinian. Oil

was also allowed for the lamp, and for use after bathing;

and three millions of lbs. was the annual tax upon Africa to

supply this want of the citizens of Rome. By the payment .

of a copper coin, worth one-eighth of our penny, either of

the luxurious baths was open to the meanest citizen; streams

of hot water were bountifully supplied through mouths of

bright and massy silver; and it must have been a strange

sight, as a certain author has observed to see a swarm of
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ragged plebeians, without shoes or mantle, daily issuing

from such magnificent edifices as the baths of Caracalla

and Diocletian. These people spent their time chiefly in the

streets, or in the forum where the law courts were held, and

the public business transacted; there might they be seen

during great part of the day, talking over the news, or

holding disputes; and at night they wasted in gaming at

taverns the poor pittance which should have provided clothes

for their families. After the gladiatorial shows of the amphi

theatre were forbidden, the hunting of wild beasts in the

arena was not discontinued: but the chariot races chiefly

attracted the attention of the idle populace; and so great

was their anxiety to witness the sports of the circus that

many passed sleepless nights in the adjoining porticoes; and

at the dawning of the day on which a race was to be seen,

every seat was filled. Including spectators who came from

the country, four hundred thousand persons were frequently

assembled at such times and, careless of sun or rain, they

would eagerly gaze, for hours together, at the favourite

spectacle. But theatrical entertainments were little less

popular; and we are told that three thousand female

dancers, and as many singers, were employed for the

amusement of the people of Rome. If luxury had brought

many vices in its train, sloth, on the other hand, issued in

poverty and discontent; and the state of things we have

described only caused the horrors of a siege to be more

keenly felt. Alaric blockaded this great city, by stationing

his forces before its twelve principal gates, and carefully

guarding the approach of help by means of the Tyber. On

perceiving his movements, the first thought of the Romans

was to put to death Serena, the widow of Stilicho, who

was residing among them; vainly imagining that she had

some correspondence with the king of the Goths, and that

by her removal he would be forced to withdraw. But they

were mistaken; and the shedding of this innocent blood only

added another sin to the fearful account against Christian

Rome. The daily allowance of bread was gradually reduced

to one-half, to one-third, to nothing; so that the poorer

citizens were brought to beggary. Laeta, the widow of

Gratian, who had been allowed a princely income by his

successors, generously purchased food for the people as long
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as it could be obtained; but want soon fell heavily even on

the rich, and those of the most luxurious habits began to

feel how little would satisfy the demands of nature, and that

their gold and silver were of far less value than the coarsest

food. In the extremity of famine, it is said, many were

supposed to have eaten the bodies of those they had secretly

murdered; and thousands expired in the streets and houses,

until the infection of the corrupted air added plague to the

miseries of famine.

For some time the hope of relief from Ravenna sustained

the spirits of the people; but, this failing, some of the

Pagans proposed that their Tuscan diviners should be asked

to call down lightning from heaven upon the besiegers.

Even the bishop, Innocent I. has been suspected of being

willing to try their power; but the senators, being informed

that certain rites must be first performed in the temple of

the Capitol, refused to consent to this public return to pa

ganism. A deputation was therefore sent to the king of the

Goths, threatening him with the attacks of an innumerable

host if he refused them good terms of capitulation. In the

rustic language of his nation, Alaric replied, “The thicker

the hay, the easier it is cut;” and, with a loud laugh, he de

clared that he would accept no other ransom than all their

gold, silver, and precious moveables, and all the slaves who

could prove their barbarian origin. Then said the ambas

sadors, “What, O king ! wilt thou leave us?” Alaric

abruptly answered, “Your lives:” but, after further consi

deration, he named a certain sum of money, and a fixed

quantity of silken robes, scarlet cloth, and Malabar pepper,”

as the price of their deliverance. As soon as his demands

were satisfied, the people of Rome were relieved; and they

not only purchased provisions for their existing necessity, but

laid up abundant stores in the city, and established public

granaries in the fortified port of Ostia, at the mouth of the

Tyber.

The Goths wintered in the fruitful province of Tuscany,

and by the addition of 40,000 barbarians who had been

* This was considered a great luxury, and was worth about ten

shillings a pound. Silk was also a very expensive article, commerce

with India and China being infrequent and difficult, and chiefly

through the Island of Ceylon.
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slaves in Italy, and a strong body of Goths and Huns, led

from their homes by Adolphus, his brother-in-law, Alaric

saw himself at the head of 100,000 fighting men in the

spring of the year A.D. 409. But Honorius still refused to

make any treaty with him, though Innocent, with a deputa

tion from the senate, guarded by Gothic soldiers, went to

Ravenna in behalf of the king. Olympius, upon religious

grounds, had said he would neither employ pagans nor

heretics in the emperor's defence; but this minister was

now displaced by Jovius, another favourite, who did not

scruple to do so, and therefore thought he could make

more advantageous terms with Alaric. Peace, however,

was entirely prevented by an oath which he and his fellow

officers had madly taken, swearing by the emperor's head,

that no treaty should be entered into with the king of the

Goths. Upon receiving this reply, Alaric immediately

marched his army to Ostia, threatening to fire the granaries

if the citizens of Rome did not open the gates to him.

Dreading another famine, they consented; and Alaric's first

act was to proclaim Attalus, prefect of the city, emperor.

Surrounded by the Gothic warriors, he was conducted to

the imperial palace clothed in purple, and the greater part

of Italy submitted out of fear. Attalus had been educated

as a pagan, and baptised by an Arian bishop; therefore both

pagans and Arians expected much at his hands, and the

populace at Rome were gratified by the presence of an

emperor among them. Alaric was declared Master-general

of the West by the sovereign of his election, and Adolphus

became Count of the domestics, an office which gave him

the care of the emperor's person. Attalus was conducted

by his friends, the Goths, almost to the gates of Ravenna,

and Honorius sent an embassy, offering to divide the empire

with him; but his rival replied, only the immediate resig

nation of the purple would save his life, and then, perhaps,

with the loss of a hand, he might be allowed some place of

exile. In these circumstances, the emperor of the West

began to think of escaping to the court of his nephew, when

the count of Africa opportunely declared on his side, sent

him money and troops, and refused to supply the rebels at

Rome with corn and oil.

Alaric soon grew weary of the emperor of his choice, as

vol. 11. H
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he found him too weak to govern, and too obstinate to sub

mit: he therefore publicly deprived him of his diadem and

purple robe, and sent them to Honorius as pledges of his

desire for peace. But his rival Sarus, the Goth, with a

strong body of his countrymen, had been hired by the

emperor, and the band that guarded Alaric's messengers

being repulsed by them, a herald was sent to declare that

Honorius would never look upon the Gothic king as his

friend. For the third time Alaric turned towards Rome,

determined to wreak his vengeance on the ancient capital,

as Ravenna was inaccessible. The senate, expecting speedy

relief from the imperial forces, refused to admit the king;

but at midnight, some of the slaves opened one of the

smaller gates, and the citizens of Rome were awakened by

the terrible sound of the Gothic trumpet in their streets.

Alaric, by profession a Christian, desired his troops to

remember he was at war with the Romans, not with the

apostles; therefore they were to consider the churches

which covered their reputed tombs as inviolable sanctuaries,

though they were permitted to pillage the city, and to put

to death all who made any resistance. His commands were

respected by his Arian followers, and it is related that one

of these, in breaking open a house, being told by the pos

sessor that the gold and silver vessels belonged to the church

of St. Peter, Alaric had them carried thither by a numerous

body of Goths, singing psalms as they went. But the

pagan Huns in Alaric's train, and the slaves who desired to

revenge themselves on their former masters, shewed no

mercy; and, not content with stripping the palaces, they

employed cruel tortures for the discovery of hidden trea

sures. A great number of the citizens of Rome were sold

as slaves to Syrian merchants, or employed as such by the

Goths; but some of the more wealthy escaped to their dis

tant estates. On the sixth day after their entrance, the

Goths and their allies left Rome, laden with its spoils; and,

destroying all that opposed their progress, took their rest in

the southern provinces of Italy. There they had leisure to

compare the villas and gardens which covered the face of

Campania, with the rude homes and barren lands they had

left; and as they idly reclined under the luxuriant shade of

the trees, the sons and daughters even of Roman senators

*-ms
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served them with choice wines and delicate food in golden

vases. But Alaric's unquiet spirit could find no repose;

the toil of war seemed to him but as a favourite sport,

and he coveted the beautiful island which seemed at so

small a distance from his new possessions. He therefore

prepared his troops to embark for Sicily; but the first divi

sion was scattered by a furious tempest, and before he had

time to renew the attempt, he fell sick and died. The

Goths employed a number of their captives in turning aside

the course of the little river Busentimus, in order to make a

grave for their king; Alaric, with some of his richest spoils,

being buried in this singular tomb, the waters were restored

to their usual channel, and all who had been engaged in the

work slain on the spot, that the place of interment might

remain for ever secret. A.D. 410.

But in thinking of the hidden grave of the mighty Alaric,

let us call to mind that solemn day when earth and sea shall

give up their dead; and small and great will stand before

the throne of God, to be judged according to their works.

Then will that question, now too little heeded, be thoroughly

understood and clearly answered: “What shall it profit a

man if he gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?”

and then will it appear how many souls have been lost by

preferring the world to Christ; and how many have spent

their strength for nought in seeking to gain the whole world,

or any part of it, instead of desiring “to win Christ and be

found in him.” Very awful is it to meditate on the eager

ness and delight with which the many throng the road that

leadeth to destruction; but the miseries of it are not spread

out in vain in this history, if any one may be led thereby to

feel that he, too, having gone astray and turned to his own

way, must come as a lost sinner to Christ for salvation.

The serious reader, in turning over the pages of Uni

versal History, and viewing therein the works of the devil

and the different forms of man's disobedience and death unto

God, will, it is hoped, learn to cry with deeper earnestness,

“Thy kingdom come, thy will be done on earth even as it is

in heaven!”
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CHAP. XI.

ADOLPHUS, KING OF THE GOTHS, MAKES PEACE WITH HONORIUS,

AND MARRIES HIS SISTER PLACIDIA.–THE PROVINCES RE

STORED TO HONORIUS.—ADOLPHUs SUCCEEDED BY SINGERIC

AND WALLIA.—PLACIDIA AND HER CHILDREN. — REIGN OF

THEODOSIUS II.-CHARACTERS OF PULCHERIA AND HER BR0

THERS.—THE PERSIAN WAR.—LIFE OF AUGUSTINE.-LYING

MIRACLES.–THE PELAGLAN HERESY.

At the death of Alaric, his brother-in-law, Adolphus, was

chosen king by the Visigoths; but the difficulty of acting as

an independent sovereign at the head of such wild people,

and his attachment to Placidia, the sister of Honorius, who

was among the Roman captives, made him offer his sword

as the friend and not the enemy of the emperor of the

West. Honorius was willing to give him the name and

authority of a Roman general, with a commission to recover

Gaul; but the restoration of Placidia was made one of the

conditions of peace. This princess, however, had reason to

prefer the Goths to the Romans; as the latter had put to

death the innocent Serena, under whose care she had been

placed, whilst she herself had been treated with respect in

the Gothic camp, and had escaped the indignities suffered

by many of her countrywomen. She was quite willing to

marry the new king of the Goths; and their nuptials were

celebrated at Narbonne with great pomp, the riches ob.

tained by the sack of Rome being freely displayed on this

occasion. The ex-emperor, Attalus, who had remained

among the Goths, being valued for his skill as a musician,

was employed to lead the chorus of singers; and Placidia,

in the attire of a Roman empress, and seated on a throne of

state, was presented with her marriage-portion by fifty

noble youths in silken robes, each one bearing two basons

one filled with pieces of gold, the other with jewels. The

palace at Narbonne was adorned with the spoils of Rome.

among which was a famous dish of massy gold of the rares

workmanship, enriched with precious stones, and 500 lbs. ii.

weight; and with this may be mentioned sixty gold chalice

enriched with gems, and fifteen gold patens, which had been

Šán
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used for the sacramental wine and bread in the churches at

Rome, and twenty golden cases, intended to hold the books

of the New Testament.

In A.D. 411, Constantine, the British emperor, was defeated

and taken prisoner. He obtained imposition of hands, as a

presbyter, from one of the bishops, in the hope of saving

his life; but he was put to death on his way to Ravenna.

Another usurper, it is said, was absolutely taken by

Adolphus with a net, like a wild beast, and led to execution;

and the Gothic king, having given up Attalus to the

revengeful Honorius, he was deprived of two fingers, and

exiled to the Lipari islands—a punishment with which he

had once threatened the emperor. The remainder of the

reign of Honorius was undisturbed by rebellion, and the

Goths restored to him the province of Spain, as well as

Gaul; taking care to secure a comfortable home for them

selves. Adolphus was murdered at the beginning of the

bloody struggle for Spain, in his palace at Barcelona; and

Singeric, the brother of Sarus the Goth, having made him

self king, put to death the children of the deceased monarch,

and made the widowed Placidia, with a multitude of cap

tives, march for miles before his horse. But the cruel

Singeric was assassinated on the seventh day of his reign;

and Wallia, who was chosen by the Visigoths, with one

consent agreed to complete the conquest of Spain. Placidia

was restored to her brother for six hundred thousand

measures of wheat. The royal residence of the successors

of Alaric was the city of Thoulouse.

Towards the close of the reign of Honorius, the Franks,

Burgundians, and other barbarian tribes, established them

selves in different parts of Gaul and Spain; and the

independence of Britain being confirmed by imperial letters

addressed to the cities, that province fell under the rule of

its own nobles, clergy, and magistrates for the next forty

years; maintaining a friendly alliance with the empire, by

giving and receiving military help in times of need.

Honorius gave his sister in marriage to his general

Constantius, in reward for his services in defeating Con

stantine; and Placidia influenced the emperor to make her

husband his associate, with the title of Augustus. Con

stantius only survived his elevation to this dignity a few
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months, and left behind him two children, Honoria and

Valentinian. Placidia, again a widow, was beloved by the

Gothic soldiers, who looked upon her as their queen; and

when designing favourites alienated her brother's affections,

their attachment to her person excited great tumults at

Ravenna. Placidia escaped with her infants to Constan

tinople, and was received with great kindness at the Eastern

court. And, at the death of Honorius, a few months after,

the title of her son Valentinian was ably supported by his

cousin Theodosius. A. D. 423.

It will now be necessary to give some particulars of the

reign of Theodosius II., or rather to describe the events

which occurred whilst he bore the title of the Emperor of

the East; for, like his father and uncle, he took little or no

share in the actual government. During his childhood, the

prefect Anthemius, with the title of patrician, was the chief

guardian of his person. This officer was noted for having

defeated Uldin, a king of the Huns, who boasted that he

would follow the course of the sun as the conqueror of the

earth ; and after Anthemius had forced him to retreat into

Scythia, he employed his many thousand barbarian captives

in agricultural labours.

Pulcheria, only two years older than her brother, re

sembled her grandfather Theodosius in power of mind,

more than any other of his descendants; and as she

obtained the title of Augusta at the age of sixteen, she may

be said to have been the real sovereign during forty years.

Wishing to share some of the supposed benefits of the

monastic system, without conforming altogether to its rules,

Pulcheria determined not to marry; and her vow to that

effect was inscribed on a tablet of gold, adorned with gems,

and publicly offered in the church at Constantinople. More

over, she made the palace a kind of nunnery for herself and

her female attendants, refused to wear the imperial dress,

lived abstemiously, often fasted, and spent several hours by

day and night in the repetition of prayers, or in singing

psalms. Splendid churches were built at Pulcheria's expense

in all the provinces of the East; and her charitable founda

tions and ample gifts to monastic institutions caused her

name to be long remembered. She was even worshipped

among the saints after her death, as it was said, on account
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of her superior holiness, the resting-place of forty different

martyrs had been revealed to her whilst she lived, with

many marvels attendant on their discovery.

To the candid reader of her history, Pulcheria will doubt

less appear not a saint, but a complete politician; with such

a share of ambition as far outweighed all her superstitious

feelings on religious matters. Theodosius was of a more

amiable character; but so much under the influence of

others, that it is difficult to separate his feelings and actions

from those of the persons by whom he was guided. From

his childhood he was instructed to exercise his mind and

body by skilful masters: and companions were chosen for

him, that he might take more interest in his employments.

Pulcheria herself undertook to teach him how to act the

emperor; but her lessons related to mere externals, such as

the manner of holding his robes, seating himself on the

throne, looking grave and majestic, listening with attention,

replying with courtesy, etc.; and, having no taste for

government, Theodosius was glad to get through these

formalities, and betake himself to his favourite pursuits.

Hunting was the only exercise that tempted him beyond the

palace; but within he found ample employment in painting,

carving, and transcribing religious books. In the latter

work he was so well skilled as to obtain the surname of

Calligrapher, i.e. the beautiful writer; and he was often

engaged with his pen till midnight. Some of his most

useful labours were in collecting the books of scripture, to

which he also added their various interpreters. He com

mitted a great deal of scripture to memory, and was fond of

conversing with the bishops, and diligently observed every

church form. His reverence for those whom he held to be

Christ's ministers, went to a superstitious extent; and

once, when he was excommunicated by a proud monk whom

he had refused a favour, he would not eat till the sentence

was revoked by him, though the bishop of Constantinople

assured him he need be under no uneasiness on account of

this unreasonable act. It is said that Theodosius only

frequented the circus in compliance with imperial customs;

and on one occasion, when a dreadful thunder-storm

occurred during the races, he began his prayers and psalms,

and advised the people to follow his example; and at
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another time, we shall observe, he called them to leave the

games, and accompany him to the church.

We must suppose that this remarkable prince had

learned much from the scriptures; but his unfavourable

circumstances, and the darkness around him, prevented

farther manifestation of the knowledge obtained. Un

worthy ministers, aware of his disinclination for business,

often brought him papers to sign, when he was ignorant of

their contents; and thus acts of cruelty were committed in

his name, which we may adduce one of his sayings to prove

he would have been the first to lament. When asked why

he did not punish with death certain persons who had

injured him P. he sorrowfully exclaimed, “Would to God I

could rather recall the dead to life!” Certainly, therefore,

he was not the person to authorise the execution of the

many innocent victims who suffered in his reign. To this

sketch of the character of Theodosius the younger, we may

add, that he was correctly moral in his own conduct, and

strictly avoided all excesses; and, by edicts issued in his

name, the circus and theatres were now first shut on the

Lord's days, and on certain festivals.

At the age of twenty, Theodosius married Athenais the

daughter of Leontius—a celebrated Athenian philosopher.

At the death of her father she had come to Constantinople

seeking redress; as her avaricious brothers had deprived

her of her just portion of the paternal inheritance. Pul

cheria had taken her under her protection, and allowed her

brother to see the beautiful Athenian through a curtain in

her apartment. Theodosius was pleased with her, and

upon her renunciation of paganism, and her baptism by the

name of Eudoxia, he made her his wife. It is an interesting

fact, in connection with her Christian profession, that she

sent for her brothers, and when they appeared before her

as the empress of the East, trembling for fear of punish

ment, she not only forgave them for their former unkind

ness, but procured them honourable employments in the

state. -

Though Theodosius had no inclination for war, his

generals had been engaged against those of Persia, under

the following circumstances —A Christian bishop had rashly

destroyed one of the Persian fire-temples, in the last year
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of the reign of Yezdegird, and refused to rebuild it, though

required to do so by the government. The Magi had thus

an excuse for persecuting the Christians; and, being encou

raged by Varanes, who succeeded his father as king of

Persia, they committed dreadful cruelties, and an immense

number died in the greatest torments. Some Christian

fugitives escaped to the Roman frontier, and the Eastern

court refused to give them up ; which offence, added to

some commercial disputes, led to the renewal of war

between the two nations. Several battles were fought and

several towns besieged, but nothing was gained on either

side; and whilst we hear, on the one hand, that a certain

city of Mesopotamia was defended by a bishop who directed

the military engines in the name of Saint Thomas the

Apostle, it is pleasant, on the other hand, to record the

consistent conduct of another—Acacius of Amida—who

used the church plate to ransom seven thousand Persian

captives, saying, “God had no need of gold;" and, then

having liberally supplied them with food and clothing, de

sired them to go to their king and tell him that their treat

ment showed the true nature of the religion he wished to

root out of his dominions.

At the end of the war a peace was solemnly agreed upon

for a hundred years; and the chief conditions of it were

actually observed, if we except a revolution in Armenia,

during eighty years. Eudoxia, who was a woman of re

markable genius, and of some poetical talent, celebrated the

events of the Persian war in verses which were intended to

flatter her unwarlike husband, by giving him the credit of

the reputed victories of his generals. The Persian triumph,

which followed shortly after the marriage of Theodosius,

was made a time of public festivity; and Placidia, with her

children, was welcomed at the Eastern court at this season

of rejoicing. A.D. 422.

An interesting portion of church history must here be

subjoined, in connection with the reign of Honorius; and a

brief sketch of the life of the most distinguished public

servant of Christ of this age will fitly accompany it, as

linked with the historical events already mentioned. . .

Augustine was born in Numidia, A.D. 354, his father

being a Pagan, but his mother a Christian; and thus, from
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childhood, he was accustomed to hear of the promise of

eternal life through Christ Jesus. In a dangerous sickness,

when very young, he had some convictions of the truth of

the Gospel, and wished to be baptised; but, when he re

covered, his baptism was deferred, lest he should fall into

presumptuous sin, which was considered so much more

dangerous after this observance, that it was a common say

ing of the day, “Let him do what he will, he is not yet

baptised.” Augustine, as he grew up, became regardless

of his mother's exhortations; yet the instruction he had re

ceived from her made so far an impression on his mind, that,

when he went to Carthage to study for the Forum, he read

the works of Cicero with little zeal, because they contained

not the name of Christ; and he turned to the Scriptures.

But, in the pride of his heart, instead of consenting to their

wholesome truths, he began to reason about the mysteries

of God, and fell into the errors of the Manichaeans. His

cavilling against the Scriptures was not, as it never can be,

a solitary evil; and, till the age of thirty, he lived in gross

sin, deceived, and deceiving others. But his pious mother

persevered in prayer for him ; and, when he went to Milan,

as a professor of rhetoric, she followed him thither, and in

duced him to attend with her the preaching of Ambrose.

Through that bishop's instructions, Augustine became

gradually convinced of his false notions, and began to

search the Scriptures with prayer. After many severe

struggles, which are beautifully described in his “Con

fessions,” certain portions of the epistles of Paul were

brought with such power to his soul, that he was enabled

to see that the promises of the Gospel include not only the

forgiveness of sin, but power to overcome it; for Christ

saves his people from their sins as well as from the punish

ment of sin. The sincerity of Augustine's conversion was

proved by his sorrow and hatred for sin, and the complete

change which took place in his thoughts and ways; and his

mother lived to rejoice over her lost son, and to praise God

for answering her many prayers. During three years,

Augustine, having quitted his profession, lived in retirement

on his own estate in Africa; but, in A.D. 387, he was ordained

presbyter at Hippo, and preached there to the edification of

Christians, and the great discomfiture of the Manichaeans, so
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that the leader of that sect was obliged to leave the city.

Through the infirmities of the bishop of Hippo, Augustine

became his colleague in his old age; and, having succeeded

him at his death, laboured there for many years. He was

the brightest ornament of the African church, as to its public

aspect; though we cannot doubt there were many there and

elsewhere shining as lights in their own private circles,

having their names written in the book of life, though they

find no place in man's history. Moreover, the conspicuous

path is generally the most slippery; and we may hope there

were private Christians less infected by the general apostasy

than Ambrose, Augustine, and others who lived more in the

eye of the world. Although Augustine had proved how

effectual the preaching of the truth is in overcoming error,

he claimed imperial help against the Donatists; and his

solicitation being supported by several African bishops,

Honorius, or rather Stilicho, issued very severe edicts

against this sect, in A.D. 404.

It is to be remembered this Donatist party arose out of

a vain controversy about a bishop, whom they considered

not to be appointed according to their laws of succession ;

the followers of Donatus refusing to acknowledge any who,

as they contended, had not been regularly ordained. The

quarrelling and bloodshedding that issued from this vain

question (for the apostolical graces were invisible in the

contest), not only aided at length in the dismemberment of

Africa from the Roman empire, but seems to have been one

of the causes of the extinction of the very name of Christi

anity in that province. Besides his severity towards the

Donatists, and his encouragement of a monastic life, we

must allow that many superstitions shaded the mind of

Augustine; as this may be gathered even from his own

works. After the capture of Rome, he published a famous

treatise, called “the City of God,” which was intended to

answer the objections of the Pagans to the Christian re

ligion on the ground of its inutility, and particularly of its

inability, as they argued, to defend its possessors from the

most dreadful temporal calamities. Augustine did not con

fess that the abuse of Christianity called for the judgment

of God, but rather viewed the disasters of Christendom as

the accidental effects of war; but he wisely pointed out the
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benefit of chastening to the Christians, and observes, with

regard to their captivity, it would be miserable indeed if

they could be led to any place where they could not find

their God. He also mentioned the prayer of Paulinus,”

bishop of Nola, a city which was destroyed by the Goths,

“Lord, suffer me not to be tormented on account of gold

and silver; for where all my wealth is thou knowest;” and,

from this example, took occasion to observe that the saint

can lose nothing by afflictions.

In contrasting the beginning, progress, and end of the

city of God with that of the world, Augustine showed that

Paganism had not secured the temporal happiness of men,

but was utterly useless and destructive to their eternal in

terests; and pointed out the value of the Scriptures, and

the blessing of knowing God in Christ. In conclusion, he

tried to describe the day of judgment, with the happiness

of the righteous, and the punishment of the wicked, etc.

In this remarkable work, much valuable matter is to be

found, mixed up with that which is trifling and erroneous;

but that the writer was of a heavenly spirit, and had com

munion with God is manifest. Augustine's credulous re

ception of the stories of miracles wrought by St. Stephen's

bones (of which many are mentioned in his City of God),

will lead us to connect the superstitions of the Eastern with

those of the Western empire. It was in the reign of the

younger Theodosius, that a presbyter of Jerusalem, who

ministered in a neighbouring village, declared that on three

successive Saturdays Gamaliel had appeared to him in a

vision, telling him that his own corpse, with the remains of

Nicodemus and of Stephen, lay in an adjoining field; and

that the distressed world would be benefited by their release

from the grave. The bishop of Jerusalem credited the dream;

* Paulinus, once a consul, had embraced the monastic life, and

settled near Nola, on account of the miraculous tomb of Saint Felix,

said to be found in that spot. Five large churches had already been

built; and he devoted all his wealth to the erection of a sixth; in the

porticoes of which were painted the miracles of Christ and of Moses,

and the acts of Felix and other martyrs, which were here put on a par

with them. In this church, Paulinus annually celebrated the praises of

his favourite saint in a solemn hymn; but, in reply to some one who

concluded he must be high in favour with the martyr, he replied,

“he believed Felix did love him as a man might love his little dog t”
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and had the ground opened in the presence of an immense

multitude of people. Historians who love these “lying

wonders,” have related that the coffins were found in the

described order; but only the remains of Stephen were con

sidered worthy of regard, these alone being pointed out by a

trembling of the earth and the exhalation of a sweet odour,

which immediately cured of various diseases seventy-three

persons who had assisted in the disentombment. These

precious relics were carried in solemn procession to Mount

Sion, and a church was built to receive them; but their

minutest particles, dispersed throughout the empire, acquired

such a reputation, that a Romish historian has observed,

“Whosoever pretends to have read all the miracles of

St. Stephen he lies.” As a proof of their supposed frequency,

Augustine speaks of seventy that had been wrought in his

own diocese, including three resurrections from the dead;

and adds, he only mentions those that were best authenti

cated, and his district had not been so much favoured as

many others.”

4

* As a work, entitled the “Lives of English Saints,” containing

such stories as these, has very recently been published by one of the

Popishly disposed clergy of the Church of England; it may not be

out of place to notice the Scripture which satisfied my own mind when

I was induced to search for an answer to a child only eight years old,

who exclaimed, “But you know bones can work miracles, for Elisha's

bones restored a man to life.” It immediately occurred to me that,

as every error of the Apostate Church seems to have arisen from the

wresting of some Scripture truth, the fact which my little friend

alluded to had been used by the enemy to build so many lies upon.

But, on turning to the written word, to find whether there is any

ground to expect the recurrence of such a miracle as this under the

new covenant, which is especially distinguished as “the ministration

of the Spirit,” I see not only that Stephen and James, the two mar

tyrs whose deaths are mentioned by the Holy Ghost, are not spoken

of as performing any miracle after death, though they had abundantly

the power when alive; but also, that when Peter and John wrought

the first miracle after the resurrection of Christ, their words are,

“Why look ye so earnestly on us, as though by our own power or

holiness we had made this man to walk?” and then, after preaching

Jesus, they add, “And his name, through faith in his name, hath made

this man strong. . . . Yea, the faith which is by his name hath given

him this perfect soundness,” etc. Shall we then suppose there was

any power or holiness in the bones or the names of the apostles after

their death, when they took such pains to show that nothing but the

name of Jesus, and faith in it, gave them any power when they were

living 2 -
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The contrivers and pretended witnesses of these wonders

seem to have acted upon a principle which has been already

so strongly condemned, viz., “that it is lawful to deceive for

religious purposes;” and these, which should be called im

pious, rather than “pious frauds,” multiplied more and more

as the darkness of the apostasy increased. The history of

the world's condition may astonish one who does not believe

in divine revelation; but its darkest features do not surprise

one who looks at the portraiture of man drawn by the

Apostle (Rom. i, iii. 10–18). On the other hand the state

of the Church will perplex even the true-hearted Christian,

unless he keeps in mind the Lord's words, “It is impossible

but that offences will come;” and again, “Woe unto the

world because of offences [scandals in the professing Chris

tian]; for it must needs be that offences come ; but woe

unto that man by whom the offence cometh !”

Another cause of offence which sprang up at the period

we are describing, was a new controversy; not, as before,

concerning the nature of God, but about the manner of His

operations in the heart of man; and Augustine, like

Athanasius before him, seemed to be raised up to contend

earnestly for that portion of scriptural doctrine which was

the immediate object of the enemy's assault. Pelagius, a

monk, by birth a Briton, had travelled with his companion

Celestius from monastery to monastery in Egypt, and then

went to Rome; but at the taking of that city by Alaric,

they fled to Africa; and Pelagius, leaving his friend at

Carthage, went into Palestine. In visiting so many places

they had opportunities of spreading their opinions very

widely. Celestius, being the least subtle of the two, de

clared his sentiments the most openly, and was condemned

as a heretic, in 412, for denying the doctrine of original sin;

that is, that every man, since the fall of Adam, has been born

in sin. That similar opinions were held by Pelagius, was

discovered the next year under the following circumstances.

Proba, the chief lady of the Anician family, the noblest

and richest in Rome, had escaped at the taking of the city,

with her daughter Laeta and her grand-daughter Demetrias;

and as they had rich possessions in Africa, they took refuge

in that province. There Demetrias was persuaded, by

Augustine, to become a nun; and her devotedness, by

-—he
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reason of her rank, occasioned her to be much remarked

and extolled. Pelagius, among others, wrote her a flattering

letter, into which he introduced his heretical notions con

cerning the goodness of human nature, and the possibility of

leading a holy life by the exertion of natural power.

Augustine saw this letter and other of his writings, in

which he enlarged upon these anti-scriptural statements,

asserting that a man can, of his own free-will, exercise

faith and holy desires whenever he pleases. The bishop of

Hippo answered him in a very clear and forcible manner;

and when their controversial publications were laid before

Innocent I., he did not scruple to declare that the writings

of Pelagius contained horrible sentiments hitherto unheard

of in the Christian world ! But, it appears, Origen had

been the originator of something similar in nature; and

John, bishop of Jerusalem, under the influence of his

ingenious and erroneous writings, defended the British

monk; whilst Jerom and others took part with Augustine,

though exhibiting more violence and less wisdom than the

bishop of Hippo. Zosimus, Innocent's successor, seemed,

for a time, uncertain what to condemn or approve, but

finally, being instructed by Augustine in the important

nature of the dispute, he publicly condemned Pelagius and his

companion as heretics. In A. D. 418 the Pelagians, as their

followers were denominated, were banished from Rome by

Honorius; and Celestius, taking refuge at Constantinople,

was vigorously opposed by Atticus, the bishop of that city.

It is supposed that Pelagius ended his days in Britain;

and there his doctrines took the deepest root, though they

sprang up in rather a different form to that in which

he originally taught them, and became known under the

name of Semi-Pelagianism.* -

* Semi-Pelagianism was, however, formally denounced at the era of

the Reformation; and the seventeenth Article of the Church of

England strongly sets forth the simple truth of the Word of God.

Cassian, a monk of Marseilles, is said to have arranged that system

of belief which is denominated Semi-Pelagianism ; and its errors

seem to be founded on a partial view of the truth of God. It is

almost identical with modern Arminianism, and has been thus summed

up: God does not bestow His grace on one more than another by an

eternal decree, but is willing to save all if they comply with the terms

of the Gospel; that Christ died for all men, and that the grace

| |
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I 12 ORIGIN OF ANTINOMIANISM.

Pelagianism, though generally condemned at its outset, |
gradually gained ground in many places, being very ac

ceptable in its nature to the unhumbled heart of a self

righteous sinner; and modern Socinians may be said to

hold the views of the two arch-heretics of the first

centuries—Arius and Pelagius—though generally veiling

them in the most subtle manner when attacked.

Whilst Augustine so ably combated the errors of Pelagius,

some extravagant monks rashly laid hold of some of his ex

pressions, and taught that the doctrines of the free grace of

God for which he contended, entirely put an end to human

responsibility. Here originated the Antinomian school, so

called because they falsely brought forward the decrees of God

as an excuse for sinning against Him, and denied that man

was under any law of obedience to God. Such persons

tried to hinder the universal preaching of the Gospel, and

greatly disregarded the invitations, rebukes, exhortations,

and precepts, which are as conspicuous in the written Word

as its doctrines. Augustine was exceedingly anxious to ex

plain his views of scripture, and to show that they led to no

such results; but this controversy, like most others, was

pressed too closely by both parties; and serious differences

of judgment, and confusion of mind, followed the endeavour

to make clear that which the finite mind cannot be expected

fully to apprehend. These disputers seemed to forget that

there are mysteries in the Word of God, which the humble

Christian ought contentedly to leave as such, remembering

the promise, “What thou knowest not now, thou shalt

know hereafter;” and again, “Now we see through a

glass darkly [in a riddle or enigma, Greek.]; but then face

to face; now I know in part; but then shall I know even as

also I am known.”

\

necessary to salvation thus purchased by Him is offered to all men;

that man is naturally capable of faith and holy desires, and, being

born free, can resist or comply with the grace of God.

Let the serious reader enquire whether these propositions are not

contradicted by the following chain of scripture testimony: Eph. i.

4, 5, 11.; Rom. ix. 11, 15.; John xvi.; 6, 9.; Rom. viii. 28–30.;

John X. 15. and 27–29.; John vi. 37, 44, 65. The state of nature is

universally described as a state of death. (Eph. ii. 1). The consequence

of Adam's sin was death ; not only temporal, but spiritual.
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CHAP. XII.

VALENTINIAN III., EMPEROR OF THE WEST.-STORY OF METIUS

AND BONIFACE.--THE VANDALS ESTABLISHED IN AFRICA.—

STORY OF EUD0XIA.-CYRii, or ALEXANDhri.A.-NESTORIU.S.–

THE THIRD GENERAL COUNCIL.-COUNCIL OF EPHESU.S.–

Division of ARMENIA.—Attila, KING OF THE HUNs.—

ATTEMPTS TO RECOVER AFRICA.—THE HUNS ATTACK THE

EASTERN EMPIRE.-story of Chrysaphics.-ATTILA's camp.

—StATE OF THE PAGANS AND JEWS.–SIMEON STYLITES.

A. D. 423. For seven days the gates and shops of Constan

tinople were closed, in token of mourning for the death of

Honorius; and afterwards the most vigorous preparations

were entered into by the Eastern court, for securing the

empire of the West to his nephew Valentinian, then four

years of age. The throne had been seized by John, the

secretary of the deceased emperor; and AEtius, the most

powerful of the Roman generals, supported him with a body

of sixty thousand Huns who were in the pay of the

Western empire. To overcome the usurper and these

powerful forces, the ministers of Theodosius commissioned

Ardaburius and his son Aspar, who had commanded in the

Persian war, to head their army; and Boniface, the count

of Africa, declared himself faithful to the house of Theodo

sius, and offered his troops to support Placidia and her son.

Aspar, who commanded the cavalry of the East, took

charge of the imperial family, and entered Italy by taking

the strong city of Aquileia; but, in the meantime, his father's

fleet was scattered by a storm, and Ardaburius, with only

two gallies, was conducted to Ravenna as a prisoner. There,

however, he found opportunities of pleading the cause of

Placidia and her children; and when he found that the

senate and people were ready to receive the family of

Honorius, he sent a secret message to his son, telling him

the gates would be opened as soon as he appeared. Under

these singular circumstances, Placidia and her children re

entered Ravenna; and her little son was saluted emperor as

Valentinian the Third, A.D. 425. It was on hearing of this

event, that Theodosius stopped the chariot-racing he was

WOL. II. I
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witnessing, and desired the people to quit the circus for the

church; and thither he led them, singing psalms of thanks

giving. His infant daughter Eudoxia was at this time

betrothed to the young emperor of the West; and their sub

sequent marriage was a means of maintaining a friendly

alliance between the two empires. But, during the reign

of Valentinian III., it was determined that laws made in

either of the empires should not be, as heretofore, com

mon to both, unless the legislating emperor should choose

to ask the signature of his ally.

Placidia, during her lifetime, exercised the actual sove

reignty in the West; but, as her abilities for government

were not equal to those of her niece Pulcheria, she fell more

under the power of her generals. AEtius had obtained her

favour by sacrificing the usurper John to her interests; but

he kept up a secret correspondence with his barbarian troops,

whom he could only dismiss by making them large gifts and

larger promises. Jealous of Boniface, who was far more

faithful and upright than himself, Ætius suggested to Pla

cidia that the count of Africa” wished to make himself an

independent sovereign; and advised her to test his fidelity

by sending him a letter of recall. Such a letter the em

press consented to write; and with it the treacherous AEtius

despatched a private epistle, in which he told Boniface, as

his pretended friend, that obedience to Placidia's summons

would cost him his life, and that he had better arm the pro

vince in his own behalf.

Astonished at the supposed ingratitude and cruelty of her

whom he had befriended, Boniface looked around him for

help, and fixed upon one whom he thought would be suffi

ciently powerful to protect him from the wrath of the em

press. This was Gonderic, king of the Vandals, who had at

that period extended his dominion over a great part of Spain;

the Suevi, the native Spaniards, the Romans, and the Goths

of that province, alike submitting to the power of his arms.

Death, however, prevented Gonderic from replying to the en

treaties of the count of Africa; but his brother Genseric, who

* By Africa, we do not mean the whole continent of that name, but

only the Roman province of Africa Proper, extending along the North

coast as far as the sands which separate it from Egypt.
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succeeded him as king of the Vandals, was ready for any

warlike adventure. His departure for Africa was delayed

by the attack of Hermanric, a king of the Suevi; but when

he had defeated this army, and had seen his rival drowned in

a river near Merida, Genseric embarked for Africa with his

forces; a sufficient number of vessels for their transport

being gladly furnished by the Spaniards who had suffered

from the Vandal yoke. A.D. 429.

Boniface began to deplore his rashness as soon as he saw

his savage allies uniting with the Moors and Circumcelliones

in wasting the province which had prospered under his go

vernment; and his regret was far deeper, when, through

an embassy from Placidia, he discovered that the empress

had been deceived as well as himself. Both lamented their

mutual distrust with bitterness; and Boniface, with the

Roman legions under his command, loudly proclaimed a

renewed attachment to the Western empire. But the Van

dals were too well pleased with their new quarters to re

treat; and, notwithstanding all the entreaties of Boniface,

Genseric advanced, leaving behind him a desolate region

instead of fruitful fields, and committing horrible cruelties.

In the city of Hippo (now Bona), the Roman general pre

pared to withstand the progress of the barbarians; and

Augustine, who sought to comfort and instruct him, died in

the third month of the siege, A.D. 430, aged seventy-six.

Eleven months afterwards the city was taken, and Boniface

with his soldiers escaped by sea, carrying away in their

vessels amongst their treasures almost all the writings of

Augustine. Through Placidia's influence, Boniface now

received help from Constantinople : but the united forces of

both empires, under his direction, could not prevail against

the Vandals; and the former count of Africa was obliged to

retreat to Ravenna. The kindness shewn him by the em

press soon revived the jealousy of AEtius, and he brought

his barbarian friends against his rival, who commanded the

troops of the empire. The latter had the advantage; but

AEtius slew Boniface with his own hand, before he retired to

the tents of the Huns. A.D. 432.

Whilst the unhappy rivalry between Valentinian's generals

occasioned farther loss and disturbance to the Western em

pire, the Eastern court was as seriously disturbed by the
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rivalry of Pulcheria and Eudoxia. The latter, after the

birth of a daughter, had, in fulfilment of a vow, made a

pilgrimage to Jerusalem in a most magnificent style; and so

profusely did she distribute her treasures by the way, that,

it is said, her gifts whilst in the Holy Land amounted to

£800,000 sterling. Among the relics which she brought

back to Constantinople are reckoned the chains of Saint

Peter, the right arm of Saint Stephen, and a picture of the

Virgin Mary painted by Luke'

This pilgrimage, though it gave Eudoxia a reputation for

sanctity, only added to her pride; and, at her return to the

capital, she contended with Pulcheria for the superiority.

At length, perceiving that her husband's affections were

alienated from her by the acts of his jealous sister, she

indignantly asked permission to return to Jerusalem, and

was allowed to go into this voluntary exile. There, how

ever, her peace was still disturbed, as two of her favourite

ecclesiastics were put to death for some alleged offence by fºr

the count of Syria, at Pulcheria's command. Eudoxia, in R.

revenge, procured the assassination of the count, or was

charged with doing so; and on this ground the emperor |si

was induced to deprive her of all the honours and titles she

gained by her marriage. At the age of sixty-seven she is

died at Jerusalem, protesting to the last moment her inno

cence of the crimes of which she had been accused. She

left behind her a poetical paraphrase of the first eight books

of the Bible, and of the prophets Daniel and Zechariah, with

some other poems.

Besides these domestic disturbances, Theodosius was ha

rassed by church troubles. Cyril, a man of the most violent

temper, obtained the bishopric of Alexandria in A. D. 412

by military force, and this he did not scruple to use on any is,

occasion. About three years after, some of the Jews in that

city maliciously raised an alarm at midnight that the great

church was on fire; and when the Christians hastily rushed

out of their houses, numbers of them were killed by the

Jews in the darkness and confusion. Upon this, Cyril,

taking the law into his own hands, attacked the synagogue

with an armed force, plundered and slew many of the Jews, i.

and drove the rest out of the city. When Orestes, the

prefect, complained to the emperor, he was openly insulted §§
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by the bishop as a pagan. He referred in vain to his

baptism; as his friendship for Hypatia, a celebrated teacher

of Grecian philosophy and mathematics, was brought for

ward by Cyril to prove his attachment to Paganism.

Hypatia's father had a school at Alexandria, which was in

high repute, and at his death she succeeded him ; and crowds

of distinguished pupils attended her instructions. She was

much admired for her beauty, as well as her talents; and

Cyril determined to destroy her, as well as Orestes. To

this end he engaged the monks of the neighbouring moun

tains to enter the city in arms, and placed at their head

Peter, a reader in the church. These fanatics met with

Hypatia in the streets; and, having dragged her from her

chariot, they tore her limb from limb with the most savage

cruelty, and burnt her remains to ashes. Orestes escaped,

and, through the bribery used at the imperial court, the

whole affair was passed over; nor do we know when the

Jews were restored to their homes and property in Alex

andria.

Nor was this the only occasion on which the violence of

Cyril's disposition was openly manifested, under the pre

tence of shewing his “zeal for the Lord.” Nestorius, a

Syrian, being bishop of Constantinople, strongly objected

to the title of Mother of God, as applied to the Virgin

Mary by certain persons; and contended that it was incor

rect, as she was only the mother of the human nature.

It does not appear that he wished in any measure to take

from the divine dignity of Christ by rebuking this expres

sion; but he was accused of doing so, though his opponents

were, it appears, in the real error, as they were among those

who were inclined not only to worship departed saints, but

to give to the Virgin Mary in particular a divine character,

and none were more fervent in this kind of devotion than the

monks of Constantinople. Cyril engaged Celestine, bishop

of Rome, to combine with him against Nestorius; and,

through the flexibility of the Greek language, the breach

seems to have been widened, for their expressions differed,

it appears, more than their belief. Nestorius was under

stood to say, that the union of the divine and human nature

in Christ was not one of nature and person, but only of will

and affection, and that Christ was to be distinguished from
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God, who resided in him as in a temple. Such a grave accu

sation being brought against him, a council was convened at

Alexandria, in A.D. 430,wherein his opinions were condemned,

and twelve anathemas levelled against him. But Nestorius,

in his turn, anathematised Cyril and his party, and induced

the emperor to assemble a synod, which was called the

Third General Council. It was held at Ephesus in A.D. 431;

but before the bishops who supported Nestorius could

arrive, he was condemned without a hearing and sentenced

to banishment. The spirit of the council may be judged of

by such language as this:—“Let all who divide Christ be

hewn in pieces,” etc.; but how evident is it that the letter

of the word is most clear, when we find such a statement as

the following, drawn from it even by persons of this spirit:-

“Christ is one divine person, in whom two natures are most

closely and intimately united, but without being mixed or

confounded together.”

When John, bishop of Antioch, and others who had

espoused the cause of Nestorius, arrived at Ephesus, and

found the matter had been decided without them, they

excommunicated Cyril and his party; and the furious dis

pute between them continued for three years, when the

emperor persuaded John to conform. Nestorius had pro

mised Theodosius both temporal and spiritual rewards for

the persecution of those denounced as heretics; and now

this advice recoiled upon himself and his followers. He

died in one of the Egyptian oases; and all who held his

views were expelled from the church, if ecclesiastics, or

excommunicated, if laymen. But the Nestorian Christians

increased, in spite of the imperial laws, and among them may

be traced some of the brightest servants of God, as their

separation from the Catholics preserved them from many

errors. Pictures had been introduced into churches pre

vious to this time, with the view of drawing away the

people from gazing on other shows; and, upon the con

demnation of Nestorius, both images and pictures of the

virgin and child became common. The bishops had now be

come such influential persons in the state, that scarcely

anything can be related without some mention of their

interference. It was in A.D. 432 that Armenia was divided

between the Persian and the Greek empire, under the follow
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ing circumstances. In the beginning of the century, the

Eastern division of Armenia was held by Chosroes, a Persian

vassal: his subjects were forbidden to use the Greek lan

guage, spoken throughout the rest of the country which

lay under the rule of Arsaces, dependent on the emperor of

the East. Upon the death of Arsaces the Western Arme

nians remained without a king, and their country became

an integral part of the empire. At the death of Chosroes

in 430, Artasires, a professed Catholic, became king of

Eastern Armenia; but his satraps were so displeased by

his wicked conduct, that they told their bishop, Isaac, they

would rather have a Persian governor. He tried, however to

apologise for Artasires, and to persuade them that he was one

of the sheep, though he appeared like a wolf; and he advised

them, at any rate, to carry their complaints before the Ca

tholic emperor, as he would punish, and not destroy him, as

the king of Persia might be likely to do. The angry nobles,

however, rejected his wise counsel, and, after a time, de

livered up both the king and the bishop to the Persians.

The war between the Greeks and the Persians, which fol

lowed, led to a fresh partition of Armenia, in which Theodo

sius gained a considerable increase of territory.

As we have now carried the history of both empires to

the same year, we shall enter upon a new course of events,

which in measure affected the Greeks as well as the Latins.”

After the Goths, who had been forced to swarm into

Europe, were quietly settled in their new hives, the Huns,

who had driven them from their ancient habitations, became

more and more formidable to the civilised world, and only

seemed to need a leading mind to direct their operations

against it. This was now to be supplied. Rugilas, a king

of the Huns, had entered the Eastern empire in the reign of

Arcadius, and ravaged the country as far as Antioch, carry

ing away great spoils and many captives. Through fear of

his name, the ministers of Theodosius had bought his mercy

by an annual stipend of three hundred and fifty pounds of

gold, and the title of general; and AEtius, being his personal

* It is to be remembered that we now mean, by the Greeks, the sub

jects of the Eastern empire, who chiefly spoke that language; and, by

the Latins, the subjects of the Western empire, who used the Latin

tongue.

*
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friend, he was willing to spare the Western empire on

receiving Pannonia for his own possession. But, in A.D. 433,

Rugilas died, and his nephews, Attila and Bleda, his ap

pointed successors, exhibited a more haughty and avaricious

disposition. Attila's first care, however, was to make him

self sole sovereign of his own people, and to bring under his

rule the independent tribes of Scythia and Germany. To

him, like other mighty conquerors, the depths of Satan

seemed open, and out of them he drew freely, pretending to

celestial power, though it came from an infernal source.*

The Scythians adored an iron scymitar; and let us not smile

at their folly without reflection, for man, whether barbarian

or not, naturally gives his heart to that which he judges

to be best calculated to serve his own interests: and it was

on this account, probably, these northern savages worshipped

the sword. A shepherd presented Attila with one of these

old weapons which he had dug out of the ground; and the

king acted upon the superstitious minds of the people, by

pretending it was a heavenly gift which entitled him to

universal dominion. Being now invested, as it was sup

posed, with celestial power, he deprived his brother of the

sceptre, and then of his life; and all the European barba

rians beyond the frontiers of the Roman empire gradually

fell under his rule. By their help he vanquished the khan

of the Geougen in battle; and was then in a situation to

make an alliance with the emperor of China, and to secure

the friendship of the king of the Vandals. It is said, when

Attila went out to war, he could call five, or seven hundred

thousand men to follow him; and, in time of peace, the

subject kings and chiefs, with their troops, attended him by

turns, as his personal guards, ready to obey his commands

without hesitation.

Like a bird of prey, the barbarian king was watching for

the moment when he might descend upon the civilised

world; and at length it arrived in the following manner.

The Romans in Africa, even after the departure of Boniface,

had strongly resisted the progress of the Vandals; and Gen

* Whatever be the precise interpretation of Rev. ix. 1, etc., it

seems to my mind an authority for tracing the troublers and de

stroyers of the earth to their right source, the bottomless pit, as also

for believing them to act under the command of Satan (see ver, 11).
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seric had been hampered in his movements by domestic dis

sensions; but in A.D. 439, after a difficult siege, he succeeded

in taking Carthage. The fallen state of the Christians in

that place seemed to call for signal judgments; many had

been sacrificing as Pagans, though they attended the sacra

ment; and vice had risen to such a height among them,

that the barbarians themselves were innocent of many of

their evil practices. Yet a faithful remnant remained,

even in Africa, to be discovered by fiery trial. Genseric

treated the African clergy and people with great cruelty,

and put the Arian bishops in possession of the churches.

Some Catholic ministers, however, who seemed to be truly

the servants of God, entreated the king of the Vandals to let

them remain to comfort the believing people, even though

they were deprived of their churches, and their wealth; but

he said he would rather throw them into the sea, and that

he would leave none of their name in Africa. At this very

season, the Christians in Portugal were suffering deeply

from the irruption of the Suevi and Alani into that pro

vince; and there also was discovered in the time of persecu

tion, that clinging together of the few who were true be

lievers, which proved the existence of real brotherly love;

and it was there, too, accompanied by a great concern for

the salvation of souls, and for the steadfastness of their

brethren, all being alike exposed to spoil, captivity, or the

sword. The corn of Africa was so important both to Rome

and Constantinople, that the fleets of both empires were

again prepared to attempt the recovery of the province; and

Genseric, in order to withdraw their attention from himself,

invited Attila to invade the Eastern empire. Theodosius

recalled his troops as they were about to embark, and they

were defeated in three successive battles by the Huns; but

Attila seemed at this time less bent upon destroying life than

upon making captives; and all who could work as smiths,

carpenters, or armourers, were set a higher value upon than

any others, if we except physicians. The Christian minis

ters were, however, respected; and those who desired to

serve God, might have rejoiced in the opportunity of preach

ing the Gospel among savage idolaters. The captives who

served their masters faithfully were rewarded with freedom,

and soon rose to the rank of native Huns. Theodosius
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purchased the retreat of the barbarians, by resigning to them

a tract of land fifteen days’ journey along the southern banks

of the Danube; and, in order to raise the immense sums of

money required by Attila, the senators were obliged to sell

some of their golden furniture, and even their wives' jewels.

Chrysaphius, the basest, yet the most powerful, of all the

domestic officers, had gradually obtained so much influence

over the mind of Theodosius, that even Pulcheria tried in

vain to displace him; and this minister prevented the con

clusion of peace with the king of the Huns, by refusing to

perform some of the conditions of his treaty with the

Eastern court. In one of the embassies sent by Attila, two

of his nobles, Edecon and Orestes, were commissioned to

demand twelve pieces of gold for every captive that had

escaped, and the restoration of every barbarian fugitive.

It was in vain for the imperial ministers to try to deceive

the king of the Huns as to names or numbers, for he had

taken a strict account of all. They could not, however,

force his own fugitive subjects to return, as he would pro

mise them no pardon; and they therefore caused to be put to

the sword those who had looked to them for protection; and

thus all confidence in the generosity of the Greek court was

at an end. One more circumstance sufficed to cover the

name of the emperor of the East with shame and contempt

in the eyes of the barbarians. Chrysaphius, in the name of

Theodosius, basely proposed to the ambassadors to assassi

nate their master at their return; and he gave to Vigilius,

the Roman interpreter, who accompanied the embassy, a

weighty purse, wherewith to reward the treachery of Edecon

and Orestes. But these officers, on their arrival at the

royal camp, confessed the whole truth, and received the par

don which was due to their timely repentance. Vigilius was

told, that had not Attila respected the law of nations, he

would have been crucified on the spot; and he was imme

diately conducted back to Constantinople with the purse

round his neck; and Orestes himself was charged to re

proach Theodosius, in person, as a liar and a murderer, and

to demand the head of Chrysaphius.

Theodosius was probably shocked by such unexpected

reproof, as he had been ignorant of his minister's design;

but, instead of giving up the life of his favourite, he des

i-mºh
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patched a more splendid embassy, with an immense sum of

gold, to bear his apologies to Attila. On this occasion, the

ambassadors from Constantinople and Ravenna met in the

rustic palace of the king of the Huns; and we may here sub

join a brief description of the royal residence, and of the

manners of these barbarians. The camp, or city of Attila, was

situated in the plains of Upper Hungary (a country so named

from its being the settlement of the Huns); it contained no

stone buildings, except some baths which had been built by

the Greek captives; and the numberless dwellings of wood,

mud, or canvass, were considered honourable according to

their degree of nearness to the king's abode. Attila's palace

was of wood, surrounded by separate wooden houses for his

several wives, that of the queen being the most ornamental.

All the royal buildings were encompassed by a common

fence of wooden palisades, having a tower here and there,

intended rather for ornament than defence. When the

Greek ambassadors went to make their presents to the

queen, they found her reclining on a soft couch, placed on a

carpeted floor, and surrounded by attendants who were

engaged in making the variegated embroidery with which

the dress of the chiefs was usually adorned. But whilst

Attila's nobles delighted to exhibit their rich spoils in the

trappings of their horses, or in the costly vessels at their

own tables, the king himself held every foreign ornament

in contempt; his dress, his arms, his horse, were all una

dorned; he retained his wooden cups and platters; he never

would taste bread, considering it among Roman luxuries,

and contented himself with the original barbarian fare of

flesh and milk. Attila is described as resembling the

modern Kalmuck Tartars in appearance; his complexion

swarthy, his head large, his eyes small and deeply seated,

his nose flat, his beard scanty, his shoulders broad, and his

body short and square. But his haughty step and whole

demeanour distinguished him as the monarch of a mighty

nation; and no one dared to meet the glance of his fiercely

rolling eyes. He was, however, considered just and indul

gent to his obedient subjects; and any who came before his

tribunal, which was fixed at the principal gate of the palace,

might obtain a hearing. The ambassadors of Valentinian

and Theodosius, on entering Attila's banqueting hall, were
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desired to make a libation to the health of the king, accord

ing to the custom of his people. They perceived that only

two or three favourites were admitted to share the rude

repast prepared for Attila, on a separate table in the centre

of the apartment; whilst they were accommodated in one of

the least honourable places, at a line of smaller tables which

were placed to the right and left of the king. An historian,

who was in the train of the Greek ambassador, describes

the whole scene, and says the Huns drank to excess of some

intoxicating liquor, and celebrated Attila's praises in noisy

songs; and whilst the most absurd buffoonery excited the

immoderate laughter of all his guests, the king alone re

mained both sober and grave, and was only seen to smile at

the entrance of Irnac, his favourite son, whom he looked

upon as the support of his throne. During the visit of

another embassy from Rome, Attila's marriage with the

daughter of Eslaw, his favourite chief, was celebrated. A

troop of women were arranged in long regular files, bearing

in their hands white linen veils which formed a canopy for

the maidens who were appointed to greet the king with

nuptial songs, as he entered the royal village to meet his

bride.

We have seen the much dreaded Attila in his home; but,

as he boasted he was the terror of men and the scourge of

God, no long time elapsed before he again terrified his civi

lised neighbours. Theodosius did not long survive his pain

ful interview with Orestes; for, having been thrown from

his horse as he was riding, near Constantinople, he died a

few days after, at the age of fifty, July A.D. 450.

As the reign of Theodosius extended through half a cen

tury, it will be advisable to add a few particulars concerning

the condition of the Pagans and Jews during this period.

The Pagans had been removed from all state employments

in the Eastern empire, and all their temples were dedicated

to Christ, or some of the saints, and used as churches.

Some edicts during this reign, containing the term Pagans,

have this addition, “if any such remain, which we do not

believe;” but it appears that, although they had hidden

their heads, great numbers still retained their ancient views.

At the commencement of the century, the Jews had brought

on themselves the displeasure of the Christians by their
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celebration of the feast of Purim ; as it was thought the

figure they hung up to represent Haman was intended as a

mockery of the crucifixion. As a crucifix was now to be

seen in many of the churches, and began to be an object of

adoration, the tumult excited on this occasion endangered

the peace of the empire. The festival of Purim was there

fore forbidden by law; and Theodosius, though he permitted

the Jews to continue their forms of religious worship, on

condition of being peaceful subjects, commanded his prefects

everywhere to prevent any insult that should be offered to

the Christian religion. At a place near Antioch, it was

subsequently alleged that some drunken Jews had fastened

a Christian boy to a cross and scourged him till he died :

the offenders were severely punished; but the Christians

were not content, and plundered the Synagogue at Antioch

in revenge. The clergy were then ordered to make resti.

tution ; but they found a powerful advocate in a monk, who

was one of the most extraordinary fanatics of the age, and

had much influence over the weak mind of Theodosius.

This was Simeon, surnamed Stylites, because he chose to

live on the top of a pillar. The pillar was placed within a

circle of large stones on a mountain thirty miles from An

tioch. It was at first only nine feet in height, but was

gradually raised; and, at the end of thirty-seven years,

Simeon was seen at the elevation of sixty feet from the

ground. On the top of this column he could, without

giddiness, change his position so as to kneel, to bend his

head down to his feet, and to go through such a variety of

evolutions that the wondering spectators grew weary of

numbering them. At last, a painful abscess formed in his

thigh; but even this suffering did not induce him to de

scend, and he died at the top of his pillar, in A.D. 464. He

was at the height of his fame in the reign of Theodosius;

and crowds came to him from all quarters, believing he

could cure diseases, expel demons, command lions and ser

pents, and exercise other miraculous powers on account of

his superior holiness. It was even said that he introduced

Christianity into Arabia by miracle, and that the inhabitants

of the mountains of Lebanon were induced to become Chris

tians by his delivering them from wild beasts. Theodosius

often consulted him, and once wrote to him as the “holy
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martyr in the air,” asking his prayers. It was not then sur

prising that he yielded to his desire that the synagogue at

Antioch should not be rebuilt, and that he recalled the pre

fect who had issued the order.

Another remarkable circumstance, affecting the Jews, be

longs to the reign of Theodosius. An impostor arose among

the Jews in Crete, who pretended to be a second Moses sent

to conduct them through the sea to the land of promise.

On the day that he appointed, a multitude of men, women,

and children assembled on the rocks by the sea-shore; and,

at a given signal, the foremost of them leaped into the sea,

expecting the waters to divide. Many were picked up in

fishing vessels, but others were dashed to pieces in their

descent; and they who were behind, seeing their wretched

fate, turned back to look for their leader, and found he had

escaped.

Honorius had forbidden the annual tribute that had long

been raised for the Jewish patriarch, and his power had

from that time gradually decayed. Gamaliel, the last who

held that office, disobeyed the imperial laws, by erecting

new synagogues, and harassing the Christians in Palestine;

and he was deprived of nearly all authority by an express

edict, in A.D. 415. The Jews, at this time, commonly applied

to other tribunals to settle disputes among themselves, or

with the Gentiles.

It was very rare to find any benevolent feeling towards

the Jews among the professed Christians; therefore it is

pleasing to record that Hilary, the bishop of Poictiers, during

this reign, acted in such a gentle spirit, that the Jews were

heard to chaunt the Hebrew psalms of lamentation at his

funeral.

º-

º

º
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CHAP. XIII.

ATTILA THREATENS BOTH EMPIRES.–STATE OF THE WESTERN

EMPIRE.-nistress of the bhritons.—the VISIGOTHS UNDP.I.:

THEODoric.–the FrtANks.-STORY OF HONOR.I.A.—The HUNS

ENTER GAUL. — BATTLE OF CHALONS. — FOURTH GENERAL

COUNCIL.-CONDEMNATION OF THE EUTYCHIANS OR M0NOPHY

SITES.–CONTESTS OF THE PATRIARCHS.

A.D. 450. At the death of Theodosius, Pulcheria obtained the

entire rule, by causing Chrysaphius to be put to death; but,

knowing that a female sovereign was unpopular, she chose

as a husband, Marcian, a senator of useful talent, but inferior

to herself in ability, and sixty years of age. Marcian de

sired peace, but exposed the empire to danger by a show of

courage which he did not possess, desiring his ambassadors

to inform Attila that he would reward his faithful services,

but could not make him any payment under the name of

tribute. The king of the Huns, still uncertain which of the

two empires he should first attack, sent his messengers to

both courts, charging them to address each emperor in the

same words: “Attila, my lord, and thy lord, commands thee

to prepare a palace for his reception." Such a message was

sufficiently terrific both at Constantinople and Ravenna; but

the state of the Western empire, which must here be de

scribed, rendered it the most exposed to the attacks of the

barbarians. It is to be remembered that, after the death of

Boniface, Placidia had declared AEtius a rebel; but, when he

returned to beg her pardon at the head of many thousand

barbarian warriors, she was forced, not only to forgive his

offences, but to accept his proposal to become the protector

of her son. Valentinian had not the ambition of his mother,

and was glad to shelter his feebleness under such a wing:

and AEtius, with the title of Patrician, was three times

made consul, and had the command of the whole military

force of the empire. He had not the abilities of Stilicho;

but, like him, he was willing to leave his sovereign all the

empty pomp of royalty, whilst he held the actual power, and

spent his life in incessant toils and military hardship. Upon

the strength of the friendly compact that existed between
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Britain and the empire from which it was dissevered, the

Britons, when again attacked by their old enemies the Picts

and Scots, resolved to ask assistance from AEtius. A deput

ation was therefore sent, bearing a letter entitled, “The

Groans of the Britons,” which ran thus: “To AEtius, thrice

consul. The barbarians chase us into the sea, the sea throws

us back on the barbarians; we have no alternative but to

perish by the sword, or the waves.” The calamities which

now fell on Britain, in which the Romans, on account of

their own circumstances, could not aid them, may be con

sidered as similar in their intention to others that came

upon different parts of Christendom at this time. That re

ligion is of no value which will not stand in the hour of trial;

and the sword of the barbarians was a means of discovering

to what a multitude of persons the name of Christian was

but a refuge of lies, and how they had endeavoured to con

ceal under it the worst practices and the grossest errors; for

luxury and immorality on the one hand, and Pelagianism on

the other, had overspread Britain from north to south.

In A.D. 449, Vortigern was made king of Britain; but,

feeling his inability to defend his subjects, he invited some

Saxon chiefs, who frequently coasted along the island in

their maritime excursions, to come and help him. In reply

to this invitation, Hengist and Horsa, two brothers, at the

head of sixteen hundred Jutes, landed in the isle of Thanet

about the time of the death of Theodosius; and a plentiful

allowance of food and clothing was assigned them by the

Britons. Hengist, at the death of his brother, located his

countrymen in Kent, and laid the foundation of his kingdom

by shedding the blood of those whom he had entered the island

under pretence of aiding in an unequal war. Encouraged

by his success, two other valorous tribes issued from the

mouths of the Elbe, the Weser, and the Rhine, and made

settlements in other parts of Britain. These were the

Saxons and the Angles; but the latter, being the most nu

merous, eventually gave their name to our own dear country,

Angleland, or England. The Saxons and Angles having

united for the purpose of expelling the Scots and Picts, be

came one nation under the title of Anglo-Saxons; and the

bloody struggles whereby they wrested the land from the

native Britons must be narrated as we proceed. For many

s–a
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years AEtius had secured the friendship of the Huns through

the personal attachment of those whom he had hired to

serve under his own standard, and by the payment of an

annual tribute; he had also suffered his own son to be edu

cated in Attila's camp. But many circumstances, and

particularly the state of the Visigoths and the Franks, com

bined at length to break this union.

Theodoric, who was but an infant at the death of his

father Alaric, had reached manhood when Wallia died,

and was readily chosen as king of the Visigoths. This

monarch struggled hard to preserve the independence of his

nation, and to extend his dominions during a reign of thirty

years. AEtius once defeated him in battle, and then em

ployed his general Littorius to complete the overthrow of

the Gothic nation; and Theodoric, having vainly employed

several bishops to propose terms of peace, laid himself in

sackcloth and ashes, and desired prayer to be made till the

combat began. The Romans were, in their turn, defeated;

and Theodoric was thus enabled to conclude an advantageous

alliance with AEtius. The Gothic king had six sons, who

were instructed in Roman literature, and as valiant as himself,

and two daughters, who were married to the eldest sons of

the kings of the Suevi and the Vandals; but the prince of

the Suevi was murdered by one of his brothers-in-law, and

the wife of the Vandal prince, being accused of an attempt

to poison Genseric, was sent back to Thoulouse with the

loss of her nose and ears. Theodoric, to revenge this injury,

sought the assistance of AEtius, who promised to give him

all the benefits of his alliance in his proposed war with Gen

seric. The king of the Vandals, to save himself from their

united attack, again called for the help of Attila, and en

treated him to make a descent into Gaul.

A slight sketch of the state of the Franks will make us

acquainted with another ground on which the king of the

Huns determined to take a westward course. The heredi

tary kings of the Franks were distinguished by having their

hair in long ringlets flowing over their shoulders, whilst the

rest of the nation were obliged to shave the hinder part of

the head, and to comb their hair over their foreheads. They

were a people of lofty stature, with blue eyes; and, being

trained from their earliest youth to run, leap, swim, and dart

VOL. II. K
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! - the battle axe, they excelled other barbarians in grace, va

* - lour, and agility. Their dress was made to the shape; a

|

t a large shield was their only defensive armour: their war

i riors wore small whiskers. Clodion, the first of the long

| haired kings concerning whom we have any authentic
tº - * - information, kept his court not far from Brussels; and from

| thence his dominions extended as far as the river Somme,

| on the one hand, and the Rhine on the other. As he was

celebrating the marriage of his son in an open valley with

- - many rural festivities, AEtius and a body of his troops

| suddenly appeared, overturned the tables laid for the wedding

feast, pillaged the loaded waggons, and even carried away

the bride with the rest of the spoils. Clodion revenged the

|

injury; but he became one of the willing confederates of the

. Roman general before his death. When that event took place,

Meroveus, his younger son, fled to Ravenna, and was received
|

s

as the ally of Valentiman and the adopted son of AEtius.

|

|

!

t

!

:
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º By their help he hoped to make himself king of the Franks;

º and his elder brother, perceiving his intentions, sought the

| | | | alliance of the king of the Huns. Not only did the domes- I

. tic quarrels in two of the barbarian royal families thus de- || |

mand the interference of Attila, but a more extraordinary I
t | call reached him from another quarter. Honoria, Valenti- :

- '', nian's only sister had received the title of Augusta, and was I

. . . . . - . . . educated with him at Ravenna; and, at the age of sixteen, in !

- | defiance of the law which forbade a Roman princess to marry |

- - * , an inferior, gave herself to an officer named Eugenius. Pla

- cidia, being greatly displeased by this act, put her daughter ||

under confinement, and at length sent her to the Eastern ||

court. Honoria exceedingly disliked her place of exile, as ||

she was obliged to conform to all the rules Pulcheria had laid

down for herself; and, either to relieve herself from the re

strictions she hated, or to bring trouble on those who had

- - punished her self-will, she sent a ring to Attila by a faithful
| | i servant who accompanied the embassy from Constantinople,

| - and desired him to claim her as his bride. This extraordi

* nary proposal from a Catholic princess to a barbarian, and

- a pagan, was as absurd as it was indelicate; but Attila,

though not desirous to add to the number of his wives,

º sent to Ravenna a formal demand for Honoria with an equal
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share of the Western Empire in her right, in order to have

some additional excuse for pouring his armies into Gaul.

The folly of Honoria had been quickly discovered, and she

was immediately sent into Italy, married to some nominal

husband, and then confined for life. But before the Court of

Ravenna could make known to Attila that she was the wife

of another, or deny that any share of the empire belonged to

the sister of Valentinian, the Huns had been ordered to

march. They joined their allies, the Franks, at the conflu

ence of the Rhine and the Neckar, seven or eight hundred

miles from the camp in Hungary. Their whole progress

was marked by blood and desolation; but, as only the cities

that lay in their path were stormed, it was thought by the

superstitious people that other cities were saved by the mi

raculous aid of their patron saints. At Mentz there was a

general massacre, including even the infants, whom the bishops

hastened to baptise as the barbarians approached; and, as

they had no respect for the many Christian edifices, only a

solitary chapel marked the site of the flourishing city they

destroyed. Orleans being closely besieged, the bishop ex

horted all who could not defend the walls to continue with

him in prayer; and when a watchman, at length proclaimed

that a cloud of dust was to be seen in the distance, the bishop

exclaimed, “It is the aid of God l’” These words were echoed

from one to another among the besieged, till the troops of

AEtius and his ally, Theodoric, came in sight; and the Huns,

seeing that they were in no advantageous position for battle

hastily repassed the Seine. Fifteen thousand were slain in

the retreat, and the defenders of Gaul pursued the barbarians

to the plain of Chalons. There Attila drew up his forces,

saying, “I myself will throw the first javelin; and the wretch

that refuses to follow the example of his sovereign is devoted

to inevitable death.” The mingled nations of Europe

seemed to be all gathered together in this dreadful battle;

and, from the circumstances of emigration and other modes

of separation or conquest, men who belonged to the same

tribe, and still wore the same dress and arms, were seen

fighting on opposite sides. Theodoric received a mortal

wound, and was trampled to death by his own horsemen,

but Torismond and Theodoric, his sons, led on the Visigoths

to revenge their aged king; and, by their boldness, Attila was

|
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repulsed with great loss, and retreated at nightfall within

the circle of waggons which formed his camp. There he

gathered all the rich horse-trappings into a pile, and resolved

to set fire to it and perish in the flames should his entrench

ments be forced; but, in the meantime, he gave orders that

his instruments of martial music should be sounded as if he

were the conqueror; and all who dared to attack the lion in

his lair were overwhelmed by showers of stones or arrrows.

It is calculated that 300,000 men fell on this fearful day, but

even the half of that number would make the loss of life

immense. The corpse of Theodoric was buried with great

pomp during the night, and his son Torismond was made king

in his stead; but Ætius, fearing that the Visigoths might

become too strong if the Huns were entirely swept away,

advised Torismond to lead his troops home, and secure his

father's treasures. He then commissioned Meroveus at the

head of his Franks to follow Attila in his retreat, and to

kindle numerous fires by night in order to deceive the Huns

as to the number of their pursuers. The Thuringians, a

tribe of Goths in Attila's service, out-did the Huns in their

enormous cruelties; and, in this retreat, it is related that they

caused the bodies of two hundred young maidens to be torn

to pieces by horses, or crushed under their waggons, and

left the limbs scattered along the highway.

The Burgundians embraced Christianity or rather Arian

ism at this time, as the allies of the Goths, hoping to be pro

tected by their God from the Huns; and the Suevi followed

their example, in order to live more safely in the neighbour

hood of the Arian Goths and Vandals.

The Eastern Empire being relieved rather than burdened

by the troubles that affected the West, Marcian took advan

tage of a time of peace to call for a synod of bishops at

Chalcedon, A. D. 451. This was distinguished as the Fourth

General Council; and the particular object of it was the

settlement of a new controversy that had arisen concerning

the person of Christ.

Eutyches, the superior of a monastery at Constantinople,

in the heat of argument with the Nestorians, had asserted,

somewhat as Cyril had done before, that there is but one

nature in Christ, namely the divine. He was deposed by a

council held in the capital, in A. D. 448 ; and his followers

|
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under the name of Monophysites (believers in one nature)

were branded as heretics. Dioscorus, the successor of Cyril,

who even exceeded that bishop in violence, called another

council at Ephesus, in A. D. 449; at which, after the most

tumultuous debating, Eutyches was acquitted, and one of

his accusers was so dreadfully scourged that he died soon

after. These shameful proceedings induced the opposite

party with Leo, bishop of Rome, at their head, to desire the

General Council which was called by Marcian. The igno

rance of many bishops who attended at Ephesus and Chal

cedon, was proved by their inability to sign their own names

to the decrees; and the alarming state of the monks was

evinced by a complaint made at the latter council, that a

thousand of them, under the command of their superior,

had disturbed the peace of Syria, and murdered the bishop

of Antioch. Eutyches was, however, finally condemned at

the council of Chalcedon; and the Scripture truth was simply

stated, “that in Christ two distinct natures are united ; and

that without any change, mixture, or confusion.” But a

number of oriental bishops violently opposed this decision,

and replied to the letter written in its defence by Leo. The

contest between the Catholics and the Monophysites became

more and more terrible. Several bishops were murdered,

others deprived of their offices, and the controversy, being

maintained with more or less violence year by year, did not

terminate at the end of the century.

Another question, which led to equally terrible results,

was first agitated in the council of Chalcedon. The bishops

of Rome, Constantinople, Palestine, Alexandria, and An

tioch, who had obtained the superior title of Patriarchs, had

assumed the sole right of ordaining bishops in their re

spective dioceses, of calling annual councils, and of deciding

disputes among the clergy. But the two former were con

tinually struggling for supremacy; and, by the decision of

the council of Chalcedon, were henceforth to be considered

equal in dignity, and superior to all others, even as their

respective cities were equal in splendour, and beyond all the

cities of the earth. The emperors, however, had always re

served to themselves the supreme power in ecclesiastical

affairs, and still retained it by promising to hear complaints

brought against the patriarchs. The impious titles of

-
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“your divinity,” “ your godship,” “supreme master,” etc.,

were now often used in addressing the occupant of the im

perial throne; and the bishops were saluted as “apostles,”

* successors of apostles,” “sons of apostles,” “princes of

the church,” “princes of the clergy,” “princes of the

people,” “high-priests,” “papas or popes,” “vicars of

Christ,” “ your holiness,” etc. Thus does proud, sinful,

and imperfect man ever seek to exalt himself, only that

his haughtiness may be ultimately bowed down ; whilst the

sinless and perfect one obtained a name which is above

every name, by humbling himself and becoming obedient to

death, even the death of the cross 1 May the mind be

in us that was in Christ Jesus !

CHAP. XIV.

ATTILA's CAMPAIGN IN ITALY.—HIS DEATH AND BURIAL.-END

OF VALENTINIAN's REIGN.—ROME TAKEN BY THE VANDALS.–

STORY OF COUNT RICIMER.—THE VANDAL PIRATES.—LE0,

EMPEROR OF THE EAST.-ZENO SUCCEEDS HIM.–THE LAST EM

PEROR OF THE WEST.-ODOACER BECOMES KING OF ITALY.-

FOUNDATIONS OF PAPAL DOMINION.—INCREASE OF SUPERSTITION.

IN the spring of the year A.D. 452, Attila renewed his de

mand for the princess Honoria; and a second refusal from

the court of Ravenna gave him a pretext for again bringing

his barbarian hosts southwards. The Huns, with the aid

of their more ingenious captives, laid siege to Aquileia; but

the strength of its fortifications discouraged Attila, and, at

the end of three months, he determined to lead his forces by

another way into Italy. But, as he was riding round the

walls the evening before his intended departure, he saw a

stork desert her nest in one of the towers, and take flight

with her young ones into the country. This circumstance

he related to the besiegers, telling them that such a domestic

bird would not forsake the dwelling of man unless it were

given to destruction. Encouraged by this remark, they re

newed their efforts, and the tower fell; and the Huns, having

entered through the breach, only left the city when they had

made it a heap of ruins; so determined, indeed, was Attila

in the work of destruction, that he used to boast that the grass

never grew again where the hoof of his horse had trodden.

-
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Many of the inhabitants of Aquileia fled to those islands on

which the city of Venice now stands; and, having begun to

earn their livelihood by trading in salt, they gradually im

proved their condition, till, by diligent industry, their de

scendants became the richest commercial people in the

world.

Pavia and Milan were spared in the general destruction,

only by sacrificing the whole of their wealth to the barba

rians. As Attila entered the royal palace, in the latter city,

his quick eye fell upon a picture, representing some Scy

thian princes at the feet of a Roman emperor; and, with

an indignant smile, he desired one of his captive painters to

reverse the figures, and place the emperor at his feet.

Doubtless, he expected, at that time, to number Valentinian

amongst his prisoners; and that prince, though shut up in

Ravenna, was contemplating an escape to Constantinople, as

a place of greater safety. Leo, bishop of Rome, in his

splendid pontifical robes, undertook to be the ambassador

to the barbarian camp; but although Attila, struck with his

imposing aspect, received him with respect, he refused to

leave Italy without a certain sum of money which he de

manded as Honoria's marriage portion; and added, that

unless the princess were delivered up to him within the pe

riod he fixed upon, he should return to demand her again.

The gold was paid; and the diseased state of his barbarian

followers induced Attila to hasten his retreat. On his re

turn to his own palace, he celebrated his marriage with

another wife, the daughter of Eslaw; and, after drinking to

excess, retired at a late hour. The attendants did not ven

ture into his sleeping apartment till the middle of the next

day; and great was their surprise on finding the terrified

bride seated by the bedside; Attila having died during the

night from the bursting of an artery, which occasioned suffo

Cation.

. The body was enclosed in three coffins—the first of gold,

the second of silver, the third of iron, and buried at dead of

night, with some of the richest spoils that had been won by

the barbarian king; and his warriors, having put to death

the captives who made the grave, celebrated the funeral

with loud lamentations, and songs describing his victories,

cutting their hair and wounding their faces in token of grief;

l
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and they ended by feasting in the most intemperate manner

around the sepulchre. Such was the shocking termination

of Attila's violent career. A.D. 453.

After Attila's death, his many sons contended with each

other for the sovereign command; but, as none of them had

ability to govern the whole barbarian host, many divisions

were made among the Huns; and in this state they remained

till they were attacked by the Avars, a tribe of Geougen,

whose deeds we have yet to relate.

The repeated attacks of the northern barbarians had been

the chief causes of the decline and division of the Western

empire; and, after the death of Attila, we shall have simply

to trace its rapid downfall and end. Valentinian, having

lost his mother, fell under the influence of Heraclius, one of

his favourites, who stirred up his mind to suspect the fidelity

of AEtius. The patrician had accumulated great wealth, and

was always followed by a numerous train of dependent bar

barians: his haughtiness was also, at this time, increased

by the expected marriage of his son, who had long been be

trothed to the emperor's daughter Eudoxia. But he had, as

it has been said, served his master faithfully; and, sus

pecting no evil at his hands, one day very warmly urged him

to fix the day for the intended nuptials. For the first time

in his life Valentinian drew out his sword, and plunged it in

the breast of his protector: his guards closed in upon the

victim, and AEtius fell, pierced with a hundred wounds. His

principal friends were afterwards summoned to the palace,

one after the other, and privately murdered.

Valentinian, whose character was, in other respects, ex

ceedingly wicked, now became the object of general hatred;

and one of his subjects dared to tell him that, in destroying

AEtius, he had acted like a man who cuts off his right hand

with his left. But the emperor was deaf to all reproof; and,

continuing in his course of guilt, he took away the wife of

Maximus, a senator of the Anician family, under pretence

that the empress required her services. Maximus, in the

heat of his revenge, hired some barbarians who had been

attached to AEtius to assassinate both Valentinian and his

friend Heraclius, as they were gazing upon some military

games celebrated at Rome. A. D. 455.

Maximus, being made emperor, took possession of Valen

==
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tinian's widow ; but she hated him as her husband's mur

derer, and sent a secret embassy to the king of the Vandals,

inviting him to come to Italy. Genseric had already con

quered Sicily, and made frequent descents on the neighbouring

coast; and, three months after the death of Valentinian, his

fleet cast anchor at the mouth of the Tyber. Maximus had

never known an easy moment since he ascended the throne;

and now, in trying to make his escape, was stoned by the

populace, and his body thrown into the river. Leo, at the

head of a procession of clergy, again stood before a bar

barian king; and Genseric, at his desire, ordered his furious

soldiers to spare the unresisting, and not to fire the buildings

or torture the captives. But the city was given up to them

for fourteen days, and its treasures transported by ship

loads into Africa. Amongst them, it is said, were numbered

the spoils of the Christian, the Pagan, and the Jew; for

the churches were stripped of their costly vessels and orna

ments, the Capitol was deprived of its statues and gilded

roof, and the golden table and candlestick, which had been

preserved since the taking of Jerusalem by the Romans,

were now also carried away. The gold and silver, including

the imperial ornaments, and the massy silver tables and

sideboards, common in the palaces of Rome, amounted to

several thousand talents; but, not satisfied with the more

precious metals, the Vandals removed the brass and copper

with great labour. The empress Eudoxia herself, who had

invited the barbarians, was carried into Africa with her two

daughters; and many thousands of captives, of both sexes,

who were thought to be either useful or agreeable by the

conquerors, were also transported thither. The charity of

Deogratias, the first Catholic bishop that Carthage had seen

for many years, alleviated the sufferings of the captives; as he

sold the church plate for the ransom or relief of many, and

converted two large churches into hospitals for the use of the

sick, comforting them, also, by his personal attention. Such

bright spots does Christianity, wherever it is in exercise, in

variably leave on the otherwise dark pages of man's history.

We shall now pass rapidly through the reigns of the nine

insignificant emperors who occupied the throne of the West

in succession, during the twenty stormy years that followed

the death of Valentinian. Avitus, the friend of AEtius and

.
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his successor as master-general of the cavalry, obtained the

purple at the death of Maximus, through the influence of

Theodoric II., who had made himself king, by the murder

of his brother Torismond. But, though Marcian consented

to the election of the king of the Goths, the senate and

people of Rome objected to it; and the unpopularity of

Avitus was artfully increased by Count Ricimer, the com

mander of the barbarian troops who defended Italy. Rici.

mer's mother was the daughter of Wallia; but, on his

father's side, he was connected with the Suevi, a nation

which had been almost extirpated by Theodoric under pre

tence of recovering Spain for his ally the emperor of the

West. Ricimer had great influence in Italy; and, after

winning the gratitude of the people by destroying several

Vandal ships that were ravaging the coasts, he found it easy

to deprive Avitus of the throne. Knowing, however, the

common prejudice against a barbarian sovereign, he con

tented himself with the rank of patrician, and bestowed the

imperial dignity on Majorian, a general whose military fame

stood nearly as high as that of AEtius, A. D. 457. But

Majorian so much excelled his predecessors, that Ricimer

soon became jealous of him, and sought the ruin of a mo

narch who seemed likely to eclipse himself. During a reign

of four years, Majorian issued several edicts for the improve

ment of the moral condition of his people, and enacted some

severe laws to prevent the ruin of the ancient capital; as he

perceived it was usual to pull down the old edifices, however

beautiful, when materials were wanted for building or re

pairing the dwellings in Rome. He might have found

plenty of useful occupation at home, but he preferred rather

to enjoy his military tastes; and, to that end, he determined

to make war with Genseric; and having, by his liberal pro

mises, drawn many thousands of Attila's warriors to enlist

in his army, he led his forces across the Alps, going before

them on foot, and in complete armour, sounding the depths

of the snow with a staff, in order to find the best path for

his followers. When they complained of the cold, he told

them the heat of Africa would make amends; for thither he

intended to lead them as soon as Gaul submitted to his
arms. Theodoric was compelled to make an alliance with

the warlike emperor; and, at great expense, a fleet was
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equipped by him for the African expedition. Genseric in

vain attempted to make a treaty of peace; and, ever fertile

in expedients to save himself from a foreign enemy, he at

last bribed some of Majorian's subjects to assist his Vandal

messengers in setting fire to the Roman vessels as they lay

in the harbour of Carthagena. Marjorian, seeing the labours

of three years had been destroyed in a few hours, returned |

to Italy to prepare another fleet; but Ricimer excited the *

people against him on account of the late misfortune, and

he was deposed. He died a few days afterwards, either

from sickness or treachery. A. D. 461. ,

Ricimer being now determined that there should be only

a nominal sovereign, chose Severus, concerning whom no- * *

thing can be said during a reign of six years; at the end of

which the patrician put him to death, as no longer suiting

his purpose. Marcellinus, a Pagan officer who governed º

the province of Dalmatia, refused to acknowledge Ricimer's |

creature, and reigned independently during this period;

and AEgidius, general beyond the Alps, followed his ex

ample. The latter was so much esteemed by the barba

rians, that they used to come before his tribunal to settle

their own disputes, and when the Franks were displeased by

the childish follies of their king, Childeric, and drove him

into exile for four years, they would own no other sovereign ". . . . . .

than AEgidius till his return. It is supposed that he was at . . . . . .

last secretly poisoned by the contrivance of Ricimer; and tº

this murderous barbarian seems to have committed these ! . . . .

numerous regicides without the least remorse. The Western i.

empire ought now rather to be called the kingdom of Italy, i

as nothing but that country remained in the reign of Se- |

verus. It was, moreover, constantly ravaged by the Vandal

pirates; and Genseric, even in his old age; conducted every

naval expedition in person. When his pilot asked him to | |

which point he would go, his reply was, “Leave it to the | -

winds to direct us to the most guilty coast;” but this he . . . .

said as a subtle excuse for his own cruelty and avarice, not |

knowing that he was, like Attila and Alaric, the scourge of

t

*

God in punishing the lands that had received the Gospel of

his grace in vain. Genseric visited in turn the whole ex

tent of the shores of the Mediterranean; and, though he

embarked sufficient cavalry to sweep along the coast, he did -
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not attack the fortified cities. Weakened by the luxurious

habits which they fell into in their new position, the Vandals

had become unequal to carry out the purposes of their king;

but the Moors and other barbarians who supplied their

places, exceeded them in cruelty. In one of their expedi

tions to the island of Zacynthus, we hear that five hundred

of the chief citizens were actually cut to pieces and cast into

the sea.

It is necessary to turn for a moment to the history of the

Eastern empire, as it is closely connected with the termina

tion of imperial power in the West. Marcian died in A.D.

458, soon after the accession of Majorian; and Aspar, who

held the rank of patrician, would have succeeded him, had

not the clergy objected, on the ground of his Arian opinions.

Aspar, however, possessed sufficient influence to nominate

an emperor, and his choice having fallen. upon Leo, a Thra

cian, and chief steward of his household, the senate con

sented. For the first time, the coronation was made a

religious ceremony, its performance by the patriarch being

said to express the approval of God. Genseric entered into

a treaty with the emperor of the East under the following

circumstances:—his captives, the empress Eudoxia and her

daughters, were treated with little respect, till he thought

that by marrying his son Huneric to Eudoxia, the eldest

princess, he might be justified in claiming a proportion of

the imperial dominions as her dowry. The Eastern court

refused to comply with this demand; but, to pacify the

Vandal tyrant, Leo offered an immense sum of money as the

marriage portion of the descendant of Theodosius. This

was accepted, and Eudoxia, with her daughter Placidia,

were allowed to embark for Constantinople, whilst Eudoxia

became the unwilling bride of Huneric.

As Genseric still continued to disturb the peace of Italy,

Ricimer proposed to the people to allow the emperor of the

East to choose their next sovereign, expecting thus to se

cure his protection. Anthemius, son of the distinguished

prefect of that name, had married the daughter of Marcian,

and as he had been one of the pretenders to the throne now

occupied by Leo, that emperor was glad to get rid of him

by giving him the kingdom of Italy. A.D. 467. He, there.

fore, sent him to Rome with a strong guard, as his adopted

§

:
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son, and the emperor of his choice; and Anthemius tried to

secure the friendship of Ricimer, by giving him his daughter

in marriage. Marcellinus, as an independent king, con

sented to join the two emperors in an expedition against

the Vandals, and a large fleet and army were prepared by

them, at an immense expense. Basiliscus, whose sister

Verina the emperor Leo had married, was appointed com

mander; but Genseric's fire ships met the great armament

as they entered the harbour bf Carthage, and only half of

the enemy's vessels escaped from the African coast. Basi

liscus, at his return to Constantinople, took refuge in Santa

Sophia, fearing the wrath of the emperor; but his life was

saved through the intercession of his sister. Marcellinus was

assassinated soon afterwards at the instigation of Ricimer;

and Genseric, being left master of the sea, added Sardinia

and Sicily to his dominions, and increased his power by an

alliance with the king of the Visigoths. But Theodoric II.

was, in his turn, assassinated by his brother Euric; and

this prince, who, with a savage temper, possessed great mili

tary ability, completed the destruction of Roman authority

in Spain and Gaul.

In A.D. 471, through a quarrel that had arisen between

Anthemius and Ricimer, Italy was divided into two hostile

kingdoms. The patrician, finding his party the weakest,

proposed to Olybrius, a senator of the Anician family, who

had married the princess Placidia, to come and claim the

throne in right of his wife. The emperor Leo, desirous to

remove another powerful noble from his capital, consented

that he should supplant Anthemius; and Olybrius, leaving

his palace at Constantinople to be used for some charitable

purposes, went, at the persuasion of his friends, to increase

the troubles of Italy. After three months of suffering,

through war, famine, and pestilence, the partisans of An

themius were obliged to yield; and he was himself put

to death by Ricimer, being the fourth, perhaps the fifth

sovereign, that had been destroyed by that reckless tyrant.

But the patrician only survived this last victim fifty days;

the hand of God was at length put forth upon him, so that

he could proceed no farther in his course of wickedness; and

he died of painful disease.

The emperor Leo became independent of the patrician
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Aspar in the early part of his reign; and, at this time, for

getting all his former obligations to him, caused him and

his whole family to be put to death, as guilty of treason,

although no crime was proved against them. The Gothic

allies who had respected Aspar, revenged his death upon his

ungrateful sovereign, by ravaging the empire to the very

gates of the capital. In the mean time Olybrius died, with

out violence, after reigning seven months; and Glycerius,

an obscure soldier, succeeded him; till, in the year 474,

another was appointed by the influence of the empress

Verina, and the bishopric of Salona was given to him in

exchange for the throne.

Leo died in that same year, praised by some for his many

virtues, and censured by others for his excessive avarice and

severity. In the annals of the church, he is celebrated for

having established by law the privileges of sanctuary; a

miracle, as it is said, having induced him to allow the claims

that had long been made, though without legal authority.

A criminal having taken refuge in a monastery, the supe

rior refused to give him up to the officers of justice who

pursued him. They determined to wait all night under

the walls, and to force open the doors in the morning ; but

they were so terrified by an appearance of fire from the

building, like repeated flashes of lightning, that they laid

down their arms, and asked the forgiveness of God for

having dared to attack a place which they supposed to be

miraculously defended on account of its holiness. The

clergy and monks, indeed, for the most part, had fallen so

low, that they did not disdain any artifice which might

increase their power or wealth, and the ability now given

them to protect criminals threw into their hands a vast ad

dition of both.

By one of Leo's edicts, all judicial proceedings, games,

and plays, were, for the first time, forbidden on the Lord's

day; and another of his laws was especially directed against

the prevalent simony of the day, and required that bishops

should be appointed without their own choice or efforts.

Ariadne, the daughter of Leo, had married an Isaurian

chief, who exchanged his own barbarous name for that of

Zeno; and, on the death of his father-in-law, he professed

to aspire to nothing but the second rank in the empire, as
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the guardian of Leo's infant son, on whom he bestowed the

title of Augustus. The child, however, soon died, and as he

was supposed to be its murderer, the empress Verina had a

strong party in her favour when she desired to make her

brother Basiliscus emperor in his stead.

Zeno, fearing the result of the contest, fled to his native

mountains for help, carrying with him his wife Ariadne. In the

following year he returned, and his party being strengthened

by some thousands of his Isaurian countrymen, his title was

fully acknowledged. Ariadne in vain sought to reconcile

her mother to the decision. Verina continued to excite

tumults till her death, and at one period raised up a rival

emperor in Syria and Egypt, who had an army of seventy

thousand men. Verina's niece had been married to Julius

Nepos, who succeeded his uncle Marcellinus as sovereign in

Dalmatia; and the emperor, being aware of the weakness of

Olybrius, encouraged Julius to add Italy to his dominions.

This he accomplished in 474; but in the following year he

was obliged to retire within his former limits, as the barba

rian troops who had served in the empire since Attila's death,

rebelled under the guidance of Orestes, their commander.

Julius Nepos had given Orestes the rank of patrician, but

his troops wished him to become emperor; and, though he

declined that dignity for himself, he conferred it on his son,

Romulus Augustus, A.D. 476. This last emperor of Rome,

who so singularly bore the names of the founders of the city,

and of the empire, differed as far as possible from them both ;

and nothing is remarked concerning him, save his personal

beauty. Latin historians, in derision of the weakness of the

last of the emperors, call him Augustulus, the diminutive of

Augustus. Orestes was a Roman by birth, and only became

Attila's subject by the cession of his native country, Panno

mia, to the king of the Huns. He had married the daughter

of Count Romulus, and Augustulus inherited the name of his

grandfather, which was not an uncommon one amongst the

Latins, whilst its corruption, Momyllus, was also used by

the Greeks. When Orestes found that his barbarian troops

demanded a third part of the lands of Italy as the reward of

their services, he refused to turn out the rightful possessors

on their behalf; but Odoacer, the son of Edecon, his an

cient companion, promising to gratify all the wishes of the
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soldiery, they rose against their former favourite, and

Orestes was besieged in Pavia, and put to death. Odoacer

was a barbarian by birth; and though he was saluted as king

of Italy, and had the sovereign power, he refused the dia

dem and robes, lest he should provoke the jealousy of other

chiefs; but he obliged Augustulus to make a formal resig

nation of his authority to the senate, and then permitted

him to retire to a castle in Campania, with a sufficient pen

sion. The senate, though fallen to their lowest state, still

clung to the shadow of their former rights; and, at the

suggestion of Odoacer, wrote to the emperor Zeno, telling

him they had no wish to continue the imperial succession in

the West, as one emperor was enough; and requesting

him, on account of the military virtues of Odoacer, to give

him the title of patrician, with the administration of the

diocese of Italy. Zeno, at first, rebuked them for their treat

ment of Anthemius and Nepos, the emperors chosen by the

Eastern court, and reminded them that the latter was still their

rightful sovereign; but he was soon reconciled to Odoacer's

arrangements, as this subtle chief sent him all the imperial

ensigns and useless ornaments of the throne, and gratified

his pride by causing statues of him to be erected at Rome.

From political motives, Odoacer had removed the imperial

ensigns from Italy, whilst he took care to secure the sove

reign power; but he was also wise enough to make no

change in the laws and institutions of the country, which

would have alarmed the people; and, though an Arian by

profession, he was of a tolerant disposition, and treated the

Catholic bishops and monks with respect. At the end of

seven years, he allowed the citizens of Rome again to

choose annually a magistrate with consular power, from

among eleven of the senators, who were to hold the office in

succession; but the title of consul was still reserved for the

emperor of the East. By reason of the long neglect of agri

culture in Italy, the cutting off of the foreign supplies of

corn, etc., occasioned the greatest misery; multitudes were

reduced to a state of starvation, and some districts entirely

depopulated. Odoacer humanely endeavoured to alleviate

the suffering which his appropriation of a part of the lands

for his barbarian soldiers had increased; and, during his

reign of fourteen years, the condition of Italy seemed in
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some degree to improve. Genseric died in the first year

of Odoacer's reign, A.D. 477, and was succeeded by his son,

Huneric.

We cannot close this sketch of the downfall of the Roman

empire in the West, without observing, that whilst the

imperial power decayed, and at length received its death

blow, as already related, the ecclesiastical power seemed to

rise, andgradually increased in its worldly influence; till Rome,

in a new form, reigned over the kings of the earth, and

peoples, multitudes, nations, and tongues, again came under

its mysterious power. The term pope, which is a corrup

tion of papa, or father, is commonly supposed to have

been the peculiar designation of the bishops of Rome; but,

we have already observed, it was originally given to bishops

generally, and sometimes even to the inferior clergy; and it

was not exclusively applied to the patriarchs of Rome for

many centuries. It was, however, Leo, surnamed the Great,

who laid the foundations of the papal dominion at the very

time the imperial power received its deadly wound. He

not only received from the emperor, Valentinian, authority

over all the bishops in the West, but the emperor Marcian

permitted a person appointed by him to reside at the Eastern

court, under pretence of examining into heresies. This was

the first of a long succession of papal legates, who in that

and other foreign courts chiefly aimed at increasing the

power of their ambitious employers, by getting them to be

acknowledged as the heads of a universal spiritual empire.

Leo also tried to enforce the celibacy of the clergy; and if

he had not in view the engagement of this numerous class

in entire devotedness to his system, by detaching them from

all domestic ties, scarcely a better means could have been

devised for producing such a result, as farther historical

experience goes to prove. To Leo we must likewise trace the

establishment of the mischievous practice of private confes

sion to the priests, whereby they obtained such an amazing

power over the consciences of the guilty and the supersti

tious, that they could prescribe to them, according to their

will, any kind of penance; whereby these blind guides led

their blind followers to suppose that atonement might be

made for sin. The pomp of religious services was greatly

increased at this period, and practices for which the Pagans

WOL. II. L
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had been condemned, were now adopted in every church.

Incense was burned, holy water sprinkled, and tapers or

flambeaux kept so constantly burning, that the services, even

at mid-day, were performed by this artificial light. Certain

local councils sought to legislate against the growing super

stitions, but with little success. By one canon it was de

clared that lights were unnecessary to frighten away evil spirits

from the shrines of the saints! Another canon excludes

from communion any one who should be found guilty of

practising divination with the Bible. In explanation of this,

it is said, that as the Pagans used to open the books of Virgil

and expect guidance, or the prediction of future events,

from the words on which their eyes first lighted, so the clergy

had begun to make a gainful trade by using the Scriptures

in the same manner. In consequence of the rivalry between

the patriarchs of Rome and Constantinople, the regulations

of the Greek and Latin churches began to differ in many

respects. For instance, the days between Easter and Pen

tecost having been commonly considered a season of festivity,

all fasting, and even kneeling, were prohibited ; but when Leo

ordered that the feast of Ascension should be observed

during this period, preceded by three days of fasting and

supplication, the Eastern churches refused to deviate from

their ancient customs. Judging by some extracts from

the sermons and letters of Leo, he might be supposed to be

a humble Christian, and tolerably acquainted with scriptural

doctrine; but his public character, and especially his ambi

tious views, must render the character of his religious pro

fession very questionable. Leo died in A.D. 461, in the same

year as the emperor Majorian.

(ºr I cannot pass over this remarkable period of history (chaps.

ix.-xiv.) without observing, that some of the most approved inter

preters of prophecy have considered it as a fulfilment of Rev. viii.

6–13. They take “the third part” to signify the Western empire,

as being about that proportion of the known world. The first trum

pet they consider to prefigure the irruptions of the Goths, and espe

cially under Alaric; the second trumpet, to describe the deeds of the

Huns under Attila ; the third trumpet, the Vandals under Genseric,

the wormwood star being taken to express the Arian heresy; the

fourth trumpet they consider as descriptive of the extinction of the

Roman empire in the West. Other interpreters, of the present day,

whilst they would not contradict the similarity between these events
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and the strong figures of this portion of the Book of Revelation, and

also believe that it is not contrary to the mind of the Spirit to draw

such a parallel between the prophecy and history that is past—are

still expecting a more complete and literal fulfilment in these last

days, and think it dangerous to look back upon these awful predic

tions, as if their whole meaning were exhausted, and the inhabiters of

the earth had no further concern in them.

It is a subject on which both caution and modesty becomes one.

Probably there is truth in the judgment of a late writer, who considers

that the Book of Revelation refers in a figurative manner to the

protracted period of history from the time of the Lord's going away

till he shall again return, and that in a more especial and literal man

ner, it may be considered descriptive of events yet to take place in the

auful crisis that is immediately to precede the Lord's second coming

to the earth. Blessed is it to know that all who, in despair of any

thing to be done by themselves, are enabled simply to trust in the

cleansing blood of the Lamb, and thus become his willing followers,

will be safely standing before the throne of God unharmed, tearless,

and satisfied, in that day when all others shall be exclaiming, “The

great day of his wrath is come; and who shall be able to stand!” Com

pare Rev. vi. 12–17, with the opposite picture in Rev. vii. 9—17.

The seals, Rev. vi., which have been applied by some interpreters to

events in the history and downfall of Paganism, and by others to

more recent events in the history of Christendom, I dare not offer any

comment upon. There can be nothing satisfactory in interpretations

that differ so widely. They lead us to believe these must be numbered

among unfulfilled prophecies. -

CHAP. XV.

REIGN OF ZENO.-ViOLENCE OF CONTROVERSY.—FANATICISM.–

PERSECUTION OF THE CATHOLICS IN AFRICA.—CONTROVERSY

with THE ARIANS.–ACCESSION OF CLOVIS.—THEODoric, KING

of THE OSTROGOTHS, CoNQUERS ITALY.—Pope GELASIUs.—

EPIPHANIUS. — CONVERSION OF CLOVIS. — THE * BURGUNDIAN

war.—CHARACTER of theoDoRIC's REIGN.—STATE of THE

CHURCH AT THE END OF THE FIFTH CENTURY.

The reign of Zeno is disgracefully distinguished by the

violent quarrels between the Eastern and Western bishops,

and the disputes that arose out of the opinions of the Nes

torians and Eutychians. Alexandria had long been noted

for the turbulence of its patriarchs; and Mongus, who was

bishop at this time, became the head of the Monophysite

party. Peter, surnamed the Fuller, on account of his

original trade when a monk, had made himself bishop of

º

* ,

|

º
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Antioch by force; but, having obtained the emperor's ap

proval of his usurpation, he united with Mongus in opposing

the decree of the Council of Chalcedon. On account of his

opinion that the divine (which he contended was the only)

nature of Christ suffered on the cross, he and his followers

were called Theopaschites; and Peter, in support of his

views, added to the words of a hymn in general use, called

the Tris-agion, which began, “O God most holy,” this

phrase: “Who hast suffered for us upon the cross.” His

purpose, in so doing, was not to assert the divinity of Christ,

which, indeed, none of his opponents denied, but to main

tain his unscriptural opinion, that the Lord had only one

nature. In many of the Eastern churches, however, where

the Monophysite doctrine was not received, the hymn

* thus altered came into use; but it was rejected by the

Western churches as having originated in a doctrinal error.

Both church and state were so convulsed by the violence of

the controversialists, that Zeno, by the advice of Acacius,

patriarch of Constantinople, published a decree in A.D. 482,

called the Henoticon (decree of union): therein the autho

rity of the Council of Chalcedon was acknowledged, but all

further dispute was forbidden for the sake of peace. Mongus,

and all the most moderate in either party, subscribed the

Henoticon; but many, who had hitherto followed Mongus,

still adhered to their former opinions, and were distinguished

by the name of Acephali, or the headless sect; and this sect

was again divided into three others, that differed from each

other in a manner that would be difficult to describe.

Felix III., who became bishop of Rome, in A.D. 483, assem

bled a council, in which Acacius was deposed and excommu

nicated for his supposed partiality towards the Monophysites;

but the true reason was, probably, his refusal to acknowledge

the supremacy of the Latin patriarch. Acacius, in his turn,

excommunicated the bishop of Rome, and erased his name

from the public diptychs, or church registers. The names

of Acacius and Fullo were, in revenge, effaced in the diptychs

at Rome; and the most violent animosity continued to pre

vail between the Eastern and Western churches.

It may here be observed, that the imitators of Simeon

Stylites, called the Pillar-Saints, and, by a modern writer,

“Holy Birds,” still continued to excite admiration in the
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East; but a certain bishop in Gaul, finding a pillar erected

by one of them in his diocese, caused it to be pulled down.

But, though they obtained less celebrity in the West, the

pillar-saints continued their practices in different parts of

Christendom till the twelfth century. In the reign of Zeno,

a sect of fanatics in Mesopotamia rivalled the Stylites in

madness, and obtained the name of the browsing saints;

numbers, both of men and women, imitating the brute

beasts by actually feeding on the grass. And such are the

follies to which man is exposed when he departs from God.

Becoming a voluntary in humility (Col. ii. 18, margin), he

follows his own devices, lead where they will, whilst the

reasonable service, which is acceptable to God from the

living members of Christ, is deemed of no account. At this.

same period, a Syrian monk lived in a box, placed at the

top of a mountain, which was a worse habitation than

Diogenes' tub, being so contrived that he could not stand

upright in it, and yet was exposed to the wind, rain, and

sun. After some time he changed his posture, and stood

covered with a garment of skin, having two holes through

which he could stretch his hands upwards, and another to

allow him to breathe. One of his cotemporaries, equally

famous, fed only upon lentils, dragged about a load of heavy

chains, and, during three days and nights, lay prostrate in

the open air, till he was so covered with snow as to be

scarcely discernible. These voluntaries in humility far out

went the persons condemned by the Apostle (Col. ii. 18–23)

for satisfying their carnal minds whilst they made a show of

abstinence, worship, and punishment of the body; yet these,

alas! are the very persons that are referred to by men called

the “Fathers of the Church,” as models of Christian per

fection, and infallible authorities in matters of doctrine.

Let us turn to other scenes, taking place at this time,

in which the Christians were called to suffer persecution;

and, under torments that were not self-imposed, proved that

they possessed a faith that could endure the fiery trial.

Huneric, king of the Vandals, began his reign with a pro

fession of tolerance towards the Catholics; and, either at

the request of the Eastern court, or to gratify his wife, he

said that the people of Carthage again should have a bishop,

on condition that the Arians in the Eastern capital should

!
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be similarly favoured. Some of them replied that they

would not accept a bishop on terms with which they had no

power to comply, and that they would rather leave it to

Christ to govern His own church without a bishop, as He

had done for twenty-four years past, since the removal of

Deogratias.

Huneric, however, allowed them to elect Eugenius as their

bishop, without accepting his conditions; and though all the

church property was still left in the hands of the Arians,

such large sums were voluntarily brought to Eugenius by

his Catholic congregation, that he could give liberally to the

needy, contenting himself with his daily bread. So many

Vandals attended his preaching that the Arian bishops com

- plained; and Huneric appointed officers to watch at the doors

and forcibly prevent the entrance of any one who wore the

Vandal habit. Seeing many men and women about to

go in, the king's soldiers twisted their staves, jagged with

iron, in their hair; and, drawing them violently backwards,

tore off the skin with the hair, and led them through the

streets as examples to others. It was now manifest that

many valued the truth of God more than their ease or their

lives; and, when the ferocious Huneric refused to have any

* * l - one in his court who would not embrace the Arian doctrines,

| . . . . . many persons of high rank gave up their offices. Some

- - º * . . were sent to reap corn in the country; others were deprived

: t - of all their possessions and banished. When the persecution

* * - became general, five thousand persons, who firmly adhered

- | to the Catholic profession, were gathered out for punish

ment, and sent to the Moors, with orders from the king to

conduct them into the desert. On the march they suffered

dreadfully; but were joined, as they proceeded, by many

who chose to suffer affliction with the people of God rather

i than to be separated from them. One aged bishop, who

| was paralytic, was tied across a mule; and the weak ones,

| - whether old or young, who loitered behind the rest, were

* pricked with javelins to spur them on, and dragged by the

- - feet when unable to walk, so that numbers died by the way.

- | When they halted for the night, they were crowded all to

º º - gether like cattle ; and their sufferings, both from filth and

* - disease, were extreme. As they passed along, loud lament

| : ations were heard; and the country people, who pitied the
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martyrs, especially grieved at the loss of their pastors who

were among the number. The remnant that reached

the desert endured great hardships from scarcity of food,

wretched accommodation, and the savage disposition of the

people amongst whom they dwelt as exiles. In A.D. 483,

the year after Zeno published his Henoticon, Huneric sent

forth an edict upbraiding the Catholic teachers who yet re

mained for continuing to propagate their doctrines; and,

professing merely to carry out the imperial laws for the

punishment of those who differed from the established faith,

he declared he would no longer suffer any scandal in his

provinces, and commanded the bishops to assemble on a

certain day at Carthage, to hold a public conference with

the Arians. Before the first of February, which was the

appointed day, Huneric banished or put to death some of

the most able of the Catholic clergy; and one bishop was

even burned alive to intimidate the rest. At the time of

the conference, Cirila, the chief of the Arian party, appeared,

seated on a magnificent throne, supported by the clergy

who were of the same opinions; and the Catholics were de

sired to stand below. Seeing that no conference was in

tended, but that they were brought as criminals before par

tial judges, the Catholics loudly complained of the injustice .

shown them, but were each of them punished with a

hundred blows on the feet for making a clamour. We

must believe the Lord would have stood with those who had

the truth on their side, and strengthened them, had they

depended on Him alone; but the want of faith to confide

wholly in Him was at this time conspicuous among the

Catholic bishops. They had drawn up, by their united

efforts, a Scriptural statement of their faith; but, not satis

fied to let it stand or fall by its agreement or otherwise with

the revealed truth of God, they entitled it the “Creed of

St. Athanasius,” hoping to shelter themselves under so

celebrated a human authority: this name it retained.* In

making their confession of faith before Cirila, the Catholic

* Another fraud is said to have been practised by the Catholic

party at this time; but a long controversy on the subject, which has

occurred in our own days, does not seem to put the matter beyond

doubt. In disputing with the Arians at Carthage, these words, it is

said, were quoted for the first time in the writings of the Catholic
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bishops boldly declared, they hoped, by the grace of God,

to persevere in the same to their life's end.

They were allowed till the first of June to retract; but

their churches were all transferred in one day to the Arians,

most of whom did not even understand the Latin tongue

used by the Africans, and were too wicked and ignorant to

be instructers of others. The Catholic bishops were refused

either food or lodging in the city of Carthage, and remained

together outside the walls. One day, as the king passed

by, they ventured to expostulate with him ; but he ordered

his armed horsemen to ride in among them, and many

were wounded. Another day he sent to them a paper rolled

up, to which he desired them to swear; but they refused to

do so, not knowing its contents. Out of four hundred and

forty-six bishops who came to the conference, forty-eight

died, probably through ill-usage; forty-six were sent to

Corsica to hew timber; and of the remainder, two hundred

and twenty-two, who did not make their escape, were ba

nished by Huneric for disobeying his command not to

ordain others.

The Arian king continued to persecute his Catholic sub

jects with worse than pagan cruelty. Many were scourged,

hanged, or burned alive; and several had their hands cut

off, or their tongues torn out by the roots. The historians

of these times, not content that the doctrine for which these

martyrs suffered was to be clearly proved by Seripture, and

not satisfied merely to recount the grace of God which enabled

them to be faithful, add, that miraculous evidence was

given; the confessors who had lost their tongues being

equally able to proclaim their belief afterwards, two only

excepted, who it was supposed were not favoured with re

stored speech on account of certain previous immoralities in

bishops, “There are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the

Word, and the Holy Ghost; and these three are one” (1 John v. 7).

That this was their interpolation of the text, at that time, is argued,

first, because these words had never before been quoted in the many

controversies on the same subject; and secondly, because they are not

to be found in the most ancient Greek copies of the New Testament.

In the modern approved editions of the Greek Testament, the passage

is marked as of uncertain authority; nor would the doctrine of the

Trinity be in the least impugned by its absence, as the Scriptures so

abundantly testify to the same truth. |
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their conduct. A knowledge of the temper of the times,

and that simple belief in the word of God which makes one

feel that miraculous evidence is not necessary to prove any

one of its truths, may be a sufficient apology for rejecting

the account of the martyrs who were said to speak without

tongues.*

It may well be said, that they who believe not the Scrip

tures will not be persuaded even though one rose from the

dead!

The Arian party readily performed the will of their

king, and tortured even old men, women, and children who

remained true to their creed. The clergy went by night,

with armed men, into houses, sprinkling water over persons

in their beds, saying that they had made them Christians.

Others were seized in the highways, and violently brought

to them to undergo the same ceremonies. Various persons

of both sexes, fleeing from the persecution, died through

cold or hunger. During a reign of nearly eight years, Hu

neric's own family, as well as the Catholics, suffered from his

ferocious disposition; and even the Arian patriarch, having

displeased him, was burned alive. The tyrant died in

great suffering, in A.D. 485; and his nephew, Guntamund,

who succeeded him, put an end to the persecution, and re

called Eugenius to Carthage.

About the time of the publication of Zeno's Henoticon and

* I subjoin the observations of a dear servant of God upon this

subject: “It is like God to give to his servants in their weakness and

suffering some special manifestations of his presence with them, and

of course, when he interferes, He is above the necessity of instru

mental means. Yet is there a certain economy of miracle ever ob

served in the Scriptures, which is very unlike what is here narrated.

The restoration of the lost member would be more in harmony with

Scripture miracle. This, I believe, our Lord often did; but I do not

recollect any instance of functions performed without the member

which God especially appointed for such functions. The character of

this age, its credulity and growing superstition, should lead us very

cautiously to listen to such accounts, notwithstanding the evidence

said to have been given by ear-witnesses. Rather later, we read,

among Romish “Lives of the Saints,’ of one whose head was cut off

taking it under his arm across the sea! God's order for his perse

cuted people seems to be, that they commit themselves to Him that

judgeth righteously: here let faith and patience have their perfect

work, and, though tried with fire, they will be found to praise, and

honour, and glory, at the appearing of Jesus Christ.”
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Huneric's persecuting edicts, Clovis, the son of Childeric,

became king of the Franks by his father's death; and

though, at that time, only distinguished for his valour, his

ambition, and his superstitious attachment to the traditions of

his pagan forefathers, it was he who afterwards became the

most powerful supporter of the Catholic party in Europe.

At the age of fifteen, he found himself at the head of a

small but powerful nation, and the circumstances of his

neighbours, which we are about to relate, seemed favourable

to his desires for an increase of territory. Euric, king of

the Visigoths, who had subdued the greater part of Spain

and Portugal, died soon after the accession of Clovis to the

throne, leaving his son Alaric, then an infant, under the

care of guardians. Syagrius, the son of Ægidius, who was

acknowledged as king by the Romans in Gaul, seemed the

only rival that the young king of the Franks had to dread

in that country; and, at the age of twenty, he met this

opponent in battle near his royal city of Soissons, and Sya

grius, being defeated, took refuge at Thoulouse. The

ministers of Alaric, being too weak to defend him, were

obliged to deliver him to Clovis for execution; and many of

the German tribes, who were at liberty to follow any popular

leader, joined the standard of the victor at this period.

We have traced the course of the Visigoths under Alaric

and his successors, till we see an infant bearing that name

their nominal sovereign ; and, at this time of their greatest

weakness, the Ostrogoths, who had settled in Pannonia, be:

came formidable under the guidance of their king Theodoric.

These barbarians, always disinclined to the labour of agri

culture, were often in great need; but, till the accession of

Theodoric, none of their kings had sufficient courage to lead

them into the neighbouring provinces. This prince, to

supply their wants, and to gratify his own ambition, first

conducted them into Thrace; and, in wasting that province

as far as Constantinople, the barbarians, in wanton cruelty,

deprived a number of the peasants of their right hands, thus

preventing them from ever again cultivating their lands.

In order to secure the friendship of so powerful a foe,

Zeno sent to Theodoric a large quantity of gold, and gave

him the title of Patrician, with the command of his choicest

troops, promising to treat him as his adopted son. With

s:

:
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these advantages, Theodoric requested permission to take

Italy out of the hands of Odoacer; and, as that prince

had long been independent of the Eastern court, this

was willingly granted, as the readiest way of satisfying the

Ostrogoths and their king. In A.D. 487, Theodoric, accom

panied by all his subjects, with their flocks, herds, and

moveable effects, left Pannonia for ever in order to seek a

more agreeable settlement in Italy. A vast number of

waggons loaded with corn attended the emigrants, and the

women ground it as it was wanted in their portable mills;

but, as three years elapsed before Theodoric took Ravenna,

a great multitude of his people died of famine. Odoacer

vigorously defended his kingdom ; and being at last van

quished, was treacherously stabbed at a banquet to which

he was invited by the Ostrogoths. Theodoric was pro

claimed king of Italy, with the reluctant consent of the em

peror of the East, in A.D. 490.

Zeno himself had become deservedly unpopular; as the

taxes, which were necessarily heavy through the circum

stances of the empire, were rendered doubly oppressive by

his avarice, and by the fears which led him to keep around

him thirteen thousand Isaurian guards, to whom he paid a

large sum year by year. He died unlamented in A.D. 491 ;

and his widow, Ariadne, gave herself and the imperial dig

nity to Anastasius, an aged officer of the palace, who was so

much esteemed for his kindness and uprightness, that the

people, at the time he was proclaimed emperor, loudly

shouted, “Reign as you have lived.” Anastasius reigned

in quietness till the close of the century, and as there

is nothing that particularly attracts attention in the affairs

of the East, we shall pursue the history of the barbarian

powers that were rising into such remarkable eminence.

Theodoric, after taking possession of Italy, presents us

with a rare example of satisfied ambition; for, instead of

seeking to extend his dominions, we find the Gothic king

devoting his whole attention to the management of his home

affairs. His people, 200,000 in number, had a third part of

the land divided amongst them, and each warrior received a

share proportionate to his rank or military talent. The

former occupants were obliged to divide their possessions

with these unwelcome guests, and yet to retain the whole
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labour of tillage; for the Goths were expected to be ready,

at the sound of the trumpet, to join their king at any mo

ment. Thus, the several quarters of Italy bore the ap

pearance of a well-regulated camp; and the conquerors

preserved their warlike aspect, although there was no inter

ruption of peace during Theodoric's prosperous reign of

thirty-three years. The Goths, however, by degrees assumed

the more elegant dress of the Italians, though retaining their

own language; and, whilst all military honours were given

to the conquerors, Theodoric left the civil employments in

the hands of the Latins, and used their laws as far as he

judged them to be wise and useful. Unlike other barbarians,

he sought to preserve the beautiful specimens of ancient ar

chitecture in his dominions; and he took care to levy the

taxes in the least oppressive manner, entirely excusing from

any payment those persons who had suffered from the

devastations of war. Theodoric secured the friendship of

Clovis by marrying his sister Albofleda; he made alliances

with the Vandals, the Burgundians, and the Visigoths, and

adopted the fierce king of the Northern Heruli as a son.

The barbarians of Sweden and Scythia brought their amber

and sables for honest traffic into Italy; and the Bulgarians,

a savage nation, who aided the Greeks to defend their fron

tier, were kept in awe by the name of Theodoric. *

The Ostrogoths were by profession Arians; but their

king treated the Catholics with kindness, and their clergy

with respect; and though he permitted his own followers to

change their profession, if they pleased, he did not seek to

induce others to embrace Arianism.

Gelasius was appointed patriarch of Rome in the second

year of the reign of Theodoric, and, during his pontificate,

he performed two services, which are worthy of notice. He

first succeeded in abolishing a Pagan festival, which emperors

and kings had hitherto in vain tried to suppress. It was

held in the month of February, and called the Lupercalia;

and its celebration was supposed essential to the fertility of

the soil. In honour of the god Pan, a goat was roasted on

willow spits, and a number of naked youths with whips

made of skin, ran through the streets and fields, striking

every one whom they met. Besides exposing the fallacy of

this ancient superstition, Gelasius resolved to discover the
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frauds already referred to as common among the Christians,

namely, the affixing any names that they pleased to their own

writings. This practice originated in the mischievous prin

ciple adopted in this century, that, in controversies respect

ing doctrines, certain aged or experienced persons should

decide the doubtful point, or the plurality of ancient opinions

on either side determine which was right. The customs of

the Greek sophists and Roman lawyers were thus brought

to bear on the examination of the truth of God; and it was

no longer to be asked whether a doctrine was right or true,

simply because of its accordance with the Scriptures; but

whetherit appeared so to the greatest number of its present

examiners, or had been approved by the most learned doc

tors in preceding ages. This rule being once laid down,

led to a variety of evil results; for not only were the most

absurd and infamous opinions received as undoubted truths,

such as the worship due to saints and images, the adoration

of the Virgin, purgatory, the saving nature of the sacra

ments, different methods of atonement for sin, etc. etc.;

but, in order to obtain a sufficient number of authorities for

the introduction of any new dogma, a multitude of writings

were palmed upon the credulous, either with names high in

repute in previous centuries, or even as proceeding from

Christ and his apostles. When these fraudulent writings

were quoted in support of doctrines clearly set forth in

Scripture, the discovery of such false aids was used by

the adversaries to bring into contempt the truth itself; and

Gelasius, perceiving the danger of the practice on all hands,

instituted an examination into the genuineness of many

suspected treatises, and exposed the deceitfulness of their

writers. But, as a singular proof that the practices pub

licly condemned by Gelasius did not cease at this time,

some decrees were afterwards produced with his name at

tached to them, of which he was not the author. Epipha

nius, bishop of Pavia, stood high in the esteem of Theodo

ric, and was sent by him to Lyons, the court of Gondebald,

king of the Burgundians, to treat with him for the ransom

of a number of captives whom he had carried away from

Liguria in the reign of Odoacer. The Burgundian king

generously set free all who had not been taken in arms, and

asked only a moderate sum for the redemption of the rest;
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and Epiphanius had the satisfaction of leading back many

thousands to their native homes. It is possible that some

of the Roman captives might have carried the Catholic faith

to the court of Lyons; for when Clotilda, the king's niece,

was married to Clovis in A.D. 496, it appeared that she was

attached to that profession, and she persevered in main

taining it, though united to a Pagan. At her desire, Clovis

consented to have their first child baptised; but the infant

dying, he regretted that it had not been dedicated to his

own gods; yet Clotilda prevailed upon him to allow their

second son to be baptised, and often entreated him to be

come a Christian. When, on the field of battle, engaged

in a doubtful conflict with the Allemanni, the fiercest of the

German tribes, it is said that the king of the Franks, for the

first time, called upon the God of Clotilda to help him ; and

the complete victory which he won, made him resolve, not

only to profess the Christian religion, but to choose the

Catholic rather than the Arian creed, commonly professed

by the barbarians.

Theodoric, his brother-in-law, interceded with Clovis for

the vanquished Allemanni, and they were thenceforth per

mitted to retain their own laws and institutions, under dukes

or leaders, appointed by the Merovingian kings. That which

was at first a temporary office, became at length an heredi

tary dignity, and we shall have frequent occasion to men

tion the Dukes of Germany, or Allemagne (so called from

the Allemanni), as we proceed in our history. Clovis was

baptized at Rheims, with three thousand of his warriors,

shortly after his victory; but so ignorant was the king of

the Franks of the spiritual nature of the religion which he

professed, that when the bishop's eloquent preaching on the

sufferings of Christ excited his natural feelings, he exclaimed,

laying his hand upon his sword, “Had I been there with

my valiant Franks, I would have revenged his injuries.”

One of the “lying wonders,” now, alas! so common, at

tended the baptism of Clovis; it was contrived that a dove

or pigeon should come down upon him, carrying a phial of

odoriferous ointment wherewith to anoint his head; and whilst

this pretended heavenly messenger descended, a brilliant

light was thrown into the church by other artificial means,

and a voice, impiously purporting to be the Lord's, said,
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: “Peace be with you; it is I: be not afraid : abide in my

love.” At no subsequent moment of his life did Clovis ap

a pear to understand either the nature or the power of the

religion of Christ; and, though he was perpetually violating

every precept of the word of God, he was saluted by the

clergy with the title of “Most Christian King” (which has

ever since been given to the kings of France), “Eldest won

… of the church,” &c.; and at length, when Anastasius was

suspected of attachment to the Eutychian sect, Clovis was

gloried in as the only Catholic sovereign in the Christian

world ! Upon his first profession of Christianity, the king

of the Franks received a crown of gold from the emperor of

the East, in token of friendship; and this being presented

by Clovis to the church of Rome, Hormisdas, the bishop,

placed it upon the mitre usually worn by his predecessors.

Two other crowns were added by succeeding bishops; and

thus was formed the tiara, or triple crown, which became

the distinguishing ornament of the Roman pontiffs. The

first work of Clovis, after his baptism, was to make war with

Gundobald, his uncle, as it was considered a meritorious

work to attack an Arian king, and well-pleasing to the

Catholic clergy. Gundobald had murdered the father of

Clotilda, and another of his own brothers; but Godegesil,

the youngest, held Geneva in subjection to him. Many of

his people were Catholics by profession, and, to quiet the

public feeling of discontent after the conversion of Clovis,

Gundobald assembled a synod at Lyons, composed of the

Catholic and Arian clergy. He then sharply demanded of

the Catholic bishops why they did not restrain the king of

the Franks, if theirs was, in truth, the Christian religion;

and added, that Clovis should show his faith by his works;

for his sanguinary and covetous disposition in threatening

to make war with a relative, and a brother-sovereign, was no

proof of his conversion. The bishop of Vienne replied

that he was ignorant of the designs of Clovis; but since

the Scriptures led him to expect that no kingdom could

stand that departed from the law of God, he exhorted

Gundobald to seek security by embracing the true faith.

The king then again passionately reproached the Catholics,

because Clovis had made his own brother revolt against him,

and thus dismissed the assembly. The Franks and Burgun

*
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dians met in battle in the last year of the fifth century; and

the defection of Godegesil with his Genevese troops, gave

the victory to Clovis. Gundobald fled, and obtained peace,

on condition of paying tribute to the king of the Franks,

and of forgiving his brother; but he soon broke his promise,

and, besieging Godegesil in Vienne, he took that city, and

put to death the five thousand Franks who formed the

garrison, together with his brother. Clovis, in his turn, was

humbled, and accepted the alliance of the king of Burgundy,

on condition of his doing him military service. To the last

moment of his life, Gundobald encouraged the Catholic

clergy to hope that he might embrace their faith, but he died

an Arian, and without repentance for his many murderous

deeds.

Whilst Clovis was engaged in the Burgundian war,

Theodoric was occupied in the useful labours of peace.

He preferred Ravenna as a residence, and even cultivated

an orchard there with his own hands: but in A.D. 500, he

spent some months in Rome, admiring the architectural

beauties which he had laboured to preserve, encouraging

agriculture and commerce, and administering justice. His

character for mercy at this time stood high, and he used to

say, that was the only virtue to which all others might

honourably give place. The security in Theodoric's reign

was so complete, that it is said the city gates were never

shut day or night, and a purse of gold might be left in the

open fields with safety. Although bloody and revengeful in

war, the Ostrogoths were famed for their humanity and

kindness to strangers in times of peace; and their respect

for the female sex; in particular, set them above the more

civilized Romans in the scale of moral respectability. A

writer of this day observes, that persons who had been

exposed to barbarous cruelty among the Romans, sought

and found Roman hospitality among these barbarians; and

the name of Roman now became as contemptible to the bar

barians, as that of barbarian had formerly been among the

Romans.

We cannot close this chapter without mentioning the

superstitions concerning the sacrament, and other errors

which marked the increasing darkness at the end of this

century. The efficacy of the bread was supposed now to
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extend to the body as well as the soul, and the priests took

care to consecrate a sufficient quantity to distribute to the

people, either as a medicine or a preservative in travelling

by land or sea; and many liked to inter some of it in the

sepulchres of their departed friends.

On the other hand, from the awful powers attributed to

the bread and wine, the sacrament was no longer celebrated

every Lord's day; and amongst the numberless professors of

Christianity, so few dared to attend, that it is said in a canon

made at a synod assembled by the younger Alaric's ministers,

“All persons who do not come to receive the sacrament of

the Lord's supper at the three great festivals of Christmas,

Easter and Whitsuntide, shall be looked on as heathens.”

In A. D. 498, Symmachus and Laurentius, being both

elected to the patriarchate of Rome on the same day by

opposite parties, hotly contended with each other; and

neither being willing to yield, the matter was referred to the

decision of Theodoric. He was desirous that the man of

the best moral character should be preferred; but the two

disputants brought against each other accusations of the

most dreadfully criminal nature, the truth of which could

not be easily disproved. Symmachus was, however, ac

quitted, though without any satisfactory evidence that he was

guiltless of the crimes laid to his charge. His party tried

to make up with positive assertion what was wanted in

proof; and one of his impious flatterers, a bishop of Pavia,

spoke of him as being constituted judge in the place of

God, and therefore to be considered the vicegerent of the

Most High. The term papa, or pope, may henceforth be

used to designate the patriarch of Rome, as the person

holding this office now assumed the character of the com

mon father of the church : he was declared in different

synods to be free from all sin, and exempt from all judg

ment

Theodoric, however, reserved to himself a kind of supre

macy in church affairs, by not allowing any pope to be

elected without his authority; and the pretensions of the

Roman pontiff were still very strongly resisted by the

patriarch of Constantinople, who had peculiar temporal

advantages in being seated near the imperial court. The

increase of pride in the rest of the clergy kept pace with

VOL. II. M
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the assumptions of the bishop at their head; for even Mar

tin of Tours had maintained that a presbyter was superior

in dignity to an emperor, entirely confounding the peculiar

honour which belongs to a true minister of Christ with that

which ought to be given to a civil governor. Many of the

superior clergy now held their courts like princes, and sent

their delegates into foreign countries; and the opinion that

the priests had power to forgive sins, greatly increased the

influence, the wealth, and consequently the vices of this

order of men. Their own laws, which may be seen in

the numberless canons that were framed at this period,

prove the extent and depth of the licentiousness and moral

degradation that prevailed among them; and the punish

ments therein decreed were so rarely or lightly inflicted, that

it was necessary continually to make new laws, and these, in

their turn, were alike disregarded. At this period the num

ber of monks had so multiplied, that it is said armies might

have been raised from their ranks. Fanaticism seemed to

lead the imaginative people of the East to adopt the monas

tic life; but crime more usually forced people into it, in the

West. Profligates, towards the close of life, tired of their

sensual enjoyments, hurried to the monasteries to atone for

their sins; and criminals frequently fled thither to escape

the ministers of justice. But a multitude of young people

were also dedicated to a monastic life by their parents, as

they were taught it was the best way to secure their happi

ness; and the most enlightened preachers in those days

never failed to extol monastic virtues as superior to all

others. Ambition also led many a designing and talented

man to hide himself for a while in a convent; for he knew

when the report of his austerities and strict self-government

went abroad, he should be drawn from his retreat to fill

some lucrative post as a fit ruler in the church.

Gaul, Germany, Switzerland, and even Great Britain and

Ireland, were now covered with monasteries; and we read

of one convent in Flintshire containing two thousand

brethren. The clergy, by their liberality towards the

monks, attached large companies to their interests; but the

popes having greater wealth at their command, and more ex

tensive authority, gradually bribed the monastic orders into

their service, and at length won their whole favour by
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setting them free from all ecclesiastical supremacy save their

own. The clergy had not only assumed the place of the

Jewish priesthood, but had usurped the power formerly pos

sessed by the Pagan priests over the minds of the newly

converted barbarians; and the German and British tribes,

who originally held the same belief, were taught to look on

their new teachers as the heirs of druidical authority, and to

regard the distant pope as the arch-druid. The power of

the pope extended in some measure over the Greek

churches; as the prelates of Alexandria and Antioch, when

smarting under the oppression of their own patriarch, fled

to him for redress; and the inferior bishops, in the same

manner, applied to his court when suffering from the ty

ranny of their superiors in those cities.

Though inclining to the views of many thoughtful and prayerful

students of prophecy, that “The Antichrist” is yet to be revealed, it

must be admitted that the master-builders and upholders of the papal

system are to be reckoned among the “many Antichrists;” and that

some of the most ambitious and wicked of the popes, may be consi

dered as conspicuous types of that Wicked One, that Man of Sin, who

is to be destroyed by the brightness of the Lord's coming (2 Thess.

ii. 8, etc.). It was, indeed, to be expected, that as “the mystery of

iniquity” continued to work, Satan would, as it were, be anticipating

the master-piece of wickedness that he should be permitted to produce

at “the time of the end,” by bringing forwards some inferior specimens

of his subtle arts; bearing some of the marks that shall distinguish the

one to whom he shall give his power, and his seat, and great authority,

and whom all the dwellers upon earth shall worship, whose names

are not written in the book of life. We may sufficiently dread and

abhor such a system as that of which the pope is the head, without

believing that the Scriptures concerning the Antichrist have no other

end than the exposure and condemnation of this particular wickedness.
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CHAP. XVI.

RELIGIOUS CONTESTs IN THE EASTERN EMPIRE-CLOSE OF THE

REIGN OF ANASTASIUS.—THE VISIGOTHS CONQUERED BY CLO

WIS.–ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FIRENCH MONARCHY.— THEO

DORIC AND HIS MINISTERS.–JUSTIN AND HIS NEPHEW JUSTI

NIAN.—DEATH OF BOETHIUS.–CLOSE OF THEODORIC’s REIGN.

JUSTINIAN EMPEROR OF THE EAST.-STORY OF THEODORA HIS

WIFE.-BENEDICT.—SEDITION OF NIKA.—SONS OF CLOVIS.

WE have now to trace to the close of their respective reigns

the three cotemporary sovereigns who were the principal

figures on the page of history at the end of the Fifth Cen

tury.

Amºur lost his popularity by trying to enforce Zeno's

Henoticon; but he was generally supposed to hold the

opinions of the Eutychians, as he placed Timothy, a monk

of that sect, in the room of the patriarch of Constantinople,

and also deposed the bishop of Antioch, who had sup

ported the decisions of the council of Chalcedon.

Macedonius, the bishop of the capital, was removed by

the emperor in A.D. 514, but a strong party in the city were

attached to the Catholic creed; and when the Trisagion

was chaunted in Santa Sophia with the Monophysite addi

tion, an opposition choir rose up to sing it in the old way.

At length both parties had recourse to sticks and stones;

and the monks, who crowded the streets, excited the popu

lace by crying aloud, “Christians, let us not desert our

spiritual father (meaning Macedonius) | Anathema to the

Manichaean tyrant " etc.

Several lives were lost in the tumult; and the city soon

presented the aspect of two hostile camps, their different

watch-words being the hymn already mentioned; with, or

without the Monophysite addition. Anastasius sent Mace

donius into exile, but was rewarded by the sight of

Timothy's head on the top of a spear; his own statues

were then broken, the city was pillaged by the rioters, and

he himself only escaped assassination by remaining in

concealment for three days. At the end of that time, the
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excitement being a little subsided, he appeared in the cir

cus, and proposed to abdicate the throne. But the people

were willing he should continue to reign, and only required

the blood of two of his ministers: this being granted,

Anastasius went on for a little while in quietness. At

length Vitalian, one of his guards, set himself up as the

defender of the Catholic faith; and, collecting an army of

65,000 men, chiefly composed of Huns and Bulgarians,

he wasted Thrace and besieged Constantinople. In the

name of the pope, Vitalian required the emperor either to

restore Macedonius, and to establish the decrees of the

council of Chalcedon, or to resign the crown. Anastasius,

in his distress, promised compliance; but when the besiegers

withdrew, he expressed his former attachment to the Mono

physite party, and his abhorrence of the Catholics. He

did not, however, long survive the alarm he had undergone,

and his death in A.D. 518, left the Catholic party triumphant.

Clovis, during a reign of thirty years, established a pow

erful monarchy in Gaul, and that province received the

name of France when it came into the possession of the

Franks. Having appointed a meeting with the youthful

Alaric to settle some differences that had occurred respect

ing their contiguous dominions, Clovis feasted with him

and embraced him with the warmest professions of bro

therly love, in order to put him off his guard; and at his

return, immediately began to make hostile preparations.

Having assembled his warriors and dependent princes at

Paris, he gravely told them that he was grieved the Arians

should possess the fairest part of Gaul; and proposed to

them, by the help of God, to wrest it out of such hands.

The Franks, in reply, expressed their willingness to conquer

or die in such a holy cause, and some of them vowed that

they would not shave their beards till they got the victory.

Clotilda then advised her husband to propitiate the favour of

the saints, by building some religious edifice in their

honour; and Clovis, darting forwards his battle-axe, promised

to build a church to the apostles in the place where it should

fall. When he set out from Paris at the head of his troops,

a messenger was sent before him to a church at Tours,

wherein lay the remains of St. Martin in a silver shrine,

in order to gather from the words that should be chaunted
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at his entrance, what would be the event of the battle. This

was a favourite kind of divination; and the messenger of

Clovis, having done his master's bidding, hastened to re

join him, telling him that he had heard Psalm xviii. 40, 41,

sung in the church, and Clovis at once interpreted the

words as promising him victory over the enemies of the

faith. According to the superstitious historians of the

times, miracles marked the onward course of Clovis. On

one occasion, when a swollen river lay in his way, and the

Visigoths were encamped on the opposite side, an angel, it

is said, in the shape of a white hart of uncommon size and

beauty, shewed him a ford, through which he led his army

in safety; and, as he pursued Alaric's retreating army in a

night-march, a flaming meteor, hanging over the church of

Poictiers, guided him in the right road.

It is easy to suppose that the deer which led the Franks to

perceive the fordable part of the river, was an entirely natural

appearance; and it is not more difficult to believe that the

Catholic bishop of Poictiers would be ready to kindle a

light on such an occasion.

When the Franks at length overtook the Visigoths, a

bloody battle took place, in which Alaric was slain by the

hand of Clovis. The spears of two desperate Goths would

have revenged his death, but they could not pierce the

strong cuirass worn by the king of the Franks. This

victory rendered him master of Acquitain; and fresh miracles

were contrived by the triumphant Catholics as he pro

ceeded. Through the efforts of some secret miners, the

walls of Angouleme appeared to fall at the approach of the

conquerors; and Clovis, being entirely successful, was only

induced by the interference of Theodoric to leave the Visi

goths in possession of a narrow tract of sea-coast from the

Rhone to the Pyrenees. As he returned by way of Tours,

he offered many tokens of gratitude at the shrine of Saint

TMartin ; but the priests having claimed his favourite war

horse, he offered a hundred pieces of gold for its redemp

tion. When told it could not be made to move from the

stable, because the saint considered the sum an insufficient

reward for his protection, Clovis doubled the sum, and the

animal was immediately led forth; upon which the king

observed, with great emphasis, Saint Martin was a dear
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friend to him. At the beginning of his reign, the kingdom

of Clovis was not a hundred miles in extent, he possessed

neither gold nor silver, corn nor wine, and his army was

ill-disciplined. Every spring he was accustomed to

review his troops and inspect their arms, rewarding the

warriors with a share of his increasing possessions accord

ing to their rank or ability, and punishing the idle or dis

obedient with death; he had also restrained their predatory

habits, by absolutely forbidding them to injure so much as

a blade of grass in crossing a peaceful territory. In A.D. 510,

Clovis saw himself in very altered circumstances; and the

emperor of the East desired that the honorary title of consul

of Rome should be added to the other dignities of the king

of France. In the church of St. Martin he was invested

with a purple mantle and jewelled diadem; and from thence

proceeded on horseback to the cathedral of Tours, scattering

gold and silver among the delighted multitudes, who hailed

him as consul and Augustus.

At his death in A.D. 5 ll, Clovis divided his dominions

among his four sons—Thierry, Clodomir, Childebert, and

Clotaire, who seemed to inherit the cruelty and vices of

their father.

Theodoric, who, according to the laws of the Ostrogoths,

possessed the absolute power of raising taxes at his plea

sure, and condemning, without trial, whomsoever he would,

used these prerogatives for many years with great moderation;

and he showed his wisdom in making Boethius, a senator

of the Anician family, his chief minister and master of

the offices, whilst Symmachus, his intimate friend, occu

pied another important station. Boethius was the most

learned and talented man of his age ; and, in his splendid

palace of marble, pursued his philosophical and scientific

studies with an ardour which was only exceeded by that

which he displayed in his care over the provinces, his kind

ness to the poor, and his zeal for religion. Even Theodoric

respected his learning, though he was himself entirely illi

terate, not being able even to read; and though he did not

encourage the Gothic youth to attend the schools, saying,

that if they learned to tremble at the rod they would never

be fit to wield the sword. The mildness of Theodoric's

government, and the labours of Boethius, did not reconcile
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the Italians to a change of masters; and the Catholics madly

forfeited the toleration they enjoyed, by resenting its exer

cise towards others. Some of their party, having burned

the Jews' synagogues at Rome and Ravenna, were required

by the king to make restitution; and when, on their refusal,

they were publicly whipped, the offenders gained the repu

tation of martyrs, and Theodoric was declaimed against as

a persecutor from three hundred pulpits. The king, in his

irritation, caused a church at Verona to be destroyed; and,

seeing the rebellious temper of the Italians, he forbade any

of them to wear arms, and only allowed a small knife to be

kept by each of them for domestic use. -

At the death of Anastasius, Justin, the commander of the

guards, was chosen emperor A.D. 518. As he was originally a

Dacian shepherd-boy, and had been only taken into the ser

vice of Leo on account of his stature, he was as illiterate as

Theodoric, not knowing even the letters of the alphabet;

but, like the Gothic king, he knew how to turn the talents

of others to account, and found an efficient help in his

nephew Justinian, whom he intended to make his heir. But

one of this prince's rigorous laws against the Arians, ex

cited the resentment of Theodoric ; and, in his name, the

pope, with four of the Roman senators, went to the Eastern

court, to demand from Justin the same toleration that he

had shewn towards to the Catholics in Italy. As this was

the first appearance of a pope at Constantinople, he was

treated with great respect; but, notwithstanding the vene

ration shown to his person, he was sent back with an abso

lute refusal of the request he had only made by constraint.

Theodoric was so much irritated by his ill success, that

he supported a rival pope at Ravenna, and threatened to for

bid all Catholic worship after a certain day. His disposition

appeared so much altered, that his subjects began to mani

fest great discontent; and, perceiving the general feeling

against him, Theodoric accused the senate of hoping for

freedom, whereby he concluded they meant to express a

desire for his death. Boethius, by arguing that it was not

criminal to hope for liberty, brought upon himself the whole

weight of the monarch's wrath; though it had never before

been aroused by him, notwithstanding his bold and uniform

defence of the Catholic faith, not only against the Nestorians
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and Eutychians, but against the cavils of the Arians. The

accusation whereby Theodoric concealed his design to punish

Boethius, was grounded upon the suspicions of the ignorant

that he was a magician ; an idea that arose out of his supe

rior knowledge of the arts and sciences, and his possession

of instruments of which so few could comprehend the uses.

He was imprisoned for some time in a tower at Pavia, and

there wrote a famous work, entitled “The Consolations of

Philosophy”; but it appears strange, that, in the near pros

pect of death, he mentioned none of those consolations which

he had knowledge sufficient to bear witness Christianity

only can supply. This book, however, is said to have been

left unfinished. A strong cord was bound round his head

so tightly, that his eyes seemed ready to start from their

sockets; and he was then beaten to death with clubs in his

prison. Symmachus, who had married one of his daughters,

dared to lament the loss of his friend and father; and for

this offence was carried in chains from Rome to the court of

Ravenna, and there put to death. After Theodoric had thus

destroyed the ablest ministers and brightest ornaments of

his court, he began to feel the pangs of fruitless remorse, and

fancied that he saw the angry countenance of Symmachus

everywhere frowning upon him. He was continually pos

sessed with this imagination, till one day, as he sat at

dinner, he thought that he saw a resemblance of the murdered

senator in a large fish on the table, as if threatening to devour

him. He was seized with painful shiverings, and, being

carried to his bed, expressed to the physician who attended

him the agony of his mind. He died after a feverish illness

of three days; and in his last hours he summoned the Gothic

chiefs and the Italian magistrates, in order to make them

swear fidelity to his appointed successors. By his desire,

his daughter Amalasontha was made sovereign of Italy, as

the guardian of her son Athalaric, then ten years of age ;

and his second grandson was given an independent kingdom in

Spain. In A.D. 525, a monument was erected to the memory

of Theodoric at Ravenna, surrounded with brazen statues of

the twelve apostles; but a monk publicly asserted that he had

seen in a vision the soul of the departed king consigned to

a purgatory in the volcanic isles of Lipari. This vision,

like all others of the kind, was related with some particular
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end in view ; , and Theodoric's disapproval of the monastic

life, and his refusal to permit any of his Goths to embrace it,

would have been in itself sufficient to draw upon him the

condemnation of the monks.

We have seen how a reign that was on the whole pro

ductive of temporal benefit, was clouded at last by the

intemperate indulgence of power that was restrained by no

human law ; and we may from this, and a thousand other

instances, rejoice in the nature of the government under

which it has pleased God to place us ; as even the most

kindly dispositioned sovereign, when possessed of unlimited

power, may be betrayed into the commission of acts as

cruelly despotic as those which marked the close of the

reign of Theodoric.

We may now resume the history of the Eastern Empire

without interruption, as the heir to the throne of Justin

stood high above every other cotemporary sovereign in

character and ability: by his veneration for the pope,

respect towards the bishops, and liberality to the monks,

he engrossed the whole interest of the Catholic priesthood,

and they taught the people to pray for him as the pillar of

the true religion. Justinian further attracted popularity by

drawing largely upon the revenues, over which he had the

control, in order to amuse the public with expensive shows,

and to purchase the favour of the army. Nor did he forget to

attach the senate to himself by his courtesy, and, at length,

that body proposed to Justin to take his nephew as his

colleague in the imperial dignity. An incurable disease

under which the emperor was suffering, which affected both

mind and body with painful weakness, gradually overcame

his unwillingness to consent to such an arrangement: and

about four months before his death in April, 527, the

patriarch and senators were summoned to meet Justinian

in his apartment, and the diadem being there placed on his

head, the new emperor was led to the circus, amidst the

joyful shouts of the populace.

Justinian was forty-five years of age when he ascended

the throne, and as he is the most important person in

general history during his reign of thirty-eight years, we

shall mention every other event worthy of notice in chrono

;. order, contemporaneously with the circumstances of

is life. -

-
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Two years before his accession, Justinian had married

Theodora, the most infamous, but perhaps the most beauti

ful and talented woman of her age; and it will here be

necessary to mention some circumstances in connection with

her singular history, as being of serious consequence to the

peace of the capital and the empire.

The chariot races, or games of the circus, had been among

the amusements of the Romans from the earliest ages of

the republic, and were introduced into the magnificent hip

podrome of the Eastern capital, with the more delight be

cause the gladiatorial shows were forbidden by its Christian

emperors. The ancient Greeks were actors in their public

games, the most illustrious citizens vieing with each other

in the skilful guidance of the chariot, and in the various

trials of physical strength; but the Romans were only the

spectators of the skill of public charioteers, who were usually

foreigners and a despised class of men. Originally only

two chariots appeared at a time, their guides wearing differ

ent liveries of white and red; but the number of chariots

was gradually increased, till, in these days of imperial mag

nificence, ten, twenty, forty, and sometimes a hundred

chariots started at the same moment, and the races were

repeated five and twenty times in a day. The extravagant

expenses of these amusements were not the most serious

evils connected with the circus; other liveries had been

adopted by the rival charioteers, and the excited spectators,

adopting the colour of their favourites, the whole city was

at length divided into two rival factions, the Greens and the

Blues. In the dreadful religious contests which marked the

reign of Anastasius, the Greens, who were supposed to hold

the same views as the emperor, massacred three thousand

of his opponents the Blues, at the time of a solemn festi

vity; and the enmity of the two parties extended so far

into the provinces and cities of Christendom, that even

Theodoric had to interpose his authority to protect the

Greens from the violence of one of the consuls who was of

the Blue party.

The father of Theodora was the keeper of the wild-beasts

belonging to the Green faction, and at his death the help

less orphans, being neglected by that party, were brought
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- forwards on the stage and compassionated and patronised

i by the Blues. Theodora became a public dancer, and acted

- - - in the lowest characters of buffoonery on the stage even

- when a child; and, as she grew up, her character became

proverbially bad, and she seemed to shrink from no degra

. - - - dation of moral conduct. Having become exceedingly noto

- rious, she retired for a time from the capital; and, at her

| return, assuming a more modest behaviour, she won the

º , affections of Justinian. The empress Euphemia frowned on

* - a the choice of her adopted son; and his own mother, Vigi

* * - - lanta, warned him against such a dangerous companion;

and as there was a law forbidding the marriage of a senator

t with one who had ever exercised a theatrical profession, they

º t hoped he would never be united to Theodora.

- But Justinian had influence enough to get this law re

t - pealed; and, at the death of Euphemia, he made Theodora

- his wife, notwithstanding the great affliction of his mother,

which soon ended in her death. As soon as he was made

emperor, he required the patriarch to place the diadem on

the head of Theodora also ; and he demanded for her the

* t same oath of allegiance which was taken by all orders of the

l - state to himself. Theodora retained her influence during

º the twenty-four years of their married life; and, even in

. . | - promulgating his laws, Justinian formally declared that he was

| indebted for them to the wise counsels of his revered wife,

whom he called, according to the meaning of her name,

º : the gift of God. By others, however, she was secretly

º - styled Demonodora; and perhaps it was the consciousness

- of her unpopularity that led her, under pretence of ill

health, to spend the greatest part of the year in her magnifi

cent palace on the coast of the Bosphorus. This was the chief

* - scene of her pleasures, her cruelties, and her pride. Persons

- - of the highest rank had to wait a considerable time before

| - they were admitted even to enter her presence, and then

they were required to kiss her feet; and when her numerous

spies heard any thing spoken against her, the offending par

ties were thrown into secret prisons, where many perished

miserably, and others lost the use of their limbs or their

reason. The rod and the scourge were employed, even in

the presence of the empress, and her victims could only

escape the torture by gratifying her avarice. In the twenty

------ i-- - -
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second year of her reign she was attacked with cancer, and

being recommended to try some celebrated baths in Greece,

the highways were repaired, that she might travel with more

ease; and she went to the splendid palace prepared for her

reception, followed by a train of officers and four thousand

attendants; but nothing gave her relief; and, under the pain

ful pressure of the disease, she began to give abundant alms,

and founded several churches, hospitals, and monasteries,

in the province of Bithynia. At last she sunk under heavy

suffering both of mind and body.

Justinian himself possessed uncommon abilities, and, as to

his moral character, was far superior to his wife. Indeed,

no prince ever made more constant and ardent exertions for

the extension and maintenance of religion: he diligently

employed himself in legislating for the church as well as the

state, and used every means to produce national conversions

to Christianity, and to obtain uniformity of profession among

professing Christians. But the religion of Justinian seemed

to be that of forms and words, and was mixed with a thou

sand superstitions; and therefore his morality was like that

of the Pharisees, but the outside whitening of a sepulchre

full of uncleanness. Both religion and morality were sacri

ficed by him without scruple in the avaricious accumulation

of wealth ; though, on the other band, superstition made

him so prodigal of treasures that were not his own, that he

died deeply involved in debt.

Yet Justinian appeared a shining character in the eyes of

the world; for what he did, he did to be seen of men, and

thus gained the reward that he sought.

Pious, it is said, was the most grateful title to his ears,

and to earn this name, it appears, he introduced his religion

en all occasions, and even his edicts and epistles resembled

sermons. In the public and private forms of devotion he

was most exact; but he professed to depend on the patron

age of the Blessed Virgin and St. Michael for the safety of

the state, and attributed his recovery from sickness to the

martyrs. He dedicated churches to a great number of

admired saints, and placed no limit to his expenses in

ecclesiastical architecture. Justinian seems to have taken

that pleasure in the debates of church councils which other

emperors had found in the field of battle; his many wars
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were left entirely to his generals; and one who conspired

against his life, is made by the historian to say, “What can

you fear from a bigoted tyrant, who, sleepless and unarmed,

sits whole nights in his closet debating with divines, or

hanging over the pages of ecclesiastical volumes P”

Such, indeed, were his habits, and had his nightly medi

tations been employed upon the pure word of God and real

waiting upon Him, other results would have been seen, and we

could have rejoiced that he was both watchful and unarmed.

As it was, his reign is described as one uniform persecution

of all who differed from the orthodox faith. Three months

only were allowed for the conversion of heretics; exile

awaited them at the end of that period if they continued

obstinate; and any one who connived at their stay was liable

to punishment. Many Montanists were destroyed. The

gold and silver of the Arian church at Constantinople were

seized, and a bishop was commissioned to discover the secret

Pagans in the metropolis. One of these killed himself rather

than obey the emperor's commands, the rest were baptised.

Seventy thousand converts were reckoned upon as the fruits

of Justinian's measures in Asia, Phrygia, Lydia, and Caria;

and it is to be hoped some of these were really enlightened

through the labours of his missionaries. Ninety-six

churches were built for these new Christians, and linen

vestments for the priests, vases of gold and silver for the

sacrament, liturgies and Bibles for the readers, were pro

vided by the emperor's command.

Both Jews and Samaritans suffered from Justinian's seve

rity, especially the latter, to whom he left no alternative but

death or baptism. They rose in arms, and 20,000 were

slain by the imperial forces, as many more sold by the Arabs

to Persia and India, and the remainder submitted to an

hypocritical profession of Christianity. Samaria, hitherto a

fruitful province, was rendered a smoking wilderness by

Justinian's troops.

The emperor's only cause of quarrel with his wife was, that

she embraced the Monophysite doctrine; but it is a singular

fact, that after a life spent in the endeavour to maintain in

such an unscriptural manner the letter of truth, he, himself,

in his old age, took up the opinions of certain persons who as

serted that the human nature of Christ could feel no want or
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infirmity; and was, in his turn, denounced as a heretic, for

putting forth this notion in some of his last edicts. The

bishop of Treves wrote pathetically, entreating him to recall

these opinions, or he would assuredly be lost. Gaul, Spain,

and Africa were represented to him as deploring his fall

from orthodoxy, and as anathematising his name. But he

died without satisfying the minds that he had excited on this

point, and, alas ! without any evidence that he believed in

Christ to the saving of his soul."

The zeal of Constantine was nothing to be compared with

that of Justinian, for the latter alone conceived the design

of including the whole world in one Catholic or universal

church, of which, of course, he desired to reserve to him

self the supreme administration. In the first year of his

reign, he began to lay down rules for the bishops, keenly

perceiving that some discipline was needed amongst those

who professed to keep others in order. In his laws, he

desired them not to come to his capital as they had been

wont, with a train of clergy and domestics, but to stay at

home till he sent for them ; he also tried to restrain the

avarice of the episcopal order, and to prevent any person of

scandalous conduct from entering within it. In A.D. 529,

another reformer appeared in a distant part of Christendom,

whose influence proved more lasting and extensive than that

of the emperor. This was Benedict, an Italian monk, who

had vigorously uprooted the remains of heathen idolatry

among the peasants of his own country, and established

several monasteries, which became models, as being more

reasonable in their mode of discipline than any others.

The monks were required to divide their time between

reading, devotion, the education of youth, and other studious

employment; and, whilst the rules to which they were to

conform were intended to promote learning, morality, and

temperance, they did not propose any extreme mortification,

but permitted their followers to live according to the com

mon habits of their respective countries. The Benedictine

order became for some centuries almost universal, the mi

racles said to have been wrought by its founder, contributing

not a little to its popularity; but as the wealth of its fol

lowers increased, they sank into sloth, luxury, and intem
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perance, and at length became the most powerful agents of

the pope.

In A.D. 531, a remarkable comet” attracted general atten

tion, and awakened the greater dread, as the supposed pre

cursor of divers calamities, because it was followed by a

remarkable paleness of the sun, which continued for a long

period. But there were other signs which might have con

vinced the inhabitants of the Eastern capital that trouble

was near, without looking into the heavens. Justinian

had yielded to the prejudices of Theodora, in patronising

the protectors of her early days; and the Blue faction, in

toxicated by imperial favour, had broken through all law,

and, imitating the Huns in their dress and long hair, ex

ceeded those barbarians in violence and rapine. All the

most dissolute and lawless adopted the Blue livery to screen

themselves from justice; and though the streets were dis

turbed both by day and night, any magistrates who dared to

interfere with them were maltreated by the party. The

governor of Cilicia was hanged by Theodora's command, for

pronouncing sentence upon some of her favourites; the count

of the East was publicly whipped for the same cause, and

the prefect of Constantinople only escaped death by taking

refuge at the Holy Sepulchre. Things were in this state

when Justinian ascended his throne in the crowded hippo

drome, in the first month of A.D. 532; and a murmuring,

which began among the Green party, rose to such a height,

that they boldly charged the emperor with the outrages he

had not prevented, and called him a tyrant and an assassin.

The Blues then turned upon their accusers, and the priests,

who were called upon to bring out their most sacred relics,

* This is the comet that is supposed to return once in 575 years.

Its appearance was noticed B.C. 1767, when it was imagined to be

the planet Venus, with a flaming tail; in 1193 B.C. (when it was as

fancifully supposed to be one of the Pleiades that had previously dis

appeared); it is again mentioned by historians in 618 B.C., two gene

rations before Cyrus; in B.C. 44, immediately after the death of Cae

sar, when it was made use of by Augustus as a prediction of his own

greatness. It was then observed in the reign of Justinian, as men

tioned above; also in A.D. 1106, when seen by Christians and Maho

metans just engaging in war; lastly, in A.D. 1680, when celebrated by

Milton.
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to separate the combatants, could not prevent a bloody con

test. At that time some of each party were led to execution

in another part of the city, and this circumstance turned the

rage of both Blues and Greens against all constituted au

thorities, and during five days Constantinople was abandoned

to their fury. Nika, that is “vanquish,” was the watchword

of the rioters; and it was found so dangerous to oppose them,

that the wealthier citizens escaped to the Asiatic shore; and

even Justinian had a ship in readiness to save himself with

his wife and treasures. Theodora alone prevented him from

embarking, saying it was better to lose their lives than their

empire, and that a kingdom was a glorious sepulchre. By

her influence the Blues appeared on the imperial side as

before, and the Greens, who had proclaimed Hypatius, the

nephew of Anastasius, emperor against his will, were obliged

to take refuge in the hippodrome with their new sovereign.

The church of Santa Sophia, part of the palace, and some of

the finest edifices of the city, including a hospital filled with

sick, were destroyed by fire before the tumult was over;

and Belisarius, a general, who had been serving in Persia

and Illyria, was then sent to the hippodrome with his troops,

to punish the Greens and their emperor. Hypatius, with

some of his noblest partisans, was the first to suffer; and

an indiscriminate massacre followed. This dreadful scene

being over, the place remained unfrequented for many years;

but the citizens at length forgot their horror and resumed

the games, and the continued opposition of the Blue and

Green parties disturbed the tranquillity of the Eastern Em

pire, even after the reign of Justinian. While this fearful

tumult was taking place in the most highly civilised city of

the world, its inhabitants were scarcely exceeded in brutal

cruelty by the barbarians newly established in the West.

Thierry, the eldest son of Clovis, had been extending his do

minions by the conquest of Thuringia, whose king he threw

from the walls of a city, whilst Clotilda, with her other sons,

united against Sigismund, who had succeeded his father

Gundibald as king of the Burgundians. This prince had

murdered Clotilda's father and brother, and then put his

own son to death at the desire of a cruel step-mother, his

second wife. His attendants, finding him weeping over the

dead body of his child, observed that the author of so black

VOL. II. N
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a deed was more to be pitied than the murdered youth.

Upon this Sigismund's conscience seemed to be touched;

and he was heard to pray that he might receive, in his own

person, the punishment due to his sins in this world. Thus,

it appears, this wretched man was actually (though not con

fessedly) ignorant, that not the smallest sin could ever be

put away but by the precious blood-shedding of the Son of

God; and that sin not thus atoned for must sink both soul

and body in endless misery. Sigismund, in his distress,

looked to the monks for relief, began to imitate their austere

practices, and founded a monastery in which a chorus of

psalmody was to be continued day and night, in the hope of

procuring the favour of God. In A.D. 532, Clotilda and her

Franks were victorious, and Sigismund, in his monkish garb,

was betrayed by his own subjects, and carried with his wife

and children to Orleans, where they were all buried alive

in a deep well by the command of the sons of Clovis. The

Burgundians, after another desperate struggle, in which

Clodomir, the second son of Clovis, was slain, became sub

ject to the crown of France, but were suffered to retain

their own laws; and the province of Burgundy received its

name from them. Clodomir left three young children who

were brought up at Paris by their grandmother; and when

their uncles sent for them, under pretence of crowning them

in their father's stead, Clotilda gave them up without sus

picion. Shortly afterwards she received from her wicked

sons a pair of scissors and a naked sword, with a desire that

she should choose for the little princes between the monas

tery and death. In her foolish pride she answered, they

shall never be degraded from their rank by having their

hair cut; and Clotaire, accepting this reply as the signal of

death, slew the two elder children with his own hand. The

youngest ended his days in a monastery, and is still remem

bered under the name of St. Cloud. Thierry was succeeded

by his son Theodobert, and this prince, who united with his

uncles in completing the conquest of Burgundy, proved one

of the most powerful sovereigns of the age in which he

lived. -

i.
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ti-EATY WITH PERSIA.—SUCCESSORS OF GENSERIC.—BELISARIUS

Recovers AFRICA.—JustiNIAN's BUILDINGs. – Fifth GENE

1:All council.—JustiNIAN's code.—story of THE LAST KING

OF THE WANDALS.-TRIUMPH OF BELISARIUS.-IrLIGN OF AMALA

SONTHA IN ITALY. — BELISARIUS TAKES ROME. —I:OME BE

Sieged by The GOTHS. - BELISARIUS RECOVERS ITALY FOR

JUSTINIAN.—HIS RECALL TO CONSTANTINOPLE.

The rivalry that subsisted between the Persian monarchs and

the emperors of the East, has frequently excited attention,

and requires particular notice in the reign of Justinian.

Kobad, or Cabades, king of Persia during the life of

Justin, fell into disgrace with his subjects for adopting the

opinions of Mazdek, a false prophet, who pretended to im

prove upon the Magian religion, but introduced many in

famous practices. Cabades was thrown into a dungeon;

but his wife contrived his escape, by changing garments with

him when she went to pay him a visit, and remaining in his

place; and he was at length restored to the throne. Chosroes,

the youngest of his three sons, being his favourite, he pro

posed to send him to Constantinople to be educated as the

adopted son of Justin, hoping that the influence of that

emperor would secure to him the throne of Persia. Justin

consented to the plan, and the young prince had already set

out, when the jealousy of Justinian obliged the emperor to

send an excuse. Chosroes could never forget this humiliating

circumstance; and when he had established himself on the

throne by cutting off his brothers, the prophet Mazdek, and

others who might have tried to curb his power, he turned

his arms against the Greeks. During the first five years of

the reign of Justinian, the struggle proved costly and in

effectual, as Belisarius directed all the military movements

of the imperial forces. But when Justinian needed the

services of this general elsewhere, he purchased the friendship

of Chosroes by a large donation of gold, and a treaty was

signed in 533, which was called by both nations “the

endless peace.”

Justinian's first design was to recover Africa out of the
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hands of the Vandals, as their state at this time seemed to give

some hopes of success. In A.D. 496, Thrasimond, the most

amiable and polished of all the Vandal kings, the brother of

the persecuting Huneric, succeeded his nephew Guntamond.

He tried gentle means to make all his subjects Arians, but

died with a recommendation to his successor to take another

course. Hilderic, the next king, the son of Huneric, differed

greatly from his father in disposition, and proclaimed uni

versal peace and freedom throughout his dominions. The

Catholics in Africa were beginning to revive under his

gentle treatment, but Gelimer, a zealous Arian, dethroned

and imprisoned his cousin Hilderic in A.D. 530, and made him

self king. His catholic subjects appealed to Justinian ; and

that emperor sent two different embassies to Gelimer, requir

ing him either to restore Hilderic, or to send him in safety

to Constantinople. Gelimer rejected this interference, and

asserted that a free people had a right to remove a king who

was unfit for the government. The proposal to send a

powerful fleet and army to conquer Africa, met with much

opposition in Justinian's council; but a bishop ended the de

bate by declaring that he had been assured, in a vision, the

god of battles approved, and would prosper the undertaking.

Belisarius, by birth a Thracian peasant, had been among

Justinian's private guards before he ascended the throne;

and his wife, Antonina, stood high in Theodora's favour,

a circumstance that raised him into military honour before

his remarkable talents were known, and now caused him to

be chosen as commander of the expedition into Africa.

Antonina always accompanied her husband, and shared all

the dangers of a soldier's life; but rather to gratify her own

spirit, and to enjoy the honours attached to it, than out of

affection for him. On this occasion the safety of the whole

army was endangered through the avarice of one of Jus

tinian's wicked ministers, John of Cappadocia, who did not

suffer the bread to be properly baked for fear of diminishing

its weight, and great numbers died in much agony through

eating such unwholesome food. The victory of Belisarius

proved far easier than was expected, as Gelimer's brother

Zano was absent with his best troops, taking possession of

Sardinia, and all the Catholic party with Hilderic's adherents

were ready to assist the Greeks. Gelimer was defeated
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within fifty miles of Carthage; and Belisarius, at the head

of his triumphant army, first entered that city, as the

churches were lighted up for the celebration of the annual

festival of St. Cyprian ; all the Arians were obliged imme

diately to give place. Belisarius found that Hilderic had

been privately assassinated by Gelimer's command, and

therefore assumed the regal power for himself, in the name

of Justinian, and began to fortify the city. Gelimer waited

till his brother returned to Africa, and Zano wept with

vexation at the sorrowful reception given to his conquering

soldiers. In another battle with Belisarius he was slain :

and, after a dreadful massacre of the Vandals, Gelimer took

refuge in an inaccessible mountain among the Moors; and

the rest of the country submitted to the victor A.D. 534.

In the meantime Justinian had been occupied in rebuilding

Santa Sophia, on a more magnificent scale; and a thousand

workmen hired for this work, began to labour only forty

days after the sedition of “Nika.” Dressed in a linen

tunic, the emperor often watched their progress in person,

and usually paid each of them every night with a small

gold coin. Neither skill nor expense was spared in the

work, and the entire cost is said to have been a million of

money. Costly architecture was one of Justinian's chief

pleasures, and he indulged it not only in building churches,

but also in palaces and useless fortifications, and thereby

increased the sufferings of his people from excessive taxation.

In 533, the fifth general council was held at Constantinople,

principally with the design of condemning the opinions of

Origen, whose works were high in estimation among the

Eastern monks. As an example of the absurd fancies of this

writer, it may be sufficient to mention that he attributed to

the sun, moon, and stars, rational souls, and he imagined

that after the resurrection all bodies would be round.

In the same year, a compendium of the Roman laws was

published, known to this day as the “Pandects of Justinian.”

It was an abridgment of a code that had been formed, in A.D.

529, by his minister, Tribonian, assisted by the most eminent

civilians of the age, which was signed by the emperor's own

hand, and transcribed for the use of the provincial governors;

but it proved too cumbersome to be of much service. During

the many centuries that the Roman power had subsisted,
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laws had been perpetually accumulating; and, in this digest, tº:

we are told that three millions of lines were reduced to one t

! - hundred and fifty thousand. But even the Pandects were iſ

considered too lengthy; and at the end of three months an |

abridgment appeared, entitled “The Institutes of Justi- im

nian,” consisting of four divisions, and comprising all the ºm

most important laws relative to persons, things, actions, is

private wrongs, and crimes. t;

| Justinian was about to publish his Pandects, when he }:

|

received tidings of the good success of the African war; and tº

the capitulation of the Vandal king followed shortly after- º

wards. - 30

| Gelimer was ill at ease in a Moorish hovel made of hur- is

dles, which confined the smoke and excluded the light; and, h

º as he wrapped himself up for the night in a sheepskin, or tº

- ate his barley-cakes, he sighed for the luxuries of the splen- T.

did palace at Carthage which he had so recently occupied. th.

Belisarius had commanded the officer at the head of the #

- troops who surrounded the king's mountainous retreat, to |).

- show him any kindness, or to make him any promise, that

- would induce him to surrender. Whilst Gelimer hesitated,

he requested from his besiegers three of the comforts of ci

vilised life—namely, a loaf of white bread, a sponge for

washing, and a harp, or lyre, to which he might sing the

sorrows of his fallen condition. These moderate demands

were satisfied, and at length Gelimer was persuaded to give

himself up to Belisarius. That general met him in the

suburbs of Carthage in a courteous manner, and the cap

tive king was so affected by his singular position, that he

gave expression to his feelings in a violent fit of laughter;

an affecting instance of how nearly allied are joy and sor

row, in a world where sin has disordered everything. In the

autumn of A.D. 534, Justinian recalled Belisarius from a scene

- enough; and that general, having disarmed all his suspicions

by returning immediately to Constantinople, was honoured

with the first triumph ever seen in that city. On this

- occasion the spoils of the Vandals were displayed, and,

* * amidst a long train of the handsomest persons of that na

- tion, Gelimer in his purple robe was the most conspicuous

object; and, as he walked along, it is said he repeatedly

_T_L -
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exclaimed, “Vanity, vanity" Belisarius and his royal

captive both fell prostrate at the feet of Justinian. The

former was rewarded with the consulship; and, being borne

on his ivory chair by some Vandal youths, scattered his spoils

among the people: and the fallen king received from the

emperor a noble estate in Galatia, and retired thither with

his family and friends, to live as a contented pensioner on

the bounty of a generous enemy. The sudden removal of

Belisarius from Africa prolonged the troubles under which

that province had so long drooped; and Justinian's ava

ricious exactions left the people little room to rejoice in

a change of masters. A representative of the emperor of

the East, under the title of Exarch, resided at Carthage;

but the most desolating wars continued for many years, in

which the Moors and the Donatists bore an active part.

The Vandal nation was at length so entirely exterminated,

that none of their name remained; and the Catholic creed

being for a time universally established, the Arian and

Donatist clergy were compelled to withdraw.

As Chosroes was satisfied with a share of the Vandal

spoils, and occupied in the administration of his home

affairs, Justinian felt that he had nothing to fear from

this powerful rival; and therefore set his heart upon the

annexation of Italy also to his empire. At the death of

Theodoric, the kingdom fell chiefly under the direction of

his daughter Amalasontha, as she became a widow shortly

after and her son was too young to reign independently.

The Gothic queen was at this time only twenty-eight years

of age, but seemed to inherit her father's abilities, and

was as remarkable for her beauty as her talents. The Greek

and Latin languages were as familiar to her as her own;

and though, in compliance with the prejudices of the people,

she did not give her voice in the councils of state, her in

fluence secretly directed every measure, and the country

prospered under her care. In the education of her son, as

she sought to please, both the Romans and the Goths, she

allowed three of her own nation to be his military in

structors, whilst he pursued his intellectual studies under

Roman masters; always reserving to herself the maternal

power of correction. But Athalaric was disinclined for

learning; and one day, being chastised for disobedience, he
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escaped to the Gothic camp, complaining of her treatment:

from that day she was obliged to give him up to other

care. The young prince, deprived of all salutary restraint,

and abandoned to wicked pleasures, gave ear to the de

signing favourites who tried to make him hate his mother;

and Amalasontha, seeing her danger, laid her case before

Justinian. It would have been well for her had she ac

cepted his offer of a home at Constantinople, instead of

remaining in Italy, as she afterwards forfeited the esteem in

which she had been held, by acts of despotism. Athalaric

died of intemperance at the age of sixteen, and the queen

married her cousin Theodatus for the sake of retaining the

sovereignty, as, according to the Gothic laws, she could

not reign alone. Her ambition proved her destruction, as

her husband proved avaricious and brutal, and she was

strangled by his order in the spring of A. D. 535. It was

in the winter of that year that Belisarius, having the com

mand of the Greek fleet, cast anchor in Sicily, under pre

tence of regaining a fortress which had been seized by the

Gotis. Having taken possession of that island, he trans

ported his forces to Italy, and in December A.D. 536, took

Rome, and sent the keys of the city and one of the Gothic

chiefs, as tokens of his victory, to the emperor. Theodatus

had been deposed and put to death; but Vitiges, who was

chosen king by the Goths, occupied himself in assembling

his warriors from all quarters, to the number of 150,000

men, whilst Belisarius prepared to sustain a siege in

Rome.

At this period Justinian, as the actual possessor of Italy,

formally resigned to the sons of Clovis that portion of the

Roman empire which their father had obtained by conquest

a quarter of a century before. This was a mere act of policy,

to secure the friendship of the most powerful kings of the

West; and he farther allowed their gold coin to be circu

lated throughout his empire : a privilege that was not

allowed to the Persian monarchs. It appears that only the

presence of Belisarius sustained the spirits of the besieged

inhabitants of Rome; for, although the Goths were immensely

superior in numbers, they felt that his personal courage and

skill were too much for them. Again and again he sallied

forth unexpectedly at the head of a picked body of soldiers,

:
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and did dreadful execution among them, burning their en

gines, and driving them back with but little loss on his own

side. On one occasion, amidst a thousand men, his com

manding person was distinguished by the besiegers, and

“Aim at the bay horse!” resounded from Goth to Goth:

Belisarius was in imminent danger; but his guards sur

rounded him with their shields, and killed, in their retreat, a

thousand Goths who bent their bows against the general

alone. On re-entering Rome, Belisarius looked heated and

bloody, and his hoarse voice alarmed his friends; but he

was not injured; and before he would take either rest or

refreshment, he visited every part to see that all was safe.

The Goths, in despair of storming the city, determined to

blockade it; and though, by the care of Belisarius, the sol

diers and horses were plentifully supplied with provisions,

the citizens suffered so much from want, that they desired

to have Gothic protection. Several senators were banished

for wishing to give up the city; and Silverius, the pope,

having previously incurred the displeasure of the empress, on

account of his adherence to the decrees of the council of

Chalcedon, was deposed by the influence of Antonina,

wife of Belisarius, on the ground of his encouraging the dis

content of the citizens of Rome. It is said that he died of

starvation in a barren island to which he was exiled. Vigi

lius, a deacon, by giving two hundred pounds of gold to

Antonina, was chosen to succeed him; but his stern oppo

sition to the Eutychian party, which was favoured by Theo

dora, brought upon him the persecution of the empress,

under which he suffered till his death.

Vitiges and his army had been encamped before Rome

a year and nine days, when the approach of foreign suc

cours, which had been collected by the fearless wife of Beli

sarius, obliged him to retreat A.D. 537. The rivalry among

the generals of Justinian, and especially the pride of Narses,

his favourite, whom he had desired only to submit to Beli

sarius so far as he thought proper, long delayed the con

quest of Italy. Theodobert, the son of Thierry, by pro

fession a Catholic, was invited by the emperor to assist his

officers in Italy; but he chose rather to aid Vitiges, and en

tered Italy with a hundred thousand barbarian troops.

One-third of this vast army died of disease, and the rest
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being ill disciplined, and intimidated by Belisarius, retired to

their own country. Presuming upon the respect shown to

his general, Justinian ventured to assume the title of Con

queror of the Franks, and Theodobert was so much affected

by this insult, that he formed the design of attacking the

emperor in his capital; but he was killed by a wild bull as

he was hunting in a forest in Germany. At his death, his

two great uncles disputed for their father's kingdom; and

in A.D. 558, Clotaire made himself sole king, as Childebert

died without children.

On the retreat of their allies, the Goths, as a last re

source, being closely pressed by Belisarius, threw them

selves into Ravenna. In that city two ambassadors from

Constantinople waited upon Vitiges with a treaty, signed by

Justinian, agreeing to divide Italy with him. But the Gothic

king dared not open the gates without the signature of Beli

sarius; and this general proudly said, that he was already

master of all Italy, and would never consent to terms that

had been made without his knowledge. The Goths, who

dreaded and respected Belisarius on account of his extraor

dinary military talents, determined, with the consent of

Vitiges, to offer him the kingdom, and proposed to disclaim

Justinian altogether. The conqueror professed his wil

lingness to accept their invitation, and the gates of the im

pregnable city being opened to him, he entered it with all

his troops without meeting with an enemy. But notwith

standing the reproaches of the Goths, he refused to reign,

and re-established the Roman power in Italy in the name of

Justinian. Yet the emperor, jealous of the fame of this

devoted servant, again called him from the scene of his

conquest, under pretence that his services were needed in

the East. Belisarius returned to Constantinople with

another captive king, and some of the finest-looking of the

Gothic warriors. Vitiges, on conforming to the Catholic

faith, obtained the rank of a senator, and a rich inheritance

in Asia; and Belisarius, though he was not allowed a second

triumph, attracted universal admiration whenever he ap

peared in public. His lofty stature, fine countenance, and

courteous manners, drew little less attention than his mar

tial train of seven thousand horsemen, selected from his

Moorish, Vandal, and Gothic captives, and maintained
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at his private expense. He had endeared himself to his

own soldiers by his personal attention to the sick and

wounded, and to the conquered people by his strict justice;

as he would not suffer even an apple to be gathered, or a

path to be made through the corn, when his troops marched

through the recovered provinces. No one but himself seemed

fit to oppose the Persians, who now threatened the empire,

as Chosroes had been persuaded by the ambassadors of

Vitiges to divert Justinian from the Italian war, and would

not withdraw his army, although that king had become the

emperor's willing subject. Justinian was quite disinclined

to undertake a foreign war in person, as his own pursuits

were of a different nature, and at this time he had but just

finished his magnificent cathedral. As he gazed with de

light upon the lofty roof, encrusted with variegated marbles,

the painted dome, the gilded doors, the columns of por

phyry, the golden altar, and the glittering thrones prepared

for himself and the patriarch, he exclaimed, with vain trans

port, “Glory be to thee, O God, who hast thought me worthy

to accomplish so great a work | I have vanquished thee,

O Solomon l’” Perhaps Justinian did not remember, that

in costly and beautifully wrought materials, Solomon's temple

far exceeded his edifice; for though of much smaller dimen

sions, it is calculated to have cost six millions of our money;

still less did he consider, that which alone made the temple

more glorious that all other buildings was wanting here,

namely, the visible token of God's presence. Solomon

made all things according to the Lord's pattern, and his

temple was intended as a type of heavenly things; but the

Gentiles were never directed to make temples, since mercy

was shewn to them under a dispensation in which none are

deemed God's worshippers but those who worship in spirit

and in truth. The great pains and expense bestowed upon

ecclesiastical architecture was one grand feature in the

darkest ages of Christendom ; for man's zeal finds exercise in

externals, as did that of the Pharisees; making something

beautiful to the outward eye, however deep be the decay

of inward and vital religion, and however careless he may be

of spiritual uncleanness. He who knows that fleshly lusts

war against the soul, will seek to keep clear of every thing

that mixes them up with religious observances.
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CHOSROES NUSHIRVAN.— THE PLAGUE.—THE BUL.GARIANS AND

SCLAVONIANS.—MISFORTUNES OF BELISARIUS.—ROME TAKEN

BY TOTILA.—THE GOTHS FINALLY DEFEATED BY NARSES.—

NARSES THE FIRST EXARCH OF RAVENNA.–RISE OF THE

TURKISH POWER. — THE AVARs, EXPELLED BY THE TURKS,

FORM AN ALLIANCE witH JUSTINIAN.—JUSTINIAN's EMBAssy

TO THE KHAN OF THE TURKS,

THR reign of Chosroes, surnamed Nushirvan, that is, the

Magnificent, forms a remarkable era in the history of Persia,

causing a temporary revival of the power of that kingdom, but,

in fact, hastening its decay. Nushirvan's first acts were those

of a cruel despot; but, in matters not personally affecting him

self, he stood unrivalled among the Persian sovereigns for

impartial justice and good government; and his name is more

celebrated in the history and poetry of Persia to this day, than

that of any other king. Four viziers (viceroys) were esta

blished by him in the several provinces of Assyria, Media,

Persia Proper, and Bactriana, in order to secure the better

administration of public affairs; and he professed to select

such ministers only as carried the poor in their bosoms. He

frequently visited every part of his dominions, and em

ployed a thousand spies to report to him the conduct of his

magistrates. He caused all orphans and the children of the

poor to be brought up at the public expense, encouraged

agriculture, employed the most skilful methods for the ge

neral distribution of the much-needed benefit of water,

and founded an academy for the study of physic. As an

instance of the generosity of his disposition, we are told that

he set free three thousand of his Greek captives, to reward

a physician, their countryman, who had successfully treated

one of his favourite wives. To encourage literature, he had

translations made of the Greek authors; and, hearing that a

famous book of moral fables existed in India, the work of

Pilpay, an eminent Brahmin, he sent into that country, and

obtained a version of it in Persian, from whence it found its

way, with some variations, into many of the European lan

guages. If Chosroes preferred one religion to another, it |
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was probably the Magian ; but he tolerated every sect ex

cept that of Mazdek, and the Christians enjoyed much

peace under his government; it is even supposed his prime

minister was a Christian in disguise: if so, the superiority

of Nushirvan's general rule might be owing to such influence.

But, after all, it is a fearful thing to be the subject of a king

who is bound by no laws. In front of Nushirvan's splendid

palace stood an iron tripod, the place of execution to any

whom he pleased to summon thither, whatever their rank or

innocence. None could disobey the royal mandate; and no

one could deliver the victim, brought to that spot by his

will, from immediate death. Mebodes, the first general in

Persia, who had subdued twelve of the independent tribes of

Asia, happened to be at a review when summoned to at

tend the king ; a short delay on his part was considered an

intolerable offence, and Nushirvan's next messenger called

him to the place of execution.

Under the immediate command of their king, the Persians

invaded Syria; and, having succeeded in taking Antioch

after a long siege, spoiled the churches of their rich orna

ments. In opposition to Justinian, Nushirvan patronised

the Green faction in all the Syrian cities that submitted to

his arms; and, to shew his daring disposition, he went to

bathe in the waters of the Orontes just where they empty

themselves into the Mediterranean, that river being con

sidered sacred to the sun, the object of Magian worship.

Belisarius had not attempted to check his progress, but,

with a small body of resolute soldiers, invaded Persia in his

absence; so that Chosroes was obliged hastily to repass the

Euphrates, instead of proceeding to Jerusalem as he had in

tended. Had the whole conduct of the war been entrusted

to Belisarius, he might have brought a third king captive to

Constantinople; but many generals were appointed by Jus

tinian ; and after a most calamitous struggle, in which

nothing was gained on either side, the rival monarchs agreed

to a truce, A.D. 543. In the year preceding, a dreadful

plague had broken out in Egypt, and no precaution being

taken, as contagion was not thought of, it spread over

Syria, Persia and India, and then extended through Africa

and Europe. In the spring of A.D. 548, it raged for some

months at Constantinople; . at one period five, and sub
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sequently ten thousand died daily; and, the disease being

commonly fatal, all who were attacked seemed to despair

of recovery. It began with a slight fever, which was

followed by swellings in different parts of the body; and

if the black matter, which quickly gathered in them, was

not discharged, mortification ensued and generally termi

nated in death by the fifth day. The fever was often ac

companied with lethargy, or delirium; and, in some cases,

the sufferers were covered with black pustules, vomited

blood, and thus died. The most skilful physicians found

all their labours vain; and the dead bodies were collected

day by day into heaps, and transported to deep pits dug

without the city walls. It was observed that the young were

generally carried off; but females, and persons of temperate

habits, particularly the inhabitants of monasteries, for the

most part escaped. Justinian himself was slightly touched;

but his strong constitution, which had never been injured by

excess, resisted the disease. During fifty-two years the plague

continued to prevail, more or less, throughout the world,

breaking out afresh when it was supposed to be exhausted,

so that many cities of the East were left without inhabitants;

and, even in some parts of Italy, both harvest and vintage

withered on the ground for want of hands to gather them.

From one cause or another, it has been computed that a

hundred millions of the human species perished in the reign

of Justinian. War was perpetually renewed in Africa, Italy,

and the East; and, even whilst the emperor was bent on

enlarging his dominions, his home territories were con

stantly ravaged by the most savage barbarians. During

thirty-two years, the tribes inhabiting modern Russia made

almost an annual inroad. These were the Bulgarians, a

division of the Huns, already mentioned as being at one

period hired to defend the frontiers; and the Sclavonians, or

Sclaves, a people of Tartar origin, whom they compelled to

follow their steps. The Bulgarians were most skilful archers,

and rode the fleetest horses; the Sclaves fought on foot, and

issued from the several thousand villages in which they lived

in the rudest state of barbarism. Their huts, usually fixed in

the depths of the forests, on rivers or morasses, were made

of rough timber, and had two openings, one of which gave

them a means of escape into the water. We are told,

*
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though it seems almost incredible, that they were of such

an amphibious nature, that they could live for a long time

in the water by swimming and diving, and could remain so

long under it, by drawing in air through a hollow cane, that

a party of them sometimes suddenly darted out of a lake or

river to the great surprise of their enemies. These savages

professed to worship the god of thunder, and they also adored

rivers as their best protectors. When they went out to

battle they carried a huge shield, a bow with poisoned

arrows, and a long rope with a noose to entrap their adver

saries. The Bulgarians, with the Sclaves in their train,

carried away at different times a hundred and twenty

thousand Thracians, and almost ruined Greece by their in

cursions; they impaled, or flayed alive, a vast number of

their captives, and burned every thing that hindered their

progress. Whilst plague and war stalked through the earth

like unwearied companions, executing judgments, religious

dissensions were not laid aside; and Justinian often sat up

half the night discussing or debating with his bishops on the

state of the church.

In A. D. 544, he issued an edict condemning some

episcopal writings termed the “Three Chapters,” which

were supposed to favour the Nestorian opinions, though

they had been pronounced orthodox by the Council of Chal

cedon; but on other points the emperor left the authority

of that famous council untouched. Vigilius, the Pope,

having consented to this edict, seventy bishops withdrew

from communion with him : a proof that the infallibility of

papal judgment was not at this time generally acknow

ledged.

13elisarius, at his return from the Persian war, found a

domestic foe in his own wife. Her wicked conduct during

his absence had been reported to him by Photius, his son

by a former marriage ; and, for this offence, the young man

was put to the torture, and buried in a subterraneous prison

by Theodora's command, whilst his unnatural mother-in-law

feasted at her table. Soon afterwards, Belisarius himself

was accused of having rejoiced at a report of the emperor's

death; and, on this ground, was deprived of his treasures and

his retinue. As he lay on his bed, expecting nothing but

death, Antonina carelessly walked up and down in an ad
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joining portico, refusing to come near him. At sunset a

letter from Theodora was presented to him, not containing

the sentence of condemnation, but telling him that he owed

his life to Antonina; and that part of his treasures being also

restored to him for her sake, he must show his grati

tude to her by his future behaviour. Belisarius kissed the

feet of his cruel, faithless wife, and promised to be her slave,

whilst he knew her heart was another's; and he was then

granted the office of master of the royal stables, and desired

to resume the command in Italy. The vanquished Goths

had never been extirpated; and now, having recovered their

strength and elected Totila as their king, they were rapidly

regaining their ancient possessions; and the Italians, after

three years' experience, seemed to prefer their old masters.

During four years Belisarius struggled, but in vain, to pre

serve his conquests: every step he took only increased the

misery of the people. In A.D. 546, Totila laid siege to

Rome, and Bessas, who commanded the garrison that de

fended the city, refused to let any of the starving inhabitants

escape. Belisarius tried to relieve them with vessels loaded

with provisions, but was driven back by a fire-ship sent by

Totila; and the citizens were reduced to such extremity that

they began to feed on mice, grass, nettles, etc., and looked

like diseased spectres. One man in despair threw his five

perishing children into the Tyber, and then drowned himself:

towards the close of the year, some of the sentinels were

persuaded to betray the city. Bessas and his soldiers es

caped at one of the gates, as Totila and the Goths entered

at another; and whilst the king prostrated himself at the

tomb of St. Peter, his followers put to death seventy-five

persons in the vestibule of the church. Pelagius, an arch

deacon, presented himself before the king with the gospels

in his hand, imploring him to prevent a general massacre.

The entreaty was not in vain : Totila spared the lives of the

rest of the citizens, and protected the women, though he

allowed his soldiers to pillage at their pleasure. He threatened

to turn Rome into pasture land; and he had destroyed a third

part of the walls, and prepared engines to attack the

buildings, before he was diverted from his purpose by an

embassy from Belisarius. That general retook the city in

the same year, but was obliged to resign it, not receiving
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sufficient help from the East, and at last retired to Constan

tinople to secure the safety of Antonina.

Three years afterwards, when Pope Vigilius went to the

Eastern capital, imploring the emperor again to deliver Italy

from the Goths, another fleet and army were granted; but

nothing was effected till Narses took the command in

A.D. 552. Though feeble in body and diminutive in stature,

this general's abilities seemed equal to those of Belisarius;

and his advantages were greater, as he had been the em

peror's chamberlain, and was allowed by Justinian to use

what forces and treasures he pleased. As the Gothic power

in Italy grew weak, the Gepidae, a tribe of barbarians from

the farther side of the Upper Danube, became troublesome

to the empire, and Justinian hired against them the Lom

bards, or Long-beards, a people of Scandinavian origin, and

terrible in their aspect. These allies, with other foreign

auxiliaries, now aided Narses against the Goths; and, in

July, A.D. 552, the two opposing armies met near Rome.

Before the battle began, Totila was seen in his golden

armour, with a purple banner floating over him, displaying

his skill with a lance, and vaulting from his horse as if

he expected only a day's sport; but he was killed by the

lance of one of the Gepidae, notwithstanding the repeated

cries of “Spare the king of Italy (" His brother hastened

from another part of Italy to revenge his death, and was

joined by the bravest of the Gothic warriors. Twelve

javelins had entered his shield in the desperate conflict, and

in the act of exchanging it for another he received a mortal

wound. Thus ended the power of the Goths in Italy,

March, A.D. 553.

Their allies, the dukes of the Allemanni and the kings of

the Franks, still disputed the possession of the country;

but their troops being wasted by disease and intemperance,

they were finally defeated by Narses with an inferior force

in A.D. 544; and the victorious general entered Rome in

triumph, his soldiers carrying garlands before him, and

chaunting his praises. Italy thenceforth fell under the go

vernment of the representative of the Eastern empire, who

bore the title of Exarch of Ravenna, and Narses was the

first to receive this appointment. The country had been

greatly depopulated through the long continuance of war;

VOL. II. o
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and, even before Belisarius left it, fifty thousand labourers

had died of hunger. Narses administered the affairs of the

country during fifteen years with much wisdom; dukes

under his control being stationed in the chief cities, and the

authority of the pope being confined within certain limits.

Justinian and Theodora were disposed to set bounds to the

papal power by reason of the conduct of Vigilius. In

A.D. 551, Justinian issued another edict, strongly con

demning the Three Chapters, which were still considered as

guides on doctrinal matters; but as the pope had changed

his opinion concerning these writings, he chose to go into

exile rather than disapprove them. On again altering his

sentiments, and declaring they were “execrable blas

phemies,” he was suffered to return; and his successors

adopting the same view, many of the Western bishops re

fused to acknowledge their authority.

A new power which had arisen in Asia must now be

noticed, as having an important relation to the affairs of the

Greek empire. The Turks, the most despised among the

many tribes enslaved by the Geougen, had long been em

ployed in the service of the Khan in working the iron forges

of the Altaian mountains; and, at length, Bertezena, one of

their countrymen, suggested to them that they might use the

weapons which they were wont to manufacture for others in

obtaining their own freedom. Under his direction, they were

successful in the struggle that ensued; and, in remembrance

of their origin, the standard of the Turks in after years was

a blacksmith's leather apron, and a piece of iron was cere

moniously hammered by their princes and nobles on a

certain day of each returning year. Bertezena asked in

marriage the daughter of the Khan of the Geougen; and,

being refused, obtained in her stead a Chinese princess.

By the help of this alliance, he became so powerful as almost

to subjugate the Geougen, and the first Turkish empire was

thus established in Tartary. The royal camp was, however,

usually fixed near their native mountains, at the foot of

which lay richly watered pastures which fed the largest

sheep and oxen in the world. The royal tent was turned

so as to face the east, and was distinguished by a spear

placed at its entrance, having a golden wolf at the top, a fit

emblem of an absolute and ferocious potentate and one that
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was afterwards displayed on the Turkish banner. One of his

successors wished to build cities and temples like the Chinese;

but an aged counsellor reminded him that the people of

China were a hundred times more numerous, and that his

advantage as a warrior consisted in having no fixed habi

tation. “Besides,” added he, “the bonzes (the Chinese

teachers) preach patience, humility, and the giving up of the

world; and this, O king, is not the religion of heroes!”

This argument prevailed; and the Turkish sovereigns, con

tinuing the habits of their predecessors, proudly reckoned that,

only fifty years after the rise of their monarchy, millions lay

under their dominion, and that they numbered an effective

army of four hundred thousand men. On the west, their

cavalry spread as far as Lake Maeotis; on the east they in

waded China; and in the south they conquered the White

Huns, a civilised yet warlike people, who possessed the

commercial cities of Bokhara and Samarcand, and had van

quished the Persians in battle. The laws of the Turks,

though unwritten, were rigorously enforced: the thief was

required to restore tenfold; murder, adultery, and treason

were punished with death, and no torture was deemed too

severe in the rare case of a convicted coward. Their re

ligious services were few ; but they sacrificed to an unknown

supreme God, and expressed in rude songs their obligations,

to fire, water, earth, and air, as to inferior deities.

In the course of their conquests, the Turks penetrated

within ten degrees of the polar circle, and met in battle the

Ogors or Avars, an Asiatic nation which had been hitherto

considered irresistible. Their Khan with 300,000 of his

warriors fell by the sword of the Turks; and it is said the

dead bodies lay scattered over the fields for the space of four

days’ journey.

But many thousands of the Avars preferred exile to slavery,

and, on their way southwards, hearing of the weak and wealthy

inhabitants of the Eastern empire, they induced a prince of

the Alani to conduct their ambassadors to Constantinople,

A.D.558. The whole city was surprised at the aspect of

these strangers, who wore their hair in long tresses bound

with ribbons, and were not very dissimilar in appearance to

their ancient enemies the Huns. Justinian, now seventy

five years of age, and languid both in mind and body, little
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- suspected they were the messengers of a fugitive people, and

# | º he sent costly presents to their Chagan or chief, who had en

| | | | | | camped at the foot of Mount Caucasus, beseeching him, as

the ally of the Greek Empire, to turn his arms against the

Bulgarians and Sclavonians. The Avars did this work so

| thoroughly, that the first of these nations only gave its name

| - to a small province, and the latter people were sold so

- - generally throughout Europe, that their national application

. of Sclaves or Slaves, became the common designation for

- persons bereft of liberty, in all its modern languages.

º º But Justinian had scarcely concluded his alliance with the

* , - Chagan of the Avars, when the Turkish ambassadors came

- s to Constantinople, bearing a message from Disabul, their

Khan, desiring him to have nothing to do with those rebels

| and fugitives. More than a hundred Turks visited the capital
t within a short period; and their reports of the strength and

grandeur of their empire alarmed Justinian, and induced him

, to neglect the Avars and to send an embassy to the Altaian

l camp. After the Greek ambassadors had gone through the

| required ceremonies of purification, they were admitted into

* , , . the presence of the great Khan, who was seated in a chair

| upon wheels. He replied to their oration in a friendly manner,

and invited them to his banquet. It was held in an inner

* . tent hung with embroidered silk hangings, supported by

|| º - . columns of gilt wood; and the Khan reclined on a golden

bedstead supported on four gold peacocks. All the drinking

- vessels were of gold, and were filled repeatedly with a Tartar

* ! l - liquor of an intoxicating nature. Within sight of the tent

* - were a number of waggons piled with silver vessels, and

statues, and other rich spoils, the monuments of the many

* victories of the Turks. The sketches given us of the state

. and manners of different people from age to age, are painfully

! - interesting to a thoughtful Christian mind, as proving that

all who know not God are alike seeking their happiness in

-- the creature; and those among them are esteemed the

º highest and happiest, who are able to heap together the

| º greatest quantity of those things that minister to the lust of

i t * * * - the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life. And we

| || || . . . may also perceive the truth of the wise man's saying, “He

that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver; nor he

( ; | that loveth abundance with increase. This is also vanity.”

ſº - º

- - - mº:
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And again, “When goods increase, what good is there to the

owners thereof, save the beholding of them with their eyes?”

(Eccl. v. 10, 11). -

He who knows that the Lord is his portion, may indeed

be well content to want such things as He is not pleased to

give ; and let not any person who is without this blessed

experience think that he can ever be content with any thing

in the wide world after which his heart may be yearning.

The human heart can say of nothing, except of the love of

Jesus, “It is enough.”
-

CHAP. XIX.

TREATY BETWEEN CHOSROES AND JUSTINIAN.—DEATH of BELISA

RIUS AND JUSTINIAN.—THE ABYSSINIANS AND JEWS.—THE

SAMARITANS.—JUSTINIAN's LAWS CONCERNING THE JEWs.—

SUPPRESSION OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL SCHOOLS OF GREECE.-

ABOLITION OF THE CONSULSHIP.-JUSTIN, EMPEROR.—STORY

OF ALBOIN.—THE LOMBARDS CONQUER PART OF ITALY.—

JUSTIN's ABDICATION IN FAvoUR OF TIBERIUS. —CLOSE OF

NUSHIRVAN's REIGN.

DURING the eventful period we have been describing, Chos

roes Nushirvan had been engaged in war with the people of

Colchis, who, as professed Christians, had been in a measure

supported by the Greek emperor; though, it appears, they

revolted or attached themselves to either government, as

best suited their views. The men of Colchis were famed for

their strength and courage, the women for their beauty; and

theirs was one of the richest of the independent kingdoms

of Asia. The Colchian war gave many opportunities for the

display of furious rivalry between the Persians and the

Greeks; and, after a defeat sustained by the former, Chosroes

caused his unsuccessful general, Nacoragan, to be flayed

alive, and then had his stuffed skin exposed on the top of a

mountain. Such was the diabolical disposition of the far

famed sovereign who has obtained the reputation of the best

of the Persian kings! In their old age, both Chosroes and

Justinian began to wish for rest; and, after twenty years of

destructive war, during which not a foot of ground had been

gained on either side, a treaty of peace between the two

nations was agreed upon for fifty years. In the true Eastern
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style, Chosroes was therein represented as the sun, and

Justinian as the moon. It was written in Greek and Persian,

and confirmed by the seals of the twelve interpreters employed

on the occasion. Chosroes, on his side, renounced all claim

to the sovereignty of Colchis; but demanded from Justinian

thirty thousand pieces of gold, and professed to esteem the

Greeks the least formidable of the ten nations whom he

boasted he had conquered: he said that he only contended

with the Turkish Khan for the title of “king of the world.”

Such was the boastful language of Nushirvan; but, it appears,

the nations whom he placed above the subjects of Justinian,

were only tribes of robbers in Tartary, Northern India and

Arabia; and though ambassadors from China and Hndia came

to purchase his favour with the rarest products of their differ

ent climes, he was made sensible of the uncertain duration of

his national greatness, by the unhappy dissensions in his

own family. In A.D.561, the year of the conclusion of the

Persian treaty, Justinian returned from a journey into Thrace,

and chose to enter the city privately, as he was suffering from

head-ache. It was consequently reported that he was dead,

and the tumult that arose was only appeased when the prefect

caused the city to be illuminated to celebrate the emperor's

recovery. The length of a reign which had been so fruitful

in troubles, began to excite the impatience of the people, and

they were ready to attribute every misfortune to this cause.

Even the frequent earthquakes" were connected in the public

mind with the character of the government.

In A.D. 563, two of the emperor's courtiers conspired to

assassinate him; and, their intentions being discovered, they

accused two officers of the household of Belisarius; and these,

in turn, being put to the torture, charged the crime on their

master. Belisarius pleaded his own cause, but was pronounced

guilty; and though his life was spared, he was kept asaprisoner

in his own palace from December to July. His innocence was

in the end acknowledged; but he died shortly after, in the

* Earthquakes occurred almost every year in the reign of Justinian.

One, in particular, was felt during forty days throughout the Eastern

Empire. At Antioch, in 526, fifty thousand persons perished ; and

at Berytus, the famous school of civil law, a very considerable number

were destroyed in 551. The manner in which these cities were built

increased the loss of life, the houses being very high and much crowded

together.
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month of March, A.D. 565; and Antonina with her remaining

treasures founded a convent to which she retired.* The

emperor only survived his faithful servant till the close of

the year, and was eighty-three years of age when he died.

He had reigned over sixty-four provinces, including nine

hundred and thirty-five cities, a region abundantly favoured

by nature and art,t but suffering, as we have seen, under

man's continual abuse of all those various gifts. When

God's good creatures are used with thanksgiving, they are

blessings to the receiver, and are partaken of to the glory of

God; but when His silver and His gold are used by man to

glorify himself, and His iron is turned by man against his bro

ther, and the things given richly to enjoy are taken to excess,

all these creatures become curses; for, being either put in the

place of the Creator, or made use of in opposition to His

laws, they increase the natural alienation of the heart from

God. When a man impairs his health of mind and body

*The story of Belisarius's misfortunes has been given in these pages;

and there seems to be no truth in the statement that he had his eyes

put out, and wandered through the provinces he had, by his sword,

restored to the emperor, begging his bread with the deplorable cry,

“Give Belisarius an obolus” (one ofthe smallest coins of the Romans).

t The introduction of the silk-worm into the Roman empire, was

effected in the reign of Justinian, under the following circumstances:

silk, being then considered indispensable for the robes of the

wealthy, had become an important article of commerce; and the

emperor did not like to be dependent on the Persians for its supply.

His Christian allies, the Abyssinians, a very enterprising people, de

clined to assist him, though they traded along the coast, and penetrated

to the equatorial regions in search of gold, emeralds and aromatics.

But among the Indians, on the pepper coast of Malabar, the Gospel

had been preached and churches formed, and two monks, either from

that country or Ceylon, who had resided for a time in China, being on

a visit at Constantinople, were made acquainted with Justinian’s

wishes. Anxious to gratify the emperor, they returned to China, and

knowing that the silk-worm could not be transported in a living state,

they secreted a quantity of the eggs in a hollow cane, and set off with

their rich prize for Europe. The eggs were hatched by the artificial

heat of dung, and the rewards offered by Justinian for the naturalisa

tion and multiplication of the insect, and the manufacture of the silk

they produced, were so successful, that in the succeeding reign the

Romans had no need of foreign aid. The Peloponnesus may be called

the adopted home of the silk, worm, as it seemed to prosper best there;

and the mulberry trees so largely cultivated for its use, gave to that

part of Greece the name of Morea.
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by sensual indulgence, he sinks to the level of the brute beast;

and when, on the other hand, he employs the powers of his

mind in proud independence of God, and in self-exaltation,

he proves his relationship to the first human sinners, whose

thought was “we shall be as gods,” and exhibits feelings

kindred to those of the fallen angels. In the Scripture we

read but of two kinds of wisdom; that which descendeth not

from above, but is earthly, sensual, devilish: that which is

from above, which is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, easy

to be entreated, full of mercy and good fruits, without par

tiality and without hypocrisy. Before, then, we admire any

character,-before we give any judgment upon persons who

occupy such a conspicuous place in the world as the sove

reigns and generals of whom we have been reading, let us

enquire which kind of wisdom they appeared to possess; and

if our souls were truly in communion with God, we should

as instinctively shrink from the admiration of that which

was “earthly, sensual, devilish,” however glossed over with

the show and attractions which blind and captivate the

world, as we should from admiring what is evil in its more

undisguised and repulsive forms.

There remain a few facts to be recorded in connection with

the reign of Justinian, which could not be so well noticed

before, as interfering with the general narrative.

Homerites, an Arabian district, had been governed by a

succession of Jewish kings for nearly two thousand years,

when the last of the race, on account of his persecution of

the Christians in Arabia, was attacked by the Negus, or king

of Abyssinia, who governed some colonists originally sent by

them to that country. By the aid of Justinian, the Negus

succeeded in extirpating the royal Homeritish race; but the

rebellion of Abrakah, a slave, to whom he had given the

conquered kingdom in charge, deprived the king of Abyssinia

of possession, and thus no Christian power was maintained

in Arabia. In A.D. 533, Justinian sent some ambassadors

to Abyssinia, and they were received by the Negus in an

open field, where he was seated, clothed with linen, on a lofty

chariot drawn by four elephants, and pompously adorned

with gold and pearls. He kissed the seal of Justinian's

letter with great respect, and promised his imperial ally to

be faithful to his interests, and to make no peace with the
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Persian fire-worshippers. The Jews of the East, after the

fall of the patriarchate, sank, as it were, into a sect, and

were so considered in the imperial laws; and from that day

to this, the design of the Gentiles seems to have been to

seek to cut them off from being a nation, though the Lord

hath said it is as impossible to do so as to break his cove

nant of the day and night (see Jer. xxxiii. 19–26).

In the reign of Justin, the Jews, together with heathens,

unbelievers, and Samaritans, were excluded from the magis

tracy and all offices of dignity; and thus they have literally

remained, the tail and not the head, though the day seems

now to have dawned when they are “holpen with a little

help.” In the reigns of Justin and Justinian, the Samari

tans became remarkable, not only as sharing the commerce

of the Jews in different parts of the world, especially as

money-changers, but as disturbing the peace of Palestine

by fierce insurrections. As far back as the reign of Zeno,

their capital, Sichem (Neapolis now Naplous), had been the

scene of a bloody tumult; for a number of Samaritans had

attacked the church on Easter-day, and, after slaying great

numbers, they cut off the bishop's fingers as he firmly held the

consecrated bread. The bishop fled to Constantinople, and

showed his mutilated hands to the emperor, reminding him

of the fourth chapter of John, and pleading the right of the

Christians to occupy that spot. Zeno caused the offenders

to be severely punished, expelled the Samaritans from their

sacred mountain, and caused a chapel to be built upon it to

the Virgin Mary, which was surrounded by a brick wall, and

constantly guarded. In the reign of Anastasius, some

Samaritan zealots climbed up and cut the guard to pieces;

but they were punished by the governor. Justinian strength

ened the walls of this chapel, and caused five churches which

had been destroyed by the Samaritans to be rebuilt. Other

tumults followed ; and the most severe laws were enacted,

which the Samaritans eluded by submitting to baptism and

then falling back to their own religion. After this period,

few traces remained of them as a separate people; but a

small remnant is still to be found in the neighbourhood of

their holy mountain.” The two great means ignorantly
t

* A highly interesting and instructive little volume, the title of
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employed to convert the Jews in this dark age, were penal

laws and “ lying wonders;” and it would be vain to repeat

the absurd legends which the clergy thought to impose

upon a people whose fathers had refused even to believe the

miracles of Christ and his apostles. Justinian obliged the

Jews, by a heavy fine, to celebrate their passover when the

Christians kept Easter, and ignorantly forbade them to sacri

fice a lamb, which they had not done for five centuries. At

this period a schism arose among the Jews themselves, as to

the language which should be used in the synagogue. The

rabbins contended for the Hebrew: the people who had

lost the knowledge of it were very anxious that Greek

translations should be used. “Cursed be he that eateth

swine's flesh and that teacheth his child Greek,” had been

an ancient saying under other circumstances; but it was

brought forwards by the rabbies, now that their craft was in

danger. The dispute was at length carried to the emperor

to decide; and he enacted, that no one who desired it,

should be prevented from reading the Scriptures in Greek

in the synagogue, and that the Septuagint should be used in

preference to any other translation. At the same time Jus

tinian positively forbade the Mishna, as the invention of

wicked men, and recommended the reading of the Bible for

improvement. The law was wise; but the Jews thought that

in recommending the Septuagint, his object was to convert

them to Christianity,+the prophecies in that version being

the clearest, and the rabbins eventually triumphed, and

maintained the authority of their Talmud.

In his former persecuting laws, it seems that Justinian

had overlooked the strength of the Jews; but he found them

on several occasions very powerful enemies. In the West,

they took the part of the Goths against the arms of Beli

sarius; and, in the East, they furthered the designs of Nu

shirvan.

The last of the strongholds of paganism in the Roman

empire was successfully attacked by Justinian; for his reign

was marked by the suppression of the schools of Athens,

which is subjoined, describes Samaria as it was, and as it is at this

time. “A Visit to my Father-Land in 1843. By Ridley H.

Herschell.”

:
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celebrated during so many centuries, and till then main

tained both by the Christian and Pagan emperors.

The professors of the Platonist, Peripatetic, Stoic, and

Epicurean schools, had all received public salaries, equal in

value to three hundred pounds yearly; besides the private

payments of their numerous pupils. All had their homes in

the suburbs of Athens. Epicurus had left a beautifully

planted garden, adorned with statues, for the perpetual use

of his disciples; the Platonists had their academy; the Aristo

telians, their Lyceum; and the Stoics, their porches, wherein

to pursue their philosophical studies; and these institutions

were considered the ornament and glory of Greece. The

last seven of these public teachers were condemned to silence

by an emperor who would not be disobeyed, and went into

Persia, hoping to obtain more liberty from Chosroes. But they

found the practices of the Magi, and the system of govern

ment, so repulsive to their notions, that they quickly re

turned. The king of Persia was so far interested in their

cause as to stipulate, in his treaty with Justinian, that they

should be exempted from all the penal laws to which other

pagans within his empire were subjected.

The consulship, which had so long been a nominal dig

nity, was finally abolished in the thirteenth year of the reign

of Justinian; and instead of calling the year by the names of

the consuls elected at their commencement, which had ever

till then been the practice, the Greeks began to date from

the creation, according to the chronology of the Septuagint.

The Christian era was proposed in the West during this

century as more proper and convenient; but it was little

used till the eighth, and did not become legal and popular

till the tenth century.

Justinian had seven nephews, whom he brought up in a

princely manner, but he had never named either of them

as his successor. On the night of his death, however, the

friends of Justin, the son of his sister Vigilantia, awoke that

young prince out of his sleep, telling him that he was the dying

choice of his uncle; and his wife Sophia encouraged him totake

advantage of this false report. He went immediately to the

palace, and was well received by the guards; and when he

was invested with the imperial robes and diadem, and the

usual military and religious rites were performed, both
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the Greens and the Blues united in their acclamations.

Justin’s first act was to assemble his uncle's creditors in

the hippodrome, and to go thither in person, accompanied

by porters laden with bags of gold, to discharge the debts

which it had been supposed would never be paid. This was

a pleasant beginning; but Justin's reign, through various

circumstances, was a miserable period. In the first week

of it he was called to receive the ambassadors of the Cha

gan of the Avars, and having made a great display before

them, in order to give them an idea of his power, he told

them it was necessary for him to dissolve the alliance with

their master, on account of his friendship with the Turks.

Being thus cast off by the Eastern empire, the Avars

united with the Lombards in carrying on a war with the

Gepidae. The state of these barbarians may be imagined

from the following circumstances, which took place at this

period:—Alboin, the son of the Lombard king, had killed

in battle the son of Turismund, king of the Gepidae; but as,

according to the laws of his nation, he could not sit at table

with his own father till he had received arms from a foreign

king, he determined to set out with only forty of his com

panions, to obtain the necessary equipment from the father

of the prince whom he had slain. As he came with a

peaceful intention, demanding hospitality, Turismond, ac

cording to barbarian customs, could not refuse it, and pre

pared a banquet for the Lombard prince. Alboin was

seated at the king's table in the place that had belonged to

his lost son; and Cunimund, his surviving son, when heated

with wine, alluded to his brother's death, and then bursting

into loud complaints, fell upon the stranger with a dagger.

The Lombards rose to defend their prince; but no blood

was shed, as Turismond checked the revengeful spirit of

Cunimund, and sent away Alboin with the arms of the

prince whom he had slain. During this singular visit, Alboin

had been struck with the beauty of Cunimund's daughter

Rosamond; and, in the hope of obtaining her as his wife,

gave up the grand-daughter of Clovis, to whom he had

been previously engaged. Cunimund, however, refused

his consent to the proposed union; and when Alboin suc

ceeded to the Lombard throne at the death of his father,

he made this an excuse for a renewal of war with the
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Gepidae. The latter nation had been previously assisted by

the imperial forces, but Justin left them to their enemies,

and, by the aid of the Avars, Alboin succeeded in almost

exterminating them. In the decisive battle, forty thousand

of the Gepidae were slain; and, the spoils being divided, the

conquered lands (namely, Wallachia, Moldavia, Transylva

nia, and the parts of Hungary beyond the Danube) came

into the hands of the Avars, according to a previous agree

ment. Their chagans continued to reign over these coun

tries for two hundred and ninety years. The Lombards

obtained great wealth and a vast number of slaves; and

their king valued nothing so highly as the beautiful Rosa

mond and the skull of her father, which he caused to be

fashioned into a drinking cup, without any regard to the

feelings of his bride. Alboin's ambition was not, however,

satisfied; and recalling to his warriors the beauties of Italy,

which were still fresh in the remembrance of those who had

fought under the banner of Narses, he explained to them

that the circumstances of that country now rendered it an

easy prey. Narses had, at this time, lost his popularity on

account of his great accumulation of wealth; and he having

escaped to Rome, Longinus, a person ignorant of the

country and people, was hastily put in his place by the

Greek emperor. A multitude of barbarians flocked around

the standard of the noted Alboin ; and his own subjects took

with them all their portable treasures, willingly leaving

their lands to the Avars, in the prospect of richer do

mains. A large territory in Italy took the name of Lom

bardy from its conquerors. But Alboin’s expectations were

not answered : the inhabitants of the sea-coast held out

against him; Rome was defended by Narses through the pope's

invitation, and remained untouched; and the Lombards lay

encamped for three years before the city of Ticinum (now

Pavia), as their king had vowed to make it his capital. At

this period Alboin made a feast in his palace near Verona;

and in the hardness of heart which delight in war had pro

duced, and perhaps further steeled by drunkenness, he

desired Cunimund's skull to be filled with wine, and

obliged Rosamond to drink from it with him. She put it to

her lips with a trembling hand, saying, “Let the will of my

lord be obeyed;” but only concealed her revengeful feelings
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till they retired to rest, when she procured some one to

assassinate her cruel husband in his sleep. She had hoped

to reign in his stead, but was poisoned shortly afterwards.

Clepho, the successor of Alboin in A.D. 573, was stabbed by

a domestic eighteen months afterwards; and during the

minority of his son, Autharis, which lasted ten years, the

Lombard government in Italy fell into the hands of thirty

ducal tyrants.

Whilst Italy was lost to the empire, and Africa de

solated by war, the Persians made conquests on their side;

and Justin being further distressed by domestic quar

rels, and a painful disease in his foot, resolved to lay

the burden of the government upon one whom he thought

more capable of sustaining it than himself, and who was

recommended to his notice by Sophia, A.D. 578. This was

Tiberius, captain of the guards; and, after he had been

solemnly installed in the presence of the patriarch and the

senate, Justin addressed him to the following effect:-

“You have received the ensigns of the supreme power (as

from God), honour them, and they will honour you;

respect the empress as a mother; delight not in blood;

abstain from revenge; avoid those actions whereby I have

incurred just hatred, and consider my experience rather

than my example. As a man I have sinned: as a sinner,

even in this life I have been severely punished; but those

ministers who have abused my confidence and inflamed my

passions, will appear with me before the judgment-seat.

I have been dazzled by the splendour of the diadem : be

thou wise, and remember what you have been, and what

you are. You see before you your slaves and children.

Love your people as yourself; cultivate their affections;

maintain the discipline of the army; protect the fortunes of

the rich; relieve the necessities of the poor,” etc.

When the patriarch had rehearsed the prayers, and

Tiberius had received the diadem on his knees, Justin

exclaimed, “If you consent, I live; if you command, I

die. May the God of heaven and earth infuse into your

heart what I have forgotten or neglected l’” There seems

reason to describe this remarkable scene more particularly,

as the instances of abdication are but rare, and expressions

of penitence, or lessons of moderation, from an absolute ruler
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still more so; whilst there are many “who wade through

slaughter to a thröne.” The remaining four years of the

life of Justin were his happiest, as they were passed in

tranquil obscurity; and the filial gratitude and reverence of

Tiberius secured his temporal comfort.

Nushirvan died in the first year of the emperor Tiberius;

and it will here be proper to give some account of the

close of his reign, which was scarcely less stormy than that

of his rival Justinian. Being threatened at once by all his

most powerful enemies, he took the field in person A.D. 572,

at the age of eighty; and he was more or less engaged in

action during the seven remaining years of his life. But

his greatest trial was in the rebellion of his son Nushizad,

whose mother was a Christian. Woe unto the world

because of the offences of those that bear that name; for it

appears from our history, that the Magians, like the Jews and

heathens, had little reason to respect the Christians; finding

their enemies of that profession, for the most part, as ambi

tious, as revengeful, and as covetous as any others, though

not so ferocious. Nushizad was thrown into prison by the

Magi on account of his contempt for their religion; and

that he did not suffer persecution for righteousness' sake,

appears in the fact, that on a report of his father's death, he

persuaded the keepers to let him escape, that he might

dispute the title with his brothers. . The Christians of

Persia were scarcely gathered around his standard, when

they heard that Nushirvan was still living; but, having gone

too far to retreat without punishment, they continued in

arms; and Nushizad's party was daily increased by the

addition of other discontented subjects. In sending one of

his best generals against the rebels, Nushirvan desired him

to slay his son if he met him in battle, but to spare him if

he were taken prisoner. Nushizad received a mortal wound

in the battle, and sent a dying message to his mother, not,

alas! of repentance for his undutiful conduct, but to ex

press his desire of being buried among the Christians, as

his own countrymen were in the habit of burning the dead.

Nushirvan himself, being defeated by the generals of Tibe

rius, escaped across the Euphrates on an elephant: at his

advanced age the alarm and exertion proved serious, and
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he was attacked by a lingering illness. In his last edict, he

decreed that none of his successors should expose their per

sons to danger as he had done; and, before he died, he made

peace with the Greek emperor.

From the following specimen of Nushirvan's parting ad

dress to his son and successor, Hormouz, we may conclude

that he had learned something from his intercourse with the

Jews and Christians, though he seemed to be ignorant

of that truth on which revelation itself is founded—man's

ignorance, impotence, and depravity. . He proposed to

Hormouz to follow the example of the sun, visiting every

part of his dominions in turn, and only leaving one place to

do good in another. In desiring him often to worship the

Supreme Being, and not to bow before him with an impure

mind, he says, “Do the dogs enter thy temple Should

evil lusts be admitted into the temple of thy soul? If thou

shalt observe this rule, thy prayers shall be heard, the

desires of thy enemies shall be confounded; thy friends

shall be ever faithful; thou shalt give delight to thy sub

jects, and receive it in thy turn. Do justice, humble the

insolent, relieve the distressed, comfort the broken-hearted,

love thy children, protect learning, follow the advice of

thy aged counsellors, suffer not the young rashly to inter

fere in the affairs of state, let the good of thy subjects ever

be thy aim,” etc.

The following anecdotes concerning Chosroes may fitly

be added at the close of his history; but we must remem

ber that they are related of one who publicly declared, he

was not only at war with Justinian but with the God of the

Christians, and who also put multitudes to death in a cruel

manner. On one occasion, when the ambassadors from

Constantinople were admiring the prospect from the palace

of Chosroes, they inquired why an uneven place was not

levelled, and were told it was the property of an old woman

who objected to sell it, though often requested to do so.

and her sovereign would rather have his prospect spoiled

than be guilty of violence. “Then,” observed the Greek

ambassador, “that spot has more beauty in my eyes than

any other part of the landscape.”

At another time, Chosroes was told that some of his

provinces were infested with jackals, whose horrid screams
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by night terrified the inhabitants. He went to his high

priest, and asked what could be the cause of this dis

turbance, and was answered, that he had learned from

history, that beasts of prey spread over a kingdom in which

iniquity prevails. Nushirvan took the hint, and instituted a

strict search into the characters of the provincial governors,

the result of which was, that twenty of them were con

victed of gross tyranny and oppression, and put to death.

A verse to the following effect is said to have been engraven

on the diadem of this celebrated king :-

Why should we boast of life or fame,

Since heirs of both, with pressing claim,

Fast on our footsteps tread 2

I, like my fathers, wear a crown,

And I, like them, must lay it down,

And mingle with the dead.

CHAP. XX.

. EXCELLENT REIGN OF TIBERIUS.—MAURICE, EMPEROR.—HE GIVES

THE TITLE OF UNIVERSAL BISHOP TO JOHN OF CONSTANTI

NOPLE.-REIGN OF HORMISDAS.—STORY OF BAHRAM.–CHOS

ROES II. SEATED ON THE PERSIAN THRONE BY THE HELP OF MAU

RICE.-WAR WITH THE AWARS.—PHOCAS MADE EMPEROR.—

EXECUTION OF MAURICE AND HIS CHILDREN.—STATE OF ITALY

UNDER THE LOMBARDS.—ORIGIN OF THE FEUDAL SYSTEM.–.

THE PAPAL POWER UNDER GREGORY, SURNAMED THE GREAT.

When Tiberius ascended the throne of the Eastern empire,

he caused his lawful wife Anastasia, to whom he had

been privately married, to be proclaimed Augusta; and as

Sophia had expected to retain that rank, all the honours

that were lavished upon her could not reconcile her to the

loss. In the spirit of discontent she brought forwards one

of Justinian's nephews as a claimant for the throne she

had so lately given to another; but, having disappointed her

in this design also, Tiberius continued to treat her and his

rival with kindness and clemency. In fact, he endeavoured

to follow the advice of Justin, and succeeded so far as to

bear a fairer character than any other Greek emperor. To

repair the ruined fortunes of his oppressed subjects, he

VOL. II. P
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remitted the taxes which had been levied, with no sparing

hand, to support the enormous expenses of war and im

perial extravagance in the reign of Justinian; and yet was

enabled by wise economy to distribute so largely to

the needy, that the citizens of Constantinople thought

he had discovered some secret treasure. Tiberius had a

great reputation for justice, temperance, and humanity; and

it is certain he made some wise laws; and having charitably

entertained a number of captives taken by his victorious

generals, he dismissed them to their several homes. As he

did not interfere in church affairs, nothing is recorded con

cerning his religious profession; but the character of his

short reign, and his patient endurance of a most painful

disease which terminated his life, would lead one to hope

there was something of sincerity about it. His last act

proved, in a remarkable manner, his care over his subjects.

Having summoned the patriarch and the senate to his dying

bed, he gave his daughter's hand and the imperial diadem to

his friend Maurice, saying he was the person whom he thought

most fit to reign, and passing by his own relations as less

worthy of the throne, A.D. 582. Maurice was by birth a

native of Rome, and was forty-three years of age at the

time of his accession. Historians remark, that during

a reign of twenty years, his self-government was more

to be approved than his government of others; but his

natural reserve caused him to be accused of haughtiness;

his love of justice led him into acts of severity; and the

strict economy which he found necessary bore the appear

ance of avarice, if it did not proceed from a penurious dis

position.

Maurice was not possessed of sufficient character to make

himself distinguished in the history of his times; and,

during the greater part of his reign, other powers seem

rather to demand our attention. It is worthy of remark,

that at a council summoned by his command in A.D. 588,

John, surnamed the Faster, patriarch of Constantinople,

obtained the title of Universal Bishop. This excited the

jealousy of Pelagius, bishop of Rome, and still more of

Gregory, who succeeded him in A.D. 590, and whose history

forms one of the most remarkable features of this period.

It will, however, rather belong to our sketch of Rome, and
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of the state of the church at the close of the century, and

we shall now consider the doings of the heathen sove

reigns.

The Turkish khan had been so much displeased with

Tiberius for renewing the ancient alliance with the Avars,

that he told his ambassadors they spoke with ten tongues of

deceit, and threatened to trample the empire under his feet;

but the prospect of war with Persia induced him to ac

cept the friendship of Maurice, though he styled himself,

when announcing his conquests to that emperor, “Master

of the seven races, and lord of the seven climates of the

earth.” -

Hormouz, the son and successor of Nushirvan, called by

the Greeks Hormisdas, governed well, as long as he sub

mitted to the counsels of his father's ministers; and Buzuz,

one of these, has been esteemed the Seneca of the East, and

was supposed to be in secret a Christian. But when the

young king grew weary of his advisers, and banished

them from his presence, it soon appeared he was entirely

unfit to reign. With childish vanity, he daily wore the

jewelled tiara which his predecessors had reserved for state

occasions; and thirteen thousand innocent persons were

condemned to military execution through his wicked ty

ranny. The provincial governors became like beasts of

prey in cruelty and rapaciousness, and many of them made

themselves independent of a king who had put no check

upon their evil doings. Whilst the country was in this dis

ordered state, the Greek forces entered Mesopotamia on

one side,” and the Great khan, at the head of three or four

hundred thousand Turks, attacked the Eastern provinces.

* It was on this occasion that a new standard was adopted, which

it was supposed would render the Christian army invulnerable; and

the history of it may give the reader some idea of the gross supersti

tion of the age. Traditionists related that Abgarus, king of Edessa,

in Syria, sent a letter to the Lord Jesus, requesting to have his like

ness, and was gratified by receiving the impression of his face in a

towel that he threw over it for that purpose. The possession of this

treasure was said to make the city of Edessa invulnerable, and to

work a variety of miracles; and images made from it were supposed

to be of similar value. They were distinguished from all others by

the name of Acheiropoietos, i.e., made without hands; and the Greek

standard was one of these. -

º
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In this season of danger, Bahram, called by the Greeks

Varanes, a Persian officer of gigantic stature, and said to

resemble a wild cat both in countenance and courage, went

with only twelve thousand men to occupy a pass in the

mountains, by which alone the Turkish hosts could enter

the country; and in this advantageous situation he over

whelmed the enemy, and the khan himself was slain, with

some of his chief warriors. An immense spoil of massy gold

fell into the hands of Bahram ; but his fame throughout his

native land was of more value to him than all his trea

sures. Hormouz concealed his jealousy by telling the hero

there were others foes to conquer, and then sent him

against the lieutenants of the emperor Maurice without the

necessary assistance. Bahram being defeated, as the king

expected, he sent him, in mockery, a distaff and spinning

wheel, with a suit of female wearing apparel, hoping to

exalt himself by abasing the only defender of his king

dom. Bahram showed himself to his soldiers in the dress

presented to him by the king, and obtained from them an

oath of fidelity to himself, and a vow to revenge the affront

upon his ungrateful master. Hormouz was rapidly and

generally deserted; and Bindoes, a Sassanian prince, being

set free from one of his dungeons, placed himself at the

head of the guards, threw the king into the same confine

ment, and declared his eldest son, Chosroes, to be sove

reign. Hormouz was then brought to trial before his

nobles, and offered to resign the crown in favour of another

son; but his proposal only led to the death of the object of

his preference, and the loss of his own eyes. In this situa

tion, the deposed king was assigned an apartment in the

palace, and indulged by Chosroes with every sensual enjoy

ment of which he was capable in his blindness. Bahram

had by this time defeated the Greek army, and would not

rest content with the second rank in the kingdom, which

was offered to him by Chosroes II. as the reward of his ser

vices. In the revolution that followed, Bahram ascended

the throne, Hormouz was strangled, and Chosroes took

refuge with the Greek emperor. The reign of Bahram was

short; for though he made some excellent laws, the at

tachment of the Persians to an hereditary government,

made them lament the loss of their lawful king; and when

* -mºst
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Chosroes returned with the title of the son and ally of the em

peror Maurice, loaded with his gifts, and attended by his best

general with the choicest forces of the empire, he was re

seated on the throne with little difficulty. Bahram took

refuge among the Turks; but there was none among his

enemies to act the part taken by Maurice towards Chosroes,

and his life was shortened by poison. To this day, how

ever, his extraordinary exploits form one of the favourite

subjects of the Persian poets.

In A. D. 591, Chosroes II. celebrated his return to his

native land by giving banquets to his friends, and sen

tencing to death those whom he deemed his foes. He took

terrible vengeance on the Jews, who had supported the

usurper. They submitted, and made peace with him. For

some time he retained a thousand of his foreign friends as

his personal guards; and, after he parted with these unpo

pular attendants, he continued the faithful ally of the

Greeks till the death of Maurice. He was even reported to

be a convert to Christianity; but this appears to have

arisen from the circumstance of his sending some rich

offerings to the shrine of Sergius, once a bishop of An

tioch, to whom he had been directed to pray when he took

refuge in that city, and to whom he believed he was in

debted for his friendly treatment by Maurice.

Though the Greek empire did not suffer from the Turks or

Persians in the reign of Maurice, it was frequently threat

ened by the formidable Avars, whose kingdom now ex

tended from the Alps to the Euxine, and included the land

of the Huns, who were finally humbled under their power.

Baian, the reigning chagan, had only been kept out of the

empire by most extravagant peace-offerings, which he

required from the Greek ambassadors. In his insolent

pride, he would keep the envoys from Constantinople wait

ing for days before his door, and even allowed their bag

gage to be plundered without affording them any redress.

Ten of the emperor's elephants, with magnificent trappings,

were deemed by him too mean a present; and when a bed

stead of solid gold was sent by his desire, he would not

accept it till superb silk furniture was added, with a plenti

ful supply of cinnamon and pepper. On these terms, Mau

rice obtained from the chagan an oath of friendship, taken
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upon the Gospel; but the barbarian respected neither his

oath nor the Gospel, and shortly afterwards razed Sirmium

(now Belgrade), and advanced towards Constantinople.

This march of six hundred miles was marked by fire and

blood; and when he found that Maurice would not ransom

the prisoners he had made by the way, he massacred every

one of them. It is said, Maurice was so struck with horror

at this intelligence, that he prayed that his refusal to

part with the money which had been demanded might be

punished in this life.

In A.D. 595, Maurice led forth his army to oppose the

chagan; and, as no emperor since Theodosius had gone out

to battle in person, this show of courage was considered

worthy of so much honour, that the senate and the empress

Constantina accompanied him out of the city, the standard

of the cross being carried in the front of the troops. But

Maurice was both cowardly and superstitious; and before he

had proceeded seven miles from the capital, he left the

command to his generals, under pretence of returning to

receive the Persian ambassadors. It appears, however, he

was discouraged by the death of his favourite horse, the

coming on of a storm, and, above all, by not receiving a

miraculous answer to his prayers.

In five successive battles the Greek troops accomplished

a dreadful destruction among the Avars; and it is cal

culated that the total number that were slain amounted to

sixty thousand, including four sons of Baian, whilst only

fourteen hundred were taken prisoners. But the economy,

perhaps the avarice, of Maurice, occasioned discontent in

the army; and a mutiny having arisen among the soldiers

who defeated the Avars, they returned to Constantinople,

headed by Phocas, a centurion of ferocious disposition.

The emperor heard of the approach of the rebels as he

was watching the games of the circus, but tried to con

ceal his anxiety, by telling both the Blues and the Greens

he looked to them as the pillars of his throne. When,

however, one of his friends observed to him that Phocas was

a coward, he replied, in a tone of apprehension, “Then I fear

he will be a murderer.” The popular feeling was easily

excited against a monarch who had never been liberal in

his gifts; and the excitement produced by the arrival of

-mºst
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Phocas was increased by a monk, who ran through the

streets with a drawn sword, denouncing the wrath of God

against Maurice. The greatest tumult prevailed; and the

city being given up to flames and rapine, Maurice made his

escape to Chalcedon, with his family, in a small boat, and

sent his eldest son, Theodorus, to ask the help of the Persian

monarch. On the third day quietness was restored; and

Phocas entered the city in a chariot drawn by four white

horses, and was crowned emperor by the patriarch.

His next public appearance was at the hippodrome; and

as he showed an inclination to prefer the Green party in a

disputed race, the Blues exclaimed, “Remember Maurice is

still alive,” as if to remind him he was not in a situation to

do without their support. Phocas immediately gave secret

orders for the execution of the imperial family; and his

executioners set out for Chalcedon. There, Maurice saw his

five sons put to death before his eyes, and exclaimed at

every stroke, “Thou art just, O Lord, and thy judgments

are righteous;” and such was his attachment to truth in

these affecting circumstances, that when the nurse tried to

save the youngest of the princes, by bringing forward her

own child in his stead, he discovered the imposture. Maurice

was the last to suffer; and all the bodies being cast into the

sea, the heads were exposed to public view at Constantinople.

Thus died Maurice at the age of sixty-three (A. D. 603), and

there was ample reason to lament his loss throughout the

whole reign of his successor.

Whilst all the stirring events we have recorded were

taking place in the Eastern World, Rome, so long the mis

tress of the earth, was reduced to its lowest temporal con

dition. Tiberius had sent a supply of corn to save the

city from famine, but advised the Roman applicants for pro

tection rather to bribe the Lombard chiefs or to purchase

the services of the kings of France. Maurice, when waited

upon by a deputation from the clergy and senate, and even

when handed the Pope's letter by his especial messenger or

nuncio, repeated the same advice ; and, in the next season

of distress, Childebert was called to their assistance. The

Franks entered Italy three times, but were defeated by

Autharis, the Lombard chief; and, though largely paid for

their services, did the poor natives of Italy so much mischief
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that they could hardly distinguish their friends from their

foes.

At length, the whole country was divided between the

Lombard king and the exarch of Ravenna; and though the

possessions of the latter were by far the smallest, they were

the most populous, and contained the largest proportion of

wealth, valour, and industry. In 587, the pagan Autharis

embraced the Arian profession; and his successor, Agilulf,

who married his widow, Theudelinda, was persuaded to

adopt the Catholic creed. The original Lombards, or Longo

bardi, had their heads shaven behind, and left the rest of

their shaggy hair to hang over their eyes and mouth. They

wore loose linen garments, with broad stripes of various

colours, long hose, open sandals, and a sword girt on the

side even in time of peace; but, in the fourth generation, the

conquerors of Italy were so altered in their appearance, that

they smiled at the pictures of their barbarous ancestors.

The language of modern Italy bears witness to the strange

political changes which that country has undergone; for,

though its principal stock of words has evidently descended

from the Latins, their modes of declension and conjugation

have been lost; and in their stead appear the awkward substi

tutes of articles and auxiliary verbs, derived as in our own

case from the barbarian nations; whilst a strange variety of

words tells of the mixture of many nations.

The pastoral life being most agreeable to the Lombards,

they allowed the cities under their dominion to go to ruin,

and broke down the elegant villas and stately palaces scat

tered through the country, building their own rude cottages

with those fragments of architectural ornament which were

not buried in the common heap.

They introduced animals and sports hitherto unknown ; and

amongst the latter, hawking was the favourite; they hunted

the bear or the buffalo over the ornamental pleasure grounds

of the former occupants, and pastured their flocks where

they might have reaped abundant harvests. A description

of the Lombard government may suffice as the model of the

Feudal System, to which we shall often have to refer as ex

tending nearly all over Europe. It seemed peculiarly in

harmony with the feelings of persons who looked upon war

as the chief business of their lives.
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The authority of the king was very limited, and arose

rather from his skill in war than his hereditary dignity; and

he found it more prudent to advise than to command the

subordinate chiefs. These had originally joined his stand

ard rather as volunteers in search of new settlements, than

as soldiers commanded to march by a superior; and a divi

sion of his conquests was therefore expected. In this the

king had the largest share, and the other portions were

assigned to his warriors according to their respective rank

or merit. After their settlement, it appeared for their mutual

interest to engage in one common league; and the king's

vassals agreed to hold their lands, on condition of doing

military service whenever they should be called for, and

promised to bring a larger or smaller body of men into the

field, according to the extent of their respective estates.

This system, which was only one remove from anarchy,

seemed to be naturally adopted, when the disruption of the

empire and the formation of new states rendered some poli

tical organisation absolutely necessary.

In process of time the king parcelled out his own inheri

tance to followers, whom he engaged to attend him at any

moment under pain of forfeiture; and by their means he in

creased his dominions, independently of the lower chiefs.

These imitated his example, and appeared in their turn, at

the head of their vassals, like independent princes, whenever

their pride was hurt, or their property injured. Each be

came the tyrant in his own domains, and executed justice

without reference to the king or his laws; and, by degrees,

even obtained the royal permission to coin money in his

own name, and to carry on war against his private ene

mies. Thus a kingdom was often such only in name, its

several baronies being, in fact, independent principalities,

owning no superior power but as it suited their pleasure or

interest. The number of these petty despots, in some mea

sure, lessened the evil consequences of such a state of things,

as those who were oppressed by one chief, could generally

obtain the protection of some neighbouring baron. Yet, it

is certain, every part of Europe wherein the feudal system

prevailed, was in turn wasted by incessant hostilities; and

the castles and fortresses, so numerous throughout its whole

extent, remain as witnesses of those barbarous times, in
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which such structures were needed to protect near neighbours

from each other's fury. Kingdoms so circumstanced could

make but little foreign effort; and, during seven centuries,

the wars of Europe are said rather to have resembled the

sudden attacks of pirates and robbers, than the regularly

concerted operations which characterised preceding times,

and are seen in our own days.

If the state of all the kingdoms had not been nearly alike,

they might all have been again swallowed up by one whose

head was possessed of more ability than the rest; and, as

such a one did not appear, they were left more open to the

devices of the Popes.

Rome, at the close of the sixth century, had fallen into

such a condition, that its gates were not opened without

terror; and many of its inhabitants had been once and again

coupled together like dogs, and dragged away as the slaves

of the Lombards. The neighbouring peasantry having re

mitted their usual labours through fear, the surrounding

country became like a wilderness, and famine was, as usual,

succeeded by pestilence. It was in such circumstances as

these, that the remarkable abilities of the reigning Pope

were displayed to the greatest advantage. Pelagius died of

an infectious distemper, caused by the overflowing of the

river, in 590; and Gregory, a deacon, who had resided as his

legate at the Eastern Court, was elected bishop in his room,

by the unanimous voice of the senate, clergy, and people.

From his private letters to his friends, it appears that he

dreaded such a public office, being more inclined to a mode

of life that would leave him time for religious meditation;

and having in vain entreated Maurice to revoke the election,

which he was determined to confirm, Gregory persuaded

some merchants to convey him secretly out of the city in a

basket. After he had been hid for some days in the woods,

he was discovered and brought to Rome; and the story of

a miraculous light from heaven, which disclosed his hiding

place, was readily believed.

Gregory preached repentance during the plague; but in

his discourses, pointed rather to prayer and weeping as the

sinner's refuge, than to the Saviour, and concluded by ap

pointing the public performance of a Litany to propitiate

the favour of God. At day-break seven companies, con
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sisting of the clergy, abbots and monks, abbesses and nuns,

children, laymen, widows and married women, met at the

appointed place, and were formed into a solemn procession,

chaunting the service as they went : during the hour that

it lasted, eighty persons died of the plague. Gregory

continued preaching and praying till the calamity was

passed, and rose higher and higher in reputation, as pro

fessing to stand in the place of the apostle Peter,” and to

be filled with his living energy. Yet, perhaps, hardly a

greater contrast could be found than between the character

and history of Peter, the Elder, and of Gregory, surnamed

the Great. He is, however, the last of the popes who

was canonised, or placed among the saints, after death;

and the miracles attributed to him are so many, that a

Romish historian, modestly refusing to say what part of

them he believed, observes he cannot vouch for the truth of

them all ! The circumstances of the times enabled Gregory

to assume a degree of temporal power which had been

* It will be well to examine Scripture testimony as to the pre-eminence

of Peter, as it is a point much insisted upon; though it would go for

nothing if proved, as the bishops of Rome could draw no peculiar

virtue from him. In Matt. x. 2, it appears he is called the first, as

the first chosen to be an apostle ; see also Matt. iv. 18, where he is

mentioned first. He was also the first in the declaration of that

which was secretly revealed to him by the Father, viz., that Jesus

was the Christ (Matt. xvi. 16); and he was ever the most forward

in professing zeal for his master, and the first to open the kingdom

of heaven both to the Jews and to the Gentiles, and the first as the

apostle of the Circumcision. Lest, therefore, he should hold too

high a rank, or, it might be said, in the sure prospect that he would

so be exalted, the Spirit of truth (giving also many other lessons

by his history) records against him the reproofs of his master, and

the reproofs of his fellow-servant Paul; language used towards no

other disciple, and sufficient to prove that with all his graces and

gifts, and miraculous powers, he was still an erring man, and owed

all that he was, to the Lord alone. Again, as if the Lord himself

had his omniscient eye directed down the long vista of darkness,

through which our history conducts us, we must observe his divine

care, that Mary should not be unduly exalted, though she was to be

called blessed by all generations. The angel had said to her “blessed

art thou among women,” and He only addresses her as woman,

John ii. 4, and xix. 29; distinctly teaching others also, Matt. xii.

46—50, and Luke xi. 27, 28, that she was not to be distinguished,

or honoured above others who do the will of their heavenly Father,

who hear the word of God and keep it.
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exercised by none of his predecessors. He not only

exposed the guilty practices of the Exarch and his ministers

to the Emperor Maurice, but took upon himself the autho

rity of that office, even imposing a tribute to support a war

with the Lombards, encouraging the Italians to defend

themselves, and directing their operations. By his elo

quence and seasonable gifts, he prevented on some occasions

the attacks of the barbarians; but though he was treated

by them with respect, and by the people of Italy with

gratitude, as the father of his country, he met with nothing

but insult and reproach from the Greek court. Gregory's

rich farms in Italy and Sicily, being managed to the best

advantage, and with the strictest economy, brought in a

considerable revenue; and the account of his receipts and

payments, which was preserved for three hundred years in

the Lateran palace, proves with what ability and vigilance he

conducted his smallest affairs. At each of the great feasts,

he used to give a certain allowance to his clergy and

domestics, and to set aside a sum for the maintenance or

repairs of monasteries, churches, alms-houses, hospitals,

&c.; and on the first day of each month, a distribution was

made to the poor. The sick and helpless, strangers and

pilgrims, were relieved daily at his palace, and dishes were

constantly sent away from his own table to the needy.

Three thousand virgins owed their food and raiment to

Gregory's good management of ecclesiastical property, and

many bishops who had escaped from the barbarians, partook

of his hospitality. It appears that he was exceedingly up

right in his dealings ; and, in his directions to others,

positively said he would not suffer the church to be defiled

by base gains. His benevolence also was so great, that

when he heard of a beggar who had died of starvation, he

punished himself for his supposed neglect, by refraining

from the exercise of his usual church offices for several

days. But with all this natural kindness of disposition and

abundance of works, which have excited undue admiration

for the character of Gregory, we look in vain for those fruits

of lowliness and humility which should distinguish the true

Christian, and the true minister of Christ, from all pre

tenders. Gregory may be said to have reigned rather than

to have served; and during his whole pontificate, he carried
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on a violent contention with the patriarch of Constantinople,

as to which should be the greater; refusing to allow his

rival the title of universal bishop, though he was not

powerful enough to assume it for himself. In vain, also, do

we look through the history of Gregory, to find the

simplicity and godly sincerty which distinguished the

apostles' behaviour in the world, and especially among the

Lord's people. Having refused the accredited body of St.

Paul to the prayers of the Greek court, Gregory pretended

that the shrines of the apostles were possessed of such

terrific powers, that it would be fatal to touch or even

to look at the remains; and the only apostolical relics he

would bestow was a portion of cloth, called the brandeum,

which had been placed in their neighbourhood (and which

was said in this manner to become possessed of mira

culous powers), or some minute filings from the chains

wherewith it was said St. Paul had been bound. To

increase the rarity and preciousness of the latter gift, he

affirmed that it was not always to be obtained, and that

there were times when his file had no effect upon the holy

iron 1 Again, it was contrived, to remove the doubts of

certain persons as to the value of the brandeum, that, upon

cutting one of these holy cloths with a pair of scissors, blood

appeared to issue from it ! Gregory had many ways of en

gaging the feelings of the multitude; his own preaching was

of the most exciting character, and the attention which he

gave to the improvement of the singing made the public

services more attractive to the carnal mind. Much of the

music which he denominated sacred was adopted from the

ancient theatre, and he himself was the composer of the

famous Gregorian chaunt. It was this pope who introduced

the great variety and changes of garments which have been

retained in the Romish church; he also appointed the dif

ferent services of the priests and deacons, arranged pro

cessions, and drew up a calendar of the festivals. He re

modelled the Liturgy, and with the additions made by him

the whole prayer-book occupied 880 folio pages. Till the

last few days of his life, though weighed down by bodily

disease, he continued to officiate at the sacramental service,

which, with his additions, became known as the “Canon of
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the Mass,”* and occupied three hours in its performance.

Well might it have been said to Gregory, “Who hath re

quired this at your hands P’’

Gregory's picture is not complete, unless we view him in

those acts which gained for him from his flatterers the title

of “the Apostle of the West.” His emissaries were to be

seen in Greece, Spain, and Gaul, for they were rather his

missionaries than the missionaries of Christ; and a company

of his monks entered Britain. Their doings belong to the

next chapter, in which will be found a more detailed account

of our native country.

About the middle of the century, a violent contest had

arisen concerning the best mode of ecclesiastical tonsure;

some of the priests preferring to shave their hair from ear

to ear in the shape of a crescent, according to the ancient

fashion of the priests of Serapis, and others choosing to

shave the hair in the form of a circle at the top of the head,

in remembrance of the crown of thorns. The priests attached

to the Pope of Rome had now universally adopted the latter

mode; and it was resolutely enforced by these rulers. This

period is also to be remarked for the general adoption of the

holy water, which was a mixture of salt and water used for

sprinkling on entering the churches. The feast of the puri

fication of the Virgin Mary was introduced in the place of the

pagan lupercalia, and, being celebrated with a blaze of tapers,

was commonly called Candlemas. Gregory was a zealous

promulgator of the doctrine of purgatory, the sufferings of

which were compared by some to the flames of volcanoes

or the tumult of the ocean, whilst others likened them to

the violent convulsions of hope and fear; it was said that

its punishment was inflicted either by angels or devils.

In the reign of Justinian, the names of the Virgin, and of

the angels Michael and Gabriel, were joined with that of

God in common oaths; a fact which is sufficient to prove

that divine honours were paid to others than the Lord.

The canon laws of this period would be sufficient in them

selves to prove it was a dark and evil time; and, amongst

* This word is supposed to be derived from the Latin missio or

“dismissing,” either because it closed the other services, or because

the penitents were commonly sent away when the priests began the

performance of the mysteries.
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their many absurdities, it is to be observed, that they esta.

blished new kinds of relationship, forbidding persons to

marry who were connected, as they said, in a spiritual man

ner. Some councils forbade marriage between godfather and

god-daughter, and others between the baptiser and the bap

tised, and the catechist and catechumen. Gregory allowed

pictures and images for the instruction of the unlearned in

historical facts, but gave cautions against the adoration of

them. He forbade some of his zealous priests to place

images in the Jews' synagogues, which had often been at

tempted, and tried to prevent the commission of other out

rages, satisfying himself with offering great privileges to all

who would become Christians. The private letters of this

pope have been brought to prove his Christian character.

Charity hopeth all things. And it is certain he was superior

to almost all his successors. Gregory died in A.D. 604.

CHAP. XXI.

THE SCOTS AND PICTS.—STRUGGLE OF THE BRITONS WITH THE

SAXONS.—THE HEPTARCHY.—GREGORY's MISSION TO ENGLAND.

—CONDUCT OF AUGUSTINE.–ORIGIN OF THE ENGLISH LITURGY.

—STORY OF HERMENEGILD.—KING RECARED's CATHOLIC PRO

FESSION.-OBSERVATIONS ON THE TERM CATHOLIC.—JEWISH

THE Scots, a people who came from Ireland, established

themselves in Argyleshire under a leader named Fergus, in

A.D. 503; they grew into a powerful nation, which at first

occupied only the western side of North Britain, but at

length by conquest they extended their dominion, and gave

their name to the country. The Picts inhabited the eastern

part of Caledonia, and, like the Irish and Scotch, they made

use of their shaggy matted hair as a helmet or a mask ac

cording as the occasion demanded Their weapons were

light javelins, swords of an awkward size, and shields of

hides or basket-work. They usually dwelt in huts made of

wattles; but in times of danger retreated to underground

habitations, not unlike rabbit warrens in the manner of their

construction. The Picts built rude strongholds surrounded

by ramparts of loose stone; and as they had some know
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ledge of agriculture, they were contemptuously called corn

eaters by their more warlike fish-eating neighbours. The

Scots did not till the ground, but subsisted on the produce

of their flocks and herds, or fisheries. Their worship was of

demons, personifying their own pursuits or passions; and

war being their chief delight, and slaughter a mere sport to

them, they honoured the god of battle with many inhuman

rites. Such were the nations to whom the civilised Chris

tian Britons were left when entirely forsaken by the Romans:

and, as a late historian has observed, they found themselves

much in the condition of long-protected domesticated ani

mals left to shift for themselves. The Saxons, whom they

called to their assistance, had courage equal to the North

Britons, and, being of Gothic descent, had better arms and

more regular discipline. They not only succeeded in driving

back the Scots and Picts, but even encroached upon their

territories. The Britons soon became alarmed by the

number of their allies, who were continually increased by

fresh arrivals from their homes in the North of Europe ; for,

when the aid of these powerful tribes was requested, they

were masters of Holstein, Westphalia, Saxony, East and

West Friesland, Holland, and Zealand. In order to make a

quarrel with the Britons, the Saxons began complaining that

their promised subsidies were ill-paid, and that they wanted

a larger supply of provisions; and when their murmurings

met with no attention, they formed an alliance with the Picts,

and made war with the people whom they were hired to

protect. In these circumstances, all the remaining courage

of the Britons was brought out; and having deposed Vorti

gern, whom they hated for his vices and evil counsel, they

chose his son Vortimer as their king, and thrice defeated

the Saxons in Kent.

Few contests have been more bloody than those which

followed ; for, whilst Europe and Africa yielded to their in

vaders with so little resistance, the Britons, alone and un

aided, kept up a long, vigorous, but useless struggle with

these Saxon pirates, who assaulted at once the north-eastern

and southern coasts of the island. The fortified cities and

the advantages of ground, with which they were best ac

quainted, were made use of by the natives; but their in

vaders, though often defeated, still fought their way, slowly

T =r,
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but surely advancing, and purchasing the ground as they

went at a vast expense of blood. Horsa was slain in battle

with the Britons, and Hengist, during an active reign of

thirty-five years, secured nothing beyond the kingdom of

Kent. Ella spent his life in forming the kingdom of South

Saxony, which included Sussex and part of Surrey.

The West Saxons, who landed in A.D. 495, under the

command of Cerdic and his son Kenric, met with still more

vigorous resistance, so that they were obliged to call for the

help of their countrymen in the island, as well as from the

continent. Nazan-Leod, a British chief, and five thousand

of his army, fell in battle with Cerdic ; but the discomfited

Britons retired to Mount Badon near Bath, and in their

distress applied to Prince Arthur, one of the most famous of

the British warriors, for relief. The ancient bards relate

marvellous stories concerning Prince Arthur, the foundation

of which seems to be that he was the first soldier of his

times, and defeated the Saxons in twelve successive battles.

He raised the siege of Badon, and overcame the Saxons in

a great battle in A.D. 520. Kenric died in A.D. 560, leaving

to his posterity the kingdom of Wessex, which included

the counties of Hants, Dorset, Wilts, and Berks, with the

Isle of Wight. Kenric besieged and took Sarum, which

was then situated on an eminence. In a battle fought at

Marlborough, the Britons, in three lines, consisting of

cavalry, archers, and pikemen, charged the Saxons, who were

in one column armed with long lances; and both fought so

desperately that the battle terminated at night with equal

loss. Ceaulin, grandson of Cerdic, defeated the Britons in

two decisive battles, reduced the fortified cities of Ciren

cester, Bath, and Gloucester, and, by the death of two

British kings, éxtended his dominion to the banks of the

Severn.

In A.D. 585, other adventurers founded the new king

doms of Mercia and Essex; the former extending over all

the middle counties from the banks of the Severn to the

frontiers of Kent and Essex; the latter comprehending

Essex, Middlesex, and part of Hertfordshire. In A.D. 547,

Ida, a Saxon prince of great valour, came to the help of his

countrymen, who had long been warring with little success in

the north. He subdued the county now called Northum

VOL. II. Q
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berland, Durham, and part of Scotland, and assumed the

title of King of Bernicia; and about the same time Ella,

having conquered Lancashire and great part of York

shire, received the title of King of Deira. These two king

doms were united by Ethelfrid, grandson of Ida, who mar

ried the daughter of Ella, and having expelled his brother

Edwin, established one of the most powerful of the Saxon

kingdoms, that of Northumberland. The counties of Cam

bridge, Suffolk, and Norfolk, were formed into a kingdom

by the East Angles, in A.D. 575 ; and thus all South

Britain, except Wales and Cornwall, was, after a violent

contest of nearly a hundred and fifty years, divided into

the seven Saxon kingdoms which are distinguished by the

name of the Heptarchy.

The length and difficulty of the struggle only rendered

the conquerors more cruel when the time of their triumph

arrived; and it appears that non-resistance would have pre

vented many shocking massacres, and lightened the suffer

ings of the enslaved. The fields of battle throughout Kent

were marked by monuments of bones; and the ruins of blood

stained towers, and the destruction of everything pertaining

to Christian worship, proved the savage and merciless dispo

sition of the victors. Multitudes of Britons, without regard

to age, rank, or sex, were slaughtered like sheep; and many

who took refuge in the mountains either died of hunger or

were enslaved when going in search of food. The refugees

in Wales, however, retained their freedom as long as the

Saxons themselves, and those in Cornwall remained free till

927. The province of Bretagne, or Brittany, in France, re

ceived its name as being the retreat granted to a number of

fugitive Britons by the kings of the Franks; and there they

retained for a long period their own language—the Celtic—

their peculiar laws, and the form of Christianity. The island

of St. Malo, west of Bretagne, received its name from a

British monk, who converted its Pagan inhabitants; and the

sermons of Gildas, another British preacher, who went into

France, still remain. In them he ascribes the miseries

brought upon his country by the Saxons to the wickedness

of the Britons, which seemed to call for the judgment of

God: he exhorts six different princes among them to re

pentance, and rebukes the clergy for their ignorance, avarice,
p
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and simony. After the destruction of the principal churches,

the bishops having retired into Wales or Bretagne, the re

membrance of Christianity seemed to be lost throughout

Angle-land; and the Pagan conquerors despised everything

that had been introduced by the Romans, as much as the

religion they had taught. Never was there a more com

plete revolution. The ferocious Saxons rejected the Roman

laws, their titles, offices, ranks, etc., and governed the en

slaved people, whether noble or plebeian, according to the

traditional customs of Germany. They adopted a number

of Latin and Celtic words to express their new wants and

ideas, but they preserved their Teutonic dialect, the ancient

German tongue; and that this is the basis of the English

language appears at this day. The whole geography of

Britain underwent a change under its new masters; and

Roman arts and habits being less deeply rooted there than

in Spain and Gaul, a return to original barbarism was more

easy. The Saxon towns were small, and the villages distant,

and the arts of husbandry so little known, that it is said

an acre of land was not considered more valuable than four

sheep: large tracts were left uncultivated, and the whole

territory from the Tyne to the Tees, including the modern

bishopric of Durham, returned to its original savage and

solitary condition. Such a dark cloud fell upon Britain

after its separation from the empire, that some Angles who

appeared at Constantinople in the train of a French ambas

sador in the reign of Justinian, are described by his histo

rian, Procopius, as strange people from a remote isle, which

was said to be defended by a wonderful wall; and the sub

stitution of a heathen for a Christian population was only

brought into notice at Rome by the following trifling inci

dent. Before Gregory was made bishop, he was one day

walking near the slave-market, for such a market there was

in Christian Rome, and being struck by the remarkable

"beauty of some very fair youths, he stopped to enquire

whence they came. Being told they were Angli, who had

been sold to some Roman merchants in their trading voy

ages to Britain by their money-loving parents, he exclaimed

that they ought rather to be called Angeli (angels), and

that it was sad, indeed, that Satan should possess so fair a

prey. Enquiring further he was told they came from Deira;
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and taking advantage of the resemblance of the word to the

Latin de ira (from wrath), he said “they are called to the

mercy of God from his anger.”

In answer to a third question, being informed the nan,

of their king was Ella; he replied, with the same readiness

“Alleluia! We must endeavour that the praises of God be

sung in their country.” He would himself have undertakeſ

the mission; but he was so popular at Rome that the peop.

would not spare him. When, however, he became Pope, i.

again thought of the Anglo-Saxons, and sent Augustine, i.

monk, with forty of his associates, to attempt their conver

sion. These missionaries, having no commission from God

stopped short upon their arrival in France; and Augustine

sent to Gregory the report he had heard of the fierceness o

this barbarous people who spoke a language unknown to

them. But the Pope encouraged him to proceed in the en

terprise, pointed out to him the possibility of procuring inter

preters among the Franks, and recommended him by letter

to the favour of Queen Brunehaut, widow of Sigebert, who

pretended great zeal for religion, though she had usurped

the sovereign power over a part of France, and was stained

with every vice. Ethelbert, the sixth king of Kent, had

married Bertha, a princess of France, the daughter of

Caribert; and this connection not only helped to civilise the

Saxons by bringing them into intercourse with other nations,

but prepared the way for their reception of Christianity.

Bertha only consented to marry a pagan, on condition that

he should allow her the free exercise of her religion; and,

according to agreement, a number of ministers accompanied

her from France to whom was given the use of a church,

built in the time of the Romans, near Canterbury. Her

efforts, during many years, had little effect upon her hus

band, but prepared him in some measure for receiving the

“mission from Rome with kindness. In 597, Augustine

and his companions landed in the Isle of Thanet, and shortly

after their arrival, Ethelbert took his seat in an open field

in that island, in order to hear what they had to say.

Augustine and his monks appeared in a pompous procession;

one bearing a silver cross, another a banner with a picture

of Christ, and all singing the prescribed litanies. Augus

tine's discourse was interpreted to the king, and at the end

3.
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of it, he observed that they were fine words and promises

which he brought, but as they were new and uncertain, he

could not immediately assent to them, nor give up his

national religion; yet as he had come a long way to tell

the things which he believed to be true, he should be re

ceived in a friendly manner, and be supplied with whatever

was needed for his party, and no one whom he could per

suade by preaching should be prevented from joining their

religion. Ethelbert then assigned to Augustine a residence

at Canterbury, and the monks entered that city with great

pomp and ceremony, and continued to pursue the course

which might be expected from such a beginning. Augus

tine used the queen's church for preaching and worship,

and attracted the attention of the Kentish-Saxons by his

austere life, and severe penances; and by exciting their

wonder at what appeared to them so contrary to nature,

they were more easily persuaded to believe in his pretended

miracles. After a time, Ethelbert himself forsook his

idols, and numbers followed his example, so that Gregory

boasted to the patriarch of Alexandria, that his missionaries

had baptised the king of Kent, with ten thousand of the

Anglo-Saxons.

The pope himself wrote a letter to Ethelbert, telling

him the end of the world was approaching, and advising

him to secure the conversion of his subjects by rigour

against idol-worship, and by every expedient whether of ex

hortation or terror, blandishment or correction. Augustine,

however, had previously told the king that the service of

Christ must be entirely voluntary, and that no violence

ought to be used in propagating so salutary a doctrine; and

according to this principle, he could not consistently use

any punishment.

Never did a fairer opportunity offer for the introduction,

or rather the revival of Christianity in any country; and

never, perhaps, was a more corrupt form of it introduced,

though bearing that name. The British Christians, in their

retreats, had preserved the religion of their fathers in a

purer form, and their dislike to the doctrines and practices

introduced by the Italian monks, led to many serious con

tests. Augustine sent to Rome to inform Gregory of his

success, and was made archbishop of Canterbury, with
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dominion over all the clergy in Britain, though refused the

same power over those in Gaul, which he earnestly demanded.

He was also provided by the pope with forms of worship,

and a large assortment of sacred vessels, vestments, relics,

etc., being himself permitted to wear the pall, a badge of

especial honour. Much correspondence ensued between

the pope and the archbishop, with regard to the affairs of

the Church in England; and in their letters there appears

much to shock the feelings and astonish the mind of an

intelligent Christian. On the one hand, as many outward

observances as were possible, seem to have been enjoined;

and on the other, as few things as possible that were

really evil, to be given up by the new converts. Gregory

desired Augustine not to destroy the altars, but to remove

the idols from them, and to celebrate worship in the same

places that they had been accustomed to attend ; and as

they had offered sacrifices, and feasted on them with their

friends, he recommended they should now kill their cattle

near the church, and partake of a cheerful entertainment

together. The grossest ignorance and superstition thus

prevailed among the Saxons, and for some time their minds

were little purified, or their manners softened, by the religion

they had embraced. The worship of saints and relics

seems to have taken the place of the worship of their false

gods, and they were as far off from worshipping the Father

in spirit and in truth as ever. Donations to the church

they were taught might atone for any violation of the laws

of God, and monastic observances were pointed out as

being superior to all moral virtues. Pilgrimages to Rome

were also esteemed very efficacious for the atonement of

sin. Having obtained a conference with the British bishops,

Augustine proposed to them to unite with him in his

labours for the conversion of the Saxons, but would only

allow them to do so on condition that they should adopt

the Roman tonsure, keep Easter at the same season as the

Romish church, and follow its various rites and ceremonies.

In this he went beyond his commission from Gregory,

as that pope, in answer to some of his questions, had re

commended him to choose what was best from the church

of Rome, or the Gallican churches, observing “things are

not to be loved for the place sake, but the place is to be
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loved for the things that are good, and godly, and reli

gious.” Finding the British clergy would not conform,

Augustine tried to compel them by a pretended miracle, and

a blind man was said to be restored to sight by his prayers.

This had not the desired effect; but the Britons, thinking

that their variance with the archbishop might expose them

to the anger of Ethelbert, the most powerful of the Saxon

kings, applied to a famous hermit for advice. He told

them to judge whether Augustine was sent of God, by

noticing whether he was of a lowly spirit; and if, on meeting

them, he rose up and greeted them with meekness and love,

they should submit to his wishes. The Britons determined

to follow this counsel; and when, on assembling for a second

conference, Augustine remained seated at their entrance,

and behaved with much haughtiness, they plainly told him

they could not follow the Romish forms, nor own him as

their archbishop. One of their number also said, they

would not acknowledge the pope as their ruler; and that

if they wanted the advice of a superior, they could apply to

the archbishop of Caerleon, in Wales. Augustine warmly

replied, that if they would not accept peace from their

brethren, they must expect war from their enemies; and

that if they would not preach the word of life to the

English, they should suffer death by their hands.

A short time afterwards, the king of Northumberland

attacked the Britons; and not only destroyed the soldiery,

but massacred twelve hundred unarmed monks who were in

a field at a little distance praying for the success of their

countrymen, after having spent three days in fasting and

devotion. This dreadful slaughter is supposed to have been

owing to the suggestions of Augustine; but Gregory died

just before it took place. A British historian has observed,

“Augustine found here a plain religion practised by the

Britons, and brought in one spun with a coarser thread,

though guarded with a finer trimming, made luscious to the

senses with pleasing ceremonies, so that many who could

not judge of the goodness were content with the gaudiness

thereof.”

Ethelbert lived till A.D. 616; and till his death his people

retained the form of Christianity.

It may be interesting to some readers to know that the
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Litany used in the Established Church at this day, differs

little from that which was compiled by Gregory out of the

different litanies which had been composed in the West

during calamitous seasons. It was corrupted in Popish

times, reformed in the days of Luther by the archbishop of

Cologne, and improved by the English reformers. All the

collects for festivals and Sundays, in the English prayer

book, were collected out of Gregory's Sacramentary.

Gregory also wrote an exposition of the Song of Solomon

and of the Book of Job, in which, it is said, there occur

passages of much truth and sweetness; but even one who

expresses some hope of his personal piety observes, “it was

his aim to bring men within the pale of his church, and

under his dominion, rather than to turn them from sin to

God.” In his zeal for religion, he destroyed many of the

works of the heathen authors, and demolished many of the

monuments of antiquity. At the same time, he strongly

pressed the reading of the Scriptures on the clergy, though

there remains no proof that any pains were taken to put

them within the reach of other classes; and this would be

sufficient to account for the prevailing darkness and igno

rance of the truth of God.

It may be said that copies of the Scriptures were very

costly in those days, and that neglecting to multiply them

is a very different thing from directly withholding them—

the practice of the Romish clergy in later days. This is

very true; but let it be remembered that copies of the

Scriptures would not have been half so costly as the pictures,

and images, and crosses, and priests' habiliments which

were set before the ignorant in their stead; and, moreover,

whatever Scriptural instruction was given by the clergy was

not sufficient to do away the evil effects of these things,

which were continually before the eyes of their hearers. The

explanation also of the Scriptures offered by the ignorant or

the crafty, hindered the benefit which the measure of truth

actually made known might otherwise have conveyed. To

such teachers the word would be at all times applicable:

“Seemeth it a small thing to you to have eaten up the good

pasture, but ye must tread down with your feet the residue

of the pastures 2 and to have drunk of the deep waters, but

ye must foul the residue with your feet 2" (Ezek xxxiv. 18).

0.
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The religious condition of Spain and France, was even

worse than that of England. Soon after the establishment

of the Visigothic monarchy, the Spanish clergy obtained

more power than the prince; so early were the foundations

of that ecclesiastical tyranny laid, under which that unhappy

country has groaned till this day. The bishops, holding

the first rank among the nobles, often decided in their

councils on the affairs of the state; and sometimes even

gave away the crown.

Violent revolutions and horrible crimes stain every period;

and the frequent assassinations of the Spanish kings are

enough to show the state of the country. Even the tran

sition from the Arian to the Catholic profession, which took

place at the latter end of this century, presents us with a

frightful picture of that which is called a Christian State.

Leovegild, the Gothic king, in 577, treated the Catholics

with more gentleness than some of his predecessors; and

his Arian synods even allowed their baptism to be good.

His wife, however, was of a different disposition, and on the

occasion of the marriage of their eldest son Hermenegild

with Ingundis, daughter of Sigebert and Brunehaut, she

displayed her persecuting spirit. Ingundis was only thirteen

years of age, and very beautiful, and soon after her arrival

at the Gothic court, the queen-mother, perceiving that her

attachment to the Catholic profession was not to be shaken,

seized her by her long hair and threw her into a fish pond.

She escaped with some difficulty, and died some time after

wards, when on her way to seek protection at Constantinople.

Hermenegild seems to have embraced the creed which his

mother abhorred, in a revengeful spirit; for, as soon as he

had received confirmation from the Catholic archbishop of

Seville, he took up arms against his father. The rebel was

defeated, but met with no other punishment than exile from

the Gothic court. On repeating his treasonable attempt,

he was taken prisoner, and loaded with irons. In his con

finement, it is said, he showed signs of real piety and humi

lity; and when he was told he might escape by receiving

the Arian communion, he preferred death, and was led to

execution. His domestic sorrows embittered the last days

of Leovegild, and at his death, in 586, his son and successor,

Recared, openly avowed to an assembly of the Arian clergy,
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that he held the same views as his brother. In recom

mending them to embrace the same faith, he used the

following singular arguments:–“ The earth had submitted

to the Nicene creed, for it had been adopted by the Romans,

the barbarians, and all the inhabitants of Spain, besides the

Visigoths. Heaven had also authorised it, by allowing

cures and other miracles* to be wrought by the Catholic

clergy.” However ignorant this prince may have been of

the grounds on which the Nicene creed was to be preferred,

namely, its accordance with the word of God, it appears he

was sincere in his profession; and not only did he excel

other kings in his government, but before his death publicly

confessed his sins, and gave some evidence of having heart

religion.

Either his arguments or his personal influence prevailed

with his subjects; and though his mother violently opposed

him at the head of the more obstinate Arians, he triumphed.

The Arian books were collected and burned; both the Visi

goths and the Suevi were brought over to the Catholic

profession, and seventy bishops at Toledo received their

barbarian conquerors into their church by the ceremony of

the laying on of hands.

Recared sent ambassadors with rich presents to Gregory,

and received in return some relics which were considered

exceedingly precious. A few hairs of John the Baptist, a

cross containing some of the true wood, and a key enclosing

some filings from the apostle's chain—these were trans

mitted in serious folly, by the best of the Popes to one of

the best of his royal converts. May not these truly be

called dark ages 2 Arianism was shortly afterwards extin

guished as a national profession, by the addition of the

Lombards to the Catholic Church, through the influence of

Gregory over their Queen Theudelinda. It must be acknow

ledged, the suppression of an unscriptural creed, and the

wide extension of that which contains the first elements of

* One of these miracles, recorded in history, is the spontaneous

filling of the baptismal fonts in a church near Seville, which was said

to take place just before the Vigil of Easter, the time when they were

required for use: and so skilfully was this lying wonder contrived,

that when an Arian king dug a trench round the church, thinking to

prevent any supply from without, the water came as before.

t
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truth, furnishes matter for thanksgiving ; but the carnal

manner in which it was done, must utterly put to silence

the boasting of man.

And here it may be well to observe, that when it was

thought there was most room to glory in the name of the

Catholic Church—that is, when all who professed Christi

anity consented to subscribe to the same confession of

faith—there was, in fact, the greatest cause for alarm and

humiliation, had there been ears to hear what the Spirit

said to the Churches. Since that which He described as

sitting on many waters, or prevailing over peoples, multi

tudes, nations and tongues, was not to be the Church of

Christ, but the Great Whore, Babylon the Great. This,

it was prophesied, would be Universal, or Catholic, strongly

supported by the kings of the earth, and the devil himself

(Rev. xvii.); whilst the true Church of Christ would rather

resemble a woman flying into the wilderness, escaping from

her persecutors; on the point, as it were, of being over

whelmed by the open fury or secret devices of the devil;

having no place prepared for her by man, but depending on

God for preservation, and fed by hands which He should

appoint (Rev. xii). -

The manner in which the vast Babel that man had built

up was mistaken for the Church of Christ's building, is

evident from the style of the edicts relating to the Jews

issued at this period. It appears the whole internal slave

trade of Europe was divided between them and the Samari

tans; for though not found in arms, some of them, in their

wide dispersion, were always at hand after the battle was

over; and they enriched themselves by presenting to the

barbarians in exchange for their prisoners of war and their

valuable spoils, articles of little worth, or the food which

would be more immediately useful to them.

The Popes attempted to hinder the Jews from taking

part in this human commerce, but in vain; and Gregory, in

reference to it, argues that it is horrible to let the members

be sold by those who had before sold the head; and on the

ground of the redemption effected by Christ, sets forth the

propriety of redeeming Christians from personal slavery

at any cost. So grossly were the precious doctrines of

union with Christ, and redemption by Him misapplied by
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the highest human authority of these days—as if those who

had never had Christ revealed in them, and continued

the bond-slaves of Satan, could be reckoned amongst His

members, or His reedemed ones, simply because of their

outside profession.

The bishops of this age exhorted Christian kings and

governors to root out all Roman and barbarian superstitions

without mercy; and, in obedience to them, the successors of

Clovis caused a hundred lashes to be inflicted on the

peasant who would not destroy his idols, whilst some of the

Saxon kings punished idolatry with death. None, however,

suffered so much as the Jews in these violent attempts to

extend the Christian profession; and surely that unhappy

race of men whose fathers saw no beauty in the Lord

Jesus that they should desire him, and whose hearts were

under a veil in reading their own precious Scriptures, were

not likely to be drawn to Christ by the means used by his

professed followers at this period. In fact, they had long

been learning to link everything that is unlike Christ with

his adorable name; because they naturally looked upon

Christians as a mirror reflecting the spirit and teaching

of Him whom they professed to follow.

From the time of the scattering in the reign of Adrian,

there had been Jewish colonies in Gaul and Spain; and in

many cities were rich and numerous synagogues. Feeling

themselves strangers wherever they sojourned, neither

reckoned among the people nor attached to the soil, the

Jews were less affected by the ravages of the barbarians,

and the revolutions they occasioned, than were the native,

or Roman proprietors of the land. They readily found new

channels of trade as soon as the old ones closed, and their

increasing wealth probably drew upon them much of the

persecution from which they suffered.

At the beginning of the seventh century, Sisebert, the

Gothic king of Spain, obliged 90,000 Jews to submit to

baptism, and confiscated their fortunes, or tortured their

bodies according to his own will, in fruitless attempts to

make them, as he said, “good Catholics.” Some of the

clergy, however, were of opinion that the sacraments should

not be forcibly administered, yet they took great pains to

keep the baptised to the practice of Church forms. A
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garment taken so unwillingly was, however, worn so

awkwardly that the fact of their being Jews still could not

be concealed; and the whole body of them were at length

banished from the country. In a short time, however, they

found their way back, and multiplied, and grew richer than

before; and succeeding kings of Spain found it was for

their interest to retain these wealthy subjects, as even their

attachment to Judaism furnished many pretexts for imposing

fines and taxes upon them.

An extract from one of Gregory's letters to certain

Gallican bishops, may prove that, greatly as his mind was

darkened in many respects, he did not identify regeneration

with the act of baptism; and thus he puts to shame, some

in our enlightened Bible days who would confound the

image with the substance—the sign with the thing signi

fied. “If a Jew is brought to baptism by violence, and

not by the sweetness of the word, he will return to a worse

state than before. Preach to them frequently, that they

may desire to be changed through the love of what they

hear, and under God be brought to real regeneration.” It

is affecting to find the man who could utter such a senti

ment as this, writing of baptism at another time as if the

remission of sins came through that ordinance rather than

through Christ.

CHAP. XXII.

REIGN OF PHOCAS.—CHOSROES INVADES THE EMPIRE.-HERAC

LIUS, EMPEROR.—CONQUESTS OF CHOSROES.—HERACLIUs

REGAINS HIS INDEPENDENCE.-DELIVERANCE OF CONSTANTI

NoPLE.—HERACLIUS's TRIUMPH.-HIS PILGRIMAGE.--THE

MONOTHELITE CONTROVERSY.

PHocAs the Greek Emperor, is represented as a monster of

deformity, with red hair and a tremendous scar on his

cheek, savage in his temper, abandoned to the most sinful

pleasures, unlettered and brutish. His image, and that of

his wife Leontia, being sent to Rome, according to the

custom of the Eastern emperors at their accession, Gregory,

as if forgetting he addressed a usurper and a murderer,

wrote a letter to Phocas, expressing the joy of the Romans
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at his exaltation, and exulting in the prospect of “a wise,

pious and just administration.” He only thought it neces

sary to remind him that “a Roman emperor commands

freemen and not slaves;” and ended his epistle with a desire

that Phocas and Leontia, after a long and triumphant reign

upon earth, might possess an everlasting kingdom. In

writing to Leontia, the pope tried to convince her of the

power of the Apostle Peter, whose place he professed to

hold, and spoke of his intercession in heaven. The emperor

Maurice, it is to be remembered, had ranked the patriarch

of Constantinople higher than the pope, and this may

account for Gregory's disaffection to his person ; but a

complimentary address to Phocas is very disgraceful to the

character of this pontiff.

So great was the worldly honour now acquired by bishops,

that they were often addressed as if they had been crowned

kings, their seat in the church was termed the lofty throne,

and there were instances of people singing hosannas to

them. When Cyriacus was elected bishop of Constanti

nople, in the room of John the Faster, the deluded citizens

who thronged around him shouted, “This is the day which

the Lord hath made; we will be glad and rejoice in it!”

Gregory, in a letter, wisely pointed out the impropriety of

such a use of Scripture language, but excused it as a mis

take. Godliness seems to have been at a lower ebb in the

East than it was in the West, and Cyriacus was revered as

a great saint, whilst his title to respect was very question.

able. On account of some attentions which he paid to the

remaining branches of the emperor Maurice's family, he

was deprived of the title of universal bishop by Phocas;

and that much coveted name was handed over to Gregory's

successor, Boniface III. Boniface had been the pope's

legate at Constantinople, and became bishop of Rome, A.D.

606. He abated, some say remitted, a tax which had

been paid by every bishop at his ordination, ever since the

days of Theodoric, and which had brought to his predeces

sors a considerable revenue: nothing else in his history

seems worthy of remark.

Phocas had intercepted the son of Maurice on his way

to procure help from Persia, and caused him to be beheaded

at Nice; but Chosroes, unwilling to lose such a pretext

-
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for invading the empire, reported that he was still alive,

and brought forward a person to represent the young prince.

The envoy who came from Phocas to inform the Persian

king of his accession was immediately imprisoned, and a

declaration of war was returned to the usurper in the name of

the rightful heir to the throne of Maurice. Upon this, the

widow and daughters of the late emperor, who alone sur

vived him, contrived to make their escape from prison, in

order to rouse the people in behalf of the supposed Theo

dosius, but the attempt ended in their own torture and

execution. Syria being invaded by Chosroes, the Jews

throughout that province hastened to join his standard,

their usual enmity to the Christian name having been in

creased by the compulsory edicts of Phocas, under which

many of them had received baptism. In Antioch, they

rose and slew numbers of the Christian inhabitants, and

dragged the patriarch through the streets till he died. The

emperor's generals revenged this outrage, but the Jews

exulted when they saw them overpowered by the triumphant

arms of the Persians; and they made ample use of the

long desired hour of vengeance, even buying the captives

from their allies for the sake of killing them. Phocas, in

the mean time, was obtaining notoriety through his many

cruelties, and even earned the shocking reputation of a

second Caligula: simple death was a rare instance of

mercy from him, and he did not shrink from exposing the

mangled remains of his victims in the Hippodrome. At

length, the patrician Crispus, to whom he had given his only

daughter in marriage, conspired with the senate to dethrone

him, and fixed upon Heraclius, the exarch of Africa, as a

fit instrument for executing their purposes. This inde

pendent officer had always refused to pay tribute to Phocas,

because he was a usurper; and he gladly received the private

messenger from Constantinople, entreating him in the

name of the people to come and save the empire by taking

the government of it into his own hands. At the head of

the African fleet, bearing an Acheiropoietos in front of his

own vessel, he set sail for Europe; and the trembling

Phocas had scarcely caught sight of the foreign armament

from his palace window, when he was seized and put in

chains by his domestic enemies. The fettered emperor
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being conveyed in a boat to the presence of Heraclius, was

reproached by that officer with his many crimes; Phocas, in

reply, accused his judge of ambition, and having sternly de

manded of him “Wilt thou govern better?” his head was

severed from his body by one of Heraclius's attendants.

A.D. 610. Thus miserably terminated the short and

sanguinary reign of Phocas, and Heraclius was crowned,

with his wife Eudocia, without delay. His first imperial

act was to sentence Crispus to end his days in a monastery;

saying, that one who had betrayed his father-in-law, was

not likely to prove a faithful friend. When the king of

Persia heard of the death of Phocas, he threw off the thin

disguise of the avenger of Maurice, and appeared as the

avowed enemy of the empire. In A.D. 614, by the counsel

of the Magi, and with the strong aid of many thousand

Jews, he advanced from Damascus to besiege Jerusalem.

The city was taken by assault, and ninety thousand Chris

tians are said to have been destroyed. Every church was

demolished, and that of the Holy Sepulchre, in which the

offerings of Christendom had been accumulating for three

hundred years, was plundered in one day. Zechariah,

the patriarch of Jerusalem, was carried away into Persia,

and with him that relic which was accredited by the super

stition of the age, as “the true cross.”

The most shining public character in this dark day was

John, patriarch of Alexandria, surnamed the Almoner, who

is said to have expended three hundred thousand pounds

in relieving the distressed. He sent supplies to the

Christians who remained in Jerusalem, and received with

the utmost hospitality all who fled from Palestine to escape

the Persians. He ransomed the captives, attended the sick

and wounded in the hospitals which he had prepared for their

reception, supplied food for 7,500 persons daily, and in the

fervency of faith exclaimed, “Should the whole world come

to Alexandria, the treasures of God could not be ex

hausted ſ” John did not hesitate to sacrifice ecclesiastical

property, and the golden vessels of the churches; and he

continued to give till he had neither money nor credit.

In earnest prayer he waited for fresh supplies; and a barren

season, caused by a failure of the waters of the Nile, added

to the trial of faith. In these circumstances, a person who
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wished to be made a deacon, offered the good bishop a

bribe; John steadily refused, and said to his friends, “As

to my brethren, the poor, God who fed them before you

and I were born, will take care to feed them now if we

obey him.” Soon after, the arrival of a large ship sent to

Sicily for corn enabled him to give thanks that he had thus

been able to trust in the living God. It is satisfactory to

know that John, the almsgiver, was one who continually

studied the Scriptures, that his conversation was instructive,

and his conduct exemplary. He was also anxious for the

* good of souls; and, on one occasion, seeing several persons

leave the church as soon as the prayers were over, he went

out to them and reminded them that he could pray but

not preach at home.

His influence may, perhaps, be traced in a canon that was

* made in the year of the taking of Jerusalém by the Per

sians. It was to this effect, that the successor of a de

ºn tº ceased bishop should be chosen by the clergy and people of

ºn tº his province without the prospect of gain; if otherwise, the

lºgº election should be void.

º, le: A. D. 616. When Pelusium was taken by the Persians, and

ºr tº their cavalry proceeded up the valley of the Nile, the pre

ſº fect and patriarch of Alexandria fled to Cyprus, and in that

island John died shortly afterwards. Chosroes paid but a

dº very hasty visit to Egypt, and after erecting a trophy at

Autº Tripoli, he traversed the Lybian desert, as the Macedonian

º conqueror had done before him, and returned home. In

is the same year a Persian army took Chalcedon after a long

** siege; and, for ten years, Heraclius had the mortification

ºws of seeing a foreign camp within a few miles of his capital,

ºjº and the sea-coast of Pontus, with the island of Rhodes, in

ºf the hands of his enemies. But the greatest suffering of the

ºr ºf people of Constantinople arose from the cutting off of their

wººd supplies of corn from Egypt; and famine was followed, as

nº usual, by pestilential disease. Chosroes demanded as the

ºss price of peace, “that Heraclius should renounce Him who

ºs. 2 was crucified, whom he called God, and with him worship

tº the sun.” Upon such terms it was impossible for the Greek

** emperor to accept his mercy; and as he was threatened on

Nºw the other side by the Chagan of the Avars, who had en

º camped in the plains of Thrace, he determined to transfer

VOL. II. R *
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the seat of government to Carthage. His ships were laden

in readiness to depart, when the patriarch forcibly prevented

the emperor from embarking; and, leading him to the altar,

made him swear that he would live and die with his people.

Shortly afterwards, Heraclius opened the gates to the Chagan,

upon an understanding that he was prepared for an amica

ble treaty; but whilst he entertained the barbarian chief in

the hippodrome, this perfidious guest, with the sudden

sound of his terrible whip, summoned his Scythian cavalry

who were expecting the signal, and the emperor himself

only escaped their murderous hands by fleeing to the Per

sian camp on a swift horse. 270,000 less noble captives

were carried away beyond the Danube.

The fugitive emperor was hospitably entertained till the

danger was over by Sain, the Persian general; and this ge.

nerous foe even offered to send an embassy to his master in

Heraclius's favour. For this kind action he was himself

flayed alive by the order of Chosroes; that cruel tyrant

blaming him for losing the opportunity of sending to him

the emperor in chains. The kingdom of Chosroes was, for

a short period, more extensive than even that of Cyrus; but

his mode of government and his religion were alike unpala

table to his Christian subjects, and his toleration of the dif.

ferent sects provoked the Catholic clergy. Through the in

strumentality of Jacob, a monk who powerfully advocated

the views of the much persecuted Monophysites, that party,

when sunk to the lowest, had again revived; and, under the

name of Jacobites, became so flourishing a sect, that Chosroes

chiefly owed his success in Egypt to the alliance he made

with them. Irritated with the treatment they had met

with from their professed fellow-christians, the Jacobites

willingly aided the fire-worshippers in demolishing many of

the gorgeous temples of the Catholics; and the Persian

king transported the ecclesiastical spoils, with the arts and

artisans of the Roman empire, to his cities in Asia. At his

favourite palace of Dastagerd, beyond the Tigris, he had un- ;

counted treasures stored up in subterraneous vaults, besides

the glittering display in his royal chambers; and these con

tained, amongst other things, numerous globes of gold,

formed to imitate the different constellations. Nine hun

dred and sixty elephants were kept for the king's use;

I-m-
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twelve hundred large camels, with eight thousand smaller,

were required to carry his tents and his baggage; his stables

contained six thousand mules and horses; six thousand

guards were posted at his palace gates and duly relieved by

others; and twelve thousand slaves served in the interior

apartments. And yet Chosroes was continually coveting

more of his neighbour's goods, and had only given up the

idea of taking possession of Constantinople, on condition of

receiving an annual tribute from the Greek emperor. But

a remarkable change now took place in the character of

Heraclius, and bursting the bonds of sloth and luxury, in

which he had so long been held, he began to make prepara

tions for regaining his independence, whilst he professed to

be collecting the promised tribute. From the patriarch and

clergy, who were the wealthiest of his subjects, he obtained

vast sums, which he promised to return with usury, and

hired the Chagan to defend the empire. He then com

mended his child to the people, and gave the patriarch and

senate authority to defend or surrender the city at their dis

cretion, whilst he himself resolved, by a bold invasion of

Persia, to clear his own empire of a foreign army. To this

end he embarked his troops on board several gallies, and

with only five thousand soldiers, penetrated into the very

heart of Persia, assuring his followers as they proceeded that

heaven being on their side, one of them was equal to a

thousand of the barbarians, and that death itself could but

bring them the martyr's crown. No similar expedition had

been attempted since the days of Hannibal, and it was quite

as successful as that of Scipio. Chosroes being absent with

his best forces, Heraclius and his troops easily overcame all

the resistance that was offered; the emperor spread a

favourable opinion of his disposition by releasing fifty

thousand captives, and gave as high an idea of his personal

strength, by throwing a gigantic Persian into the river Sarus

with his own hand. Chosroes returned home in haste and

terror; but five years after this invasion he engaged the

mercenary Avars to assist him in investing Constantinople,

observing that he should now have his revenge, seeing it was

impossible the inhabitants could escape, unless they were

able to dive like fishes, or to fly like birds. The city was,

however, saved in a manner almost as wonderful to the
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Persians; and though its deliverance was effected by human

skill, it was attributed by the superstitious Greeks to the

miraculous interposition of the Virgin.

The invention of a certain Syrian philosopher named

Callinicus was, on this occasion, brought into use for the

first time; and it was so often instrumental in the preserva

tion of the city afterwards, that it went by the name of the

“Greek fire.” Although its precise nature is not known,

it is supposed to have been composed of naphtha, sulphur

and pitch, and the manner of its operation has been thus

described.

Large boilers full of the inflammable liquid were planted

on the city walls, and it was thrown forth either in red hot

balls of stone and iron, or in streams of fire which de

scended noiselessly till they touched the combustible mate

rials of the vessels and sunk them, with a loud explosion

and thick smoke. The discovery was afterwards used in

various ways, and horrid figures were placed on the beaks

of the Greek fire-ships, which were made to vomit forth the

burning liquid from their mouths. Not satisfied with merely

driving back his enemies, Heraclius determined again to

invade their country; and he purchased the aid of the

Turkish khan, by sending him rich presents, with the pic

ture of his daughter Eudosia, whom he offered to him in

marriage. In a terrible battle with the Persians at Nineveh

the Greek emperor proved victorious, though he was him

self wounded in the lip. Chosroes escaped to Dastagerd,

but privately left his splendid palace through a hole in the

wall, nine days before Heraclius arrived to take possession

of it. The proud monarch of Persia lay concealed in a

peasant's cottage till he found means to escape to Ctesiphon.

There he received proposals of peace from Heraclius, to

which he would not consent, though in acute suffering of

mind and body. He died very shortly after, some say by

the hand of his own son ; and Siroes, the son of Sira, his

reputed Christian wife, was immediately raised to the throne,

A.D. 628. This prince addressed Heraclius as his brother,

and faithfully executed all the conditions upon which peace

had been offered, even to the restoration of the much-prized

relic called “the true cross:” it had been preserved by his
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mother's care with all the seals of the case which contained

it, unbroken.

The return of Heraclius to Constantinople was one con

tinued triumph; and, on entering the capital, drawn by four

elephants, he was met by a grand procession of the clergy

and people bearing olive branches and innumerable lamps.

In the following year, he made a pompous pilgrimage to

Jerusalem for the purpose of restoring “the true cross” to

its original place; and entered the city without his purple

robes or diadem, bearing the imaginary treasure on his

shoulders. This event is commemorated to this day by the

annual ceremony, called by Roman Catholics “the Exalt

ation of the Cross.” Heraclius rebuilt the churches at

Jerusalem and restored their former magnificence; and

though the clergy enforced upon him the punishment of the

Jews, on account of the cruelties of which they had them

selves been eye-witnesses, it does not appear that he did

more than re-enact the law of Adrian, forbidding them to

come within three miles of “the Holy City.” At the con

clusion of the Persian war, it might have been thought the

earthly glory of Heraclius was complete, for his court bore

a most splendid appearance; and ambassadors from India

and France, the extreme East and West, came to do him

honour. But he was harassed by the demands incessantly

made upon him by his ecclesiastical creditors; and the loss

of 200,000 men in his many wars had so much exhausted

the strength of the empire, that even during his triumphal

march the Arabians pillaged one of his towns in Syria, and

cut to pieces the few troops that defended it. This was the

first warning of the terrible war-storm which was arising in

the East.

The Christians had not learned the folly of their supersti

tions by the severe chastenings they had already undergone,

and a more terrible visitation was about to come upon them.

Heraclius was so much occupied in the religious controversy

of his day, that for a time he made no serious effort against

the Arabians. This must now be explained. Out of the

views of the Monophysites had arisen a notion that led to

the formation of a new sect, and occasioned a still more

fearful contest. Those persons who said there was but one

nature in the Lord Jesus Christ argued there could be only
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one will; and some who allowed the two matures in Christ

still affirmed there was but one will, or at least but one

operation, and this they called Dei-virile (God and man com

bined). They who kept to the letter of the word denounced

the Monothelites (believers in one will) as heretics. Herac

lius at his return from the Persian war, taking, as might

be expected, a very superficial view of the question, agreed

with the Monothelite doctrine; and, by attempting to re-unite

his party with the Catholics, only occasioned more serious

divisions. By his interference the sect was, in the end, still

more strongly reprobated, and obtained the name of Mel

chites (Royalists). -

At first the Monothelite doctrine seemed likely to triumph.

The patriarch of Antioch declared, without hesitation, that

he would rather be thrown piece-meal into the sea than

submit to the doctrine of the two wills. As the patri

archate of Jerusalem was then vacant, there was no one to

oppose the new party in that influential post. Maron,” the

patriarch of Alexandria, was on their side. The Pope was

not then consulted about the affairs of the East; and Ser

gius, the patriarch of Constantinople, advised the Catholics

to meet the emperor's views by allowing there was but one

will and one operation after the union of the two natures.

A temporary peace was obtained, but dreadful tumults were

excited, when the new patriarch of Jerusalem ventured

again to condemn the Monothelites as heretics. Multi

tudes adopted this view of the question; but Sergius, in the

meantime, gained over the reigning Pope, Honorius, and

found him a strong support in his attempt to unite with the

Monothelites. Through the continuance of this contro

versy, both Church and State were split into two factions;

and, in the hope of restoring peace, Heraclius desired Ser

gius to prepare an Ecthesis, or exposition of the faith. This was

published in A.D. 639, and all farther disputes on the subject

were then forbidden by the imperial edicts. A considerable

number of the Eastern bishops submitted to this decision;

but John IV. succeeding Honorius in the Popedom, assem

* The Monothelite sect, called Maronites after this bishop, still

exists in the Holy Land, and probably among them may be found at

this day, such doctrines and practices as were common to the Eastern

Churches in the reign of Heraclius. -
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bled a council in which the Monothelites were again con

demned as heretics. -

In these perpetual contentions, how little was the power

or spirit of the truth argued upon manifested by either

party! How little were they affected by the consideration of

this great mystery—God manifest in the flesh. We may

trace throughout the Gospels the distinction for which the

Catholics contended; but especially in those words of Christ,

“Lo! I come to do thy will, thy law is within my heart;”

and again, “Not my will, but thine be done.” Yet it is

possible the Monothelites originally meant to express, that

there was such perfect conformity between the divine and

human will in Christ as in effect to make them one; and

they might neither have intended to detract from the dig

nity of his divine person, nor to deny his humanity. The

true Christian loves to meditate upon the perfectness of his

Saviour as the God-man; and he wants rather to expe

rience the power that has been put forth in his behalf than

to explain the precise manner of its operation. The risen

Lord made rich provision for his people that they should

not be as children tossed to and fro, and carried about with

every wind of doctrine. But the cunning craftiness of de

ceitful man, from age to age, disturbs and agitates the

church.-Eph. iv. 14.

CHAP. XXIII.

THE ARABIANS.—THEIR RELIGION AND CUSTOMS.—DESCRIPTION

OF ARABIA. — THE BIRTH AND EARLY HISTORY OF MAHO

MET.— His PRETENSIONs to BE GOD's PROPHET.—THE Ko

RAN.—THE HEGIRA.—ELEMENTS OF MAHOMET's RELIGION.—

HIS TREATMENT OF THE JEWS.–ISLAMISM ESTABLISHED IN

ARABLA. — MAHOMET's LAST DAYS. — HIS DOMESTIC LIFE. —

HIS WIEW OF HEAVEN AND HELL.

The state of Christendom at the beginning of the Seventh

Century would lead us to expect nothing but woe; for

surely darkness, like smoke from the bottomless pit, might

be seen and felt to hang over it. In soil so long un
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weeded, it might be difficult to the human eye to discern

what was truly of the Lord's planting; but, “if any man

love God, the same is known of Him;” and when his own

people suffer even unto death in the pouring out of His

providential judgments, the rough hand of man is, as it

were, but God's instrument for removing them into His

own rest.

From Arabia, a land hitherto of so little note amongst the

countries of the earth, there now issues one of those poi

sonous streams which have their source in the depths of

Satan; and, though at first sight, like other works of that

subtle author, it appeared of little magnitude, it threatened,

in its progress, to sweep away the very profession of

Christianity. The Arabians, who were known to the Greeks

and Latins under the general name of Saracens (a word of

uncertain origin), always retained the marks of their descent

from Ishmael, being pre-eminently wild men; and they

retained their independence, whilst all their neighbours fell

under foreign dominion. According to the word of God,

the posterity of Ishmael had become “a great nation,”

and their separation into distinct tribes, having each of them

a sheikh or prince at its head, probably arose from the pri

mary division of Ishmael's family into twelve princes, or

dukes (see Gen. xvi. 12; xvii. 20; xxv. 12– 16). The

traditional records of the Arabs told boastingly of seventeen

hundred battles which had taken place among these kindred

tribes before the period on which we are entering. The oc

casions of quarrel were endless; for if an Arab were killed

by one of another tribe, the relations of the dead man

revenged themselves by seeking to destroy the best of the

murderer's race, if they could not find the assassin himself;

and this usually led to civil war. The Arabs never laid

aside their arms; and their lives would have been a con

tinual battle, had not a kind of check been imposed on their

fierce dispositions, by a general agreement that no blood

should be shed during four months of the year, the season

in which they held their religious festival. After the

example of Ishmael, the Arabians circumcised their sons at

the age of thirteen; like the Jews, they abstained from

swine's flesh; but their idolatry appears to have been of the

rudest kind, and probably began with the worship of stones,

!l
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which were originally set up like those of Jacob or Joshua,

as pious memorials. There was much variety in the home

observances of the different Arab tribes; but the whole na

tion united in paying a kind of worship to a black stone

which was kept in their only temple, the Caaba, at Mecca.

They all professed to believe in seven principal gods, the

directors of the seven planets, and honoured them on the

several days of the week; but their idols at the beginning

of this century were three hundred and sixty in number,

consisting of images of men, eagles, lions, and antelopes;

and they reverenced certain rocks in their deserts which

were hewn into the same forms as those they considered

sacred in the valley around Mecca. The temple was a

plain square building, having one door and one window, and

its roof supported by three wooden pillars. The pilgrims who

visited Mecca during the annual festival, cast away their

garments at some distance from the Caaba, encircled it

seven times as if in haste, in imitation, it has been imagined,

of Hagar searching for water, then kissed the black stone

seven times, visited the surrounding mountains for worship,

seven times threw stones into the valley, and at last ended

their vain ceremonies by sacrificing sheep and camels, and

burying their nails and hair, which they cut off on this

occasion. Although idolaters themselves, the Arabs tole

rated not only the Jews, who abhorred all idols, but also

the different sects of Christians, among whom images were

now very generally adopted; and to this land of freedom

the controversialists fled for the sake of indulging their own

spirit, and consequently they were but false witnesses for

Him whose name they bore.

Commerce and literature, which had been for ages culti

vated in Arabia, put a great difference between its inha.

bitants and other barbarians. The arts of eloquence and

poetry seemed to be particularly suited to their national

taste; and if a new orator or poet appeared in any tribe, the

neighbouring tribes came together to a common banquet, at

which he was expected to exhibit his talents. The soil of

Arabia is, for the most part, unsuited for agriculture, far the

greater part of the country being stony or sandy; and the

deficiency of navigable rivers necessarily confines the trade

to the sea-coast; but the highlands that border on the Indian
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Ocean have plenty of wood and water, and produce deli

cious fruits, with abundance of coffee, aromatics, frankincense,

etc. The vine and the palm-tree are cultivated in every

favourable spot; and the tamarind and acacia find sufficient

nourishment in the clefts of the rocks, watered by the dews

of night. The scanty supply of rain is carefully collected in

cisterns and aqueducts; and every well or spring is reckoned

a treasure, especially in the desert, where any water that is

not brackish seems beyond price. It is thought that the site

whereon Mecca is built could only have been chosen for the

capital on some superstitious ground, as it is a rocky plain,

only two miles in length and one in breadth, lying at the

foot of three barren mountains; and even the water of the

holy well, Zemzem, is brackish. The habitations are neces

sarily of mud or stone, as no timber can be procured in the

neighbourhood. -

The Arabic language has a strong affinity with the He

brew, and many letters of the two alphabets bear the same

names. At a time when the Arabians possessed no dic

tionary, it is said they had a thousand words for the sword,

of which they made such constant use; five hundred names

for the lion of the desert; two hundred for the serpent; and

at least eighty for their simple food, honey. These exam

ples give us some idea of the powers of the language, and

its peculiar adaptation for oratory and poetry. The noblest

of the Arabian tribes was the Koreish, on which devolved

the care of the Caaba. Hashem, a noted chief of that tribe,

had a grandson named Abdallah, remarkable for beauty and

talent, who married Amena, a lady of equal celebrity. To

their only son, born in A. D. 571, they gave the name of

Mohammed (commonly called Mahomet), that is, the cele.

brated; and both of them dying whilst he was very young,

their orphan found a kind guardian in his uncle Abu Taleb.

Trade being in Arabia considered the most profitable and

honourable employment, Mahomet was designed for a mer

chant, and accompanied his uncle into Syria at the age of

thirteen, in order to learn something of foreign commerce.

At Bosra they were hospitably entertained by a monk; and

from him probably Mahomet obtained some incorrect views

of the Christian religion, which awakened reflection in his

naturally active mind. On his return to Arabia, Abu Taleb

+--
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procured for him the management of the affairs of Cadijah,

a rich widow; and, being pleased with her agent and his

fidelity, she at length made him her husband. During fifteen

years they lived together in ease and splendour; and their

affection proved both strong and lasting. Mahomet's

acute and contemplative mind could not but be employed

on the state of things around him; and it quickly rose

above the childish superstitions of his own countrymen.

The Magian, the Jewish, and, alas ! even the Christian reli

gion, in the form it was presented to him, seemed to have

little more of beauty; and Zendism, the profession of those

Persians who revolted from the Magi, was unmasked infi

delity. Under the name Christian, in Arabia, were ranked

the Ebionites and Nazarenes, who observed some of the

Mosaical rites; the Collyridians, so called from a kind of

twisted cake which they offered to the Virgin on certain

days when they worshipped her; and the Mariamites, who

were so impious as to call her “the complement (or filling

up) of the Trinity.” Beyond the Arabian peninsula, Christ

ians were deciding their controversies sword in hand; and

the noise of their contentions reached the ears of Mahomet.

Judaism, again, was corrupted by the fables which the Tal

mudists had added to the truth of God; and the rabbies

were preferred to Moses. Such was the religious state of

the countries best known to Mahomet; and, as to their po

litical condition, the Persians and the Greeks were enfeebled

by continual contests with each other, and the prosperity of

the Eastern empire seemed to rest upon the person of Herac

lius. The children of the desert, with their courageous

spirit and peculiar character, seemed only to need a capable

leader, and some strong impulse, to make them conspicuous

among the nations: both were shortly to be furnished to

them. In the cave of Herat, three miles from Mecca, to

which Mahomet retired every year during the sacred month

Ramadan, he had time to consider all that he had seen or

heard, and to indulge his own lively imaginations. At

length he persuaded his wife and his servant Zeid, that he

was commissioned to teach a new religion, the first princi

ples of which were, “That there is only one God, and that

Mahomet is his prophet.” Finding they were ready to

| believe in his apostleship, he was encouraged in his scheme,

-
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and proceeded to mix up all that he knew of Christianity or

Judaism with the fictions of his own mind. Islam (i.e.,

resignation) was the name he gave to his religion, saying

that it was the same that had been held by Adam, Abra

ham, Solomon, the prophets, etc. etc., and even by Christ

himself; that it was only a completion of all previous reve

lation from God, and a correction of such parts as had been

corrupted by Jews or Christians. He had heard of the

prophet foretold by Moses, and the Comforter promised by

Christ, and pretended that those prophecies were fulfilled in

his person. Every fragment of his pretended revelation

was delivered in this form ; “In the name of the most mer

ciful God;” and, whilst thus awfully taking the name of God

in vain, Christ, the alone channel of mercy, was rejected as

such. To his composition he gave the name of Koran, or

“that which ought to be read;” and if it be not true, as some

have supposed, that he was assisted in it by a monk and a

rabbin, it is evident the Scriptures were largely borrowed

from, and probably at second hand, as no one narration is

given correctly, and the simplest parts of Bible history ap

pear with the most absurd and fanciful additions or altera

tions. For instance, Adam is said to have been some miles

in length when he laid himself down; Solomon is said to

have employed in the building of the temple genii—a kind

of beings between men and angels; and as they would

only work whilst his eye was upon them, he stood there,

supported by his staff, after he was dead, in order to make

them finish the work. The genii only discovered he was

dead, when a worm having gnawed through the sustaining

staff, the body fell to the ground!

This is but a specimen of the “profane and old wives'

fables,” which are substituted in the Koran for the instruc

tive histories contained in the Scriptures of truth. It is

possible Mahomet might have confounded the stories of

the Talmud with the Bible narrative, as it appears he knew

both only by hearsay; and, in the same way, he mixed up

the false writings of later pretenders with the Gospel his

tory, having no ability to distinguish between divine revela

tion and the fictions of the human brain.

The foremost doctrine of Mahomet's religion would not,

in itself, alarm the Christian or the Jew, for the unity of
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the Godhead is as precious to the former as the latter; but

when the false prophet put his own interpretation on the

divine doctrine, “There is but one God,” Christians disco

vered the snare. The Arians and other sectaries, who had

previously sought to rob the Lord Jesus of the glory of his

essential divinity, found, however, something suited to their

taste in the pages of the Koran : Mahomet therein teaches,

that Jesus in the day of judgment will himself be a witness

against his worshippers, as much as against the Jews who

condemned him;* and he asserts, that Christ never actually

suffered upon the cross, but that some phantom was placed

there in his stead, whilst he was taken up into the seventh

heaven. This latter imagination seems to have been bor

rowed from the Ebionites, who subverted the truth of God

by denying the actual blood-shedding of his Son. But in

speaking of the Koran at this period, we anticipate; as

Mahomet began to preach before he had completed his sys

tem of religion; and, to avoid the disgrace of its many con

tradictions, instructed his disciples, when they found such to

exist, to take the latest passage as their guide,

Whatever beauty of style the Koran may possess in the

original language, the translation does not draw our admi

ration to it even as a human composition: Mahomet, upon

the assumption of its being a divine revelation, challenges

men and angels to imitate the beauties of a single page;

declares it to have been eternally written in heaven, and

brought from thence to him piece by piece by the angel

Gabriel ! When hearing such daring assertions, it was

happy for the Christian to remember that it is written, if

any man or angel preach any other gospel than that which

he had received, he might be pronounced accursed.

During Mahomet's residence at Mecca, his cousin Ali,

and Abubeker, chief of the Koreish, became proselytes

to Islamism, and through their powerful influence others

adopted the same creed; but the denunciations against

* The highest idea that Mahomet entertained of the Lord is con

tained in the following passage of the Koran: “Verily, Christ Jesus,

the son of Mary, is the Apostle of God, and his Word which he con

veyed to Maly, and a Spirit proceeding from Him— honourable in this

world and the world to come, and one of those who approach near

unto the presence of God.”
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idolatry, borrowed from the Scriptures, which fell from the

lips of the new teacher, so much incensed his fellow-citizens,

that he would have been destroyed had not his uncle pro

tected him. In the seventh year of Mahomet's professed

apostleship, the Koreish entered into a league against him

and his whole family, and placed the document on which

it was written in the Caaba. Three years afterwards,

Mahomet informed his uncle that God, in token of his

displeasure, had sent a worm, which had destroyed every

word of the covenant, except its first clause, beginning “In

thy name, O God.” The Koreish, however, would not

believe there had been any such miraculous interposition in

his favour as he pretended, and attributed the destruction

of their league to his contrivance; and, at the death of his

wife and uncle, they chased him from the city. When Ma

homet returned, he found the spirit of his party rather cooled

by his ill-success; but it was soon after revived by the pro

selytism of six Jews from Medina, who at once became

most zealous teachers of Islamism; and, upon their arrival

at home, they persuaded their fellow-citizens that the long

expected Messiah was come.

In the twelfth year of his supposed mission, Mahomet

taxed the credulity of his disciples with a marvellous tale

of his journey to heaven by night; and he had so entirely

given the rein to his wild and unholy imaginations, that even

his deluded hearers hesitated to follow him in such a flight

of fancy, till Abubeker, the boldest of the company, swore

that he believed the apostle of God! Mahomet could

scarcely have heard anything of the Christian religion with

out gaining an idea of the importance of faith in God, and

the mighty effects of faith. This principle, with exceeding

subtlety, was made the most prominent in his system; and

“true believers” was the title exclusively applied to pro

fessors of Islamism in the Koran. Washings, prayers, fast

ing, almsgiving, etc., were enjoined by Mahomet in imita

tion of Jewish observances; and, according to his teaching,

cleanliness is the key of prayer; prayer carries a sinner half

way to heaven; fasting brings him to the door; and alms

giving gains him admittance. His followers therefore, like

the Pharisees of old, are intent on making clean the outside,

and tire not of ablutions and prayers repeated five times a

&
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day: they observe an unbroken fast on the set-day, and

readily impart of their substance to the poor. Of the

heaven which they expect to win by such a course, we shall

speak hereafter; suffice it now to observe, that self, in some

form or other, is at the bottom of every false religion, and

that when a man once believes future rest and happiness can

be purchased by himself, he is ready to make sacrifices, and

endure sufferings. But it is most dangerous to confound

such sacrifices and such sufferings with those of the

true Christian, whose loving heart, by the power of the

Spirit which has shed God's love abroad in it, seeks to

express in every manner its sense of the boundless grace of

Him whose blood was the price of his redemption.

On the 16th of July, A.D. 622, Mahomet, in dread of

assassination through the enmity of the Koreish, fied with a

few of his companions to Medina, and the people of that

city, being previously prepared for his reception, believed in

him almost to a man. This era, which is called the Hegira

(flight), was so important, as being the commencement of

Mahomet's success, that it was adopted by his followers,

and is used among the Mahometans at this day, as we use

the Christian era. At Mecca was built the first mosch, or

place of Islam worship, and in it Mahomet had a kind of

pulpit, from which he prayed and preached; and in some

sort copying both Jews and Christians, whilst he distin

guished his followers from both, he appointed Friday as the

day of public worship. In the days of his weakness, the

impostor declared his commission was only to preach and

persuade; but, as he gathered strength, he professed to

receive permission from heaven to carry on defensive war.

This was afterwards followed, as he said, by an express

revelation, whereby it became obligatory on him and his

followers to use the sword; and most extravagant promises

to such as lose their life for the sake of their religion, were

thrown into the Koran. We shall henceforth observe the

Mahometan creed to be written, as it were, in letters of fire

and blood; and it was imposed upon many nations with the

authority of some of the most extraordinary conquerors that

the world has ever seen.

In A. D. 624, Mahomet began his own military career,

and displayed his warlike talents in many struggles with the
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Arab tribes professing Judaism, who refused to acknow

ledge him as their promised Messiah. The first clause of

his formula—“there is only one God”—they were willing

enough to repeat; but the acknowledgment that Mahomet

was his prophet, which would have secured to them favour

able conditions of peace, they refused to make. In one of

his earliest campaigns, Mahomet was so dangerously

wounded that his followers were discouraged; but fresh

revelations were always at hand to help the impostor in

every time of need, and from that time the Koran was

strongly tinctured with the doctrine of fatalism. He forti

fied his disciples against the fear of accidents or death, by

persuading them that the moment and manner of every event

that could ever happen to them was unalterably fixed, so that

they would not be more secure at home than in the battle;

and he took care to add that all who died fighting against

“the infidels” would immediately enter Paradise.

Boldly declaring he had been taught of God there was to

be but one religion throughout the peninsula of Arabia, and

that neither Mecca nor Medina should be profaned by the

foot of an “unbeliever,” Mahomet bent all his efforts to the

accomplishment of this one end. As a terrible example to

the Jews who rejected an apostle sprung from Hagar, he

caused seven hundred of them to be burned alive in the

market-place at Medina; and not only did he look on whilst

they were entombed, but triumphantly recorded it in the

Koran as a good deed!

By Mahomet's command, and frequently with his aid, the

Jews who refused him were plundered, assassinated, or en

slaved, wherever they were found throughout Arabia; and

in A.D. 628, having taken Chaibar, their strongest city, he

adopted as his own their yellow banner, thenceforth treating

them as a conquered people.

In this city a Jewish woman poisoned some mutton which

she prepared for his supper, probably intending to revenge

the injuries done to her brethren, though she afterwards

said her intention was to prove whether he was a prophet

or not. Mahomet did not like the taste of the meat, and

eat but sparingly; yet it produced effects from which he

never entirely recovered, and one of his companions, who

partook of the same dish more largely, died on the spot.
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In the same year, Mahomet went with fourteen hundred

armed men to Mecca under pretence of pilgrimage; for his

Koran authorised the continuance of the ancient ceremo

nies, only instructing the pilgrims to perform them to God:

thus cunningly did the false prophet turn to his own account

the prejudices of his countrymen. On this occasion, how

ever, the Koreish, suspecting some treachery, would not open

the gates of Mecca, and Mahomet was obliged to lead back

his party to Medina. From that place he wrote to the

sovereigns of the neighbouring countries, declaring the doc

trine of Islam, and calling them to believe in him as “the

apostle of God.” Chosroes was revelling in his brilliant

palace when the epistle was handed to him, and tore it to

pieces. Upon hearing of this, Mahomet, who well knew

the Persian throne was tottering, gravely observed, “God

will tear the kingdom, and reject the supplications of Chos

roes.” Heraclius refused to obey the prophet's mandate in

a more temperate manner than the king of Persia, but with

great decision; others returned evasive answers; and only

the king of a district in Arabia, declared himself convinced

of the truth of Islamism.

In A.D. 630, Mahomet gained two proselytes, whose military

skill and extraordinary valour made them the most powerful

instruments in the establishment of his religion and empire.

These were Kaled and Amrou. It was the former who con

quered the Greek forces in Syria at the time of Heraclius's

triumph; and upon that occasion he obtained from Mahomet

the appellative of “the Sword of God.” Whilst this en

thusiast wore a cap that had been blessed by the prophet,

he considered himself invulnerable. In 631, Mahomet be

sieged Mecca, at the head of a thousand men, and the citi

zens being reduced to despair surrendered the capital to his

mercy. Many were slain by Kaled's furious band; but

Mahomet stopped the carnage by declaring that none but

apostates ought to be put to death. The submission of the

Koreish, and their forced profession of Islamism, led to that

of all the minor tribes; and, in the course of that year,

Mahomet's religion was established nearly throughout

Arabia. The last decisive battle which he fought, called in

the Koran “the battle of the idols,” took place about sixty

miles from Mecca; and Moslem historians say, that 114,000
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“true believers” attended Mahomet in his last pilgrimage

to the Caaba. But the poisoned food of which he had

eaten, had so irreparably injured his constitution, that

symptoms of mortal disease appeared as soon as he obtained

his darling wish of establishing his religion, and, it may be

said, his sovereignty through Arabia:-this is a striking

instance of the vanity of even a successful conqueror's joy.

Though often in severe pain, Mahomet continued to go

through the ceremony of public prayer till within three

days of his death; and, then finding himself unequal to the

exertion, he requested Abubeker to take his place. This

circumstance was interpreted by some as significant of

Abubeker's election to be the prophet's successor; but it

does not appear that Mahomet had thought of any such

arrangement. The last time he went to the mosch he

appealed to the people, after the manner of Samuel, and

entreated that any one whom he had wronged would come

forward. A single creditor appeared; and, after paying his

demands, Mahomet thanked him for accusing him then,

rather than at the day of judgment. He then publicly set

free all his slaves, eighteen men and eleven women. A

fever which had been upon him some days was increased by

these exertions, and in a moment of excitement he called

for one of his secretaries to pen another “ divine book;”

but some who were afraid of any thing that should super

sede the Koran, refused to receive a new revelation, and

spoke with such violence as to incur his rebukes. It appears

this wretched man was at last the victim of his own delu

sions, and, like most other deceivers, died self-deceived. In

his last hours he still spoke of the visits of the angel

Gabriel, and said that God, by his mouth, had given him the

choice between life and death; and that the angel of death

could not take his soul till he himself resigned it.

under the violence of his pains he reclined on a carpet, and

laid his head in the lap of Ayesha, his best beloved wife.

Reviving a little, he cried in a feeble voice, “O God! pardon

my sins: yes—I come—among my fellow-citizens on high”—

and, with these words on his lips, he expired. The news of

Mahomet's death excited great consternation; and Omar,

one of his boldest disciples, and the father of Hafsa, the

eldest of his wives, threatened to cut off the head of the first

Fainting -
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person who dared assert the prophet would not revive.

Abubeker, however, calmed his fury, reminding him that

Mahomet had never said he was immortal, and asking

whether Mahomet, or Mahomet's God, was the object of

his worship. The next subject of contention was the choice

of a successor—Ali, chief of the Hashemites, and the hus

band of Fatima, the prophet's only child, being supposed by

some to have a better claim than Abubeker, the father of

Ayesha. Mahomet had greatly esteemed Ali, as the first

who believed in him after his wife and slave ; and he was so

fond of Fatima's two sons, that he often took them up into

the pulpit with him. Abubeker's right seemed, however,

to be more generally acknowledged; and it was fully allowed

as soon as Omar declared himself his subject. The Hashem

ite family alone refused to take the oath of fidelity; and

Ali, in fierce indignation, shut himself up in his own house

for six months, though Omar threatened to burn him in it

for refusing to own the new sovereign. Fatima died three

months after her father, and Ali's party being weakened by

her loss, Abubeker's reign was undisturbed. But before

we enter farther on the events that followed the death of

Mahomet, it will be proper to add a few more particulars

concerning his character and religion.

Considering that this false prophet had obtained almost

absolute power over the minds and bodies of those who be

lieved his imposture, it is only surprising that he retained

the simplicity and affability of manners that had distin

guished him in private life; but, perhaps, it was his anxiety

to preserve his prophetic reputation that led him to despise

the pomp of royalty. According to the habits of his fore

fathers, he kindled the fire, swept the floor, and even mended

his own shoes, or woollen garments. His common meal

consisted of dates and water, but he sometimes took spar

ingly of barley bread, and was fond of milk and honey. On

particular occasions he gave public feasts; but weeks would

sometimes elapse without any cooking on his own account.

Perfumes were his only luxuries, and consequently he intro

duced them unsparingly into his descriptions of Paradise.

According to his own law, the professors of Islamism were

only allowed four wives—polygamy to a greater extent

being previously common in Arabia; but, by an especial
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revelation, Mahomet justified himself in having four times

that number. It was only after Cadijah's death that he had

so many wives; and, with the exception of Ayesha, they

were all widows, two of them having been deprived of their

husbands by his wickedness. To Hafsa, his eldest wife, the

chapters of the Koran were entrusted; and it has been said

they were written on palm leaves and shoulder bones of

mutton, and thrown promiscuously into a chest: the whole

was carefully copied and arranged by Abubeker after Maho

met's death. Ayesha was first appealed to for the exposi

tion of the law, as she was supposed to know best the sense

that had been attached to it by Mahomet; and her opinions,

together with those of ten of the prophet's companions,

form the Sonnah, or Oral law, of the Mahometans.

It may be fully proved, that every thing of any worth,

which is to be found in the Koran, came from the Scriptures

of the Old and New Testament—the nature of God as

eternal, self-existent, almighty, unchangeable, etc.; his attri

butes as just, holy and merciful; the sin of idolatry and un

belief; even the idea of a resurrection, judgment to come,

heaven and hell, etc. etc.; but the value of all these abstract

truths is marred by the falsehood interwoven with them.

For instance, if God could speak as Mahomet assumes that

he does in the Koran, he would be anything but what he is

therein doctrinally represented to be. Many of the idolatrous

ceremonies of the Arabs are perpetuated in the book which

condemns the source of them. The belief which is there in

culcated is the belief of a lie: even the resurrection, and all

the solemn truths connected with it, are mixed up with the

grossest untruths, and the most absurd imaginations. The

Paradise conceived of by Mahomet was such as might have

been expected from such an impure source. Seventy-two

houris, or black-eyed girls of Paradise, with bodies like the

purest musk, were to fall to the lot of every “true believer;”

and they were to serve him with rich wines and delicious

viands, at tables laden with golden and jewelled dishes,

amidst evergreen groves, filled with gay singing birds. The

seven regions of heaven were so divided by Mahomet as to

afford rewards, which he supposed proportionate to the

merits of the blessed ; for the divine idea of owing all bless

ing to the merits of One precious Saviour, was never allowed
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a place in his mind; and it would have been more consistent

with his wild scheme, if he had not summed up his celestial

joys with the vision of God, as the highest of them all.

From the Magians, it is supposed, Mahomet took the

strange notion, that every one on departing this life would

have to pass a bridge as fine as a hair suspended across the

chasm of hell, and that the deceased would fall or get safe

across, according to his deserts. To drink boiling filthy

water, and to suffer all that the darkest imagination could

devise, was the punishment decreed against all who rejected

Islamism; and such awaited the unworthy Moslem, at least

for a time; but the Koran teaches that all the disciples of

Mahomet shall be finally delivered through his intercessions.

CHAP. XXIV.

ABUBEKER THE FIRST CALIPH. — THE CONQUEST OF SYRIA.—

STORIES OF KALEI).-TAKING OF DAMASCUS.–OMAR THE SE

COND CALIPH. —CONQUEST OF PERSIA. — BATTLE BETWEEN

THE GREERs AND SARACENs. –SIEGE OF JERUSALEM. —THE

CITY SURRENDEl:Ed to OMA.R.

“A sword,” said the deluded Mahomet, “is the key of

heaven and hell; a drop of blood spent in the cause of God

is of more avail than two months of prayer and fasting;

whoever falls in battle has the forgiveness of sins, and at

the day of judgment his wounds will be as odorous as

musk and as resplendent as vermilion; and the loss of

limbs will be supplied by angels' wings.” The belief of

this lie gave a keener edge to Saracen valour; and the

stronger their faith in the Koran, the greater was the cou

rage of the Moslems. But the spirit of fanaticism that had

been kindled in Arabia by Mahomet's success opposed his

designs, till it was all turned into one channel by the skill of

his warriors. One Moseilama, among other rival prophets,

had gravely offered to divide the earth with him, pretending

to be divinely commissioned as well as himself; and though

Mahomet answered him by sending Kaled with forty thou

sand men, and Moseilama was slain in battle, a large body

of his followers remained in arms, and were subdued with
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some difficulty by Abubeker's lieutenants. Abubeker as

sumed no other title than caliph, or successor, of the pro

phet, and though he directed the movements of his gene

rals, he himself laid aside the sword, and remained to pray

and preach at Mecca. He found it no easy task to maintain

religious uniformity among the wild Arab tribes; and they

wore the yoke imposed upon them by the Koran very unwil

lingly, till they saw that rich plunder and fairer lands than

their own were the rewards of those who acted in obedience

to it. According to Mahomet's regulations, every Moslem

had to pay a certain tribute into the treasury at Medina;

and the money thus raised was used for almsgiving and for

the payment of the troops. This system would not have

succeeded so well, had the revenue been collected for his

own indulgence, or to maintain the pomp of a court; an

appearance of disinterestedness being that which man in his

selfishness best knows how to value. Abubeker, upon his

succession, had desired his daughter Ayesha to take an

exact account of his private patrimony, that it might be

seen that he did not augment it by means of the office he

held. The only stipend that he required was three pieces of

gold, with a sufficient maintenance for one camel and one

black slave; and every Friday he distributed the rest of the

weekly income to those whom he judged most worthy, or

most in need. At his death he only left five pieces of gold

and a coarse garment to his successor. He farther thought

to make a shew of humility by preaching from the steps of

Mahomet's pulpit instead of taking the prophet's seat. Abu

beker's short reign is chiefly remarkable for the conquests

made by his lieutenants, and their victories over the Syrian,

Persian, and Greek forces. A few particulars may be

interesting. Kaled's first expedition was against a tribe of

Arabs professing Christianity, under Persian protection,

situated to the westward of the ruins of Babylon. Their

last king was slain by the Moslems, and the fruit of this first

foreign enterprise was an annual tribute of 70,000 pieces

of gold; for according to the law of Mahomet, either Jews

or Christians living beyond the peninsula, might escape

both the sword and the Koran, by submitting to the pecu

niary demands of his covetous missionaries. Kaled pursued

his way into Persia; and Abubeker seeing that unity was
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restored among his Arab subjects, addressed to them a cir

cular letter, beginning in Mahomet's style: “In the name

of the most merciful God,” etc., inviting them, as “true

believers,” to take Syria out of the hands of “the infidels,”

and assuring them that fighting for religion was obedience

to God. The camp at Medina was soon thronged with

Saracen warriors; and they were anxious to leave the

country without delay, on account of the heat of the season

and the scarcity of provisions. Abubeker reviewed the men

and horses, uttered his prayers for the success of the expe

dition, and accompanied the army for one day's march, on

foot. Zuzid, one of his lieutenants, blushing at this exhi

bition of the humility of his superior, wished him to take his

horse, but the caliph replied, it was as meritorious to ride as

to walk, when engaged in such a holy enterprise ! The in

structions given on this occasion to the Moslem army, sin

gularly prove the fanaticism, as well as the military skill of

Abubeker. “Always remember,” said he, “you are in the

presence of God, on the verge of death, in the assurance of

judgment, in hope of pardon; avoid injury and oppression,

consult with your brethren, preserve the love and confidence

of your troops: destroy no palm-trees, nor burn any fields

of corn; cut down no fruit trees, nor do any mischief to

cattle, only such as you kill to eat.” He told his lieutenant

also to be true to his word—not to destroy monasteries, but

to cleave the skulls of the shaven crowned monks, if they

would neither become Moslems nor pay tribute. The sol

diers were advised to spend the intervals of action in prayer,

meditation, and the study of the Koran; and to ensure their

obedience to the law, which forbade the use of wine, eighty

strokes on the feet were awarded to any who should taste it.

Some who transgressed in the course of their campaign,

came, it is said, to confess their disobedience and to ask for

this chastisement, believing they should thus escape punish

ment in the world to come. Abu Obeidah, one of the ten

fugitives who accompanied the prophet from Mecca, and

were thenceforth distinguished by the title of “Mahomet's

companions,” was given the chief command in the Syrian

war; but Kaled, when transferred from Persia to join his

army, was, in fact, the foremost leader, though his fierce

courage was in some measure restrained by the milder dis
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position of Abu Obeidah. In his hot zeal, Kaled professed

his readiness to serve under the Moslem banner, were it in

the hand of a child or an enemy, and said, that though vic

tory might bring glory, riches, and dominion, these would

be the only rewards, if they were the only incentives; for

himself, he imagined his motive was to do God service. In

the siege of Bosra the Moslems were at first driven back,

but Kaled's exhortations revived their spirits; and, after

uniting with them in performing the prescribed ablutions

with sand, which was allowed by their law when water could

not be procured, he uttered the hasty prayer, and rushed again

to the attack, crying, “Fight ! Paradise!" On the crowded

ramparts appeared the cross and other consecrated banners;

but the Arabs becoming masters of the field, Romanus, the

commander of the garrison, surrendered the city; and, to

save his life, made use of the Mahometan form for pro

selytes, “I choose Islam for my religion, Mecca for my

temple;” etc. At the siege of Damascus, the personal cou

rage of Kaled was still more conspicuous; and when called

again and again to meet the besieged in their furious

sallies, he only expressed his weariness to his friend Derar,

by saying, “We shall rest in the world to come.” The

Arabs were suddenly obliged to raise the siege of Damascus,

in order to give battle to the imperial troops, who took the

field, in order to draw away the Saracens from that important

city, A.D. 633. The fanaticism of the Moslem chief strikingly

appears in the letter which he wrote on this occasion, de

manding succour from his brethren in Arabia:—“In the

name of the Most Merciful—Kaled to Amrou, health and

happiness; thy brethren desire to march to Aiznadin, to

meet seventy thousand men, who purpose to extinguish the

light of God with their mouths; but God preserves his light

in spite of the infidels.”

Andrew (called by the Arabs Werdan) commanded the

forces sent by Heraclius, and rode on a white mule, deco

rated with gold chains, surrounded by the Roman ensigns;

and as Derar went out to observe his arrangements, thirty

lances were directed against the naked warrior by the gene

ral's order. The Saracen killed or unhorsed seventeen of

his opponents, and returned in safety to his own company.

He accounted for this bravery to his fellow-soldiers, by say
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ing that he was afraid Allah should see him turn his back,

and that Allah had assisted him in his retreat, and prevented

him from falling into the enemy's hands. Andrew was so

much astounded by the feats performed by Derar, that

instead of giving the signal for battle, he sent a venerable

Greek, to offer to every Saracen a turban and robes, and a

piece of gold; ten times as much to the leaders; and to

Kaled a thousand-fold,—thus expecting to purchase their

friendship. But Kaled replied with a smile of contempt,

“Ye Christian dogs, ye know your option (it was always

tribute or the Koran); we delight in war; we despise your

arms; all will soon be ours.” Yet this daring chief saw

that the Greeks were far more dangerous enemies than the

Persians whom he had formerly met in the battle-field;

and he told his troops, that as it was in the evening Maho

met used to vanquish, they would till then defer the onset,

since the conquest of Syria seemed to depend on the event

of that day. In the tremendous battle which ensued, only

four hundred and seventy Moslems fell, whilst fifty thou

sand of the panic-stricken Greeks were slain, and the scat

tered remains of the imperial army took refuge in Antioch,

Caesarea, or Damascus. The Greek banners, crosses of

gold and silver, innumerable suits of rich armour, and costly

apparel, fell into the hands of the conquerors; and as soon

as the intelligence was transmitted to the caliph, the coldest

and most hostile of the Arab tribes were ready to come for

wards to share in the harvest of Syria. The inhabitants of

Damascus were terrified at seeing their expected defenders

return in such a plight from Aiznadin; and still more, on per

ceiving that they were closely pursued by Amrou, at the head

of nine thousand horsemen, and that Kaled brought up the

rear with his distinguishing ensign, the black eagle. The

siege was now resumed with fresh ardour; and Derar was

chosen by Abu Obeidah to patrol round the city with two

thousand men, while the rest of the chiefs were encamped

before its seven gates. A noted Greek general, named

Thomas, took upon himself the defence of the walls; and

at the principal gate, in sight of both armies, a lofty cruci

fix was erected ; and the bishop and his clergy having laid a

volume of the New Testament before the image of Christ,

prayed him to defend His servants, and to vindicate His
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truth. But His “grace and truth” had been long trifled

with or abused, as even the exposure of this image might

prove; and those who had called him Lord, without doing

the things that he said, were now given up to the fanatical

Moslems, who esteemed him of less account than their own

false prophet. Six months of continual skirmishing between

the besiegers and the besieged, ensued; and in one of the

earliest of their conflicts, Thomas, who was a most skilful

archer, gave a fatal wound to a bold Saracen, who had been

accompanied to battle by the wife he had newly married.

She embraced her lifeless husband, in the firm assurance he

had entered Paradise; and after she had washed the corpse

and buried it, she again took up her bow and quiver, deter

mining to revenge her loss. With only one object in view,

she pressed through the combatants; and her first arrow,

which wounded the hand of the Greek standard-bearer, was

immediately followed by another, which pierced Thomas in

the eye. The Christians lost sight at once of their ensign

and their general; but his wound being quickly dressed on

the ramparts, the fight continued till evening, when all, as

it was supposed, retired to rest. But at dead of night every

gate of Damascus was opened at the signal of a great bell,

and the Greek columns poured forth at once upon the camp

of the sleeping Saracens. Kaled was the first in arms, and

at the head of only four hundred men resisted the advancing

host, and encouraged his warriors by his tears and prayers.

Seventy days of close siege followed these months of bloody

activity; and at the end of that time, a hundred persons,

deputed by the clergy and people of Damascus, entered the

tent of Abu Obeidah at midnight, in order to obtain from

him terms of peace. Being of a more benevolent disposi

tion than the other chiefs, he received them courteously, and

dismissed them with a written agreement, on the faith of a

companion of Mahomet, that all hostilities should cease;

that the voluntary emigrants should depart in peace with all

they could carry; and that the remaining citizens, by pay

ing tribute, should be suffered to enjoy their lands and

houses, and seven churches. Upon his subscribing these

conditions, the gate that lay next the tent of the merciful

chief, was opened to him; but in the same hour that on the

opposite side had been taken by the Arabs, under the com

.
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mand of the sanguinary Kaled, and that chief entered the

city, exclaiming, “No quarter to the enemies of God.”

His word, no less than his example, caused torrents of blood

to flow at every step; but what was his surprise on reach

ing the church which stood in the centre of the city, to see

his brethren with their swords sheathed, amidst the priests

and monks. The mild Abu Obeidah explained; but Kaled

indignantly repeated his command, “Fall on;” and every

Christian in Damascus would have been massacred, had not

this furious warrior submitted to the superior authority of

the venerated companion of Mahomet. But he only stayed

his hand on condition that he might slay all who left the

city, if he could overtake them after they were three days'

march in advance.

Thomas and the patriarch preferred poverty and exile to

the payment of tribute, and were followed by a large num

ber of priests, laymen, and soldiers. A Syrian renegade

named Jonas, knowing that Eudosia, a Christian woman

whom he loved, was of this company, persuaded Kaled and

his band to follow them with fatal speed. In the massacre

that took place on this occasion, only Eudosia was spared;

and she consummated the terrors of this tragical scene, by

plunging a dagger into the breast of Jonas as soon as he

approached to embrace her. The spoils of the fugitives,

including the royal wardrobe and three hundred loads of

silk, were eagerly seized by the murderous and rapacious

Saracens. Within the space of two years, the plain country

and the vallies of Syria were taken possession of by the

Moslems, and immense sums of gold were received by them

for the ransom of the cities that were spared.

Under the walls of Emesa, which they obtained for their

winter residence, one of Kaled's cousins, partaking largely of

his fanaticism, declared that he saw the houris looking down

upon him, holding out a handkerchief of green silk and a

cap full of precious stones, and then furiously charging the

Christians, was struck dead by a javelin thrown by the

governor of the city.

Abubeker died in A.D. 635, having in his dying hours

bequeathed the caliphate to Omar; and when that chief

said, “I have no need of the place,” he gravely replied,

“The place has need of you.” It appears, indeed, that no
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fitter instrument than Omar could have been chosen for

carrying on the designs of Mahomet and his first successor.

Even Ali professed to honour his superior merits. Omar, in

mode of life, exhibited the most supreme contempt for the

things by which sovereigns are usually surrounded, and

even for common comforts. His food was barley-bread or

dates, his drink water, and the cotton gown in which he

preached, was torn in twelve places; and it is related that a

Persian satrap, who went to Medina to wait upon him,

found him asleep among the beggars on the steps of the

mosch. Needing so little for his own necessities, Omar

liberally divided the treasures which were continually falling

into his hands; to Mahomet's uncle Abbas, he gave twenty

five thousand pieces of silver, to each of the aged warriors

five thousand, to the meanest of Mahomet's companions

three thousand, to the veteran soldiers who fought against

the Greeks and Persians, one thousand, and so on, accord

ing to martial rank or valour; the lowest payment being fifty

pieces of silver. -

During the ten years of Omar's reign, the Saracens re

duced 3,600 fortified places, either cities, or strong castles,

and destroyed five thousand churches, or temples: they also

built fourteen hundred moschs for their own use in the

countries that they conquered. A few details may suffice,

as we find neither profit nor pleasure in lingering upon the

battle field, or in watching man whilst he puts forth the

cunning or the ferocity of a beast of prey. The kingdom

of Persia, left in such weakness by the death of Chosroes

II., and the conquests of Heraclius, was afterwards dis

tracted by the pretensions of six different usurpers; and the

last of these, Queen Arzema, was deposed, just before the

Saracens entered the country, in order to make room for

Yezdegird, the grandson of Chosroes, then fifteen years of

age. The Persian standard was delivered to Rustam, the

general who seemed best qualified to preserve it; and

Kaled being called away into Syria, it appeared probable that

the invaders would be forced to retreat. But in a battle

fought at Cadesia, sixty-one leagues from Bagdad, the hopes

of the Persians were finally disappointed. The Arabian

cavalry and archers skilfully prolonged the contest by pre

tending to retire and fighting as they fled. On the first
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day, called by their historians “the day of succour,” six

thousand Syrians came to their aid: on the next, which

they call “the day of concussion,” there was a great de

struction on both sides. It was succeeded, they say, by “the

night of barking,” which was probably a time of terrific howl

ing, or lamentation, during the burial of the dead. On the

following morning, a whirlwind of dust, which blew in the

faces of the Persians, disconcerted them ; and as Rustam was

reclining in the shade amidst a train of mules, laden, it is

said, with gold and silver, an Arab suddenly coming up

struck off his head, and fixing it on a lance, carried it to his

own camp. A most obstinate and destructive conflict en

sued ; and the standard of the Persian monarch—a leathern

apron, enriched with precious gems—was captured by the

victorious Moslems. After this victory, Irak and Assyria

submitted; and the city of Bassora, which commands the

trade and navigation of Persia, was founded as a Mahometan

capital, its jurisdiction extending over the southern pro

vinces of Persia. Although the heat of this place is exces

sive, it is considered healthy; and one of the neighbouring

vallies is numbered among the four paradises of Asia. The

Persians, who seemed to be under an impression that the

last day of their religion and empire was at hand, now fled

on all sides; and only three months after the battle of

Cadesia, Said, one of Omar's lieutenants, passed the Tigris,

and took possession of Ctesiphon, the capital, with little

difficulty. Nothing could exceed the triumphant joy of the

Moslems on this occasion: “This,” said the fanatic chief,

“ is the White Palace of Chosroes, this is the promise of

the Apostle of God.” They knew not how to reckon, or to

use their treasures; and it is related that they mixed up large

quantities of camphire with their bread; for not knowing the

Persians used it for illuminating their dwellings, they sup

posed it to be food. A carpet of silk, with gold embroidery,

having a variegated green border, was sent to Omar; and

being cut to pieces by him, to divide among his brethren at

Medina, Ali's share alone was worth several thousand crowns.

A mule laden with the tiara, cuirass, belt and bracelets of

Chosroes, was presented to Omar. The caliph smiled as

they put upon him the ornaments of “the great king,”

perceiving how ill they agreed with his uncouth appearance,
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white beard, and naked arms; and he soon laid them aside

as vain encumbrances.

After the sack, Ctesiphon was deserted, and speedily went

to decay, as, like other Assyrian cities, it was built without

stone or timber. By Omar's advice, the seat of government

was removed to the west-side of the Euphrates; and a colony

of a hundred thousand Moslems having settled there, Cafa

(i. e. the dwelling of reeds) soon became a vast city, Yez

degird, the king, had fled to the mountains of Farsistan;

but a hundred and fifty thousand Persians remained in arms,

and met the Saracens at Nehavend, south of Ecbatana; at

that place they were again defeated, and their general, in

making his escape, was overtaken amidst a crowd of mules

laden with honey: such were the encumbrances of the

luxurious Persians. After the battle of Nehavend, which

was termed “the victory of victories,” the Arab warriors

repassed the Tigris, and rejoined the Syrian army in the

conquered provinces of Syria and Armenia. At Perse

polis, which was made a heap of ruins by the Moslems,

Yezdegird was nearly taken, but he fled from thence to im

plore the protection of the Segestans, a warlike tribe, bor

dering on the Turkish and Chinese dominions.

We have now to observe the progress of the Saracens in

Syria. In A.D. 636, eighty thousand soldiers, collected from

the Greek provinces of Europe and Asia, were transported by

sea and land to Antioch and Caesarea, and were there joined

by sixty thousand light troops, gathered from the Christian

Arabs of the tribe of Gassan, under the banner of Jabalah,

the last of their princes. Heraclius had issued the most

peremptory orders, that his forces should only fight one

battle with the terrible Saracens; and both parties anxiously

looked for the result of so important an encounter. A mes.

senger sent to Medina from the Saracen council of war at

Emesa, speedily returned with the blessings of Omar and

Ali, the prayers of the widows, and a reinforcement of eight

thousand Moslems, headed by Amrou, a noted warrior.

Before they arrived, Kaled had defeated the Arabs of the

tribe of Gassan, near Bosra; and upon the banks of the little

river Hieromax, or Yermuk, which falls into the lake of

Tiberias, the Greek and Saracen armies met. Kaled com

manded in front, and Abu Obeidah in the rear, where the

sºls
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yellow banner taken by Mahomet at Chaibar was carefully

displayed. The last line was occupied by the sister of Derar

and other Arabian women, expert in the use of the bow and

lance. Kaled's word of command was, “Paradise before

you ! the devil and hell in your rear !” but his light armed

Arabs were thrice repulsed by the weight of the Greek ca

valry, and thrice driven back to the charge by the reproofs

and blows of the women. It was the hardest and most

doubtful day that the Saracens had ever seen ; but their

victory was in the end the most decisive. In every interval

of rest Abu Obeidah visited the tents, prolonged the repose

of his warriors, by repeating at once the prayers of two dif

ferent periods, and gave to the wounded his personal atten

tion. Four thousand and thirty Moslems, it is said, were

buried on the field of battle; and seven hundred lost their

eyes through the skill of the Armenian archers. Their loss,

however, was small, compared with that of the Greeks and

Syrians; for, besides the thousands who fell in the combat,

many perished in the woods and mountains to which they

retreated, and many, mistaking the ford, were drowned in

endeavouring to pass the Hieromax.

After a month's repose at Damascus, the Saracens re

ceived orders from their caliph to march to Jerusalem, as no

other Greek army appeared in the field. The message sent

to the citizens was as follows:—“Health and happiness to

every one who follows the right way ! We require of you to

turn Moslems, or pay tribute, otherwise we will bring

against you men who love death better than you love wine

and hog's flesh,” etc. etc. The city being defended on all

sides by deep vallies and steep ascents, and fortified by

walls, and towers, which were manned by the fugitives from

Yermuk; and the idea of defending the holy sepulchre sup

plying the inhabitants with great enthusiasm, they refused

to open the gates. The city was besieged by the whole

force of Abu Obeidah, and the military engines played con

tinually against the walls; but the inclemency of the win

ter season proved very destructive among the Arabs, and

nothing was gained at the end of four months. Sophro

nius, the patriarch of Jerusalem, then appeared on the

| ramparts, and by means of an interpreter, demanded a con

ference with the caliph's lieutenants: after vainly attempt
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ing to persuade them to give up their enterprise, he pro

posed to capitulate on fair terms to Omar, in person; and

a message to this effect was immediately despatched to

Medina, A.D. 637. There, it was warmly debated whether

it was right for the caliph to risk his person in such an

expedition; but the sanctity attributed to the place by

Jews, Christians, and Arabians, and the persuasions of Ali,

at length prevailed. Omar's travelling equipments on this

occasion were quite consistent with his manner of life at

home. He was mounted on a red camel, which carried his

bags of corn and dates, a wooden dish, and a leathern bottle

of water; and when he halted, his companions were invited

to partake of his simple fare. Repose was always preceded

by prayer and exhortation; and as he passed through the

subject country he administered justice, checked the Arabs

who exceeded the law in the number of their wives, re

lieved the tributary people, who were suffering from op

pression and cruelty, and reproved the luxury that was

creeping in among the Saracens, by causing some who were

arrayed in rich silken robes, to be dragged on their faces

in the dirt. When Omar came within sight of Jerusalem, º

and saw the strength of the place, he was heard to ejacu- it

late, “Allah Achbar [Great God] I give us an easy con- 4: .

quest;” and he then ordered his tent of coarse hair to be

pitched under the walls. It may be well to give the par

ticulars of the treaty proposed by Omar on this occasion,

as all others seem to have been made after the same model

The lives, fortunes, churches, and religion of the Christians,

were to be secured on condition of their paying a heavy

tribute. The sovereignty of the city, and of all the neigh

bouring territory, was to be yielded to the caliph. Moslems

were to be admitted at all times into the churches, and

entertained at any time gratuitously for the space of three

days. Their names, dress, and forms of salutation, were

never to be used by any but themselves; neither were the

Christians to ride upon saddles, nor to bear any sort of

arms, nor to use the Arabic tongue in the inscriptions of

their seals, nor to sell any wine. They were to wear the :

same sort of habit wherever they went, with girdles round

their waists. They were to set no crosses on their churches,

nor to show the crosses in their books openly in the streets :
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of the Moslems. They were not to ring, but only to toll

their bells; and they were forbidden to take any servant

that had once belonged to the Moslems. Upon such terms

the Christians were allowed liberty of conscience; and it

must have been a matter of thankfulness to the spiritually

minded among them, that they could consent to these con

ditions without sin against God. Jerusalem at this time

fell under a more slavish yoke than it had ever borne before,

and, with a short exception, it has remained in the same

state of bondage to this day. The pages of prophecy, how

ever, assure us that it will again bear the name of the holy

city, in truth; and eventually, long though its days of

mourning have been, become the joy of the whole earth.

The terms of capitulation being signed by both parties,

the caliph entered the city, and conversed with Sophronius

about its antiquities. The patriarch bowed, and tried to

conceal his secret feelings of sorrow; and at the hour of

prayer, when he entered the church of the resurrection,

Omar performed his devotions on the steps. But the

caliph had his eye on a place for worship which he esteemed

more honourable; and, by his command, the ancient site of

the temple was prepared for the erection of a mosch which

remains to this day, and is still known by the name of

“The Mosch of Omar.” This building is four hundred and

thirty yards in length, and three hundred and forty-four in

breadth, and was never exceeded in size or beauty by any

Mahometan temple, except that which was afterwards

erected at Cordova, in Spain. The Jews would have been

infuriated by this farther desecration of the venerated spot,

had they not found consolation in the abasement of the

Christians, who were more hateful in their eyes than the

Moslems.

It is hardly possible to imagine a greater contrast than

exists between the Lord Jesus Christ and his apostles, and

Mahomet and his apostles; their teaching and practice

being as opposite as their characters and design. God's

prophet came not to destroy's men's lives, but to save them;

this false prophet, who came with the power of the angel of

the bottomless pit, might fitly be called “the Destroyer.”

* The commonly received interpretation of Rev. viii. has been

previously referred to; and here we may observe, that Rev. ix. has

WOL. II. T
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Life and heaven are not more in the train of the one, than

death and hell in that of the other; yet man, in his state of

death to God, would prefer Mahomet to Christ, even as the

Jews preferred to him Barabbas.

“One cannot fail to observe,” says a Christian friend,

“how much of truth, borrowed from sources which he

acknowledges not, and most adroitly fashioned to meet his

object, is mixed up with Mahomet's system. This, toge

ther with an untiring zeal and devotedness to the one

object for which he lived, seems to let us into the secret of

his success, as far as human agency is concerned. His

principles were certainly eminently calculated to effect his

object; they addressed the ruling passion in man—his self

ishness, and made him willing to be a martyr in the desire of

self-indulgence. There was faith worthy of a better cause in

Mahomet's disciples, and hence arose their amazing power, but

they knew not the sweet constrainings of love, the willingness

to yield life itself in love to One who loved his people unto

death; such is the nature of a Christian martyr's faith.

In reading the history of these times, how strongly is the

been supposed to be the prophetic description of Mahomet and the

Saracen hosts. Persons taking this view think that the false pro

phet is aptly symbolised by a falling star, and designated as the King

Abaddon. “The Arabs,” say they, “might be compared to locusts,

both in the seasons they chose for their attacks, and as being most

successful in the countries where those insects are most destructive;

but unlike real locusts, they did not injure the products of the ground.

They wore crown-like turbans; their women went out to battle;

their venomous religion might be likened to scorpions' stings; and,

as Arabs, they were particularly distinguished for their horses and

horsemanship, and their exceeding courage and martial spirit.” So

far a resemblance may be traced between the prophecy and the his

tory; but the ingenuity of commentators has been taxed in carrying

out the parallelism. “For five months of years,” say they (i.e., for

one hundred and fifty years), “the Saracens had the greatest power to

hurt; and the purest part of Christendom was protected in a provi

dential manner from their torments: those who were not killed by

these plagues did not, however, repent of the image worship and

other wickednesses, out of which even the Mahometan religion

should have shamed them.” In reading this chapter, we see, how

ever, many striking points which seem to mark it as still unfulfilled as

to its full import; and some prayerful students of prophecy think

that future terrible judgment remains to be its accurate and com

plete accomplishment.
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contrast marked between the zeal of those poor Mahometans

for their lie, and the lukewarmness of nominal Christians

for their truth. Ah! if those who name the name of Jesus,

the meek and Holy One, were as true to their master, and

as zealous for His truth, what battles had been fought and

conquests had been won; bloodless battles, indeed, and

peaceful conquests; for the weapons of our warfare are not

carnal, but spiritual. Yet, after all that may be said on this

subject, we must see the over-ruling hand of God in this

strange sight, and here it is that we find our rest concern

ing it.”

CHAP. XXV.

TAKING OF ALEPPO BY The SARACEN.S.—HERACLIUS GIVES Up

SYRIA.—AMROU ENTERS EGYPT.-CONQUEST OF EGYPT BY THE

SARACENS.-TAKING OF ALEXANDRIA.—STORY OF CONSTAN

TINE HERACLIU.S.—REIGN OF MARTINA AND HER SON.—THE

ALEXANDRIAN LIBRARY.—DEATH OF OMAR. —OTHMAN, THE

THIRD CALIPH.—DEATH OF YEZDEGIRD.—STORY OF ABDALLAH.

—Egypt UNDER AMROU.—ALI, THE FOURTH CALIPH.—THE

FIRST DIVISION AMONG THE MOSLEMS.–DEATH OF ALI.

HERAclius was deeply engaged in the Monothelite contro

versy; and for some time remained satisfied with the feeble

efforts of his Syrian subjects, and the movements of the

forces he had sent to their aid. But after the terrible battle

of the Hieromax, and the taking of Jerusalem, he deter

mined to look into the state of things for himself. When,

however, he heard of the daring deeds of the Saracens, he

was afraid to give them battle, and delayed his operations

in the hope of obtaining a larger force.

A.D. 638. Whilst Amrou and Yezid were left in the camp

of Palestine, Abu Obeidah and Kaled marched against

Aleppo, which they besieged for three or four months; and

as it proved harder to win than any of the cities that had been

attacked by the Saracens, they seemed rather discouraged.

Omar's advice being asked, he exhorted the besiegers not to

withdraw, but to wait for God to determine the event; and
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Damas, a gigantic slave, then undertaking to get possession

of the city, Kaled desired his brethren not to despise him.

On a very dark night, Damas scaled the most accessible part

of the castle wall, and having obtained a firm footing, was

followed by seven other Moslems. These men then mounted

successively on each other's shoulders, the broad and sinewy

shoulders of Damas sustaining their united weight; and the

foremost having grasped the battlements, drew up his com

panions by their turbans, when they immediately stabbed the

sentinels. They soon succeeded in letting down the draw

bridge, and kept open the narrow pass till they were re

lieved by the arrival of Kaled at the morning dawn. Three

hundred thousand pieces of gold were paid for the ransom of

Aleppo, and the same terms that had been imposed on Jeru

salem were submitted to by this city. At this time Herac

lius himself was at Antioch, long a favourite residence with

the emperors, and distinguished by the appellations of “the

free” and “the inviolate.” He seemed to be panic-struck

by the accounts continually brought to him of the Arabian

invaders; and though he had ventured into the heart of Per

sia, and returned a conqueror, he dared not remain in the

fortified capital of Syria till the Saracen war-cry should be

heard beneath its walls. He determined to embark secretly

for Constantinople with a few attendants, leaving directions

for his son Constantine to follow him with his remain

ing troops, forty thousand in number. The bishops and

chief men of the city assembled in one of the churches at

Antioch, lamenting the unhappy fate of their land, and

ascribing it to the sins of the Romans. Heraclius, in the

mean time, having ascended a hill from whence he could

view his favourite city, and the fruitful valley in which it

was built, wept his last farewell. A conversation which

took place between him and a Moslem captive, is said to have

given him an impression that it was of no use to resist the

Saracens. “What sort of a palace has your caliph '" asked

the emperor: “Of mud,” was the reply. “And who are his

attendants?” “Beggars and poor people.” “What tapes

try does he sit upon f° “Justice and uprightness.” “And

what is his throne º’” “Abstinence and wisdom.” “And

what is his treasure?” “Trust in Allah.” “And who are

his guards : ” “The bravest of all the worshippers of
Allah.”
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After the emperor's departure, the Saracens appeared, and

Antioch surrendered on the same terms as Jerusalem, and fell

from the rank of the capital of Syria to that of a secondary

town. Caesarea was saved by paying two hundred thousand

pieces of gold; and the rest of the province submitted with

out hesitation. Heraclius had in fact given up his subjects

by quitting the country; and they felt that they were absolved

from their allegiance to him. Many thousands of Moslems

fell in these numerous battles and sieges; but instead of

mourning, or being mourned over as common victims of

war, they seemed to feel they were martyrs, and as such

were esteemed by their friends and fellow-soldiers. It is

related that an Arabian youth, when he set out for the

Syrian war, bade farewell to his mother and sister, saying ;

“Not the delicacies of Syria, not the fading delights of this

world tempt me, but the thought of Paradise; for the spirits

of the martyrs will be safely lodged in the crops of the

green birds which eat the fruits and drink the rivers of

Paradise. Farewell till we meet amid the groves provided

for the elect.” Such were the ideas inculcated by the

Koran, and such were their effects upon the imagination.

After three days of refreshment, Abu Obeidah led his troops

away from Antioch, and afterwards informed Omar he could

not otherwise have preserved them from its hurtful luxuries;

the caliph replied; “God does not forbid good things to

faithful men who have performed good works, therefore

they ought to have had rest,” etc. etc. The year of the

return of the army from Syria was marked by the death of

twenty-five thousand Saracens, the plague having broken

out among them, and change of climate and habits being

fatal to a great number. Among them died Abu Obeidah,

one of the ten whom Mahomet had named the elect heirs

of Paradise. It was the custom of the false prophet to

flatter his favourites with the prospect of future reward or

dignity; and of Omar he had said he would be excepted by

divine justice in the time of any general calamity, and would

be a prophet if any could arise after himself. Kaled sur

vived his last Syrian campaign for three years, during

which he suffered from the jealousy and suspicion of the

caliph, and at last died in disgrace. When Omar found that

his horse, his armour, and one slave, were all the wealth he
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left behind, he wept at his own injustice in having punished

him under the charge of taking the public treasures.

Amrou had been as conspicuous as Kaled in all the battles

and sieges that took place in Syria; and on one occasion,

when he visited Medina, Omar asked to see the sword which

had done such good service. “The sword,” replied Amrou,

as he presented it with a smile, “the sword without the

master, is neither sharper nor heavier than that of a poet."

In the month of June, A.D. 638, Amrou, from his camp

in Palestine, anticipated the caliph's permission to invade

Egypt, the story of Pharaoh having made thoughts of that

country familiar to the readers of the Koran. With only

four thousand Arabs, he marched from his station at Gaza,

without giving the messenger whom he had sent to the

caliph sufficient time to return with his answer. But be

fore he could cross the frontier, he was overtaken by the

returning courier with a letter from Omar. This he delayed

to open, till, at the end of another day's march, his tents

were pitched upon Egyptian ground. He then broke the

seal, and found himself correct in his suppositions as to the

contents. Omar rebuked his rashness; reminded him of

the fortified cities of Egypt, the barrier opposed by the Nile,

and the certainty of opposition in his attempt to take pos

session of a province so valuable to the Greek empire. The

epistle, however, ended by saying, “if you have not crossed

the frontier when this reaches you, return; if you are

already in Egypt, go on.” Amrou now proceeded with

fresh vigour, and after a siege of thirty days took Pelusium,

already mentioned in our history as the key of Egypt. The

country was then thrown open to the Saracens as far as the

ruins of Heliopolis, and the neighbourhood of modern Cairo.

Memphis, the ancient capital of Egypt, stood on the

western bank of the Nile, and was found capable of sustain

ing a siege of seven months, although Amrou received the

aid of four thousand additional warriors from Arabia. The

Saracen chief at length reduced this famous city to a heap

of ruins; and out of his camp, on the opposite side of the

city, arose the ancient Cairo, that situation being preferred

by the Arabians as having a more easy communication with

their own country.

The Jacobites were still so cruelly persecuted by the
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Catholics, that they readily joined with the Moslems, as

they had previously done with the Persians; preferring such

dominion to that of the professed Christian rulers. Their

patriarch, Benjamin, who had been banished into the desert,

was restored by Amrou's command, and expressed himself

much delighted with the aspect and manners of the Saracen

chief. The Copts (native Egyptians), above and below

Memphis, swore allegiance to the caliph ; and Mokawkas,

governor of the province, though he chose to pay tribute

rather than accept the Koran, said, in the heat of his spirit,

he desired no communion with the Greek Christians, either

in this world or in the next, and joyfully abjured “the

tyrant Heraclius and his Melchite slaves.” The Greeks,

who had ever been hated in Egypt, could now only save

their lives by flight; and, had not the Nile afforded such a

ready means of escape, not one would have been saved.

The road to Alexandria, to which city they retreated, was

cleared by the Saracens in twenty-two days, but the capital

itself was desperately defended against them. Heraclius

having the command of the sea, might have preserved this

important city; but his mind seemed paralysed by the acti

vity and valour of the invaders, and disease greatly enfeebled

his frame. Whilst Omar called upon the Arab tribes and

the veterans of Syria to go and join their brethren, in the

“holy war” which they were carrying on in a land so famed

in their sacred volume, Mokawkas, and the native troops of

Egypt, devoted their lives to Amrou's service in Lower

Egypt; and Eutychus, the Greek patriarch, describes the

Saracens as fighting like lions.

Amrou, always the foremost, was one day taken prisoner

with one of his friends and a slave; but he made his escape

through the artifice of the slave, who concealed his name

and rank, and proposed that he should be sent to the Sara

cen chief as the person most likely to make a treaty. Thus

the Greeks ignorantly gave up this important captive. After

toiling fourteen months, and with the loss of 23,000 men, the

Saracens prevailed; and the Greeks left in the city having

embarked for Constantinople, the standard of Mahomet

waved triumphantly upon the walls of Alexandria. Amrou,

in writing to the caliph, describes the city as containing

four thousand palaces, one thousand baths, four hundred
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theatres, twelve hundred shops for the sale of vegetables,

and forty thousand tributary Jews. Pillage was forbidden

by the caliph; but a tax of two pieces of gold was imposed

on every male inhabitant, old men, women, monks, and

children under sixteen being excepted. The spirit of the

Jacobites was curbed by Omar's laws, and they were obliged

to allow to the Melchites the religious freedom which they

were themselves permitted to enjoy.

The loss of Egypt sensibly affected the declining health

of Heraclius, and he died of dropsy, only seven weeks

after the taking of Alexandria, A.D. 641. His first wife,

who died sixteen years before him, left one son, named

Constantine; his second wife was his niece, Martina;

and this connection being contrary to the Mosaic law,

and to the church canons founded upon it, was exceed

ingly displeasing to the clergy; but, by Martina's influence,

the emperor publicly associated her son, Heracleonas, with

Constantine, and declared the two princes his joint heirs.

The splendid ceremony of their installation took place on

his return from Syria in A.D. 638; and Heracleonas, then

only twelve years of age, appeared before the people in the

cathedral and at the hippodrome, leaning on the arm of his

elder brother.

Constantine III., surnamed Heraclius, only survived his

father 103 days; and, though his health had been always

weak, it was strongly suspected that Martina and her son

had hastened his death by poison. Heracleonas sought to

still the feelings of the public by bestowing attention upon

his brother's children, to whom he became both godfather

and guardian; and thus he retained the imperial power.

The people of Constantinople still suffering much from

the loss of the corn they had been accustomed to receive

from Alexandria, a fleet and army were prepared to recap

ture that city, and twice during four years the Greeks

obtained possession of its harbour and fortifications. Amrou

was extending his conquests on one occasion to Tripoli, on

the other to Nubia, yet he speedily returned and drove

away the imperial forces, threatening to destroy the fortifi

cations if they should make a third attempt to regain posses

sion of them. On retaking the city a second time, the

Saracens, indeed, pulled down a part of the walls and
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towers, and began a terrible slaughter of the inhabitants;

but Amrou interfered in their behalf, and a Moslem temple,

called “the Mosch of Mercy,” was built upon the spot

where he checked the fury of his troops.

An historian who wrote an account of these events six

hundred years after, and at a great distance from Egypt,

relates that the famous Alexandrian library was burned by

the command of Omar; and he makes that caliph to say,

that if the books contained anything contrary to the Koran

they were mischievous, and if they contained anything

agreeable to it they were useless. “Read and wonder,” says

this historian, and then informs us that “the paper burned

on this occasion sufficed to heat four thousand baths during

six months, without any other fuel.” This account, though

generally received, has been considered improbable, because

two annalists of an earlier date, both Christians and natives

of Egypt, take no notice of the destruction of the library.

Moreover, scarcely any city had suffered more than Alex

andria, both from fire and sword, as it had been so fre

quently the scene of civil wars; and it is not probable, that

out of the four or seven hundred thousand volumes anciently

collected in the palace of Serapis by the Ptolemies, many

would have remained after such repeated disasters. It is

further recorded that Omar himself, when applied to by

some Mahometan reasoners on the subject of books belong

ing to the Jews and Christians, replied; “They ought not to

be burned, for the works of historians, poets, physicians and

philosophers, may be safely used by the faithful.”

It was the Caliph Omar who collected the detached por

tions of the Koran, arranged by Abubeker, and formed them

into one volume. Omar made a second visit to Jerusalem

in 644, either to see the completion of the Mosch, or to

regulate the affairs of Palestine; and on his return to Medina,

having just ended his prayers in the mosch, he received a

mortal wound from a Persian slave, who probably thought

thus to avenge the injuries done to his country. By Omar's

will the choice of a successor devolved upon six electors;

and Ali was blamed by his friends for becoming one of them,

instead of accepting the office for himself; but he did not,

at that time, choose to assert his own claims, and Othman,
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one of Mahomet's secretaries, was fixed upon as the third

caliph.

Hºng the reign of Othman, the Moslem empire in Asia

was extended under the following circumstances:—He pro

mised the government of Khorassan to the first general who

should enter ancient Bactriana; and the successful chief who

first led the Saracens thither, did not halt till he had ex

tended his conquests as far as the Oxus. All who made

the required profession, “There is but one Lord, and

Mahomet is his prophet,” were at once received by the con

querors as brethren; those idolaters who refused it could

only escape the sword by flight, the alternative of tribute

being only offered to Jews and Christians. Yezdegird, the

son of Chosroes, had been hospitably received by the prince

of a fertile province on the Jaxartes; the king of Samarcand,

with the Turkish tribes of Sogdiana and Scythia, being

touched by his lamentations, and enticed by his promises,

took up his cause; and, by an ambassador, he solicited the

friendship of Taitsong, emperor of China.

Taitsong's reign has been compared with that of the

Antonines, on account of the prosperity and peace enjoyed

by his subjects under his government; and his power is said

to have extended over forty-four hordes of Tartar barba

rians; but we have little certain knowledge of his history.

He afforded protection to the family of the Persian king; and

Yezdegird's sons, married to Chinese princesses, saw, with

little regret, that their paternal inheritance was irrecoverably

lost. Yezdegird himself was received into Merv, a city of

Khorassan; but the governor treacherously betraying the

place to his enemies, the king of Persia escaped across a

stream in a boat to the house of a miller to whom the little

vessel belonged. There, however, he was not more safe

than in Merv; and having fallen asleep, overcome by fatigue,

he was murdered by the miller for the sake of his rich arms

and robes, A.D. 651.

Some historians give a different account of Yezdegird's

end, and relate that he was overtaken and slain by the

Turkish cavalry in the nineteenth year of his reign. With

him ended the long line of Sassanian kings; and, within a

short period, the religion of Mahomet so entirely took the

i

s
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place of that of Zoroaster, that no traces of the latter re

main, except among the small Persian sect of Guebres, the

modern fire-worshippers. In A.D. 647, during the caliphate of

Othman, the conquest of Africa was attempted by Abdallah,

his foster-brother. For this purpose, he left Egypt with

forty thousand men, half that number having been sent with

the caliph's gifts and blessings to join the Moslems already

at Memphis. This Abdallah, on account of his ready pen,

had been employed by Mahomet to make translations of the

Koran; but he altered the text, boasted of the mistakes he

had made, and derided Mahomet's ignorance. He fled to

Mecca to escape the prophet's vengeance, but when that

city was taken, fell at his feet to obtain a pardon. This,

; however, he would have failed to gain, had not the tears and

entreaties of Othman prevailed.

From that time, he proved the most zealous champion of

the religion which he had mocked, and found it for his interest

to be a devoted Mussulman. After a toilsome march across

the sands of Barca, which was only accomplished by the

assistance of camels, Abdallah and his army arrived at Tri

poli. A force, consisting of 120,000 men, chiefly Africans

and Moors, had been collected by the Prefect, Gregory.

His daughter, who had been taught from her earliest youth

to bend the bow and wield the scymitar, fought by his side

in the foremost ranks, conspicuous for the richness of her

arms and dress; and her hand, with one hundred thousand

pieces of gold, was offered to the warrior who would bring

the head of the Saracen chief. For several days they fought

from morning till noon; till Abdallah, seeing himself the

especial aim of the African soldiery, withdrew from the field,

and his army was driven back. Zobeir, a noble Arab, who

had become noted in the Egyptian war, ventured to expos

tulate with the general, saying, “Is the tent a fit station for

a Moslem chief ?” and recommended him to set the same

price on the head of Gregory that had been offered for his

own. Abdallah took this advice, and having renewed his

attack upon the prefect's army, the same evening, Gregory

was slain by Zobeir, and his daughter made prisoner. The

provincials of Africa, and the barbarians on all sides, came

to implore the conqueror's mercy; but the fatigues and

losses which his army had encountered, and the prevalence
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of an epidemic disease, prevented him from making a settle

ment in Africa. After a campaign of fifteen months, Abdal

lah led the remainder of his troops back to Egypt with their

captives and wealth. Every Arab soldier had a thousand

pieces of gold, each mounted soldier twice as much, the

officers and the caliph in due proportion. The daughter of

Gregory was offered to Zobeir; but he refused to have her

even as a slave, saying he had laboured for a far higher

reward, meaning the paradise promised by the false prophet:

he, however, gladly accepted Abdallah's permission to an

nounce the victory to Othman. The companions of Maho

met, the chiefs and the people, assembled in the market

place of Medina to hear his narrative; and, through his

representations, the name of Abdallah (for he concealed his

own superior valour) was associated with those of Kaled

and Amrou in the first rank of Moslem heroes.

Amrou, we must here observe, excelled not only as a war

rior, but as a civil governor. Egypt flourished under his admi

nistration, and by its fertility supplied the increasing wants

of the Arabians, as it had formerly contributed to the neces

sities of Rome and Constantinople. Amroulevied the taxes

only on the clear profits of commerce and agriculture, and

applied one-third of the tribute to the repair of the dykes

and canals, which were so necessary to the prosperity of the

country. A string of camels, almost without interruption,

was now to be seen on the road from Memphis to Medina,

carrying corn and provisions; and a work that had been

attempted under the Pharaohs, the Ptolemies, and the

Caesars, was at length accomplished by the Saracen chief.

This was a canal eighty miles in length, connecting the

Nile with the Red Sea." The beauty and value of Egypt

in the eyes of the Arabs, appears from the description of

this country sent to Omar at his request. In the poetical

style of his country, he was told that it was a compound of

black earth and green plants, between a pulverised mountain

and red sand; that it was a month's journey for a horseman

from Syene to the sea; that when the river, with the bles

* This means of communication became almost useless when the

seat of government was removed from Arabia, and being considered

dangerous as allowing a passage for the Greek fleet, was at length dis

used and fell to decay.

:
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sing of the Most High, overflowed its banks, the villagers

communicated with each other in their painted barques;

and, at the retreat of the water, crowds of husbandmen, like

a swarm of industrious ants, attended to the wheat, barley,

rice, legumes, fruit-trees, and cattle, the benefit of which

was shared between the labourers and possessor. During

the inundation, said the Arabs, the land was like the silver

wave; passing over the season when nothing but the black

mud left by the waters was to be seen, they likened the

next vicissitude to the verdant emerald ; to this succeeded

the golden harvest.

Egypt is calculated to be about half the size of France,

containing probably 2,100 leagues of habitable ground:

the breadth rarely exceeds twelve miles in any part. Amrou

was recalled from Egypt through the jealousy of Othman,

but he was restored to it when Alexandria was again attacked

by the Greeks, and ended his days as governor of the country.

Othman had not been so popular as his predecessors, because

he had not made such a show of humility; and one com

plaint brought against him was, that he had ventured to

occupy the seat in Mahomet's pulpit, whereas Abubeker

and Omar had preached from the steps. His subjects

became discontented with his government as he advanced in

life; and a large army of rebels, headed by the brother of

Ayesha, appeared before Medina, loudly charging him with

many offences. Othman did not attempt to defend himself,

and fell by the hand of assassins, whilst intently reading the

Koran in his own palace, A. D. 649.

Having borne with much patience disappointment and

privacy, Ali was at length chosen by the voice of the people;

being the fourth caliph since the death of Mahomet, a period

of only twenty-four years. On the occasion of the revolt of

two powerful chiefs in Irak, Ali took the field, and in the

thickest of the fight saw Ayesha mounted on a camel,

encouraging the rebels. He defeated them completely, and

Ayesha, being taken prisoner was brought before him ;

contenting himself with reproaching her for her conduct, he

dismissed her courteously, and desired her to end her days

in the performance of the duties expected from her at the

prophet's tomb. A more formidable rival than the widow

of Mahomet was Moawiyah, a descendant of Ommiyah, a

-
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Koreish chief, who had been made governor of Syria by

Omar. He exposed the bloody shirt of Othman in the

mosch at Damascus, and avowed himself the avenger of

the murdered caliph ; and his cause being embraced by

Amrou, and countenanced by Ayesha, their united forces

exceeded those of Ali. Moawiyah was both courageous and

ambitious; but he knew Ali's superior strength too well

to agree to his proposal to decide the dispute by single com

bat. During a hundred days, war was waged between the

rival chiefs on the banks of the Euphrates, and to Ali's ad

vantage; till at length Amrou advised his soldiers to elevate

the Koran on the point of their lances, and Ali's troops,

daring to fight no longer, forced him to conclude a treaty

with his rival.

The mutual jealousy of the Saracen chiefs entirely put a

stop to their foreign conquests, and caused great internal

dissensions during the whole of Ali's reign. This caliph

had nine wives, by whom he had fourteen sons, and eighteen

daughters. He was so much revered by the Persians,

amongst whom he chiefly dwelt, that it became an article

of their faith, that Ali is “the Vicar of God;” for that was

a title that had been given him by Mahomet. The large

portion of Mahometans, who hold this doctrine down to our

own times, account the first three caliphs to be accursed as

usurpers, saying that the succession properly belonged to

Ali at the death of the prophet. This is the established

religion of Persia, and the Mahometans of this sect are

called Sheeahs. The Soonees, or orthodox Moslems,

amongst whom are the modern Turks, regard the first four

caliphs as the rightful successors of Mahomet, but Ali as

the least holy of the number. The hatred between these

two sects is said to be cordial and intense.

Observing the divided state of the Moslems, a body of

fanatics, in their zeal for the prosperity of their religion,

met in different places to concert plans for a revolt; and

three of them, who came together in the Temple of Mecca,

agreed to murder Ali, Moawiyah, and Amrou, as the only

means of restoring unity. Each chose his victim, but only

the one who had fixed upon Ali executed his intention;

Moawiyah was severely wounded by the second; and the

third slew Amrou's secretary by mistake for his master.
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Ali was assassinated in the mosch at Cufa, his chosen

residence; and is honoured as a martyr and a saint

amongst the Sheeahs to this day. The two sons of Fatima,

Hassan and Hosein, survived their father, and the former

was considered his successor by the Persian Moslems. But

Hassan's courage failed; and he resigned his pretensions, on

condition of receiving part of the revenue; and Moawiyah,

on becoming Caliph, assigned to him a sum equal to

£150,000 per annum, which he expended in almsgiving.

After a few years his own wife, in a fit of jealousy, put an

end to his existence, by rubbing him while warm with a

linen cloth strongly impregnated with poison. At the death

of Moawiyah and the accession of his son Yezid, Hosein

was brought forward by a party of Moslems, and a small

band of devoted followers defended him when he was at

tacked by the caliph's lieutenant, with a far superior force,

in the province of Irak. Hosein's friends fell one by one,

till all but the sharer of his own tent were slain. His sister,

who had accompanied him, then rushed forwards and en

treated the assailants to spare the only legitimate represen

tative of their venerated prophet. Even the man who was

about to strike the fatal blow wept at this appeal, and many

fell back; but one Shamar, whose name is ever accounted

accursed by the Moslems, reproached the feeling that was

displayed as if it had been cowardice. Hosein was pierced with

three and thirty wounds, and his body treated with every

indignity, though there were some, who remembered Ma

homet's fondness for him as a child, who deplored his death.

“Alas!” said an aged Mussulman, “on these lips have I

seen the lips of the Apostle of God.”

His sister and children were led in chains to the court of

Yezid, at Damascus; and though the Caliph was advised to

destroy them all, he dismissed them honourably to their

kindred at Medina. The whole race were, however, ex

cluded for ever from the Caliphate. The lineal descendants

of Mahomet have still some peculiar honours in every Ma

hometan country, and are generally distinguished by wearing

turbans of a sea-green colour.

A.D. 660. Moawiyah was the first of the fourteen Caliphs

who are called the Ommyades, from their ancestor Om

| miyah, and who reigned during seventy years. Syria was
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their chief seat, and its revenue, soldiers, and ships, were

the means of extending their sway. There were two

families to be dreaded as the opponents of the Ommyades;

these were the Fatimites, the descendants of Mahomet in

the female line, the children of Ali by his daughter Fatima;

and the Abbassides, the prophet's relatives in the male line,

being the descendants of his uncle Abbas. But it soon ap

peared that the Fatimites were wanting in courage and talent,

whilst the Abbassides were numerous, prudent, and united.

It has been observed that blood and treason seemed to

encompass the throne of Mahomet and his successors, and

those who held up their hand against others were likely to

be so visited. Mahomet himself, it has been said, died from

the effects of poison; Omar, Othman, and Ali, his three

successors, were assassinated; his grandsons died violent

deaths, and his beloved Ayesha, who was esteemed a pro

phetess during the forty years that she survived him, was

destroyed in a shocking manner. Having offended the new

caliph, by refusing him her allegiance, he invited her to an

entertainment, in order to destroy her; and, to this end,

beneath the spot where she was to sit, a deep well was dug

and artfully covered with twigs and leaves. The moment

she placed herself at the table, she disappeared and sank, say

the Persian authors, to eternal night. Moawiyah did not

long survive this treacherous act. His son Yezid succeeded

to the Saracen empire.
-

CHAP. XXVI.

DEPOSITION OF MARTINA AND HER SON.—CONSTANS II. EMPEROR.

—CONSTANTINE III. HIS SUCCESSOR.-AKBAR IN AFRICA.—THE

SARACENS REPULSED FROM CONSTANTINOPLE.-SIXTH GENERAL

COUNCIL.-JUSTINIAN II. EMPEROR.—HIS BANISHMENT AND RE

STORATION TO THE THRONE.-HIS NERO-LIKE CRUELTIES.–

PHILIP BARDANES MADE EMPEROR.—THE QUINI SEXTUM COUNCIL.

—ABDALMALEK, THE CALIPH, CONTEMPORARY WITH JUSTINLAN.

We turn from the history of the Moslems in the hope of

finding something of a more pleasing nature to record in

the history of the Eastern empire; especially after it had

been under the scourge, and suffered the dismemberment

we have related. But there seems to be nothing in general
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events at this period, either at home or abroad, to remind

us that it was a Christian state. Martina and her son, having

made themselves intolerable to their subjects by their

tyranny, and always remaining under suspicion as con

cerned in the death of Heraclius Constantine, were sent

into exile in A.D. 611; the empress being first deprived of

her tongue, and Heracleonas of his nose. The senate, it

appears, expected great things from the grandsons of

Heraclius, the eldest of whom had made them an oration at

only twelve years of age. He was immediately proclaimed

emperor, under the name of Constans the Second ; and on

account of the jealousy of his disposition, his brother Theo

dosius was excluded from the throne, and ordained deacon.

In that office he presented the cup to his imperial brother

at the sacrament, and it was received by him from his hand;

but Constans could not be satisfied that the ecclesiastic had

given up all expectation of the crown, and soon afterwards

caused him to be murdered. For this crime he was so much

hated at Constantinople, that he went into voluntary exile;

and his three sons being refused to him, were adopted by

the senate and brought up as the children of the state. It

is said that the angry monarch, as he embarked in the im

perial galley for Greece, spit against the walls of the city in

his wrath: but after he had quietly fixed his court at Syra

cuse, his conscience was continually tormenting him, and he

could not forget the countenance of Theodosius. Even in

his dream he fancied that he saw him, as a deacon, pre

senting a cup of blood, and saying, “Drink, brother, drink.”

The same hatred was shown towards Constans in Sicily as

at Constantinople; and at length one of his servants murdered

him in his bath, by suffocating him in the water, A.D. 668.

The Sicilian troops immediately gave the purple to a

beautiful youth of that island; but Constantine, the eldest

son of Constans II. was proclaimed emperor at Constanti

nople; and the Roman, Carthaginian, and Thracian legions,

under his command, quickly assembled in the harbour of

Syracuse. The revolt in Sicily was immediately quelled;

and with pagan barbarity the usurper's head was sent to

Constantinople, to be exposed to public gaze in the hippo

drome. Constantine IV. received the surname of Pogonatus,

or “bearded,” because his beard appeared for the first time

VOL. II. U
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on the voyage home from Sicily. This prince, like his father,

continued to exact the same payments from the Africans,

notwithstanding the tribute that was levied by their Moslem

conquerors; and the patriarch himself encouraging the ex

tortion, the people became disgusted with their professed

Christian rulers, and rather invited than repelled the next

attacks of the Saracens. Moawiyah's first lieutenant de

feated an army of thirty thousand Greeks, and took away

eighty thousand captives; and Akbar, the second general

sent into Africa by that Caliph, kept up the contest with

dauntless courage. He led his army through the sandy

wilds, traversed Fez and Morocco as a conqueror, and was

only arrested in his course by the Great Desert on the one

hand, and the Atlantic on the other. Having come to the

edge of the ocean, he is represented as spurring his horse

into the waves, and saying with Moslem enthusiasm, “If it

were not for the sea, I would go on preaching the unity of God

to the unknown kingdoms of the West,” etc. Akbar found

the Moors bordering on the desert without laws, discipline,

or religion; and he easily imposed the forms of Islamism

on these untutored barbarians. Possessing neither gold nor

silver, they were astonished at the glittering arms of their

invaders; and the Moslems Gould find no other spoils than

female captives, some of whom, however, it is said, they

sold for a thousand pieces of gold. Akbar, in his hot zeal,

put to the sword such of the natives of Africa as worshipped

idols, and would not receive his doctrine. Both Greeks and

Africans at length grew weary of such an active propagator

of Islamism ; and, on his return from the coast, he was

secretly told of their designs against his life, by a generous

chief who, on account of his ambition, he had left prisoner

in his camp, and who had been entrusted with the plans of

the conspirators.

When the hour of danger arrived, Akbar unfastened his

captive's fetters and advised him to escape; but he generously

resolved to defend his rival; and, embracing each other as

friends and martyrs, they maintained an obstinate resistance,

and at length fell side by side. Akbar had planted a colony

in the Moslem kingdom of Tunis, in order to keep the

Moorish tribes true to Islamism, for as they only obeyed

the Koran in order to share in the plunder of the Saracens,
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they would have quickly returned to their original habits,

had not this check been placed upon them. As it was, they

gradually became so identified with the Saracens, that Moor

and Saracen seem synonymous in the after-history of their

actions. Cairoan, the first settlement of the Saracens in

Africa, was situated ten miles inland, and fifty miles from

the capital; and, in the space of five years, Akbar saw the

dwellings of five hundred colonists rise around his palace,

and a mosch erected in their midst. Later in the history of

the Moslem empire, Cairoan became a city, and the seat of

learning. The third general sent by Moawiyah sought to

avenge the death of Akbar, and vanquished the provincials

of Africa in many battles; but he was at length signally

defeated by a powerful army sent to the relief of Carthage

by Constantine Pogonatus. The conquest of Africa was

reserved for the reign of another caliph, and effected by

another general.

The possession of Syria made the Saracens masters

of the sea, and enabled them to obtain the isles of

Cyprus, Rhodes,” and the Cyclades; but they aimed at

something more, and ventured to attack the capital of

the Greek empire, in the reign of Yezid, the son of

Moawiyah. Seventeen hundred vessels were equipped and

manned by the Arabs; and though this mode of warfare was

new to them, they managed it with uncommon skill, and

chased the imperial fleet into the Hellespont. A.D. 672.

Mahomet had promised forgiveness of sins to the first army

that should besiege Constantinople: and it would have been

taken at this time by the enthusiastic Moslems, but for the

use of the Greek fire, which miserably destroyed them and

their ships. Many thousand warriors, together with the

last of the companions of Mahomet, perished under the

* After a fruitless siege of Rhodes by Demetrius, B. c. 300, this

maritime republic caused a gigantic statue of the Sun to be erected,

| with one leg standing on each side of the harbour. It was seventy

cubits in height, and known by the mame of the Colossus of Rhodes,

| being considered at once the monument of the freedom and of the

arts of Greece. After fifty-six years it was overthrown by an earth

|quake ; but the massy trunk and huge limbs were for two hundred.

and eight years one of the wonders of the world. The Saracens

sold the brazen fragments to a Jewish merchant at Edessa, who laded

nine hundred camels with the metal, including, perhaps, other brazen

olumns and statues in the city.
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walls of the city. After renewing their fruitless labours for

six successive summers, the Saracens were obliged to give

up their attempt; and the Caliph Yezid, graciously receiving

the Greek ambassador at Damascus, submitted to Constan

tine's demand of an annual tribute of fifty noble horses, fifty

slaves, and three thousand pieces of gold.

Constantine's spirits had been depressed by a dream ; and

this alone, it appears, prevented him from trying to gain

farther advantages over the Saracens. We cannot but trace

the hand of God in using or removing the scourge of war,

and restraining the wrath of man whenever he will. Other

troublous events distinguished the reign of Constantine

Pogonatus, and farther discovered his own character and the

state of his people. To his two brothers, Heraclius and

Tiberius, had been given the title of Augustus, without that

share of imperial power which the name seemed to demand;

but they, having high commands in the army, bribed the

troops of the Anatolian province (the eastern shore of the

Hellespont) to support their claims. The argument used

on this occasion would be utterly shocking, did we not

consider how rudely theological questions had long been

handled in the East, and in what a carnal way controversy

was then carried on. It was urged, that as the Greeks

believed in the Triune God, it was but proper they should

have three emperors. The threats of Constantine induced

the supporters of Heraclius and Tiberius to abandon this

notion, and to withdraw their proposal; and at this time the

emperor pardoned his brothers. Suspecting, however, that

they intended to renew their attempt to reign, he caused

them afterwards to be deprived of the imperial title, and of

their noses. This sentence was executed in the presence

of the bishops who assembled at Constantinople to hold

that which was called the Sixth General Council.

The ecclesiastical events which led to the convention of

this synod, and the nature of its decisions, may be fitly

entered upon at this point; for, alas ! doctrines were agreed

upon and voted about, just like any civil or military questions

in the ancient debates of the Roman Senate. The Ecthesis

published by Heraclius, in which all religious disputes were

forbidden, had been of so little use, that as soon as

.

\
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Constans II. ascended the throne, he published another, so

similar in its nature, that it was called the Type. Therein

complete silence on the long disputed question of the two

wills was absolutely enforced. But Sophronius, the patriarch

of Jerusalem. one of the most zealous opponents of Mono

thelism, would not let the matter rest; and by his writings

he stirred up the clergy and monks, although his episcopal

dominion was almost destroyed by the Saracens.

The controversy was also revived in the Latin churches

by his means; and Pope Martin I. called a council at Rome,

at which a hundred and five bishops assisted, belonging to

those parts of the western Empire which had fallen under

the dominion of the Greek court. It appears they had the

Scripture on their side of the question; but, in the Acts of

the Council, this is but little referred to, whilst the opinions

of the Fathers are largely quoted. They condemned both

the Ecthesis and the Type, not only for the silence imposed

by those edicts, which they considered guilty, but for their

false statements on the disputed subjects.

The anathema pronounced against the emperor's theolo

gical opinions was construed into an act of rebellion; and

Martin, being accused of many treasonable designs, was

violently carried away from Rome, and after a year's im

prisonment brought to trial at Constantinople. In that city,

he and his friend Maximus gave a noble example of patience

and firmness under cruel treatment. The pope at length

died, it appears, for want of necessaries, in the wretched

place to which he was banished; and Maximus suffered the

amputation of his hand and tongue, and imprisonment for

life. Their sufferings made the particular point for which

they contended, more valuable to the Latin Christians, and

thus tended to the preservation of this portion of truth:

the two next popes confirmed the decrees of Martin's

council. -

In the hope of coming to some decision which might

reconcile the Greek and Latin churches, the Sixth General

Council was assembled by permission of Constantine Pogo

natus, in November A.D. 680; and the emperor himself,

accompanied by the consuls and officers, was present at

twelve out of the eighteen conferences which were held be

fore the end of the following September. They began
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wisely, by tracing the controversy to some expressions used,

either out of ignorance or from a desire of piercing too

deeply into the unsearchable things of God: but we again

find the arguments run upon what other councils had de

cided, or the thoughts of the fathers; we do not see that

simple reference to Scripture which would have been at

once satisfactory and decisive. In the fifteenth session, a

Greek presbyter offered to bring to life a dead man, who

should confess the truth of the Monothelite creed, drawn up

by him. The bishops on the opposite side, aware of the

lying nature of such miracles, took care that the man should

be really dead, and then laughed at the vain attempts of

their adversary, anathematised, and deposed him. In the

end the Monothelites were condemned to all the temporal

and spiritual punishments commonly denounced against

heretics; and the emperor's piety was warmly commended

by all the bishops. By the decision of this council, Pope

Honorius, who had maintained the doctrine of only one will.

was placed on the list of heretics; a plain proof that papal

infallibility was not maintained at this period. Constantine

IV., however, shewed his respect for the papal see, by

sending to St. Peter's shrine his children's hair when first

cut, thus signifying that he wished the pope to consider

them as his spiritual children; but from their conduct when

they grew up, it may be inferred that little pains were taken

to train them up in the right way. The eldest of them,

known as Justinian the Second, succeeded to the throne at

the death of his father in 685; and his reign was a mi

serable period to himself and his people. In fact, none of

the Christian emperors left such a character behind them;

for we must allow, that far off as they seemed to be from

spiritual religion, their standard of morality and public

usefulness was for the most part incomparably higher

than that of the Pagan emperors. Justinian II. only re

sembled his predecessor of that name in the expensive taste

of architecture; and far from imitating him in morality or

mercifulness, he acted like another Nero, and absolutely en

joyed the sufferings of its subjects. He was served by

ministers as wicked as himself; and suffered the chief of his

domestic officers to scourge his own mother; whilst a monk.

to whom he committed the care of the finances, put to death
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some who could not pay the tribute, by suspending them

with their heads downwards over a slow smoky fire

Yet Justinian, like his predecessors, professed to take an

interest in the affairs of the church; and, by his command,

a council was held in A.D. 692, to settle matters of discipline

and ceremony, which had not been touched upon in the Fifth

and Sixth General Councils. Being considered merely sup

plementary to these, it was called the Quini-sextum ; and

otherwise the Council in Trullo, because the bishops assembled

in a tower of the imperial palace called by that name. The

four patriarchs of the East, and one hundred and eight infe

rior bishops, were present at this assembly; but the pope

had no concern in it; and some few of the canons that were

made, being opposed to the teaching of Rome, succeeding

popes refused to reckon the Quini-sextum among the General

Councils, which were esteemed infallible. They applauded,

however, the greater part of its decrees; and the canons

chiefly objected to by them were those which related to the

marriages of the clergy,” and those which declared the bishops

of Constantinople equal in authority with themselves. For

three long and weary years after Justinian had received the

bishops into his palace, he continued to afflict the people un

der his rule; and, under one pretext or another, imprisoned

or banished some of the most distinguished citizens, who had

dared to express their sympathy with their suffering fellow

subjects. But the emperor was as fickle as he was cruel;

and after suffering Leontius, one of his best generals, to lan

guish in confinement during three years, he suddenly drew

him out of the dungeon, and gave him the command of

Greece. In these changed circumstances, Leontius felt like

a victim adorned for sacrifice; and, fancying it possible that

his next removal might be to the place of execution, he lis

tened to those who told him he would meet with strong

support in attempting to dethrone the tyrant. Whether

justly or not, Justinian was suspected of a design to mas

sacre the citizens of Constantinople; and the conspirators

who united with Leontius daily increased their numbers, by

arousing the fears of all classes of people. On the night

* The Roman Catholics seem to forget that Peter himself, upon

whom they say their church is built, was a married man.
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they had appointed, the prefect of the city was slain, the

prisons opened, and the streets made to ring with the cry,

º “To Santa-Sophia, Christians ! this is the day of the

Lord.” In the cathedral the patriarch was prepared with an

inflammatory sermon; and the people went from thence to

the hippodrome, where Justinian was brought to trial be

- fore them, and unanimously condemned to death.

* Leontius, meanwhile, was proclaimed emperor; and, upon

being called upon to give orders for the execution of Jus

º tinian, he changed the sentence into a partial amputation of

* * the nose and tongue, and banishment to the Chersonesus

(Crim-Tartary). In this inhospitable region the ex-emperor

resided three years, bitterly feeling the change from absolute

power to the scorn and ill-treatment of strangers. He

. . heard with satisfaction that Leontius did not prove a good

- sovereign, and that he had even obtained the disgraceful sur

- name of Rhinotmetus, from his having clipped the gold coin in

order to enrich himself. On receiving intelligence that this

3. unpopular ruler was supplanted by one Apsimia, surnamed

. . . . Tiberius, Justinian left the Chersonesus, to seek a more

t agreeable abode among the Chozars, a horde of barbarians

! t who dwelt in tents between the Tanais and the Borysthenes.

t The khan of the Chozars gave him his daughter Theodora in

| * marriage; but shortly afterwards, being bribed by the gold

. - of the usurper at Constantinople, he would have killed his

guest and son-in-law, had not Theodora's timely warning

- enable the exile to escape. Justinian embarked in a vessel

with some of his most devoted attendants, and sailed along

the Euxine in order to solicit Terbellis, king of the Bulga

- rians, to aid him in recovering the throne of the East. A

- violent tempest that arose soon after they put to sea,

alarmed the emperor's attendants; and, like Jonah's fellow

mariners, they expressed their fear that the wrath of God

: - was upon them, and entreated Justinian, whose dreadful

- threatenings they had heard, to vow forgiveness of his ene

mies, if so be their lives might be spared. But Justinian

had long been insensible to that fear of God which puts a

restraint upon human passions, and replied in the most

a daring manner: “Let Him overwhelm me with these

waves, if I suffer a single head to escape.” Tiberius, who

had been promised the head of Justinian from the khan of
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the Chozais, was exceedingly surprised to see the emperor

with fifteen thousand Bulgarian horsemen before the gates

of Constantinople; and, knowing that he had also made

himself unpopular by his ill-conduct, he began to tremble

for the result.

A.D. 705. Ten years' absence, and two violent revo

lutions, had nearly effaced from the minds of the people the

memory of Justinian's former crimes; and, partly out of

dislike to Tiberius, and partly in terror of the Bulgarians, the

citizens of Constantinople opened their gates, and wel

comed back the descendant of Heraclius to the throne of

his fathers. But adversity had wrought no favourable change

in the character of Justinian ; it had only increased the bitter- -

ness of his spirit: and as soon as he had rewarded the

Bulgarians for their services, and regained his barbarian

bride, whom he had left in her own land, he devoted himself

solely to the work of threatened vengeance. Leontius and

Apsimia-Tiberius were brought into the hippodrome in

chains; and there, seated on his throne, with one foot on

the neck of each of the condemned princes, Justinian gazed

for an hour at the chariot races, whilst the people fre

quently shouted, “Thou shalt trample on the asp and basi

lisk, and on the lion and the dragon shalt thou set thy foot.”

Such a profane use of Scripture language was, it appears,

common in these evil days; other instances of it have been

already given.

Justinian, during the remainder of his reign, found ample

employment for the axe, the cord, and the rack. He put to

death all whom he suspected of having taken part against

him, and imposed a heavy tax on the citizens, in order to

prepare a fleet and army to punish the Chersonesans. Ste

phen, to wiſom he committed the care of this expedition,

received but one direction: “All are guilty, and all must

perish;” and he earned the appropriate surname of “the

Savage,” though he did not fully execute the barbarous man

date. Stephen made slaves of the youth, but permitted all

the rest of the inhabitants to withdraw, except the few whom

he reserved for the most cruel punishments. We shudder

to think that such scenes as these took place in times called

Christian. Seven were roasted alive, twenty drowned in

the sea, and forty-two reserved for such torments as the
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s - . emperor pleased to inflict. The vessels employed in this

cruel expedition being wrecked on their return, Justinian

sent other vessels to complete his revengeful designs. But

| | | - the long-suffering and forbearance of God had been tried

- | to the uttermost, and the emperor was now to be cut off in

º - the midst of his sins. The Chersonesans had returned, and

| * , * - being assisted by the Chozars, and joined by the many

exiles scattered through the provinces, they offered a pow

* : - erful resistance to Justinian's fleet. The naval forces were

. . . . . . then easily seduced by the promises of a military officer
; , , , k | named Philippicus Bardanes, who was proclaimed emperor

* . . . . - on the spot; and, under his command, the vessels were

: steered back to Constantinople. In this last day of adversity
i - Justinian found none to pity, or plead for him; and, being

i deserted by his barbarian guards, he was assassinated by the

partisans of the new emperor. Tiberius, the only son of

- Justinian, took refuge in a church, at the door of which

stood his aged grandmother; but, whilst he hung the most

. . . . . . precious of the relics about his neck, and grasped a frag

ment of “the true cross,” the assassins burst open the

door, and laid him dead at the foot of the altar. In this

- dismal manner terminated the unhappy race of Heraclius,

| | A.D. 711.

Abdalmalek, the fifth caliph of the race of the Ommyades,

* * | . began to reign in the same year as Justinian II., and died

in A. D. 706.

- He possessed more ability for government than his imme.

º diate predecessors, and far excelled them in martial talent.

t . Feeling his own superior powers, he discontinued the annual

t tribute that had been paid by them ; and the distracted

state of the Greek empire preventing the emperors from

enforcing it, Abdalmalek took a still more decided step, and

º established a mint of his own. He committed the coinage

| | - to the care of Jews, and they found a pleasure in substitut

ing the caliph's superscription, “Say there is but one God,

One,” for the image of Caesar.

| º - The Mahometan gold coins, called dinars, were at this

time equal in value to eight of our shillings: the silver

: * : dinars were of half that value. Abdalmalek bears a charac

- ter for generosity; and, amongst other instances of this

feeling, it is related, that when some Christians refused to

– ". --> --— ---
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:: give up a church that he had asked for, he left them in posses

is sion of it, because he would not take it by force. Instances

--- of yieldingness are always the most remarkable where there

-- is most power, and it is to be remembered the caliphs were

ºf entirely absolute; for, though they professed to take the

& Koran as their guide, it was easy to make it speak what lan

ºf guage they pleased, as they were the authorised interpreters

*: in of it.

rººt It was in the reign of Abdalmalek (A.D. 692) that Hassan,

ºf governor of Egypt, completed the conquest of Africa. In

tº his first expedition he took and pillaged Carthage, but the

- Patriarch John, who combined the episcopal and military

functions—in a manner we can only understand by consider

ing the worldly character now given to the former—gave

--- battle to the Saracens, and forced Hassan to retire.

--.' " In the ensuing spring, the military bishop, at the head of

. . . the Greek forces, and their Gothic allies from Spain, again -

:*: met the Saracens in the field; but he was defeated by Hassan

in two great battles. The independent tribes of Moors,

called Berbers, still contended with the Arabians for the

possession of Africa; and their queen, Cahina, drove back

Hassan and his troops into Egypt, where, during five years,

they awaited help from the caliph. The Roman cities were

ºn destroyed, and Roman arts ruthlessly swept away by the

e rough hands of the savage Berbers; and the province

-- suffered so cruelly from their tyranny, that even the Catho- º

lics welcomed back the Saracens, when they came to take

: final possession of Africa.

º CHAP.. XXVII.

- STATE OF THE CHURCH IN THE SEVENTH CENTURY.--THE

it . NESTORIANS.—THE STATE OF CHRISTIANITY IN ENGLAND.— º

s: : SKETCH OF IRELAND IN ITS PAGAN STATE. – INTRODUCTION {

º: OF CHRISTIANITY INTO IRELAND.—THE IRISH SAINTS OF THE -

SEVENTH CENTURY.—THE PAULICIANS.—MARTYRDOM OF THEIR

fe & TEACHER, e

t

By the concurrent testimony of all respectable historians,

... the seventh century appears to have been a period in which |

the light of the nominal church was almost turned into
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darkness, and we may well exclaim, How great is this dark

ness! The state of the clergy—whereby the spiritual pulse

of the people may be pretty generally felt—was most deplor

able. They were not only blind leaders of the blind, but

seemed to be distinguished from other men rather by taking

more liberty to sin, than from any thing exemplary in their

conduct. Ambition, avarice, and pride—the great extinguish

ers of ministerial usefulness—fraud, mutual dissension, and

even the most enormous vices, characterised the greater part

of the clerical order. The doctrines which they taught were

as corrupt as their lives; and the arguments whereby they

sought to settle the doubts, or quiet the consciences of more

honest inquirers, were the authority of the church, and the

miracles worked by its wicked agents. Instead of preaching

that gratuitous salvation declared in the gospel, they per

versely substituted another, which may not be called the

gospel; since it is no good news to the consciously perish

ing sinner, that he must seek for safety in his own wretched

doings, or in a human priesthood, or in ceremonial obser

vances; for neither of these he knows can have the least

power to purge his conscience, or give him acceptance with

God. Yet there were multitudes so ignorant of God's sub

lime and simple way of justification by faith, that they

expected to be justified in every other way rather than that

which Divine Wisdom had pointed out, and listened greedily

to the vain conceits of their mercenary teachers.

Theodore, archbishop of Canterbury, originally a monk

of Tarsus, taking up a line of teaching diametrically opposed

to that of the great apostle born in that same city, assisted

in establishing the Eastern system of penance among the

Latins; and, in 668, published a Penitential which was

eagerly adopted by the clergy throughout the West. In

this work, sins were divided into classes according to their

character, degree, time, place, or attendant circumstances;

and, attached to each particular offence, was the penalty

whereby atonement was to be made. An appendix described

the duties and obligations of those who were to receive the

confessions of the penitents; and furnished forms of consola

tion, exhortation, and absolution for every occasion. We find

this one blessed truth, “The blood of Christ cleanseth from

all sin,” banished from this dismal production; the doctrine
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of Christ's advocacy was, in like manner, lost sight of; for

even whilst the common termination of forms of prayer was,

“through Jesus Christ our Lord,” the words were rendered

vain, because the sinner's eye was not directed to Him,

but to a host of saints,” as well as to the Virgin. Many shared

the homage which was paid to that name which is above

every name.

Even the sweet duty of confession—the solace of the

heart that is really touched by the convincing Spirit of God

—degenerated into a hollow mockery; since it was taught

by the commandment of men, and was supposed to consist

in prostrations, and genuflections, and vain repetitions of

words.

The superstitions concerning the sacraments had so far in

creased in this century, that, in a council at Toledo, in A.D.

646, it was forbidden that the smallest particle of food

should be taken previous to receiving the Lord's Supper;

and, in the Quini-sextum Council, the recipient was desired

to come fasting, and to receive the bread, stretching out his

hands in the form of the cross. The priests now began to

celebrate solitary masses for the sake of gain; asserting that

the sacrifice they offered therein was efficacious both for the

living and the dead; that the sick, in whose name it was

made, might be relieved a while from their pains and weari

ness; and even the captives procure a temporary release

from their bonds.

A contract signed with ink which had the sacramental

wine mixed up in it, was considered peculiarly sacred; and

when the Pope Theodore excommunicated the bishop of

Constantinople because he was a Monothelite, he called for

the chalice containing the consecrated wine, that he might

dip his pen in it, and thus make the sentence more terrific.

The recognition of a priesthood, and the powers claimed by

the clergy who assumed that place, call for more and more

attention in each successive century. Man, in a natural

* The Pantheon at Rome being turned into a church at the begin

ning of this century, was dedicated by Pope Boniface to All the Saunts,

an act painfully significant, as it marked, that the place occupied by

the many gods of the Pagans was not left to the Living God, but

filled up by the many so-called saints.
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state, can so ill bear any sort of distinction, and so especially

abuses religious distinction, that, it may be truly said, the

greater it becomes, and the more powerful it is in the

minds of others, the more mischievous it must be. As a

proof of the growth of ecclesiastical power at this time,

we have to notice, that the right of sanctuary, or privi

lege of sheltering criminals, was attached to all churches

whose clergy had the means of protecting and maintain

ing them :—the refugees, whatever was the character of

their crime, could demand victuals and raiment, as well

as lodging. Disorder and immorality continually increased,

both among the monks and clergy; and, as if they were

themselves discouraged by the many vain attempts at reform,

not one canon to regulate clerical conduct was made in the

council of Constantinople. In a council held at Prague, in

A.D. 675, a censure was passed upon the superior clergy

who whipped as slaves the inferior ministers, as also upon

the bishop who should compel the deacons to carry him on

their shoulders; but the censure was not carried into a

prohibition of this, or any worse conduct. Ecclesiastical

interference in matters of state came to the greatest height

in Spain; and, in A.D. 681, when Erviga, an ambitious woman,

wished to wrest the crown from Wamba, the reigning

monarch, she took advantage of the power which had been

assumed by the clergy. Having thrown the king into a

state of insensibility, by administering to him a poisonous

mixture that could not destroy life, the garb of a penitent

was thrown over him; and when he recovered, the clergy,

in full council, deposed him, on the plea that he could never

again perform the duties of the regal office since he had

worn that dress. In vain did Wamba protest against the

injustice of this proceeding : he never regained the throne.

At another council, in his reign, it was forbidden to a king

to marry another king's widow, under pain of damnation.

Thus it appears did they add to the laws of God, or annul

them at their pleasure. Pilgrimage and the sale of relics

were now advocated by the clergy, in order to increase

their wealth; as all who visited the noted places of resort,

whether at Rome or elsewhere, made offerings to the at

tendant priests, or paid largely for the relics they had to
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bestow; and even a pot of stinking oil, that had been burning

near the tombs of the martyrs, was said to be effectual for

the cure of spiritual and temporal maladies.

But we will dwell no longer on the manifest evils of these

sorrowful times, but turn to something of a brighter cha

racter. The Nestorians in this century, as well as the last,

were the most active and useful as missionaries. They were

entirely independent of the ecclesiastical systems of Rome or

Constantinople, but acknowledged the jurisdiction of a

patriarch, or bishop of their own, residing at Seleucia.

Nestorian Christians abounded in Chaldea, Persia, and

Assyria; and by them, it appears, the Gospel was carried

into the remotest and most barbarous parts of Asia; and

penetrated even into the civilised regions of China. From

the superior purity of their manners, and their non-inter

ference in political revolutions, both the Persian monarchs

and Saracen caliphs afforded them protection and showed

them especial favour; and thus, by the good providence of

God, the Nestorians remained as his witnesses where the

more corrupt forms of Christian profession were swept

away.

The ecclesiastical history of England and Ireland seems

to deserve particular notice, not only from the peculiar in

terest we feel in it, but because it is well authenticated, and

presents us with some features in which we may read the

grace of God. The political changes that were so frequent

in the kingdoms of the heptarchy, and the many battles

which they occasioned, need only be noticed as they bear

on this interesting subject; for one of the best of our English

writers has observed, they no more merit a particular narra

tive than the skirmishes of kites and crows. We are at

once struck with the difference in the religious condition of

Britain, after the settlement of the barbarians in it, and that

of Italy, Spain, France, and other countries of Europe.

The truth is, that the Pagan conquerors, for the most part,

gradually embraced the established religion of the empire,

because the inhabitants of these countries resisted their

entrance with but little violence; and when they, on their

parts, treated them with lenity, the profession of Christianity

was communicated and received with comparative ease. It

was far otherwise in Britain. The Saxons and Angles found
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- their contest with the Britons so long and difficult, that they

. had little patience or inclination to inquire into the nature

of their religion; and, for a long period, scarcely one glim

e mering ray of the gospel penetrated through the dark

ness in which the seven kingdoms were enveloped; that of

Kent only emerging for a time in the reign of Ethelbert.

The ideas of the northern barbarians of Scandinavia, con

| | . º cerning the unseen world, were common to the Saxons and

Angles; and, supposing the poor wandering mind of fallen

man to have been continually led farther and farther from

the truth, since its first apostasy from God, we see these

remote people at a distance that is vast indeed.

Wodin,” the reputed ancestor of their princes, and the

god of war, was the great object of their worship; they be.

lieved his favour was only to be won by their personal

courage and valour, and hoped that after death they should

repose upon couches in Wodin's hall, and drink ale out of

the skulls of those whom they had slain in battle ! These

horrible notions had supplied vigour to their arms; and

gave way but slowly as the light of revealed religion,

clouded, alas! by human inventions, shone forth. Ethelbert,

the king of Kent, we have already spoken of as a baptised

professor of Christianity; his nephew, Sabereth, king of

- the East Saxons, imitated him in his course. The only

bishops over the professing Saxons were Laurentius, the

successor of Augustine, at Canterbury; Mellitus of London,

and Justus of Rochester. Ethelbert's son, Eadbald, who

succeeded to the kingdom at his death, altogether despised

the Christian religion; and Sabereth's three sons were

offended with the bishop of London, for refusing to let

them partake of the bread which they saw him administer to

others in the church. The only pre-requisite that he insisted

upon was, that they should be baptised as their father had

been; but this they refused, and told Mellitus that if he

* Wednesday, i. e. Wodin's day, was so named in honour of this

terrible God, and remains to us as a memorial of the Saxon tenants

of our soil. Thursday, in like manner, was so called from Thor, the

- god of thunder; Friday, from the goddess Friga; Saturday, from

Saturn, the Celtic deity, which was appropriated by the Pagans of

Greece and Rome; Sunday, from the Sun; Monday, from the Moon;

| and Tuesday, from the idol Tuesco, or Mars.
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would not gratify them in so small a matter, he should not

remain in their kingdom. Being still firm in his refusal, he

was actually expelled, and retired to France with the bishop

of Rochester. Laurentius, with whom they consulted on

this occasion, prepared to follow them; but St. Peter, say

his biographers, appeared to him the same night, in order

to rebuke his cowardice, and punished him with many

stripes. On displaying his wounds to King Eadbald the

next morning, he at once forbade him to leave the country.

Either Laurentius scourged himself, and invented this story

to excite the feelings of the king, or more probably Ead

bald was alarmed at the idea of losing for ever the teachers

who had been valued by his parents. It is certain that he

became, from this time, a zealous supporter of the outward

framework of Christianity.

The East Saxon prince died shortly afterwards in battle;

and a king of a different spirit permitted Mellitus and Justus

to return to their bishoprics. At the death of Laurentius,

Mellitus became archbishop of Canterbury.

The profession of Christianity was taken up by the Saxons

in the north of England, under the following circumstances:

Edwin, king of Northumberland, asked in marriage, Tate,

the sister of Eadbald; and that prince consented to give her

to him, on condition that she should be allowed to retain the

Christian religion. Edwin readily promised toleration to

his bride and her religious instructors, and expressed his

intention to adopt a similar profession if it approved itself

to him on examination. In A.D. 625, Paulinus, a monk,

was ordained bishop by Justus, and accompanied the princess

Tate into Northumberland, where it appears he showed an

ardent desire for the conversion of the Pagans.

It happened that King Edwin narrowly escaped assassina

tion from the hand of a person sent by the king of the West

Saxons, the very same night that his wife presented him

with a daughter; and, whilst he was thanking his gods for

these deliverances, Paulinus began to praise the Lord Jesus

Christ. Edwin promised he would renounce his gods and

worship Christ, if He would grant him success in his war

with the West Saxons; and, in the meantime, he consented

to have his infant baptised by Paulinus. Upon returning

victorious from battle, Edwin did not forget his vow; and

VOL. II. x
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began to attend the bishop's instructions, and to converse

with serious persons on the subject of religion; and he was

observed frequently in silent meditation. At length he de

termined to hold a consultation with his chief counsellors;

and the particulars of it are the more interesting, as we so

seldom meet with any description of the impression made

on the minds of the Pagans who took up a Christian pro

fession.

In reply to King Edwin's enquiries, Coisi, the chief priest,

declared his belief, that the religion they had so long fol.

lowed was of no value, arguing that if the gods could do

anything, they would have certainly distinguished him as

their diligent servant. He ended his speech by advising

that the Christian doctrine should be received if it were

really better. One of the nobles then illustrated their dark

ness respecting the origin and destiny of man, by calling

their attention to a swallow that had rapidly flown through

the hall where they were sitting. “It enjoyed,” said he, “the

temporary warmth and light of this blazing fire, but with.

out the tempest is raging, and the night is dark:—of what

went before, or followed its passage through the hall, we

know nothing.” At the end of their conversation, Cois

proposed that they should hear Paulinus preach; and when he

had delivered his sermon, according to the king's desire, the

chief priest exclaimed, “I knew that what we worshipped

formerly was nothing, because the more studiously I sought

for truth, the less of it I found. Now, I openly declare,

that in this preaching appears that which is able to afford

us life, salvation, and eternal bliss. I advise that we in

stantly destroy the temples and altars where we have served

in vain.” The king asked who should begin the work, and

Coisi replied that, since the true God had given him wisdom,

he ought to be the first to do it, as an acknowledgment of

his former folly, and as an example to others. The idola

trous place that was burned on this memorable occasion,

was situated near the city of York. In A L. 627, Edwin

was baptised with all his nobles and many of the common

people; and, on a subsequent occasion, Paulinus, being on a

visit to the king, spent thirty-six days in teaching and bap

tising from morning till night. He continued to preach

with much zeal, and baptised a number of persons, both in
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the Swale and the Trent: at a baptising in the last-named

river, Edwin himself was present. Delightful accounts are

given of the order and justice that prevailed during the reign

of the first Christian king of Northumberland; but, at the

end of six years, Edwin, alas! going out to battle with

Cedwalla, a British prince, and Penda, the king of Murcia,

was defeated and slain; and Cedwalla, though a professed

Christian, seized upon his kingdom, and proved himself a

cruel tyrant. Paulinus fled into Kent with Edwin's widow

and children; and, as a proof of the vanity of mere human

influence, Northumberland returned almost to its original

state. Oswald, nephew to Edwin, vanquished and killed

Cedwalla; and, seating himself on his uncle's throne, began

to exert himself for the restoration of the Northumbrians

to a Christian profession; and to that end he sent for a

preacher from Ireland. Discouraged by his ill success, the

missionary returned to his own country, and complained to

his brethren of the unteachableness of the Saxons; upon

which one Aidan, a monk, told him, that he thought he had

not treated them in a manner suitable to their great igno

rance. The expression of this opinion led to Aidan's own

appointment to this difficult missionary work; and, from the

manner in which he performed it, he appears to have been

one of the most devoted men of his age. He was made

bishop of Lindisfarn (afterwards called Holy Island), by

Oswald; and as he could speak English but very imperfectly,

the king himself acted at first as his interpreter. Encour

aged by royal protection, other missionaries from Ireland

laboured in the north of England. Many churches were

built; and Northumberland gained more than had been lost

by the departure of Paulinus. Aidan and his associates gave

much attention to the reading of the Scriptures; and their

conduct in every respect appears in pleasing contrast with

that of Augustine and his companions. King Oswald seems

to have been honestly bent upon promoting the religious

welfare of his people; and he is described as of humble

demeanour, and kind to the poor and needy. His know

ledge of Christianity was not, however, sufficient to keep

him from the battle-field; and he was slain in the thirty

eighth year of his age by that same Penda, king of Murcia,

against whom Edwin, his uncle, died fighting.
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But Christianity had now obtained some footing in Nor

thumberland, as well as in other parts of the Heptarchy;

and, at the death of Penda, and the marriage of his son of

the same name, with a Northumbrian princess, Paganism

was renounced in Murcia, the last of its strongholds.

About this period, there was a distinguished preacher in

Wales, a monk of the name of Asaph; and the place now

called St. Asaph's, where his abbey stood, was so named in

his honour. Ireland, if we may believe its ecclesiastical

historians, was in this century “filled with saints;” but

alas! in their minds, and consequently in their language, the

term “saint” was not applied, as it is in Scripture,” to the

standing of every believer as before God, but rather given

to persons who had a particular reputation for sanctity be

fore their fellow men: this reputation being commonly

earned at a great expense of toil and suffering, and not

arising out of that artless devotedness to God, which shrinks

from human observation instead of courting it. w

A brief sketch of the previous history of Ireland will pre

pare us to understand its peculiar and influential position in

the religious annals of this age. Although its ancient inha.

bitants, like those of our own island, were probably of Celtic

origin, they came, it appears, by way of Spain, whereas

those of Britain passed over from Gaul. Thus the religion

of the Hibernians was more strongly tinctured with Oriental

ideas; and many of their customs, and even their language,

proves their intimate intercourse with the Phoenicians who,

it may be remembered, sent a colony into Spain, many cen

turies before the Christian era. The druids of Ireland

(drooad, in Irish, “a cunning man”), were also called Magi;

and, like the Phoenicians, they combined the worship of

stones and groves with that of fire, in which they burned

human victims. Ireland was chiefly known to the ancients

by the appellation of “The Sacred Island;” and is, there

* To prove its scriptural meaning, let us examine Ps. iv. 5; Rom.

i.7; 1 Cor. i. 2; and xiv. 33; Phil. i. 1; Col. i. 2, etc. The word often

seems to be used indifferently with brethren, believers, disciples, etc.;

but, it has occurred to me that while we read of “false brethren,”

and of “ some that believed for awhile,” and of “ disciples that went

back,” there are no connections of this kind with the term “ saints;”

and, therefore, it appears more distinctly to express the standing of a

child of God as chosen to be holy; see Eph. i. 1–4, etc.
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fore, supposed to have been a place where the savage orgies

of the druids were carried to the most cruel perfection.

The famous round towers of Ireland seem to be entirely

unaccounted for, except they be, as some suppose, the fire

temples of this remote period; and these, with beautifully

wrought ornaments of gold and silver, and other relics, not

forgetting some traditionary remains of literature, seem to

betoken that civilisation and the arts were not at that time

strange to Ierne (ancient Ireland). It is a remarkable fact,

that during the whole time the Romans were in Britain, not

one of them ever set foot on the shores of Ireland; it was

unknown and unclaimed by the iron monster, though more

than one of its princes crossed over to aid the Caledonians

in their attacks upon the Britons. The descent of the bar

barous Scots, or Scoti, a people of Scythian, or Scandinavian

origin, greatly affected the condition of Ireland; for, although

these foreigners did not drive out, or destroy the aborigines,

and made no essential change in their religion, language, or

peculiarities, they gradually became so far incorporated with

them as to give them a more savage aspect; and, at length,

the people of Ireland were only known to their neighbours

by the name of Scots. To all appearance the politics, as

well as the religion of the Scoto-Irish, seemed to present a

powerful barrier against the reception of any mode of Chris

tianity; as a company of fierce and warring tribes, fenced in

by their long-cherished superstitions and established priest

hood, would appear peculiarly indisposed to change. Yet

it is certain, the Christian profession never became general in

any country with such rapidity and ease, as in Ireland in the

fifth century. In this fact, however, there is little cause for

triumph, when we become acquainted with the pliability and

ardency of the national character, and with the subtlety of

those who acted upon it; we must, however, always acknow

ledge the strong current of God's providence, which directed

all these minor and muddy streams, so that the water of

life should be carried whithersoever he pleased.

We have no accurate ecclesiastical history of Ireland

before the fifth century; but there is reason to believe that

whatever of Christianity was known there, was infected by

the Pelagian heresy; and, it will be remembered, the com

panion of Pelagius was a Scot from this country. Celestine,
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bishop of Rome, sent Palladius, one of his deacons, to visit

“the Scots believing in Christ;” but, though this emissary

was called the first bishop of Ireland, it appears he met

with little respect. The work in which Palladius had failed

was left, at his death, in A.D. 431, to one, who, from his re

markable success, acquired the title of the Apostle of Hreland.

This was Patrick, a Christian of British Armorica, who in

his youth was for many years the slave of an Irish farmer;

and, after he had made his escape, continually reflected

upon the miserable state of the land of his captivity. Having

retired to a monastry near Tours, it is said, even his dreams

were filled with recollections of Ireland; and he fancied he

could hear the voices of the people of the far West calling

him to return. After many years, he gladly embraced the

opportunity of making the desired voyage in an episcopal

capacity; and, having landed in the harbour of Dublin, with

some choice companions, he gradually made his way into

the country, and laboured unremittingly till his death, in

A.D. 465.

During those thirty years, Ireland was so completely

metamorphosed, as to take its place among the professing

Christian countries. Thousands of persons of all ranks

were baptised, church-houses built for the congregations in

all parts of the island, and a number of priests ordained

from among Patrick's earliest converts. Many fables are

mixed up with the history of Patrick; but his adoption as

the patron-saint of Ireland, his own writings, and other

documents, prove that his labours were very extensive: and

that the horrid religion of the natives received its death

blow through his preaching. The celebrated idol, Crom

Cruach, the Moloch of Ireland, was destroyed through his

instrumentality; and a church was built on the spot where

it had long been worshipped with human burnt-sacrifices.

But Christianity, as known in Ireland, received, as else

where, a pagan cast, from the attempt to make it more ac

ceptable to the people, by accommodating it to their own

superstitious notions.

God’s way of salvation is so foreign to all the ideas of

fallen man, that even those who are acquainted with the

plan of it, from the letter of the word, are afraid of trusting

alone to its simplicity for themselves, or of communicating
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its freeness to others, till they are absolutely constrained to

do so by divine power; and thus, from age to age, we see

that the majority of the professed preachers of the Gospel

spoil “the glad tidings of great joy” with some corrupt

admixture of their own. Such perversions affect both the

ordinances and the doctrines of Christ; vain man actually

believing he increases their value, whilst he is virtually de

stroying it.

We are told, the baptismal font was made agreeable to

the Scoto-Irish converts, by its resemblance to the sacred

wells of their forefathers; the name of Christ was recom

mended to them by engraving it on the druidical stones;

the churches became places of attraction, because they were

placed near the sacred round towers, or the consecrated

oaks. Easter, and other feasts, came in the place of the

pagan festivals; and the fires, which had originally been

lighted to welcome the summer solstice, were now annually

kindled on the eve of St. John, in honour of that apostle :

these fires are still continued in Ireland.

No one aided more extensively to connect Christianity

and superstition than the famous St. Brigid. She was

but a child when Patrick died; and, having formed the

first nunnery at an early age, she laboured for sixty years

in founding similar establishments throughout Ireland. Her

own particular monastery was placed near a venerated oak,

and thus obtained the name of Kildare, i.e., the cell of

the oak. The city of Kildare had its origin, through the

number of persons who resorted thither from all quarters,

on account of Brigid's fame for holiness, and the super

natural gifts she was supposed to possess. It was doubtless

in complaisance to the devotees who were attached to

druidical customs that Brigid and her sister nuns kept up a

fire, which, she said, was never to be extinguished; and

their successors laboured so sedulously in the same work,

that the same fire is said to have lasted for six hundred

years.

That it was a religion of man's making which grew up so

rapidly under the fostering hand of St. Patrick and St.

Brigid, may be inferred from the adoring estimation in

which their departed spirits, and even their relics, were

always held. Annual festivals were held in their honour,
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churches were dedicated to them; and one of the most

solemn oaths in the Western isles was that taken in the

name of St. Brigid.

The next in particular eminence, after the death of Brigid,

was Crimtham, a person of princely descent, better known by

the name of Columbkill; that is, the “dove of the churches.”

He obtained this singular title from his dove-like disposition,

and devotedness in his religious labours. The king of the

Caledonian Scots, his relative, granted him the island of

Iona, as a settlement; and, it was, therefore, in after times,

called by his name, Columbkill. This secluded spot, which

had been previously famous as the burying-place of the

ancient kings of Ireland and Scotland, soon became more

celebrated for the churches and monasteries erected in it by

Columbkill.” It is interesting as being the centre from

which proceeded every ray of light that penetrated into

Scotland, or the Hebrides; and, still more, as becoming

the shelter of religion and learning, at a time when both

were at the lowest ebb throughout the Roman world.

Columbanus, another Irish saint, born in A.D. 559, being

forty years younger than Columbkill, rose high in reputation

after his death, and became celebrated as a missionary in

other lands. It appears that he was acquainted with the

Greek and Hebrew languages, and left behind him some Latin

poems; and, as he did not quit his own country till he was

fifty years of age, his acquirements may prove how much

could be learned in the Irish schools at this period. Colum

banus visited the courts of Clotaire and Theodobert. He was

persecuted by Thierry and Brunehaut; and being driven out

of France, where he had founded some monasteries, went

to Milan, where he was received at the court of Agilulph,

the Lombard king, and was highly honoured by his queen,

Theodelinda. In Switzerland and Italy traces were left of

his labours; and, in the presence of Pope Boniface, he

boldly vindicated his countrymen against the charge of

having departed from apostolical doctrine. It is to be

* A splendid copy of the Gospels, said to have been written by

Columbkill's own hand, is still in preservation; and if it were, indeed,

the fruit of his labours, it may be looked upon as a proof that he

valued the Scriptures, and that he had sufficient knowledge of the

letter of the truth to be able to communicate its elements to others.
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feared the professing Christians of Ireland differed little

from those of Rome in their erroneous ideas respecting

purgatory, prayers for the dead, the worship of saints and

relics, and the efficacy of the sacraments, etc.; for these

points were not at all touched upon during the hot con

troversies, in which they are engaged, from the seventh to

the ninth century. It has, indeed, been proved, that evan

gelical purity was, to a certain extent, preserved in Ireland,

and we may rejoice that it had some supporters; but it is

not likely that two ecclesiastical bodies would have seriously

quarrelled, as did the Romans and Irish, respecting the

form of a tonsure, and the time of the celebration of Easter,

if they had been of opposite minds about weighter matters.

In conclusion, after making every allowance for the ex

aggeration or general indifference to truth of the monkish

authors, there must have been some real foundation for the

religious reputation of Ireland, something which led to its

distinction, as the Island of Saints, in the century at which

we have arrived. Its historians give us but a barren list of

kings, and a very brief outline of political revolutions, whilst

their pages are filled by the things which were accounted of

greater importance; the acts of bishops and saints, and

other ecclesiastical details, which are not to be met with in

the histories of other countries.

Having attempted to trace the dim light which shone

upon the Western extremity of the known world in the

Seventh Century, we turn to the remarkable sect which

occasioned a clearer illumination in the East about the same

period. These were the Paulicians of Asia Minor, who

dissented both from the Latin and Greek churches, and

were consequently visited with every kind of persecution,

which they patiently endured during a hundred and fifty

years. They were vilified by their enemies as a sect of

Manichaeans; but such a charge is utterly inconsistent with

their reputation of loving the doctrines of St. Paul, and

with other views which they are said to have held. The

corrupt doctrines and practices of their persecutors, through

whom the history of the Paulicians is chiefly known to us,

lead us to hope that they may be numbered among those

who have had their names cast out as evil for Christ's sake.

The sect thus spoken against, is said to have arisen under
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s the following circumstances; and one is the more disposed

to think well of it, because, like every other religious

º - movement of any value, from the days of Josiah, or Ezra,

| up to our own, we can trace it to the recovery of Scripture

| truth, or increased attention to the things which have been

| - | º revealed by God. In A.D. 660, a deacon, who had been in

|| captivity among the Mahometans, was hospitably enter

| º tained on his way home by Constantine, a respectable

- inhabitant of a small town in Asia Minor; and in return for

| this kindness, he presented him with the New Testament in
i. - t the original Greek. For the first time, Constantine had

| thus an opportunity of studying this precious volume for

himself; and, becoming sensible of the value of its con

. tents, he naturally communicated what he had learned to

º others. His instructions gained considerable attention,

- and some of his earliest disciples became his assistants in
| a preaching such a measure of truth as they had received.

Persons who had tasted the pure milk of the word for them

t selves, could not but feel how very different it was from

| - - anything that was commonly presented by the Greek

- - - clergy; and Constantine, with his fellow-labourers, deter

- mined to attempt the re-establishment of apostolical churches

- * - in the country where the apostle Paul had planted so

many.

Perhaps, like some other well-meaning Christians, they

acted too much on the principle of imitation, without, as it

: - - were, counting the cost, or considering whether the mind,

and consequently the power of Christ was with them, in

attempting to re-construct that which was in ruins; but we

trace the blessing of God upon them in their labours to

serve him, though they did not accomplish as much as they

t

expected. Possibly they erred also, as some other Christ

tians have done, in esteeming one portion of God's word

. . . . more than another, and thus giving undue prominence

to the truth that was uppermost in their own affections.

º The Paulicians are accused of excluding the Epistles of

- Peter, and the whole of the Old Testament, on account of

their attachment to the writings of Paul; but it is more rea
a - º sonable to suppose that they had only an undue preference for

the latter; for, how could they receive the writings of Paul

without accepting, if they had the opportunity, the Scrip

* -

-

- -*

* r *- - T -
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tures of the Old Testament,” to which those witnesses con

stantly refer; and what is there in the Epistles of Peter

which they could refuse if they really valued the teaching

of the Holy Ghost by the mouth of Paul ?

It is likely, however, that Constantine excited suspicion

by his asumption of the name of Sylvanus, and by call

ing his chief assistants Titus, Timothy, and Tychicus;

as also by attaching the names of the churches to which

Paul's epistles are addressed to six of their principal congre

gations. The details of his operations are wanting, or they

might be interesting and instructive. It appears, however,

that Sylvanus and the other namesakes of the apostle's

companions, were eminently distinguished from the esta

blished clergy of their day by zeal, knowledge, activity, and

holiness. Instead of imitating their lofty titles, they were

content to call each other fellow-pilgrims: they objected to

the prevailing ideas concerning orders of priesthood, and

deemed the wealth and honours of the bishops, presbyters, etc.,

inconsistent with the names and offices they had assumed.

They were allowed by their enemies to be orthodox in their

doctrines respecting the Trinity; they themselves protested

most warmly against the injustice of the charge of Mani

chaeism; they were entirely free from image-worship and

superstitious regard for relics; and they were simply scrip

tural in their views concerning the sacraments. We must

therefore suppose that their real offence was, that by their

doctrine and manner of life the Paulicians put to shame

other professing Christians of their day, and tacitly cen

sured the pride and vices of the clergy. Constantine-Syl

vanus laboured with great devotedness for twenty-seven

years; and, his sect becoming so considerable as to attract

the notice of the public authorities, an officer named Simeon

was sent by the emperor's command to seize him. Simeon

came to Constantine's residence at Colonia, in Pontus, in

A.D. 687; and, after a slight examination, desired his dis

ciples to stone him as the price of their own forgiveness.

º

* It is to be remembered, that Constantine is not said to have pos

sessed anything but the New Testament, and we know that perfect

copies of the whole Bible were very rare and costly in those days.

We hear of the Paulicians to disadvantage, because our accounts

come through their enemies. -
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Only one of the number, named Justus, proved base

enough to lift a murderous hand against the respected

teacher; and the same man, after assisting at the martyr.

dom of his master, betrayed numbers of his fellow-disci

ples to torture and death. In the meanwhile Simeon him

self, like Saul, of Tarsus, was changed from a persecutor

into a fellow-worker in the Gospel; and having united with

the Paulicians, and preached among them for some time, he

died as a martyr.

As far as our scanty information extends, we cannot

resist the conviction, that the best witnesses for the truth

in this century and the next, were to be found among the

Paulicians; and such was the power of God put forth in

sustaining them, that though they were led as sheep to the

slaughter, their ranks were continually filled up and in

creased by fresh converts.

CHAP. XXVIII.

PHILIPPICUS BARDANES. — ANASTASIUS II. — THE LOMBARDS IN

ITALY.—LUITPRAND.—THE ANGLO-SAXON GOVERNMENT AND

LAWS.–FRANCE UNDER THE MEROVINGIAN KINGS.—THE CHA

RACTER OF THEIR RELIGION.—THE INDOLENT KINGS OF THE

MEROVINGLAN RACE.—The POWER or THE MAYORS OF THE

PALACE.-PEPIN THE GREAT.

PHILIPPICUs BARDANEs ascended the throne of Constanti

nople in A.D. 711. Being of the Monothelite persuasion,

he was offended at seeing in the porch of Santa Sophia, a

painting representing the Sixth General Council, by which his

party had been condemned. As a decent cover for his own

particular prejudices against this picture, he had it pulled

down, with the consent of the patriarch, on the plea that it was

improper thus to decorate places of worship. In A.D. 712, he

sent to Rome an order for the removal of everything of the

same description that should be found in the churches; but

Constantine, the reigning pope, rejected the imperial ediet;

and not only caused six pictures, representing the same

offensive council, to be placed in St. Peter's church, but

assembled a synod, in which the emperor was condemned as

an apostate from the true religion. The power of the pope,

I-Hº
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and public opinion, being thus directed against Monothe

lism, the throne of Bardanes was in the greatest danger;

but he himself, regardless of the tumults that had arisen,

took occasion of his birthday, in the month of June A.D.

7 13, to give a great festival, and to entertain the multitude

with the showy games of the hippodrome. The morning

amusements being closed, the emperor paraded the streets

to the sound of the trumpet, with a thousand banners float

ing around him; he then bathed and partook of a sumptuous

banquet with his nobles; after which, being overcome with

the effects of fatigue and wine, he retired to his apartment

and fell asleep.

Some bold conspirators, who had waited for this moment,

entered the imperial chamber, and bound the sleeping mo

narch, excusing their proceedings on the ground that he

was an excommunicated person -

Whether he died suddenly, or perished in a violent man

her, cannot be ascertained, but we learn that he was deposed

by universal consent; and no obstacle was placed in the

way of the immediate elevation of Artemius, his first secre

tary, on whom the choice of the senate and people had

fallen. He was proclaimed emperor, by the name of Anas.

tasius II., and reigned in an honourable and virtuous manner

during five years.

At the commencement of another century, we turn from

the Greek division of the Roman empire to view the cotem

porary powers that were fashioning its other wrecks into

different forms.

The Lombards in Italy made more rapid advances in

knowledge and civilisation than any of the barbarian tribes

who settled in Europe, because they were willing to learn

from the conquered people, and did not disdain to borrow

from the Roman laws that which was more excellent than

their own traditionary code. Their first written laws, pro

mulgated by King Rotharis in A.D.663, and approved by an

assembly of his nobles at Pavia, proved their superiority in

wisdom and intelligence, and led to farther political pros

perity. Peace was preserved between the Lombards and

the subjects of the exarch of Ravenna till the end of the

century; and Grimoald, the son of Rotharis, so much im

proved his father's code of laws, that the Italians, as well as

|

|
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the Lombards, began to appeal to it by choice. Grimoald's

predecessors had sought to please all parties, by having one

Arian and one Catholic bishop in all the cities of Italy; but

he, being himself led to renounce Arianism under the influ

ence of the bishop of Bergamo, entirely discountenanced

the teachers of that heresy, so that they were in the end

universally neglected.

Luitprand succeeded to the throne of the Lombards in

a D. 712, only a few months after the accession of Philip

picus Bardanes. He was one of the wisest sovereigns of his

age, and possessed a courage that to ordinary minds ap

peared like rashness. Of this we may relate the following

example: —Being informed that two of his attendants were

waiting for an opportunity to murder him, Luitprand in

vited them to a private interview, and upbraided them with

their design, without exhibiting the least symptom of fear.

Astonished at his firmness, and condemned by their own

consciences, the guilty persons threw themselves at his feet,

confessing that they deserved no mercy. With the utmost

generosity he not only pardoned them, but received them

into his favour; and he had no occasion to repent of this

frank forgiveness. Luitprand showed his good sense, by

condemning the barbarous practice of seeking to prove the

justice of a cause by the success of a duel, observing that it

was ridiculous to think God could be forced to manifest his

justice according to the caprice of man. The character of

Luitprand was, however, spoiled by his excessive ambition:

his great design was to make himself sole master of Italy,

and the steps whereby he attained this darling object will

be presently described.

England, under the wretched system of government,

known by the name of the Heptarchy, presents us at this

period with no individual worthy of particular notice. The

office of king among the Anglo-Saxons was not hereditary,

but, for the most part, confined to the same family; the

son, brother, or nephew of the deceased monarch, being

chosen indifferently, according to his personal merits or

popularity; and the king, after all, was only the first citizen

of a military democracy, as every free man had a voice in

affairs of state.

The Wittenagemot, or assembly of wise men, was com
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posed of the largest proprietors of land; and, after the in

troduction of Christianity, the chief clergy had a place

among them. Without the consent of this senate, the king

could make no laws. The Saxons were of three classes;

the thanes or nobles, who were the owners of the land; the

ceorles, or husbandmen, who were freemen employed in

farming the estates of the nobles, and tenants at will; and

the villains, or slaves, who were considered the property of

their masters. Of slaves there were two sorts, household

and rustic; and the latter were sold or transferred with the

soil, just like the cattle.

Subsequent regulations, whereby the higher nobles and

ecclesiastics were permitted to exercise criminal jurisdiction

in their own districts, finally gave to the Anglo-Saxon go

vernments a more aristocratic form. But, during some

centuries, the barbarians who shared the Roman world

scorned, for the most part, an appeal to any tribunal: they

thought their own right arm sufficient; and, acting upon the

principle that might was right, their magistrates had often

little more to do than appoint the lists, and see that the

combatants were fairly matched. If the inferior ranks sub

mitted to any decision of their private quarrels, it was com

monly to that of the leader whom they had been wont to

obey in the field. Roman laws were rejected in the majority

of the infant kingdoms of Europe, because they left nothing

to personal resentment and private revenge; and any king

or judge who should have coolly sentenced a criminal to

death, or imprisonment, would himself have been deemed

unworthy of life, or liberty. Murder, according to the Saxon

laws, might be compensated by a fine proportioned to the

rank of the victim; and, it is a singular fact, that the life of

the archbishop of Kent was valued at a higher rate than

that of the king. The prices of all kinds of wounds were,

in the same manner, settled by law; and the man who took

his neighbour's wife, besides paying a fine, was obliged to

buy him another wife. Robbery was punished in various

ways, but never by death. When there was a difficulty in

ascertaining whether the accused person was guilty or not,

the judges resorted to a mode of trial, which was called the

ordeal, or judgment of God, and in which there was much

room for fraud and cunning. The ordeal was by boiling
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water, or red-hot iron, which had been consecrated by

prayers, masses, fastings, etc. The accused person was re.

quired to take a stone out of the boiling water, or to carry

a piece of red-hot iron in his hand for a little distance. The

hand and arm were immediately wrapped up, and the cover.

ing sealed till the end of three days; and if, on examination,

no traces of the scald or burn remained, the accused was

pronounced innocent. It is obvious, that if there were a

determination to acquit the person who submitted to this

kind of trial, the hand might be previously prepared, or

something of a healing nature wrapped around it when it

was sealed up. This, and other modes of trial, equally bar.

barous and unsatisfactory, prevailed among all the nations

that issued from Germany; and money was to so great an

extent considered an atonement for crime, that any one who

could afford it might freely indulge his passions!

In reviewing the political and religious condition of

France, from the death of Clovis, till the commencement of

the eighth century, we see a succession of miserable specta.

cles; for the Merovingian kings, during two hundred years,

were almost as much distinguished by their excessive

wickedness, as by their military talents; and “les Rois

Fainéans,” or pretence kings, who succeeded these martial

sovereigns, were of no benefit to their country.

The miseries caused by the dissensions of the sons of

Clovis, did not prevent succeeding monarchs from dividing

their dominions among their children; and thus a succession

of family quarrels and civil wars disfigures the early history

of France. Clotaire, the fourth son of Clovis, having sur.

vived his brothers, inherited the monarchy, and closed a

reign of fifty years, which had been disgraced by the worst

crimes, in A.D. 561. In the last year of his life he carried

rich presents to St. Martin's Church at Tours, hoping thus

to expiate his sins; but we hear of no other dying language

than a bare confession of, “How great is the power of the

king of heaven since he causes a king so powerful on the

earth thus to perish ſ”

Clovis and his successors had such false ideas of Chris

tianity, that they abused it so as to satisfy themselves in the

midst of their crimes. Their superstitious practices only

tended to appease their remorse, and thus allow them to
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indulge their passions more freely. Founding rich monas

teries, giving domains to the monks and clergy, exempting

them from taxes, seeking everywhere for relics, attaching

the thought of eternal salvation to the performance of a

round of external devotions—such were the only things that

the ancient annalists had to tell about the royal religion.

Clotilda, the wife of Clovis, and Radegonda, one of the

six wives of Clotaire, died in convents, and earned the repu

tation of saints, by dedicating their treasures to the erection

of monasteries. The prevailing rage for the monastic life,

at this period, may be imagined from the fact, that children

of six or seven years of age were dedicated to it by their

parents, and swelled its daily increasing ranks. The igno

rance of the clergy, selected from among the Franks, was

absolutely proverbial; fighting and hunting were their fa

vourite occupations, and they were ready to resist any tax

as a robbery of God. Such was their martial spirit, that

the kings found their own safety to depend upon having

subjects faithful to their interests in the episcopal office;

and they took into their own hands the nomination of

bishops, that they might have ecclesiastical vassals who

would not take up arms against them.

At the death of Clotaire, France was again divided be

tween his four sons, Caribert, Gontran, Sigebert, and Chil

peric. The eldest was of a gentle disposition, but attracted

little notice because he was not a warrior. He resided at

Paris, the centre of his own domains, and Germain (better

known as St. Germain), the bishop of that city, having ex

communicated him for not gratifying his desires, the early

death of the monarch was attributed to judgment on

that account. He had only reigned eight years. After

Caribert's death, only treachery, assassination, and discord,

distinguished the dark page of French history; and the noto

rious excesses of Chilperic and Fredegond, his wife, with

those of Brunehaut, the wife of Sigebert, are too shocking

to have a place in these pages. Chilperic, who has been

called the Nero and the Herod of his age, was assassinated

on his return from hunting by one of his wife's evil asso

ciates, A.D. 584. Sigebert, whose moral character formed a

happy contrast with that of his brother, was put to death by

the contrivance of Brunehaut, that she might herself enjoy

WOL. II. Y
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the supreme power. The two widows then contended with

each other in battle, in the name of their sons, and Frede

gond caused her infant to be proclaimed king at the age of

four months, by the name of Clotaire II. Taking him in

her arms, she besought the soldiers to defend the royal

babe, with so much earnestness, that they were inspired

with martial enthusiasm, and gained a complete victory over

the troops of Brunehaut. The rival queens vied with each

other in cruelty and wickedness, till the death of Fredegond

in A.D. 597; and Clotaire II. having massacred all other.

claimants to the kingdom of France, took Brunehaut pri

soner, and became sole monarch in A.D. 614. He exposed

the wretched queen to the insults of his soldiers, and the

cruelty of his executioners; and, after suffering various tor

tures, she was tied to the tail of a wild horse, and dragged

over thorns and stones till her body was torn to pieces.

We exclaim with astonishment, Is this the history of

Christian kings and queens? We blush to think they not

only called and thought themselves such, but imposed their

profession of Christianity on the world, by the zeal they

affected in behalf of the church. Gontran, the second son

of Clotaire, was so renowned for his piety, that he was

placed on the list of saints after his death; but, as one

proof of his ferocious disposition, it may be mentioned, that

he put to death all the physicians whom he had called to

attend his sick wife, simply because they could not cure her.

His saintship seems to have consisted in his gifts to that

unholy system called the church.

As Clotaire II. was the son of such abandoned parents,

and had been familiarised with vice and cruelty from his

very infancy, we are not surprised that his after-course was

according to his early training. One example of the swiftness

of his feet to shed blood may suffice.

His favourite son, Dagobert, to whom he gave part of his

dominions and the title of king, was wounded in battle by

the duke of the Saxons, who dwelt on the opposite side of

the Rhine. Bent upon revenge, Clotaire crossed the river

with his whole military force; and, not satisfied with cutting

off the duke's head with his own hand, he gave orders for

the massacre of all who should be higher than his sword.

But notwithstanding the ferociousness of his spirit, Clo
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taire II. was esteemed by the monks on account of his

liberal gifts to them, and regretted by his own subjects,

amongst whom he had sought popularity. He died in the

year of the Hegira, A.D. 622. Dagobert had one brother,

Charibert; and, at his death, he poisoned his son and heir,

and thus retained the whole kingdom for himself. As a

monarch, Dagobert is said to have been active, just and

wise; but he lived so entirely without law to God, that he

was not ashamed to have three wives at once, who were all

entitled queens; and he oppressed his subjects with grievous

taxes to indulge his own taste for pleasure and luxury.

Commerce with the East, and spoils taken in his martial

expeditions, brought great riches into the hands of Dago

bert; and he was so fond of display that he had a throne of

massive gold. The goldsmith employed in this and similar

works rose so high in the king's favour that he became his

treasurer; and, in that office, he parted so freely with the

royal revenue in favour of the clergy and the poor, that he

obtained the title of saint. One of Saint Eloi's speeches to

the king will prove his own motives in these alms-deeds,

and the manner in which he persuaded Dagobert to resign

his treasures. “Give me,” said he, “the estate of Solignac

that I may construct a ladder with it, whereby you and I

may mount to heaven.” The king consented, and the pro

posed ladder proved to be a great monastery capable of ac

commodating five hundred monks.

Dagobert died in A.D. 644, and was buried in the church

dedicated to St. Denis, the first bishop of Paris—venerated

as “the apostle of the Gauls.” From that time, this church

became the usual royal burying-place.

According to the cunning inventions of the monks,

Dagobert's soul was rescued from the demons that were

carrying it to hell, by the interference of St. Denis, St.

Martin, and St. Maurice; and by them it was taken to

Abraham's bosom I Such were the fables that obtained

currency through the cunning craftiness of men who pre

ferred gain to godliness. Dagobert's kingdom was divided

between his two sons, Sigebert and Clovis; but the former,

being entirely occupied in erecting and regulating religious

houses, and the latter being only four years of age, the go

vernment fell into the hands of their mother, conjointly with

i
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Pepin and his son Grimoald, the mayors, or chief officers of

the palace. From this time it seems scarcely necessary to

mention the names of the kings who nominally reigned

through another century. They did not appear at the

heads of their armies, and were rarely seen in public, being

contented with the easy indolent life of their luxurious pa

laces, and amusing themselves with the ladies of their court.

The people might have forgotten to whom their alle

giance was due, had not the mayors obliged these idle kings

to appear in public on the first day of March, wearing their

royal robes with the crown and sceptre, and traversing the

city in a chariot drawn by oxen. Thus they heard the an

nual acclamations of the people, and received their presents:

but when the sun declined they retired to their palaces, and

remained in obscurity till the following year. The whole of

the regal power was exercised by the mayors of the palace;

and the kings of this period seem but as footstools, whereby

these ambitious officers mounted to authority, till one of

them at length ascended the throne.

Clovis II. married Bathilda, a young and beautiful Anglo

Saxon slave, who had been bought by one of his mayors;

and she proved an excellent and humble-minded queen.

The character of Clovis has been blackened by his monkish

historians, because he adopted a line of conduct which

showed he was not entirely enslaved by their superstitions.

In the time of a severe famine he sold the expensive or

naments wherewith his father had covered the tomb of St.

Denis, in order to buy food for the starving poor. He died

at the age of twenty-one, and left three sons who reigned

successively. The eldest of his infants was proclaimed king

in A.D. 656; and his mother, Bathilda, governed wisely in

his name, till she was expelled by the violence of Ebroin,

mayor of the palace, and retired to a convent. The nobles

and people at length rose against Ebroin, and he was obliged

to hide himself in a monastery.

The young king, Clotaire II. dying without children, was

succeeded by his brother Childeric II. This prince was of

a cruel character, and was assassinated in a forest, with his

wife and children, in A.D. 673, by a nobleman whom he had

maltreated. At the accession of his brother Thierri III.,

Ebroin issued from his retreat, and contrived to resume his
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former power. Amongst his many crimes may be men

tioned the assassination of Dagobert II., who had succeeded

his father Sigebert in the Austrasian division of the French

kingdom. From that time the government of Austrasia was

left to dukes; and the first of these was Pepin, surnamed the

Great, son of that Pepin who was mayor in the reign of

Dagobert I. He was a man of singular talents and great

courage; and, at the death of Ebroin (in A.D. 688), he de

feated Thierri in battle, and got possession of his person;

but, instead of depriving him of the throne, he was contented

to reign for him, under the title of Mayor of the Palace.

He retained the same power throughout the reigns of

Thierri's three sons; but always presented the nominal

sovereign before the people on the first of March.

Pepin governed with extraordinary wisdom; and, laying

aside the despotism exercised by the mayors, his predeces

sors, won the confidence and affection of the people by his

moderation and justice; and attached the clergy to his own

person. He politically turned the warlike disposition of his

nation against the Saxons and other barbarians, and thus pre

vented bloodshed at home. He died in A.D. 714, in the

first year of the reign of Anastasius II.; and the vigour of

the French monarchy at this period forms a striking con

trast with the weakness and decay of the Greek empire.

Out of respect for the memory of Pepin, surnamed the

Great, his widow Plectrude was permitted for a time to

exercise the functions of mayor, in the name of her infant

son ; but that office afterwards fell into the hands of

Charles, the natural son of Pepin, of whom we shall have

much to relate.
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CHAP. XXIX.

STATE OF SPAIN BEFORE THE SARACEN INVASION.—CONQUESTS

OF THE SARACENS DURING THE CALIPHATE OF WALID.—

INVASION OF SPAIN, BY THE SARACENS AND MOORS, UNDER

TARIK.—DEAth of the LAst king OF THE GOTHS.–THE

CONQUEST OF SPAIN COMPLETED BY MUSA.—HIS DISGRACE

AND DEATH...-CONSTANTINOPLE BESIEGED BY THE SARACENS,

—THEIR REPULSE IN THE REIGN OF THE EMPEROR LEO II.

INTERcourse with the Roman provincials of Spain had

necessarily softened the barbarity of the Visigoths, their

masters, and great changes had been made in their rude

customs and barbarous laws; but no country was so com

pletely under ecclesiastical dominion as Spain, and this cir

cumstance gave to it a peculiar character. The French

clergy were, for the most part, grossly immoral, and so

ignorant, that it was at length found necessary to prohibit

the ordination of any who could not read; they were care.

less about synods, and liked the toils of war, or the pleasures

of the chase. But it was far otherwise with the clergy of

Spain; they were much more decent in their external con

duct, and maintained their authority by preserving some

sort of moral discipline. They held very frequent councils,

in which the affairs of state were freely canvassed; and the

bishops sometimes aided the palatines (chief officers of the

palace), in disposing of the crown. The monarch himself

had but little power; he was bound by oath, to God and

the people, to be faithful in the execution of his trust; in

his administration, he was subject to the control of a

powerful aristocracy; and he was expressly forbidden to

imprison or torture any bishop, or palatine, save by the

free and public judgment of his peers.

At the national councils, the six metropolitans of Spain

presided; taking the precedence according to their seniority.

The bishops and chief abbots assisted in person, or by their

proxies; and not till the end of three days were the doors

of the senate house thrown open, to admit to the convoca

tion the palatines, dukes, counts, judges of cities, and Gothic

T-1,
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nobility. These lay officers seemed to have little to do,

save to ratify the decrees previously made by the clergy.

A country in this political condition was not likely to be

equal to cope with any foreign foe; and as to its religious

state, we can only say, the blind led the blind, and all that

appeared beautiful outwardly, was but the adorning of the

tomb. The transition from any mockery of Christianity—

even the fairest—to Islamism, or any other open apostasy

from Christ, is not strange; nor is it impossible that some of

us may live to see such changes in modern Christendom.

• Arabia furnished skilful generals, as well as courageous

soldiers; and fanaticism gave a sufficient impulse to their

warlike disposition: thus the character of the Caliphs was

but of secondary importance, and under the reign of one of

the most feeble, the most extensive and lasting conquests

were made. We refer to the caliphate of Walid, who suc

ceeded his father Abdalmalek, in A. D. 706.

Our sketch of the progress of the Mahometan arms at

this period, will begin with that quarter of the world in

which they were first successful. The grandson of Yezdegird

made a bold attempt to regain his ancestral inheritance, but

was driven back by the Saracens to China; and some of the

Persian princesses who were taken captive, becoming the

wives of the conquerors, the subject people became still

more satisfied with their Arabian masters. Persia fell en

tirely under the political and religious system of the Maho

metans; and only the river Oxus separated the dominions

of the Caliph from those of the Turkish Khan. Into his

territories the governor of Chorassan made repeated inroads,

and on one occasion exhibited the buskin of a Turkish queen

amongst his other spoils. Another of Walid's lieutenants,

Catibah, originally a camel-driver, took possession of the

extensive region anciently called Transoxiana, lying between

the Oxus, the Jaxartes, and the Caspian ; whilst his military

colleague penetrated as far as the river Indus. Multitudes

of idols were burnt, or broken to pieces, in India; moschs

for the worship of Allah were erected in these remote coun

tries, and two million pieces of gold were brought into the

Caliph's treasury by these enterprises.

The Turkish hordes were driven farther into the deserts

of the North, and even the emperor of China was glad to
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obtain the friendship of the victorious Arabs. Bokhara and

Samarcand, the merchant-cities of Asia, strongly fortified by

double walls, which enclosed their fields and gardens, were’

valuable acquisitions to the Saracen empire.

The Caliph's lieutenants in Africa were not less successful

than those in Asia. The conquest of that province was

completed by Musa and his two sons; and the striking

similarity of disposition and manners that was found to

exist between the Arabs and the wandering tribes of Moors

bordering on the Great Desert, made the adoption of Islam

ism more easy. The language, as well as the religion of

Arabia, became so natural to the Moors, that they were

ultimately confounded with the Saracens, as if they had been

but one people. It is said that fifty thousand tents, or as

we should say, families, of pure Arabs, were transported

across the Libyan desert; and five of the Moorish tribes,

called to this day the White Africans, are probably the de

scendants of these immigrants.

It may here be observed, that the Mauritania of the Ro

mans obtained its more modern appellation of Barbary, from

the Berbers, the native designation of the Moors. It was

impossible for the victorious Saracens to be long in posses

sion of Africa without looking towards the fair peninsula of

Spain with a wishful eye. The Goths, it may be remem

bered, had come to the aid of the Romans in their endeavour

to preserve Carthage; and this offence had been retaliated

in the Caliphate of Othman, by some ravages committed on

the coasts of Andalusia by the Saracens. The Visigothic

kingdom of Spain, already sunk in luxury and indolence,

was farther weakened by a civil war, which began in A. D.

710. Witiza, an exceedingly wicked king, was put to

death by Roderic, a noble Goth, who aspired to the throne,

and actually obtained it, to the exclusion of the two sons of

the murdered king. The young princes, however, found

many partisans, and none so powerful as their uncle Oppas,

Archbishop of Toledo—the first man, as it was said, in the

church, and only the second in the state. Roderic's sup

porters insisted that the monarchy was elective, and not

hereditary, and consequently denied the claims of Witiza’s

sons; and even Oppas would have failed to overthrow the

.
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power of the new king, had not another enemy appeared in

the field against him.

The fortress of Ceuta, on the African shore, belonged to

Spain, and was considered the chief safeguard of their

country, and Count Julian, who commanded there in the

preceding year, had repulsed the Saracens from the walls.

But this very nobleman, being now governor of Andalusia,

either on account of an injury done to his daughter by

Roderic, or from some other motive, sent an invitation to

the Saracen chiefs to come over into Spain; and by this

rash act he involved his country in calamities under which

it suffered eight hundred years.

Such an introduction into Spain was so unexpected, that

Musa doubted the traitor's sincerity, and dared not risk

more than a hundred Arabs, and four times as many Moors,

on the opposite shore. In July, A.D. 710, they crossed over in

four vessels, and after a march of eighteen miles, arrived at

the castle of Julian, by whom they were hospitably received.

On this occasion, they gave the name of Algesyras to a green

head-land that advanced into the sea. In the following

spring, April, A. D. 711, Julian sent transports which brought

over five thousand veteran Saracens, and a number of volun

tary soldiers, under the command of Tarik; and the rock on

which they landed, upon which they formed their first

entrenchment, received the name of Gebel al Tarik, or..the

rock of Tarik, from this chief. This Arabic name, pro

nounced by foreign tongues, has been corrupted into

Gibraltar.

The news of the descent of the Saracens, and Julian’s

treachery, was conveyed to the court of Toledo by the adja

cent governor; and the defection of a general sent by Roderic

to chastise the daring strangers, aroused the unhappy king

to a sense of his danger.

In accordance with the laws of the feudal system, dukes,

counts, bishops, and nobles, assembled at the head of their

respective followers; and Roderic, whom the Arabian histo

rian dignifies with the title of king of the Romans, took the

field at the head of ninety, or a hundred thousand men. But

this vast company was not composed of faithful, or well

disciplined troops; Tarik's forces were both, and had been

augmented to twelve or twenty thousand Saracens. They
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were joined by a crowd of Africans, who expected, at least,

- to share the temporal benefits promised by the Koran, and

- by all the Christian malcontents who had been drawn to

- gether by Count Julian. The Jews also, throughout Spain,

were ready to advance the Mahometan interest, because

* ...? they expected from the Caliph a degree of toleration that

- they had not experienced from the Christian kings.

The two armies met near Xeres, and the contest lasted

for several days. Tarik's forces seemed ready to faint under

| . the weight of the multitudes that pressed upon them, and

| - : some thousands lay dead on the plain; but the undaunted

| | | | | | chief exhorted his surviving companions to renewed efforts,

- exclaiming, “Friends, the enemy is before you, the sea is

behind you, whither would you flee Follow your general;

I am resolved to lose my life or trample on the king of the

. - Goths.” Yet even Tarik, it appears, confided more to Julian's

* * | nocturnal interviews with the brother and sons of Witiza,

than to the bravery, or strength, of his own army; and on

the fourth day, the desertion of Oppas and his nephews,

who occupied the most important posts, decided the victory

in favour of the Saracens. The ranks being thus thoroughly

broken, the Goths were scattered and almost destroyed,

- during the flight and hot pursuit of the three following days.

The last of Alaric's royal successors, (famed in poetry as

! “the last of the Goths,”) formed a singular contrast with

; : that much dreaded barbarian, whose very name struck terror

º into his enemies. Roderic went to the battle reclining on a

litter or car of ivory, drawn by two white mules, wearing a

- diadem of pearls, and flowing robes of silk, embroidered

- with gold; but he was glad to leave his splendid equipage,

and make his escape on a swift horse. He was however

drowned in crossing the Guadalquivir; and his royal

- - -: * - attire was transmitted by the Saracens to Damascus, in

º - order to gratify the pride of the reigning Caliph. After the

- battle of Xeres, Tarik, by Julian's advice, marched to Tole

º do. The more zealous catholics had escaped with their

- . relics, and the gates were opened as soon as reasonable

- - - terms of capitulation were agreed upon. All who preferred

. . . . exile to submission, were allowed to depart with their effects;

seven churches were granted for the use of those who re

mained; and the clergy and monks were for a while per
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mitted to go on in their usual course. Both Goths and

Romans were left under their own laws and magistrates; and

the conquerors were everywhere so modest as to ask only

the same tribute that had been formerly paid to the Gothic

kings. They saw perhaps that this was the best way to

secure the possession of this rich country; and it is certain

that no part of the earth became so easy a prey to the Sa

racen invaders, as the peninsula of Spain.

Some resistance was offered at Cordova. That city was

attacked by a small body of troops commanded by a Roman

captive who had been set free by the Caliph himself on his

profession of Islamism ; and the Christians being driven into

the great church defended themselves there for three months.

Another detachment of Saracens took possession of Boetica,

the modern province of Granada, and this remained one of

their strong-holds for centuries. Tarik himself, with almost

the speed of an ordinary traveller, proceeded through the

provinces now called Leon and Castile, conquering as he

went, and at length reached the shores of the Bay of Biscay,

seven hundred miles from the rock on which he had first set

foot.

Two successive seasons of famine and pestilence wasted

the remaining strength of the Goths; and the governors of

the fortified cities were obliged to surrender, from not having

provisions to sustain a siege. Pelagius, a prince of royal

descent, remained in the field after being repeatedly van

quished, but at length retired to the rugged mountains of

Asturias, where he was followed by such as preferred

freedom at the expense of wealth. Pelagius founded a

kingdom that retained the Christian name, defended it with

great valour, and transferred it to his posterity.

The rapidity of Tarik's conquests excited the jealousy of

Musa, and fearing nothing would be left for him to accom

plish, he gave the command in Africa to his eldest son, and

went over to Spain, with 10,000 Arabs, and 8,000 Moors,

accompanied by his three younger sons and the noblest of

the Koreish.

The bravest of the Spanish patriots still held out at

Merida and Seville; and the Saracen chief was astonished at

the works of Roman magnificence displayed in these forti

fied cities, and alarmed at the obstinacy wherewith they
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were defended. So many Moslems were slain before the

taking of Merida, that a building called the Castle of Mar

tyrs was erected in commemoration of them. Only half

the churches of this city were spared to the tributary Chris

tians ; the rest were converted into moschs. Midway

between Merida and Toledo, Musa met with Tarik, and, as

his superior in command, demanded from him an account of

the treasures acquired in Spain. Not being satisfied with

his replies, he ordered him to be scourged, under pretence that

he had appropriated some of the public revenues; and such

was the submission of the disgraced chief, and his devoted

ness to the cause in which they were engaged, that he

continued to assist Musa in the reduction of the remaining

provinces of Spain.

Musa considered the acquisition of Spain but as the first

step towards the possession of Europe, and he began to

make preparations for the invasion of France, expecting an

easy and victorious path, from that country, through Ger

many and Italy, to Constantinople; and planning, by this

circuit of conquests, to unite Europe with the Syrian domi

nions of the Caliph. But he was called to Damascus by a

different and much shorter route, and all his vast designs

remained unaccomplished : none but he who conceived them

would have attempted their execution.

The friends of Tarik had represented his services, and his

wrongs, at the court of Walid; and Musa, in his turn, became

the object of the suspicion and blame under which he had

made his rival to suffer. He was at first invited to Damas

cus, and then peremptorily summoned thither by the Caliph's

messenger, who seized the bridle of his horse in the presence

of the Christians and Moslems assembled in his camp in

Gallicia. Duty and necessity required him to obey the call;

but he had the satisfaction of investing his son Abdelaziz

with the government of Spain, and of confirming his elder

son Abdallah in the vice-royalty of Africa, by the Caliph's

express permission.

In A. D. 714, Musa began his homeward march, and the

trophies of victory which he carried with him gave to his

return the appearance of a triumph. The spoils of Africa

and Spain were boastfully displayed; four hundred Gothic

nobles, wearing coronets and girdles of gold, were in his
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train; and from eighteen to thirty thousand captives, male

and female, remarkable either for their high birth or beauty,

went with the Saracen Chief.

At Tiberias, Musa was detained on account of the illness

of Walid; and at the decease of that Caliph, and the acces

sion of his brother Soliman, the disgraced chief found that

he had to stand before a partial judge. He was convicted

of vanity and falsehood, and condemned to pay a fine of

200,000 pieces of gold; he was then publicly whipped,

and after standing the whole day in the sun at Soliman's

palace gate, he was sent by the caliph on a pilgrimage to

Mecca, in other words, deprived for ever of military em

ployment.

Tarik was much more favourably treated than his rival;

but he, too, was recalled from Spain, and left to mingle

with the slavish crowd that swelled the pomp of the court of

Damascus. The termination of the successful career of

these two officers may again instruct us in the vanity of

human ambition, whilst it shows the ingratitude with which

earthly powers so often treat their most useful and devoted

servants. We learn more from this history: viz., that the

Mahometan inundation, irresistible and overwhelming as it

appeared, could not spread beyond the limits God had pre

scribed: His word had doubtless gone forth concerning it,

“So far shalt thou come, and no farther;” and a certain

part of the earth, by his good providence, remained un

hurt.

Abdelaziz, the son of Musa, brought under Moslem domi

nion the coast of the Mediterranean, from Malaga to Valentia;

but Theodomir, a Gothic prince, was suffered to retain a

portion of the north of Spain by a treaty upon oath, of

which the following outline is given: “In the name of

the most merciful God. Abdelaziz makes peace on these

conditions: Theodomir shall be left undisturbed in his prin

cipality, life, property, wives, children, religion, temples,

on condition of delivering up seven cities; and that himself

and each of his nobles shall pay an annual tribute of one

piece of gold, four measures of wheat, four measures of

barley, and a certain proportion of oil, honey, and vinegar;

and that each of his vassals pay half as much.”
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º The tribute usually varied from one-tenth to one-sixth of

. . - the property of the vanquished people, according to their

º - different degrees of submission or obstinacy.

* It is a singular fact, that Abdelaziz married the widow of

º King Roderic. On account of some real or supposed

offence, he was put to death in his own palace at Cordova;

and, with the most refined cruelty, his head was sent as a

t

|
present to the exiled father, by the Moslem ruler. The

- wretched Musa is said to have died of a broken heart.

The last of the enterprises of Walid's lieutenants will

!, - º - - bring us to the point from which we set out; as one of

! . . them undertook to besiege Constantinople in the reign of

. . . . Anastasius II., but found his labours fruitless. Large

º + t stores of provisions were collected by the emperor, engines

for the defence of the city were provided, and all who could

| | | | | | | | not sustain a three years' siege were desired to withdraw:
t º moreover, a body of Greek troops succeeded in burning the

- cypress timber from Libanus, which lay piled on the coast

| - of Phoenicia for the use of the Saracen navy. But a mutiny

. - took place in the Greek fleet stationed near the isle of

l

t

|

..! Rhodes; and Theodosius, a simple officer in the revenue,

was proclaimed emperor by the rebels. After some months

of naval war, Anastasius grew tired of the contest, and

resigning the imperial dignity to one whom he rightly

. judged had more ability to sustain it, he retired to a monas

. tery at Thessalonica. The person whom he chose to suc

- - s ceed him was Leo, surnamed the Isaurian, from the place of

º his birth. His father was a large grazier in Isauria, and

Leo, being sent by him with a supply of five hundred sheep

- for the camp of Justinian II., was enlisted among the im

a - perial guards. Anastasius raised him to the command of

- ! . . . . . the Anatolian legions; and, from his conduct in that posi

l * . . . . ſ tion, had learned his fitness to be entrusted with the care

º . . . . . and defence of the empire. At the end of two years, Theo

| . . . . . . dosius III. followed the example of Anastasius, and Leo III.

º became sole emperor, A.D. 718.

l | The convent to which Theodosius retired was near

. . . . . Ephesus, and the remembrance of the miracles supposed to

º | . . . have been wrought by this ex-emperor, was long preserved

. . . . . in that city; and the inhabitants used reverentially to point

- - i. *

l , -

- | : " ..

* |
|

!

*

-

º
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out his humble tombstone, on which the single word

“health” had been inscribed by his own desire. The mean

ing of such an epitaph seems quite enigmatical.

Anastasius closed his life in a very different manner; for

growing weary of monasticism, he prevailed upon the Bul

garians to assist him in an attempt to take Constantinople

out of the hands of his general. They consented; but,

meeting with more resistance than they expected, they

delivered up the ex-emperor; and he was put to death as a

disturber of the peace of the country, A.D. 719.

Leo III. was crowned by the patriarch Germanus, and

took a solemn oath to defend and preserve orthodox Christ

ianity, and, above all, to oppose Monothelism. Throughout

these changes and internal revolutions, the Greek empire

had been vigorously defended from the Saracens by his

skill.

Moslemah, brother to the caliph Soliman, with 120,000

Arabs and Persians, a great part of them mounted on ca

mels and horses, crossed the Hellespont in transports, and

landed at Abydus. The Saracen chief invested Constan

tinople with a ditch and rampart, on which he placed his

battering engines; and, though a piece of gold was offered

for each inhabitant by way of ransom, he refused to retire.

His confidence increased on the arrival of the united navy

of Egypt and Syria, amounting to eighteen hundred vessels,

each carrying a magazine of provisions, and a hundred armed

soldiers. The same night was fixed upon to attack the

city both by sea and land, when suddenly the chain which

guarded the harbour was thrown aside, and the Greek fire

ships commenced their dreadful work. It is said that not a

vestige of the Saracen fleet remained. Moslemah was too

much alarmed to make any attempt by land, and remained

through a rigorous winter encamped before Constantinople.

The snow lay on the ground for a hundred days, and the

Saracens were nearly frozen to death with the cold.

The caliph Soliman was preparing to march in person to

their relief, and spoke of Constantinople as doomed to de

struction; but he died in his camp in Syria from a fit of

indigestion, caused by eating to excess, A. D. 717. Mar

vellous stories are told of Soliman's enormous appetite, and

in one of his pilgrimages to Mecca we are informed that he
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devoured at one meal a kid, six fowls, seventy pome

granates, and a huge quantity of grapes. At this last meal

he is reported to have swallowed two basketfuls of eggs

and figs, concluding with a quantity of marrow and sugar.

Omar II., the cousin and successor of Soliman, surpassed

even the earliest caliphs in his moderation and voluntary

poverty; he took a pride in having only one shirt, and

boasted that his own annual expenditure did not exceed two

drachms, fifteenpence half-penny of our money! This ac

count seems, to our ears, as incredible as the foregoing; at

least if the expenses of the caliph's table were to be defrayed

out of his own purse. In the spring of A.D. 718, Omar sent to

Moslemah's relief another fleet, with provisions and troops.

It had been discovered that the Greek fire might be extin

guished by sand or vinegar, whilst water seemed only to

quicken it; but the Egyptian mariners dreaded its effects so

much, that when it was again brought into action, they de

serted to the emperor. The harbour being again free, the

benefits of trade and navigation were restored to Constan

tinople, and the fisheries helped to supply the wants of the

people; whilst famine and disease made frightful havoc in

the Saracen camp. But Moslemah had no permission from

the caliph to raise the siege, and delayed till an army of

Bulgarians, hired by Leo, destroyed 22,000 of his soldiers;

and a report that the Franks were coming to the aid of the

empire increased the dismay that reigned throughout his

camp. At length Omar II. was induced to recall the un

successful general; and Moslemah embarked the remains of

his vast army in only five gallies, and retired to Alexandria.

The Caliph Omar was poisoned at Emesa, in Syria, two

years after this decisive check upon the Saracen power in

the eastern division of the Roman empire, in A. D. 720. In

A.D. 721, a Syrian impostor, under pretence of being the

Messiah, excited such a tumult among the Jews, that Leo

enacted a law, whereby he thought to enforce their confor

mity with the religion of the empire, and particularly to

oblige them to be baptised. This edict, however, was but

partially carried out; and he was soon afterwards involved

in a task equally difficult among his professedly Christian

subjects.

º
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CHAP. XXX.

RISE OF THE POPE's TEMPORAL POWER.—CONTROVERSY RESPECT

ING IMAGE-WORSHIP.-END OF THE EXARCHATE OF RAWENNA.

—POPE GREGORY's LETTER TO LEO.--THE POPE's INDEPEN

DENCE.-AFFAIRS OF FRANCE.-CHARLES MARTEL.—MISSIONS

TO THE HEATHENS OF EUROPE.—THE LABOURS OF BONIFACE

IN GERMANY.

THE reign of Leo, the Isaurian, is not more remarkable as

the time when limits were set to the extension of the reli

gion of Mahomet and the empire of his successors, than as

the era of the establishment of the pope's temporal power.

The king-like authority of Gregory I. arose, we have

seen, out of his peculiar circumstances, and depended on his

personal talents; and twenty-three popes, who held his seat

in succession, confessed themselves the subjects of the duke

of Rome, who was himself dependant on the exarch of Ra

venna, the emperor's representative in Italy.

Without the exarch's permission, no bishop of Rome

could be consecrated; and, according to forms preserved to

this day, the clergy of Rome had to write to the metropo

litan of Ravenna, soliciting him to intercede with the exarch

in behalf of the person they had chosen; and the bishop

himself was obliged to send his profession of faith to the

exarch before his consecration. We perceive, therefore,

that any revolution affecting the exarchate of Ravenna,

would closely touch the circumstances of the pope of

Rome.

Gregory II. obtained the bishopric of Rome in A. D. 714;

and, with vigour and ability equal to his predecessor of the same

name, he possessed far more subtlety and ambition, and did

not hesitate to foster any superstition that might increase his

own power. Like Jehu, he was ready to invite attention

to his zeal for the Lord; but on closer inspection, we see

that even his professed anxiety for the propagation of Christ

ianity was, like the rest of his movements, nothing but

zeal for the exaltation of the system of which he was the

head.

During ten years, there was no disagreement between

WOL. II. Z
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- -- of this it may be mentioned, that when the ambitious Luit

| | - prand seized upon Ravenna, the exarch was hospitably

| | * received at Rome, and the pope was ready to aid in his

| | | | - restoration.

: | º Ursus, the duke of Venice, was the only prince in Italy

- i t º - both able and willing to assist; and he, with the help of Gre

º | gory, fitted out a considerable fleet, whilst the exarch led an

- Pope Gregory II. and the Emperor Leo II.; and as a proof

-

army by land to Ravenna. During the temporary absence

of Luitprand, the city was retaken; and the pope concluded

that the emperor and his representative would remember

their obligations to him on this occasion, though in truth

he had only served them because he was afraid of the grow.

- ing power of the Lombards. In the meantime Leo II. was

preparing to act in complete independence of the prejudices

of his own subjects, or the will of Gregory; for, being

shocked by the devotion paid to a crucifix which was placed

s | in the porch of S. Sophia, he determined to have every.

* - * * thing of the kind removed from the churches throughout his

a º - empire.

! Some persons have imagined that either a Jew or a

Mahometan aided at the emperor's councils on this head, or

, - , at least that he was anxious to free external Christianity

- from that which rendered it the scorn both of Jews and

| - Mahometans; but it is quite possible that his own strong

- sense, without much religious feeling, was opposed to the

favourite superstition which had grown to such a height in

his days.

º In A.D. 726, Leo published a severe edict against the use

of images, forbidding every kind of worship of them, and

commanding their removal from the churches.

s Paul, the exarch of Ravenna, was the first person in Italy

- º … who appeared disposed to obey the imperial mandate; and

as soon as he began to pull down the images in his own city,

; he was excommunicated by the pope. Upon this, Leo sent

a secret order to Paul, desiring him to put Gregory in

º chains, and send him to Constantinople; but the exarch

proved too weak even to defend himself. His own subjects

- were divided into two parties—the Iconoclasts, or image

- - breakers, who sided with him, and the Iconolatres, or

image-worshippers, who declared they would rather re
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nounce the emperor than their images: some of the more

violent denounced Leo as an abominable heretic, whom it

was lawful to resist by force, whilst the monks and priests

in many places encouraged the people to revolt. Taking

advantage of this state of things, Luitprand suddenly re

appeared before Ravenna; and the exarch, after offering a

bold, but ineffectual resistance, secretly fled: the city

was stormed and plundered by the Lombards. As might

be expected, immense riches were accumulated there, as it

had been successively the seat of government of the empe

rors of the West, the Ostrogothic kings, and the Ro

man exarchs. Almost all the cities of the exarchate sur

rendered to Luitprand; and, had there been no pope, the

king of the Lombards might have made himself master of

all Italy. A.D. 728. The last exarch was slain with several

of his partisans, not by the Lombards, but by the Iconolatres.

Gregory II., in the last year of his life, addressed to the em

peror a half-threatening, half-persuasive letter, of which the

following specimen will suffice: “During ten pious and for

tunate years, we have tasted the annual comfort of your royal

letters, subscribed with purple ink by your own hand—the

sacred pledges of your attachment to the orthodox creed of

your fathers. Because you are unlearned and ignorant,

we are obliged to write to you rude discourses, but full of

sense and the word of God. We conjure you to quit your

pride, and hear us with humility. You say that we adore

stones, walls, and boards. It is not so, my lord; but those

symbols make us recollect the persons whose names they

bear, and exalt our grovelling minds. We do not look

upon them as gods: but, if it be the image of Jesus, we say,

‘Lord help us!" If it be the image of his mother, we say, ‘Pray

* to thy Son to save us!' If it be of a martyr, we say, ‘St.

Stephen, save us! We might, as having the power of St.

Peter, pronounce punishments against you; but, as you have

pronounced the curse upon yourself, let it stick to you. . . .

You write to us to assemble a general council, of which there

is no need. Do you cease to persecute images, and all will

º be well. ... The nations revere as a god upon earth St.

Peter, whose image” you threaten to destroy. If you per

* It seems uncertain whether the pope signified himself by this

expression, or some graven image; but a recent traveller tells us,
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- * sist, we are innocent of the blood that may be spilt: may it

fall on your own head.”

Leo refused to hold anv farther intercourse with Rome
|

t -

sº by letter, but fitted out a fleet against his Italian dominions,

i - - which now appeared in a state of complete rebellion.

|

|

| Gregory II. died in A.D. 731, and was succeeded by

- Gregory III., a like-minded prelate, who at once began

to oppose the emperor and the whole Iconoclastic party

* - with open violence. All the images and pictures of Leo

, , , , at Rome were broken or burned, in revenge for his treatment

- - of those of the saints; and, in the following year, a synod,

assembled by Gregory, pronounced excommunication against

all who should remove or speak contemptuously of images,

—whilst the emperor's name was carefully avoided.

Luitprand, forgetting his former quarrel with the pope,

professed his readiness to assist in the defence of images.

- The isles of the Archipelago refused to pay tribute to the

* | * deputies of a heretic; and, in many other parts, the em

- ". - - peror's officers were massacred.

t

t

* . . . . . All who cast off their allegiance to Leo, naturally offered

º it to Gregory; and, from this time, the pope began to act

as a temporal prince; and it is supposed that he absolved

the emperor's subjects from their oath of fidelity. The

imperial fleet was wrecked in the Adriatic ; but the failure

of this expedition only increased Leo's severity towards the

- - - - image-worshippers within his reach ; and Gregory had so

. little confidence in the protection of the ambitious king of

the Lombards, that he bethought himself of seeking a de
fender among the Catholic Franks. Charles, the son of H

- . . . Pepin, received the pope's ambassadors in a respectful

. manner, and readily expressed his willingness to earn the

title of defender of the church; but his own circumstances

- - prevented him from sending any troops into Italy; and civil

. . . . commotions at home so entirely diverted Leo's attention

- from that country, that Gregory did not need foreign aid.

º s

that the bronze image adored this day in Rome by the name of St.

Peter, was intended as a representation of Jupiter in the days of

º a - Pagan Rome. It seems very probable, that images which had been

- - cast away or concealed for a season at the downfall of paganism, were

i • - brought out of obscurity, and named after saints and martyrs as soon

- : - as images were again tolerated.

C
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Neither the pope, however, nor his friends, the Franks,

were likely to forget that such help had been solicited ; and

it formed a link between them which added to the political

strength of both.

The son of Pepin resembled his father in person, but

differed from him in his character and mode of government;

and he was so careless about the friendship of any but his

soldiers, that he did not scruple to take away lands belong

ing to the clergy, in order to gratify his military favourites.

Chilperic II. made an effort to shake off the drowsy habits

of his predecessors; but he was defeated in several battles by

Charles, who fought in the name of Clotaire IV. In A.D.

712, a reconciliation took place, and Charles became Mayor

of the Palace to Chilperic, who died the following year,

leaving a son, Thierri IV., only eight years of age. The

sovereignty thus actually fell into the hands of the son of

Pepin; and, at the death of Thierri, in A.D. 737, he did not

bring forwards another king, but continued to reign under

the title of Duke, or Prince of the French.

The foreign wars, in which Charles contrived to engage

the restless people under his command, prevented the out

breaks of civil war, which such a state of things would

naturally have produced. He repeatedly led his soldiers

into Germany, and as often returned victorious; and he

was frequently engaged in battle with Eudes, duke of

Aquitain, till the terror of a common enemy obliged them to

unite their forces.

Abdalrahman, governor of Spain, under the Caliph

Hashem, invaded France in A.D. 732, and, by his first acts,

spread alarm through the country. When he took the city

of Arles, it is said, many thousands of the bodies of the

slaughtered inhabitants were thrown into the Rhone, and

carried down the stream. He passed the Garonne and the

Dordogne before Eudes could take the field, and though the

duke displayed the greatest intrepidity, his loss was so great

that the Arabian historian says, only God could number the

multitude that fell ! The Saracens pursued their victorious

course, and over-ran Aquitain and Burgundy, as far as

Lyons and Besançon; and the desolation they wrought was

long remembered in that part of the country. Abdalrahman

caused many of the churches and monasteries to be burned;
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! - and his richest spoils consisted of the ornaments found in

* : them.

| t t - Some historians suppose, that Charles waited till the

- Saracens were encumbered with their booty; but others

º trace his delay to the difficulty of collecting all his forces,

| t the feudal system not allowing of a standing army.

| Abdalrahman was encamped in the very heart of France,

- º - between Tours and Poictiers, when he suddenly perceived

s an army approaching from behind the hills. Charles and

| - Eudes had united their forces, and were joined by many Ger

- - man auxiliaries of remarkable strength and stature, whose

| . . . . a - stout hearts and iron hands, as we are told, gave the French

- leaders the advantage over their enemies. For six days the

- combat was desultory and uncertain ; but, on the seventh

- day, the Saracen hosts were completely defeated. In the

disorder of the ensuing night, the various Arab tribes un

knowingly turned their arms against each other, and such

of them as escaped effected a separate retreat.

- - The monkish historians describe it as one of the most

bloody bºttles that had ever taken place, and say, that from

three hundred and fifty to three hundred and seventy-five

* thousand men lay dead on the field. It is certain the carnage

- - . . . was immense, and Abdalrahman himself was found amongst

| - the slain. At dawn of day, the victors were astonished at

- the stillness which reigned throughout the Saracen camp,

. - and, suspecting some stratagem, did not venture to approach

- it. But, in the course of the day, still perceiving no move

- - i ment, they entered the deserted tents, and took possession

! - of the vast spoils which the Saracens had gathered in their

* t progress through France. This remarkable victory gained

! - - for Charles the title of Martel, that is, “The Hammer;”

- the glory being given to him, as if his right arm had crushed

. . . . . . these tremendous foes; but we must again acknowledge the

- manifest providence of God, in not suffering the Saracens to

º proceed farther into Europe. “Surely,” we may say with
e s : the Psalmist, “the wrath of man shall praise thee, and the

| remainder of wrath wilt thou restrain.”

* . . When God designs to leave a door open for the entrance

| . - of his own truth, all the adverse powers of hell or earth
- cannot close it. There is good reason to believe that there

were Christians at this time among the Alps holding the

| faith in some purity.

in

-
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Charles Martel died A.D. 741, and left the government of

France to his own sons, Carloman and Pepin. Childeric III.,

the lawful heir of the throne, was proclaimed king by them;

but history records nothing farther than his name. In the

same year died the Emperor Leo III., and his opponent,

Pope Gregory III. ; leaving their respective successors to

carry on their quarrel about images.

As we have passed half way through the eighth Century,

we shall now review the missionary labours of this stormy

period; as, without some knowledge of these, no just idea

can be formed of the state of Christendom at this period.

The Second and Third Gregories, and Charles Martel him

self, were zealous patrons of the Christian missions of their

day; not, as may be supposed, from any spiritual appre

hension, or love of the truth which they possessed—not

with any view of making ready a people prepared for the

Lord—but to make ready a people to own them as lords

and masters; and thus to increase their own wealth, and

power, and pride. Such has been the object of many who

have followed their example. Another set of motives in

fluenced another class of people, of more benevolent cha

racter; we mean those who marked the national and

domestic advantages, and the social blessings which the

mere reception of the truth of Christian revelation ensured.

Such persons, we find, in all ages, have been favourable to

Christian missions, though they may be as entirely strangers

to the spiritual blessings of the Gospel as the former. Their

united efforts have produced a great show—even the out

ward profession, in which many of the nations of the world

are now glorying—but none who know what it is really to

believe in Christ, can rejoice in that vain use of his name,

which will lead in the end to terrible judgment. Their

consolation is, that when every thing of man's planting is

rooted up, their heavenly Father's planting will be owned

by all, and its everlasting security and perfect beauty will

bring glory to Him; and, when all the Babels of man's

building utterly fall, they who are builded together in

Christ, for an habitation of God, through the Spirit, will

stand to the praise of the glory of his grace throughout

eternity.

At the commencement of the eighth century, almost all
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the Germans, except the Bavarians and the Eastern Franks,

were, notwithstanding their vicinity to the Christianised

nations of Southern Europe, involved in the darkness of

Pagan idolatry; whilst the active Nestorians had spread the

knowledge of the gospel through that immense and savage

tract, called by the Romans Scythia intra Imaus (modern

Russia); and even Siberia and Nova Zembla, we are told,

by their means, had their churches and bishops.

Attempts, however, had been made to evangelise Ger

many, before the close of the seventh century; and, among

those who engaged in this work, we find persons from

Great Britain and Ireland. Columbanus and his associates

laboured according to their measure; but it is to be feared

they carried about with them many superstitious notions,

and were more busied in establishing convents than in

preaching the gospel. Yet even these convents had their

use, as among those who settled in them were to be found

persons who loved Christ; and who had, therefore, a true mis

sionary spirit, although their minds were too often coloured

by the false views that had so generally obtained: there

were also lovers of learning in these recesses, and their

labours served to enlighten the minds of others. The cir

cumstances that led to the national conversion of the Eastern

Franks of Thuringia are thus related. Besides the other

Germanic idols, these people worshipped a frightful brazen

image, which, on certain festivals, was filled with water;

and the round holes representing its hideous mouth closely

stopped. The image was then set over a fire, and when

the water boiled the plugs were forcibly driven out, and the

hot element spouted into the faces of the deluded multitude.

A.D. 688, Kilian, a Scot from Ireland, having a commission

from the Pope, went toWurzburgh on the Mayne, the residence

of Gosbert, the Pagan duke of this country. Affected by

the preaching of the missionary, Gosbert made a profession

of Christianity with many of his followers, and was, accord

ingly, baptised. One of Kilian's first lessons to his noble

convert was, that he had no right to Geilama, his brother's

wife. Gosbert promised to put her away on his return from

a certain expedition that he was about to undertake; but this

delay proved fatal to Kilian, for whilst he and his compa

nions were engaged in their devotions, Geilama caused them
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to be murdered. They died with the patience of Christian

martyrs, and the religion that they had promulgated was

generally embraced by the people. The wicked Geilama

would not suffer her husband to punish the executioners of

her will; but the narrator observes, that all the murderers,

and Gosbert himself, came to a miserable end. Towards

the conclusion of the seventh century, Willibrod, and eleven

others from England, crossed over the sea to labour among

the Friezlanders in Holland; but Radbod, the king of this

barbarous tribe, put one of them to death, and ill-treated

the others, and they retired to Denmark. In A.D. 693,

they made a second attempt, which proved more successful;

and king Radbod himself expressed his desire to be baptised.

But, just as he had placed one foot in the water, he asked

what had become of his forefathers; and when he found that

Willibrod could give him no hope concerning them, he

drew back, saying, he had better go to the world where the

greatest number of them were supposed to be. He died

soon after he had thus publicly expressed his determination

not to profess himself a Christian; and this being consi

dered as a judgment from God, the missionaries only made

more rapid progress in forming Christian communities,

building churches, and destroying the idol groves.

Willibrod was made bishop of Witteburg (now Utrecht)

by the Pope, and laboured in that place for thirty years.

A monk from Ireland, who joined his company, was so suc

cessful in preaching at, and around, Mentz, that the profes

sion of Christianity, once so flourishing in that city, was

restored, though not in its former simplicity and power.

But the fellow-labourer most after Willibrod's heart was

his relative Winfried, an Englishman, born in Devonshire,

who joined him in A.D. 719, and, after assisting him for

three years, went into Germany.

Winfried is better known by the name of Boniface (Boni

facius, a doer of good), which the Pope gave to him, with

the title of bishop, many years afterwards; he is also desig

nated “the Apostle of the Germans,” from his wonderful

success in bringing over that people to a Christian profes

sion. But we cannot conceal the fact, that the Christians of

Germany were rather the subjects of the Pope than of Christ.

Gregory, perceiving that he had in Winfried a fit instru
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ment for the execution of his purposes, gave him liberty to

employ any means he pleased; and Winfried did not scruple

to use violence, terror, artifice, or fraud, in order to swell

the ranks of the Pope's servants. Partial extracts from his

letters may give a favourable idea of his character and his

work; but, taken as a whole, they betray an imperious and

arrogant temper, a cunning turn of mind, an excessive zeal

for increasing the honours attached to the notion of a priest

hood, and deep ignorance of the true nature and spirit of the

Christian religion.

His contempt of danger, his extraordinary zeal, and his

abilities, acquired for him a great name ; but, on looking

back on what he effected, we must not only view him as a

pioneer, who did the rough work in clearing the way for

other soldiers in the same service, but as a builder who

piled up a great quantity of wood, hay, and stubble, so as

almost to obscure the foundation which he professed to lay,

that is, Jesus Christ.

Winfried's preaching in Hesse was so successful, that the

inhabitants began to be well-disposed towards Christianity,

and erected several wooden chapels. The people became

gradually convinced of the folly of idolatry, and when Win

fried had hewn down a great oak, which they considered the

residence of their chief deity, without receiving any harm,

a great many offered themselves for baptism, and built a

church of the wood of the oak on the spot where it fell.

Similar scenes were repeated again and again, and such mul

titudes flocked together to hear the new doctrine, that

Winfried was obliged to preach in the fields. We are told

that 100,000 Pagans in Hesse, Thuringia, and Saxony, em.

braced Christianity;* and the fame of Winfried's success

* The general reception of Christianity in some of the South-sea

islands, parts of India, and New Zealand, etc., in our own days,

though of a more intelligent character than that of the Germans in

the time of Boniface, has thus been recently commented on by a

clergyman of the Church of England in New Zealand:—“Of the folly

of their own system the natives are now pretty generally convinced;

but of the Scripture truth, The natural man receiveth not the things

of the Spirit of God, we have every day abundant evidence: and often

are we compelled to pray that the Lord would undertake a work for

which we are so inadequate, and give substance and life to the pro

fession, which not individuals only, but tribes are hastening to

adopt.”— Rev. R. Maunsell.
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reaching his own country, many assistants, both male and

female, came to him from different monasteries. Among

these may be mentioned Waldburga; a nun whose life and

pretended miracles lately appeared in the form of a romance,

entitled “Lives of British Saints,” edited by an influential

member of the popish party in England. Her chief work

seems to have been the establishment of nunneries for Ger

man women; but when the false and true are intimately

woven together, how hard is it to separate them Wald

burga's life was not written till more than a hundred years

after her death, and the author of it was the monk who kept

her bones, and had therefore an interest in making up a

marvellous story. Concerning this period, a more honest

monk exclaims, “O worst of times, in which holy men

failed, and truth was rendered scarce by the sons of men ſ”

Winfried himself, on visiting Rome, to give an account of

the success of his labours, took an oath of subjugation to

the papal authority, conceived in the strongest terms; and

in this manner obtained consecration as bishop of all the

new German churches.

The famous Charles Martel extended his military pro

tection to Boniface; and this circumstance has occasioned a

certain historian to draw a sarcastic parallel between the

triumphs of the sword and the Koran in one part of the

world, and those of the sword and the Gospel in another.

We mourn that any occasion should be given for such obser

vations: yet Charles Martel stopped far short of the Sara

cen-like zeal of his more celebrated grandson, Charlemagne.

Boniface had wisdom to perceive, that the scandalous

lives of the clergy in Bavaria were the greatest hindrance to

the success of his work; and he sharply reproved their vices

and errors, though he could not proceed as far as he wished,

for fear of offending the court of France, by which evils of

equal magnitude were tolerated. In A.D. 732, Boniface

rose another step in worldly honour, being created arch

bishop by Gregory III.; he then proceeded with more zeal

than ever, forming bishoprics, and erecting churches and

monasteries on the ruins of the idolatrous places. The

archbishopric of Mayence, and the celebrated monastery

of Fulda, originated with Boniface; but, instead of adopting

the princely and luxurious habits common to the higher
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clergy, he left Mayence, to carry on the work of evange

lisation in Friesland, and laid down his life in the work which

had occupied him during forty years. Before he set out on

this last journey, he wrote to Charles Martel, entreating

him, after his death, to protect the priests and monks of

Germany, and especially to show kindness to those on the

pagan frontiers who were too poor to procure more than

bread and water, and whom he had been wont to provide

with clothes.

Although in his seventy-fifth year, Boniface, with all the

spirit of his youth, changed the idol groves into churches of

wood, set things in order, and baptised thousands of men,

women, and children; and, on a certain festival, he invited

the newly-baptised Frieslanders to meet him in an open

field, in order to receive the laying on of hands. But, at

the time appointed, large companies of armed Pagans ap

peared in their stead, determined to take revenge on

the enemy of their gods. The archbishop's servants would

have defended him, but he forbade them to offer any resis

tance, and encouraged his fellow-labourers to hope in Christ,

and to meet death in the sure confidence they should reign

with him for ever. Boniface and fifty-two of his com

panions were at this time barbarously murdered, A.D. 755.

It cannot be questioned that the religion which Boniface

introduced into Germany, widely as it differed from primi-.

tive Christianity, produced an astonishing change in the

outward aspect of things, and conferred great moral benefits

on the people. But how can it be sufficiently lamented that

men's minds were directed to the things that are seen, in

stead of to the things that are not seen; so that they rested

in the crucifix, not in Christ, and hoped in the crumbling

bones and relics of the martyrs, instead of seeking for the

Spirit which quickened the holy men of old ! The mighty

work of conversion was supposed to be effected by a bare

renunciation of the Pagan idols, and the reception of bap

tism; and the repetition of a paternoster (the Lord's Prayer

in Latin), the meaning of which was rarely understood, with

the use of some other forms, was counted sufficient to keep

up a character for devotion.

Even the priests appointed by Boniface were generally

ignorant of the Latin language, in which, by Boniface's

-

_º
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command, they were to go through the prescribed formula;

and, on one occasion, a priest had pronounced the baptismal

form so incorrectly, that another, doubting whether the

ceremony under such circumstances could be valid, appealed

to Boniface, and was confirmed by him in this opinion.

One of his disciples, however, named Vigilius, gave a dif

ferent judgment; and the matter being referred to Pope

Zachary, his answer was in favour of Vigilius, seeing that

the mistake was not wilful, but in ignorance. Determined

upon revenge for this mortification, Boniface accused Vigi

lius before the pope, because he had asserted the existence

of antipodes. It appears the archbishop did not understand

that his wiser disciple meant to maintain that the earth was

of a globular form; and too hastily concluded that the

antipodes, if any existed, must be living on some other

planisphere below our own, which he considered to be a

flat plain. The theory of Vigilius being thus erroneously

stated, he was accused of heretically teaching a plurality of

worlds, and denying that all mankind were descended from

Adam, sharers in his guilt, and consequently in need of a

Saviour. Zachary desired that if he refused to abjure his

errors, Boniface would “lop him off from the body of the

faithful as a rotten member;” but it is probable the result

of farther inquiry proved favourable to Vigilius; for we hear

of him afterwards as a bishop, and we find that he was

honoured as a saint after his death.

One of Boniface's pupils, named Gregory, became abbot of

the monastery of Utrecht, and there educated a great num

ber of missionaries, who laboured throughout the North of

Europe. He was much beloved by his pupils, and laboured

among them till he was seventy years of age. Feeling the

approach of death, and hearing them whisper, “He will

not die to-day,” he exclaimed, “You must take leave of me,

and let me go to-day ;” and then causing them to carry

him into the church, he prayed there on his knees, received

the Lord's Supper, and expired.

Let us hope that these remarkable men, notwithstanding .

all their defects and errors, had in their souls the life which

God alone communicates and preserves; and that, notwith

standing all the chaff in which they buried the good seed of
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the word of God, there was some which, by their means,

really took root in God's prepared ground, and brought forth

fruit to his glory.

CHAP. XXXI.

CONSTANTINE VI. EMPEROR.—POPE ZACHARY AND THE LOMBARD

KINGs.-PEPIN CROWNED KING OF FRANCE.-HIS DEFENCE OF

THE POPE AGAINST ASTOLPHUS, THE LOMBARD KING...—QUARREL

BETWEEN THE EMPEROR AND THE POPE.--THE COUNCIL OF CON

STANTINOPLE.–CONDEMNATION OF IMAGE - WORSHIP. — THE

REIGN OF PEPIN THE LITTLE.

A.D. 741. LEo, the Isaurian, left the throne of the Greek

empire to his son Constantine VI., surnamed Copronymus ;

and Zachary succeeding Gregory III. in the Roman see,"

these potentates continued the contest carried on by their

predecessors.

Carloman and Pepin at this time ruled France, under the

nominal reign of the unknown Childeric; and were engaged

with the Germans, who had broken from under their yoke,

when the elder informed the younger that he intended to

devote himself to the monastic life. Pepin would not dis

suade him from a project which left the whole authority in

his own hands; and Carloman undertook a pilgrimage to

Rome, where he was shaved by the pope, and then buried

himself in a monastery in Italy.

Constantine VI. not only renewed his father's edict

against image-worship, but added to it one which prohi

bited the invocation of saints. This was the more neses

sary, since Gregory had confessed that Christians prayed to

the saints and asked their intercessions, whilst he tried to

vindicate them from the charge of actually worshipping

gods of wood, gold, silver, etc. The publication of this

new edict cut off all hope of accommodation between the

emperor and the pope; and, being assured of the protection

* This word is used to signify the extent of a bishop's or arch

bishop's ecclesiastical power, and is probably derived from the Latin

word sedes, a seat.
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of France in case of need, the people of Rome drove all the

remaining officers of the emperor from their city. Zachary

was of an enterprising disposition, and knew well how to

wield the power that his position gave him. Even Luit

prand felt his influence, and, sacrificing ambition to supersti

tion, he gave up several towns that belonged to the exarch

ate of Ravenna, and died, as it was said, in peace with the

church, A.D. 748. Rachis, his successor, began his course

with different sentiments; and, invading the Roman duke

dom, laid siege to Perugia; but Zachary repaired in person

to his camp, and described in such a lively manner the

punishments reserved for those who seize on the property of

others, that the Lombard king not only raised the siege, but

resigned the crown; and, after prostrating himself at the

pope's feet, retired to one of the Benedictine monasteries.

It may here be remarked, that the custom of kissing the

pope's foot, upon his accession to the episcopal dignity, was

fully established in this century; though for some ages it

was confined to that occasion alone. This ceremony, like many

others, was adopted from among those used in honour of the

Pontifex Maximus of Pagan Rome. Caligula was the first

to ask for it; partly because he considered it one mark of the

adoration which he coveted; partly, from the absurd vanity

of exhibiting a golden slipper enriched with precious stones.

Every event that transpired at this period seemed to add

something to the power and influence of the popedom; and

none more remarkably than the circumstances of Pepin.

This ambitious man had grown tired of sustaining the

throne of a sluggard, yet hesitated to take possession of it

himself, because of the common prejudices in favour of a

successional monarchy. To satisfy his conscience, and yet

to gratify his own wishes without danger, he proposed to

Zachary, as the highest spiritual authority, the following

question: “Is it suitable, in the existing state of Europe,

that a man, incapable of reigning, should hold the kingly

rank, while the kingly power is exercised by another, who

makes a good use of it?” Zachary understood the im

portant bearing of the case on his own interests, and did

not turn aside the question by inquiring who had con

stituted him to be a judge; but replied, as if he had indeed

been in possession of divine authority, “The title of king
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ought to be given to him who has the kingly power:” this

decision was re-echoed throughout France, as if it had

proceeded from a heavenly oracle. Childeric was formally

dethroned; his long hair was shaved off; and, in the con

vent to which he was dismissed, he died three years after.

His only son was, in like manner, confined for life to a

monastery. Thus ended the long line of Merovingian

princes, who had reigned during 333 years.

Pepin, surnamed “the Little,” on account of his dwarfish

stature, took possession of the throne in A.D. 751; and

the three estates of France being assembled at Soissons,

he was publicly proclaimed king, as soon as one of his

friends had delivered a pompous eulogy on his great ex

ploits, and the wisdom of his government. Perhaps Pepin

did not wish to remind the people of the royal race by

allowing himself to be elevated on a buckler, according

to the common practice; perhaps, also, as a usurper, he

wished to have the crown secured to him with more than

ordinary solemnity; however this may be, Boniface was

sent for, to go through the ceremonies used at imperial

coronations, and duly performed them in the cathedral at

Soissons. From that hour Pepin devoted himself to the

interests of that system to which he owed the royal dignity,

and did much to increase its wealth and power. The cir

cumstances connected with his interference in the affairs of

Italy may now be related.

When Rachis, the Lombard king, resigned his throne for

the cell of a monk, his brother Astolphus succeeded to the

dominions of Luitprand; and but a few years elapsed before

it became evident that he, like his father, wished to be the

master of Italy. Stephen II., who succeeded Zachary, in

A.D. 752, sent presents to the Lombard king, and entered

into a treaty, which he expected would secure a peace of

forty years, but Astolphus soon broke the conditions of it;

and his threatening movements induced the pope to inform

the Greek emperor that his possessions in Italy were en

dangered.

But Constantine VI. was employed in checking the

inroads of the Saracens on one side, and of the Bulgarians

on the other; and, with undiminished zeal, he was opposing

image-worship. Stephen, therefore, naturally turned to
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wards Pepin for protection; and, whilst he awaited his

answer, caused public prayers to be made for the peace of

Italy. Astolphus pretended that he had a right to the

dukedom of Rome, because he was in possession of the

Exarchate of Ravenna, on which it had been so long de

pendent; and, after reducing several cities, he marched

against Rome, and threatened to put all the inhabitants to

the sword if they refused to acknowledge him as their

sovereign. In this emergency two ambassadors from Pepin

arrived at Rome, with orders to conduct Stephen to Paris;

and, out of fear of the king of France, Astolphus permitted

the pope to leave the city unharmed, and subscribed a

treaty which was favourable to the preservation of the see

of Rome. During his stay in France, Stephen endeavoured

to reward the kindness of his protector by anointing Pepin

and his two sons with the oil called “the holy chrism,”

and by threatening with excommunication the French lords

who should choose a king from any other race. Still more,

he either impiously or ignorantly applied to, the usurper

the language of Scripture, saying, that he was predestinated,

called, and justified by God, on ascending the throne.

Having in vain entreated Astolphus to restore his con

quests without bloodshed, Pepin set out for Italy at the

head of his army with the intention of replacing the pope

by military force; but, as soon as he reached Pavia, he was

met by the ambassadors of the terrified Lombard king,

asking peace, and promising to return all that he had taken

away. But, as soon as Pepin had re-established the pope,

and departed, Astolphus rushed down upon the Roman

territory, and besieged Stephen in Rome. In this situation,

the pope dispatched a hasty letter to Pepin, as his “dear

son,” promising him, in the name of Peter, the happiness

of both worlds if he would come to his assistance; and

threatening him with eternal damnation if he refused.

Pepin immediately recrossed the Alps; and Astolphus, not

daring to meet him in the field, shut himself up in Pavia.

Finding it, however, impossible to hold out against so

| powerful an enemy, he renewed his former agreement, and

| gave pledges for the faithful performance of it. Pepin was

satisfied, and returned home; and Astolphus was accidentally

killed shortly afterwards, when preparing to seize again upon

WOL. II. A A
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the dominions which he had twice been compelled to resign.

His son and successor, Desiderius, was quite as little disposed =

to leave the pope in possession of his temporal possessions. *

Twenty-one cities, besides Rome and Ravenna, fell a

into Stephen's hands, by means of Pepin's treaty with a

Astolphus; and when the Greek emperor sent ambassadors :

to remonstrate with the king of France on giving away that a

which belonged to him, and offering to defray all the ex- .

penses of the war, if he would restore these cities to their -

rightful owner, Pepin replied, that the Exarchate as much a

belonged to the Lombards, by conquest, as it had formerly

done to the Romans; and that he, by the same right, could .

now dispose of this territory as he pleased. The king

added, that he had “given it to St. Peter” (in other words, 2

to the pope), “that the Catholic faith might be preserved :

pure and free from the damnable heresies of the Greeks; s

that all the money in the world could not make him recall i

his gift; and that he would maintain the rights of the Roman

church with the last drop of his blood.” *

Either on account of the obstinacy of the pope, in sup- -

port of image-worship, or to compensate for the losses he

had sustained in Italy, Constantine Copronymus confiscated

the estates belonging to the Roman see in Sicily, Calabria,

and Apulia. He also withdrew the bishops of these countries, .

and of the Illyrian provinces, from the jurisdiction of the

pope, in order to place them under the power of the bishop 3

of Constantinople. These acts led to the contests which ter-i

minated in the separation of the Greek and Latin churches; a

or, at least, they had as much weight in that division as

their religious differences. >

The name of Copronymus was considered infamous, as a s

troubler of the church, on the above-named grounds; and, t

when we read also of the severe laws which he enacted

against the seditious and troublesome monks, we are not

surprised that they, in their turn, painted him in the blackest s

colours. It is, however, tolerably certain that he was a

cruel and dissolute prince, and that, in the motives and spirit &

of his ecclesiastical reformation, he can only be compared to a

our own king Henry VIII. i

As the power of convening General Councils, and of pre-h

siding at them, was vested in the hands of the sovereign,

Constantine VI. determined to make use of it, in order to
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: obtain a settlement of the debate concerning image-worship;

and, by his command, three hundred and thirty-eight bishops

assembled at Constantinople, in February, A.D. 754. They

continued their sittings till the end of August; but the

nature of their decrees, and the absence of deputies from

Rome, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, caused the

Latins to deny the convocation a place among the General

Councils, which were universally held to be infallible. That

the pope, however, had not yet been commonly reckoned to

possess an infallible judgment, was very evident on this

occasion ; as many bishops, not only in the East, but in

Europe, directly opposed his known opinions. -

The Council of Constantinople forbade “all sorts of

persons to make, to worship, or to set up in churches, or

private houses, any image, on pain of deposition if it be a

bishop, priest, or deacon, or of excommunication if a monk

- or layman.” It enjoined that such offenders should be dealt

with according to the rigour of the imperial laws, as ad

versaries of God's laws, and as enemies to the doctrines of

their ancestors. At the same time, all symbols of Christ,

besides the eucharist, were declared to be blasphemous and

profane.

Much time was spent, during the sessions of this Council,

in quoting the traditions of the Church, and in disputing

over the opinions of “the Fathers;” as if they supposed

the doctrines of men could either diminish or add to the

weight of the word of God. The second commandment

alone must settle the question for ever to one who receives

it with an obedient, loving heart. Here is the most com

prehensive law against making any kind of likeness, and

against bowing down to it, or worshipping it, if made by

another; and this was all that was wanted to meet the

questions proposed at this season.

The decrees of the Seventh General Council (for it was

so called among the Greeks) were not universally received,

even in the Eastern churches; yet they led to a great

destruction of the objects of idolatrous veneration. The

monks, as the great abettors of image-worship, invocation

of saints, and adoration of relics, were the objects of par

| ticular aversion to the emperor and his party; and an edict

was therefore published in the capital, and in all the cities
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of the empire, forbidding any person to assume the monastic s

| - life. At Constantinople, Copronymus suppressed the re- :

. . . ligious houses, and compelled the monks not only to marry,
l | but to lead their brides in public procession through the

Streets.

Councils were assembled in France, by Pepin's command,

in A.D. 755, in 756, and in 757; but in neither of them

t - was there the least allusion to image-worship ; and that the

- king of France had no serious religious difference with the

Greek emperor, appears in the circumstance, however trifling,

º that the first organ ever seen in France, was sent as a pre

- - - sent from Copronymus to Pepin, in the last-named year.

! Pepin appears to have been the most remarkable sovereign

!

of his age; and there was nothing despotic in the character

of his government. He communicated all affairs of im

portance to the national assemblies, and his will only re

| ! gulated their decisions through that influence which his

| i | wisdom and kindness gave him. Civil war and conspiracy

* * were unknown in France during his reign; but in foreign

- - * - wars he was perpetually engaged. It was Pepin who re

. . . . united the duchy of Aquitain to the crown of France; he

- - put to tribute the Saxons, Sclavonians, and Bavarians; and
, tº º besides the expeditions into Italy, which have been already

named, he had many skirmishes with the Saracens on the

| frontiers of Spain. Notwithstanding his high reputation as

- a warrior, he had such a character for wise policy, that

- * “prudent as Pepin” became a proverb amongst his coun

| trymen. His outward appearance was mean, and the low

ness of his stature was naturally a subject of remark amongst

persons who thought much of personal advantages. Being

- aware that some of his nobles had been exchanging plea

t

º

º

s

- santries about his size, Pepin determined to silence them by

an exhibition of his extraordinary strength and courage; s

and, to this end, it is related, he invited them to see a com- a
- a * , bat between a lion and a bull. As soon as the lion had e

. . . . . ! thrown down the bull, Pepin asked which of the noblemen ,
t of his court would go and separate the animals; and, per- a

º - ceiving that no one would venture, he himself leaped into .
s - the arena, sword-in-hand, cut the throat of the lion, and a

* - then turning to the bull, stunned it with one blow. After &º

performing this extraordinary feat, he demanded of his sº
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astonished courtiers, whether they did not think him worthy

of commanding.

| Both the scene and the argument were consonant with

these barbarous times; but we have happily learned that

right is not ever to be associated with might, and that

a moral excellence is to be preferred to physical strength.

* We seek in vain for some particulars concerning Pepin,

which would give us any better associations with his name.

- Among the Church canons, published by his order, and

- probably composed under his sanction, nothing relating to

º, vital religion can be found; their whole aim, it appears,

º' was to establish the power of the clergy by repressing their

* vices, and to maintain certain forms which were deemed

a useful and decent.

Pepin died of dropsy, in A.D. 768, and left his kingdom

º, to his two sons, Charles and Carloman ; and the former

- rose into such celebrity, that the most flattering inscription

# which could afterwards be found for the tomb of this king,

a was, “Pepin, the father of Charlemagne.” Before we

* enter on the history of this remarkable prince, the changes

* that had taken place in the Mahometan empire require our

ºf attention.

º: -

º

s CHAP. XXXII.

* THE ABBASSIDE CALIPHS.—SPAIN UNDER ABDERRAHMAN.—THE

* CHANGE IN ITS RELIGIOUS PROFESSION.— REIGN OF ALMAN

* Sort:-The city of BAGDAD.—close of THE REIGN of con

: STANTINE COPRONYMUS.

:*

* ALThough the Ommyades had reigned during several gene

a rations, there was a strong party of Mahometans who could

iſ not be satisfied with their title to the caliphate; and these

2 never forgot that persons existed who had a better claim.

* The descendants of Mahomet's uncle Abbas, known by the

|name of Abbassides, were greatly respected in Persia; and

:: Mahomed, the great-grandson of Abbas, to whom was

entrusted the government of Chorasan, was acknowledged by

the Mahometans of the Eastern province as their hereditary

chief, and accepted as the free gift of his willing subjects
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400,000 pieces of gold. At his death, the people took the

oath of allegiance to his son Ibrahim ; and Abu Moslem,

the strongest of the Abbasside party, assisted to drive out the -

governor, appointed by the caliph, from the palace of Chora- *

san. From that hour, Persia, from East to West, became a

scene of bloody conflict between the two parties; and from *

the respective colours of their turbans and garments, the *

Ommyades were distinguished as the White, the Abbassides 1

as the Black faction; and they are described by the Arabian

historians under the allegorical names of light and shadow. *

The Abbassides were farther distinguished by two terrible- *

looking black standards, placed on pikes nine cubits long; "

and their deeds were indeed dark and deadly.

Abu Moslem, better known by the name of the King

maker, seems to have made use of Ibrahim as the mayors of

the palace did of the sluggard kings; for though he acknow

ledged and fought for him as the sovereign, he himself

assumed the kingly power and style. It is said that he

never smiled but on a day of battle; and at the close of his

career, he boasted that he had destroyed or caused to perish

600,000 of his enemies. We are told that 12,000 beasts

of burden were required to carry his kitchen furniture;

and that the daily provision for himself and his dependants,

was three thousand cakes, a hundred sheep, with oxen,

poultry, etc., in proportion: we are disposed to think that
this must have been the entire provision of his camp. s

In A.D. 746, Ibrahim undertook the pilgrimage to Mecca, a

prescribed by the Koran, attended by a splendid retinue ; but t

he was waylaid by a body of cavalry sent from his rival at .

Damascus, and expired in the dungeon to which he was

conveyed by the caliph's order. His brothers, Saffah and

Almansor, escaped to Cufa; and on the following Friday,

|

l

Saffah, attired in a black gown, publicly prayed and preached

at the mosch, and then received the people's oath of fidelity

as the second caliph of the Abbasside race. The long-esta

blished family of the Ommyades was at this time represented

by Mervan II., one of the most able of the caliphs, and

every advantage appeared to be on his side. From his youth

he had been accustomed to warfare: his maxim was, never

to flee; and his forces, compared with those of his adver

sary, were as a hundred-and-twenty to six. But that the
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battle is not always to the strong was proved in this in

stance; for the accidental return of Mervan's horse to

Damascus before the first engagement, led to a report of his

death: and this was quickly followed by the news of the

victory gained by the Abbassides under the command of

Saffah's uncle, Abdallah. In a second engagement on the

banks of the Nile, Mervan was actually killed by a lance,

A.D. 750.

Every branch of the Ommyade family was sought out for

slaughter by the triumphant Abbassides; eight of the race

were massacred at a banquet in Damascus, and only one of

the princes, named Abderrahman, found means to escape.

In A.D. 753, Saffah died; and, the succession of his bro

ther to the caliphate being opposed by their uncle Abdallah,

Abu Moslem defeated him in battle, and established Almansor.

This prince, who was surnamed the Victorious, was afraid that

his protector would not rest satisfied with the second rank; and,

on this ground, forgetful of the services that he had rendered

him, caused him to be assassinated. Whilst these and similar

scenes of bloodshed and horror were taking place in Syria,

Spain was for ever separated from the rest of the Mahometan

empire, and completely torn from the jurisdiction of the

caliphs of Damascus. Abderrahman had successfully aroused

the White faction; and, after a short struggle with Yussuf,

the governor, established himself on the throne of Cordova,

A.D. 757. He and his descendants reigned for two hundred

and eighty-three years over the eight provinces into which

the Saracen dominions in Spain were divided, independent

of the Abbasside caliphs, and often at enmity with them.

Spain was a very rich country when the Saracens took

possession of it; and the tribute received by the first of the

Ommyades is said to have amounted to 10,000 oz. of gold,

10,000 lbs. of silver, 10,000 horses, the same number of

mules, and an equal quantity of cuirasses, helmets, and lances.

As the benefits of commerce were added to the natural produc

tiveness of the country, the revenue increased; and we are told

that Abderrahman's annual income amounted to £6,000,000

sterling. Something, perhaps, must be allowed for the exag

geration of Arab writers, but they describe Spain as con

taining eight cities of the first order, and three hundred of

inferior order; and they say that twelve thousand villages
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and hamlets adorned the banks of the Guadalquivir. At

Cordova, the seat of government, were 200,000 houses

and six hundred moschs, besides that which was accounted

the grandest Mahometan temple in the world, being of

splendid architecture, and supported on three hundred and

sixty-five columns of jasper, alabaster, and black marble.

The royal palace and gardens, situated three miles from

Cordova, are said to have cost three millions of money and

twenty-five years of labour. Artists from Constantinople

were engaged in the work. The hall of audience is described

as encrusted with gold and pearls, having a great basin in

the centre, surrounded with costly sculptures of animals.

Amongst other rarities, was a lofty pavilion in the garden,

having a fountain of quicksilver. The seraglio–that part of

the palace devoted to Abderrahman's many wives—contained

six thousand persons; and double that number of guards

were in attendance on the prince himself, wearing belts and

scymitars studded with gold. Besides these many efforts to

satisfy the lusts of the eye, the gratification of the mind was

also sought for; and, it is said, no European prince in this

age surpassed Abderrahman in wisdom. The Saracens, by

his encouragement, began to cultivate the sciences and litera

ture, and at length obtained a high fame for learning and

politeness. This description, like that of Solomon's palace

and gardens, etc. (Eccl. ii.), is worthy of attention, as it

can be followed by the record of a similar experience of the

vanity of this world's glory; though, alas ! not by a con

fession that something better was known. Abderrahman con

fessed, in his dying days, that although he had reigned fifty

years in victory and peace, beloved by his subjects, dreaded

by his enemies, respected by his allies, and that no earthly

thing appeared to be wanting, he could only remember

fourteen days of pure happiness. What these days were we

are not informed, but we are sure that he could not have been

really happy for one day or one moment, had he discovered

his ignorance of the alone source of peace. A memoran

dum was found in his closet after his death, to this effect:

“O man, place not thy confidence in this present world !”

The nominal Christianity that was left in the conquered

provinces of Spain, well nigh vanished in the reign of

Abderrahman. He used no harsh means to extirpate it;

-
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but his reservation of the honours and dignities of the king

dom for Mahometans, powerfully touched the worldly

minded bishops; and his permitting the intermarriages of

Christians and Moslems, tended to extinguish the little

remaining attachment to Christianity among his subjects.

How low this empty profession had sunk among the na

tions who gave it up for the Mahometan delusion, may be

imagined by the not unfrequent assertion, that their habits

and conduct were improved by the exchange This might

suggest a serious inquiry as to the amount of power flowing

from the mere profession of Christianity in modern days; and

whether it is not now to be expected that the Roman earth

will be deprived of that which has so long been abused or

neglected; and that strong delusion, leading to the belief of a

lie, will fall upon the nations who profess to know Christ,

but in works deny him. On this point, the light of the word

seems to beam upon the page of history which gives us the

experience of past ages, upon present times, and upon the

prospects which seem daily opening before us. Christians

should, indeed, be attentive to the Lord's words, and press

them upon each other: “Take ye heed : watch and pray.”

Since these thoughts have been suggested by the apostasy

under the Mahometan delusion, one other remark may be

added,—intellectual darkness did not accompany this spi

ritual blindness and darkness of heart; and let us not think

that science and literature, etc. etc., are preservatives against

spiritual delusion, or the means of recovery from it. The

Mahometans of this day far outwent the Christians in these

things; and whilst Cordova became the centre of magnifi

cence, luxury and the fine arts in the West, Almansor

formed a place of singular attraction in the East. The city

Bagdad (i.e., the city of peace), which was built near the

ruins of ancient Babylon, seemed to rival that far-famed seat

of pride, luxury, and power. It was founded in A.D. 760,

and became the royal residence of the Abbasside caliphs,

being preferred by them to Mecca or Damascus. At one

period, Bagdad and the village adjoining contained a popula

tion of 800,000 men and 60,000 women. In this favourable

spot, the science of astronomy was again cultivated under

the auspices of Almansor, who was himself fond of it; and
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the Arabs at length became more famed for their celestial

observations than the Babylonians of old, though, like

them, they mixed up with them the follies of astrology.

In the level plain of Babylon, the circumference of the earth

was correctly ascertained by means of the costly instru

ments supplied by Almansor's grandson : the constellations,

as they appear on our globes, are chiefly borrowed from the

arrangement made by the Arabians, and many of the stars

retain their Arabic names.

Almansor was successful in warring with the wandering

tribes of Turkistan, but all his attempts to recover Spain

were fruitless; and Constantine Copronymus took advan

tage of the dissensions of the Mahometan princes, to recover

a part of the dominions of which he had been deprived by

the Saracens. They were, however, retaken by Almansor's

son and successor, Almohdi. At the end of all his wars,

and after the erection of so many buildings, Almansor left a

treasure equal to thirty millions sterling ; but it was soon

expended by his extravagant children. He died about the

same time as Constantine Copronymus. This emperor was

as active and courageous in war as in his ecclesiastical com

bats, and he triumphed alike by sea and land. He defeated

the Saracens on the banks of the Euphrates, and the Bulga

rians on the Danube. He reduced two thousand five hun

dred castles or fortresses, re-peopled the Thracian cities that

had been laid waste, and restored the ancient aqueducts:

but, after all, it appears that he was a cruel despot; bishops

monks, generals, and magistrates, were alike sentenced by

him to death or mutilation when they opposed his schemes,

whether ecclesiastical, military, or civil. Yet the Icono

clasts revered his memory; and, forty years after his death,

there were persons who came to pray before his tomb as

that of a saint | He died in A.D. 775, after a reign of

thirty-four years, and was succeeded by his son, Leo. IV.

The latter part of the Eighth Century will be remembered

as a time when so many remarkable sovereigns were reign

ing together.

We shall now enter on the life of . Charlemagne, as

the most distinguished sovereign of his age, considering

other monarchs and other events as subordinate objects of
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interest; indeed, the history of the Greek emperors during

his reign is so horrible, that we would gladly pass it over,

did historical fidelity allow of such omissions.

CHAP. XXXIII.

THE LOMBARDS AND FRANKs.—styLE OF THE POPEs' LETTERS.–

QUARREL BETWEEN CHARLEMAGNE AND DESIDERIUS. —COM

MENCEMENT OF THE SAXON WAR.—CHARLEMAGNE BESIEGES

DESIDERIUS IN PAVIA.—CHARLEMAGNE's PERSONAL APPEAR

ANCE.

A close friendship had once subsisted between the Lom

bards and the Franks; and it is a singular fact, that

Charles Martel sent his son to Luitprand, to have his hair

cut for the first time; a ceremony by which, according to

their notions, the Lombard king became a second father to

the young Pepin. But we have seen that Pepin found a

father more to his mind in the pope; and for their mutual

interest they sacrificed the Lombards without scruple. The

sons of Pepin, however, were disposed to be friendly with

Desiderius, the reigning king of the Lombards; and Bertha,

their mother, procured Desirée, the daughter of Desiderius,

as a wife for Charles, and induced Carloman also to take

a wife from among the Lombard princesses. This con

nection was the more surprising, as the popes in their

own behalf had tried to widen the breach between the

kings of Lombardy and France. It is curious to look over

the letters written by the popes at this period, and to see

how uniformly they bear on the one-engrossing hope of

their minds—sovereignty, temporal and spiritual. Paul I.,

the brother and successor of Stephen III., wrote twenty

seven epistles to Pepin, either to implore the continuance of

his protection against the Lombards and the Greeks, or to

thank him for that which had been afforded; and in the last

that he addressed to him, he gratefully acknowledged a table

offered by the king to St. Peter's tomb: subjects different,

indeed, from those which occupied the pen of the apostle

whom he pretended to represent He wrote also three

letters to Charles and Carloman, after their father's death,
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urging them to defend the church of Rome, as Pepin had

done; and another epistle he addressed to the whole army

of France, thanking them for their service to the church.

Whilst Paul was dying, one of the Italian dukes, at the

head of a band of armed men, put his brother Constantine

in possession of the palace. The next day Constantine was

ordained sub-deacon, and deacon; and on the following

Sunday he was consecrated bishop of Rome. But some of

the officers of the Roman church fled to the king of the

Lombards, and obtained from him an armed force, which

enabled him to depose Constantine; and the ex-pope was

shut up in a monastery, where his eyes were pulled out.

The heads of this violent party soon after met with the

same punishment; and the interference of Charles being

called for, he sent twelve bishops to Rome to settle the

matter. By them Stephen IV. was chosen to be pope,

A.D. 768, and he died four years after. During this short

period he wrote to Charles and Carloman complaining that

Desiderius had infringed upon St. Peter's patrimony, and

entreated that they would neither of them marry his

daughter. It would have been well if Charles had followed

his advice, for he was so little pleased with his bride, that

he sent her back to her father's court, and married Hilde

gard, a Suabian lady of rank. This insult was deeply felt

by Desiderius; and, at the death of Carloman, with whom

Charles had seriously quarrelled, the Lombard king received

his widow and her two sons, purposing to take revenge

upon the king of France, by setting up these young princes

against him. Every tie between Charles and Desiderius

was now broken; and as war was in their hearts, we cannot

be surprised that it broke out into activity on the first oc

casion. The state of Germany alone diverted Charles's

attention.

It is to be remembered that some of the tribes of Ger

many were tributaries to France; but by far the greater

number retained their independence; and those of the North

and West were still idolaters. The Saxons being the chief

among them, these heathens were generally spoken of by

that name, and the eastern provinces of the French empire

suffered severely from their barbarous ravages. An expe

dition against them was the most popular that could be
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undertaken; and Charles, taking the Saxons by surprise,

penetrated into the heart of their country without meeting

with any serious opposition, and found them willing to pro

mise submission, and to offer hostages for their future good

conduct. On this occasion, the Franks destroyed every

idolatrous symbol that came in their way, and seized upon

the great idol of the nation, called Irminsula. This is

supposed to have been a column originally set up in honour

of the hero Arminius, which, from an object of traditional

reverence, had been changed into a god. In the course of

their expedition, a severe drought occasioned much suffering

to the army, when a sudden torrent, occasioned by the

melting of the mountain snows, filled the bed of a river,

and led them to believe they were miraculously favoured on

account of the goodness of their cause.

During Charles's first Saxon war, important events had

taken place in Italy. At the death of Stephen IV., in

A.D. 772, Adrian I. was elected pope by the unanimous

consent of the whole clergy and people of Rome; but only

two years afterwards he drew upon himself the anger of

Desiderius by refusing to anoint and crown the sons of

Carloman, and saw the Lombard army at the gates of

Rome. Although Charles had but just concluded his

Saxon campaign, he re-assembled his forces at the pope's

entreaty, and led them across the Alps into Italy. Desi

derius, hearing of his movements, tried to intercept him in

his passage through the mountains; but the French troops

came by a different route, and the Lombards were obliged

to make a rapid retreat to the strong cities of Pavia and

Verona, abandoning the rest of the country to the invaders.

The climate and the luxury of Italy had changed the

descendants of the Lombard conquerors into a people

bearing little resemblance to their warlike ancestors. The

governor of Verona, who had the care of the sons of Carlo

man, quickly surrendered; and, leaving the young princes

to their uncle's mercy, fled to Constantinople. In what

manner Charles acted towards his nephews we are not in

formed; but it is better to suppose that he consigned them to

the care of some trustworthy abbot, than to the executioner.

The terror felt by the Lombards and their king, as the

Franks appeared within sight of Pavia, is described in a
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} lively manner by the monk of St. Gall, the chronicler of

I * > * these times. The gleaming arms of the approaching army

i - - were seen under a stormy sky. “Steel covered the fields—

* - steel covered the roads—the rays of the sun flashed back

from a moving mass of steel; and the hearts that beat

- - inside the glittering armour were as hard as the steel by

- º which they were covered. The splendour of the steel filled

- . every street of the city with brilliancy and terror;-every

º one terrified ran to hide himself, exclaiming, “O what

steel ! O what steel !’” As the squadrons of cavalry and

battalions of infantry successively came in sight, Desiderius

anxiously inquired of a French deserter, which was the

column commanded by Charles in person. This dreadful

! foe was described as “a man of iron, on his head a helmet

of steel, on his hands gauntlets of steel; his broad shoulders

and mighty breast covered with a cuirass of steel; in his

| º * . * left hand a steel-tipped spear, his invincible sword in his

| | | | | right.”

. . - According to other accounts, we hear that Charles, more

* . . . . . . commonly known by the name of Charlemagne (i.e. Charles

- - the Great), was the tallest and strongest man of his time,

considerably above six feet in height, with large fiery eyes,

an aquiline nose, a bright open countenance, beautiful flowing

hair, a majestic aspect and noble step, and possessed of

• astonishing skill in every kind of exercise.

º The tendency to have men's persons in admiration because

- - - of advantage is so great in every human heart, that it is

t * well to have strongly engraven in our minds the word of

| God to Samuel, in answer to his thoughts concerning Eliab;

! “Look not on his countenance, or on the height of his

stature; because I have refused him : for the Lord seeth

| | | not as man seeth; for man looketh on the outward appear

! ance, but the Lord looketh on the heart."

tº t Beauty of person or form, superior structure of mind,

º - .. every kind of physical or intellectual superiority, is disposed

- of by God according to his pleasure; but there is not one

- of these things that fallen man naturally gives God thanks

. . " for, or uses to his glory; nay, he turns them all to serve
w his own purposes, and uses them to get glory and admira

tion for himself. And his fellow-men, in like manner, do

not connect these gifts with God, but with the creature, and

|

------
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so abuse them, in their turn, by envying or adoring the

possessor. According to the prophetic Scriptures, when one

greater than Charlemagne, or any preceding sovereign, rises

up, in the full attractiveness of all that man has been seeking

to gather to himself ever since the fall, and with the plenary

power of the devil, “all the world” will not only wonder

after him, as men have wondered after other conquerors,

but they will absolutely worship him (Rev. xiii.).

Of all the dwellers upon the earth, to which the book of

Revelation has reference, only they whose names are written

in the Lamb's book of life will withhold that worship which

will be punished with everlasting torment. (xiv. 10, 11.)

It would be well indeed for Christians to learn a lesson

from these truths now ; and so forbear to admire and exalt

that which the world extols, knowing that much “which is

highly esteemed among men is abomination in the sight of

God.”

CHAP. XXXIV.

CHARLEMAGNE CROWNED KING OF THE LOMBARDS.–POLITICAL

DIVISION OF ITALY.—REIGN OF THE EMPEROR LEO IV.-

SUCCESSION OF THE EMPRESS IRENE AND HER SON.—THE

CALIPH ALMOHDI obligES THEM TO PAY TRIBUTE.-IRENE's

ALLIANCE WITH POPE ADRIAN.—THE COUNCIL IN FAVOUR OF

IMAGES ASSEMBLED AT NICE.

A whole twelvemonth the Franks lay encamped under

the walls of Pavia; and, during this period, Charles re

lieved his impatience by paying visits to Rome. The

pope and his clergy came out in procession to meet him;

and, “Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord!”

was impiously repeated, as a greeting that was deemed

suitable for the protector of the Church. The Roman

title of Patrician was conferred upon the king, as an addi

tional honour !

At Charles's return to the camp Desiderius surrendered,

and was condemned to spend his remaining days in a

monastery in France. His wife was, in like manner, dis

missed to unite with some female recluses. The rightful
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sovereigns being thus disposed of, the pope placed on

Charles's brow the gilded iron circlet, which was always

used at the coronation of the Lombard kings.

Up to this time, Italy had been shared between the Lom

bards, the pope, the Greek emperor, and the citizens of

Venice, who had risen into independence and importance

by means of their commercial enterprises.

All that belonged to the Lombard kings now fell under

the power of Charlemagne; and, after consulting with the

pope, he agreed that the Lombards should retain their own

laws; and allowed to the dependent dukedoms of Friuli,

Spoleto, and Beneventum, the privilege they had previously

possessed of choosing their own dukes. The duke of Bene

ventum alone asserted and maintained his independence, to

the continual annoyance of Charlemagne. The provinces

of Liguria, Venetia, Tuscany, and the Alpes Cottiae, were

governed by dukes, who held their authority by annually

taking the oath of allegiance to Charles and his successors,

swearing by the Gospels to be faithful vassals. The same

acknowledgment was required from the three superior dukes;

but it was refused by the duke of Beneventum.

These dukedoms, it is to be observed, were never trans

ferred from one family to another, but were inherited like a

kingdom, unless any duke broke his oath, or died without

male issue. The translation from one to another was called

“ the right of investiture,” and belonged only to the kings.

In order that Italy might enjoy something of the liberty

known by his subjects in France, Charles, whenever he

visited his dominions, convoked an assembly of bishops,

abbots, and barons, to assist him in settling affairs of national

importance.

It was in A.D. 775, the same year in which Charlemagne

was crowned king of the Lombards, that Leo IV. succeeded

to the throne of his deceased father Copronymus. He was

feeble both in mind and body, and the chief power con

sequently fell into the hands of his wife, Irene. This

extraordinary woman was an Athenian by birth; and her

marriage with the heir of the Greek empire had been

celebrated with great pomp when she was only seventeen

years of age. She was possessed of great beauty and

talents, but her passions seemed so entirely without restraint,
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that she hesitated not to commit any crime, whereby she

could gratify them. Leo inherited his father's dislike to

images; and, it is said, he quarrelled with his wife, not on

account of her wretched conduct, but because he found

some images of saints under her bolster. She did not take

revenge upon him, till she had persuaded him to have their

son Constantine and herself crowned in the most pompous

manner. The child was then only five years of age; but the

oath of allegiance to him was administered in the palace,

the cathedral, and the hippodrome. His five uncles, the sons

of Copronymus by a second marriage, were the first to

consent, and called Christ to witness they would watch over

him, expose their lives in his service, and bear true allegiance

to his person and posterity. They pledged their faith on

“the wood of the true cross” (a common form), and placed

the act of engagement on the altar at St. Sophia. By all

these forms Irene thought to bind them over to her interest;

but when Leo died, probably from the effects of poison

administered by her hand, she found that the sons of Co

pronymus were the first to disturb her projects.

The young Constantine VII., surnamed Porphyrogenitus

(because he was born in a chamber of the palace lined with

porphyry), was proclaimed emperor at his father's death, in

A.D. 780; and, during his minority, the cares of government

naturally devolved upon his mother. But his uncles, who

had been deprived by Leo of two millions of money left

them by their father, repeatedly conspired against the life

of Constantine, both before and after the death of Leo. On

the first offence they were pardoned; on the second, they

were condemned to enter into ecclesiastical orders—the

common punishment of ambitious princes; but, having set

on foot a third conspiracy, Nicephorus, the eldest, was de

prived of his eyes, and his brothers had their tongues cut

out; the latter being considered the lighter punishment of

the two. In this mutilated condition they remained in con

finement for four years. ,

In the year after the death of Leo IV. the Caliph

Almohdi declared war against Irene and her son ; and

Haroun, his younger brother, invaded Lesser Asia with

95,000 Persians and Arabs; and within view of Constan

tinople, dictated terms of peace, to which the empress was

WOL. II. B B
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glad to subscribe, in order to get rid of such terrible foes;

moreover, she took care to furnish the retreating army with

faithful guides, and a plentiful supply to speed them home

wards. By this expedition, the Caliph regained all that

Constantine VI. recovered for the empire, and obtained

from Irene an annual tribute of seventy thousand gold

dinars. Almohdi lavished with the utmost profusion his

father's treasures and his own, and in one single pilgrimage

to Mecca, we are told, that he spent six millions of gold

dinars. This is not so incredible, when we learn that cisterns

and caravanseras—necessary conveniences for Eastern tra

vellers—were to be prepared along a measured road of

seven hundred miles, and that in the Caliph's splendid train

were many camels loaded with snow, which was used to

cool the fruits and liquors at his banquets.

In A. D. 786, Almohdi was succeeded by his brother

Haroun, surnamed Al Raschid, or the Just; who, during

a reign of twenty-three years, was as celebrated in the

Eastern part of the world as his contemporary Charlemagne

in the West.

The next danger that befell Irene and her son, after the

retreat of the Saracens, was from the escape of Nicephorus

and his brothers. The sightless prince publicly pleaded his

own cause and that of his dumb brothers in the church of

S. Sophia; and, addressing the people as countrymen and

Christians, tried to excite a rebellion against the empress

and her son. One of the imperial ministers gently took him

by the arm and drew him away with many flattering pro

mises, which, however, only ended in the banishment of the

five princes to Athens. Still thirsting for power, they would

have left this place of exile to unite with a Sclavonian king,

who wanted a pretext for attacking Constantinople; but

the Athenians, faithful to their countrywoman, Irene, put

an end to their ambitious designs by death. -

In A.D. 786, the year of Haroun Al Raschid's accession

to the caliphate, Irene entered into an alliance with Pope

Adrian; and, professing to lament the heresy of her late

father-in-law, and her deceased husband, she expressed her

willingness to restore image-worship. With her own pen,

as well as by the hand of Tarasius, her secretary of state,

whom she had made bishop of Constantinople, irene pro
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posed the convocation of a General Council, and desired

the assistance of the Pope in person, or by his legates.

Adrian, in his reply, expressed great joy on account of

the zeal and piety of Irene, and then complained, not that

Tarasius was a layman, but that he had assumed the title of

universal bishop; and he demanded, as a pledge of the

sincerity of the empress, the restoration of the estates which

had been seized by the Iconoclastic emperors. He set

before Irene on this occasion, the example of Charlemagne,

who had given to St. Peter for ever, provinces, cities, and

castles. The ambitious empress gave little heed to this part

of the pope s communication, but gladly received the two

priests who appeared as Adrian's representatives at the coun

cil. Besides these, came the representatives of the pa

triarchs of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, two hun

dred and fifty bishops, and above a hundred presbyters and

monks. Two commissioners appointed by Irene were also

present; and Tarasius, though he yielded precedence in rank

to the pope's legates, was the chief manager of the whole

matter. The first meeting was held at Constantinople in

A.D. 787, but the Iconoclastic party being shut out, raised a

tumult, and made use of military force to break up the

assembly. But the scattered ecclesiastics met again in Sep

tember, at Nice; and that to which the Romanists give

the rank of the Seventh General Council, is called by their

opponents the Second Nicene Council.

Many of the worldly ecclesiastics, who had condemned

image-worship when it was detested by the reigning em

perors, now professed to renounce their former judgment as

heretical; and pictures and images were called for, that they

might exhibit the sincerity of their repentance on the spot,

by doing them honour. The weakness of the arguments in

support of image-worship may be imagined, when we per

ceive that the best of them were drawn from the use of

sacrifices, the mercy-seat, the cherubim and the brazen ser

pent; as if they were ignorant the sacrifices were but types

of the One sacrifice which had been once offered and for

ever; that the mercy-seat was the place of Jehovah's visible

presence, and that, to the emblematic cherubim which covered

| it, no kind of worship was paid : still less, perhaps, did they

remember that when the brazen serpent became an object of

-
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idolatry, it was condemned, as a mere “piece of brass,” to

be destroyed.

Despising both the letter and the spirit of the second

commandment, the Nicene doctors agreed, after three

months' consideration, that the acts of the council against

images ought to be condemned; and, on the 19th of Oc

* - tober, they adopted a profession of faith which has never

s been abandoned by the Romanists. The following sample

- may suffice: “The holy, venerable images, may be exposed

- to sight as well as the cross, both those which are made in

- colours upon cloth, and those of another kind; they may be

t placed in churches, set upon sacred vessels, upon priestly

- - vestments, upon the walls and tables, in houses and in the

highways, viz., the images of Jesus Christ and the Virgin,

of the angels and saints; they are useful to remember men

of them, and to renew the desires of the saints; they may

. . . . be kissed and reverenced, but not adored with the true ado

- - - ration" due to God alone; incense and wax candles may be

- - burned before them as they are before the cross; because

. the reverence paid to them passeth to the object; and they

- - that honour them, honour those represented by them.” i

Before the council was broken up, a letter was addressed

to the empress and her son, and a circular letter to all "

º - - bishops and churches, expressive of its determinations. "

º Irene then came in person to receive the acclamations of

the assembled bishops; and these being ended, some of the *
t
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testimonies in favour of image-worship (chiefly unfair ex

tracts from early Christian writers) were read before the lords

- and people, and received with shouts of triumph.

º The Second Nicene Council must forfeit its claim to the

title of a general council, since we find that the Western

churches were entirely unrepresented in it; and it is not

surprising that a great commotion arose when its acts were
| received by Charlemagne, and presented to his bishops. t

The position of the king of France at this time was very

º commanding in a military point of view; and the compre

hensiveness of his mind, and the importance of his consent

r

. . . . * The controvery seemed to hinge upon the two Greek terms which t

rº- * º we translate worship; that of latreia being reserved by these vain {

e reasoners as exclusively belonging to the Divine Being. |
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to the schemes of the Iconolatres, in order to ensure their

entire success, had not perhaps been calculated upon, either.

by the pope, or the doctors who supported his views at the

Second Nicene Council.

CHAP. XXXV.

CHARLEMAGNE’s waRS WITH THE SARACENS AND SAXONS.—HIS

TALENTS FOR GOVERNMENT.--THE FEUDAL SYSTEM.–CHARLE

MAGNE's DOMESTIC MANAGEMENT.-HIS ENCOURAGEMENT OF

LEARNING. - *

| MILITARY, civil, and religious matters, seemed alike within

the rude and powerful grasp of Charlemagne. The abun

dance of materials and rapid succession of events offered to

us in his reign, alone make it difficult to relate his history

with clearness, whilst our aim also is brevity. One of the

most prominent features of it is the long-continued war with

the Saxons, which extended over a space of thirty years.

From Italy Charles was called to repel the barbarians, who

had taken advantage of his absence; and from Germany he

was recalled to Italy, by the intelligence that the Lombards

were in arms. After subduing these latter insurgents, and

strengthening his garrisons in Northern Italy, he turned

again towards the Saxons; and, for want of a leader of suffi

cient ability to unite the rival and independent tribes, they

were for a time obliged to submit. At length there ap

peared in Witikind, prince of the Westphalians, a person

capable of organising the barbarians into a regular confede

racy; and he had time to perfect the work whilst Charle

magne was engaged in a new and perilous enterprise. The

Arab emir of Saragossa, having revolted from Abderrah

man, sent to implore the protection of the renowned king of

France; and Charles, in the hope of increasing his own

power, did not scruple to make an alliance with the Maho

metan chief. Such a union, inconsistent as it seems with a

profession of Christianity, has its parallel in our own more

enlightened days; indeed, it is to be feared, we are come to

a time when religious considerations can be sacrificed with

out reserve to state policy.
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At Saragossa Charlemagne gained a decisive victory over

| i Abderrahman's officers, and afterwards took the city of Pam

- | - peluna. By this expedition, he established the Moorish
* - a -

|

º s chiefs under his own protection, and extended his dominions

- to the banks of the Ebro. This province was called the

Spanish March; and the French governor resided at Barce

lona. Before Charlemagne could complete his designs in

Spain, he was forced to make a hasty retreat, as France

was again menaced by the Saxons. The rear-guard of his

| - - army was commanded by his nephew Roland (called by the

} º º Italians Orlando), and to him was entrusted the care of the

- : - baggage and treasure, in order that the disencumbered divi

- sion of the troops might move forwards. No danger was

dreaded by Charlemagne in leaving them behind, as the

Gascon territory through which they had to pass had been

- annexed to his kingdom some years before. But Lupo,

duke of the Gascons, coveted the plunder of which Roland

had the charge, and hoped to seize upon it without danger

to himself, as the king was likely to be involved in war with

the Saxons. The valley, or strait of Roncesvalles, lying

- . . . . . between high mountainous ridges, was entered by Roland

| - º and his men on their homeward route without suspicion;

but scarcely had the last ranks passed into the defile, when

the hills and woods which shut them in were seen to bristle

º - with the treacherous Gascons. Roland, whose prowess
ºn - # - has been the subject of the poet's song, is said to have

- | proved his valour on this occasion in a most remark

- - * able manner; but stones, arrows, and missiles of every

- º description, were hurled down upon the Franks. It was not

º a battle, but a slaughter; and Roland, with all his followers,
l lay dead in that gloomy valley. The Gascons, tired of car

nage, and loaded with plunder, dispersed themselves over

the mountains, and for a time escaped the vengeance of

- Charlemagne. Since the days of Attila, Europe had not

beheld any deeds like those of the Saxons under Wittikind: :

they considered neither age, sex, nor rank; and wherever

they came, the dismal effects of sword and fire were to be

seen. At the news of Charlemagne's return they fled; but i

- t
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\ , one body of the barbarians was overtaken by him, and

º . . . . - scarcely a man remained to carry home the news of their
* - n retreat. Not satisfied with driving them out of their own
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country, Charlemagne's forces again and again entered

Saxony; and the king, believing the spirit of the barbarian

tribes to be broken, formally annexed their land to his domi

nions, and issued a code of laws whereby he expected they

would be governed. Apologies have been offered for the

excessive cruelty of these laws, on the ground of the fero

cious character of the people for whom they were framed ;

but they must ever remain as a blot upon the memory of

one who was entitled, “Most Christian king !” Charle

magne not only threatened with death the idolaters who knew

not the vanity of their idols, and clung to them with all the

ardour of an unenlightened conscience, but he ordered all

the Saxons who would not get themselves baptised, to be

put to the sword, and condemned to the severest punish

ments those who would not fast in Lent, etc. etc. The sup

posed conversion of the Saxons, taking place under these

circumstances, was so highly commended at Rome, that

Pope Adrian ordered litanies to be said for three days

throughout the West on account of it.

Notwithstanding all the precautions that were taken by

Charlemagne, the Saxons, at the call of Wittikind, revolted

again and again; and this prince, when defeated, found both

shelter and help at the court of the king of Danemark—a

country, at that time, almost unknown to Southern Europe.

On one occasion, through the unwatchfulness of Charle

magne's general, Wittikind obtained a complete victory

over the Franks. Upon receiving this intelligence, the

king's wrath went beyond all bounds; and, by his command,

4,500 Saxons were beheaded in one day ! This dreadful

act of revenge roused all the remaining vigour of the nation;

and with one consent they rose up against the Franks, and

defended themselves in the most desperate manner. Charle

magne entirely routed them in two terrible battles; and

Wittikind, in order to save his life, went to Aix-la-Chapelle,

and was baptised in the king's presence, with some of his

warriors, A.D. 785. Many of the nation followed the ex

ample of their leader, but few were as true as himself to the

interest of the French king; and frequent outbreaks proved

that the Saxons were little reconciled to his heavy yoke,

and his scorpion-like whip.

-:
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In the end, finding all his cruel laws insufficient to pre

serve order, he went in person to punish the high-spirited

Saxons, and adopted more violent measures than he had

previously pursued. After massacring a large number of

the inhabitants, he depopulated the country; and all who

did not escape out of his hands into the north of Europe,

were dispersed through the provinces of France. A.D. 804.

It might be thought that Charlemagne's long conflict

with the Saxons furnished him with full occupation, but it

was far otherwise: it is true, he resumed the contest again

and again, through the greatest part of his reign, either in

person, or by his generals; but, it is to be observed, his

military expeditions and journeys were always made in the

summer and autumn, and during the rest of the year he

rarely left Aix-la-Chapelle. Either the cares of government

were a recreation to him after the toils of war, or war was

to him as a sport when he escaped from the council cham

ber. Twice in the year he summoned the national assembly

to Aix-la-Chapelle, transferring the first meeting from the

month of March to that of May, on account of the difficulty

of obtaining fodder for a vast number of horses so early in

the spring. The autumn assembly was composed of the most

experienced of the nobles, and in it were prepared the sub

jects for public deliberation for the ensuing spring. At

the May meeting, Charlemagne introduced what was called

the third estate, a body of men representing the people, and

consisting of twelve respectable citizens from every county,

accompanied by gentlemen who were chosen protectors of

the church interests by their respective cities.

By this arrangement, the nobles and clergy, who had for

merly held the entire sway, were obliged to consider the

wants and wishes of the people at large. In the general

assembly of the nation, the affairs of the current year were

settled; and the laws issued in it were termed Capitularies,

and held to be the expression of the will of the nation, with

the sanction of the king.

There can be no doubt that such a mind as Charle

magne's must have been the main-spring in this national

machine; but, it is certain, the king scrupulously adhered to

the laws of the land, and thus induced the people to respect
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them. Under his management, the Feudal system became

less anarchical and more effective. -

The Dukes (Lat. Dur, leader) who were the commanders

in-chief in time of war, had the control of the provinces in

which they resided, in time of peace. The Margraves, or

Marquises, were the officers appointed to guard the seve

ral frontiers, or, as they were formerly called, Marches.

The Count (Lat. Comes), was a civil officer over a district

called from him a county; and on an emergency he might

call together the troops which could be gathered out of it.

Military officers, in time of peace, lived on their large

demesnes, or estates, which were underlet to military vassals;

and thus every soldier was a landed proprietor on a larger

or smaller scale, and their faithful performance of military

service ensured to them the protection of their property.

Whenever the signal for war was given, the vassal was

obliged to follow his lord at his own expense for forty days,

to give his horse to him if he were dismounted, or to give

himself as a hostage for him if he were taken prisoner; he

was also pledged not to divulge his counsel, and not to in

jure his person, honour, or family, to pay a fine on receiving

or parting with his fief, and to help his lord to pay his fine

under such circumstances.

Charlemagne's acute mind perceived the various evils to

which the lower vassals were subject, and the oppression

which arose from such a tenure of property. He, there

fore, appointed commissioners to examine into the conduct

of the dukes, counts, and superior vassals; their authority

extended into Italy, and even served as a check upon the

popes; they repeated their visits every three months, and

reported to the king, or the national assembly, what they

observed. Thus the eyes of the sovereign, and of the nation,

seemed to rest upon the conduct of every public man.

Charlemagne himself administered justice in his own

palace, and the most difficult affairs were brought under his

immediate cognisance; in a word, he was the first judge, as

well as the first general of his nation.

The clergy who had large landed estates were often mar

tial; but as they could not meet the feudal lords on equal

terms, they generally chose a neighbouring lord to defend

them in battle, giving him a good fief in return. The pope

|
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and the king at length agreed in forbidding bishops and

presbyters to bear arms in their service, as being, for the

most part, less skilful in martial exercises than the lay-lords,

many of them had fallen in battle.

Roads, bridges, canals, etc. etc., nothing seemed beneath

the attention of Charlemagne; his house, it is said, was a

model of economy, and he did not think it below his royal

dignity to send to market the eggs of his poultry-yard, or

the superfluous vegetables of his garden. As one great

source of his wealth was in his numerous and profitable

farms, he bestowed particular attention upon the manage

ment of them; and letters remain, dictated by him, which

require his tenants to give an account of the horns and

skins of his goats, allow them to sell his fish, and direct

that the larger villas shall maintain a hundred hens and

thirty geese, and the smaller, fifty hens and twelve geese.

Charlemagne, dictating such letters to his farmers, is a

curious but not unpleasing contrast with Charlemagne, dic

tating to his secretaries treaties with conquered nations.

These latter he often sealed with the pommel of his sword;

and he would therefore say, in reference to the unalterable

determination of his mind respecting such an affair, “I

have sealed it with the pommel of my sword, and will main

tain it with the point.”

But, whilst on the subject of Charlemagne's domestic

economy, it may be observed, that he was very moderate in

his table, and had seldom more than three or four dishes.

The roast meats, which he preferred to any other, one of

his hunters used to bring to him on the spit ! Even during

the short time that he was at dinner he employed some one

to read aloud; and, it is observed, that Augustine's writings,

and historical works, especially the history of Jerusalem,

were his favourite books.

Charles was also very simple in his dress, usually wearing

the common habit of his countrymen, fitting tight to the

shape, and leggings not unlike those of the Highlanders in

our own days. The economy which he practised himself

he sought to enforce on others; and, when some noblemen

appeared at his court better dressed than he thought the

occasion demanded, he exclaimed—“What a shame! Learn

to dress yourselves like men, and let the world find out
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your rank by your merit rather than your clothes. Leave

to women silks and ornaments, or reserve them for days of

ceremony when we wear robes for pomp's sake, and not for

usefulness.” Much has been said to prove that, of all the

sovereigns of barbaric descent, who had occupied prominent

places in the several divisions of the Roman world, Charle

magne was the most remarkable. We have now to speak of

him as a student, and as an encourager of learning among

his subjects; and, in this point of view, we must equally

acknowledge his superiority. He was most anxious to esta

blish schools in different parts of his dominions, in connec

tion with monasteries and churches; but he found the clergy

so extremely ignorant, that he was obliged to obtain the

assistance of teachers from England and Ireland; and hear

ing of the fame of a certain Anglo-Saxon priest, named

Alcuin, he invited him to his own palace, which might, in

fact, be termed a royal academy. Lectures were delivered

there, and regular instruction given to the king's children,

to which, it may be observed, he was more attentive than they

were; for it appears that his sons excelled more in fighting

and hunting than anything besides, and his daughters under

stood little beyond sewing and spinning. A school for the

children of the nobility was placed under Alcuin's imme

diate superintendance; but these pupils were so accustomed

to idleness and indulgence that they made little progress.

Being uneasy on this account, Charlemagne himself attended

at a school examination; and, upon observing their careless

stupidity, he rebuked their inattention, derided their igno

rance, and declared his intention of filling up their places with

youths of another rank, if they would make no better use of

the advantages bestowed on them. The royal visit ap

peared seasonable, as from that hour the young nobles

applied themselves so diligently to their studies, that the

Palatinate school, as it was called, became a model for other

seminaries.

Grammar, arithmetic, and church-singing, were the chief

things cultivated in Charlemagne's schools. The singing

of the Franks was as rough to Italian ears, as the harsh

jarring of their carriage wheels, but was gradually improved

by the introduction of organs, and leaders of the choir from

Italy. At the desire of the pope, uniformity with Roman
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modes of singing and worship was brought about in the

churches of France.

Whether in his palace or his camp, Charlemagne set apart

every day a certain time for study; and, by means of Alcuin's

instructions, he learned something of rhetoric and astronomy,

gained a tolerable knowledge of Greek, and was able to

speak Latin with as much ease as his maternal dialect, the

Tudesque. The language of his French subjects, the Roman

esque,” he would not allow to be spoken at his court, as he

preferred his own, which appears to have more resembled

the modern German. Notwithstanding the progress made

by Charlemagne in many branches of learning, it is a singu

lar fact that he could never acquire the art of writing. He

began late in life, and though he used to carry about writing

implements with him in order to practise at his leisure, he

could never learn to form the letters.

Alcuin, in these days, was esteemed a prodigy of learn

ing, but no one can now be found who cares to read his

works, if we except one which we are about to mention.

Three large abbeys, the lands of which required more than

twenty thousand slaves to cultivate them, were among the

rewards that Charlemagne bestowed upon his Anglo-Saxon

instructor.

It is not surprising that Charlemagne turned to Alcuin

for counsel and help, as soon as he received from Pope

Adrian some extracts from the acts of the second Nicene

Council; and the famous treatise, called the Carolin Books,

issued in the name of Charles, must be traced to Alcuin's

hand, not that of the king. This work is the more interesting,

as it may be supposed to contain a summing up of the

belief and opinions of the most intelligent among professing

Christians, not only in France, but in Spain, Ireland, and

England, the native place of its supposed author. It will

be sufficient here to observe, that with regard to images,

the Western churches professed to take a middle course

* The Romanesque was a mixture of the Latin and Teutonic, or

ancient German. The French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese

originated from it. The dialect of the north of France had, in Char

lemagne's days, the largest proportion of German in it. In the south

the Latin preponderated ; and that kind of Romanesque was after

wards known, with some few changes, as the Provençal dialect.
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between the hot zeal of the Iconoclasts in destroying, and

the heathenish superstition of the Iconolatres in adoring

them. On the one hand, it was said the pictures and

images might be left untouched; on the other hand, it was

determined that they neither deserved, nor received among

Christians in the West, any manner of worship. Charle

magne's ambassador, Engilhert, was commissioned to carry

the royal books to Adrian, and to require of that pope the

revocation of the acts of the Second Nicene Council, and a

denunciation of Irene, and her son, as heretics. The Pope's

answer was directed to Charlemagne himself; and, like all

his other epistles to that monarch, showed that he was

mainly bent on adding town to town, and lands to lands,

and that he was anxious to secure the favour of so powerful

an assistant in his aggrandisement. In the most subtle

manner he endeavoured to reconcile the opposite opinions

respecting images, and promised in his next letter to the

Greek emperor, to speak approvingly of what Charles had

done for the preservation of images and pictures in the

churches. In conclusion, he promised to declare Irene and

her son to be heretics, if they did not restore to him the

patrimony of the church of Rome, which he had demanded

of them.

Adrian's letter had the desired effect of soothing the

irritation that had been produced by the edict in favour of

image-worship, but it did not alter the practice of the

Western churches; and Charlemagne was diverted from

this controversy by other matters.

CHAP. XXXVI.

CONTINUATION OF THE REIGN OF CHARLEMAGNE.— POPE LEO III.

—CHARLES CROWNED EMPEROR OF THE ROMANS.—HISTORY OF

THE EMPRESS IRENE. –NICEPHORUS, EMPEROR.—HIS WARs

WITH HAROUN AL RASCHID.—HIS DEATH.

CHARLEMAGNE was the pride of the people; and enjoyed,

with one exception, unvarying popularity among his own

immediate subjects. It will be remembered that he wronged.

his first wife by divorcing her. Hildegard, whom he
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married in her stead, died in A. D. 783; and, as a third wife,

he chose Fastrada, a woman of low rank, whose pride and

cruelty brought herself and husband into great danger.

Some of the offended nobles determined to destroy them

both, and to bestow the crown upon Pepin, surnamed the

Hunchback, natural son of Pepin the Little. But a monk,

who had accidentally become acquainted with their design,

revealed the whole conspiracy to the king, and the authors

of it were put to death, and Pepin condemned to the secluded

life of a monastry, A. D. 789.

Scarcely was this danger passed, when Charlemagne was

informed that the Saracens of Spain were ravaging the

southern provinces of France; and that the Avars of Hun

gary, aided by the Saxons, had destroyed a large army of

Franks, which had been sent against them. Added to these

misfortunes, the Duke of Beneventum was disturbing the

peace of Italy.

Any one but Charlemagne might have given way to the

slothfulness of despair; but his movements were prompt,

and his measures almost entirely successful.

He had three sons. Charles, the eldest, he kept near

himself, as his intended successor; to Pepin, the second, he

gave the title of the king of Italy, designing him as the heir

of that portion of his dominions; and to Lewis, the third,

he gave the government of Aquitain, Gascony, and the

Spanish March. In this emergency, therefore, he sent

Pepin against the Avars, commissioned Lewis to repel the

Saracens, and went himself into Italy.

The dukes of Beneventum fought so hard for indepen

dence, that Charlemagne, after repeated attempts, was

obliged to give up all idea of annexing their territory to his

Italian dominions. Moreover, the Avars, Saxons and

Saracens, gave continual employment to his military forces

for many years. The Avars had always retained their

ancient character of robbers; and, on returning from their

expeditions, they used to deposit their plunder in large

enclosed places or fortresses, called rhinges (rings). After

a relentless war, which lasted four years, the Franks, under

.Pepin, obtained the superiority in Hungary, and took pos

session of the rhinges, in which they found treasures that

had been accumulating for two hundred years, and which
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greatly enriched them. By these victories, the empire of

Charlemagne was extended to the banks of the Danube;

but, though he erected many fortresses throughout Hungary,

he did not retain possession of that country with any secu

rity. The Franks were first brought into opposition with

the Avars on account of the protection given by these bar

barians to Tassilo, a duke of Bavaria, whose rash conduct

had displeased his subjects. The Bavarians were dependent

on the French crown, and when they condemned their duke

to death, Charlemagne changed the sentence into monastic

imprisonment, and annexed the duchy of Bavaria to his own

kingdom. The king of Aquitain was as successful against the

Saracens as his brother against the Avars; and, while the

forces of Abderrahman were engaged with the Franks,

Alphonso, the reigning king of the Christian refugees in

Asturias, was enabled to extend his dominions, and perma

nently to establish a professing Christian kingdom in Spain.

Adrian I., who by his political conduct had done more for

the temporal dignity of the papal see than any of his prede

cessors, laid out his wealth in building or adorning churches

in Rome. He closed his earthly career in January, A. D.

795. Leo III., who was elected bishop in his room, imme

diately sent the standard of Rome to Charlemagne, desiring

him to send some one to Rome to receive the oath of fidelity

from the Romans. This act of respect was rewarded by

Charlemagne with a promise of protection ; but this did not

ensure the safety of the Pope. In A. D. 799, a faction,

headed by Adrian's nephews, attacked him in the street, in

the midst of a solemn procession, stripped off his costly

robes, beat him severely, and attempted to deprive him of

his eyes and his tongue. But he was delivered from the

prison into which he was thrown, by the duke of Spoleto,

who commanded the French soldiers left in Rome; and

was conducted safely into the presence of the king, who

was then in his camp at Paderborn, in Saxony.

Alcuin wrote a long poem, giving an account of this sin

gular interview ; and it appears that Charles received the

Pope with much respect, gave him many marks of honour,

and sent him back to Rome with a numerous retinue, pro

mising to follow him quickly. In fact, the king himself did

appear at Rome before the end of the year; and there can

s
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be little doubt that he had a double object in view in this

visit. His first care was to assemble a council of bishops, to

enquire into the cause of complaint against Leo; but it was

speedily determined that “the apostolic see cannot be judged

by man.” Yet the pope came forward to swear before the

king that he was innocent of any wrong; and as no accu

ser appeared against him, he was acquitted. The persons

who had assaulted him were then brought before the king's

tribunal, and sentenced to death; but, Leo making inter

cession for them, they escaped.

Previous to the trial, Charles had passed some days in

private conference with the pope; and at this time, it is

supposed, they agreed upon the manner in which they could

best serve one another. Charles had publicly honoured the

pope, and the pope, in return, was now to do him honour,

and prepared the people to assent to his scheme. On

Christmas day, A.D. 800, the king went to attend mass at

St. Peter's church ; and whilst he still knelt before the altar,

the pope placed upon his head the imperial crown. This

was the signal for loud and general acclamations of “Long

live Charles Augustus, crowned by the hand of God! Long

live the great and pious emperor of the Romans !” Whilst

this applause continued, Leo conducted Charles to a magni

ficent throne, which had been prepared for the occasion,

prostrated himself at his feet, and acknowledged him as his

sovereign. He then anointed him with oil; and threw a

purple robe over his patrician's mantle.

It might have been thought that Charlemagne had now

arrived at the summit of his ambitious wishes; but it was

not so; for, with the name of emperor, he hoped to obtain as

wide an extent of dominion as had formerly been attached

to that title. Being again a widower by the death of his

wife Fastrada, he entered into a treaty of marriage with

Irene, with the avowed purpose of re-uniting the Eastern

and Western empires; and the ambitious empress was as

anxious for the union as himself, in order to increase her

own power and consequence. This was on both sides an

entirely political scheme. They had never met; they had

been opposed on the question of images; and Irene's trea

chery to her own husband and son might have well aroused

the suspicion and disgust of Charlemagne, as it occasioned

such feelings in the minds of many others.

m --
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It is necessary at this point to go over the wretched steps

of Irene's history, which have been left unnoticed. As

soon as her son Constantine VII. attained the age of man

hood, his favourites persuaded him to assert his indepen

dence; and, at their suggestion, he determined to banish

his mother to Sicily. Irene, however, discovered the pro

ject, chastised Constantine with her own hand, and threat

ened his advisers with severe punishment. From that time,

the court of Constantinople was divided into two rival fac

tions; and, at length, the Armenian guards sided with the

people in proclaiming Constantine Porphyrogenitus sole

emperor.

Irene, being dismissed from her high station, took every

opportunity of seducing the bishops and chief officers of

state by her flattering words, and of exposing to public

eensure the vices which she had cherished in her son, and

the actions in which she was his secret adviser. The clergy

were offended at the diversions in which Constantine em

ployed his time; the Armenian guards grew weary of his

rigour; and his mother regained the confidence and affection

of the people, whilst he lost both the one and the other.

A conspiracy for Irene's restoration was set on foot

eight months before the emperor was aware of it; and then,

suspicious of danger, he escaped from Constantinople. But

he had scarcely reached the Asiatic shore, when he was

seized by the emissaries of Irene, and brought back to the

porphyry apartment in which he was born. His cruel

mother sent persons to put out his eyes whilst he was

asleep; and some have said they used their daggers with

such violence, that he died from the effects of this cruel

operation ; but there seems more reason to believe that he

survived some years in blindness and privacy. -

Irene became the sole ruler of the Greek empire, in August,

792, and was drawn in triumph through the streets of Con

stantinople in a golden chariot, to which were attached four

milk-white horses: four patricians held the reins, and

walked on each side of the equipage. If her own conscience

were so hardened as to cause her no distress, it appears that

none was at this time likely to arise from the reproaches of

others; but her peace was of short duration.

When her matrimonial treaty with Charlemagne was

WOL. II. C C
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actually concluded, and she appeared to be on the very :

point of realising her ambitious expectations, she was

disturbed by a domestic conspiracy, which ended in her .

dethronement. &

Wearied of Irene's wickedness and tyranny, the first dig- s

nitaries of the state entered into this last plot; and Nice

phorus, the imperial treasurer, was invested with the purple,

and crowned by the patriarch of Constantinople for the sake a

of a pecuniary reward. Irene, at the head of her partisans, I

warmly asserted her rights; but the strength of her adver

sary's adherents increased continually, and she was obliged

to give way. Nicephorus banished her to the Isle of Les

bos, and, as he would not make any allowance for her main- :

tenance, she was obliged to earn her own living by spinning. A

The change in Irene's circumstances, from the possession of .

half the Roman world and the expectation of the other

half, was strange and sudden; but we do not know whether

she derived any benefit from her ample experience of the

vanity and uncertainty of that which the world gives. Her 3

name remains to this day in the Greek calendar of saints, on :

account of her zeal for image-worship. --

Nicephorus I. was acknowledged emperor in October 4

A. D. 802; and Charlemagne's indifference to Irene's fat g

cannot be better exemplified, than in the fact that he entere a

into a treaty with the emperor who banished and supplante tº

her. This treaty left Calabria, Sicily, the coast of Naple

Dalmatia, and Venice to the Greek emperor. w

Never tyrant, says the historian, was more universal :

abhorred than Nicephorus. He was hypocritical, ungrat

ful, and avaricious, with no superior talents, or pleasirº

qualities, to redeem his character from contempt. So a

after the exile of Irene, he sent his ambassadors to cast .

bundle of swords at the foot of the caliph's throne, desiric s

them to tell Haroun al Raschid that the empress ought to haº S

exacted from him the double of what she had annually p a

into his treasury, and bidding him restore the sums that tº t

had received from Constantinople. t

Haroun smiled contemptuously, and, taking up the frº r

of the Greek swords that came to hand, he cut it in two w

with his scymitar. The reply which he dictated was in the d

following style:—“In the name of the Most Merciful' – i.
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for thus they always wrote, even when least disposed to

shew mercy—“Haroun, etc. etc. commander of the faithful,

to Nicephorus, the Roman dog. I have read thy letter, O

son of an unbelieving mother thou shalt not hear, thou

shalt see my reply.”

The answer was given in a terrible manner, with fire and

blood. Seven times did Haroun invade the empire; and in

vain did Nicephorus assemble large armies to oppose him.

The Greek troops usually fled in dismay; and more than

once the caliph returned in triumph from Phrygia to Bag

dad, a distance of five hundred miles. As soon as the

conditions of peace were broken, he repassed the snows

of Mount Taurus, even in the depth of winter; and

Nicephorus escaped, with three wounds, from the field of

battle, on which forty thousand of his soldiers lay dead.

: Yet even then his submission was of short duration ; and

º

Haroun determined to humble him altogether, by bringing

into the field an overwhelming army. It is said 150,000

º

of his regular troops, with as large a number of irregular

forces, were gathered round the black standard, and swept

through Asia Minor. Haroun laid siege to Heraclea, and

at the end of a month the city surrendered ; and both sea

and land, from the Euxine to the Isle of Cyprus, was at his

mercy. From that time the gold of Constantinople was

regularly paid into the Bagdad treasury; and Haroun

required that the whole of the tribute-money should be

stamped with the image and superscription of himself and

his sons. Although Nicephorus had been so unsuccessful

in his wars with Haroun, he covered his feeling of degrada

tion under the cloak of suffering for the sake of religion,

and asked for the honours of martyrdom for those who had

fallen in battle with the Saracens. The patriarch and chief

senators gravely replied, that, according to the canons of

St. Basil, persons who were polluted by the profession of

arms, ought to be separated from communion; and thus

they argued, that it was impossible to bestow upon them

the higher honours of the church. In spite of all the hor

rors of war, plague, and repeated earthquakes, zeal for the

worship of painted and gilded idols seemed to increase

during the reign of Nicephorus; but it appears he was not

himself favourable to images; for though he did not attempt
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to remove them, he would not suffer those who refused to

adore them to be molested.

In July, 811, Nicephorus, who had so often returned in

safety from the battle-field, was slain in a war with the

Bulgarians; and Stauracius, his son and intended suc

cessor, received a wound, of which he died after languish

ing six months. His sister Procopia was married to

Michael Rhangabe, grand master of the palace; and he was

the person fixed upon to succeed Stauracius; and though

his life was conspired against by some who wished to

establish a democracy, he was permitted to ascend the

throne in October, 81 1. -

CHAP. XXXVII.

CHARLEMAGNE’s EMBASSY TO HAROUN AL RASCHID.—ARABIC

LEARNING.—HAROUN AL RASCHID's CHARACTER.—HIS TREAT

MENT OF THE BARMECIDES.—REIGN OF THE CALIPH ALMAMON.

—ASTROLOGY AND ALCHEMY.—REIGN OF MICHAEL AND OF

LEO THE ARMENLAN.

THE Caliph Haroun al Raschid and the Emperor Charle

magne entertained a mutual respect for each other’s cha

racter and achievements; and this was evinced in a corre

spondence that took place between the courts of Aix-la

Chapelle and Bagdad. The persons chosen by Charlemagne

as ambassadors were two Christian counts, and a Jew,

named Isaac ; and, as both the former died by the way, the

whole responsibility fell upon Isaac. The selection of a

Jew gave rise to an idea that Judea was the gift which the

emperor sought to obtain from the caliph, whilst some

imagined, with more probability, that he wanted possession

of the holy sepulchre. It seems, however, that the superior

education and intelligence of the Jews, in an age when

kings, nobles, and even the clergy could seldom write their

names, pointed them out for offices of trust; and, ac

cordingly, we find them employed as physicians, and ministers

of finance, to noblemen and monarchs.

The secret objects of the two princes never transpired;

but Isaac returned from Bagdad with rich presents for the
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emperor; and Charlemagne was so well pleased with his

ability, that he employed him again in the same service.

Among the presents sent by Haroun are enumerated an

enormous elephant, apes, rich robes—probably of silk—and

a clock that struck the hours—the first that had been seen

in Europe. The ancient custom of employing watchmen to

call the hour of the night, supplied the lack of striking

clocks, which were not generally known till the thirteenth

century. The water-clocks commonly used at this time

were on the plan of an hour-glass. In a stand was placed

a bason of water, with very small holes in the bottom of it,

through which the water dropped into another bason, placed

below, the sides of which were marked so as to point out

the hours. But the clock sent by the caliph to Charle

magne was of a much more complicated nature, and is

described as having twelve doors, at each door a small

armed figure which opened and shut it as the hours re

volved, and, by means of some mechanical contrivance,

struck upon a metal bell at the same time.

Haroun took every means for the cultivation of the arts

and sciences amongst his people, as also for the introduction

of polite manners; he invited learned men into his empire,

acquired much knowledge himself, and composed verses.

In his reign, the Arabians introduced into Europe the

cyphers, which it is supposed they had originally obtained

from India; and, by this means, calculation was greatly

expedited. Up to this time, only the Roman characters

had been used.

During five centuries, dating from the foundation of

Bagdad,—just the darkest and most barbarous period in

our European annals—literature and the sciences flourished

amongst the Arabians; and the caliphs so carefully ac

cumulated all that they deemed of value, whether of Chris

tian or Pagan writings, that many works which were lost

through the ignorance that prevailed in the Christianised

nations have been recovered by means of the Arabic trans

lations.

Arabian physicians studied Galen and Hippocrates, but

improved upon the practice of their Greek masters. Arabian

astronomers corrected the mistakes of Ptolemy; and the

Arabic word almanack, so familiar to us, may remind us to

º
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whom we are debtors in this science. In like manner the

student of Chemistry uses, at every step, words of Arabic

origin, such as alembic, alkali, alcohol, etc.

Poetical or historical works, and writings of a religious

nature, passed for the most part unnoticed by the Arabian

scholars. In poetry they boasted themselves to be unrivalled;

and it would have been difficult, indeed, to present Homer or

Virgil in an Arabic dress. In the history of the Greeks and

Romans, there was so little suited to the tastes and opinions

of the caliphs, that we cannot wonder they did not wish it

to be brought to light; and their reasons for neglecting

religious works are still more obvious. Philosophy, how

ever, whether that of Plato or Aristotle, was studied without

reserve; but the system of the latter was preferred, and

adopted with little alteration. -

But we are anticipating; having been led forwards to the

effects of the strong impulse given to the Arabian mind in

the days of Haroun al Raschid. In this caliph were com

bined the varied characters of the warrior, the judge, the

man of taste, and the religious devotee. He obtained a high

rank as a devout Mussulman, by his nine pilgrimages to

Mecca. He repeatedly visited his provinces from India to

Egypt; and, from his usual administration of justice in

person and with much equity, he obtained his surname of

“ the Just.”

In proof of this part of his character, we are told that he

listened to the poor widow who came to complain she had

been pillaged by his troops, and quoted the Koran, which

threatened such offenders with the judgment of God. But

this little anecdote, or a thousand others of the same nature,

cannot establish his character for justice, when we read of

his treatment of the Barmecides, one of the most illustrious

families of Asia. Giafar Barmecide and his three brothers,

distinguished alike for their moral virtues and signal ser

vices to their country, had attained to great honour and

prosperity, and only fell into disgrace with the caliph be

cause they possessed so large a share of public attention

and favour. For this cause alone the despot caused them

all to be put to death ; and, feerful of being still annoyed

by their remembrance, he forbade any person to mention

their names under pain of the same treatment. Notwith
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standing this threat, an old man of the name of Monder,

ventured in the public streets to make an harangue upon

the virtues of the Barmecides. For this offence being con

demned to die, he entreated and obtained permission to

speak to the caliph before he was led to execution. In a

brief address he painted Haroun’s own obligations to the

deceased brothers in such strong terms, that the caliph not

only pardoned him for his public mention of their excel

lence, but gave him a golden dish from his own table, as a

token of his esteem. “ This,” said Monder, as he threw

himself at the caliph's feet, “this is another favour I have

received from the Barmecides.” The saying soon became

proverbial; and one of the most gifted Arabian poets of the

day ventured to moralise upon the downfall of Giafar Bar

mecide in the following style: “Child of fortune, who, for

a short season art suckled with the milk of prosperity which

flows from her empoisoned breasts, be not too much elated

with thy prosperity whilst thou art still rocking in the

cradle, and tottering in the uncertainty of life; remember

only the time when thou sawest the greatness of the Barme

cides. Behold the end of Giafar, and tremble at thy own

prosperity.” This specimen may furnish us with some idea

of Arabic poetry in this age, when nothing of genius seems

to have existed elsewhere.

Haroun al Raschid died in A.D. 807, seven years before

the termination of Charlemagne's career. Civil discord was

immediately produced by the rivalry of his many sons, and

Almamon, whose mother had been only a kitchen slave,

obtained the throne, to the exclusion of the sons of Zobeide,

a wife of much higher rank. Almamon, notwithstanding

his low birth, imitated and outwent his father in the encou

ragement of mental cultivation and scientific pursuits; and,

instead of devising schemes for foreign conquest, he found

employment for his agents and ambassadors in seeking out

foreign works of science. As soon as his translators had

put them into Arabic, he exhorted his subjects to study

them ; and, as an incentive to diligence, he assured them

that the elect and most beloved of God were they whose

lives were devoted to the improvement of their rational fa

culties. Hence, we perceive, that this successor of Maho

met did not keep to the letter of the Koran, and ventured to
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avow that he preferred the triumphs of the pen to those of

the sword. It does not appear that he was nearer to the

truth of God than his predecessors had been; but his notions

were certainly better fitted than theirs to promote the peace

and temporal comfort of his fellow-creatures.

Although Almamon himself assisted at the debates of the

learned, he was as fond of displaying another kind of riches

as the less educated Abbasside sovereigns, or as Abderrahman

himself. At his nuptials, we are told that a thousand of the

largest pearls were showered on the head of his bride, as a

wedding gift; and houses and lands were distributed to his

favourites by lot.

We cannot pass over the subject of the cultivation of the

sciences amongst the Arabians, without noticing the evil

connection of astrology with astronomy, and of alchemy

with chemistry. Not content with mapping out the starry

heavens, and marking the revolutions of the planets, the

proud astronomer, glorying in his attainments, and pro

fessing to be wise, became a fool; and pretended to read

the destiny of his fellow-men by ascertaining the particular

configuration of the planets at the hour of their birth, etc.

In like manner, the chemist, vain of his real discoveries, and

observing the wondrous changes in different substances pro

duced by their admixture, or by the action of fire; and

perhaps especially delighted with his power of converting

dangerous poisons into useful medicines (for the Arabian

chemists first discovered the many uses of mercury), the

chemist, we say, proud of his experiments, began to think

some elixir might be produced which would secure immor

tality, or at least prolong life to an indefinite period.

In this manner, vain man thought to find some means of

escaping the just punishment of sin, and thus of making

void the word of God: the devil again seemed to be whis

pering, “Ye shall not surely die.” But, if every effort to

form the elixir of life proved vain, and immense toil and

expense alone convinced the chemist that it was so, it was

imagined that something might be discovered which should

transform the baser metals into gold, and that sinners thus

might gratify their avarice, if they could not escape death.

The hope of finding this “philosopher's stone,” as it was

afterwards termed, was sustained by observing the many
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curious transformations that the metals underwent, when

mingled with different preparations, in the heat of their

crucibles; and though the fortunes, and, we may say, the

reasons of thousands, were during some centuries sacrificed

in this vain pursuit, there is no doubt that many useful

discoveries were accidentally made by those who engaged

in it.

Whilst Almamon reigned securely and prosperously, and

all the arts of peace flourished in his vast dominions, the

Greek empire was disturbed by repeated revolutions, and

grew daily weaker. Michael I., who ascended the throne in

the fourth year of the caliphate of Almamon, and only three

years before the death of Charlemagne, was more fitted for

the retired life of the father of a family than for the head

ship of a weak and disordered empire. His wife Procopia

perceived that the mildness of his character rendered him

unfit to command the licentious troops, and herself inhe

riting the martial spirit of her father, Nicephorus, she ven

tured to march beside the standard when they went out

again to fight with the Bulgarians. ' The clamour of the

army, however, obliged her to withdraw; and Michael

undertook a campaign, in which he was entirely without

success. Observing the disaffection of the legions, he re

turned with a small escort to the capital, and left them in

their winter quarters in Thrace. There they elected their

commanding officer, Leo the Armenian, emperor, and under

is command marched towards Constantinople.

The clergy, senate, and people, were attached to Michael,

and would have defended the city for his sake; but he de

clared that not a drop of Christian blood should be shed on

his account, and sent his messengers to the rebels with the

keys of the city and palace. By this willingness to yield

he disarmed their rage, and his life was spared by common

consent. Michael survived the loss of his empire thirty-two

years; and, during that time, rigidly observed all the rules

of the monastery to which he retired. It is to be observed

that, during his short reign, he had favoured image-worship,

and actually persecuted its adversaries with superstitious

bigotry.

Leo the Armenian, was proclaimed emperor in July,

A.D. 813, about a year before the death of Charlemagne ;
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and, in order to form a true idea of the state of the Greek

empire at this time, it is necessary to mention the chief

events of his reign, though they will lead us a little beyond

the proposed date for the termination of this sketch. A

certain Asiatic, who had the reputation of being a prophet,

said, whilst Nicephorus yet lived, that two of his officers,

namely, Leo the Armenian, and Michael the Phrygian,

would, in turn, obtain possession of the imperial throne;

and this prediction, like many others of a similar nature,

led to its own fulfilment. Michael the Phrygian, the second

in command to Leo the Armenian, and, according to the

reputed prophet, his successor in the empire, urged on his

superior officer to usurp the throne of the emperor Michael ;

threatening to plunge his sword in his bosom if he refused,

and promising to use it in his service if he consented.

When Leo became emperor, he took every means of conci

liating this dangerous friend, and to this end loaded him

with honours and riches, and placed him high in military

command; but he was not satisfied to wait many years for

the empire. Leo, it "appears, was a rough soldier; and

having been educated in a camp, in ignorance of laws and

letters, he introduced into the civil government the severi

ties of military discipline, and was stigmatised as a tyrant.

In his religious opinions he was so changeable, that the

name of Chameleon was given to him in derision; but it

was probably his opposition to the prevailing mania for

images that brought him into disgrace with many per

sons. The Armenians, his countrymen, differed from the

other subjects of the Greek empire in their religious views.

They had suffered greatly from the Greek Church, on

account of their attachment to the opinions of Eutyches;

and multitudes who fled into Persia to escape its persecu

tions, maintained a Christian profession under the Maho

metan government. But it was the obstinate rejection of

images that still more strongly characterised the Arme

nians; and this peculiarity led to their final separation from

the Greek Church, and to the distinction which exists be

tween the two professions at this day.

In a council assembled at Constantinople at the begin

ning of his reign, Leo attempted to annul the Nicene de

crees concerning the use and worship of images; but there
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were few of the clergy of his mind, and the patriarch Nice

phorus opposed him with such insolence that he was de

prived of his office. Leo, however, did not enact any penal

laws against the Iconolatres, and satisfied himself with

occasional efforts to repress their fury.

Some brief notices will suffice to show the madness of

this idolatry as then subsisting in the Greek Church.

Images were so much preferred, even to crosses, that these

were taken down to make room for them; and, when the

lamps were lighted, and the incense was ascending before

the images, the clergy and people sang praises to them, and

implored their succour. Some dressed up the images of

female saints, and made them stand for godmothers to their

children; and others offered up the first cuttings of chil

dren's hair before these gilded idols.

Some presbyters scratched the paint off the images to

mix with the sacramental bread; others put the bread into

the hands of the images, and desired the communicants to

take it from thence, etc. Such was the fallen condition of

Christianity in the Greek Church, that had not some re

mained to protest against its multiplied errors and supersti

tions—had not the Bible, however much neglected, been

preserved in it—we must confess it was not to be preferred

to the Pagan establishment it so closely imitated.

We have before observed that the political condition of

the Greek empire was equally wretched; and, in the close

of Leo's reign, we again perceive that even the throne was

no place of security.

Michael the Phrygian, surnamed Balbus, or the Stam

merer, entered into a secret conspiracy against his imperial

friend, whilst he openly reproached him as a tyrant; and

fear or resentment prevailing over every other feeling, Leo

condemned him to the horrible punishment of being thrown

alive into the furnace of the palace baths. The twenty-fifth

of December, A.D. 820, was fixed upon for the execution of

this barbarous sentence; but, at the intercession of the

empress Theophila, Leo agreed that it should be delayedtill

their Christmas devotions were over.

In this emergency, Michael found means to seduce his

gaoler, and by his means made known his circumstances

to his fellow-conspirators, urging them to lose no time in
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carrying out their purpose of sacrificing the emperor to his

interest.

On Christmas Eve, Leo, unable to sleep, determined

secretly to visit the chamber of his prisoner, to satisfy him

self that he was in safe custody; and great was his surprise

to see Michael without his chains quietly sleeping on his

gaoler's bed. The emperor silently departed full of alarm

and suspicion; but he was observed by a slave who lay in

the corner of the prison, and Michael, being quickly in

formed of this extraordinary visit, sent out this slave, under

pretence of seeking a confessor, to hasten the movements of

the conspirators.

Early in the morning of the Christmas festival, according

to custom, a band of priests and chaunters entered the

palace by a private gate, to sing matins in the emperor's

chapel. The conspirators were amongst the ecclesiastics,

wearing the same robes, with their weapons concealed

under them; nor is it impossible that the priests, who were

displeased at the emperor's opposition to image-worship,

were of the number of the murderers. The armed con

spirators lurked in the angles of the chapel, and allowed the

rest of the procession to pass towards the altar for the cele

bration of the mass.

The sound of the emperor's own voice, at the commence

ment of the first psalm, was the signal agreed upon for an

attack on his person; but the conspirators aimed at one of

the priests by mistake, and Leo was making his escape

when they discovered their error, and encompassed their

imperial victim. Leo grasped a weighty cross, and asked

for mercy; but a voice replied, “This is not the hour for

mercy, but for vengeance;” and a sword separated from

his body the arm that upheld the cross; and after a few

more blows, the emperor lay dead at the foot of the altar.

With this dismal tragedy, we close this portion of the

history of the Greek part of the Roman empire; and, in

reviewing this last scene, we cannot but recall the word of

God to professing, but apostate Judah :—“The calling of

assemblies I cannot away with ; it is iniquity, even the

solemn meeting.......Your appointed feasts my soul hateth :

they are a trouble unto me; I am weary to bear them.

And when ye spread forth your hands, I will hide mine
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eyes from you : yea, when ye make many prayers, I will

not hear : your hands are full of blood” (Isa. i. 13–15).

CHAP. XXXVIII.

ExTENT OF CHARLEMAGNE’s EMPIRE. — THE DANES AND NOR

MANs. – CHARLEMAGNE's DOMESTIC CIRCUMSTANCES. — HIS

RELIGIOUS ACTS.—HIS DEATH. — THE GOLDEN AGE OF THE

JEWS.--THE KARAITES.

Before Charlemagne's death, his empire extended to the

Ebro on the south; to the Eyder and Vistula on the east

and north; and to the sea on the west. It included all

Italy, with the exception of the duchy of Beneventum, and

the small portion which remained attached to the Greek

empire; for Pope Leo acknowledged himself but the sub

ject of the king of France. The whole of Germany, with

the countries now called Hungary, Bohemia, Poland, and

Prussia, half of Spain, and all France, except the narrow

strip of land occupied by the tributary Bretons, lay within

the dominions of Charlemagne. Thus, it is calculated, he

possessed two-thirds of the ancient Roman empire. º

It will be remembered, that many of the Saxons

escaped the iron rod wherewith Charlemagne had broken

their nation to pieces, by retreating farther into the north;

and there can be but little doubt that they stirred up the

fierce spirit of the Danes and Normans, and gave to them

the impulse that eventually brought them down upon

Southern Europe with such terribly destructive power.

Charlemagne himself had a glimpse of them during the

last years of his reign, and when he had vanquished all his

old enemies; and, though he did not fear the effects of

their violence in his own time, he anticipated the time when

they would prove relentless foes to his countrymen.

The first visit of the Northmen, or Normans, to the

coast of France, occurred in A.D. 807, only three years

after Charlemagne's last terrible measures towards the

Saxon nation. Charles was himself making a progress

through his dominions, and had just sat down to dinner in

the inn of a maritime city on the northern coast, when the
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strange-looking vessels of the Scandinavian pirates first

came in sight. As soon as they were descried from the

windows, a discussion arose among the king's followers as

to the country to which these foreign ships belonged.

Jews, Africans, and Britons, were in turn suggested ; but

Charles said, that their peculiar form, and sharp sails,

proved they were not intended for merchandise, but plun

der, and that they were doubtless laden with enemies. At

this time large boats were kept at the mouth of the prin

cipal rivers, and these were speedily filled with armed men,

eager to fight with the strangers; but the fame of

Charles's name amongst the Normans was so dreadful, that

they fled with the greatest speed, as soon as they heard that

the great emperor, whom they called the Hammerer, was at

the spot on which they intended to land. During this

scene, says the monkish chronicler of the times, the king

stood looking out of the window, and wept abundantly ;

and when asked what was the cause of his grief, he said

that he had no personal dread of the invaders; but, since they

had dared to come in his lifetime, he feared that they would

do great evil to his children and subjects after his death.

The Normans first made a descent upon the coast of

France under the command of Gottfried, the same king of

Denmark who had sheltered Wittikind; and they retired to

their ships loaded with plunder, before the king's troops

could reach them. Charlemagne, in revenge, marched

towards the north at the head of his army; and it is sup

posed he might have found Gottfried and his fearless adven

turers more than a match for his forces, had not a battle

been prevented by the assassination of the Danish king.

With his nephew and successor, Charles judged it prudent

to conclude a peace, and retired home.

Having nothing more to observe concerning Charles as a

warrior, a law-giver, or a king, we shall close our history

of this remarkable man, with some particulars of his private

life and religious profession.

There were many disgraceful circumstances connected

with his married life: but, it is said, he loved his second and

third wives to excess; and he was so fond of his five

daughters, that he would never suffer them to leave him.

His affection towards his sons led him to divide his empire
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between them during his lifetime ; and after establishing

Pepin in Italy, and Louis in Aquitain, he associated his

eldest son with himself on his return from Rome. This

ceremony was performed at Aix-la-Chapelle with great

pomp, Charlemagne himself placing the imperial crown on

the altar, and desiring his son Charles to take it from thence

with his own hands. Some imagine that the emperor

intended to show that the crown was won by his own valour,

and rightly due, by the providence of God, to the son whom

he loved ; but others suppose he intended rather to check

the growing importance of the clergy, by not allowing

them to officiate at the coronation. The young Charles

died in A. D. 812, and his brother Pepin the following year;

and these afflictions happening shortly after the death of

his favourite daughter, Rotrude, so much affected the king,

that his own health rapidly declined. From the enjoyment

of unusual health and strength, he sank at once into the

infirmities of old age, so that he was unable even to walk

without assistance. Overcome by sorrows and bodily decay,

he gave the government of Italy into the hands of Bernard,

his grandson, and resigned the rest of the empire to Louis,

his only surviving son. This prince had already obtained

the surname of “Le Debonnaire,” or the Good-natured, on

account of his gentleness towards his subjects in Aquitain,

and his general good temper. -

After; acquiring so vast an empire with so much toil and

bloodshed, Charlemagne was made to feel its powerlessness

to make him happy, and his incapacity to enjoy it; and,

during the last year of his life, he gave himself entirely to

religious exercises. It is to be observed that he had never

neglected the external forms of worship ; and he had studied

the Bible with some attention : perhaps he was the more ear

nest in his researches, because Alcuin led him to expect that

the hidden seeds and principles of all the sciences might be

found in the written Word of God. Indeed, the plain sense

of Scripture was greatly neglected by the most eminent

writers in these days; and, passing that by, they wearied

themselves in finding out some hidden meaning by their

own ingenuity.

Charlemagne was very earnest that Alcuin should correct

the errors of the Latin translation of the Bible; and, it is
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said, that he himself spent some time on this work, during

his last year. The first German translation of the Bible is

also supposed to have been undertaken by Charlemagne's

desire. Ah! if Charlemagne had known the power of

God’s truth upon his own conscience, and its complete

adaptation to do God's work, he must have laid aside his

carnal weapons, and would never have attempted to force a

Christian profession upon the unhappy Saxons by his own

right arm.

But, if the study of the Bible had not the blessed effects

which could have been desired, it appears that it had some

influence over the mind of Charlemagne; and, without it, he

might have been a monster of tyranny and vice. As it

was, his ordinary conduct was not without law; and he is

described by the French chroniclers as courteous, humane,

laborious, vigilant and sober, a hater of vanity, and a de

spiser of flattery. He was certainly an extraordinary prince

for the age in which he lived, and not only shone in contrast

with the despotic caliphs and the emperors of the East, but

rose superior to the habits, prejudices, and even to some

of the superstitions of his own countrymen. Yet we can

not forget, that the ambition which led to his exaltation

amongst the great ones of the earth, and earned for him

the admiration of the world, was a very evil thing in the

sight of God. -

The ecclesiastical acts connected with the reign of Charle

magne we have yet to review ; but here it may be observed,

that the king was as anxious to improve the minds and

manners of the clergy, as to correct their immoralities, and

one example of his sharp reproofs may prove that he was

quick in perceiving the abuse of their assumed power.

“Do you call it renouncing the world,” said he, to some

covetous ecclesiastics, “to be daily increasing your posses

sions by every kind of artifice, promising paradise, or

threatening purgatory; making use of the name of God, or

some saint, in order to rob either the rich or poor who are

simple enough to believe you, and to deprive their legitimate

heirs of their property for your sakes #"

It is not surprising that Charles's acute mind should be

filled with such thoughts, when we read that the wills made

by the rich at this period often began in the following
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manner:-"I, for the repose of my soul, and that I may

not after my death be placed among the goats, give and

bequeath to such a monastery,” etc. Besides this, donations

to the clergy were frequently entitled “the price of trans

gression,” or said to be “for the redemption of the soul.”

Of these, and such like awful departures from the truth we

have much to relate in reviewing the history of the Church

at this period.

Persuaded that the clergy were totally incapable” of ex

plaining the Scriptures, Charles caused some homilies to be

compiled, which they were obliged to commit to memory

and recite to the people. They were chiefly discourses on

the Epistles and Gospels, extracted from the writings of

Augustine and other of the early doctors. With a view to

the instruction of the people, the king also caused to be

distributed throughout his dominions a moderate sized

volume, entitled “Lives of the Saints;” in order, says a

witty writer, that they might have an example in the dead

of that which was not to be found in the living !

Before the time of Charlemagne, almost every country

had a particular epoch of its own, from which all events

were reckoned; but the Christian era was now adopted

throughout his dominions, as also in England, etc., and soon

became known as the vulgar, or common era. As a farther

token of outward respect for Christianity, the Christmas

festival was fixed upon as the commencement of the year.t

But the Franks, like the Gauls, still computed time by

nights instead of days—a custom which is supposed to

have originated in the pagan worship of the moon—and

our own terms “se’nnight,” and “fortnight,” prove that

our ancestors used to reckon in the same manner.

During the last quiet months of Charlemagne's earthly

career, he spent his time in the study of the Scriptures, in

prayers, and in acts of charity; but we have no means of

ascertaining that he experienced the converting power of

* A law was passed at this time, that none should be ordained

priests, that could not understand the Lord's prayer, and read the

Gospels—attainments, it appears, previously very uncommon.

f The first of January was not generally adopted as the commence

ment of the year till the sixteenth century, although it was used in

France two centuries before it was introduced into England.

WOL. II. D D
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the word of life, or that he believed in Christ as the One

who could save the chief of sinners, and satisfy a heart that

had panted after the whole world, and found it incapable of

giving happiness.

For several days before his death, he was so extremely

weak that he lay motionless, and swallowed only a few

mouthfuls of water; but, before he expired, he gathered

strength to make the sign of the cross, and then shut his

eyes as if composing himself to sleep, saying in Latin,

“Lord, into thy hands I commend my spirit.”

Thus died Charlemagne, January 28, A.D. 814; and, in

stead of occupying ourselves in vain speculations about his

spiritual condition, it is well to turn from his death-bed,

seriously to inquire whether our souls have found Christ to

be precious—whether our hearts are given to Him, and our

feet following Him? So shall our Christianity be some

thing beyond an external form.

Charlemagne was buried in the chapel which he had

founded at Aix-la-Chapelle (hence the name of this city),

and he was laid in the tomb dressed in his imperial robes,

with his sword by his side, and his golden shield and sceptre

at his feet. His Bible, and his pilgrim-purse (which was

so called, because he used it in his journeys to Rome), were

interred with him.

The inscription, “Carolo Magno,” on the pavement, still

marks the spot where his remains were deposited; but in

A.D. 1001, Otho III., emperor of Germany, disinterred the

body, and carried away every valuable relic that could be

found; and, in the twelfth century, the name of Charle

magne was enrolled among the tutelar saints of the Church

of Rome.

We must not omit to mention the reign of Charlemagne

as the commencement of a period which has been termed

“the golden age of the Jews:" an age in which they were

rich and flourishing in the countries through which they

were scattered, and the hand of persecution was for a time

withdrawn from them. A wide field of commerce was

opened to them in Charles's dominions; and, from the ports

of Marseilles and Narbonne, their vessels had constant com

munications with the East. Of the two prefects or mayors

of Narbonne, one was always a Jew; and the most stately
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part of Lyons was the Jewish quarter. The emperors of

the East, especially the Iconoclasts, protected the Jews;

and Constantine Copronymus was called a Jew, in derision,

by the Iconolatres. It is said that one of the Ommyade

caliphs was persuaded by a Jew to take the images out of

many Christian churches; and, if the Iconoclastic emperors

were not under Jewish influence, it is very probable that as

soon as they gave the signal for the destruction of images,

the Jews, whether in the way of their trade, or in religious

zeal, were ready to assist in breaking them, or in melting

down such as were composed of precious metal. By sub

mitting to the caliphs, or making themselves useful in

extending their conquests, the Jews found they could escape

the recognition of the false prophet's supposed claim; and,

by paying tribute, they were saved both from the Koran and

the sword. They made up for their losses by following in

the train of the conquerors; and their caravans of corn were

always at the service of the Saracen warriors. At the cap

ture of any place, they assisted in transporting the plunder,

and were prepared either to exchange their own goods for a

share of it, or to purchase the captives. In the more peace

ful days of the Mahometan empire, the Jews served their

masters as merchants, tradesmen, and physicians, and even

as instructors in different branches of learning.

In the long interval of quietness which they enjoyed under

the caliphs, their own schools reached the height of their

fame, and their Gaonim, or illustrious doctors, formed a kind

of senate, having legislative power as regarded Jewish

affairs. The princes of the captivity, who had retained

some measure of executive power through all the political

and religious revolutions we have been describing, still con

tinued almost undisturbed in the possession of it.

Thus the Jews remained, notwithstanding their wide dis

persion and varied circumstances, a people whose political

condition could only be described in the emphatic language

of prophecy, dwelling alone, and not numbered among

the nations. As to their religious state, it is interesting to

observe, that during this time of peace the dominion of the

Rabbins was shaken, and the Karaites (those Jews who

adhered to the letter of the revealed word, and threw away

the talmudical comments) became a powerful sect. The
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first Karaites had fallen into disrepute because of the abuse

of their doctrines by the Sadducees; but, in the long ages of

trial through which the nation had now passed, the Saddu

cean opinions were almost entirely abandoned, and the doc

trine of the Pharisees concerning the resurrection, etc., was

taught in all their universities. But, notwithstanding this

cause of dislike to the Karaites was removed, they were

naturally objects of hatred to the Rabbins, with whose

“craft” they interfered : and, being persecuted by the

rabbinical Jews, they retired for the most part to the neigh

bourhood of Jerusalem, where they formed themselves into

a regular community, under their Nasi, or prince. Their

opinions, however, though denounced as heretical by the

Rabbins, are not unknown, but rather gain ground at the

present day; and it may be said that the Karaites hold the

same relation to the other Jews as the Protestants to the

Roman Catholics; the Karaites and the Protestants alike

contending for the Scriptures without human traditions.

With one article of the Karaite creed we conclude this

brief sketch : “God has not rejected his unhappy people,

but is purifying them by affliction; and they must daily

strive to render themselves worthy of redemption through

Messiah, the son of David.” And it is added, “a pure and

righteous people will be made ready for his coming.”

, CHAP. XXXIX.

PARTICULARS OF THE DISSOLUTION OF THE SAxON HEP

TARCHY.—EGBERT BECOMES KING OF ALL ENGLAND.—

THE PENTARCHY IN 1 RELAN d.–StATE OF THAT coun

TRY UP TO THE TIME OF THE FIRST inv ASION or the

NORM.A.N.S.—CRUELTIES OF THE INVADERs.

OUR sketch of Universal History up to the time of the death

of Charlemagne will be incomplete without further particu

lars concerning England and Ireland; and events of no

common importance to the sister islands will be found nearly

to coincide with the closing years of the emperor of the

West. With regard to our own country, we refer to the

dissolution of the Saxon heptarchy; and the steps which

led to it will be now briefly described.
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As the bounds of the seven kingdoms were entirely arbi

trary, and the territories of one king lay close to those of

another, it was natural that their ambition, covetousness,

and lawlessness should lead to continual war with each

other ; and it was as natural that the mal-administration of

the internal government of the several kingdoms should lead

to frequent civil commotions and domestic revolutions.

Disorder and confusion reigned with little exception

throughout the heptarchy, till a king arose whose superior

strength and commanding mind enabled him to unite the

seven kingdoms into one, and to govern the people whom

he had forced to submit. This was Egbert, king of Wessex,

who was educated at the court of Charlemagne; and, by

serving in his armies, and observing his policy, he was pre

pared for the acquisition of the sole monarchy of England,

as also for bringing about a great change in the rude man

ners of his subjects. The advantage of such an alteration

in the government of England will be perceived as we pass

through the chief events connected with the seven kingdoms,

up to the time that they fell into the hands of Egbert.

1. The kingdom of Northumberland was, as we have al

ready observed, a scene of perpetual revolutions; and almost

the only kings who did not die a violent death were Cel

wulph, and his cousin Eadbert, both of whom abdicated the

throne and retired into a monastery. After the assassina

tion of Ethelbert, the last king of Northumberland, anarchy

prevailed till Egbert obtained the dominion.

2. The history of the kingdom of East-Anglia presents

us with a long list of royal names, the bearers of which

were successively murdered, or expelled, or inherited from

each other. Sigebert, one of the earlier kings, was edu

cated in France, and is said to have introduced some degree

of learning; and it is he who has the reputation of being

the founder of the University of Cambridge, or rather of

some schools at that place. East-Anglia was united to

Mercia by the treacherous murder of its last king.

3. Mercia, the largest, if not the most powerful kingdom

of the Heptarchy, comprehended the eight midland coun

ties; and its frontiers consequently extended to all the

other kingdoms, and to Wales. At the death of Penda,

whose violent deeds have been already related, his two sons,
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Wolfhere and Ethelred, reigned successively, and were

continually engaged in war with their neighbours. Ethelred

slew in battle the brothers of Egfrid, king of Northumber

land, but obtained peace from him by paying a sum of

money as a compensation. After reigning thirty years he

resigned the crown to Kendred, the son of Wolfhere, and

retired into a monastery. -

After a short space Kendred returned the crown to the

son of Ethelred, and making a pilgrimage to Rome, he

passed the remainder of his life there, in acts of penance

and devotion. Offa, a distant relative of Ethelred, came to

the throne of Mercia in A.D. 755. He was successful in his

warlike enterprises against Lothaire the king of Kent; and

he took the counties of Oxford and Gloucester from the

king of Wessex. He then seized upon East Anglia under

the following circumstances. Ethelbert, king of that coun

try, had asked in marriage Elfrida his daughter, and was

invited by Offa to come to Hereford with his retinue, where

it was promised that the nuptials should be celebrated. In

the midst of the wedding entertainment, he was treacher

ously seized upon and beheaded, by Offa's command; and

all the East Anglian nobles would have shared his fate, had

not a timely warning from Elfrida enabled them to escape.

In the person of Ethelred the royal family of East Anglia

was extinct; and Offa, having succeeded in his design of

obtaining the kingdom for himself, tried to quiet his con

science by paying court to the clergy, and practising the

devotional exercises they recommended. He gave the tenth

of his goods to the church, bestowed rich gifts on the cathe

dral of Hereford, and made a pilgrimage to Rome, where

his power and riches procured for him the Pope's absolu

tion. On this occasion, Offa submitted to the imposition

of a tax of one penny on every house producing thirty

pence a year. This tribute, commonly called “Peter's

Pence,” was at first demanded for the support of an English

college at Rome; but it was afterwards levied all over Eng

land as the Pope's claim. Offa's superstitious feelings were

so much quickened by his visit to Rome, that he pretended,

on his return home, that the relics of Alban, a martyr, had

been pointed out to him in a heavenly vision, and forthwith

he caused some bones to be dug up at Verulam. At that
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place he endowed a magnificent monastery in honour of the

martyr; and it was, from that time, called St. Alban's.

Offa's warlike character and religious zeal alike attracted

the notice of Charlemagne; and, perceiving in each other a

kindred spirit, they entered into a friendly alliance. One of

the results of this friendship was, that Charlemagne in

vited, and Offa permitted, the famous Alcuin to go into

France. Offa died in A.D. 794, and one of the most re

spectable of the old English chroniclers, touched by the

consideration of the wealth that he had expended for eccle

siastical purposes, declares he cannot determine whether his

merits or crimes preponderated! Eight insignificant sove

reigns who, in turn, succeeded the ambitious Offa, almost

all died in a violent manner; and the last of them tried in

vain to withstand the victorious arms of Egbert.

4. The kingdom of Essex never made any important

figure in the Heptarchy. Offa, one of its sovereigns, who

married the daughter of Penda, gave up his wife and his

kingdom, in order to make a pilgrimage to Rome, and then

shut himself up in a monastery for the remainder of his life.

His successor, Seldred, reigned thirty-eight years, and was

the last of the royal line. After a period of dependence on

Mercia, Essex again had its kings; but the second of the

new race ended his life in a pilgrimage to Rome, and the

third submitted to Egbert.

5. Of the kings of Sussex, the smallest division of the

Heptarchy, we scarcely know the names. The last of them

was slain in battle by Ceadwalla, king of Wessex; and his

two infant sons were only allowed to survive him long

enough to be baptised by the abbot who interceded for their

lives. Two of the Sussex nobles tried to resist the violence

of the West Saxons; but their opposition only prolonged the

misery of their country.

6. We have little to add to what has been already said

concerning the kingdom of Kent. The misfortunes of

Lothaire, to whom allusion has been made, were attributed

by the monkish historian to two causes—the murder of his

first cousins, and his contempt for relics. Placing these

two things on a level, sufficiently proves the grievous dark

ness and superstition of the age. In A.D. 794, the royal

family of Kent became extinct; and, after the turbulent
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reigns of three pretenders to the throne, Egbert obtained

the sovereignty of this portion of the Heptarchy.

7. The kingdom of Wessex was, as we observed in a

previous chapter, established with more difficulty and blood

shed than any other of the Saxon kingdoms; but it finally

swallowed them all up. Ceadwalla, to whom we have

already referred, being at length tired of war, or unhappy

in his conscience, bestowed many rich gifts upon the clergy,

and made a pilgrimage to Rome, where he received bap

tism, and died in A.D. 689. His successor, Ina, subdued

the Britons who had so long preserved their independence

in Somersetshire; and it is worthy of remark, that he treated

them with a degree of humanity hitherto unknown among

the Saxon conquerors. He allowed the British proprietors

to retain their own lands, encouraged marriages between them

and his Saxon subjects, and governed both by the same

laws. His reign of thirty-six years is more worthy of ad

miration than any we read of during the heptarchy. In his

declining years he made a pilgrimage to Rome, and at his

return shut himself up in a monastery, and there closed his

life. The kings of Wessex had always been chosen from

among the descendants of Cerdic, the founder of the king

dom; but, the succession not being hereditary, kinsmen often

disputed for the throne, and the mutual jealousies of the

royal family led to frequent murders. Brithric, one of the

more distant relatives of the deceased monarch, obtained

the crown in A.D. 784; whilst Egbert, whose nearer rela

tionship and possession of the people's affections seemed to

give him a better claim, was endangered by the jealousy of

his kinsman, and secretly withdrew to France. There he

was kindly received and protected by Charlemagne, and,

after many years, came to the throne of Wessex, under the

following circumstances:—Brithric had married the daughter

of Offa, king of Mercia, a woman infamous alike for vice

and cruelty; and, when she could not succeed in persuading

her husband to destroy any persons whom she hated, she

did not scruple to procure their death by any means. One

day she mixed a cup of poison for a young nobleman of

whom she was jealous, because he had gained her husband's

friendship, and Brithric himself unsuspectingly taking up

the fatal draught, drank of it with his favourite, and died
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from its effects. This horrible incident, added to all her

other crimes, rendered Eadburga so odious to the people,

that she was obliged to escape to France; and Egbert was

at the same time recalled to Wessex, to mount the throne of

his ancestors. He obtained the kingdom in the last year of

the eighth century, but a short time before his protector,

Charlemagne, was crowned emperor of the Romans. He

did not become sole king of England till A.D. 827; and then

he allowed to the East Anglians, the Northumbrians, and

the Mercians, the privilege of choosing inferior sovereigns,

tributary to himself.

A great resemblance may be traced between the political

and religious condition of Britain and Ireland during a con

siderable period. Even during the Heptarchy, Britain

contained fifteen kingdoms, including British and Scotch as

well as Saxon; and in these kingdoms there was sometimes

more than one king.

Ireland was a kind of Pentarchy; for, besides its four

divisions of Leinster, Ulster, Munster, and Connaught,

which had their subordinate kings, the district called Meath,

naturally belonging to Leinster, was set apart on account of

its position in the centre of the island, as the seat of a supe

rior monarch. The greater fertility of this portion, its com

manding situation, and the ample supplies and tribute sent

by the other princes to the supreme ruler, did not seem to

compensate for the inferior size of his kingdom; and another

tract of land, taken out of each of the four provinces, was

added to the royal territory, whereby it was made to in

clude the counties now called East and West Meath, and

probably the greater part of King's County. But the title

of king did not exclusively belong to the heads of the five

divisions we have enumerated; and, in one single battle,

where seven thousand were slain, we read there were two

hundred of them kings. The titular kings of all Ireland

kept their court in the hall or palace of Tara, in Meath;

and their most formidable rivals were the provincial kings of

Munster. In consequence of their contests, Ireland, though

still retaining a pentarchical form of government, was divided

into two opposite sections; and the king of Meath was at

length deprived of all besides the land immediately around

Tara, and yielded to the superior power of the king of

Munster. The wars of Ireland in great measure arose out
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of the jealousies resulting from the manner of the choice of

its kings. O'Niell the Great, one of the earliest of the Irish

chiefs, left his hereditary possessions to the descendants of

his eight sons; and, for more than five hundred years, all

the kings of Ireland, with one exception, were chosen from

his race. But the contest between the powerful families, or

clans, called the North Hy-Niells and the South Hy-Niells,

perpetually disturbed the peace of the island, and rendered

the possession of the throne very insecure : and the enmity

of the clans which were excluded by law, increased the civil

discord which raged continually. In like manner, the right

to the crown of Munster was claimed by the two clans

called the Eugenians and Dalcassians; and their sanguinary

disputes were only terminated by an agreement that the

sovereign should be chosen from each family alternately.

It was thus arranged, that when the Eugenian monarch

died, the princes of his family should remain as subordinate

kings in North Munster, till a Dalcassian had enjoyed his

turn to reign ; and when the reign of the Dalcassian mon

arch came to an end, the princes of his family fell into the

subordinate rank in South Munster.

War and religion seemed to divide the attention of the

Irish, as well as the Saxon kings; and those who did not

die sword in hand, commonly closed their lives in the seclu

sion of the monastery. Four Irish kings died in pilgrimage

to Iona, and were buried in that venerated spot. The last

of these was named Niell Trassack, or Niell of the Showers;

and his son Aidus came to the throne in A.D. 795, when the

Norman pirates made their first serious ravages on the

coast of Ireland. These warlike robbers were only known

to the Irish people as Gals, or foreigners; but it appears

they belonged to the nation called indifferently Danes or

Normans, whose warriors became the terror also of France

and England. Their hatred to everything connected with

the Christian name can only be accounted for by their

acquaintance with the sufferings of the Saxons from the

mad zeal of Charlemagne; for not only were the Scandina

vians, among whom the wretched remnant of that per

secuted race concealed themselves, the last people in Europe

who embraced the Christian profession, but, during a long

period, they took the most ample revenge for the blood

of their fellow-idolaters upon such of the professing nations

:
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as they could reach. Charlemagne's successors, and their

neighbours in Ireland and England, had thus to learn many

a terrible lesson of the inutility of the sword in making

converts to Christianity.

The reputation of Ireland as a nursing place for Christian

teachers, probably exposed it in a peculiar manner to the attacks

of the Northmen; and the island of Iona was one of the first

scenes of their violent attacks upon religious places. They

set fire to Columbkill's monastery, and a great number of

the monks perished in the flames; and, after their second

descent, very few of the brotherhood were left alive. The

hermits in some of the smaller islands were also objects of

pagan vengeance, and seemed to be singled out with a view

to their extermination.

Some years passed before the Irish gathered sufficient

strength to meet the invaders; but, in A. D. 810, it is said

that a slaughter of the foreigners took place in Ulster. In

the following year, we are told that a king of Killarney

defeated them in battle ; and, in 812, the Northmen were

repelled with such considerable loss, that they returned to

their own country in haste. This circumstance is recorded

by Eginhart, Charlemagne's secretary ; and he observes,

that Ireland and France were not only brought into con

nection, by means of the learned men and religious teachers

sent from Ireland, but that Charlemagne entered into an

alliance with the kings of the Scots. It is probable that

some of these Irish kings visited the emperor's court. It

might be supposed, that the appearance of a foreign foe

would have stilled the internal commotions of this unhappy

island; but, in the last year of the eighth century, we are told

that the king of Meath laid waste the lands of the people of

Leinster twice in one month, and then gathered all his

vassals to make a regular attack upon that province. This

expedition is only worthy of notice, on account of a singular

circumstance that stands in connection with it. The bishops,

abbots, and clergy, who held their lands from the king,

were, as usual, summoned around his standard ; and among

them came the archbishop of Armagh, and an abbot named

Fothadius, who was particularly celebrated for his acquaint

ance with church canons. On their way towards the

frontiers of Leinster, some of the clergy began to represent
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to their king the injury to ecclesiastical discipline arising

from the custom of requiring their assistance in the battle

field; and, on this ground, they asked exemption from mili

tary service. King Aidan replied, that he would refer the

matter to Fothadius, and abide by his decision. The abbot's

learning proved of great benefit, as it enabled him to draw

up a treatise on the rights of the clergy, which caused the

monarch to set them altogether free from military duties.

Only one year after the death of Charlemagne, the north

ern pirates, combining their forces under the direction of

Turgesius, a Norwegian chief, landed in Ireland, and

began to form settlements on the coast. From that time

they increased in strength, and maintained their footing

in the island for thirty years, during which time plunder,

massacre, and devastation fill the page of history, and the

monasteries, and other venerated places, seem to have been

the especial scenes of the cruelty of the invaders. The Irish

did not cease to resist the foe, nor to contend among them

selves; and the desolation and return to barbarism pro

ceeding from these causes, may be easily imagined. The

churches and monasteries were no sooner rebuilt, than the

spoilers returned to the work of destruction; but, when

they again departed, the Irish Christians, clinging with

superstitious fondness to the places which they deemed

holy, again set to work in the spirit of martyrs, and were

often sacrificed at the shrines of the saints whom they

venerated. The ancient traditional ballads of the north

sufficiently prove the blood-thirsty character of the people

with whom the natives of Ireland had to contend ; and

from these, it appears that they took pleasure in plundering

the churches, slaying the priests, mocking their ceremonies,

etc., and liked to stable their horses in the chapels of the

kings. In the prospect of death, their joy was in propor

tion to the slaughter they had made, as they were taught to

expect a commensurate reward in a future world. It

appears that the Scots, or Scythii, of Ireland and Scotland,

and the Saxons, Jutes, and Angles, who settled in England,

were originally one people with the Danes and Normans;

but, in the lapse of years, their manners, language, and,

above all, their religion, had undergone such changes, that

when they met after so long a separation, they were
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absolute strangers, and avowed enemies to each other.

Alas ! there was little in the new religion of the Irish and

English that could commend itself to the consciences of the

descendants of their common forefathers; and, for a long

period, their grand effort was to suppress, or extirpate it.

Well may we exclaim in the words of the unerring prophet

of God, “Woe unto the world because of offences;” yes,

because of all the stumbling-blocks that the professors of

Christianity have ever thrown in the way.

CHAP. XL.

THE EIGHTH CENTURY OF CHRISTIAN PROFESSION.—DOCTRINAL

Error:S.–PRESERVATION Or A PEOPLE OF GOD.—THE WENE

RABLE BEDE. — FRESH SUBJECTS OF CONTROWERSY. — POPE

LEO.-PAULINU.S.

IN reviewing the eighth century of Christian profession, and

the commencement of the ninth, the ecclesiastical system,

called the Church, appears darker than at any previous

period of its history. “The religion of Jesus,” observes a

respectable writer, “was at this time utterly unknown, not

only to the multitude, but to the mass of doctors; and

though all verbally acknowledged the Saviour's merits, all,

in one way or another, laboured to diminish the belief in

their efficacy, by preaching that Christians might appease

an offended Deity by mortifications, gifts, and oblations,

and exhorting such as desired salvation, to place their con

fidence in works, or in the merits of the saints.” The

remission of sins in the baptismal ceremony was commonly

allowed, and sins after baptism, it was said, might be put

away by confession, penance, and absolution, almsgiving

and the eucharist; or if they were so enormous that all

these modes were deemed insufficient, it was possible, as

a last resource, to take up the monastic life, which was

therefore sometimes denominated a second baptism. The

pilgrimages to which we have so often referred were under

taken in the same spirit, being either imposed by the priests

by way of penance, or encouraged as meritorious, and helpful

in procuring the pardon of sins. Jerome, who at first went to

the Holy Land only with a view of obtaining more accurate

*
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acquaintance with places mentioned in the Bible, was of

a different mind, and reproved the rage for pilgrimage at

its very commencement. “Heaven,” said he, “is as near

to thee at home as at Jerusalem. Why wilt thou travel

thither, as if Christ were to be found there only *"

The common time for doing public penance was in Lent,

and the penitents were then obliged to come barefooted and

clothed in sackcloth, to prostrate themselves at the doors of

the churches; and they were afterwards sprinkled with

ashes and holy water, and brought into the church to sing

certain psalms, etc. The poor sinner was not referred to

“the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once”—“the one

sacrifice for sins,” after which there could be “no more

offering for sin :” but instead of this he was pointed to a

variety of things, year by year, and day by day, which were

as incapable of taking away sins, as the blood of bulls and

goats. The faithfulness and justice of God in forgiving the

sins which his children confess to Him, and the power of

the blood of Jesus Christ, his Son, to cleanse them from

all sin—the key of the knowledge of these precious truths

was taken away, and the teachers not entering into them

themselves, hindered those that were entering in. The

trembling soul was assured by the lying lips of false teachers,

that this or that human device would cleanse it from sin;

but it may be hoped that the frequent, yet ever profitless

repetition of these vanities, was used by the Lord to con

vince his own hidden ones, that their salvation must be of

Him, and of Him only.

One thing that had greatly obscured Christ's One Sacrifice,

was the application of the term “sacrifice,” or “oblation,”

to the bread and wine used at the sacraments; and the

doctors of the Second Nicene Council complained that their

opponents called the eucharist a symbol, or image of Christ,

—the only one they allowed—whereas they maintained it

was no image, but an unbloody sacrifice offered by the

priest, and becoming, after its consecration, the very body

and blood of Christ. Thus they degraded the sacrifice of

Christ into something lower even than the Jewish sacrifices

under the law, since they contended it might be offered

again and again all over the Christianised world, at any

moment, or in any place the priest should choose, and as

--
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many times a day as he pleased to repeat the prescribed

forms.

It is true that transubstantiation, in its grossest sense,

was not the common doctrine at this period, but consub

stantiation, or the real presence of Christ's body in the

eucharist, seems to have been universally held; and the

celebration of the Lord's Supper, in the thankful remem

brance of his finished work, and in the happy sense of his

perfect love, was, it is to be feared, an unknown delight.

The bread of the sacrament was commonly soaked in the

wine and water, and it was still given to the newly

baptised and to children. Alcuin complains of some that

threw salt on “Christ's sacrifice,” and maintains that

nothing but bread, and wine, and water ought to be used.

By one of Charlemagne's capitularies, the clergy were

desired only “to say mass on stone altars consecrated by

the bishop,” and “in churches dedicated to the Lord;”

but it appears that private and solitary masses, both for the

dead and living, were common in many places. Singing, *

or saying mass, was considered so beneficial to souls, that

every bishop was ordered to sing one mass for the king,

another for the army, and a third for any existing calamity;

and the presbyters, in like manner, were required to say

three masses. The eucharist, when given to the dying,

was called the viaticum (provision for the journey); and, in

another of the above-mentioned capitularies, the clergy are

expressly desired to let nobody die without unction, recon

ciliation, and the viaticum. These last ceremonies were

considered so important, because it was agreed that no

prayer should be made for the souls of such as died without

them ; whereas if the dying man, after making confession,

and receiving absolution, obtained from the priest the closing

rites, his name might be afterwards mentioned before mass;

and this, it was supposed, would abate for him the pains of

purgatory, and, if perseveringly repeated, bring him out of

it into endless felicity.

The Carolin books, which contain a variety of clever

arguments against the worshippers of images, and detect

many of the absurdities and falsehoods propounded at the

* The practice of singing the prayers in a kind of chant was recom

mended by the popes to foreign churches, at this period.
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Second Nicene council, prove how many errors may be

clung to, even by persons protesting against error; and es

pecially when the would-be reformers are wise in their own

conceits. In the consciousness of superior wisdom, Charle

magne and his party are here made to say, “We avoid

malice and sottishness; we are neither too bold nor too

weak; and thereby we show to those that run to contrary

extremes the way they ought to keep in going to Christ.”

This self-approving speech prefaced the expression of their

determination, neither to destroy nor to worship pictures

and images; and they go on to say that the Nicene doctors,

by anathematising those who do not worship images, had

declared their predecessors to be heretics; and, as such,

they could, it was agreed on both sides, neither consecrate

nor impose hands, and, therefore, they had as good as owned

themselves to be neither true priests nor true bishops.

“We beg rest for them,” say the teachers of the West,

“in the sacrifices of the mass, they make imprecations

against them in their councils; we remember them in our

prayers, they wish them to be damned as heretics,” etc.

This boastful confession of making prayers for the dead,

was accompanied by a profession of obedience to tradition

in the worship of the saints, and in doing honour to the

cross, the books of the gospels, and the cups and plates on

the altar; and also by an expression of their belief, that the

Church of Rome was above all other churches, being in

vested with the united authority of St. Peter and St. Paul.

The latter dogma is the more to be remarked, as the Carolin

books were written with the express intention of convincing

Pope Adrian of his error; and their existence proves that

the Church of Rome was not then universally esteemed to

be infallible. -

We have begun by noticing the vital errors of this un

happy age—the baleful and busy touch of fallen man in the

matter of salvation, his meddling with God's proper work,

his suicidal interference with the atonement:—“If the foun

dations be dissolved,” it may well be asked, “what shall the

righteous do?” How can we then sufficiently admire the

grace of God in reserving for himself true witnesses in the

midst of all these corruptions—persons who truly rested on

His foundation, even Christ! That such there were among
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the Paulicians and Nestorians, we have little reason to doubt;

that such existed in the recesses of the Appenines, and in

the deep vales of the snow-covered Italian Alps, is still more

certain; and we have also satisfactory evidence that such

remained—not separated like the Paulicians and Nestorians

by their own act, and not shielded like the mountain Chris

tians of Italy by the providence of God—but closely wedded

in circumstances, if not in heart, to the great ecclesiastical

system which usurped the title of the Church of God. It

is true that everything like united testimony was confined

either to the persecuted Paulicians who suffered throughout

the eighth century, with but a short intermission from the

mercy of Nicephorus, or to the little hidden churches of the

Vallenses (inhabitants of the valleys), who were shut out

from the observation, as well as the corruptions of the

church of Rome; and of these latter, at this period, little was

known. All that subsisted elsewhere seems to have been

in the way of individual testimony. But, in God’s book of

remembrance, are treasured in every age the names of such

as fear him and think on his name, though they can rarely

come within the cognisance of the historian. The sove

reignty of God is manifested as above all earthly circum

stances; and where his Spirit convinces, converts, and

occupies any poor sinner's heart with Jesus, nothing can

prevent his eternal salvation: he will finally get clear of the

dark mountains upon which all others stumble to their own

destruction. We need not then be afraid to own that God’s

children have been found, from age to age, in unscriptural

systems, and even among the devotees of papal Rome,” and

* We cannot regret the quickness of judgment that detects and

exposes evil systems, but we may regret the hastiness which forces

them to answer to certain descriptions in the prophetic word, which

seem to belong to something yet more fearful. For example, a paral

lelism is drawn between Popery, and the picture presented to us in

Rev. xiii. But it may be asked, Has the Popish system, at any time,

included all whose names are not written in the book of life (v. 8,

16, 17) 2 and have there been none bearing its marks saved from",

everlasting torment? See chap. xiv. 9–11. Again, we believe that

2 Thess. ii. 8 points out something worse than popery or the popes,

bad as they have been; and that the Antichrist who shall come

(1 John ii. 18) shall go beyond all other Antichrists; not only practi

cally but openly denying the Father and the Son, which the popes,

clinging to the Athanasian creed, have never done; not only exalting

WOL. II. E E
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of this we have some interesting proofs at this period. In

A.D. 735, died the venerable Bede, an English presbyter,

and the ecclesiastical historian of his country. He received

his education in a monastery, and was esteemed the most

learned man of his age, as he wrote on all the branches of

learning then cultivated in Europe, and had uncommon skill

in Greek and Hebrew. He devoted his whole time to reli

gious and literary exercises, and the instruction of youth :

and though invited by Pope Sergius to Rome, he never left

his own country. He studied the Scriptures diligently and

prayerfully; and though he would probably have arrived at

a clearer knowledge of many parts of truth, if he had not

followed the interpretations of “the Fathers” in so servile

a manner, we perceive that the light of the Word as to

º essential points, was brought into his mind by the power of

the Spirit of God. Thus, he was enabled to express his

sense of the efficacy of the blood of Christ in saving his

* people from the eternal death due to their sins; to speak of

the water of life as the gift of Christ; and of the perfect

bliss there is for those who by Him rise out of the ruins of

the fall, and are brought to see God face to face. As to his

own experimental acquaintance with these things, it appears

that as he journeyed along through the wilderness, he knew

- what it was to fight the good fight of faith by the strength

supplied from God; and when he came to his last sickness

his faith did not fail. He abounded in prayer and thanks

giving, and loved to meditate upon the Scriptures:–one of

º º his favourite verses was, God “scourgeth every son whom

º he receiveth.” Just before his death, he said, “My soul

. desires to see Christ my King in his beauty;” and he sang

. glory to the Father, Son and Holy Ghost.

| Such a man as Bede could not fail to notice the more

himself as some of the popes have done, as the vicegerent of God, or

taking up, as it were, the divine honours accorded to them by some

of their flatterers, but absolutely as God claiming and receiving divine

worship (Rev. xiii. 8, and 2 Thess. ii. 4), in the very place where Je

hovah openly manifested himself in the cloud of glory, and in the

glory of his only begotten Son, and by the outpouring of the Holy

Ghost. The desire to be as gods, excited by the devil, was the cause

of the fall of man (Gen. iii. 5); the exhibition of himself as God

(2 Thess. ii. 4), by the working and power of the devil (v. 9). will be

the consummation of human iniquities.
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glaring evils around him; and, accordingly, we find him

trying to raise the standard of truth and devotedness among

the teachers of the church in England, by referring the

archbishop of York to the epistles of Timothy and Titus,

as pointing out what is required in ministers. Again, to

wards the close of his life we find him saying concerning

the monasteries, that for thirty years many of them had

been useless to church and state, as they preserved neither

piety nor decency, and that scandalous abuses prevailed.

He suggested also an increase of bishops in the north of

England, and wished to have twelve under the archbishop of

York, as he observed there were many villages in the

mountainous parts which had never seen a bishop, or pas

tor, though they were obliged to pay the episcopal dues.

Yet, venerable as he was justly deemed, for we know

not of any at this period, in eminent places, who resembled

him, Bede himself entertained a host of childish thoughts

and erroneous opinions, which we can only account for

by perceiving the darkness of the age, and his unhappy

deference to the papal see, and to ancient writers. He

rather admired than reproved the rage for pilgrimage,

though even Boniface had written to the archbishop of

Canterbury, desiring him to prevent the English women

from going abroad in such numbers; and telling him there

was scarcely a city in Lombardy, or France, where some of

these professed pilgrims were not living in the most profli

gate manner, to the scandal of their religious profession.

It is also to be observed, that Bede only opposed the enor

mous multiplication of monks, in his own country, for fear

that there would not be soldiers enough to repel an inva

sion; but, had he lived a little longer, his dread upon that

score might have vanished, as, before the close of the cen

tury, we find there were no fewer than fourteen monasteries

in France obliged to furnish a certain number of soldiers;

and there was nothing to hinder any abbot who pleased from

leading out his monks to battle.

Alcuin was one of Bede's scholars; but, though standing

higher in reputation in his particular sphere, we have not

the same pleasant tokens of his spiritual-mindedness. It is,

however, to be observed, that the opening of the Carolin

books set forth the redemption of the church by the blood
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of Christ, and some of the precious truths connected with

it; though the writer appears somewhat to confound this

redeemed church with the outward profession which assumed

its name.

Alcuin died in France, A. D. 804, after labouring there for

fourteen years. The most famous of his theological writings,

besides the Carolin books, are those addressed to Elipand,

bishop of Toledo.

A question had arisen between Elipand and Felix, another

bishop in Spain, as to the sense in which Christ was the

Son of God; and Elipand ventured to call him God's adop

tive son. This unscriptural expression led to many violent

debates; and, though it appears these Spanish bishops did

not attempt to deny the true and essential divinity of Christ,

they expressed themselves in such a manner concerning his

human nature, that they were accused of reviving the Nes

torian opinions, and of making Him to be two distinct per

sons. Councils were held at Narbonne and Ratisbon to

enquire into this subject, and to condemn the statements of

Elipand ; and, in A. D. 794, the subject was finally canvassed

at Frankfort on the Maine, in a council assembled to discuss

the question of images, etc. About three hundred bishops

from France, Italy, and Germany, were present at this

council, and Charlemagne himself was seated on a throne in

the midst of them, having the pope's legates on either hand.

The king's judgment respecting the case of Elipand, was

doubtless guided by Alcuin; but we find a letter dictated to

the churches of Spain, as from his own mind, in the follow

ing style: “You entreated me to judge for myself; I have

done so. I have assisted as an auditor and an arbiter in an

assembly of bishops. We have examined, and, by the

grace of God, have settled what must be believed.”

The opinions of Felix and Elipand being declared to be

heretical, the former was obliged publicly to renounce them

at Aix-la-Chapelle, and was then banished to Lyons by

Charlemagne's command. It appears, however, that he

persisted in his own judgment till his death. Elipand, under

Saracen government, could not be reached by the coercive

measures of the Frankfort council, and kept up the debate

by letter with Alcuin. He seems to have written in a rude

and passionate spirit; whilst the English doctor replied with

moderation, and though reviled reviled not again.
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A controversy, which shook the Greek and Latin

churches little less than that concerning image worship,

likewise originated with some Spanish doctors, and came

under notice in this century. The Nicene creed only ex

pressed that the Holy Ghost proceeded from the Father;

and to this some bishops in Spain added the Latin word

filioque (and the Son);* conceiving that the Son of God

was not duly honoured by the omission of his name in this

sentence.

The addition being universally adopted in the West,

Charlemagne wrote a letter to Leo III. on the subject, and

sent three bishops with it, desiring him to confirm this de

finition concerning the procession of the Holy Ghost. This

pope was displeased that any alteration should be made in

the creed; but, like his predecessors, he did not venture to

dispute with his royal protector, though he disdained to

receive instructions from the inferior clergy of Spain and

"Gaul.

In A.D. 776, a council was held on this subject, at which

the ambassadors of the Greek emperor assisted, and the

Greek bishops bitterly complained of the insertion of filioque

by the Latins. Both parties left the place of debate more

firmly settled in their own opinions than before; and, ere

another century had elapsed, the difference of judgment

between the Greck and Latin churches on this subject rose

to such a height that it ended in their total separation.

It must here be observed, that notwithstanding the

princely and ecclesiastical power lodged in the hands of the

popes in the eighth century, they were still far from attain

ing the supremacy that they coveted. Their infallibility

and their sovereignty were neither asserted nor allowed, as

at a later period. In a council of bishops at Rome, called

by Adrian I., it was determined that the election to the see

of Rome, which had formerly belonged to the Roman em

perors, should be transferred to Charlemagne and his suc

cessors. And, although these princes did not care to

exercise this power in its full extent, they reserved to them

selves the right of approving and confirming the choice of a

* See John xv. 26, “Whom I will send unto you from the Father;”

and John x. 30, “I and my Father are one.”
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pope, nor was his consecration worth anything unless per

formed in the presence of the emperor's ambassadors. We

find Leo III., in one of his last letters to Charlemagne,

. writing as a supplicant ; and, in another, asking his leave

º for a certain exiled bishop to remain in a town of Italy.

These little circumstances prove subjection of feeling to the

imperial power.

- - Only the year after Charlemagne's death, another attack

- was made upon Leo ; and he then acted in a very different

º - - manner to what he had done on a former occasion; for some

- - of his assailants being brought to judgment, he put them to

death with his own hands. Louis le Debonnaire desired his

nephew Bernard, the king of Italy, to enquire into the truth

- of this report concerning the pope, and complained that Leo

- had not only acted in opposition to his benevolent feelings,

but in forgetfulness that he had the right of sovereignty in

Rome. Leo sent legates into France to justify his conduct

before the king ; but the Romans were so incensed against

him, that they plundered his castles and seized his lands as

soon as they heard he was taken ill. He died in May, A.D.

816. He had always acted more like a prince struggling

for dominion than in his professed character of universal

bishop. His letters contain little reference to ecclesiastical

matters; but Alcuin, in an epistle addressed to him, styles

him “the vicar of the apostles,” and “the prince of the

s church.”

Lower in ecclesiastical rank, but with far juster preten

sions to a place in the church of God, was Paulinus, the

| - r bishop of Aquileia, who died in A.D. 804. He was high in

. favour with Charlemagne, and, under his protection, preached

º to the Avars, and among the pagans of Carinthia and Illyria.

! Though within the immediate circle of Roman influence, he

and some other bishops of Italy dared to differ from the

papal legates at Frankfort on the subject of image worship;

and it is most satisfactory to find, that Paulinus, in a book

written against Felix, says that merely a bit of bread is

received in the Lord's Supper; and that the spiritual life

or death of the eater depends upon his having faith, or

having it not.

He protested also, that the blood of Christ alone could
i blot out the least sin; and the manner in which redemption

|

! -------- º
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was wrought by his blood, he clearly explained. With

regard to the person of Christ, and his sole advocacy with

the Father, he was also clear.

From these observations, it need not be inferred that

Paulinus was free from superstitions and false doctrines;

far from it; yet they may suffice to prove that he held fast

essential truths. A council, held under his direction in

A.D. 791, is remarkable for many excellent canons, and

proves that he, like the venerable Bede, was shocked by the

flagrant abuses of the ministerial office. We need only

mention that simony, drunkenness, and other vices, common

among the clergy, were legislated against, and that the

canons prohibited their secular business and the amusements

of hunting, music, dancing, etc. If such enlightened Chris

tians as Bede and Paulinus were to be found in the high

and slippery places, it is to be hoped there were many more

in the lower walks of private life.

CHAP. XLI.'

OBSERVATIONS ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE CHURCHES OF THE

NEw TESTAMENT.—DESCRIPTION OF THE CHURCHEs of HUMAN

CONSTRUCTION IN THE EIGHTH CENTURY.-SCRIPTURAL CHA

RACTER OF MINISTRY.—THE MINISTRY IN THE EIGHTH CEN

TURY.-ACTS OF COUNCILS. — EFFORTS AT REFORM.–THE

PROVIDENTIAL PRESERVATION OF THE SCRIPTURES..—CAUSES

FOR THANKFULNEss—conclusios.

WE shall never rightly understand how far we ourselves

have wandered, or what are the wanderings of others,

except we come to the written word of God, and there

discover the way which He approves. They must be unwise

who have any other standard than the Word which is to be

their judge; yet it is very common for persons to measure

their state at one time by their state at another time; and

to compare themselves, either in their individual or church

capacity, with others. But as it matters little to us, as

sinners, what improvement we can trace in our own conduct,

or what difference there is between us and others, if our

t
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understanding be opened to know we are weighed in God's

balances and found wanting; so we ought not, as Christians,

to rest satisfied because our church-position is better than

that of our forefathers, or our cotemporaries; but we should

rather consider if it will bear the light of God's pure and

unchangeable truth.

In writing, therefore, the history of church-affairs, on

scriptural principles, we feel engaged to do something more

than merely to compare one age with another, and so to

find out whether the eighth century wears a brighter or

darker aspect than the seventh, etc. : we must look back

from time to time to God's pattern, and thus we shall learn

how far man, in seeking out many inventions, has failed to

act according to it.

It has pleased God to set forth most of the precious truths

which he has revealed in his word, both in the simplest

language and by the most striking symbols and types; so

that any one, who will come as a child, or as a fool, to

receive instruction, shall not err, though the wise and prudent

may be lost in endless labyrinths.

Many of the truths so taught in the Scriptures might be

specified; but we shall only now mention that which bears

on our present subject—the structure of the churches.

That the churches gathered by the apostles were assem

blies of saints, and that the epistles were addressed to

assemblies of saints, neither the letter nor the spirit of the

apostolical writings will allow us to doubt. They were

spoken of and addressed as gatherings of persons who had

light and life from God, as those who had faith in Jesus,

and love to his saints, as members of Christ through faith

in his name, as temples of the Holy Ghost, by virtue of his

indwelling. That there were among them false brethren

unawares brought in, children of the wicked one who had

crept in among them, and children of the kingdom who

were not walking consistently with their high and holy

calling, appears quite as plain to the careful reader of the

New Testament; but this does not alter the fact, that the

churches were, in constitution and intention, “churches of

saints.” Since, therefore, they are so denominated and

described throughout the book of the Acts, and the Epistles,

the expressive symbol of the golden candlesticks used in the

- ma
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opening of the Revelation may be more readily interpreted

and understood. -

When the Lord told his disciples they were the light of

the world, and that a city set on a hill cannot be hid, he

added that touching application to the conscience—even

men put the candle they have lighted upon a candlestick,

that every one who comes in may see the light—and told

them, that they by their good works shining before men

should bring glory to their heavenly Father.

The churches, then, we cannot but believe were intended

by God as the gathering-places for his own lights, and that

they were given in mercy towards a world lying in darkness

and in the shadow of death. As soon as any poor sinner

was born of the Spirit, and thus held, as it were, the candle

of the Lord, his proper place, whether he had been in Jewish

or Pagan darkness previously, was no longer in association

with the darkness, because he could have no fellowship with

it, but rather with the light of the candlestick—that is, of

the church.-whether at Jerusalem or at Ephesus.

The very thought of a candlestick must be accompanied

with an idea of surrounding darkness; even common sense

is outraged by the use of a candlestick in the day.

If a whole city or country could be partitioned into

churches, vain would be the symbol of candlesticks, since

there would be no darkness to enlighten. At the time such

attempts were first made, we perceive that God’s pattern

was entirely lost sight of, and human hands fashioned such

a system as suited man’s corrupt taste.

Now we know that human power can no more contrive

the new creation than the old (2 Cor. iv. 6), and that the

only way of entrance into the church of God, is by being

born again of God's Spirit. This passage from death into

life is celebrated in the most lively manner in baptism. But

when human power was put forth to contrive an entrance

into the church of man's devising, God's ordinance was

taken up, in forgetfulness of God's meaning in it; and at

this period we find the triple immersion, with the various

ceremonies that accompanied it, put in the place of faith in

Christ by the quickening power of his Spirit. Baptism

thus administered, with a form of words, in a language un

known to the receiver, and not unfrequently to the admini
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strator, was the door into the churches of the eighth cen

tury. The requirements laid upon the members of these

churches may be briefly enumerated: the Creed and the

Lord's prayer were to be learned by heart (in their own

tongue, where the instructors were the most reasonable) ;

they were to attend at the church-services, and if they could

not understand the language in which they were said or

sung, they were desired to refer their intention to the

general petitions made by the priests; occasionally they

were to hear mass, and receive the eucharist; they were to

pay tithes and dues; and, when enjoined, to do penance,

or pay others to do it for them; they were also taught to

do honour to the Virgin Mary, the saints, relics, images,

and pictures; and, where these two last were protested

against, similar reverence was paid to the cross, the books

of the gospels, and the sacramental vessels. We may

safely say, that the religion of the masses who formed the

churches did not go beyond this; and if so, the word of the

Lord concerning them must have been, “In vain do they

worship me ;” and, concerning their teachers, “Full well

ye reject the commandment of God, that ye may keep your

own traditions.”

The condition of these men-made churches may lead us

to consider the state of the men who made and kept them

what they were ; and here we speak not of the bright

exceptions, but of the great mass of accredited teachers.

By way of introduction to this important subject, we

must again observe the difference between the scriptural

character of ministry under the old and that of the new

dispensation, since Jewish ideas of a priestly order lay at

the foundation of this great system, which, “speaking after

the manner of men,” we call “the church.”

The priests under the Jewish dispensation had certain

official duties to perform according to a prescribed order.

By virtue of their descent from a certain family, and their

consecration according to certain forms, they became priests;

and, by attention to the rules laid down for them, they

might be faithful priests. Theirs were outward ministrations,

being of a sacrificial and ceremonial nature, and the heart

of the Jewish worshipper was to be reached by what he

saw the priest do, rather than by what he heard him say—
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these silent ministrations addressed the spiritual under

standing through the eye. Even when the priest's in

structions were vocal, and he stood as the messenger of the

Lord of Hosts (Mal. ii. 7), it was the law, of which he was

the keeper, that proceeded out of his mouth. In one word

his ministration was not that of the Christian dispensation,

the ministration of the Spirit (2 Cor. iii.), and did not

necessarily require that he should be taught of the Spirit.

Hophni and Phineas, though sons of Belial, who knew

not the Lord, were no less priests than Eli their father;

and, although men on their account abhorred the offering

of the Lord, they could not rightly cease to wait upon their

ministration, and none could remove them from their office.

Their father, it is true, ought to have restrained them in

their evil ways by his frown; but God alone could cut them

off from his altar.

But even under the old dispensation, when the priests

failed to honour God, prophets were raised up who testified

against their apostasy, and instructed the people; and it

was the rejection of these servants, who came in the special

power of the Spirit, that the Lord pressed upon the con

science of the Jewish nation in his parables descriptive of

God's dealings in grace towards them. And not only were

the prophets rejected and illtreated, except by that blessed

remnant who learned by grace to value them; but false pro

phets rising up in great numbers were continually preferred

to them, so that God's true prophets had to testify against

these, as well as the apostate priests and people.

That men love darkness rather than light because their

deeds are evil, was proved in a thousand forms before that

great and decisive manifestation of it in the rejection of the

true light Himself; and the same thing has been shown in

an infinite variety of ways, from the time of the crucifixion

till the present hour: the subject we are upon is a striking

illustration of it. Upon arriving at the eighth century of

the Christian era, we find not the able ministers of the New

Testament, whose sufficiency is of God; born of the Spirit,

and made ministers by the calling of the Spirit; but a priestly,

imitative order, fashioned according to the Jewish model,

whose boasted sufficiency is in their forms of ordination or

onsecration : an order which can only be described by re

ersing the apostle's account of what God's ministers should
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be, seeing they did walk in craftiness, and handle the word

of God deceitfully, etc. Again, the New Testament order

being abandoned, we see sacrificial and ceremonial minis

trations resorted to, and attempts made to produce, through

the senses, the faith that comes by hearing through the

power of God's word and Spirit. There was preaching, it

is true, but the very best of it did not spring up, as of old, out

of the depths of a spiritual mind, in the living energy of the

Holy Ghost, it did not proceed from an experimental ac

quaintance with the small measure of truth spoken of, but

was, for the most part, something learned by rote from the

early writers. Charlemagne's Book of Homilies, good as

the intention of it seems to have been, tended to encourage

the sloth of the clergy and their grievous neglect of the

Scriptures, as they did not trouble themselves about any

other passages of the word than were therein commented on.

The writings of “the fathers” were now generally consi

dered infallible guides; and the Irish preachers alone ven

tured upon anything like interpretation of the Scriptures.

Their lively and cultivated minds were not contented to

pursue the beaten track, and they launched out into original

illustrations; but, coming to the study of the word without

subjection to the Guide into all truth, they often arrived at

very rash conclusions.

The teachers of this age not only wrested the Scriptures

though their own ignorance and instability, but took up

many dogmas for which they could not find the slightest

warrant in the revealed word. As one instance of this, we

may mention that two new festivals were introduced in this

century, one to commemorate the birth of the blessed

virgin, and called the Immaculate Conception, because it

was said she was born without sin; and another, called the

Assumption of the Virgin, because they had a tradition, or

rather a recent invention, that she was taken up to heaven

without dying.

“As we have no miracles,” says Chrysostom, “so we

want none;” but succeeding teachers were of a different

mind, and we are arrived at a period when the grossest

deceit was made use of, and the most barefaced lies were

told, with the intention of establishing the multitude of pre

tended miracles said to be wrought by relics, by the eucha

rist, and even by images. The doctors at the Nicene

I-mºm.
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Council believed and propagated many such absurdities; so

did Pope Gregory himself; and, on all hands, it was plain

that the time was come when men's ears were led away from

the truth, and turned unto fables.

Some proofs, however, remain of the attempts made by

the better sort of the clergy to legislate for the worse; and

the prevalent ignorance and immorality may be imagined by

these public avowals of it. The capitularies of Charlemagne,

in the framing of which we have already noticed that the

clergy assisted, contain passages which prove there were

persons to reprove some of the grosser evils and supersti

tions, and to suggest amendments of practice. Vices, by

the very mention of which we should defile these pages, but

which were common both among priests and monks, were

declared punishable by imprisonment, with a bread-and

water diet, whipping till the blood should come, shaving the

head, and different kinds of public penance. But, as this

judicial power was lodged in the hands of the superior

clergy, it was also thought needful to issue certain prohibi

tions against a tyrannical exercise of it; and, at this time,

some care was taken to prevent them from administering

punishment without clear proof of the guilt of the accused,

and bishops were forbidden cruelly to put out the eyes of

their clerical brethren, etc., etc. The common law was, that

adulterers among the clergy should be deposed; but a canon

was at length made, declaring they might retain their office,

if that sin were not repeated, provided they were not also

drunkards.

But, notwithstanding the laws enacted by Charlemagne,

the conduct of the clergy and monks within his dominions

seems to have been incorrigible. They were found im

bruing their hands in the blood of their brethren, living in

luxury, gluttony, and other lusts, given to hunting and

amusements of different kinds, and many of them intent

upon military enterprises for the sake of plunder.

In the national assembly, A. D. 803, a complaint that

great numbers of priests had been slain in battle, led to the

framing of a law, forbidding them to expose their lives in

the field. In Charlemagne's capitularies, we find clerical

persons again and again forbidden to go hunting, to bear

arms, or to go into the army, “except,” it was added,

“ they be called to perform service there, to carry the relics
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of the saints, to hear confessions, or impose penance.” For

all these purposes priests were required to be in attendance,

. . . . and Charlemagne himself, in his martial expeditions, was

- accompanied by a private confessor. The right of asylum,

|
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which had led to the increase of crime and the encourage

- ment of vice, was interfered with by Charlemagne's laws:

he required the clergy to give up the murderers under their

protection, and prohibited them from furnishing bread to

those who took shelter in their churches. Some of the

º ecclesiastical laws extended beyond the clergy, and in these

- !, same capitularies we read that corporal punishments and

|r. - fines were appointed to such as sacrificed to devils, con

º | º - sulted diviners and sorcerers, or used enchantments. Per

i -
t sons who set their slaves to work, or to go a journey on Sun

- day, were to be fined. Christian slaves (for such there still

| | | | | - were) were not to be sold to Pagans or Jews. Persons who

s | a stole away widows or young women for the sake of mar

i rying them, and such as gave their daughters in marriage to

- * ". - - Jews, were to be anathematised. One who killed a slave or

a thief was to be fined seventy pence.

| º Among the Frankfort canons, we find the following:

º that bishops shall do justice to the clergy, and not run

- - from town to town, but settle in their own churches, and

- take care of them; that clerical persons shall not frequent

" . . . . . the taverns, nor quarrel with each other; that avarice and
- t º covetousness shall be avoided, and hospitality exercised:

t - - that the bishop shall take care of orphan girls; that children

. ! . ; shall not be brought to the sacrament; that we must not
º - s believe man cannot pray to God save in three languages

(probably some said that Greek, Hebrew, and Latin, were

the only languages for prayer), because God may be wor

shipped in all sorts of languages, and understands all our

+ - petitions. By the second canon of the Frankfort synod, all

- * * s manner of adoration or worship of images is condemned;
t but it appears that Charlemagne and his bishops were as

s f much opposed to the destruction of images and pictures as

to the outward worship paid to them elsewhere; and, through

their care in preserving them by way of ornaments and his:

- | torical memorials, but a little time elapsed before image and

picture-worship became all but universal throughout Christ

endom. -

. In a capitulary of Aix-la-Chapelle, in A.D . S9, we find

w
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an express prohibition of the baptism of bells, which proves

that this ridiculous custom (in use in the Romish church at

this day) was of early origin. At Mentz, the private masses,

which the priests professed to offer in behalf of souls de

tained in purgatory, were condemned as the fruits of ava

rice and sloth.

Charlemagne, as a warrior-king, was not very favourable

to monastic institutions; and accordingly we find that he

forbade his male subjects to become monks without his

permission, and would not allow of females to seclude them

selves before they were twenty-four years of age. These

laws seem to have arisen out of his fear that the state would

be depopulated through the immense increase of monasti

cism. We conclude our account of the most interesting of the

laws and canons issued under the sanction of Charlemagne,

by mentioning one which obliged every province to main

tain its own poor ; it was issued chiefly with the design of

preventing mendicity, and discouraging almsgiving to such

as could work.

Among the canons of the English councils, may be seen

some attempts to check the excessive superstition of the

age, and to reform the monasteries. When we remember

what the early monasteries were, it seems strange to read

such laws as the following: that monasteries shall not be

used as public inns; that they shall not be retreats for

poets, musicians, and buffoons; that the nuns shall not

spend their time in embroidery for gay clothing ; that

sobriety at meals shall be observed. Many acts of the

different councils prohibit monks and nuns from dwelling

together, or visiting at each other's houses; and at Nice,

a canon was made, forbidding the formation of double

monasteries, or such as were intended for men and women

in different compartments. In a council held in Northum

berland, in A. D. 787, at which two legates from Pope

Adrian assisted, there appears to have been much wisdom

exercised; and its acts were received by the Mercians, as

well as the Northumbrians.

By one of its canons, bishops were enjoined only to

ordain men of exemplary life; by others, fraud, violence,

exaction, and tyranny were condemned, and concord, peace,

union, and obedience to kings recommended. Others again

prohibited improper marriages, and heathen customs, etc.
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About the middle of the eighth century, a bishop called

Adelbert was condemned, in a council held at Rome under

Zachary, for such a variety of absurdities, that if it be sur

prising any man in his senses could have taught them, it

is no less strange that a multitude of persons should believe

him. Adelbert was a native of France, but established him

self in Germany; and the accusations brought against him

were, that he had tried to make people believe an angel

from heaven had brought him some relics, whereby he

could obtain of God whatever he pleased. He consecrated

altars in his own name, and set up little chapels and crosses

in Germany, to draw away the people from Boniface's

churches. He equalled himself with the apostles, and gave

away some of his own hair and nails to be carried about

with St. Peter's relics' But perhaps the greatest offence

in the eyes of his accusers and his judges was, that he con

demned pilgrimages to Rome to visit the apostles' tombs;

and, by setting himself up so high, lessened the attachment

of the ignorant and superstitious Germans to the papal see.

His follies and wickednesses became a laughing-stock to the

council, though they did not see their own folly and

wickedness in adoring the pretended relics of St. Peter,

and in many such like things. It was at first determined

that Adelbert's writings should be burned ; but Zachary

afterwards resolved to preserve them in the library of the

Vatican, among the works of other heretics. Adelbert

himself was deposed, and put to penance; and about the

same time, Clement, a bishop of Ireland, was also deposed,

on account of errors as gross as those of Adelbert. They

were both denominated “wicked villains and false bishops.”

Perhaps it was little imagined that had the mass of bishops

been tested by what the apostle says, “a bishop must be,”

they would have been proved false bishops also ; but most

men were satisfied to stand at the bar of their own judgment,

or that of the Pope, and hid themselves from the powerful

scrutiny of the word of God.

In looking through these pages, we find the Christian, as

a mere professor, in a parallel case with the Jew addressed

by the apostle in the second chapter of the Epistle to the

Romans, and we may say with equal decision, “He is not a

Christian that is one outwardly.” But, if it be asked,

“What advantage then is there in the Christian profession,
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seeing that the mass are only Christians outwardly "let

us reply, “Much every way.” Individually and socially,

morally and politically, man is benefited by the spreading of

a Christian profession. The reader of history, and the

dweller in heathen lands, must alike acknowledge this :

besides, if the mass do not believe, their unbelief cannot

make the faith of God of none effect; and He communicates

faith when, and where, and how he pleases.

But the chief advantage both of the Christian and of the

Jewish profession has been, that to them have been com

mitted the oracles of God; and it is a solemn thought, that

both Jews and Christians have been constrained, by the

sovereign power of God, to be the keepers of the word

which will condemn them in the last day, if they be proved

to have been Jews or Christians outwardly, and not inwardly

also (John v. 45–47; xii. 47–50).

The Holy Scriptures, through the merciful providence of

God, have been transmitted to us unhurt by false Jews or

false Christians; retaining their original purity, notwith

standing the multiplied offences and afflictions of their

Jewish keepers, and remaining unaltered through the

various phases of the external church. The former, in

their excessive zeal for the preservation of their sacred

books, have counted every letter; and even the ardent

students of the Talmud, though they might explain away,

dared not touch the text. Again, the worst of the clergy,

teach what they would besides, dared not bring out a new

Bible of their own manufacture, and could not destroy,

though they might wish to conceal, the Word of God: and,

though teachers ceased to speak as the oracles of God,

these oracles remained untouched by the spoiler. Monks

in their cells, clerks in their studies, Alcuin and others in

kings' palaces, helped, under the ruling hand of God, to

multiply, and preserve, and translate the copies of these

precious oracles; and, we may well say, the safety of the

Bible, in such strange and even varying circumstances, is a

standing miracle, which demands the thanksgiving of all

who value the Book of books.

In conclusion, we can trace most clearly the accordance

between the state of things in the eighth century, and the

predictions which the apostle gave forth, as being expressly

WOL. II. F F
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spoken by the Spirit concerning latter times. There were

awful departures from faith; there was heed given to

seducing spirits and doctrines of demons; there were lies

spoken by men whose consciences seemed to be seared with

a hot iron; there were also prohibitions against marriage,

commands to abstain from meats, fables, lying wonders,

covetous practices, etc. etc. These we forbear to enlarge

upon; we desire not to become too familiar with evil.

Enough has been said to lead any serious and reasonable

person to deprecate the attempts which are now being

made to excite feelings of respect and regret for such an

age as this; and thus to lead men back to the superstitions

out of which our beloved country was delivered at the time

of the Reformation. It is true there are many causes for

shame and sorrow now. Deep should be the humiliation

before God of all living Christians on account of present

evil. Blessed are those who sigh and cry over that which

is abomination in the Lord's sight. We say not there is

any room for boasting; but there is reason for thankfulness

that England now, is so different to England a thousand

years ago. We rejoice, however, with trembling, for we

have been learning throughout our history—it is one moral

of it—that the tendency of man ever is to apostatise; for

he either falls away, in weakness, from the blessing God has

given, or gets proud of it, and so subjects himself to the

judgment of God. Perhaps the divine warning, “Let him

that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall,” was never

more needed than in the present hour (see Rom. xi).

We have passed through 4818 years of the history of

man; but as something more than a thousand years still

remain, and as the era of Charlemagne is one of the boundary

lines of ancient history, the present work will be concluded

at this point.

END OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
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